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Preface 

I will not wo<k my h"d to wmpo~ th, tlting, it j., <on,h d"ft of wn
fused tracks which I will leave in their hands. Certain ones will put it into 
their mouths, to identify the taste, sometimes to spit it out with a grimace, 
or to gnaw at it, or to swallow it in order to conceive, even, I mean, a 
child." So says Jacques Derrida in "Envois," the dramatic narrative prefac
ing La carte postale (191). His description applies, retroactively, to the 
generation of my book, in that I am one of those who swallowed. As a 
graduate student, writing a dissertation on Rousseau and several modernist 
authors, I unsuspectingly purchased a copy of De fa grammatologie, think
ing I would find out something about Rousseau. The book was just lying 
there in a pile of other books, waiting, looking as harmless, as attractive, as 
a puppy in a pet store window (as Georges Poulet once put it). The effect 
of reading it, however, was more like Baudelaire's flacoll, except that I 
was overwhelmed by a sense of the future rather than of the past. Soon I 
was more interested in Derrida than in Rousseau. 

My interest in grammatology as a pedagogy emerged out of my experi
ence teaching courses in literary criticism, or rather, out of the relation of 
this course to my other courses, a juxtaposition that made me aware of 
the disparity between the contemporary understanding of reading, writing, 
and epistemology and the institutional framework in which this under
standing is communicated (pedagogy, curriculum, evaluation). I resolved 
to try to reduce this gap between theory and practice, but not before I 
had figured out what might take the place of conventional pedagogy. This 
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book is an installment on that initial proposal (a partial and inadequate re
port), undertaken to inform myself first of all of what steps to take, of 
how to achieve a postmodernized pedagogy. As such, it might be read as 
an outline for a possible course of action, although one might also prefer 
to ignore the general argument, the attempt at application, and read it as a 
comparative study of Derrida, Lacan, Beuys, and Eisenstein. 

Let me try to state very briefly what I myself learned from the project. 
The bias of the research lies in my selection of Derrida as the tutor figure. 
1 believe that his texts constitute a vanguard of academic writing in the 
humanities, bringing together the most vital aspects of philosophy, literary 
criticism, and experimental (creative) writing. I also decided not to review 
the deconstructionist movement, not only because several excellent books 
already do this, but also because I wanted to discover an alternative to 
deconstruction-another, perhaps more comprehensive, program that might 
be available in Derrida's texts. The pleasure in this project was precisely 
not knowing what a close study of the entire oeuvre would reveal, espe
cially one that focused on the more recent texts not yet assimilated by 
deconstructionism. 

My intention, in replacing "deconstruction" with "grammatology" as 
the principal name for Derrida's program, is not to impose a binary opposi
tion on Derrida's thinking, but to reread his oeuvre from a perspective 
that turns attention away from an exclusive concern with deconstruction 
CI use this word [deconstruction]," Derrida says in "The Time of a Thesis" 
(Alan Montefiore, ed., Philosophy in France Today [Cambridge, 1983]), 
"for the sake of rapid convenience, though it is a word I have never liked 
and one whose fortune has disagreeably surprised me" -44). Grammatology 
(I have no illusions about the status of this term, either) is a more inclusive 
notion, embracing both deconstruction and "writing" (understood not 
only in the special sense of textualist <icriture, but also in the sense of a 
compositional practice). Deconstruction and Writing are complementary 
operations, the relationship of which is suggested in this statement at the 
beginning of "Plato's Pharmacy": "Since we have already said everything, 
the reader must bear with us if we continue on awhile. If we extend our
selves by force of play. If we then write a bit." Writing is privileged in my 
study, then, in order to explore the relatively neglected "affirmative" 
(Derrida's term) dimension of grammatology, the practical extension of 
deconstruction into decomposition. 

The difference between Writing and deconstruction may be seen most 
clearly in the different ways Derrida treats philosophical works (which he 
deconstructs) and literary or artistic texts (which he mimes). The metho
dologies in the two instances bear little resemblance to each other: the 
philosophical work is treated as an object of study, which is analytically 
articulated by locating and describing the gap or discontinuity separating 
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me, is the fully developed homonymic program at work in Derrida's style, 
a program as different from traditional academic discourse and assumptions 
as it is productive in its own terms of knowledge and insight. I say I was 
astonished because it is one thing to engage in wordplay, but another thing 
to sustain it and extend it into an epistemology, into a procedure that is 
not just a tour de force but that is functional, replicable. This Writing, 

owever, is not a method of analysis or criticism but of invention (and 
ere Writing departs from deconstruction). Writing is the inventio of a new 
hetoric, with "invention" -or even "creativity" -being the "mana" word 
f the new pedagogy associated with Writing. 

The other major innovation of Writing is its reliance on images. Again, 
Derrida's contribution is not simply the use of images, but his sustained 
expansion of images into models. Thus he gives considerable attention in 
his texts (much to the frustration of normal readers trained to look for 
arguments, concepts, evidence, and theses-all of which are included, but 
seemingly obscured by ornament) to the description of quotidian objects
an umbrella, a matchbox, an unlaced shoe, a post card-whose functioning 
he interrogates as modeling the most complex or abstract levels of thought. 
In the process he reveals a simplicity, an economy, underlying the so· 
called esotericism of intellectual discourse which, if properly tapped, 
could eliminate the gap separating the general public from specialists in 
cultural studies. 

The two elements-homophones and models-supplement one another 
in that the vocabulary associated with the model is scrutinized, as well as 
its operation as an object, for double inscriptions joining the sensible with 
the intelligible realm. The world of Western thought is investigated at the 
levels of both words and things, giving fresh insight into the ancient prob· 
lem of motivation in language. The resultant achievement could be de· 
scribed as non·Euclidean-the humanities equivalent of non· Euclidean 
geometry-in that it builds, in defiance of the axioms of dialectics, a 
coherent, productive procedure out of the elements of writing considered 
traditionally to be mere ornament, not suitable for fostering true knowl· 
edge. The ultimate deconstruction of the logo centric suppression of writ· 
ing is not to analyze the inconsistency of the offending theories, but to 
construct a fully operational mode of thought on the basis of the excluded 
elements (in the way that the non·Euclideans built consistent geometries 
that defied and contradicted the accepted axioms). 

The new compositional attitude, however, exceeds what we have come 
to identify as deconstruction and reflects a larger P,fogram that might be 
derived from Derrida's texts, a program I label "grammatology." Gramma· 
tology as composition (Writing) is not confined to books and articles, but 
is addressed more comprehensively to the needs of multichanneled per· 
formance· in the classroom and in video and film as well. In this respect, 
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Writing as Derrida practices it could be called Scripting, since a recent text 
such as La carte postale, although published as a book, has the status of a 
script. It is to the program of grammatology what a screenplay is to a film 
-a set of descriptions and directions which for its full effect must be "en. 
acted." It is research undertaken in a dramatic rather than in a conceptua~ 
form. The title itself, manifesting Derrida's paragrammatic style, indicatesl 
that the essay format of the printed book is just a transitional or STOP. 
GAP measure. Carte, as Derrida notes, is an anagram of ecart, or "gap." 
And postale, in a series with post, as a member of the semantic family 
related through the S·T phonex (according to Mallarme's English Words), 
is a relative of "style," but more importantly here, of "stop." La carte 
postale (The Post Card) is a "stop·gap" production, a holding action, an 
antibook awaiting relief by a Writing beyond the book. Or, to put it 
another way, it is a work of theoretical grammatology which contains the 
script for an applied grammatology. The applied phase of grammatology, 
which I introduce here, is meant to be the pedagogical equivalent of this 
scripting beyond the book, adequate to an era of interdisciplines, inter. 
media, electronic apparatus. 

Part II summarizes Derrida's explicit statements about pedagogy and 
also describes the pedagogical implications of his full oeU1Jre. To indicate 
the feasibility of the Writing strategy, I offer three examples of teachers 
who have used similar techniques-Jacques Lacan, exemplifying a homo. 
phonic lecture style; Joseph Beuys, exemplifying the demonstration of 
models; and Sergei Eisenstein, exemplifying filmic writing-with the under. 
standing that the application of grammatology to the present classroom 
will be a translation, an approximation or adaptation of these exemplary 
procedures. Grammatology, in any case, requires the introduction of 
the subject into the scene of teaching-the inscription of one's own signa. 
ture on the curriculum (each one is read by what he/she writes "on"), 
leading to the decentering of diSCiplinary identities. The relevant motto 
here is: "We must begin wherever we are and the thOUght of the trace 
which cannot take the scent into account, has already taught us that it 
was impossible to justify a point of departure absolutely. Wherever we are: 
in a text where we already believe ourselves to be" (Of Grammar%gy, 
162). 

I should emphasize the preliminary nature of my book-which has some 
of the tone of Saussure's suggestion that there ought to be something like 
"semiology." I argue that there ought to be something like "applied gram. 
matology." Given that the task of theoretical grammatology (the closure 
uf Western metaphysics) is infinite, there can be no thought of sequence 
or order in the three phases. For that matter, historical grammatology-the 
scientific exposition of the history of writing-is not yet completed, and ap. 
plied grammatology, as I show in the examples of Lacan, Beuys, and 
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Eisenstein, is already under way (had Saussure looked around he would 
have noted, possibly, that semiology already existed). 

I offer here an outline for an alternative to the current aporia stalling 
literary criticism. But to choose applied grammatology over deconstruc· 
tion is to shift paradigms, a move that, as Thomas Kuhn pointed out, does 
not solve the old problems but exchanges them for an entirely new set of 
problems. These new problems offer, however, an extremely interesting 
and challenging future for teaching scholars in the humanities, making this 
a particularly happy time to be a pedagogue. Nor would it have been pos
sible for me to glimpse this threshold without the work of the Yale School 
critics and other explorers of and commentators on deconstructionism. My 
"beyond" (deconstruction) is really an "elsewhere" or "other than," since 
I cannot pretend to surpass the work of my predecessors. 

The debts I have accumulated along the way are extensive, and in spite 
of Derrida's suggestion that it is sometimes better to default on one's 
creditors (and auditors), I would like to include a few acknowledgments. I 
thank the University of Florida for its generous support of my research, in
cluding in addition to a sabbatical in 1980-81 (when I started the actual 
composition of this manuscript) a semester of release time, spring 1982 
(the Division of Sponsored Research), and funding for a research trip 
(spring 1980) enabling me to consult with Jacques Derrida in Paris and 
Joseph Beuys in Dusseldorf, both of whom provided me with valuable ad
vice and documentation. A summer grant from the National Endowment for 
the Humanities (1979) enabled me to initiate my research on Beuys, a con
siderable detour from the domains of discourse with which I was familiar. 

I thank the students and colleagues with whom I have had an opportun· 
ity to discuss these ideas, among whom I must single out Alistair Duck
worth, Robert B. Ray, Hayden White, and J. Hillis Miller. Thanks also to 
Ronald Feldman and to John P. Leavey, Jr. 

Chapter 5 includes a revised version of a piece that appeared in Diacritics; 
parts of chapters 2 and 4 appear in Mark Krupnick, ed., Displacement, 
Indiana University Press. My thanks for permission to reprint. 

PART I 

Beyond 
Deconstruction: 

Derrida 
C'es[ la logique ill imaginable, impellSable merne 

de ce pas au-deld qui 111 'illteresse. 

-J acques Derrida 
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Grammatology 

W BEYOND DECONSTRUCTION 

hat is the importance of Jacques Derrida's theories for the disci
plines of the humanities? Thus far, as indicated by such book titles as DecolZ
structiolZ and Criticism, Decollstructijle Criticislll, On DeColZstructioll, and 
Marxism and Deconstruction, the application of Derrida's ideas has focused 
on the principle (or method) of deconstruction. The one point of agree
ment in the controversy surrounding this topic is that the initial phase of 
the importation of Derrida into American higher education is now over. 
This initial phase, as several critics have noted, took place in language and 
literature departments (rather than in philosophy or human sciences de
partments) and was concerned almost exclusively with the practice of 
literary criticism. Whatever the interest of the Yale School critics (Paul de 
Man, J. Hillis Miller, Geoffrey Hartman) who sponsored this introduction, 
there is now a general feeling of dissatisfaction, a sense of a discrepancy 
between the first application of Derrida's texts and the fuller program out
lined in his theories. From the point of view of literary criticism, Rodolphe 
Gasche notes, 

Derrida's philosophical work can be turned into a theory to be ap
plied to the regional science of literary criticism as well as to the 
literature it deals with, without the categories of literature and criti
cism (and the institutions supporting them) being put into question. 
This naive and intuitive reception of Derrida's debate with philosophy, 
its reduction to a few sturdy devices for the critic's use, represents 
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nothing less than an extraordinary blurring and toning-down of the 
critical implications of this philosopher's work. 1 

The tendency among those discussing these "critical implications" is to 
consider the political potential of deconstruction. The point that the 
institution of literary studies may be radically altered, that the very dis
ciplines promoting such study may disappear or be transformed beyond 
recognition, is frequently mentioned but is subordinated as an issue to the 
more directly political question. Michael Ryan, for example, believes that 
even in its attenuated form, New French Theory is politically subversive: 
"If bourgeois ideology is general and consistent, that is, if it rests on cer· 
tain values and principles which turn up predictably in each one of its 
domains-from law and science to culture and politics-then the fact that 
domestic NFT, without being self-consciously political, manages to set the 
teeth of bourgeois literary critical ideologists on edge should give leftists 
pause before rejecting it out of hand."2 

Edward Said, however, characterizes the apparent radicalization of 
thought in New French Theory as an illusion or as a pose without effect, 
because its professors accept all the assumptions and conventions of present 
academic practice. The result, Said says, is an ever greater isolation of 
critics from the major intellectual, moral, and political issues of the day. 
Against de Man's embracement of the aporia at the heart of discourse which 
inhibits communication and knowledge, Said recalls F. O. Matthiessen's 
"Responsibility of the Critic" -to keep open a life-giving commurtication 
between art and society.3 Interestingly enough, Gerald Graff, who has be
come the spokesman for conservative humanists, professes an ideal similar 
to Said's of an interaction between literary culture and general society. A 
useful function for the humanities now, Graff argues, is to shore up our 
sense of reality by means of a referential theory of analysis which resists the 
vanguardist tendency to turn lying into a universal principle 4 That critics 
of such radically different political persuasions could be in agreement 
about the general area of the limitations of deconstructionism is itself a 
signal of the direction to be taken in further research. 

I propose, in the present book, to approach the question of the applica
tion of Derrida's theories, not in terms of deconstruction (although that 
topic remains an important aspect of Derrida's work), but in terms of 
grammatology. To enter the question at this level opens up the disciplin· 
ary implicatioIls of New French Theory in a way that illuminates the full 
extent of the challenge Derrida poses to current academic practice. I will 
argue that grammatology, a name designating a new organization of cultural 
studies, is first of all a new mode of writing whose practice could bring the 
language and literature disciplines into a more responsive relationship with 
the era of communications technology in which we are living. 
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A t the very least, a grammatological perspective has the advantage of 
offering an alternative to the present impasse in critical theory brought 
about by the emphasis on deconstruction. As a result of this emphasis or 
selection within Derrida's program, some of the best younger critics, even 
while promoting deconstruction, are beginning to settle for an artificial 
limitation on the application of the theory. Jonathan Culler, for example, 
has stated persuasively the view with which I wish to take issue: 

Undertaking a rigoiOus investigation of signs and signification, semi
otics produces a discipline which, ultimately, reveals the fundamental 
contradictions of the signifying process as we understand it. Semiotics 
leads, necessarily, to a critique of semiotics, to a perspective which 
shows the error of its ways. But that perspective is never a viable al
ternative. It is not a position from which one could undertake an 
alternative analysis of signs and systems of signs, for the notions of 
analysis, of explanation, of production of models are all part of 
the semiotic perspective, and to undertake any of them is immediately 
to revert to that perspective. The alternative, then, is not a discipline, 
not another mode of analysis, but acts of writing, acts of displace
ment, play which violates language and rationality. The tense interplay 
between the opposed yet inseparable activities of semiotics and de
construction is already a major source of energy in literary studies, and 
it would be rash indeed to predict when or how its dominance will 
end. 5 

Culler's assumption is that "escape from logocentrism is impossible because 
the language we use to criticize or to formulate alternatives works accord
ing to the principles being contested" (41). A review of Derrida's program 
at the level of grammatology will reveal a mode of writing, and ultimately 
of pedagogical practice, that is designed to overcome the logocentric 
limitations of discourse. 

MANIFESTO 

Part I of Of Grammatology ("Writing before the Letter"), which relates 
writing as idea and as phenomenon to the mainstream of Western philos. 
ophy and to modern lingUistics, constitutes the manifesto of grammatol. 
ogy. Derrida does not claim grammatology as his invention; rather, he 
intervenes in a tradition of scholarship at a crucial moment in its history. 
His intervention consists of providing a theory for a mode of research that 
up until now has produced almost exclusively (at least among its modern 
representatives) histories of writing. The historians of writing, such as I. 1. 
Gelb (who actually entitled his book Grammatology in one edition) or 
Andre Leroi·Gourhan (whom Derrida cites several times), to mention only 
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two examples, have made available a considerable knowledge of the evolu
tion of writing. 6 But since the historians, according to Derrida, tend to 
confuse the question, What is writing?-asking after the essence of writing 
-with the problem of the origin of writing (a question that finally para
lyzed the research of facts), the theoretical questions were never atte.mpted. 
The phase of grammatology in which Derrida participates has as Its task 
the formation of a theory which will organize and conceptualize these 

facts. 
Like most modern fields of study, which were at one time part of 

philosophy, grammatology is now beginning to distinguish itself from its 
parent discipline. Indeed, from a disciplinary perspective, the import of 
Derrida's attack on logocentrism concerns just this work of emergence of a 
new knowledge practice. In addition to his critique of the impingement of 
philosophy on the history of writing (including discussions of such figures 
as Plato, Aristotle, Warburton, Condillac, Rousseau, Kant, Hegel, Husserl, 
Freud, and Heidegger), Derrida has offered suggestions for another stage of 
grammatology altogether, one that would go beyond the current episteme 
to develop an applied grammatology. Thus, three phases are included in 
the field: a history of writing (still under way), a theory of writing (one 
version now formulated by Derrida), and a grammatological practice (the 
application of the history and theory to the development of a new writing). 
My book is an introduction to the third phase-applied grammatology. 

Derrida identifies two major breakthroughs leading to the current status 
of grammatology. The first occurred in the eighteenth century, a period in 
which the search for a universal language was accompanied by the beginnings 
of grammatology as a positive science. During this period there were two 
obstacles to a science of writing. One had to do with a theological prej udice 
_ the myth of an original, primitive language given to man by God. The 
other obstacle (another form of "blindness") concerned the period's 
"hallucinatory" misunderstanding of hieroglyphics. Far from being re
jected owing to ethnocentric scorn of things non-Western, the hieroglyph 
was excessively admired as a form of sublime, mystical writing. Derrida 
credits the work of Freret and Warburton (one working with Chinese and 
the other with Egyptian writing) with creating an "epistemological break" 
that overcame these obstacles, thus "liberating a theoretical field in which 
the scientific techniques of deciphering were perfected by the Abbe 
Barthelemy and then by Champollion. Then a systematic reflection upon 
the correspondence between writing and speech could be born. The great
est difficulty was already to conceive, in a manner at once historical and 
systematic, the organized cohabitation, within the same graphic code, of 
figurative, symbolic, abstract, and phonetic elements." 7 

Following this historical leap in the eighteenth century, the next break
through needed to realize a science of writing occurred in literature during 
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the modernist period. Derrida credits here the graphic poetics of Mallarme 
and Ezra Pound's advocacy of Ernst Fenollosa's "The Chinese Written 
Character as a Medium for Poetry." The graphological concerns of Mallarme 
(one of the founders of "concrete poetry") and Pound-Fenollosa showed 
the limits of the logico-grammatical structure of the Western model, offer
ing instead a writing that balanced the ideographic with the phonetic ele
ments of writing. The hieroglyph, it is worth noting, provides a common 
denominator relating these two moments in the development of gram
matology. 

The present theoretical phase of grammatology, Derrida says, requires 
more than an intrascientific and epistemological liberation analogous to 
the one brought about by Freret and Warburton. "Now a reflection must 
clearly be undertaken, within which the 'positive' discovery and the 'de
construction' of the history of metaphysics, in all its concepts, are con
trolled reciprocally, minutely, laboriously" (Grammatology, 83). In short, 
the metaphysical tradition itself is the primary obstacle to a grammatology, 
an obstacle whose undoing has absorbed nearly all of Derrida's attention. 
The conceptual structure imposed by Western metaphysics on our thinking 
(which opposes soul to body and valorizes the spiritual or the ideal over 
the material throughout a long list of polar oppositions) entailed an instru
mentalist and technicist view of writing. The obstacle Derrida wishes to re
move is this conception (even this habit of thought) of the exteriority of 
writing to speech and of speech to thought-the view that language is an 
instrument of thought, and writing only "the extension of an instrument." 
The applied stage of grammatology will come about through the transfor
mation of this dualistic and subordinating attitude toward writing. 

At the same time that he has undertaken a critique of the themes of 
logo centrism, then, Derrida has begun to practice a mode of writing which 
is no longer subordinated to speech or thought-a writing no longer func
tioning as a representation of speech, in which the hierarchy of thought, 
speech, and writing is collapsed. Derrida's books and essays, it must be 
remembered, are not yet an applied grammatology. Working at the level of 
theory, they provide a model from which may be projected an understand
ing of how to apply grammatology. To facilitate this understanding, Der
rida has addressed himself to several problems, foremost among these being 
the contemporary condition of composing books. One of Derrida's assump
tions, essential to a sympathy for the grammatological project, is that 
written language, every bit as much as spoken language, evolves and 
changes, and that the evolution of writing is not necessarily dependent 
upon the evolution of speech. 

The first fact to be confronted in this evolution of writing is the de
velopment and perfection of the alphabet by the Greeks. The problem that 
circulates through every field of reflection, Derrida maintains, constituting 
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the fundamental condition that the grammatologist must address, is the 
plioneticization of writing: "On this subject, what does the most massive, 
most recent, and least contestable information teach us? First, that for 
structural Of essential reasons, a purely phonetic writing is impossible and 
has never finished reducing the nonphonetic. The distinction between 
phonetic and non-phonetic writing, although completely indispensable and 
legitimate, remains very derivative with regard to what may be called a 
synergy and a fundamental synesthesia" (Grammatology, 88-89). 

In its early stages of development, writing was associated with drawing 
and the visual arts in general, never having more than a loose association 
with speaking until phoneticization transformed it into a representation of 
the spoken word. But, as Gelb notes, there can never be an exact corre
spondence between the spoken and the written, his examples including 
certain visual morphemes such as spellings, which convey meaning only in 
writing, silently (homophony) (18). Derrida makes this point by noting 
that phonetic and non phonetic are never pure qualities of writing systems, 
but are characteristics of elements more or less dominant within all systems 
of signification in general. "The cuneiform, for example, is at the same time 
ideogrammatic and phonetic ... the cuneiform code playing alternately on 
two registers. In fact, each graphic form may have a double value-ideo· 
graphic and phonetic" (Grammatology, 89). Moreover, Derrida adds, "this 
is true of all systems of writing." Applied grammatology is the search foU 
writing that recognizes and brings into balance this double yalue-

Another name for phoneticization, according to Leroi·Gourhan, is 
"linearization." Grammatology confronts nothing less than the sediment 
of four thousand years of the history of language, during which time 
everything that resisted linearization was suppressed. Briefly stated, this 
suppression amounts to the denial of the pluridimensional character of 
symbolic thought originally evident in the "mythogram" (Leroi·Gourhan's 
term), or nonlinear writing (pictographic and rebus writing). In the my tho· 
gram, meaning is not subjected to successivity, to the order of logical time, 
or to the meveiSlble telllpOiality of sound. Ihe Imear schema of unfoldmg 
presence, where the Ime relates the final presence to the originary presence 
according to the straight line or the circle, became a model, Derrida says, 
and as such became inaccessible and invisible. Given Heidegger's demon· 
stration that this mundane concept of temporality (homogeneous, domi· 
nated by the form of the now and the ideal of continuous movement, 
~traight or circular) is the determining concept of all ontology from Aris· 
totle to Hegel, and the assumption that the linearity of language en tails 
Just this concept of time, Derrida concludes that "the meditation upon 
writing and the deconstruction of the history of philosophy become in
separable" (Gramrnatoiogy, 86). Part of my concern will be to disentangle 
these two questions, to set aside the philosophical investigations (which 
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have already received considerable attention anyway) while highlighting in
stead the meditation on writing as the clue to an applied grammatology. 

WRITING 

The subordination of writing to speech, which began with phoneticiza
tion in hieroglyphic writing and approached completion in the phonetic 
alphabet is incapable of imposing itself absolutely, its limits being discrete
ness, spacing, differance: "But however important it might be, and were it 
in fact universal or called upon to become so, that particular model which 
is .e.honetic writing does not exist; no practice is ever totally faithful to its 
prinCiple. Even before speaking, as I shall do further on, of a radical and a 
priori necessary infidelity, one can already remark its massive phenomena 
in mathematical script or in punctuation, in spacing in general, which it is 
difficult to consider as simple accessories of writing" (Grammatology, 39). 
From these margins or pockets within phoneticization, grammatology will 
begin to counter the effects of linearization. Indeed, Derrida notes that all 
the revolutions in philosophy, science, and literature during this century 
can be interpreted as shocks that are gradually destroying the linear model. 

The association of the new writing with mathematical script indicates 
what is at stake in this counterattack. George Steiner, for example, noting 
like Derrida the primacy given to the word, to the verbal, in Western civi. 
lization, the effort (in the humanities) to enclose reality within language, 
finds in mathematics the insuperable symptom of the "two cultures" split, 
which is forCing the humanities into increasing irrelevance. Humanists today 
who do not know that mathematics has cut them off from the greater part 
of modern reality, Steiner says, are like those who persisted in believing 
the world was flat after it had been circumnavigated 8 Steiner's belief that 
the problem of silence, representing the retreat from the word in the 
sciences and the arts alike, is the central question of our time is shared by 
many observers. 

Derrida, however, does not share Steiner's pessimism. The modernist 
aesthetics of silence and the mathematicization of science are for Derrida 
signs that the culture is shifting away from a paradigm based on language 
toward one based on writing. The humanities need not become mute are 
not helpless in the face of modern science, but may find support preci'sely 
in the nonphonetic features of mathematical operations for exploring the 
resources of spacing in writing. The resurgence of the graphic element, 
escaping from the domination of the spoken word, is a symptom of the 
end of the metaphysical era. 

It is clear by now that "writing" is being redefined in grammatology: 
For some time now, as a matter of fact, here and there, by a gesture 
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and for motives that are profoundly necessary, whose degradation 
is easier to denounce than it is to disclose their origin, one says "lan
guage" for action, movement, thought, reflection, consciousness, 
unconsciousness, experience, affectivity, etc. Now we tend to say 
"writing" for all that and more: to designate not only the physical 
gestures of literal pictographic or ideographic inscription, but also . 
the totality of what makes it possible; and also, beyond the Slgmfymg 
face, the signified face itself. And thus we say "writing" for all that 
gives rise to an inscription in general, whether it is literal or not and 
even if what it distributes in space is alien to the order of the vOIce: 
cinematography, choreography, of course, but also pictorial, musical, 
sculptural "writing." One might also speak of athletic writing, and 
with even greater certainty of military or political writing in view of 
the techniques that govern those domains today. All this to describe 
not only the system of notation secondarily connected with these 
activities but the essence and the content of these activities themselves. 
It is also in this sense that the contemporary biologist speaks of 
writing and pro-gram in relation to the most elementary processes of 
information within the living cell. And, finally, whether it has essen
tiallimits or not, the entire field covered by the cybernetic program 

will be the field of writing. (Grammatology, 9) 

All these manifestations of writing, so visibly different, share an irreducible 
and invisible element-the gramme, or the grapheme, the trace: hence, 
grammatology. A grammatologist may be able to bring this range of ma
terials together within a field of study, but my concern in this book is with 

grammatology's own compositional practice. 

SCIENCE 

Grammatology participates in the current trend, marking the close of 
an epoch of specialization, toward the formation of disciplinary syntheses, 
including in the area of information studies such composites as semiology 
and cybernetics. Grammatology cuts across the old divisions of knowledge, 
being concerned with all manner of inscription, with the question of how 
any form of knowledge or mode of knowing relates to writing. "The science 
of writing should therefore look for its object at the roots of scientificity. 
The history of writing should turn back toward the origin of historicity. A 
science of the possibility of science'? A science of science which would no 
longer have the form of logic but that of grammatics?" (Grammatology, 
28). Far from simply opposing science, as opponents of New French Theory 
sometimes claim, "grammatology must pursue and consolidate whatever, 
in scientific practice, has always already begun to exceed the logocentric 
closure," Derrida notes. "This is why there is no simple answer to the ques-
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tion of whether grammatology is a 'science.' In a word, I would say that it 
inscribes and delimits science; it must freely and rigorously make the 
norms of science function in its own writing; once again, it marks and at 
the same time loosens the limit which closes classical scientificity.,,9 

Derrida contributed to this vigilance with his first book, an introduc
tion to Husserl's Origin of Geometry, concerned with the problem of how 
knowledge establishes itself as truth- the passage from prescience to science 
-and with how such truth transmits itself through tradition, changing or 
evolving as a field of knowledge, yet remaining true. This interest in 
geometry-the mathematics that is at once closest to writing as drawing, 
yet the most logocentric, being the very figure of linearization-involves 
the problematic relation of spacing to spatialization in language, the whole 
history of the metaphor of structure, which includes everything having to 
do with "the order of forms and sites," "the internal unity of an assemblage, 
a construction," and extending, by transfer of topography to rhetoric, "the 
theory of commonplaces in language and the manipulation of motifs or 
arguments." 10 Here we have one of the principal concerns of grammatology 
as a field of study: "This geometry is only metaphorical, it will be said. 
Certainly. But metaphor is never innocent. It orients research and fixes 
results. When the spatial model is hit upon, when it functions, critical re
flection rests within it" (Writing, 17). Grammatology, as we shall see, 
interrogates the relation of knowledge to metaphor. 

In order to loosen and displace spatJalization from the logo centric 
model, Derrida, reflecting his status as a post structuralist and deconstruc
tionist, raised the question of energetics, force, duration, motion, topics 
that led him to investigate a contemporary example of how a domain of 
knowledge emerges and establishes itself as a science-psychoanalysis. 
Psychoanalysis offers an especially interesting example for a science of 
writing, being a mode of knowledge constructed out of an idiomatic 
memory technique of one individual-it is the "science of Freud's name." 
The question Derrida poses is "how an autobiographical writing, in the 
abyss of an unterminated auto-analysis, could give its birth to a world-wide 
institution." 11 

Part of Derrida's interest in the foundation of geometry and psycho
analysis as sciences, of course, has to do with the establishment of gram
matology itself as a science. In a sense, Derrida explores the possibility 
that the best way to study the foundations of knowledge is to instigate 
oneself the establishment of a discipline, one whose aim is to provide a 
model that will expose the operations of the existing disciplinary structure. 
At the theoretical stage of its development, then, grammatology is bor
rowing extensively from psychoanalysis: "Outside of linguistics, it is in 
psychoanalytic research that this breakthrough [the "deconstitution of the 
founding concept-words of ontology"] seems at present to have the greatest 
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likelihood of being expanded" (Grammatology, 21). His intention, Derrida 
explains, is to attempt the "theoretical articulation of the new general 
question of the gram ... with the question of psychoanalysis" (Positions, 
83), not only to "fracture the closure that shelters the question of writing 
(in general, and notably philosophical and literary writing) from psycho· 
analysis, but equally the closure that so frequently blinds psychoanalytic 
discourse to a certain structure of the textual scene" (84). 

The articulation of writing and psychoanalysis permits a "radicalization 
of the thought of the trace," which, Derrida suggests, opens up numerous 
fields of study, including, in addition to the history of writing, "a psycho· 
pathology of everyday life," extending Freud's interpretation of slips of 
the pen and tongue to the full domain of writing; "a becoming-literary of 
the literal," being a "psychoanalysis of literature respectful of the original
ity of the literary signljier"; and finally, "a new psychoanalytic graphology ," 
following Melanie Klein's lead in "The Role of the School in the Libidinal 
Development of the Child," concerned with "all the investitures to which 
a graph ie, in form and substance, is submitted" (Grammatology, 87); "As 
concerns the forms of signs, even within phonetic writing, the cathexes of 
gestures, and of movements, of letters, lines, points, the elements of writ· 
ing apparatus (instrument, surface, substance, etc.)" (Writing, 230-31). 

Grammatology, then, is a science that functions as the deconstruction 
of the concept of science. The current norm of science is used temporarily 
to interrogate the conditions in which a grammatology might be possible, 
since the undoing of logocentrism-the model of the line and of forms
which is the fundamental condition for the emergence of grammatology, 
would destroy the present concept of science as well, making a science as 
such of writing impossible. Thus, "graphematics or grammatography ought 
no longer to be presented as sciences; their goal should be exorbitant when 
compared to grammatological knowledge" (Grammatology, 74). Gramma
tology, if it comes into being, will not be an abstract discipline, nor a de· 
termined science: "The necessary decentering cannot be a philosophic or 
scientific act as such, since it is a question of dislocating, through access to 
another system linking speech and writing, the founding categories of Ian· 
guage and the grammar of the episteme. The natural tendency of theory
of what unites philosophy and science in the episteme-will push rather 
toward filling in the breach than toward forcing the closure" (92). ~ 
challen e of an applied grammatology is to define how this other we' 
~an function as knowledge without eing t leoretical. 

The movement of difference itself, of course, strategically nicknamed 
trace, reserve, or dljferance, is called writing only within the limits of 
science and philosophy. But, Derrida adds, there is a thought ("thought is 
here for me a perfectly neutral name, the blank part of the text, the neces· 
sarily indeterminate index of a future epoch of differance" -Grarnrnato/· 
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ogy, 93), of the trace which must also point beyond the field of the 
episteme: "The future can only be anticipated in the form of an absolute 
danger. It is that which breaks absolutely with constituted normality and 
can only be proclaimed, presented, as a sort of monstrosity" (5). 

BEYOND THE BOOK 

"The end of linear writing," Derrida declares in his manifesto "is in. 
deed the end of the book," even if, he continues, "it is within the form of 
a book that the new writings-literary or theoretical-allow themselves to 
be, for better or for worse, encased" (Grammatology, 86). Asked in an 
interview to clarify what he meant by "the end of the book," Derrida ex. 
plained that while Of Grammatology inquires into the "current upheavals 
in the forms of communication, the new structures emerging in all the 
formal practices, and also in the domains of the archive and the treatment 
of information, that massively and systematically re::l lice the role of speech, 
of phonetic writing, and of the book," one would be mistaken to conclude 
that grammatology implies the "death of the book": in the first place be· 
cause grammatology itself, as a "theory," is caught in the iimits of science; 
second, because the end of the book and the beginning of writing involve 
the notion of closure, not of end. The book thus may continue indefinite. 
ly-it has no "end," any more than writing has an "origin" (writing is 
always already at work) (Positions, 13). He could have added a third 
reason, revealed in his projection for a psychoanalytic graphology: any 
attempt to move beyond the book must contend with the libidinal invest. 
ment in the form of the book. The book is perhaps the most charged, 
cathected object in Western Civilization, representing, according to Freud's 
analysis of his own dream of the botanical monograph, the Mother. Der. 
rida's frequent allusions to the need for mourning (a process associated 
with the child's defenses for dealing with the loss of or separation from the 
mother, an essential element of the entry into language), signaled by the 
funeral knell in Glas, suggest that grammatological writing exemplifies the 
struggle to break with the investiture of the book. 

The empirical basis for this question, of course, is the development of 
the electronic media. Every theorist who has addressed the question of the 
role 01 communications technology in the evolution of cognition, repre. 
senting every shade of thought li'om the Catholic Walter Ong to the Marx'. 
ist HallS Enzensberger, agrees that the new media are bringing about a rad. 
ical cultural transformation whose imperatives may no longer be ignored 
by intellectuals. 

Derrida's participation in the meeting of .. the Estates General of Philos· 
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ophy," which took place at the Sorbonne for two days in June 1979, 
indicates his interest in the problem of the new media. The purpose of the 
meeting was to call attention to, and find remedies for, the diminishing 
role of philosophy in French education. Derrida, one of the five-member 
preparation committee for the meeting, delivered the principal address, an 
essential point of which was an appeal for the humanities disciplines to 
enter into the media revolution. He reminded the professors present that 
many of the changes taking place that seem so threatening to philosophy 
may not simply be condemned and rejected. "We would be making a grave 
error to ignore that if we are often shocked or made indignant by certain 
of these effects, it is because, even in our bodies, we live our relation to 
philosophy behind protective selecting filters, in laboratories whose social, 
political and philosophical conditioning especially merits interrogation." 12 
He called upon the group to concern itself with what passes for philosophy 
not only in other disciplines but especially outside the scholarly and uni

versity circle. 
Derrida's purpose was to focus the attention of the educators on a new 

object (and mode) of study and communication-the very object that most 
held responsible for the atrophying of the humanities: "I am thinking here 
in particular," Derrida stated, "of what conveniently may be gathered under 
the generic name 'media' and the 'power of the media'" (Etats, 32). Given 
a cultural situation in which the media have replaced the educational in
stitutions as the purveyors of whatever philosophy or humanities the public 
is exposed to, and given the complete absence of any critical element in 
this new education eThere is there a complementarity often scarcely read
able, but solid, between the most immobilized, contracted academicism 
and all that, outside the school and the university, in the mode of repre
sentation and spectacle, taps almost immediately into the channels or 
chains of the greatest receivability" -43), the primary task for the Estates 
General was to concern itself with "the functioning of the market-place, 
the techno-politics of the 'media' and with what the government adminis
ters under the name of 'Culture' and 'Communication.' It is desirable that 
this work on the techno-politics of the media becomes from now on a 
regular part, let me repeat, of the 'philosophical education' to come" (40). 

Derrida's interest in the media is an aspect of his general concern for 
writing as a "technology," an evolving technology, constrained for three 
millennia in the service of language. This adventure-of "a narrow and 

historically determined concept of writing" 

now seems to be approaching what is really its own exhaustion; under 
the circumstances-and this is no more than one example among 
others-of this death of the civilization of the book, of which so much 
is said and which manifests itself particularly through a convulsive 
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proliferation of libraries. All appearances to the contrary, this death 
of the book undoubtedly announces nothing but a death of speech 
and a new mutation in the history of writing, in history as writing. An
nounces it at a distance of a few centuries .... "Death of speech" is 
of course a metaphor here: before we speak of disappearance, we must 
think of a new situation for speech, of its subordination within a 
structure of which it will no longer be the archon. (Grammatology, 8) 

The facilitator of Derrida's exploration of this shift, then, will not be 
Marshall McLuhan, who projected the return of an oral civilization (or 
rather, Derrida will psychoanalyze that orality), but Martin Heidegger. 
Working philologically, Heidegger located the essence of modern technology 
in the family of terms related to Gestell (enframing), including thus all the 
stellen words, translated as "to order, to represent, to secure, to entrap, to 
disguise, to produce, to present, to supply.,,13 Derrida took up the ques
tion of enframing, as indicated in his exploration of all marginal and par· 
ergonal phenomena, in order to prepare the way for the shift away from, 
or the deemphasis of, speech in favor of writing. From Heidegger's point 
of view, the danger of technology is that its rigid cause-and-effect en· 
framing order might blind humanity to alternative orders. It is not tech· 
nology itself, but this blindness to its enframing, that must be confronted: 
"Because the essence of technology is nothing technological, essential re
flection upon technology and decisive confrontation with it must happen 
in a realm that is, on the one hand, akin to the essence of technology, and, 
on the other, fundamentally different from it. Such a realm is art" (Tech
nolog)" 35). ,fulframjng in short, concerns not any given form of teefi
nology, but the production and relaying of information by whatever means, 
which is to say tbat the techlle itself cannot "end" or "arrive at its comple
tion," since it is what allows anythjpg at a]1 to become present Tec!lI1e, 
thus, oyerlaps as a q!lestjon differance (Carte, 206-7). Grammatology, 
then, s.1Ydies en framing, not "literature" or "science," which is to say iliat 
ultimately it is a pedagogy rather than a system of knowledge. 14 

In his address to the Estates General, Derrida urged the academic worker 
not only to study the effects of the media but to engage in media practice: 
"It is within the media that the battle ought to be established" (Etats, 
169). But before grammatology can attain its applied status by working in 
the video medium, whose audiovisual capacity seems to fulfill the require
ments ·of a double-valued writing (phonetic and ideographic-to be dis
cussed in chapter 9), certain theoretical problems must be resolved (to be 
discussed in chapter 3). Meanwhile, theoretical grammatology accepts the 
limits of the book, just as it does those of science, as the point of departure 
for its deconstruction of the current paradigm. "And yet did we not know 
that the closure of the book was not a simple limit among others1 And 
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that only in the book, coming back to it unceasingly, drawing all our re
sources from it, could we indefinitely designate the writing beyond the 

book?" (Writing, 294). 
The idea of a unified totality upon which the concept of the book de-

pends is the notion that a totality of the signified preexists the totality of 
the signifier, "supervises its inscription and its signs, and is independent of 
it in its ideality" (Grammarology, 18). In the metaphysical tradition, in 
spite of the fact that it served as a metaphor for the soul and the divine, 
the book as a written space had no intrinsic value, Rather, the "Platonic" 
book records a discourse that has already taken place (the voice of thought 
in dialogue with itself-self-presence) and therefore is testable in terms of 
truth-the resemblance to what is "engraved on the psychic surface"
intention. IS The concept of the book in logocentrism, thus, is essentially 
representation, mimetic; but the destiny of the book, as Heidegger said 
about the future of technology, is not determined, is still open ,free. The 
book may become "text," lend itself to writing, as in the example of Ed
mond Jabes, for whom a return to the book is an escape from it. "The 
book has lived on this lure: to have given us to believe that passion, having 
originally been impassioned by something, could in the end be appeased 
by the return of that something. Lure of the origin, the end, the line, the 
ring, the volume, the center" (Writing, 295). To pass through the book, 
repeating the lure at every point along the way, changes everything with
out anything having budged-such is the enigmatic power of repetition to 
expose the derived status of origins. This repetition refers to the fact that 
the closure of the book occurs when the book lets itself be thought as such 
(296), a moment emblematized in Mallarme's project for The Book. This 
strategy of (parodic) repetition will play an important role in Derrida's 

texts. 

HIEROGL YPHS 

Theoretical grammatology, thus far, has used the book format, although 
its genre, to the extent that the term applies in this case, is the essay. These 
essays are rather the simulacra of books ("This [therefore] will not have 
been a book" -Dissemination, 3) because the principle directing their pro
duction IS no longer logocentric, no longer a Platonic metaphysics irhich 

wntmg IS secondary. The new essays are wntten m and for an age of elec
tronic media, written both against the old model of the book and as a sup
plement to the new media, to assist and stimulate the transition to the new 

epoch. 
The generating principle guiding the production of Derrida's texts is a 
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literal transformation, or rather a point-by-point repetition, of the history 
0/ writillg il/ra a theory a/writing. Grammatology, that is, was founded in 
the eighteenth century as a science of decipherment of nonalphabetic 
scripts-most specifically, the decipherment of Egyptian hieroglyphics. 
Theoretical grammatglogl( (the second stage of the science of writing) could 
be characterized as a "new Egyptology," being a writing modeled Upg~ 
works of the two prjncipal decipherers of the modein world ChampolJjop 
and Freud (himself, of course, a collector of Egyptian artifacts). The im
£9rtance of this background to Derrida's theories is sbown in his ~ 
;i.0n of his single most influential prgposal the definitign of djfferapce' 

ow, in point of fact, it happens tbat this graphic difference (the a 
nstead of the e), this marked difference between two apparently 
ocalic notations, between vowels, remains purely graphic: it is writ
en or read, but it is not heard. It cannot be heard, and we shall see 
n what respects it is also beyond the order of understanding. It is put 
orward by a silent mark, by a tacit monument, or, one might even 
ay, by a pyramid-keeping in mind not only the capital form of the 

printed letter but also that passage from Hegel's Encyclopaedia 
where he compares the body of the sign to an Egyptian pyramid. The 
a of differance, therefore, is not heard;it remains silent, secret, and 
discreet, like a tomb. 16 

In the history of decipherment, Warburton is credited with discovering, 
or realizing, that the hieroglyphic scripts were not occult or secret codes, 
but were meant for public monuments and popular use, and as such were 
readable, in principle. I? The next step leading to decipherment was the dis
covery that the obelisk cartouches contained the proper names of kings or 
gods. The decipherment effort thereafter always began with the location 
of the proper names in the text. The names in the cart ouches were dis
covered in a number of cases to contain foreign names written phonetically, 
with ideographs assigned phonetic value, leading to the conclusion that it 
was the need to record the proper name that stimulated the development 
of phoneticization. 

Another essential aspect of decipherment was the trilingual interaction 
of translation made possible by the Rosetta stone, a surviving example of 
the basalt stele placed in every temple in ancient Egypt, bearing an inscrip
tion in hieroglyphic, demotic, and Greek characters in praise of Ptolemy, 
king of Egypt from 205 B.C. to 182 B.C. The importance of this stele as a 
theoretical emblem is related to Heidegger's discussion of enframing, the 
essence of technology, which "sets upon man and challenges him forth" 
(Technulogy, 15). As such, according to Heidegger, it is related to poiesis. 
a type of unconcealment of the real, etymologically linked with setting up 
or erecting statues in a temple, The elements of the story of tbe Rosetta 
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stone-the cartouches with their phoneticized hieroglyphic recordings of 
proper names, the funerary setting of this writing (the common presence 
of the cartouches in tombs and on monuments to the dead), the multI
lingual, macaronic interaction of the languages along with the act of de
cipherment itself, carried out finally in the era of the French RevolutIOn. 
and even the theme of praise signified in the inscription-all serve as a pre
text or model to guide Derrida's theoretical discourse, giving It thus an 
allegorical status. 18 This story (taking theory to be the stories we tell 
about certain facts), associating writing with the themes of identity (the 
name), death, praise, and the fortuitous play of sense, is the point of de

parture for Derrida's theoretical research. 
Derrida finds, that is (and here is the clue to his methodology and 

strategy), that the proper name is as much the key to the theory of writing 
as it was to the history of writing. Thus, in his manifesto he turns to the 
proper name precisely as it was treated in ideographic script to illustrate 
the all-important lesson of the double-valued stratification of writing: "The 
problem of the picture-puzzle (rebus Ii transfert) brings together all the dif
ficulties. As pictogram, a representation of the thing may find itself en
dowed with a phonetic value. This does not efface the 'pictographic' 
reference which, moreover, has never been simply 'realistic.' The signifier 
is broken or constellated into a system: it refers at once, and at least, to a 

thing and to a sound" (Grammatology, 90). 
He provides an example from the writing of the Aztecs which covers all 

these possibilities: 'Thus the proper name Teocaltitlall is broken into 
several syllables, rendered by the following images: lips (tentli), road (ot
lim), house (calli), and finally tooth (tlanti). The procedure is closely bound 
up with that ... of suggesting the name of a person by images of the beings 
or things that go into the making of his name. The Aztecs achieved a 
greater degree of phoneticism. By having recourse to a truly phonetic 
analysis, they succeeded in rendering separate sounds through images" 

(Grammatology, 90). 
The nonphonetic moment in writing threatens and subverts the meta

physics of the proper ("self-possession, property, propriety, cleanliness") 
first of all by decomposing the substantive: "Nonphonetic writing breaks 
the noun apart. It describes relations and not appellations. The noun and 
the word, those unities of breath and concept, are effaced within pure 
writing" (Gramrnatology, 26). "It is to speech," Derrida notes of non
phonetic writing, "what China is to Europe (25)- the outer margin of logo
centrism. Theoretical grammatology adopts hieroglyphic writing as a model, 
translating it into a discourse, producing thus in philosophy distortions 
similar to those achieved in those movements, labeled "cubist" and "primi
tivist," which drew on the visual arts of non-Western cultures in order to 

deconstruct the look of logocentrism. 
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SIGNING 

Derrida's application of Egyptology, or the hieroglyphic principle, to 
critical writing, because it focuses on the proper name-the signature, or 
autograph-could be called "signing," a label that calls attention to his 
critique of semiotics and Saussure's theory of the sign. Continuing his 
practice of aHegorizi'ng in theory the historical origin of writing, Derrida 
adopts as an operational device the exploitation of the pun, alluding to 
the wealth of homophones in the Egyptian language, which originally con
tributed to its phoneticization. Homophony and homonymy, history re
veals, played a crucial role in extending the resources of language: "The 
otherwise motivated sign has acquired arbitrary uses, which are derived, by 
homonymy, from its continuing motivated occurrences. At the same time, 
the sign's ties with the specific spoken language are greatly strengthened." 19 

Countering Saussure, Derrida offers a theory of signing, then; and the extent 
of his reliance on such puns for the generation of his strategies can never 
be overestimated, although he does not always pursue their consequences 
as systematicaHy as he does in the case of signing. Derrida's "sign," then, is 
not a noun but a verb. It is not constituted by the signifier-signified but by 
the signature. 

Derrida's essay on Francis Ponge, part of which was delivered at the 
Cerisy-Ia-Salle coHoquium devoted to that poet, exemplifies his use of the 
hieroglyphic signature as a generative device. "Let us inscribe without say
ing a word," Derrida states at the conclusion of his paper, "the legend, in 
large monumental characters ... the event of language [langue] on the stele 
(without punctuation, therefore), let us inscribe the luck (chance) of a 
trait, on a stone, on a table, that is on a blackboard [tableau] offered (ex
posed) to the sponge, this." 20 There follows in the published proceedings a 
paragraph in capital letters containing the puns on Ponge's name, the ana
grams or homophones that were elaborated in the paper. The erasable 
blackboard in the modern classroom is, thus, the heir of the ancient basalt 
stele upon which was eternalized the names of royal and divine beings. Part 
of Derrida's strategy is to exploit the polysemy of the terms generated by 
his procedures. Stele is not only an upright stone slab, bearing an inscrip
tion or design, serving as a monument or marker, but also the central 
cylinder or cylinders of vascular and related tissue in the stem, root, leaf, 
and so on of higher plants. The botanical meaning is foregrounded in 
Glas. although the connection with Egyptology is always available as well, 
as it is in all of Derrida's writings on the proper name. 

The spongeable, erasable blackboard literally puts the Egyptian stele 
under erasure (the device of crossing out while using terms being decon
structed), a gesture emphasizing the method of the paper which amounts to 
a reversal 0/ the phoneticization process originally employed by the scribes 
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in order to be able to write non-Egyptian names in the hieroglyphic script 
---the procedure, as described above with the Aztec name, being to match 
the sounds of the foreign name with those of Egyptian words, whose 
hieroglyphs were then used to write the name. Thus "Ptolemy" (the sub
ject of the Rosetta stone) is inscribed with the signs of a door, a cake, a 
knotted rope, a lion, two reeds, and a chairback, with each character being 
used only for the sound of the first letter of the object's name. 21 Whereas 
the scribes started with pictures or images to build the sound of the name, 
Derrida uses the name to return to the images, miming in an alphabetized 
language while reversing the direction of the hieroglyphic operation. His 
paper on Ponge has nothing to do with Ponge as person or as poet, but only 
with "Ponge" as name-the name "Ponge" serves as the generative rule of 
the piece: "a discourse on his signature, its praise rather" ("Signeponge," 
117). His approach, resembling Saussure's anagrammatic and hypogram
matic studies seeking the names of gods or heroes that provide the rule for 
Latin poems, is to reveal the dissemination of Ponge's name in the images 
of his texts, reducing his reading to a "cartouche" prinCiple. "Ponge," thus, 
becomes (among other things) "eponge" (sponge and turkish towel), 
"eponger" (to clean with a sponge), and "ponce" (pumice). In the course of 
his paper, however, Derrida demonstrates that these items or actions do 
appear in the poetry, turning chance into necessity and manifesting the 
dissemination of the name in the images of the text. 

At issue is the ancient problem of designation-the relation between a 
word and a thing, between a name and its referent-in which the status of 
the proper name serves as a limit-case. The sponge in "Ponge" may be used 
for erasing blackboards and for washing and cleaning in general; that is, to 
make proper (propre) in the sense of clean, emblematizing the poet's effort 
(the subject) to establish the propriety of his identity. Derrida's purpose, 
however, is to question the very notion of the proper, of "belonging to
gether" in the relation between subject and a predicate, an object and its 
attributes as property and propriety, a question that he entitles "econo
mimesis."22 To move from the proper to common nouns (the rhetorical 
figure of antonomasia) reverses the idealization of nomination, desublimates 
the name. This impropriety is happily dramatized in the insignificance, the 
commonness and banality of the things constituting Ponge's signature, pro
viding the blason of his name. Having discovered in Ponge's texts the image 
of a piece of blotting paper ("tissu-eponge"), for example, Derridz poses 
the question of the consequences of such events for our understanding of 
writing: "The rebus signature, the metonymic or anagrammatic signature is 
the condition of possibility and impossibility, the double bind of the signa
ture event. As if the thing (or the common name of a thing) should absorb 
the proper, drink it and retain it in order to keep it. But at the same time, 
holding it, drinking it, ab sorbing it, it is as if it (or its name) lost or sullied 
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the proper name" ("Signeponge," 138). What constitutes the "event" -the 
double bind or contra-band or double band-is the following homophonic 
sequence: ''I'e [the eJ, l'est [the is], lait [milk], legs [legacy]." The "thing 
and (et) its name" thus easily becomes the "thing is (est) its name." The 
legacy involves the falling due (la chance et I 'echeance) of the debt each 
one owes to the father for the gift of the name (an aspect of the problem 
which I will consider in the next chapter). 23 

Ponge provides not only the example of his ambivalent process (the 
Aufhebung, the lifting up that cancels and preserves, like sponging-free
loading on the name-which cleans the common and dirties the proper), 
Derrida says, but its science. His work demonstrates systematically the 
unilateral contract that the writer may sign with things. Observing the 
"regional science ," Derrida notices and generalizes into his own procedures 
the particular "happiness" of the sponge-the way the aleatory material 
becomes necessary, the way the qualities of the sponge, taken as a model, 
can be extended, theorized-a model for the interaction between metaphor 
and concept. In this case, it is the sponge's status as a zoophyte that turns 
out, on reflection, to support concretely the theoretical principle of the 
undecidability, the fundamental ambiguity, of the proper so basic to 
Derrida's position. The sponge is neither proper nor improper; that is, it is 
an entity neither animal nor vegetable. Moreover, upon examination (in its 
status as a model), the sponge possesses a number of equivocal properties
it may be filled alternatively with water or air; it can ignobly "make water" 
everywhere, or wipe things clean (dirtying itself). As zoophyte. and given 
its other equivocal properties, the sponge serves as an analogue of writing 
and of metaphoricity itself ("Signeponge," 142). 

Briefly stated, the cartouche principle is used as a mode of analysis (a 
literalization of analysis, after all, which term means the breakup or dissolu
tion of something) for studying the author-text relation, first by locating 
in the text the images whose terms pun in some manner on the author's 
name, and then by scrutinizing these concrete elements to the fullest ex
tent, unlimited by notions of context or intention, for their theoretical 
potential. Such interrogation invariably reveals (and here lies much of the 
importance of the technique) that the name and the text do stand in a 
motivated relationship one to the other. It is astonishing, once one notices 
this technique, how systematically Derrida applies it. At one level he uses 
it to provide a point of entry, an organizing device, a mode of invention 
(inventio) for his essays. Thus, he discusses Kant from the point of view of 
the "parergon" because "Kante" means border, or edge 24 Blanchot opens 
up to the play of "pas" (the motion of a step, but also the negation of "lie 
pas") because of the "o"-zero, or naught-in his name. To appreciate this 
procedure fully, one more example should be discussed--perhaps the most 
important one, outside of Derrida's own signature-before turning to a 
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cunsideratiun of the implication of the cartouche principle for an applied 
grammatology. 

SEMINAR 

Jean Genet's signature is shown in Glas to be inscribed on the other side 
of the stele, that part of the term having to do with flowers. Genet em
braces the original arbitrariness of language that gave the sponge to Ponge. 
His name, taken from his mother rather than his father, imitates a type of 
flower called the genet (or genets)-broom flower, gorse, or greenweed, a 
luck that he doubles as author by naming many of his characters after 
flowers. 

Part of the interest of Genet's example-a signature of flowers-is that 
the flower is, conventionally, the very trope of rhetoric itself ("the flowers 
of rhetoric"). Hence Derrida asks, "What is rhetoric such that flowers can 
be its figure?" Flowers, he decides, do not constitute a language, but take 
the place of zero signification (the place of the proper name). So the prob
lem is to determine how the flowers, as things, take hold in "the jungle of 
natural language : question of physis as mimesis." 2S 

To help the reader follow his study of designation in Clas, Derrida 
recummends that his essay "White Mythology" be consulted (even "grafted" 
onto Glas). Modern theory, best represented by Nietzsche, mounted a 
critique of philosophy, Derrida explains in "White Mythology," based on 
the view that the concept has its origin in metaphor, that every abstract 
figure hides a sensible figure that has been effaced in the course of the 
speculative AlIfhebullg (sublation) that raises words from the physical to 
the metaphysical. Derrida's purpose is to deconstruct this metaphysical 
and rhetorical schema at work in the Nietzschean critique-not to reject it, 
of course (his own project is to undo sublation), but to reinscribe it with 
an obliqueness that avoids the traps of the dialectic. 

In a section entitled "Flowers of Rhetoric: Meliotrope," Derrida notes 
that metaphor, and mimesis in general, is held by tradition to be proper to 
man, aiming at an effect of knowledge. Such knowledge is acquired from 
metaphor in terms of resemblance-one of the terms in the substitution 
must be knuwn in its proper sense as the basis for the comparison. The 
problem with this traditional understanding of metaphor or analogy, Der
rida argues, is that the aisthelOll-the sensible or concrete referent whose 
term serves as the basis for the comparison-can always not present itself, 
and can not be perfectly known or mastered. The sun, for example, is the 
sensible ubject par excellence, and also the metaphor of philosophy (as in 
Plato's famous analogy uf the sun to the good). The whole language of ap· 
Eearing and disappearing, the lexicon of alNileia (truth as JlPcopcealrnept). 
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~uld not be possjble wjthol!t the sun's determination of human percep
~The dilemma for philosophy is that in spite of Aristotle's arguments 
to the con trary, the metaphor as such (resting its case on this key example) 
must necessarily be "bad" (there can never be a properly "good" meta
phor) because metaphors can never furnish anything but improper knowl
edge. In other words, Aristotle's comparison of philosophy to the sun, for 
example, and the philosophic metaphor of the heliotrope (the flower that 
turns as it follows the path of the sun) may be empty (semantically) be
cause no one actually has an exact knowledge of the sun or the heliotrope, 
the vehicles of the comparison. In short, Derrida here is challenging the 
description theory of naming, in which theoretically, in order to designate 
an object, a speaker must know something about it and so be able to iden
tify it without relying on substitute names. This requirement of knowledge 
is evaded temporarily by the circular argument that the speaker may bor
row a name from a community of users, the weakness of this move being 
that some "lender" in the "economy" must finally be able to make the 
reference on his own--must have real knowledge. The description theory, 
that is, relies finally on a group of experts to pay its semantic debts. 26 

Derrida, against description theories, and also against phenomenological 
epistemologies dependent on perception, intuition, or experience, is de
veloping a theory of naming that does not depend on intelligibility or prior 
knowledge. 27 His procedure in Clas, with regard to the relation of flowers 
to rhetoric (representing the analogical process in general), exemplifies his 
alternative. The principle underlying Derrida's method for researching the 
relation of metaphors to concepts is exactly the same aile that governs the 
signature-a systematic exploitation of the chance-necessity effects pro
duced by the event of homophony or homonymy. In order to discover 
how flowers take root in language, according to Derrida's theory of con. 
cept formation, the place to look is in the discourses that describe flowers 
-literature and botany. The initial step of the operation is "mechanical" 
or "objective" -a cross-referencing of an artistic and a scientific terminol. 
ogy. What this research reveals is that a number of botanical terms relate 
homophonic ally , and even etymologically, to certain rhetorical terms. At 
stake is a theory of creativity, classically stated in terms of an analogy be· 
tween sexual and spiritual creation and conceptiun, as well as a pedagogy, 
alsu claSSically posed in terms of husbandry (as in Rousseau's famous image 
in Emile of the seedling in the roadway). 

Rather than assuming that he (or we) will know what these analugies 
mean, Derrida systematically explores them by citing long passages from 
encyclupedic dictionaries containing definitions of the sex of flowers
informatiun concerning the reproductive, or fertilization, process. The re
sult of these cullages is that certain lexical overdeterminatiuns appear, pro. 
d ucing the effect of the double band, a double-entry bookkeeping. Thus, 
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pollen in certain orchids is said to "agglutinate," recalling the linguistic 
process of word formation in which morphemes are fused ("I 'est" = "Iait, " 
and so forth). Similarly, "cryptogam," an old division of plants (compris
ing those without true seeds or flowers, such as ferns or mosses), opens up 
the domain of cryptography, with all its strategies of decipherment. Since 
the proper-common shift in Genet's text always involves the names of 
flowers, Derrida states that in Clas he will replace "antonomasia" with 
"anthonymy," a portmanteau word combining anthography-the study of 
flowers-and anthology-itself extended to identify a collection of verse 
from the original reference to a collection of flowers. 

Although Sartre, in Saint Cenet, was certain that Genet's career was de
termined when he was named thief (valeur), Derrida shows that the mean
ing of the term in the other band-the flight (vol) of seeds in dissemination 
(the most important of the botanical-rhetorical transactions)-deserves 
equal recognition: "It is in terms of what concerns the seed, fertilized ovule, 
that one believes oneself to be speaking properly of dissemination (with 
respect to angiosperms or gymnosperms). The seeds are sometimes pro
jected in every direction [sens] by the explosion of the fruit. More often, 
they escape by slits or holes opened in its wall, to be dispersed by wind or 
animals" (Clas, 279). Botanists call the wind-borne seed the "genet aile" 
(282), making Genet not only a thief but a flying seed. The description 
also exposes another term linking the two domains of botany and rhetoric 
- "sens," meaning direction (the scattered seeds), and sense (meaning). 

Having educated his reader in the terminology of plant fecundation, 
Derrida declares, "One is not going to produce here the theory of pollen 
and of seed scattering [dissemence]" (Clas, 283). The botanical informa
tion, rather, as the "vehicle" of the analogy between flowers and rhetoric, 
constitutes a didactic model in a textual "seminar": "Good or bad, the cries 
of the thief [valeur] . .. tried incessantly to withdraw, to initial the semen 
(seeds) [semence], to sign [ensigner] the dissemination, to paralyze the 
signature's sperm, to reappropriate the genealogy, to reconstitute the gilded 
monument of his own [pro pre 1 (seminar), to direct, to lock without a trace 
his clean [propre] and white sign manual [seing], to be the son, not the 
daughter, please note, of himself" (280). The passage displays not only the 
contraband relationship between~ and~which is one of the 
motivating, legitimating "events" of differance, but also the connotations 
of seminar, recalling Plato's analogy in Phaedrus characterizing the proper 
end of teaching: "The dialectician selects a soul of the right type, and in it 
he plants and sows his words founded on knowledge, words which can de
fend both themselves and him who planted them, words which instead of 
remaining barren contain a seed whence new words grow up in new charac
ters, whereby the seed is vouchsafed immortality, and its possessor the 
fullest measure of blessedness that man can attain unto.,,28 
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The homophonic resemblance between "to sign" (ellsigner) and "to 
teach" (enseigller) reveals the import of the entire demonstration, for in 
grammatology the theory of signing is also a theory of teaching. The re
search into dissemination, revealing the variations in human and plant 
sexuality, reopens the analogy between spiritual and sexual procreation, 
the idea being, based on the sexual operations described in the literature, 
to formulate a new approach to writing and teaching. The new approach, 
obviously, will not be platonic. 

Clas teaches dissemination, a theory of writing, by means of its name
sake in botany-a seminar technique in which, as we shall see, signing be
comes a model for pedagogy. The method involved is crucial to applied 
grammatology, which is why I shall reiterate its principle. The whole 
process by which certain plants conceive-an immaculate c'Jnception 
(whose overtones on the spiritual band are picked up in the other column, 
in Hegel's discussion of Christianity)-emblematized in the explosion of the 
pod and the scattering of seed, is offered as an analogy for an intellectual 
conception generated in the process of writing-the flowers of rhetoric: 
"Everything leads to the importance of change. It can never subvert and 
corrode necessity except at the matchless moment when the proper name 
breaks language (langue], destroys itself in an explosion-dynamite-Ieav
ing there a hole. Very soon recovered: a vegetation parasitic and without 
memory" (Clas, 264). 

The feature of language highlighted here is the very structure (a struc
tural unconsciousness) of iteration--the same inherent quality that prevents 
phoneticization from ever totally reducing writing to voice also assures 
that the "intention animating the utterance will never be through and 
through present to itself and to its content": "I have underlined dehiscence. 
As in the realm of botany, from which it draws its metaphorical value, this 
word marks emphatically that the divided opening, in the growth of a 
plant, is also what, in a positive sense, makes production, reproduction, 
development possible. Dehiscence (like iterability) limits what it makes 
possible, while rendering its rigor and purity impossible. What is at work 
here is something like a law of undecidable contamination, which has in
terested me for some time." 29 Thus is the oval enclosure of the cartouche, 
separating the name from the text, broken, producing not "denotation" 
but "detonation." Keeping in mind the relation of grammatology to 
science, Derrida's use of the botanical definitions may be recognized as a 
deconstruction of description theories of designation which rely on ex
pert knowledge. Derrida's strategy, displacing science within the constrain ts 
of its own rigor, is to use the expert definitions, not to close or reduce 
ambiguity, but to open it; not as guarantee of the univocal, but as genera
tive model. documentation as allegory 30 
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HOMONYMY 

The premise of applied grammatology is that the cartouche principle of 
the signature, directing the relation of the proper name to common nouns 
(the images generated by "anthonomasic" dissemination), may be gen
eralized to include the process of concept formation-the relation of an 
abstract term to the metaphors from which the term is "derived." The 
method of the signature here demonstrates its affirmative nature, in that it 
not only calls attention to the weakness of the Nietzschean critique of 
conceptual language-which retained the myth of an original language (de
constructed by the homophonic event, which parodies the science of 
etymology)-but provides in its place an alternative to the metaphor
concept opposition. Against the traditional process of abstraction depen
dent on a systematic exclusion of properties, gathering "properties" into 
sets of terms based on synonymy or resemblance of meaning (identity, 
identification), Derrida proposes a homonymic procedure that blows a 
hole in the cartouche-like boundaries of conceptual categories, thus allow
ing terms to circulate and interbreed in a festival of equivocality. 

In "White Mythology," Derrida allies his operation with Bachelard's 
"psychoanalysis of objective knowledge." Bachelard '$ most influential 
insight, dating back to the early thirties, was that the new physics ren
dered conventional thinking in philosophy obsolete. In order to over
come the obstacles to a new epistemology relevant to the new science, 
Bachelard argued that a pedagogy would have to be devised capable of 
reeducating human sensibility at its very root. One of his favorite examples 
dealt with the microphysics of Heisenberg and Bohr-the uncertainty 
principle and the complementarity principle-having to do with the nature 
of light, which behaves sometimes as a wave and sometimes as a particle. 
Keeping in mind that light is the philosophic metaphor, any change in our 
understanding of its nature should affect its analogical extensions in such 
concepts as form and theory. Thinking, in Einstein's universe, Bachelard 
stated, requires a new logic that breaks with all absolutes, whether New· 
tonian or Hegelian, but especially a logic that frees itself from the identity 
principle (the prinCiple of noncontradiction and the excluded middle) of 
Aristotelian logic. The basic feature of this non-Aristotelian logic (to ac
complish for the concept what non-Euclidean geometry and non-Newtonian 
physics accomplished for the object) would be a three-valued operation, 
including, in addition to the usual "true" and "fa!sr" va!lIes a value 
W?eled "absurd." Derrida's borrowing, by way of analogy (as he stresses), of 
Ciiders notion of undecidability to characterize his own "quasi-concepts," 
not to mention the Einsteinian or fourth-dimensional (space-time synthesis) 
tone of differance itself, which at once "differs" (spatial) and "defers" 
(temporal), indicates hIS sympathy for Bachelard's project. 
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The pedagogy implicit in grammatology, as we shall see, resembles the 
new pedagogy that Bachelard feels is required to reorganize conceptual 
thinking in a world of quantum physics (although, for Derrida, the life 
sciences rather than physics provide the motivation for research). Dubbed 
"dialectical surrationalism," defined as the realm in which the scientific 
mind dreams,31 Bachelard's method does not abandon, but reorients, the 
theory of representation away from empirical or experiential reality. The 
consequences for the traditional use of analogy are radical, for against the 
traditional reliance on the familiar or the known as the vehicle of the com
parison, Bachelard's pedagogy locates itself fully in the realm of the un
known: here even the doctrine of the "as if" of conventional heuristics 
gives way to a practice of the "why not," whose purpose is to submit 
"reality" to the extremes of human imagination. Thus, "realization" (in
vention) replaces "reality" in such theoretical fictions as "negative mass," 
the virtue of such fictions being that they allow theoretically precise 
questions to be posed with regard to totally unknown phenomena. In 
short, the traditional order 0/ realist or empirical experimentation is in
verted. so that the noumenon now explains the phenomenon (No, 53). 
Derrida's conceptual experiments function in a similar way, involving the 
movements of thought and language in a formal space entirely free of 
phenomenal, perceptual, or commonsensical reality. Indeed, the lesson of 
the new science, as in the case of Mendeleev's periodic table (arranging 
chemical elements into rows and columns, exemplifying the importance 
of writing's listing capacities to science), which permitted scientists to pre
dict the existence of natural elements before they were discovered in nature 
(another one of Bachelard's favorite examples), suggests that theoretical 
fictions organized into a pedagogy that would collapse the distinctions 
separating teaching, research, and art might have also the power to guide 
transformations of the lived, social world. 

With Bachelard's surrationalism in mind, and remembering that the 
French "non" and "nom" (name) are homophones, Derrida's textuality 
may be understood as non-Aristotelian-his philosophy of the name as a 
philosophy of the "non"-a context that is made explicit in "White My
thology." In Aristotle's system, of course, there is no place for differance: 

For human language is not uniformly human in all its parts to the 
same degree. It is still the criterion of the noun which is decisive: its 
literal elements-vocal sounds without meaning-include more than 
letters alone. The syllable too belongs to iexis, but of course has no 
sense in itself. Above all there are whole "words" which, though they 
have an indispensable role in the organization of discourse, remain 
nonetheless quite devoid of sense, in the eyes of Aristotle. Conjunc
tion (sundesmus) is a phone Ilsemos. The same goes for the article, 
and in general for every joint (arthroll, everything which operates be-
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tween significant members, between nouns, substantives, or verbs. 
A joint has no sense because it does not refer to an independent unit, 
a substance or a being, by means of a categorematic unit. It is for 
this reason that it is excluded from the field of metaphor as an ono
mastic field. From this point on, the anagrammatic, using parts of 
nouns, nouns cut into pieces, is outside the field of metaphor in gen
eral, as too is the syntactic play of "joints. ,,32 

Against Aristotle's influential doctrine that "in non -sense, language is not 
yet born," Derrida builds an alternative onomastics based precisely on 
what Aristotle excludes from metaphor. 

The extent of Derrida's non-Aristotelian inspiration may be seen in 
Aristotle's condemnation of homonymy as the figure that doubled and 
thus threatened philosophy. One of the first "places" to check for the 
obscurity that characterizes bad metaphors, according to Aristotle, is to 
determine whether the term used is the homonym of any other term 
("White Mythology," 53, 74). Derrida, with his interest in discerning and 
then transgressing the limits of philosophical discourse, takes his cue from 
Aristotle and builds an entire philosophical system on the basis of the 
homonym (and homophone). In this respect he resembles the nineteenth
century mathematicians who, challenged by the axiomatic absoluteness of 
Euclid's principles, were able to prove that it was possible to devise a 
geometry that Euclid's system held to be impossible. Considered at first to 
be playful monstrosities or abstract exercises, these non-Euclidean ge
ometries provided eventually the mathematics of relativity. 

The philosopher, and especially the teacher of applied grammatolQ&.)!, 
must learn like poets and revolutionary scientists to explore the frivoli1i$s 
of chao ct:. The dehiscence of iteration, an economimesis that redistributes 
the property or attributes of names, is exemplified in its generalized mode 
in "Dissemination," an essay that, as Derrida explains, is a systematic and 
playful exploration of the interval of the gap itself, leading from "ecart" 
(gap) to "carre, carrure, carte, charte, quatre, trace. " He calls this play of 
the interval, set to work within the history of philosophy, 

undecidables, that is, unities of simulacrum, "false" verbal properties 
(nominal or semantic) that can no longer be included within philo
sophical (binary) opposition, but which, however, inhabit philosophical 
opposition, resisting and disorganizing it, without ever constituting 
a third term, without ever leaving room for a solution in the form of 
speculative dialectics (the pharmakon is neither remedy nor poison, 
neither good nor evil, neither the inside nor the outside, neither speech 
oar writing; the supplement is neither a plus nor a minus, neither an 
outside nor the complement of an inside, neither accident nor essence, 
etc. (Positions, 43) 
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These double negations "severely crack the surface of philosophy," con
test the logic of noncontradiction while forcing the dehiscence that permits 
invention by dissemination-a strategy of "objective creation": "Its proper 
route is not that of an 'either this ... or that,' but of a 'neither this ... 
nor that.' The poetic force of metaphor is often the trace of this rejected 
alternative, this wounding of language. 'I hrol!gh it jo jts openipg, expeil. 
;!lce itself js silently reyealeci" (Writing, 90). 

In the next chapter I shall submit the name of "theory" itself to this 
"anthonomasic" detonation. 



2 

Theoria 

1 LIMITS 

he concept of limit is one of the fundamental issues, not only for Der
rida but for that group of writers currently identified as "post structural
ist.': As Foucault notes in a 1963 article on Bataille, limit and transgression 
are interdependent: "Perhaps one day [transgression] will seem as decisive 
for our culture, as much a part of its soil, as the experience of contradic
tion was at an earlier time for dialectical thought. But in spite of sO.many 
scattered signs, the language in which transgression will find its space and 
the illumination of its being lies almost entirely in the future." 1 

The problem facing philosophy (conceptual discourse) is that "no 
form of reflection yet developed, no established discourse, can supply the 
model, its foundation, or even the riches of its vocabulary" (Foucault, 40). 
In short, to attempt to treat the concept of limit places the writer at the 
limits of concept and at the limits of language. The cause of this difficulty, 
revealing by its very existence the limitations of philosophical discourse, 
"is that philosophical language is linked beyond all memory (or nearly so) 

to dialectics" (40). 
Derrida could agree completely with Foucault's assessment of the prob

lem. Indeed, Derrida's texts provide the most elaborate effort yet to dis· 
cover the nondialectical language and mode of thought which can be the 
model for a new methodology. The concept of limit poses special problems 
for the writer who attempts transgression because, as Derrida remarks in 
"Tympan" (the preface to Marges de fa philosophie) , philosophy admits of 
no "outside": philosophy is precisely that discourse which has taken as its 
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object its own limit. It appropriates the concept of limit and believes that 
it can dominate its own margin and think its other. Derrida noted this 
quality in his first book (an introduction to Husserl's Origin of Geometry) 
in terms of the teleological nature of tradition. Geometry (or, by exten
sion, any science), according to Husser!, is a unity-"However far its build
ing up progresses, however generous the proliferation of its forms and 
metamorphoses may be, they do not call again into question the unified 
sense of what, in this development, is to be thought of as the geometrical 
science."2 Truth, then, can have a history, and science can appropriate all 
its own revolutions because of the transcendental, idealizing function of 
dialectical thinking. 

The machinery of this power of appropriation is the Hegelian Aufhe
bung, the dialectical sublation that permits philosophy to talk about itself 
and its other in the same language, essentializing the accidental and sensible 
into the substantial and intelligible. Against this appropriation Derrida 
states his resolve: "One must simultaneously, by means of rigorous con
ceptual analyses, philosophically intractable, and by the inscription of 
marks [marques- "this is the same word as marche as limit, and as margin"] 
which no longer belong to philosophic space, not even to the neighbor
hood of its other, displace the framing, by philosophy, of its own types. 
Write in another way.,,3 

Marges does not itself attempt this new writing, but rather it works a 
certain question: "What form could the play of limit/passage have, the 
logos which itself poses itself and denies itself in allowing its own voice to 
arise?" (ix). How pass a limit that is not one, or proceed without taking a 
step? The problem must be approached otherwise, avoiding all dialectic, 
all confrontation or oppositional thinking. Instead, in the essays included 
in Marges, Derrida exposes the "inner border" of philosophy (thUS imply
ing the outer border), which is constituted by the "philosophemes," or 
founding ideas of philosophy. His strategy is to interrogate the relationship 
between sense and sense: "This divergence between sense (signified) and 
the senses (sensible signifier) is declared through the same root (senslls, 
Sinn). One might, like Hegel, admire the generosity of this stock and inter
pret its hidden sublation speCUlatively and dialectically; but before using a 
dialectical concept of metaphor, it is necessary to investigate the double 
twist which opened up metaphor and dialectic by allowing the term sel/se 
to be applied to that which should be foreign to the senses" ("White My
thology," 28-29). 

With this homonymic relationship (in the word seIlS) between the 

sensible and the intelligible in mind, we may understand the phrase placed 
at the opening of ''Tympan'' which, Derrida says, is capable of generating 
all the sentences of the book: "J'etre Ii fa limite." The generating power of 
this phrase arises out of the ponning agglutinatiye relationship bettye.eJ< 
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"L 'ctre" (being) and "lettre" (Jetter). The sonorous vibration linking 
these senses, their Inaudible differ~ assigned "a quasi-organizing role" 
in Marges (and in all of Derrida's texts). Nietzsche's Zarathustra suggested 
that philosophers should have their eardrums broken, Derrida remarks, in 
order to teach them to hear with their eyes. But Derrida wishes to extend 
this philosophizing with a hammer by analyzing "the metaphysical ex
change, the circular complicity of the metaphors of the eye and hearing" 

(Marges, iv). 

THEORY 

In the statement "science is the theory of the real," Heidegger asks, 
What does the word "theory" mean? He explains that "theory" stems 
from the Greek Theorein, which grew out of the coalescing of thea and 
horao. "Thea (cf. Theatre) is the outward look, the aspect, in which some
thing shows itself. Plato names this aspect in which what presences shows 
what it is, eidos. To have seen this aspect, eidenai, is to know." And the 
second root, horao, means "to look at something attentively, to look it 
over, to view it closely." When translated into Latin and German, theoria 
became contemplatio, which emphasizes, besides passivity, the sense of 
"to partition something off into a separate sector and enclose it therein. 
Templum means originally a sector carved out in the heavens and on the 
earth (the region of the heavens marked out by the path of the sun)" -in 
short, an entirely different experience from that conveyed by the Greek, 
stressing now temenos: "Temnein means: to cut, to divide" (Heidegger, 

Technology, 164-65). 
Moreover, Heidegger complains, the translation into contemplatio loses 

the other possibility of meaning available in the Greek when the root terms 
are stressed differently in pronunciation (pun). For thea is goddess, relat
ing to Alerheia (translated as veritas), "the unconcealment from out of 
which and in which that which presences, presences." And ora (the other 
root) "signifies the respect, honor and esteem we bestow." Theory in this 
sense means "the beholdin t watches ov truth" (164-65 . But not 
only have the meanings of fundamental terms such as "theory" undergone 
several metamorphoses during their history, they were deliberately invented 

in the first place. 

We late born are no longer in a position to appreciate the signifi
ca~ce of Plat~'s daring to use the word eidos for that which in every
thing and in each particular thing endures as present. For eidos, in 
the common speech, meant the outward aspect [Ansicht] that a visible 
thing offers to the physical eye. Plato exacts of this word, however, 
something utterly extraordinary: that it name what precisely is not 
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and never will be perceivable with physical eyes. But even this is by no 
means the full extent of what is extraordinary here. For idea names 
not only the nonsensuous aspect of what is physically visible. Aspect 
(idea) names and is, also, that which constitutes the essence in the 
audible, the tasteable, the tactile, in everything that is in any way ac
cessible. (Heidegger, 20) 

Derrida shares Heidegger's interest in this philologi.cal evidence and 
draws several important conclusions: theory-the term and the activity-is 
not flXed, is still evolving or is capable of change; the direction of that 
change, using Plato's audacity against Platonism, must be to emancipate 
the other senses from the tyranny of eidos. 

Everything in talk about metaphor which comes through the sign 
eidos, with the whole system attached to this word, is articulated on 
the analogy between our looking and sensible looking, between the 
intelligible and the visible sun. The truth of the being that is present is 
fixed by passing through a detour of tropes in this system. The pres
ence of ousia as eidos (being set before the metaphorical eye) or as 
upokeimenon (being that underlies visible phenomena or accidents) 
faces the theoretic organ, which, as Hegel's Philosophy of Fine A rt re
minds us, has the power not to consume what it perceives, and to let 
be the object of desire. Philosophy, as a theory of metaphor, will 
first have been a metaphor of theory. ("White Mythology" 55-56) 

Derrida questions whether such defining tropes, productive of philoso-
phemes, even should be called "metaphors." Metaphor assumes that one 
of the terms in the comparison has..a "proper" meaning, but the pbjlo <4l

phemes are produced by catachresis, "the imposition of a sign on a sense 
not yet having a proper sign in the language. And so there is no substitu
tion here, no transfer of proper signs, but an irruptive extension of a sign 
proper to one idea to a sense without a signifier" ("White Mythology," 
57). Catachresis, Derrida suggests, should be removed from its traditional 
placement as a "phenomenon of abuse" and recognized as an irreducibly 
original production of meaning. "Catachresis does not go outside the lan
guage, does not create new signs, does not enrich the code; yet it trans
forms its functioning: it produces, with the same material, new rules of 
exchange, new meanings." Q:.construction, in other words, is a form of 
~achresjs but one that must be distinguished from the traditional use of 
\,his device since phiJosophy always inter:Qreted its catachresis as "a torgue 
turning back to a sense already present, a production (of signs, rather than 
of meanings), but this as revelation, unveiling, bringing to light, truth" (59-
60). Against philosophy's tendency to present forced metaphors" as 
"natural and correct," deconstruction uses catachresis openly, to carry 
thought not forward to the origins (teleology), but "elsewhere." Hence, 
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the first term defined in Glas is "catachresis," signaling the operation that 

is to bo:: explored in that text. . 
The metaphorization apparent in the philosophemes consIsts of ~wo 

processes: idealization and appropriation ("White Myt~ology," 5 5). Agamst 
these processes, in search of a different writing, Dernda proposes two pro

cesses of his own: articulation and decomposlf/On. 

1. 4lJi("lliqtiOl1. The first process is non-Aristotelian in that Arist~tle 
allows no place in "metaphor" for differance, the Jomt of spacmg, 
the interval (as explained in chapter 1) that joins and separates 

homophones. 
2 Qecqmpositiotl. The second process in Derrida 's new "metaphorol-

a "(a term used in "White Mythology") could be descnbed as 
n~.Hegelian. The issue is that the founding ideas of the Wes~ern 
tradition are structured by a family of metaphors related to sIght 
and hearing-the two distancing and idealizing senses-which thus 
excludes from the metaphor of concept the properties of the other 
senses (although the hand provides the literal sense of the term). 

Hearing holds a certain privilege among the five senses. The classifica
tion of Anthropologies places it among the objective senses (touch, 
sight and hearing) which give a mediated perception of the object 
(sight and hearing). The objective senses put one in relatIOn wIth an 
outside, which taste and smell do not. The sensible mixes Itself In 

with these, for example with saliva and penetrates the organ wIthout 
keeping its objective subsistence. Mediated objective perceptIOn IS 
reserved to sight and hearing which require the medIatIOn of lIght and 
air. Touch is objective and immediate. (Mimesis, 84) 

Derrida's project to displace the dialectic includes an attempt to isolate 
the specific features of those senses that have not been conceptuahzed
taste in particular, and smell-and to pose them as an alternatIve: as 
models of thinking and writing, to the distancing, Ideahzm~ notIOns 
based on sight and hearing. The theorization or thematizatjon 01 the !illl1' 

~ senses provides the. new concept of the methodologIcal pr,S· 

cedures derived from the pnnclple of artIculatIOn. 
As we saw in the case of the botanical analogy leading to the theory of 

creativity as dissemination, Derrida's method is first to analyze the lIteral 
(the letter) level of the metaphor, then to extend the companson to In. 

clude any material available in the semantIc domam of the vehIcle, but 
which has been excluded from the received sense of the analogy. In the 
present instance. the analogy, fundamental to philosophy, is between the 
sensible and the intelligible domains, with thought conceptualIzed III terms 
of sight and hearing. Derrida's move is simply to hypothesize a thmkmg, 
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an intelligibility, that would function in terms of that part of the sensible 
excluded from consideration-the chemical senses ("why not?"). 

This procedure also represents a discovery process by which Derrida in
vestigates (rather like a chemist using Mendeleev's chart to predict the 
possible existence of as yet unknown elements) the new balance in the 
sensorium emerging because of the shift in communications technology. 
Derrida's engagement of this issue indicates another aspect of the partici· 
pation of his thought in a larger field of study which could be called "gram
matology," for, as Walter Ong notes, the interest in the sensorium has 
become widespread, with Whitehead's Modes of Thought (1938) being "one 
of the earliest to call rather specific attention to the need for study of the 
effects of changes in the communications media on the organization of the 
sensorium."4 The modern age, "as a child of typography," is now over, 
Ong adds; although, like Marshall McLuhan, Ong believes that we are re
turning to the auditory (telephone, radio, television) after an epoch domi
nated by visualization. Even though Ong notes how "Freudians have long 
poin ted out that for abstract thinking the proximity senses-smell, taste, 
and in a special way touch (although touch concerns space as well as con
tact and is thus simultaneously concrete and abstract)-must be minimized 
in favor of the more abstract hearing and sight" (6), he fails to connect 
this understanding with the new physics and thus misses the crucial con
tribution to this question achieved by Derrida. Derrida realizes that at the 
level of technology the reorganization of our sensorium is being carried 
out, not so much in terms of the audiovisual properties of the television 
message (television is not simply an addition of the two previous stages of 
communications culture-oral and typographic), but in response to the 
electronic nature of the medium (McLuhan also stressed this point, but 
focused on the viewer as screen being bombarded with light impulses). 
Derrida, interested in the tec!lIle as enframing (the essence of technology, 
which is not itself technological but artistic), examines the science of elec· 
tronics, which reveals that a major difference between Newtonian and 
Einsteinian physics is that the former is a theory of action at a distance. 
while the latter is a theory of action by contact, based on the experiments 
of Faraday and Maxwell in electromagnetism. "The old 'action at a distance' 
theory postulated that the electrostatic field was merely a geometrical 
structure without physical significance, while this new experiment ["that 
the mutual action between two electrically charged bodies depends upon 
the character of the intervening medium") showed that the field had phys
ical significance. Every charge acts first upon its immediate surroundings." 5 

Derrida's conceptualization of the chemical or contact senses, then, 
correlates with Einstein's physics just as Kant's and Hegel's idealizations 
based on the objective senses correlate with Newton's. In this respect, 
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Derrida has found a way to apply Nietzsche's admonition that we "over· 
come the spirit of gravity," understood now as the principle of action at a 
distance, which governs not only the motions of the planets but the con· 
ception of truth as well. The mode of science culminating in Newton's law, 
that is, corresponds with the notion of truth whose image is "women and 
their effect from a distance" -seduction. The history of the "idea," Derrida 
suggests, may be divided into three periods. In the first period the philoso· 
pher himself is the truth-"I, Plato, am the truth" (science in the first 
period is Platonic). In the second period, history begins, the idea becomes 
woman, Christian, castrating: "Now the stories start. Distance-woman
averts truth-the philosopher. She bestows the idea. And the idea with· 
draws, becomes transcendent, inaccessible, seductive. It beckons from afar. 
Its veils float in the distance. The dream of death begins. It is woman."6 It 
is the history of truth as an error, as that from which the sage is exiled, 
whose recovery becomes the goal of all his research, desiring to unveil the 
hidden thing. Nietzsche's supposed antifeminism, then, as an attack on this 
paradigm of truth, is the philosophical equivalent of the discoveries in 
geometry and electricity which were transforming science, challenging the 
empirical model while preparing for the third age, the one now emerging, 
the one Derrida himselfis formulating, a truth that will direct the pedagogy 

of grammatology. 
This point is of central importance, since applied grammatology is meant 

precisely to provide the mode of writing appropriate to the present age of 
electronic communications As Ong reminds us, the Greek word idea, 
meaning the look of a thing, comes from the same root as the Latin video 
(I see)- "ideas thus were in a covert sense like abstract pictures" (Ong, 35). 
The wayan era formulates its notion of the idea-and hence how it pro· 
poses to educate its population (pedagogy as the transmission of ideas)
will be directly affected by the balance in the sensorium. Thus, Derrida's 
theorization of the chemical senses (described below in the section on de· 
composition), in the context of action by contact informing the new 
physics, permits a significant advance in our thinking about how to use the 
video medium in relation to thought. Writing with video (or in any medium 
in the video age) will be directed (in applied grammatology, at least) by .~ 
new epistemology and a new set of philosophewes whose metaphorS are 

derived from the chemical senses. 
I turn now to an examination of each of the components-articulation 

and decomposition-of Derrida's metaphorology. 

ARTICULATION 

Moire. Let us say, then, that Derrida's goal is to shift the ratio in the sen· 
sorium away from the domination of eidos to a new balance in which taste 
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and smell bring sight and hearing under their control, thus requiring a new 
term to replace "idea" as the name for thought. Derrida himself suggests 
that the other of eidos is force (which, as movement, duration, quality, 
energetics in general, lends itself to electronic formulations), but he rejects 
any temptation to reduce the problem to a simple dialectical opposition. 
The situation, rather, is that "force is the other of language without which 
language would not be what it is" (Writing, 27). Thus, Derrida's concern 
for what lies outside of and shapes language is what locates his work within 
the concerns of post structuralism : "In order to respect this strange move· 
ment within language, in order not to reduce it in turn, we would have to 
attempt a return to the metaphor of darkness and light (of self·revelation 
and self·concealment), the founding metaphor of Western philosophy as 
metaphysics. The founding metaphor not only because it is a photological 
one-and in this respect the entire history of our philosophy is a photology, 
the name given to a history of, or treatise on, light-but because it is a 
metaphor" (27). 

Metaphor in general, that is, all analogical displacement of Being, "is 
the essential weight which anchors discourse in metaphysics." And yet, 
"this is a fate which it would be foolish to term a regrettable and provi· 
sional accident," as do those who would "cure" language of its "fallen" 
condition. "Fate," it is important to note, as a determinant of the relation· 
ship between force and eidos, alludes to Heidegger's essay on Moira in 
Parmenides and Heraclitus. Moira, according to Heidegger's analysis of 
several pre·Socratic fragments, is a force that binds the duality of presenc· 
ing and that which is present-it is the unfolding of the twofold (in Der· 
rida's terms, the articulation of the twofold). With respect to the question 
before us, only what is present attains appearance, excluding thus from 
knowledge all the rest: "Destiny altogether conceals both the duality as 
such and its unfolding. The essence of aletheia remains veiled. The visibil· 
ity it bestows allows the presencing of what is present to arise as outer 
appearance (eidos) and aspect (idea). Consequently the perceptual relation 
to the presencing of what is present is defined as ·seeing.' Stamped with 
this character of visio, knowledge and the evidence of knowledge cannot 
renounce their essential derivation from luminous disclosure." 7 

The "fateful yielding" of what is present to ordinary perception by 
means of "name·words," Heidegger states, occurs "already only insofar as 
the twofold as such, and therefore its unfolding, remain hidden. But then 
does self·concealment reign at the heart of disclosure? A bold thought. 
Heraclitus thought it" ("Moira," I 00). This bold thought, relevant to the 
entire question of enframing, is extremely important to Derrida's project. 
It comes into view here in terms of his notion that "light is menaced from 
within by that which also metaphysically menaces every structuralism: the 
possibility of concealing meaning through the very act of uncovering it, To 
('olllprehend the structure of a becoming, the form of a force, is to lose 
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meaning by finding it. The meaning of becoming and of force, by virtue of 
their pure, intrinsic characteristics, is the repose of the beginning of the 
end" (Writing, 26). Or, as Heidegger poses it, "What is the significance of 
the fact that destiny releases the presencing of what is present into the 
duality, and so binds it to wholeness and rest?" ("Moira," 98). 

Derrida's strategy at the level of articulation, then, is to treat the bind
ing destiny that limits what it makes possible by asking, "How can force or 
weakness be understood in terms of light and dark?" (Writing, 27). The 
purpose of this question (and here is the justification for the parentheses 
on Moira) is to "solicit" this founding philosopheme: "Structure then can 
be methodically threatened in order to be comprehended more clearly and 
to reveal not only its supports but also that secret place in which it is 
neither construction nor ruin but lability. This operation is called (from 
the Latin) soliciting_ In other words, shaking in a way related to the whole 
(from sollus, in archaic Latin 'the whole,' and from citare, 'to put in mo
tion')" (6). In terms of the homonymic event (dehiscence of iteration or 
articulation), the destiny of language, its relation to Moira and the MOirae, 
may be solicited in the same way that structural engineers, using computer 
analyses of moire patterns, examine buildings (or any structure) for de
fects. The cracks and flaws in the surface of philosophy may thus be located. 
Of course, an interrogation of this vibration or trembling, the analogy of 
thought to the wave motion of light and sound, as Derrida notes, is the 
key to Hegel's Aesthetics (100), which is to say that it remains within the 
limits of philosophical language. Nor is Derrida certain, at the time of 
writing the essays under discussion here (the middle sixties), that any 
movement other than that of light and sound is possible (92). 

To understand how Derrida carries out his solicitation of the eye's con
tribution (as metaphor) to thought, it is helpful to consider the analogy 
between grammar and geometry, both of which superimpose figures, one 
011 the lexical and the other on the pictorial world. 8 Geometry, in other 
words, is the helping science for articulation, just as psychoanalysis is the 
helping science for decomposition. The analogy between grammar and 
geometry marks the abstracting power of both systems-especially their 
respective capacities for defining relatiolls among objects or words without 
regard for their specific embodiments or meanings. Geometry and gram
mar, that is, fUllction at the level of the concept, which in modern think
ing is understood as a set of relations rather than as a common substance 
inhering in a group of phenomena. 9 It is not surprising, considering that 
one of the principal goals of grammatolo is to break with the 10 acentric 
mo el of representation, io which writing has been conceived as a rep;p
sentation of speech, that Derrida should look to the nonobjective wove -

ments in the arts for models of how to proceed. Of course, "nonobjective" 
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ultimately refers, in grammatology, to a writing based on the conceptual
ization of the nonobjective senses (in the method of decomposition), but 
for now it alludes to the practice of constructivist art, including not only 
cubism but especially the "Group for Research in the Visual Arts" (GRA V 
-founded in France in 1960 by Julio Ie Parc), which serves as a model and 
resource for grammatological experimentation. 

The artists of GRA V, inspired by the work of Victor Vasarely (active in 
Paris during the fifties and after), developed the style dubbed "op art"
the creation of optical effects through the manipulation of geometric 
forms, color dissonance, and kinetic elements, all exploiting the extreme 
limits of the psychology of optical effects or visual illusions, thus continu
ing the constructivist interest (manifested as early as Cezanne) in the inter
dependence of conception and perception. The experimental production 
of optical illusion directly in abstract forms (rather than indirectly, as in 
the mimetic tradition, in forms subordinated to representational demands), 
is relevant to an understanding of Derrida's attempt to identify the illusory 
effects of grammar in a similarly pure way. Researching Nietzsche's insight 
that grammar is the last refuge of metaphysics CI am afraid we are not rid 
of God because we still have faith in grammar," 10 Nietzsche said, alluding 
to the "crude fetishism" of the belief, produced in language, in a cause and 
an effect, a doer and a doing, and so forth), Derrida inventories some of 
the irreducible deceptions that grammar plays on our conceptual system, 
demonstrating these effects in exercises that are the grammatical equivalent 
of the geometrical experiments of the constructivists working at the limits 
of optical perception, and which deserve the label of "op writing." 

Op art, then, provides a guide for an appreciation of the "trembling" or 
"shaking" effect that Derrida wishes to achieve in his solicitation of the 
idea as form. One of Vasarely's chief techniques, for example, was the 
development of a "surface kinetics," which set off a two-dimensional sur
face into an apparently three-dimensional pulsation: "In black-and-white 
patterns-parallel bands, concentric circles or squares, chessboard patterns 
and the like-pulsating effects are the commonest. A disturbing element, 
for instance a diagonal or curved line crossing a pattern of stripes, may be 
added to produce the 'moire effect.''' 11 Disturbing effects are also pro
duced by irradiation, the spread of a color beyond its actual surface area. 
The "Mach strip," or edge contrast, on either side of a line dividing two 
adjacent color areas produces a flutter or vibration along the line depend
ing on the relationship of the two colors. Two structures that are superim
posed but separate, two different line systems or a line system and a color 
surface will also generate the kinetic moire effect (Rotzler, 150). 

The optical effects mentioned are only a few of those taken over by the 
artists from color theory and cognitive psychology as well as those de-
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veloped in their own research (for their program was to practice art as a 
kind of scientific research, with their ultimate goal being, as Vasarely de
clares in one of his manifestoes, to reintegrate art into society). My purpose 
is not to undertake even a brief comparative study of the relation of 
Derrida to GRA V (although such a study is needed), but only to note the 
analogy of their interests-translated between geometry and grammar-in 
such issues as framing, grids, networks, movement, and double bands. The 
moire effect alone serves not only as a didactic model for "solicitation," 
but constitutes-by virtue of its peculiar feature of being a static form that 
produces the effect of motion-an emblem of Moira, destiny, whose nature 
is to be at once the motion of Becoming and the rest of Being. This homo
phone opens the way into a major aspect of Derrida's methodology. 

Ornament. A comparison of E. H. Gombrich's study of decorative art 12 

with Derrida's op writing reveals that many of the effects Derrida seeks are 
those inherent in the history of ornament-decorative or parergonal art-of 
which constructivism and other abstract art movements, as Gombrich ex
plains, are the modern heirs. Derrida's research into these decorative de
vices, of course, is a deliberate aspect of his metaphorology, challenging 
the logocentric prejudice against rhetoric as ornament and showing that 
ornamentation itself can provide the methodology of a science (gram
matology). 

Derrida's interest in the features and history of ornament is evident in 
his concern for everything marginal, supplementary, everything having to 
do with borders rather than centers. Gombrich mentions that he thought 
of calling his book "the unregarded art ," since decoration, as parergon or 
by-work, is not noticed, its effects being assimilated inattentively with 
peripheral vision. Against the logocentrism of Western metaphysics, which 
thought of style as something added on to thought as decoration, and 
which valorized the center of structure-the notion of presence which is 
both inside the structure yet outside, controlling it, out of play-Derrida 
proposes that our era is beginning to think of the structurality of structure, 
realizing that the center is not a natural or fixed locus but a function, "a 
sort of non-locus in which an infinite number of sign substitutions corne 
into play." Replacing the old notion of center is the notion of supplementar
ity, described as a movement of freeplay: "A field of infinite substitutions 
in the closure of a finite ensemble ... instead of being an inexhaustible 
field, as in the classical hypothesis, instead of being too large, there is 
something missing from it: a center which arrests and founds the freeplay 
of substitutions .... One cannot determine the center, the sign which sup
plements it, because this sign adds itself, occurs in addition, over and 
above, comes as a supplement." 13 
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The entities used as models for supplementarity (the effect of enfram
ing) include, for example, the device known as the passe-partout (matting 
-a frame for the display of prints or engravings, open in the center for the 
infinitely substitutable image; but also a master key) and the cartouche (in 
one sense, the decorative border, whose convolutions may be extended 
infinitely within the closure) surrounding or framing a blank space ready to 
receive an inscription (not to mention its meaning in hieroglyphics). Both 
these examples are discussed in Derrida's La perite en peinture, his collec
tion of essays dealing with the visual arts, which I will discuss in more 
detail later. 

I would like now to itemize some of the topics elaborated in Gombrich's 
study of ornament which are relevant to Derrida's op writing (a deconstruc
tion of the optical effects in conceptual discourse). 

1. Reading Gombrich, who notes that pattern is a form of rhythm, 
made me realize that when Derrida talks about rhythm as replacing dialectic 
in a new theory of change ("Inseparable from the phenomena of liaison 
... the said unities of time could not help but be also metrical and rhythmic 
values. Beyond opposition, the difference and the rhythm" -Carte, 435), 
he is referring to spatial relationships as well as temporal ones. The laws of 
repetition (repetition as the surrogate that is not a copy of anything, being 
the principle of decentering-the structurality of structure, as in Edmond 
Jabes's repetition of the Book-in Derrida's program) governing pattern 
formation, Gombrich explains, include translation (rhythmic rows extended 
along an axis), rotation, and reflection. By each of these principles, grids 
or lattice forms may be generated and extended infinitely. 

The mathematical employment of these concepts, as James Ogilvy 
demonstrated, serves to map one set of axes onto another (remember that 
Jakobson defines poetry as the projection or mapping of one axis of lan
guage-paradigmatic and syntagmatic-onto the other), making them useful 
operations for understanding (or even bringing about) relationships among 
the various dimensions of discourse-for the circulation of philosophemes 
through all the divisions of knowledge: 

The usefulness of the concept of transformation [read translation, 
rotation, reflection] consists in the fact that, unlike the more familiar 
notion of analogy, transformation permits the more radical move 
toward taking the basic parameters themselves-the political, psycho
logical and religious dimensions-as transforms of one another. Un
like symbolism and analogy, which tend to assume a basic or literal 
foundation on which an analogy is built or a symbol drawn the 
concept of transformation assumes no fundamental dimension. 14 

The purely relational and mathematical operations of ornament, applied to 
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the conceptual dimension, make irrelevant the notions of proper and fig
urative meanings. 

2. The interlacing pattern-the structure of chiasmi and of "double in
vagination" which, in Derrida's texts, constitutes the structurality of 
structure, the form of force (to be discussed later)-is a major feature of 
ornament throughout history. The seventeen symmetries producible by 
the three principles of rhythm (rotation, reflection, translation) can be 
multiplied to eighty possible arrangements by the simple device of inter· 
lacing the lines above and below one another, a procedure that, as Gom
brich notes, introduces the fiction of a mirroring plane. The illusion of 
depth thus introduced, giving the effect of weaving, plaiting, knotting, 
places the interlacing device undecidably between abstract form and repre· 
sentational meaning-between geometry and a perceptual thing, thus pro
viding an analogy, which Derrida exploits in "Speculer-sur 'Freud,''' for 
the ambiguous status of speculation. A universal device, one of the ones 
most frequently encountered in designs all over the world, the interlace is 
also one of the favorite patterns of op art (and also of op writing, in which 
it serves as an image of syntax). One of the effects of interlacing, of course, 
is the moire effect-the flicker produced when two grids are superimposed 
or made to overlap in a dissymmetrical or off·centered way. 

3. Gombrich explains that op art achieves many of its effects by means 
of a systematic overload of the perceptual apparatus, as in the "Fraser 
Spiral," "which is not a spiral at all, but a series of concentric circles super· 
imposed on vortex lines. These lines, it turns out, tend to deflect our 
searching gaze so that we always lose our place and settle for the most 
plausible 'templet,' the continuous spiral" (134). Lightening the load of 
information by covering half the page or tracing the lines with a pencil 
reveals the trick. Op art pushed such basic decorative figures to an extreme 
of "restlessness," a feature also of op writing, as exemplifed by the unstable 
character of the term restance. When he originally introduced restance in 
the article "Signature Event Context," Derrida equipped it with several 
warning signals. It is, to begin with, a neologism, translated into English as 
remainder, explicitly avoiding the word permanence, with restance being 
retained in brackets. The graphics utilized-the italic print and the bracketed 
term-·serve as a warning light, Derrida explains. In its context, the term is 
also associated with "non-present," which "adds a spectacular blinking
effeet to the warning light. ... Blinking is a rhythm essential to the mark 
whose functioning I would like to analyze" ("Limited Inc" 188-89). The 
graphics of remainder signal that this term marks a "quasi·concept" whose 
structure, implying alteration as well as identity, deconstructs the logic of 
permanence associated with its traditional meaning, a point that John 
Searle, in his critique of "Signature Event Context" (to which "Limited 
Inc" is a response) completely missed. RestaJlce, or remainder, then, is not 
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only unstable itself but marks the instability and restlessness of all of Der
rida's quasi-concepts: "To remain, in this sense, is not to rest on one's 
laurels or to take it easy" (190). 

Op writing exploits for its effects the tendency to receive concepts in 
terms of presuppositions and the encoded habits of expectation, in the 
same way that op art exploits the fact that the eye "is good in recognizing 
continuities and redundancies, but bad in 'locking in' on a particular feature 
of repeated elements," Thus, an art-or a philosophy of writing-based on 
repetitioll will cause problems for the habits of seeing or thinking: "By 
strictly repeating this circle in its own historical possibility, we allow the 
production of some elliptical change of site, within the difference involved 
in repetition .... Neither matter nor form, it is nothing that any philoso· 
pheme, that is, any dialectic, however determinate, can capture" (Speech, 
j 28). 

As with Vasarely, who took as the basic element of composition (his 
plastic unit) two contrasting color shapes, many op art effects play with 
the contrasting relation of figure and ground and with the oscillation and 
interferences set up in the play between "two bands" (recalling Derrida's 
contra-band strategy). Much of this effect is due to an "extrapolator" de· 
vice in visual perception which goes beyond mere registration to the 
production of continuous shapes, a performance of habit and anticipation 
which the artist uses to create the illusion. Derrida similarly plays with our 
conceptual habits favoring the continuities of common sense, and he over
loads our conceptual apprehension with a paradoxical syntax that displaces 
the normal line of logic, resulting in a conceptual vertigo akin to the Fraser 
Spiral. 

4. Gombrich's study of ornament also helps account for Derrida's man· 
ner of interrogating framing effects. One of the basic features of visual per· 
ception, framing delimits or borders the field of vision, determining what 
is excluded and included. Gombrich defines the frame as a continuous 
break setting off the design from the environment. The crucial point, how· 
ever, is that there can be no center without a frame: "The frame, or the 
border, delimits the field of force, with its gradients of meaning increasing 
towards the center. So strong is this feeling of an organizing pull that we 
take it for granted that the elements of the pattern are all oriented towards 
their cornman center" (Gombrich, 157). Patterning, like ordering of any 
kind, is the ordering of elements of identity and diffuence. In ornamenta· 
tion, its two steps are framing and filling. The geometrical tendency in de
sign starts at the outside or frame of the surface and works in to the center, 
while representational (naturalistic) designs tend to begin at the center and 
work out toward the frame. 

5. A principal aspect of the history of ornament, whose features GOl1l
brich explains by akind of "etymology" or "paleonymy" of motifs (similar 
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to Derrida's science of "old names," with which he extends conventional 
terms into new settings), is the balance of, or relation between, decoration 
and symbolism (design and meaning). He mentions the Egyptian hiero
glyphics as a writing that fuses these two purposes (the very fusion sought 
by grammatology). Gombrich studies in this regard the flourish that people 
sometimes attach to their signature. Such flourishes, carried to extremes, 
may make the letter illegible. The monogram, a variation on the flourish, 
involves an interlacing of letters which is finally only recognized rather 
than read (such is the effect of the PS monogram-Plato-Socrates-which 
Derrida studies in "Envois" -Carte). The functional aspect of the flourish, 
in addition to its manifestation of self-display and playfulness, is that its 
personal rhythms make the signature extremely difficult to imitate or 
counterfeit. "The flourish is easily understood as a playful product, a 
paradigm of the relation between sign and design. Even where it enters 
into a symbiosis with the sign, serving as a means of emphasis or enhance
ment, it never quite surrenders its freedom from the constraints of signi
fication" (Gombrich, 241). Stressing throughout The Sense of Order "the 
degree of autonomy we must grant to ornament," Gombrich offers a re
source for comprehending Derrida's study of parerga as the structurality 
of structure. Op writing has available in the history of ornament an index 
of devices all potentially translatable from geometry to the graphics of 
grammatology. 

6. If the flourish tends to tip the balance of decoration and symbol in 
the direction of decoration, the cartouche, defined as a transformed and 
reified flourish, tends in the opposite direction of representation. "In its 
origins it [the cartouche) transforms the abstract heraldic field or shield 
into a real or fictitious object. Such a transformation is natural in the 
medium of sculpture, in which the coat of arms is held or displayed as a 
real tablet or shield. In Renaissance painting this play with a fictitious sup
port also led to a simulated piece of paper or parchment being affixed to 
the panel for the signature or some other inscription" (Gombrich, 241). 
Beginning with the Renaissance, the cartouche-the shield-shaped writing 
support with its curling framework-was in demand wherever inscriptions 
or symbols were to be inserted into a decorative ensemble. The great ad
vantage of the animated flourish around the cartouche, Gombrich explains, 
is that it so effortlessly absorbs additional symbols or emblems within its 
swirling shapes. 

Moire-Moirae. Derrida gets his ideas from the systematic exploitation of 
puns, used as an itlVCllliu to suggest nondialectical points of entry for the 
deconstruction of the philosophemes. His best-known version of this 
strategy involves the deflation of proper names into common nouns 
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(antonomasia), as in Glas, in which Genet's texts are discussed in terms 
of flowers (the flowers of rhetoric), beginning with genet (a broomflower). 
Blanchot, Hegel, Kant, and Ponge have all received similar treatment, 
described as research into the signature effect. Discussing this methodol
ogy in his essay on Ponge, Derrida exposes his mood: "It is necessary to 
scandalize resolutely the analphabet scientisms, ... before what one can 
do with a dictionary .... One must scandalize them, make them cry even 
louder, because that gives pleasure, and why deprive oneself of it, in risk
ing a final etymological simulacrum" (Digraphe, 33). 

The technique works as well for concepts, both for subverting old ones 
and for building new (pseudo-) concepts. Part of my discussion of the 
critique of theory as metaphor is to discern the homophone that (in retro
spect, as an aftereffect at least) could be said to be the organizing articula
tion of Derrida's approach to this project. This search may result in the 
formulation of an aspect of de constructive writing which as yet has found 
few, if any, imitators. The idea (i-d) accounting for the specific terms used 
to deconstruct theoria has its source in the "constellation" O-I-R, originally 
discerned in Mallarme. (It is worth noting that oir is the Spanish equivalent 
of elltendre, meaning to hear and to understand, a propos both of Derrida's 
J oycean macaronies and of his suggestion that the idea itself could not 
be seen but only heard.) The principle at work here involves "a hymen 
between chance and rule. That which presents itself as contingent and hap
hazard in the present of language ... finds itself struck out anew, retem
pered with the seal of necessity in the uniqueness of a textual configuration. 
For example, consider the duels among the moire [watered silk) and the 
memoire [memory], the grimoire [cryptic spell book) and the armoire 
[wardrobe)" (Dissemination, 277). 

What especially interests Derrida is precisely the articulatioll: "Rhyme
which is the general law of textual effects-is the folding-together of an 
identity and a difference. The raw material for this operation is no longer 
merely the sound of the end of a word: all 'substances' (phonic and 
graphic) and all 'forms' can be linked together at any distance and under 
any rule in order to produce new versions of 'that which in discourse does 
not speak'" (Dissemination, 277). Derrida is interested in the way in which 
the arbitrarily rhyming terms have some motivated relationship. To 
perceive the motivation of the series of O-I-R words for the deconstruc
tion of theoria requires that I add one more term to the sequence which 
Den·ida himself neglects (but thus imitating his own addition of phamzakos 
to the series set going in Plato's dialogues: "Certain forces of association 
unite-at diverse distances, with different strengths and according to dis
parate paths--the words ·actually present' in a discourse with all the other 
words in the lexical system"-129-30). The term, of course, is Moira -
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~Des[iny In Gre~. Let us say that the antonomasia, the exchange be
tween proper and common, governing this project involves Moirae-the 
fates-and moire (not "watered silk," but the visual illusion known as the 
moire effect). Crimoire is drawn in with respect to the thirteenth-century 
fortune-telling book featured in La carte postale (whose wheel of fortune 
might be associated with Destiny); memoire with respect to the artificial 
memory (hypomnemics) associated with the mechanics of the inventio. 
~s inventio (an aspect of Derrida's "new rhetoriC") functions on the 
assumption that language itself is "intelligent," hence that homophones 
"know" something. Derrida's deconstructIOn of theona reveals what 
Moirae-moire knows. 

In "Envois" Derrida states, "no matter what I say, I seek above all to 
produce effects" (Carte, 124). The specific effect he seeks, in fact, is the 
textual equivalent of the moire effect, whose pattern is woven into language 
on the loom of fate (Moira). As already noted in terms of his interest in the 
ideographic or nonphonetic features of writing, Derrida wants to restore to 
writing the balance between design and symbol it had in hieroglyphics. His 
pursuit of the moire effect, as an attempt to write the structurality of 
structure, contributes to this project by assigning to ornamentation a 
generative role in text production. 

The moire effect manifests itself in the special functioning of Derrida's 
terminology, best illustrated by the term "differance." The verb "to differ" 
(dlfferer) differs from itself in that it conveys two meanings: "On the one 
hand it indicates the difference as distinction, inequality, or discernibility; 
on the other, it expresses the interposition of delay, the interval of a spac
ing and temporaJizing." Derrida concludes that "there must be a common, 
although entirely differant [differante] root within the sphere that relates 
the two movements of differing to one another. We provisionally give the 
name differance to this sameness which is not identical" (Speech, 129). 

We see here why Derrida calls Hegel the first philosopher of writing as 
well as the last philosopher of the book, since the articulation of the un
decidability in differance is a generalization of Hegel's speculative pro
cedure (a generalization with anti- or non-Hegelian consequences): 

Without naively Llsing the category of chance, of happy predestina
tion or of the chance encounter, one would have to do for each 
concept what Hegel does for the German notion of A ujhebung, whose 
equivocality and presence in the German language he calls de/igh rJill: 
"AuJheben has in the German language a double sense: that of pre-
serving, main raining, and that of leaving off, bringing to an end. . It 
is remarkable that a language comes to use one and the same word 
to express two opposed meanings. Speculative thought is delighted to 
find in language words which by themselves have a speculative sense." 
(Writing, 113-14) 
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Derrida, believing that "since this equivocality [in ordinary language 1 is 
original and irreducible, perhaps philosophy must adopt it, think it and be 
thOUght in it," proposes not to follow Hegel's laborious analysis of each 
concept but to adopt a homonymic principle that, in a sense, automatically 
locates all possible equivocality. 

As opposed to the clarity and distinctness that is part of philosophy's 
founding opposition between the sensible and the intelligible (themselves 
qualities of "literality" suggested by the clarity and distinctness of the 
alphabetic letter), differance marks a movement between two letters-e 
and a, a "marginal" difference-and between two "differences," a move
ment that articulates a strange space "between speech and writing and be
yond the tranquil familiarity that binds us to one and to the other, reassuring 
us sometimes in the illusion that they are two separate things" (Speech, 
133-34). The strategy of paleonymy (the science of old names) extends 
this beat, or rhythm, set in motion by the proximity of two meanings, two 
spellings, that are the same and different, offset, like the two overlapping 
but !lot quite matching grids that generate the flicker of the moire effect. 
Deconstruction, as a double science, is structured by the "double mark," 
by means of which a term retains its old name while displacing the term 
(only slightly or marginally at first) toward a new family of terms: "The 
rule according to which every concept necessarily receives two similar 
marks-a repetition without identity-one mark inside and the other out
side the deconstructed system, should give rise to a double reading and a 
double writing. And, as will appear in due course: a double science" (Dis
semillatioll,4). 

Elsewhere Derrida not only characterizes differance as a movement, he 
actually describes the nature of this movement, understood to be "virtual," 
like the moire effect, while referring to the "path" followed by thought, 
traced by a step (pas) which is not one (because the pas is also the negative 
in lie pas), which does not advance. IS The moire effect in op writing, the 
movement between the disparate semantic domains of a homophonic series 
of terms, is the effect of marginal spelling differences: "Each cited word 
gives an index card or a grid [grille J which enables you to survey the text. It 
is accompanied by a diagram which you ought to be able to verify at each 
occurrence" (Clas, 223). The term Derrida chooses to name this movement 
in Clas is "la !WI'elfe" (shuttle, referrring to the "to and fro" motion 
which bears this name in weaving, sewing, and transportation). In French, 
moreover, the term also names a type of seed, a plant in the family of cruci
fers. "It is [the term] I sought earlier in order to describe, when a gondola 
ha, crossed the gallery, the grammatical to and fro between langue (lan
guage, tongue] and lagw/c [lagoon] (lacuna)" (232). 

In short, the grids involved are the two spellings, the paragram, with 
only one letter out of order between them. The shuttle motion between 
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these two words is the binding necessity of their chance occupation of the 
same letters. The motion is set up within the shuttle itself, joining its mean
ings or semantic domains, which in French ("la navette') include, besides 
those already mentioned, a liturgical sense (it is a small vessel for incense). 
"To and fro woven in a warp [chaine J. The woof [trame-also plot) is 
in the shuttle. You can see all that I could do with that. Elaboration, 
isn't it a weaver's movement?" (Glas, 233). But Derrida states that he dis
trusts this textile metaphor, however, because finally it retains a "virtue" 
of the natural, the originary, of propriety. He decides instead to think 
of the motion of Glas as the interlacing stitching of sewing. In either 
case, the vibration or to and fro motion of articulation carries or dis
places the sensorium only to the vicinity of handicrafts, evoking the hand 
(writing as a hand-eye relation rather than a voice-ear relation) and, 
in the textile metaphor, the sense of touch. But the hand has been the 
philosopheme of "concept" from the beginning (to grasp and to hold), 
so that "textuality," with its associations with textile and the sense of 
touch, only initiates the transition to the new notion of idea as action 
by contact (in place of the action as a distance which characterizes the 
idealizing senses), touch being the intermediate sense, which is both ab
stract and concrete. 

Derrida is particularly interested in the way the shuttle motion (the 
soliciting vibration, whose homophonic ally overlapping terms offer an 
alternative metaphorics that challenges the logo centric structure of con
cept formation), is manifested in other systems of thought, especially 
in psychoanalysis (the science, along with geometry, that Derrida uses 
to think his way toward grammatology). It is not surprising, then, that 
Freud's famous anecdote of the game his grandson played with a bobbin 
on a string (the bobbin itself being part of the apparatus of weaving and 
sewing, symbolizing in this moment of language acquisition the mother, 
whose loss is repaired with the fort-da stitch), should serve Derrida as 
the pretext or emblem guiding his reading of Freud's Beyond the Pleasure 
Principle. 

For now it is important to note that the conceptual equivalent of the 
back and forth motion of sewing in the composition of the text is the un
decidability of the fetish, the very topic being treated in the Hegel column 
of Glas next to the discussion of the shuttle in the Genet column: "Here, 
he [Freud] comes to recognize the 'fetishist's attitude of splitting' and the 
oscillation of the subject between two possibilities" (Clas, 235). The oscil
lation or shuttle motion of the fetish enters the Genet column later: "He 
oscillates like the beating of a truth which rings. Like the clapper in the 
throat, that is to say in the abyss of a bell" (254). Clas, having found in 
the homophonic shuttle a different intonation of one of the philosophemes 
of logocentrism, sounds the death knell of dialectics. 
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Grotesquery. The question of fetishism "an ecpnom¥ of the pndecjd

able," in the context Of the sensorium iilaif-t, 88:R8BrR8 Hliwbranes tb.e.ir 
!ensjon and caoacity for vibration or permeability (the tympanum or the 
hymen -which is also the problem of inside-outside, com anion 
philosopheme of light an ark, When the fetishist looks at woman un
-:;;iled he sees and denies the absence of the phallus, sees the.mother's 
phall~s, model of all simulacra. Working free of the paradigm of the idea 
~ woman, Derrida looks for evidence of this oscillation in the vicin-
ity of the "vagina" as term. He considers, to begin with, the undecidable 
nature of the hymen occupying the space between (entre) the inside and the 
outside. He discovers the shuttle at work here (the ersatz phallus imaged 
as braided pubic hair) in the very name of this space-the between
entre, since the word antre (a cavern or grotto) also alludes to the vagina 
and finally, in its etymology, to entre itself. The hymen, in Derrida's 
rhetoric, is the structurality (the vibration of a membrane) of these two 
words together. The homophones entre-antre enact a repetition of signifiers 
which is the device constitutive of grammatological "space." 

Without reducing all these to the same, quite the contrary, it is pos
sible to recognize a certain serial law in these points of indefinite 
pivoting: they mark the spots of what can never be mediated, mas
tered, sublated, or dialecticized through any Erinnerung or Auf

·hebung . ... Insofar as the text depends upon them, bends to them, 
it thus plays a double scene upon a double stage. It operates in 
two absolutely different places at once, even if these are only separ
ated by a veil, which is both traversed and not traversed, inter
sected. Because of this indecision and instability, Plato would have 
conferred upon the double science arising from these two theaters 
the name doxa rather than episteme. (Dissemination, 221) 

Such is the nature of the liaison of the two semantic domains articulated 
by the joining of the shuttle-what is only a marginal displacement at the 
level of the letter, setting up the grammatical equivalent of a blur, reaches 
catastrophic proportions at the conceptual level, prohibiting the unifying 
effects, the clarity and distinctness, of dialectics. 

That the between is also a grotto (entre-antre) is important for under
standing the place of grammatology in the history of ornament, since it 
suggests that op writing is a form of grotesquery. An example on a small 
scale of Derrida's participation in the genre of the grotesque is "Tympan," 
the preface to Marges de la philosophie. Its topic, relevant to the title of 
the collection, is the margins and limits of philosophy. The double-column 
format is used (anticipating Clas), the right side being a citation from 
Michel Leiris, and the left side being Derrida's discussion "touching" on 
Leiris, marginal writing. The citation concerns what can only be described 
as a cartouche, a version of the flourish in ornament; that is, it is an inven-
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tory of network, grid, woven, or winding patterns found in nature and 
society, all of which Leiris gathers under the name "Persephone": 

"The acanthus leaf which one copies at school when one learns to 
handle charcoal more or less well, the stems of a concolvulus or other 
climbing plants, the spiral inscribed on a snail shell, the meanders 
of an intestine, the curl of childhood hair enshrined in a medallion, 
the modern style ironwork of metro entrances, the interlacings of 
embroidered monograms on sheets and pillow cases, the windings of 
a path, everything that is festoon, volute, scroll, garland, arabesque. 
It is a question therefore, essentially, of a name in spira/s." (Marges, 
ii-v) 

Persephone as signature, in other words, is inscribed in the framing flourish, 
whose shapes recall the name. And, just as Gombrich notes in a chapter of 
The Sense of Order entitled "The Edge of Chaos," the margin with its 
overgrowth of tendrils, in baroque artists like Albrecht Durer, may spawn 
monsters, grotesques, resulting from the playful invention permitted in 
this "zone of license": "Much learning and ingenuity has been expanded 
in assigning symbolic meanings to the marginal flourishes, monsters and 
other motifs created by Durer and his medieval predecessors, and there is 
no reason to doubt that once in awhile the text offered a starting point 
to the artist for his playful invention. But even where we are prepared to 
strain our credulity, the majority of inventions must still be seen as crea
tions in their own right" (Gombrich, 251). Durer, the example of this 
tradition of virtuosity and free invention in marginal decoration, mixed 
every known tradition in a search for ideas. The resulting enigmatic images 
are classified as grotesques or drolleries. Durer's own term was "dream
work" (Whoever wants to dream must mix all things together"), creating 
an effect of "bewildering confusion." 

It is helpful to consider op writing within this tradition of the grotesque. 
Leiris, in the passage cited in "Tympan," provides an example of how the 
grotesque, in its original or technical sense (which refers to a kind of orna
ment, similar to the arabesque, consisting of medallions, sphinxes, foliage), 
can be extended in writing to the fantastic sense of the term, thus com
bining like Durer the decorative and the monstrous. The spiraling foliage 
(decorative grotesque) reminds Leiris of the name Persephone, but the 
name itself sounds to him like perce-oreille-earwig, a boring insect-which 
is the appearance of the monster. Derrida's own homophonic or punning 
strategy results in a similar "fantasy etymology," which has much the same 
distorting effect in a philosophical discourse as had Durer's drawings of 
thistles, cranelike birds, and gargoyles on the margins of the prayer book 
the emperor Maximilian had commissioned for his newly founded Order 
of St. George. 
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As suggested by antre-the grotto, recalling the Italian grottoes in which 
the ancient decorations were discovered, hence their dubbing as grotesquery 
-the "betweenness" of grammatological space is a zone of license. Part of 
the lesson of the grotesque genre for understanding Derrida, keeping in 
mind Gombrich's stress on the independence of grotesqueries-and all 
ornamentation, for that matter-from what it decorates, is that Derrida's 
writing deals only marginally with what it is "about" (with what it sur
rounds or enframes, like a passe-partout). Nonetheless, the moire effect of 
op writing, giving rise to grotesque etymologies, constitutes a new theory 
of mimesis (Derrida is opposed, he says, not to mimesis, but to a deter
mined interpretation of mimesis, to "mimetologism" -Positions, 70): 
"Here we are playing on the fortuituous resemblance, the purely simulated 
common parentage of seme and semen. There is no communication of 
meaning between them. And yet, by means of this floating, purely exterior 
collusion, accident produces a kind of semantic mirage: the deviance of 
meaning, its reflection-effect in writing, sets something off" (45). The new 
mimesis, in short, is based on homophonic resemblance. 

The metaphorics of non-Aristotelian articulation, I have argued, generate 
a discourse between the pulsating moire effect (emblem of solicitation as 
vibration) and Moira, or destiny. The hinge jointing these two domains 
may be found within the tympanum itself, whose meanings, as Derrida 
notes in "Tympan," include of course the vibrating ear drum (sound and 
light being susceptible to the same effects, the beat of dissonance being the 
acoustic equivalent of the moire blur-both effects of proximity), a part of 
the apparatus of printing presses, and a type of water wheel-suggesting an 
image of the wheel of fortune. Derrida is redefining idea, working on its 
root metaphor of sight and light, analyzing it no longer in terms of its 
effect (the light bulb that lights up when we have an idea in cartoons and 
advertisements) but in terms of its physics, energy waves (the vibrations 
mediated by air, the level at which light and sound are equivalents, identi
fied in relation to the body in terms of the "objective senses" of sight and 
hearing). What electricity is to light, Moira is to lan!ill~. To think gram
matologicilly IS not to have an idea, but to have a "moira" (so to speak). 

DECOMPOSITION 

Voice. The second step in Derrida's solicitation of the founding metaphors 
of Western thought (the philosophemes upon which are based our notion 
of theory, ldea, concept, and of metaphor itself)-decomposition-extends 
articulation to the chemical senses by finding an analogy for thought that 
does not depend on touch, sight, or hearing. Challenging the idealizing and 
appropriating operations of metaphysics, which lifted metaphors into con-
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cepts and which exalted the episteme over aisthesis as the only genuine 
source of truth, Derrida reverses the direction (sens) of sublation, return
ing the concepts to their bodily metaphors, just as he used the rebus or 
cartouche principle to transfer proper names into common nouns. His ex
periments with decomposition begin as a reversal of Hegel's hierarchy of 
the senses: 

This hierarchic classification combines two criteria: objectivity and 
in teriority, which oppose one another only in appearance, idealiza
tion having tended (from Plato to Husserl) to confirm them simulta
neously one by the other. Ideal objectivity maintains all the better 
its identity to itself, its integrity and its resistance, in not depending 
any longer on an empirical perceptible exteriority. Here, the com
bination of two criteria permits the elimination from the theoretical 
domain touch (which has to do only with a material exteriority: 
masterable objectivity), taste (consumption which dissolves objec
tivity in interiority), odor (which allows the object to dissociate 
itself in evaporation). Sight is imperfectly theoretical and ideal (it 
permits the objectivity of the object to be but is not able to in
teriorize the sensible and spatial opacity). According to a metaphor 
coordinated with the whole system of metaphysics, only hearing, 
which preserves at once objectivity and interiority, could be called 
fully ideal and theoretical. (Marges, 108) 

In Hegel's system, then, the material of ideality is light and sound. 
Light is the milieu of phenomenality, the element of appearing. Voice, in 

relation to hearing (the most sublime sense), animates sound, permitting the 
passage from more sensible existence to the representational existence of 
the concept (Marges, 103-7). Derrida analyzed the theorizing effect of the 
complicity between voice and hearing at length in S[Jeech and Phenomena: 

The ideality of the object, which is only its being-for a nonempirical 
consciousness, can only be expressed in an element whose phenom
enality does not have worldly form. The name of this element is the 
vuice. The vuice is heard [entendus = "heard" plus "understood"]. 
... The su bject does not have to pass forth beyond himself to be im
mediately affected by his expressive activity. My words are "alive" 
because they seem not to leave me: not to fall outside me, outside my 
breath, at a visible distance, not to cease to belong to me, to be at 
my disposition "without further props." (Speech, 76) 

The special status of the voice-ear circuit (cf. the O-l-R series linking 
moira with theoria) is that every other form of auto-affection must pass 
through what is outside the sphere of "ownness" in order to claim uni
versality-they must risk death in the body of the lignifier given over to 
the world and the visibility of space--thus sacrificing purity. Derrida asks, 
however, "Are there not forms of pure auto-affection in the inwardness of 
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one's own body which do not require the intervention of any surface dis
played in the world and yet are not of the order of the voice'?" (Speech, 
79). He does not answer this question in Speech and Phenomena, but it is 

a clue to the direction his thinking will take elsewhere. Philosophy does 
not recognize even that "hearing oneself speak" is auto-affection, for "as 
soon as it is admitted that auto-affection is the condition for self-presence, 
no pure transcendental reduction is possible" (82). Moreover, such an ad
mission would require philosophy to conceive of the logos as a form of 
"excrement," the word falling outside oneself. 

The theoretical senses (sight and hearing) are praised in Hegel's Esthe
tics for leaving objects free to exist for themselves, "unconsumed." Indeed, 
as Derrida points out, "the Hegelian theory of desire is the theory of the 
contradiction between theory and desire. Theory is the death of desire, 
death in desire if not the desire of death. The entire introduction to the 
Esthetics shows this contradiction between desire which drives toward 
consumption, and the 'theoretical interest,' which lets things be in their 
liberty" (Marges, 105). Art, Hegel maintains, occupying the milieu between 
the sensible and the intelligible, must be addressed by the two theoretical 
senses. Taste, odor, and touch are excluded from any contribution to the 
comprehension of art (and from the philosophemes). Against this theoretical 
bias, Derrida notes Freud's observation, made in the case of the Rat Man, 
that the progress of civilization has been made at the expense of sexuality
the atrophy of the chemical senses in humans is in sharp contrast to the 
animal world, where they are closely linked with sexual instinct. More
over, our relation to the abandoned sexual zones ("the regions of the anus 
and of the mouth and throat") provides Freud with a metaphor for repres
sion as such: "To put it crudely, the current memory stinks just as an 
actual object may stink; and just as we turn away our sense organ (the 
head and nose) in disgust, so do the preconscious and our conscious appre
hension turn away from the memory. This is repressioll. " 16 

Taste. Experimenting with a non-Hegelian speculation, Derrida begins to 
define a conceptual system that would be based on the non theoretical 
senses, which would efface the contradiction between theory and desire. 
This strategy is necessary, given his belief, stated in Of Grammatology, 
that grammatology's project to deconstruct science cannot be theoretical: 
"The necessary decentering cannot be a philosophic or scientific act as 
such, since it is a question of dislocating, through access to another sys
tem linking speech and writing, the founding categories of language and 
the grammar of the episteme. The natural tendency of theory-of what 
unites philosophy and science in the episteille-will push rather toward 
filling in the breach than toward forcing the closure" (92). Just as "praxis" 
is used to name the integration of theory and practice, so too is a new 
term needed to designate the convergence of theory and desire in post-
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structuralist writing in general, and in Derrida in particular. A Greek or 
Latin translation of "taste" itself will not do, since part of what is at stake 
includes a challenge to the traditional (figurative) use of taste to refer to 
the process of judgment-"The abstraction of a human faculty to a gen
eralized polite attribute," as in Addison: .. 'Rules ... how we may acquire 
that fine Taste of Writing, which is so much talked of among the Polite 
World.' ,,17 "Epithymia" (desire)IB is perhaps adequate to at least hold a 
place for the needed term. "Epithymics," then, is to "taste" (within the 
operation of decomposition) what "moira" is to "idea" (within the opera
tion of articulation). Epithymics and moira name Derrida's alternative 
strategy, replacing our traditional understanding of concept formation. 

Derrida's epithymics is most fully developed in Clas (the Genet column), 
in which he employs a technique introduced in "Tympan": an analysis of 
the organs associated with the metaphorics of the philosophemes. In 
"Tympan," the voice-hearing circuit of self-presence was treated in terms 
of the physiology. psychology, and etymology of the tympanum. "The 
copulating correspondence, the question/response opposition is lodged al
ready in a structure, enveloped in the hollow of an ear where we want to 
go see. To know how it is made, how it is formed, how it functions" 
(Marges, ix). This procedure challenges the metaphysical or dialectical 
interpretation of metaphor as a transfer from the sensible to the intelligi
ble (the Auj7zebung). But a mode of thought so habitual to our civilization 
is not easily changed. The first step is to reverse the direction of the meta
phorics. Given that the French "sens" also means "direction," this third 
meaning provides the place from which to question the other two mean
ings by calling attention to the sublimating movement that joins them. 19 

The philosophemes are to be deconstructed by an examination of their 
metaphors-specifically, the vehicles, the senses or sensible aspect of the 
organs. The goal is the conceptlla1ization of the chemical senses, exclud~ 
thus far from theory. 

"You must also work like an organist the word tongue [langue]," Der
rida advises at the beginning of Clas, "tongue" being a classic example of 
catachresis, extending its name to cover "language." Clas, then, proposes 
to investigate a philosopheme based on the tongue and its "sheath" or 
hollow envelope, the mouth. Throughout Clas there are references to the 
organs of the subjective senses, olfactory as well as gustatory and textural 
(the latter-touch-·being set aside, finally, as too representational, which 
would indicate that it might be misleading to call Clas a text). What will 
be identified as the "decompositional" features of the subjective senses 
elaborated in the Genet column are juxtaposed with the objective senses of 
the Auj7zebullg in the Hegel column, whose central example is Christ's Last 
Supper, the transsubstantiation of bread and wine. Against this sublation 
and subliming, the Genet column insists on the physiology of the organ 
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through which nourishment enters the body. The tongue, of course, plays 
a major role in two bodily functions-speaking and eating. According to 
one theory, in fact, language developed from the sounds made during the 
chewing of food. 20 A logical place to begin the deconstruction of the logo
centric privilege of speech is to take note of the other function performed 
by the same organs that make speech possible-to explore the surplus of 
operations excluded from the philosopheme. 

The dividing membrane which is called the soft palate, fixed by its 
upper edge to the border of the roof, floats freely, at its lower 
end, above the base of the tongue. Its two lateral sides (it is a quad
rilateral) are called "pillars." In the middle of the floating end, at 
the entrance of the throat, hangs the fleshy appendage of the uvula, 
like a small grape. The text is spit out. It is like a discourse in which 
the unities model themselves after an excrement, a secretion. And 
because it has to do here with a glottic gesture, the tongue working 
on itself, saliva is the element which sticks the unities together. 
Association is a sort of glue-like contiguity, never a reasoning or a 
symbolic appeal; the glue of the aleatory makes sense and the 
progress punctuates itself by little jerks. (Glas, 161) 

The olfactory is included as well as the saliva so important to taste, 
again as a metaphor for the structurality of writing: 

The essence of the rose is its non-essence: its odor as it evaporates. 
Hence its affinity as effluvium with a fart or a belch: these excre
ments are not preserved, are not even formed .... How could ontol
ogy get hold of a fart? One must therefore read the anthropy of a 
text which makes roses fart. And yet the text, itself, does not entire
ly disappear, not entirely as fast as the farts which it exhales .... 
This suspension of the text which delays a little-one must not ex
aggerate-its absolute dissipation, could be called effluvium. Ef
t1uvium designates in general decomposing organic substances, or 
rather their product t10ating in the air, that sort of gas which is 
preserved awhile above marshes, as well as magnetic fluids. The text 
is thus a gas. (Glas, 69-70) 

The motivation for this discussion, of course, is that Hegel explicitly con
demns odor (and taste) as useless for artistic pleasure, given that esthetic 
contemplation requires objectivity, without reference to desire or will, 
whereas "things present themselves to smell only to the degree in which 
they are constituted themselves by a process, in which they dissolve into 
the air with practical effects" (Marges, 109). The larger issue, relevant to 
the entire tradition of Western thought, concerns the consequences of the 
rigid separatIOn of the intelligible from the sensible. Posed in its most 
extreme form by Parmenides (who denies the reality of Becoming), the 
separation of the sensible particular frum the intelligible general entails 
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that such things as mud or hair, not to mention effluvium, are not real, do 
not "provoke thought." Against the Eleatic bias against empty space in 
favor of substance, Derrida finds a way to localize the gap of difference in 
the body, metaphorizing the new philosopheme out of the resonating 
chambers, the hollows of the body-ear and vagina, mouth and rectum. He 
approaches here the Swiftian insight that proposes as an alternative to the 
metaphysical voice-ear circuit the equally auto-effective circuit of the anus

nose. 
The issue in Ctas may be appreciated by taking into account another 

version of the same argument in "Economimesis," in which Kant's esthetics 
of taste becomes a meditation on the mouth: 

The mouth in allY case no longer occupies here one place among 
others. It is no longer locatable ill a topology of the body but attempts 
to organize all the places and locaiize all the organs. The moutil [as] 
of the system, the place of gustation or of consumption but also of 
! he emitive production of the logus, is this still a term in an analogy? 
Could one, figuratively, compare the mouth to this or that, to some 
other orifice, lower or higher? Is not it itself the analogy, in which 
everything has its origin as in the logos itself? (Mimesis, 79) 

The split between all opposed values passes through the mouth, whether 
sensible or ideal, judging the good and the bad, "as between two manners 
of entering and two manners of leaving the mouth: of which one would be 
expressive and transmitting (of a poem optimally), the other vomitive or 
emetic" (Milllesis, 80). Against Kant's "exemplorality" (exemplary orality) 
concerning taste in the ideal sense, having to do with singing and heHing, 
without consumption, DClTida raises the question of "distaste," or rather, 

disgust (degoLlr). 
The question has to do with the relation of Kant's "exemplorality" to 

the structure of the gustus-the relations among the palate, lips, tongue, 
teeth, throat-in short, the articulators. The point of Dcrrida's interroga
tion is to find out, with regard to exemplorality, "what is excluded from 
it, and from what exclusion, gives it form, limit and contour? And what 
of this excess with regard to what is called the mouth?" (Mimesis, 87). 
Derrida's response is an inverted duplication of the question. If taste 
orders a system of pleasure of assimilation, the excluded will be that which 
cannot be digest.ed, represented, spoken What cannot be swallowed is what 
"makes one vomit": "The IJollli gives its form to an entire system, tlHll is 
the schema of vomit, as experience of disgust." Kant noted that the Beau.\:
Arts can make ugJy things beautiful. The only thing that cannot be as
similated to beauty, Kant maintained, is that which is disgusting . .[eauty 
puts things at a distance, takes u an attitude of "indifference" disint 'e 

etachmfJ1t oblect may be enjoyed "for Itself" But Cln art 
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object or work which presents the disgusting prohibits the experience of 
the beautiful because" 'the artistic representation of the object is no longer 
distinguishable, in our sensation, from the nature of that object and there
fore it can no longer be considered beautiful' " (90). 

The effect of the pomi is the destruction of representation and the 
pleasure associated with it, exposing one instead to the experience of 
jouissallce (beyond plea~ure). The essential point, Den'ida insists, is that 
the term "disgust" does not designate the repugnant or negative in general 
-it does not depend on literally disgusting things, but is directed beyond 
the opposition taste/distaste. The disgusting is dissynunetricalwith the sys
tem of taste: "What is absolutely foreclosed, is not the l'Ollli, bur first of 
all the possibility of the vicariousness of the J'Ollli, .. any other whlch 
forces jouissallce and whose irrepressible violence comes to undo the hier
archizing authority of the logocentric analogy: its power of identification" 
(illilltesis, 92). The )Jomi, in its essence, then, is the effacement of the dis
tinction between the fidional and the real, between art and life. And it is 
also the "gag" alluding to the tongue-in-cheek bite of this alternative to 

voice. 

MOlltlz. Tile J)ollli explicitly engages not the "objective" senses of hearing 
and sight. nor even touch, which Kant describes as "mechanical." all three 
of which involve perception of or at surfaces, but the "subjective" or 
.. chemlcal" senses of taste and smell: "One could say that both of these 
[senses] are affected by salts (fixed or volatile) of which some may be dis
solved by saliva in the mouth, the others by the air" (Milllesis. 92). Here 
we have the principal trait of the chemical. Ilontheoretical senses-to dis
solve, the act of dissolution, hence the transformation of the object. This 
characteristic provides the metaphor for Derrida's new philosopheme, for 
his counter to the conceptualizing process of dialectics, which gathers to
gether or collects elements into a set. The dissolving action of the chemical 
senses. involving the breakdown and transformation of substances, offers a 
model for a methodology of decomposition by means of which the limits 
of theoretical philosophy might be transgressed. The organ of this new 
philosopheme is the mouth, the mouth that bites, chews, tastes: the organs 
of speech in the mouth and throat are examined now for their metaphoric 
potential in terms of their other functioIl-llot to exclude speaking in the 
way that the orthodox philosopheme of the voice-ear circuit excludes eat·· 
ing, but tu .. think" their "surplus." 

The fint step of decomposition is the bIte. To understand the rationale 
(\lr ail the interpolations, citations defimtions used in Clus. Derrida says, 
one must realize that .. the object of the present work, its style too, is the 
'1I/OrCCIlII' [bit, piece. morsel. fragment: musical composition: snack. 
Ill\'utltfulj Which is always delJched, as its name indicates and so you do 
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not forget it, with the teeth" (elas, 135). The "teeth," as Derrida ex
plained in an interview, refer to quotation marks, brackets, parentheses: 
when language is cited (put between quotation marks), the effect is that of 
releasing the grasp or hold of a controlling context. With this image of bit
ing out a piece, Derrida counters the metaphor of concept-grasping, hold
ing (Begrif!). 21 

The image Derrida uses to describe his procedure in elas indicates the 
scale of the project attempted in that text: "I see rather (but it is perhaps 
still a matrix or a grammar) a kind of dredging machine. From the hidden, 
small, enclosed glassed cabin of a crane 1 manipulate levers from afar. I 
saw it at Saint-Maries-de-Ia-Mer at Easter. 1 plunge a steel mouth into the 
water. And 1 rake the bottom, and pick up rocks and seaweed which I 
carry back to dump on the land while the water rapidly falls back out of 
the mouth" (elas, 229). 

Decomposition, then, is another version of what Derrida describes as 
the most fundamental feature of language-iterability, the principle shared 
by both speech and writing. The nuclear traits of a "general writing" con
sist of three modes of "absence" -examples of the spacing, gap, differance 
of articulation that Derrida opposes to Aristotle's onomastics. The written 
mark is iterable in the absence of its producer and in the absence of a 
referent or signified. The mark may also continue to function ill the abo 
sence oj its COil tex t. Here we encounter the crucial element of the decom· 
positional mode of writing. The grapheme-the restallce, or nonpresent 
remainder of the differential mark inaccessible to any experience, cut off 
from the origins of a receiver or ends of a referent, from a signified or a 
context-remains iterable and still functions as sense (because language is 
a system). 

Husser! gave as an example of meaninglessness, with regard to which no 
truth or communication was possible, the agrammatical phrase, "The 
green is either" (Ie vert est au). But Husser! himself admitted that, trans· 
lated into French (from German) and by means of homophony, the phrase 
could be understood to mean, "Where is the glass?" (vert as verre, au as mi) 
(Marges, 381). With this example in mind, Derrida proposes the funda
mental generalization of his writing: 

And this is the possibility on which I want to insist: the possibility 
of disengagement and citational graft which belongs to the struc
ture of every mark, spoken or written, and which constitutes every 
mark in writing before and outside of every horizon of semio
linguistic communication; in writing, which is to say in the possi
bility of its functioning being cut off, at a certain point, from 
its "original" desire-to-say-what-one-means and from its participa
tion in a saturable and constraining context. Every sign, linguistic 
or non-linguistic, spoken or written (in the current sense of this 
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opposition), in a small or large unit, can be cited, put between quota
tion marks; in so doing it can break with every given context, en
gendering an infinity of new contexts in a manner which is absolutely 
illimitable. 22 

Derrida in fact takes this possibility of cutting free and regrafting as his 
(de)compositionaJ principle. Iterability, as a mode of production ma be 
recognized as collage. 23 Indeed, Derr1da has referred to hiS tyle as "a paro
dy, a collage, a juxtaposition," carried out "as gaily and scientifically as 
possible" ("Crochets," 112). The parody may be seen in his exploitation 
of puns, for if the tradition of aesthetics, following Kant and Hegel, ad
vocated the distancing, "detached" attitude of the objective senses, Derrida 
responds with the bite that "detaches" the piece in order to dissolve it: 
"That the sign detaches itself, that signifies of course that one cuts it out 
of its place of emission or from its natural relations; but the separation is 
never perfect, the difference never consummated. The bleeding detach
ment is also-repetition-delegation, commission, delay, relay. Adherence. 
The detached [piece] remains stuck by the glue of differance, by the a. 
The a of gl agglutinates the detached differents. The scaffold of the A is 
glutinous" (elas, 188). 

The effectiveness of collage is that, like metaphor, the piece, displaced 
into a new context, retains associations with its former context. The two 
operations constituting the collage technique-selection and combination
are the operations characteristic of all speaking and writing. Moreover, as 
in language usage, the operations are carried out on preformed material. 
Derrida uses his decompositional, dissolving, collage technique to break up 
the clear and distinct outlines of the concept, with distorting effects similar 
to those achieved in cubism with regard to the conventions of representa
tion in the visual arts. In fact, given that the collage in general is the most 
characteristic mode of composition in the modernist arts and that Derrida 
is the first to develop fully a theory (epithymics) that conceptualizes this 
mode, it is fair to say that Derrida's grammatology is to the collage what 
Aristotle's poetics was to Greek tragedy. The comparison is also a contrast, 
since decomposition (deconstruction extended from a mode of criticism to 
a mode of composition) as a practice relies on the very elements Aristotle 
excluded from metaphor-articulation and the homonym. 

Orality. The project to "de constitute the founding concept-words of 
ontology," Derrida states in OJ Grammatology, "has the greatest likeli
hood of success, at present, in psychoanalytic research" (21). Nicolas 
Abraham considered psychoanalysis to have as ItS "object" of study pre
cisely what is excluded by, or escapes the notice of, phenomenology (or 
any philosophy of consciousness). Psychoanalysis expands the narrow 
limits allowed to the sign by philosophy-"the conscious representation of 
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'words' and 'things' for a self speaking within the 'internal' system of lan
guage." 24 The use of collage permits Derrida to escape the traditional "in
tentionality" in favor of a writing that is productive outside the ideology 
of communication. ~ that is, makes possible a rigorous yet creative 
ullconscious writins; 

For a writing to be a writing it must continue to "act" and to be 
readable even when what is called the author of the writing no longer 
answers for what he has written, for what he seems to have signed. 
... This essen tial drift bearing on writing as an iterative structure cut 
off from all absolute responsibility, from consciousness as the Ulti
mate authority, orphaned and separated at birth from the assistance 
of its father, is precisely what Plato condemns in the Phaedrus. If 
Plato's gesture is, as I believe, the philosophical movement par excel
lence, one can measure what is at stake here. ("Signature," J 81) 

The model for an unconscious writing-its rationale-is provided by the 
theories devised (0 explain the language of the Wolf Man, whose compul
sive or unconscious condition separating him from his "name," or "signa
ture," makes him a test case for a new theory of writing. Derrida's strategy 
for exceeding the limits of philosophical discourse is to learn to write the 
way the Wolf Man spoke. (Freud, in any case, had already compared the 
fragmenting effect of the processes he was studying to chemical processes: 
"Phantasies are constructed by a process of fusion and distortion analogous 
to the decomposition of a chemical body which is combined with another 
one" -Origins, 204.) In their analysis of the Wolf Man's case, Abraham and 
Torok developed a special topographical theory (referring to the "loca
tional relationship" of the Unconscious to the Conscious systems) to 
account for the resistance of the patient's language to decipherment. The 
topography consists of a kind of vault or crypt built within the Self nor is 
this topography simply the usual version of a hidden or buried uncon~cious. 
The crypt belongs to the discussion of "taste" and "disgust" (the votni) 
because Jl mvolves the mouth in terms of oral fixation, of the "oral stage" 
as the first phase of libidinal development: "Sexual pleasure at this period 
IS bound predommantly to that excitation of the oral cavity and lips which 
accompanies feeding. The activity of nutrition is the source of the par
ticular meanings through which the object-relationship is expressed and 
organised; the love-relationship to the mother, for example, is marked by 
the meanings of eating and beillg eatel1." 25 

Part of the interest of drawing 011 theories of orality (as the first libid
inal experience, it forever marks desire, determining the nature of our 
satisfaction and dissatisfaction) for the deconstruction of the philoso
phemes is that against the appropriation of all the other senses by sight in 
Plato's use of eidos, "psychoanalysis reveals that in childhood phantasies 
this mode is not attached solely (0 oral activity but that it may be trans-
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posed on to other jililctiol1s (e.g. respiration, sight)" (Laplanche, and 
Pontalis, 288). Moreover, in support of a methodology attempting to 
theorize (epithymize) repulsion, this stage includes an "oral-sadistic" 
phase concurrent with teething in which the activity of biting and devour
ing implies a destruction of the object; "as a corollary of this we find the 
presence of the phantasy of being eaten or destroyed by the mother" (288). 

Psychoanalysis defines the element of phantasy life that is involved in 
personality formation in terms of the functioning of the erotogenic zones 
(including especially those sensory organs excluded from the philoso
phemes). Incorporation-the nourishment process of taking things into the 
mouth, but also the spitting out of the breast-provides a model for rela
tionships with the external world in general. Thus, the child will assimilate 
the image of the mother as an ideal self, as part of ego-development, in a 
process an important aspect of which is termed "mourning." Mourning
the idealization and interiorization of the mother's image-enables the child 
to accept the separation from (loss of, "death" of) the physical mother. 

Abraham and Torok distinguish sharply between introjection and in
corporation, with the latter-defined as a pathology inhibiting mourning
being responsible for the formation of the "crypt." The love-object (in 
phantasy life) is walled up or entombed and thus preserved as a bit of the 
outside inside the inside, kept apart [rom the "normal" introjections of 
the Self. (Collage, of course, is the formal equivalent of incorporation in 
this sense, and was similarly considered, from the point of view of tra
ditiona! esthe tics with its valuation of unity, to be a pathology of form.) 
"Far'<!d with the impotence of the process of introjection (gradual, slow, 
laborious, mediated, effective), incorporation is the alternative choice
fantasmatic, unmediated, instantaneous, magical, sometimes hallucinatory" 
("Fors," 72). The refusal to mourn a lost love object causes the object to 
be preserved like a mummy (mom) in a crypt, the passageway sealed off 
and marked (in the psyche) with the place, date, and circumstances in 
commemoration, a monument to an unacceptable desire (hence the l'oll1i). 
"And if the work of mourning consists always in eating the bit [mars], the 
disgusting can only be vomited" (Mimesis, 90). 

Since Hegel's Aujheblllig resembles introjection, it is understandable 
that Derrida would be interested in the functioning of incorporation, 
which resists intrOjection. Introjection, it should be remembered, is a pro
cess of auto-affection, relevant to the hearing-oneself-speak of logocen
trism. The satisfactions associated with the maternal breast are replaced in 
introjection by filling the mouth with words. The language is a figure of 
the presence of self-presence (an auto-apprehension of the absent object). 
Against this passage to the figural or representational, incorporation "trans
forms the oral metaphor presiding over introjection into a realiry" ("Fors," 
I 02)--a destruction of representational distance, a reversal of the sensible-
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intelligible Aufhebung. "But the fantasy involves eating the object (through 
the mouth or otherwise) in order not to introject it, in order to vomit it, 
in a way, into the inside. The metaphor is taken literally in order to refuse 
its introjecting effectiveness" (103). Thus, the limit prohibiting introjec
tion is situated in the mouth: "No longer able to articulate certain forbid
den words, the mouth takes in-as a fantasy-the unnameable thing" (103). 
The incorporation, thereafter, passes through a crypt of language, a crypt 
which grammatology mimes in order to write otherwise. Epithymics, that 
is, challenges the catachreses of the philosophemes by taking the metaphors 
of the founding ideas literally. 

Sealed in the Wolf Man's psychic vault, then, is a word-thing, a word 
treated as a thing that is unspeakable and yet (because the walls of the 
crypt, being metaphors for the membranes of the erotogenic organs, are 
permeable) achieves utterance by means of a complex translation process. 
Glas may be considered a kind of philosophical surrealism in that it uses 
the principles of this "mad" speech to generate a text. This hieroglyphic 
system is what the cryptologists (Abraham and Torok) were finally able to 
decipher, using techniques, like those used by Champollion to decipher the 
Rosetta stone (their own analogy), that require translations across three 
languages-in this case Russian, German, and English (but in Derrida's case, 
French replaces Russian). The word-thing functions as the Wolf Man's 
name, naming the singularity of his desire, dissociated entirely from the 
names of his fathers, both civil and psychoanalytic: "When in secret he 
dares, barely aware of it, to call himself. when he wishes to call himself 
and to call his wish by its (his) name, he calls himself by the unspeakable 
name of the Thing. He, but who? The Thing is part of a symbol. It no 
longer calls itself. The entire body of a proper name is always shattered by 
the topoi. As for the 'word' which says the Thing in the word-thing, it is 
not even a noun but a verb, a whole collapsed sentence" ("Fors," 112). 

The word-Tieret (alluding to the various usages meaning to rub, to 
scrape)-is the privileged but not exclusive magic word that carries with it 
the effect of a proper name. The other words-goulflk (the fly of his 
father's trousers) and vidietz (a witness, alluding to the glimpse of the 
primal scene )-are also part of the name. The name is magic because it 
has only to be uttered for the bearer to obtain "actual or sublimated sexual 
satisfaction" (the name as symptom). 

The cryptonomy of verbal material that the Wolf Man derived from his 
fetish scene (the maid on her knees scrubbing the floor, invested as a sign 
of the primal scene) did not operate by the usual procedures of representa
tion-the symbolizing or hiding of one word behind another, or one thing 
by a word or a word by a thing. Rather, his names were generated by pick
ing out from the extended series of "allosemes" -the catalogue of uses 
available for a given word-a particular usage, which is then translated into 
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a synonym (creating thus even greater distance from the secret name). The 
path from crypt to speech may follow either semantic or phonic paths, with 
the play between homonyms and synonyms being part of the mechanism. 
Thus, the allosemes of Tieret, for example-to rub, to grind, to wound, to 
polish-provide a range of associations and dissociations among the seman
tic fields related to rubbing and/or wounding-scrubbing that provide the 
Wolf Man with his vocabulary. The linkage of the uttered word to the 
secret name is so tortuous, a relay-labyrinth of "non-semantic associations, 
purely phonetic combinations," that the translation may not be classified 
by the available rhetorical figures: 

The Verbarium shows how a sign, having become arbitrary, can re
motivate itself. And into what labyrinth, what multiplicity of 
heterogeneous places, one must enter in order to track down the 
cryptic motivation, for example in the case of TR, when it is 
marked by a proper-name effect (here, Tieret), and when, conse
quently, it no longer belongs simply to the internal system of 
language. Such motivation does nevertheless function within the 
system and no linguistic consciousness can deny it. For example, 
when Turok (Turk, the Turkish flag in the dream of the moon with 
a star) says (?), means (?), translates (?), points out (?), represents 
(?), or in any case also imitates, induces the word-thing Tieret. 
("Fors," 114) 

The TR of the Verbarium accounts for the GL of Glas-the Wolf Man, or 
rather, Abraham and Torok's theory of the Wolf Man's language, teaches 
Derrida to write "orally," an operation between words and things, with 
the mouth meta-(mor)phorized as the philosopheme beyond theory. 

Signature. The key to the production of the text is the author's proper 
name: the proper name is the permeable membrane (the tympan, the 
hymen, allowing contamination between the inside and outSide). The 
method of decomposition as the conceptualization of the chemical senses 
functions at the level of writing as the break-up of words: "Of what clacks 
here-and decomposes the word's cadavre (balc, talc, algue, eclat, glace, 
etc.) in every sense this is the first and last time that, as an example, you 
are here forewarned" (Glas, 9). Liberated from the unity of the word, "gl 
remains open, ready for all concubinations, all collages" (263). Decom
position is part of Derrida's definition of writing in terms of death-the 
death of the author, and as an artificial mnemonics, not animated by living 
intentions. The proper name occupies the masterpiece like a body in a 
tomb, decomposing. "The proper name does not resonate, losing itself im
mediately, except at the moment of its debris, in which it breaks, jumbles 
itself, skids in con tacting the sign manual [seing]" (41). The death knell 
(glas) sounds with the decomposition of the name, a decomposition that 
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passes through at least two stages of decay. The first stage consists of the 
desublimation of the proper into the common noun~the common noun is 
the remains of the proper name: "The great stake of discourse~1 mean to 
say discourse~of literature: the patient transformation, crafty, almost ani
mal or vegetal, untirable, monumental, derisive but also turning itself into 
ridicule, of its proper name, rebus, into things, into names of things" (lO
Il). Hegel decomposes into aigle (eagle), Genet into genet (a flower)~the 
idiom of the name passes into the general circulation of a system with a 
small set of signifiers and an unlimited supply of signifieds. The decom
position of the name begins, then, as antonomasia (the rhetorical figure of 
this passage from proper to common), reversing the Aujhebung that cancels 
the literal and lifts it into the figurative. 

The second stage of decomposition enacts another usage of "signature," 
meaning the "key" of a musical composition (marceau). Glas, in this sense, 
is written in the key of GL, "as music composed 'in,' a book written in~ 
such and such letters" (Glas, 94). The whole labor is undertaken in a sense, 
he adds, to emit GL, decomposed now to a nonrepresentational level where 
the discourse is governed no longer by a rebus of the name but by a certain 
rhythm, the "time" of the piece. As an example of the formal principle in
volved, Derrida cites Mallarme's translation of Poe's "The Bells": "There is 
an appearance of a simple nueleus around which all seems to gather: gl, el, 
kl, tl, fl .... The two letters recomposing the attraction elsewhere, from a 
distance, in the poem, according to numerous and complex games" (J 78). 
The words included in the poem are selected not for their sense but for 
their "L"~the "+ L" effect. Mallarme's favorite combination joins the L 
with I. Since Mallarme, author of English Words, must be considered an 
English poet as well as French, Derrida explains, the "I" carries the sense 
of "je." The "I" is the "subject" of Mallarme's poetry, then, but as a letter 
only, and not finally as a person. Thus, it enters into many compositions~ 
IL, LIT, LIS~and as a fragment, "enseveLI," "aboLI," and so forth. In 
short, this technique escapes semantics, since the poetry is directed not by 
metaphor or metonymy but by a rule of repetition of kernel letters. Being 
nonrepresentational in its compositional technique, the poetry exemplifies 
the possibility of a text free of the rules of "good" rhetoric: the semantic 
properties that might be attributed to it~meaning, truth, dialectics~are 
simply effecls generated by the nature of language. 26 

That the strategy is an explicit alternative to theory as eidos, the idea 
as the sublation of the sensible into the intelligible, may be seen in Der
rida's allusion to the key of I-D itself(not an insignificant combination of 
letters in this context, "ld" suggesting the relation of Derrida's Mallarmean 
method to "unconscious thought"). "The reader is now invited to count 
the dots, to follow the fine needlepoint pattern of i's and iques's [-ie or 
-lcafl which are being sprinkled rapidly across the tissue being pushed by 
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another hand. Perhaps he will be able to discern, according to the rapid, 
regular movement of the machine, the stitches of Mallarme's idea, a certain 
instance of i's and a certain scattering of dice [d's]" (Dissemination, 238). 
As the translator notes, "The word idee [idea] is composed of the two syl
lables in question here: i and de [de = the letter 'd' and the word 'dice')." 
The idea put to work hypomnemically (the idea, i-d, operating according 
to the mechanical repetition of the signifier~a sophistic technique of arti
ficial memory, rather than the living memory favored by Plato and dialec
tics) is not the signified concept, then, but the letters/phonemes of the 
word itself, which are set free to generate conceptual material mechanically 
(without the intention or presence of the subject) by gathering into a dis
course terms possessing these letters (often using the pun or homophone). 

Glas, at this level of decomposition, becomes a performance of the 
fricative properties of the guiding consonants, which turn out to be perfect 
opposites~caesura and flow: "Even while remaining a fragment effect 
among others, gl remarks also in itself the angular cut of opposition, the 
differential schize and the continuous flowing of the couple, distinction 
and copulating unity (for example of the arbitrary and of motivation)" 
(Glas, 262). Citing a work on the instinctual drives of phonation, Derrida 
notes that the L alludes to milk, archetype of all nourishing liquids (hence, 
the L in "liquid" itself), and the properties of milky colors and flowing 
sensations in general. These properties of the phonated L, associated with 
the Milky Way (galaxy), move Derrida to entitle this mode of production 
"galactics," in opposition to Hegel's dialectics. The "+ L" effect is the pro
cedure appropriate to an aesthetics of the varni for two reasons, then: first, 
because of its "chemical" associations ("the same gl begins to squirt, 
trickle, drip ... sperm, saliva, mucus, clotted slaver, milk tears, vomit, all 
those heavy, white substances flowing into one another, agglutinating" 
[158]); second, and more important, because it works not by representa
tional distance but (nollobjectively) by rhythm. 

Unlike dialectics, which works by confrontation, opposition and 
assimilation, galactics (which alludes in its own way to a segment of the 
heavens, if not the same one identified by cOlztemplatio) functions as a 
kind of metamorphosis, generating and changing signification not by 
synthesis but by dissemination at the levels of both the signifier and signi
fied. The unity of a signifjed (whether of a proper name, or the name of 
a concept) is dissolved into its componellt usages. Glas itself, for example, 
in the course of the IiLIjtin~ spits out a long sequence of allosemes: "the 
bearings and peals of all the bells, the sepulchre, funeral ceremony, legacy, 
testament, contract, signature, proper name, given name, classification and 
the class struggle, the work of mourning in the relations of prod uction, 
fetishism, disguise, attire of the dead, the incorporation, the introjection 
of the cadaver, idealization, sublimation, rejection, remainder, etc." (this 
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list being the one Derrida provided in the blurb he prepared for elas). In 
decomposition (the mode of writing needed for the epithymics of taste 
and smell), whose direction (sens) is downward (dissolving, breaking 
apart), a term does not generate its opposite but metamorphoses into its 
own allosemes, without unity, conclusion, or hierarchy, but only scatter
ing, which is the equivalent at the level of the concept of the translation 
of the proper name into its rebus. 

The Genet column of elas is not a composition, then, but a decomposi
tion, dissolving at two levels (the first and second signature), producing a 
collage of fragments which interpolates long passages from Genet's textt. 
~nd dictionary definitions of the "+ L" allosemes with Qerrida's own dis
course..:. This column, juxtaposed with the Hegel column, allows for a non
dialectical, chance interaction of the materials presented on either side of 
the page. The text as a "whole" constitutes a simulacrum of a Renaissance 
commonplace book, in which the humanist collected the "flowers of 
rhetoric" ("anthology" being first a botanical term). The effect is one of 
material encountered in a pre- or post-compositional state (composition as 
compostition), incorporated rather than introjected (in either case, giving 
the effect of material ready to be made into a composition, or left over 
from a completed composition, against the traditional treatment of Taste 
as Judgment, in which the digestion metaphor suggested that the materials 
were to be assimilated and transformed into one's own thought). The com
monplace book-a form of artificial memory (hypomnesis)-was used in 
the invention stage of composition. We might conclude that elas itself is 
an image of invention and that its strategies, considered within the context 
of the "new rhetoric" as "rules for writing," provide a postmodern inventio. 

The capacity for metamorphosis within words may also be recognized 
as the chemical rationale of grotesquery. The discursive line of op writing, 
that is, resembles the sinuosities of ornamental foliage which, amongst its 
tendrils, blossoms forth with a great variety of gargoyles and curiosities, 
just as the homophonic or paragrammatic hymen metamorphoses "Ponge" 
into "sponge" or "elllre" into "antre." 

The use of psychoanalysis to investigate decomposition, similar to the 
way the geometry of ornament and optical illusion was used to research 
articulation, brings us back full circle to the proper name as the model for 
a new mode of concept formation (and deformation). The Wolf Man's 
fetishism and his dissemination of his secret name through his conversa
tions (a name no longer corresponding to his given name, nor to the name 
of his analyst) extend the association of the moire pattern with the oscil
lating undecidability of the fetish, as well as the analysis of the dissemina
tion of the proper name carried out in the first chapter. That the proper 
name should have a major place in Derrida's new metaphorology is under
standable, given Jacques Lacan's demonstration that the name-of-the-
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father is the first metaphor-the first substitution (of the father's name for 
the desire of the mother: the father's name as a metaphor of this desire), 
which constitutes the entry into language or the Symbolic. 

The usefulness of psychoanalysis is that it makes ayajlahle a discourse 
on identity, with knowledge or certaintx of one's own name (identifica
tion with the name) Rroviding, in grammatology! a model for the operation 
of "knowledge" in general (of the relation of the subject to knowledge). 
Just as an examination of the discourse of botany revealed, in the context 
of a solicitation of the analogy of creativity as fertilization, an excess of 
alternative manners of procreating (dissemination, for example), so too 
does psychoanalysis reveal (in family procreative relationships) a plurality 
of possible reactions to the family name, among which the Aujhebullg 
(Freud's usage now) is but one possibility (the one defining normality). An 
inventory of other possibilities is available, however, such as Verwerfullg
foreclosure or repudiation-the schizophrenic refusal of the name, which is 
the psychological equivalent of dehiscence, since in place of the name-of
the-father, a hole opens in the unconscious-the symbol, the symbol!£. 
significance of the phallus (symbolic castration), is excluded from the UD.: 

conscious, to reappear in the real in hallpcinations. as exemplified in the 
case of the Wolf Man, who "sees" that acne has eaten away his nose 
(Waelhens, 128). Thus, the Wolf Man's fantasies are thrown into the real; 

the inside is disseminated in the outside. 
The linguistic symptom of foreclosure, in other words, is the loss of a 

metaphoric understanding of language-words lose their symbolic dimension 
and are retained as non-symbolic signifiers in the real (Waelhens, II). The 
loss of subject and of identity in schizophrenia (and its linguistic symptoms) 
provide a further model-foreclosure as dehiscence-which an applied 
grammatology can exploit in its search for a new writing. The literalization 
of the symbolic which takes place jn foreclosll!'e an alternative to the 
Au01ebur!S (the internalization of the name and the acceptance of symbolIc 
castration), as described in psychoanalytic discourse, gives access at the 

level of knowledge to a refusal of the 
£! . osophical discour~ 
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Mnemonics 

1 
HYPOMNESIS 

heoretlcal grammatology, I have argued, IS a repetitIon, a retracmg at a 
conceptual level. of the history of writing. Its purpose IS to disen:angle In 

that history the nature (or the absence of an essence) ofwnting from the 
ideology or metaphysIcS of VOIce WhICh has dommated and restricted wnt
mg, 10 order to reassess the full potentIal of, and alternative directIOns for, 

a new writing practice. 
One of the most basic features of writing, historIcally, IS Its status as an 

aid to memory, a feature which Derrida discusses at length In "Plato's .. 
Pharmac ," The omt of de artu e for this discussion of course lS Plato~§ 
apologue, m Phaedrus, about the Egyptlan god Theuth. th~ le~gendary in

ventor of writinlt (as well as of geometry, astronomy, and dICe). Presented 
with Theuth's mvention, the king of Egypt, Thamus (or Ammon) passed 

this Judgment: 

If men learn this, It will implant forgetfUlness m then souls: they will 
cease to exerCIse memory because they rely on that whiCh IS wntten, 
calling things to remembrance no longer from within themselves, 
but by means of external marks. What you have discovered is a reCIpe 
not for memory, but for remmder. And it IS no true WIsdom that 
you offer your diSCiples. but only Its semblance, for by telling them 
of many things without teaching them you will make them seem 
to know mUCh, while for the most part they know nothing. (Plato, 

520) 

Socrates expands on this condemnation by companng writIng to pamting: 
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The pamter's proclucts stand befqre us as though they were alive, but 
if you QuestIon them, they mamtam a most majestic silence. It IS 
the same with wntten words; they seem to talk to you as though 
thev were mtelligent, but if you ask them anything about what they 
say from a desne to be instructed, they go on telling you Just the 
same thing forever. And once a thing IS put m writing, the composi
tIon, whatever It may be, drifts all over the place, gettmg mto the 
hands not only of those who understand it, but equally of those who 
have no busmess with it; it doesn't know how to address the right 
people, and not address the wrong. And when it is ill-treated and 
unfairly abused it always needS Its parent to come to Its help, being 
unable to defend or help itself. (521) 

The same charges are made today agamst televIsIon as a medium for 
popularization of the SCIences and humanities. so Derrida's response on 
behalf of writing IS relevant not only to the philosophiCal context but to 
the context of video educatIOn as well. 

A revlOW of Derridas argument m "Plato's Pharmacy" reveals that Plato 
IS condemnmg writing not Just as "writing-down" but as a whole theory of 
the relatIOn of memory to thought. Plato's diatribe agamst the sophist COll; 
demns artifical memory (hypomnesia) in general, mcluding mnemotechmcs, 
the system of topoi, or commonplaces "the tUPOI are the representatives, 
the phYSIcal surrogates of the psychic that IS absent?") devJIORed for 
rhetoncaJ trammg. Indeed, as we shall see, Derrida's "new rhetoric" is as 
much a reammation of anCIent memOfla as it IS of inventlO. As Derrida 
notes, Socrates, m dialogue with the sophist Hipplas. who claims universal 
knowledge. tWlCe. lIomcally, forgets to mclude in his list of Hippias's 
accomplishments his mnemotechnics-" '1 have forgotten to mention your 
art of memory, which you regard as your speCIal glory'''; "'Bless my soul, 
you have certainly been lucky that the Lacedaemomans do not want to 
hear a recital of the list of our archons, from Solon downward.; you would 
have had some trouble learmng it' / HippJas: 'Why? 1 can recite fifty names 
after heanng them once.' / Socrates: 'I am sorry, I quite forgot about your 
rnnemomc art''' (DissemmatlOn, 106-7). 

Plato IS attacking, Derrida comments. "not simply recourse to memory 
but, within such recourse, the substitution of the mnemonic device for 
live memory, of the prostheSIS for the organ; the perversion that conSists 
of replacmg a limb by a thing." The sophist sells only "the signs and insig
ma of SCIence: not memory itself (mneme), only monuments (hypo
mnemata) , lllventones,."archives, citatlons. COPIeS, accounts. tales, lists, 
notes, duplicates, chronicles, genealogIes, references. Not memory but 
memonals." Thus. "insofar as writing tends a hand to hypomnesia and not 
to live memeory, It, too, is foreIgn to true SCience, to anamneSIa in its 
properly psychic mohon, to truth m the process of (its) presentation, to 
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dialectics. Writing can onl ml e ." The "putting m question of truth" 
under way to ay, errida adds (and of thought and speech), con~erns the 
history of writmg precIsely ill terms of this debate between ~ophist1cs an~ 
philosophy regarding what lies properly within, and what outsIde, memory. 
"The space of writing, space as writing, IS opened up In the .VIOlent move
ment of this surrogation, III the difference between mneme and hypomnesls. 

The outside is already within the work of memory" 

We are tOday on the eve of Platomsm. Which can also, naturally,. be 
thought of as the mornmg after Hegeliamsm. At that specific pamt, 
the ohilosolJhia, the eVlsteme are not "overturned," "rewcted," 
"remed in," etc., m the name of something like writing; qUIte the 
contrary. But they are, according to a relation that philosophy 
would call simulacrum, according to a more subtle excess of truth, 
assumed and at the same time displaced into a completely differ
ent field, where one can still, but that's all, "mIme absolute k~OWl
edge," to use an expresslOn comed by Bataille, whose ~ame WIll . 
enable us here to dispense with a whole network of references. (D1S

semmatton, 107-8) 

The Importance of this pomt-especially the state~l~nt Cl~rifymg the 
relationship of (grammatologlcal) writing (hereafter Wntmg, wIth a cap;~al) 
to sCIence or knowledge (that It can only "mIme absolute knowledge )
cannot be exaggerated for a comprehensIOn of applied gramn:atolog'-j. 
For, as :omwa emphasIzes, "the opposition between m~,eme. and hvpom
neSlS would thus preside over the meamng of wntmg (D~ssem:~atw~, 
111). "Platos Pharmacy" could Just as well have been entztled Plato's 
Mnemomcs," keepmg in mmd that "even though hypomnesIa ~s not III 
itself memory, it affects memory and hypnotizes It III Its very Illside. That 
IS the effect of this vharmalwn" (110). It IS worthwhile. then. to revIew 
some of the features of the history of artificIal memory before discuSsmg 

the function of mnemomcs in grammatology. 

PLACE 

The recourse to writing as mnemomes in grammatology, as noted above, 
IS an aspect of Derrida's non-Hegelian program. Hegel,. that IS, argues that 
to understand a word there is no need either for an mtUltlOn or for an Image 
of the referent. We think with words rather than images, he mamtam.$: 

The AnCIents' mnernomcs, reVIved. a while ago and justly forgotten 
agalll conSIsts of transformlllg names mto Images and of degrad-
mg t~us memory mto imagmatlOn. The place of memory's force is 
occupied by a permanent tableau, fixed in the ImaglllatlOD, a tab
leau of a series of images to which IS attached an expoSIt1on to learn 
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by heart. a sequence of representations. Because of the heterogene-
Ity of the content of these r~presentations and theIr permanent Images, 
and. d.ue to the rapidity with which these need. to be produced, the 
sequence can take place only thrOUgh tasteless, SImple, and perfectly 
contingent assocIations. (Marges, 110-11) 

Derrida:'s expenmentatlOll with the rebus technique applied to the 
proper name and to concepts as names of categones (identification as 
descnptions of properties of attributes) engages the problematlc of the 
function of images III thought precIsely 'at the pomt at whiCh it inter
sects with the place of mnemomcs III the history of writing. The relation 
of the SIgnature as a prIllciple of concept formatIOn to mnemonics may be 
seen III this example from Alfred Metraux, presented in Of Grammatology: 

"The expreSSIOn of proper names hardly raIses problems when it IS 
a question of concrete things, but It puts the imagmatlOn of the 
scribe to a hard. test if he has to render abstract ideas through pIC
tograpl1Y. To transcribe the name of a person called 'highway,' 
an Oglala Indian had recourse to the followmg symbolic combina
tion: strokes parallel to footpnnts make us think of 'road,' a bird 
pam ted close to it evokes the rapidity which IS evidently one of 
the attributes of 'gOOd. routes.' It IS clear that only those who already 
know the names corresponding to these symbols can dectPher them. 
On that count, these deslgns will have a mnemotechniQue value." 
(334, my emphasIs) 

The reversal of phoneticlzatlOn-the reduction of the phonetIc in favor of 
the ideographic element m writing-which IS the goal of grammatoiogy, 
takes as its model the pnnciple of rebus writing, both as it appears in the 
histoneal analysis of nonphonetic scnpts and (as we shall see) as it is 
theorized m psychoanalYSIS. The problem posed ill this regard to applied 
grammatology IS Similar to the one faced by the Ogiala Indian in the ex
ample Cited by Derrida-the development of a mlmetics capable of dealing 
with the abstractIOns of knowledge. The history of writing as mnemo
technIqUe offers a solution to this problem. 

The only full account of the techmque IS that gIVen m the Rhetonca ad 
Herennzum, a textbook compiled in Rome (86-82 B.C.-long thought to be 
the work of Cicero, though now attributed to the otherWIse unknown Corm
fuclUs and dedicated to one Herenmus),l and which was enormously 1ll~ 
fluential throughout the Medieval and RenaIssance penods. It contains 
what became the stock definition of artificIal memory, a procedure for 
relating places to l1llages: 

A locus IS a place easily grasped by the memory, such as a house, an 
mter-columnar space, a comer, an arch, or the like. Images are forms, 
marks or SImulacra of what we WIsh to remember. ... The art of 
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memory is like an lilueT writing. Those who know the letters of the 
alphabet can wnte down what IS dictated to them and read out 
what they have wntten. LikewIse those who have learned mnemomcs 
can set m places what they have heard and aeliver 1t from memory. 
"For tne places are very much like wax tablets or papyrus, tile ~mages 
like the letters. the arrangement and dispositlOn of the nnages lIke 
the scnpt, and the delivery IS like the reading" [which explams what 
Plato meant when he compared pamtmg and writmgJ .... It 1S es
sential that the places should form a senes and must be remembered 
m thelT order. so that we can start from any locus 1ll the genes and 
move either backwards or forwards from It. ... The same set of locI 
can be used agam and again for remembenng different matenaL The 
Images whiCh we have placed on them for remembenng one set of 2 

things fade and are effaced when we make no further use of them. 

1 
The rules for the Images to be set m the plaGes are equally expliCIt and 

detail.ed, including mstructions for both lll1ages. of things and Images of 
words. One of the most controversial aspects of the Ad Herenfllum was Its 
recommendation of the use of "active Images" (nnagmes agcntes)-striking 
Images that would make a greater Impression on the mmd and, hence, last 
ibnger than images formed from banal or trIVIal things. The effectIve mem
ory Image ought to be disfigured (stamed with blood or soiled wIth mud) 
or comIC, grotesque, or ridiculous In order to be easily remembered. 
QUintillian rejected thIS adVIce, as did Plato, we may suppose (keepmg m 
mmd that the mnemomc techmque described m the Ad fierenfllwn was 
known to the sophists with whom Socrates debated). Plato'" contempt for 
a memory filled with such grotesques is evident m his famous allegory of 
the cave (the mmd as grotto)--"See also, then, men carrying past the wall 
unplements of all kinds that nse above the wall, and human 1mages and 
shapes of ammals as well, wrought m sto~e and wood an~ eve;,y mater~aL 
some of these bearers presumably speakmg and others SIlent -Ill WhICh 
the contrast between watching the shadows of images III a cave and looking 
on nature in the light of day may be understood as another verSIOn of the 
contrast between artifiCial and natural memones.

3 

A number of other aspects of mnemomcs should be kept III l111nd as 
well. The activation of the memory, for example, was act .'ed by an 
Imagmary walk through the places with one Image located u <:ach SIte, 
spaced at regular Illtervals along the way. The settmg for tne piaces ,'/as to be 
one familiar to the individual so that the aSSOCIations (the emotIOnal m· 
vestment) with the setting (as with the "actIve lmages") could serve to 
bind the Images m,place. In short. one used one's autobiography to th[~lk 
and wnte with-a major pomt for understanding the status of autoblO· 
graphical matenal ill Writing-as in the case of the modern mnernofilst 

described by A. R. Luna: 
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He would "distribute" [his ImagesJ along some roadway or street he 
VIsualized in his lTImd. Sometimes this was a street 10 his home 
town, whiCh would also lllcluc1e the yard attachea to the house he 
had lived 1n as a child and whiCh he recallea VIvidly. On the other 
hand, he mIght also select a street m Moscow. Frequently he would 
take a mental walk along that street-GorkY Street 111 Moscow
begmn111g at MayakovskY Square, and slowly make his way down. 
"distributlllg" his Images at houses, gates, and store wmdows. At 
times, without realizmg how it had happened, he would suddenly 
find himself back 111 his home town (Torzhok), where he would 
wmd up hIS tnp m the house he had lived in as a child. The setting 
11e chose for his "mental walks" approximates that of dreams. 4 
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The places could mclude not only landscapes, but familiar people-a 
group of one's friends lined up in a row-or figures, such as the allegoflcal 
figure representing Grammar: "Romberch teaches that we are to remember 
Grammar with an Image-the ugly old woman Grammatica-and her 
stimutatmg·to·memory form. We VIsualize the arguments about her parts 
through subsidiary Images. mscnpllons and the like" (Yates. 234). The 
technrque of US1I1g the allegorical image of one of the liberal arts as a locus 
was recommended as a means for Jearnmg each particular science. The 
procedure requrred the combinmg of memory of things with memory of 
words, the latter bemg accomplished by means of an Imagmary alphabet, 
a kind of phonetiClzed hieroglyphic system made up of birds, tools, and 
so forth, which Images were placed on the figure. 

The Images for a word or term were generated by techmgues SImilar 
to those Derrida uses for his rebus or cartouche writing antonomasja, 
guns, paragrams. The example gIven m the Ad Herennzum involves a line 
of verse: "'lam domum ltlOnem reges Atridae parant' (And now their 
home·commg the kings, the sons of Atreus, are making ready)." As one 
commentator explains, "The Images of Dormtlus and March Reges (famous 
Roman family names) represent respectively domum lttonem and reges, 
while the actors (of popUlar fame) represent the A tridae whose roles they 
are about to play, and the fact of their bemg attired the verb parant. ,,5 

"Active Images" are used, but the words are recalled in this case (or rather, 
the Images are generated) by the homopholllc resemblance of the terms 
suggested by t11e scene to the words of the verse. 

Memory for words was a more difficult, awkWard practice, yet, as Yates 
notes, combined WI memory or mgs, 1 serve as a 1 en genera or 
o mue Imager III Me ieval and e arks that at erWlS (to 
those unaware of theH mnemOnIC function) seems completely esoteriC, 
~ecretlve. Thinking of the unusual, even surrealistic text that such a pro
cedure mIght generate, Yates remarks, "What scope for the Imagination 
would be offered III memorizmg Boethems"s Consolatwn of PhiloSOlJhy, 
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as adVIsed m a fifteenth-century manuscnpt," whose memorization by 
word hieroglyphics would produce the Lady Philosophy com1l1g to life 
and wandenng, an ammated Prudence, through the palaces of memory. An 
idea of what such a production m1ght be like may be found III the way 
Luna's mnemomst memorized the openmg stanzas of The Divme Comedy, 
the first line of which- ''NeZ mezzo del camrnzn di nostra vIta" -for exam

ple, he fixed ill this tableau: 

(Nel)-I was paymg my membership dues when there, mUle corridor, 
I caught Signt of the ballenna Nel'skaya. (mezzo)-l myself am a 
vlOlimst; what I do IS to set up an image of a man, togetl1er with [Rus
swn: vmeste] Nel'skaya, who IS playmg the VIolin. (del)-There's a 
paCk of Deli Cigarettes near them. (cammm)--,-I set up an Image of a 
fireplace [kamm] close bY. (di)-Then I see a hand pomtmg toward 
a door [dver]. (nostra-I see a nose [nos]; a man llas tnpped and, m 
falling, gotten his nose pmched. ill a doorway (tra). (vaa)---He lifts 111S 
leg over the threshold, for a child is lymg there, t11at IS, a sIgn of 

life-vitalism. (Luna. 45-46) 

The mnemonist's scene displaymg the ballerma Nel'skaya, generated as 
an image of Dante's verse (the translation mto Images continues for several 
stanzas), provides an emblem of the double band, the new mImesIs, so Im
portant to grammatology. It demonstrates a writing that functions as an 
exact repetitIon without resemblance~ or rather, the resemblance, which 
we have aiready seen at work in other contexts, eXIsts at the level of 
words or Signifiers only, homophomcally, and not at the level of the sIgm
fieds or semantic referents. Such is precisely the pnnclPle of artificial 
memory which Derrida identifies and explores III his theoretlcal operations. 
In the -anarnneslc movement of truth, Derrida notes, truth unveils "that 
which can be imitated, reproduced, repeated in its identIty"-"it is not the 
repeater m the repetition, nor the Signifier m the SIgnification. The true 
is the presence of the eidos SignifIed" (DissemznatlOl1, Ill). Sophistics, 

however, "keeps to the other side of repetition" 

What IS repeated is the repeater, t11e ImItator. the SIgnifier, the 
representatlVe, in the absence, as It happens, of" the thing Itself; whic11 
these appear to reedit, and without psychic or mneSIC ammatIOn. 
without the livmg tensIOn of dialectics. Writmg would mdeed be the 
SIgnifier'S capacity to repeat itself by Itself, mechamcally, without 
a livmg soul to sustam or attend it m its repetitIOn, that IS to say, with
out truth's presenting ttself anywhere. Sophistlcs, hypomncsIa, 
and writing would thus onlY be separated from philosoP11y, dialectIcs, 
anamneSIS, and living speech by the mvisible, almost nonexlstent, 
thickness of that leaf between SIgnifier and SIgnified. (Dissemll1ation, 

111-12) 
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Nel'skaya's name recommends her to the mnemomst, then, and not her 
person, although we may suppose that as an "acti~e Image" she carnes a 
certaill emotional charge, and thus functions as a kind of Beatrice ill her 
own nght, if ill an entirely oblique way, showing how an autobiography 
produces for mnemomcs pnvate yet objective terms. 

The SIgnificance of Plato"s comparison of writing to painting emerges 
out of thIS demonstratIOn-pamting a portrait of an animate model. and 
wntmg as a painting of a living word, according to the Greek model of 
phonetic writing (a model condemmng these inscnptions as simulacra three 
and even four times removed from the truth): 

He who wntes with the alphabet no longer even ImItates. No doubt 
because he also, 111 a sense, ImItates perfectly. He has a better chance 
of reproducing his VOIce, because the phonetIc writing decomposes 
It and transforms it mto abstract, spatIal elements. This de-composition 
of the VOIce IS here both what best conserves It and what best cor
rup~s It ... _. And no dialectic can encompass this self-inadequation. A 
perfect ImItation IS no longer an ImItation. If one eliminates the 
tmy difference that, m separatmg the Imitator from the Imitated, by 
t~at very fact refers to It, one would render the ImItator abSOlutely 
different:_ the Imitator would become another being no longer ref~rring 
to t11e 1mItated. (Dissemznatzon, 138-39)6 

Gr~mmatology removes the negative SIgn from this manner in which the 
alph~bet Imitates ("it IS good only Insofar as it IS bad") and applies its 
amhwalence as a pnncmle of a new practice as the mode! gf a pew rnjrnesi£. 
1Q the service of an expenmental pedagogy whose mode js hypornnesiC 
nO~know.ledge as rememoratIon, aa repetition of death and ohlbrjop ~?ethe) 
WhICh veIls and skews because it does not present the eidos but re-presents 
a presentatIOn. repeats a repetition" (135). 

The question of mnemOlllCS, in short. rehearses in terms of mimeSIS the 
IssueS of spatializatlOn (tOPICS as places) and decomposition discussed III 
the previous chapter. Agam, psychoanalysIs IS the supporting discourse. 
SInce hypomnesIs provides the notion of memory needed to comprehend 
the function of the unconscIOUS In knowmg. 

THE MYSTIC PAD 

AncIe~t "Me mona" techniques-Images for things and images for words 
-exemplIfy the questiOlJ. of specIal Importance in Derrida's new mImeSIS, 
the ull!mate goal of which IS to develop a double-valued Writing, balancmg 
IdeographIc WIth phonetIC elements. The chief question posed by this 
project concerns the nature of the ideographic elements (images, pictures, 
models, metaphors) and the relatIOn between the 1rnageS and the discursive 
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1 Of the text. The aspect of nllmetlc theory most relevant to t,hiS 
componen ,"-' amtmg 
- bIll d ill "Plato's Pharmacy" is the fact that JUS[ as p pro em, as s a e ' , bI ' 

d T g have faithfulness to the model as then modeL the resem allce 
~:tw::~ ~aintlfig and writing IS precIsely resemblance Itself: both oper~. 

t above all al resembling" (Dissemll1at1on, 137), That aspect 
tions mus aIm 11 the translatIOn 
of m1IlleSlS relevant to mnemomcs, that IS, has to do Wl l. 

process linking verbal and pictonal texts, a process governed by the rebUS 

pri~~~l:memonist's technique, however, because based on a conscIOUS 

system is too simple to provide, by itself, the ratIOnale for word-thmg re
lationS'ill grammatolOgy. A more complex notlOll of memory, and he,nee 
a more sophisticated translation procedure, _ IS needed to acconunouate 
pSYChoanalytic ongmary remembenng, III WhICh the past may not be read 

as an other a modified present, a past present, the past of what once 
at least wa~ present, upon some OUler surface o~e mIgllt once, ha~fe 

g before One and which one m1ght stIll be able to see 1 
seen anslll, -

e e to make the rounds of the theater or of one s memory, 
o~~h: :heater of memory (one should read within tHe lay: rs of Nwn

~ers the sedimentatlOll of all sorts of arts of me~or~ .' Ira; t11~11e 
Ad Herennzum to the Ars memorzae by Robert Fluud., mclU mg 
proJects of Giulio Camillo, Giordano Bruno, etc.). (Dlssenwwtwn. 

308),7 

psychoanalytic mnemomcs offers a theory capable of dealing with thai 
most extreme form of forgetfulness-represslOn. The connection between 
mnemol11cs and, dream writing IS suggested by the resemblance of at lea~t .one 

f ' d t th wax tablet of the ancIent artIfICIal 
of Freud's models 0 the mm ° e .. )c"· 

or The model IS the "Wunderblock," or "MystIC Wntmg-l ad, dlS
mem y. S f Writing" While workll1g out the set of 
cussed 111 "Freud and the cene o· . f 
conditions which memory should meet m order to account for his theory ° 
the UnconscIOuS, Freud was castmg about for a mec~all1sm that mIght serve 
as a model for the psychic apparatus. He first conSIdered optIcal devIces, 

t a1 etaphor But none of the conventIOnal means 
then hit upon the scrip ur m. : . "Wunderblock" came 
of writing were able to satIsfy his condItIOns untIl the 

to his attentIOn: 
A double system contamed in a smgle differentIated apparatus: a 
perpetually available mnocence and an mfimte re,~erve ot_ ::'~ces ,have 
at last been reconciled by the "small contnvance placed W s~me P d " 
time ago upon the market under the name of the Mystic n mg- a , 

d whiCh "promIses to perform more than the sheet of paper or 
an "b t·f·t IS exammed more close-
the slate." Its appearance IS modest. u 1 1 • . 

't ill be found that its construction showS a remarkable agJee-" 
ly, 1 W t a1 apparatus t with my hypothetIcal structure of our percep u .. 
~e:ffers both advantages: "an ever-readY receptive surface and 
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permanent traces of the lllscnptIons that have been made on it." 
(Wntzng, 223) 
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Freud's elaboratIOn of two systems of metaphors-memory as text or 
scnpt and as apparatus or machine, whiCh jom finally m the Mystic Pad
for hIS theory of memory lends Itself adnurably to grammatology's search 
for a new practice. Freud himself begms his analogy with the hypomnemic 
aspect of writmg by notmg its capaCIty fOT preservmg traces upon a SUT
face, "the pocketbook or sheet of paper, as, a materialized portion of my 
mnemIC apparatus, the rest of which I carry about with me InVIsible. I have 
only to bear 10 mmd the place where this --memory' has been deposited 
and I can then 'reproduce' it at any tIme I like" (Writing, 222). He further 
notes that "auxiliary" apparatuses are usually constituted on the model of 
the organ to be supplemented (spectacles, ear trumpets), but in this regard 
conventional writing surfaces (paper, slate) do not provide the double sys
tem within one apparatus reqUlred by the theory of memory-a difficulty 
overcome by the Mystic Pad. What the Pad allows to be thought IS a writing 
sUlface that preserves and erases -that preserves the trace it erases which 
IS exactly the way Derrida himself would like to write. The Pad, that is, 
already suggests not only the paleonomio strategy of deconstruction but 
also a Writmg tllat "takes mto account the un-representable" (Dissemma
t1on, 291), whIch IS capable of mlmlllg the duality of form and force 
(Destmy,Arfolra, enframmg), of presence and what exceeds It: 

To surpass metaphYSICS, a certain trace must be Impnnted in the 
metaphYSIcal text, yet one which pOints toward a wholly different 
text,,-not toward another presence or another form of presence. 
... The way such a trace IS mscribed in the metaphYSIcal text IS so 
mconceivable that It can only be described. as an effacmg of the 
trace Itself. The trace comes to be by its own effacement. The trace 
erases itself. The trace IS neither perceptible nor Imperceptible. 8 

Thus, Freud's theory, lllcluding its notion of the UnconscIOUS, suggests a 
way of taking mto account that which Western thought msistently forgets: 
"'It IS III this way that the difference between Being and belllgs-that which 
has been 'forgotten' m determining Belllg as presence and presence as the 
present--1s so deeply concealed that no trace of its remains" ("Ousza," 92). 
Enframlllg (the name of this forgotten difference) mvolves always the 
question of apparatus, of technlcs and technology, an aspect of the ques
lion to which Freud's discussion of psychic apparatus makes an Important 
contribution. 

By lifting the covermg-sheet (the wax paper and Its cellUloid cover) off 
the wax slab, the wnting vanishes. The surface IS clear, but the traces re
malll 111 the slab beneath. "Writing supplements perception before percep
tion even appears to Itself [is conscIOUS of Itself]. 'Memory' or writing is 
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, . ,_ . ed as he lets lIDse 
which t -. " . _ ') 4 Writing IS a tool whose mamtenance. 
IW. "moses himself. (WYltmg, _2 ). -. h d (like the MystIC 

" f resence) requITes two an s'r 
(the "mamtenant -noW-O P , coordination of independent initl-
Pad)-Has well as as stem_ o~ g.estu~;s~;igint' , the ongm bemg dividecl .a 
~tives: an orgamzed multmhcIty _ "The condition for writmg IS that 

bl rl S Qieded for reg,stratwD t . 
dou han 1 absolute break between stra a . 

. h er anent contact nor an 
there be neit er ap m h' It s no accident that the metaphor 
the Vigilance and failure of censors Ip. 1 of politICS concerned with the 
of censorship should come from thO. ar:~(226) 

bl k d disguises of wntmg, . 
deletions, an s, an t "master" but IS constituted 

f th O -tin then IS no a ' 
The sub'ect 0 IS Wfl ' t mp e commumca-

f t between strata. us, e SI 
bY "a system 0 rela Ions _ _ dequate for comprehending 
tions model of sender~channel-re~elv~r t l:~~:erv moment he l the writer] 
writing, let al~ne ~ritmg, for m _lt~s a

his 
lace--the openmg toward the 

thinkS he IS drrectmg the operatro ',. Plf capable of saymg I, I think. 
- b h ver belIeves hlmse 

present assumed y w oe f I here and nOW)--lS constantly 
j f I j say (you or examp e, . 

I am, I see, ee , .' th of dice whose law WIll sub-
f h' b' g deCIded by a row 

and 1ll spite 0 1m em . I b chance" (DissermnatlOn, 298). No 
sequently be developed mexorab y Y t t "could not be of interest 

t D . da declares that hIS ex s 
wonder, then, tha ern t- one IS assured that after a 
except if. b'eyond all ruses and cajlcula dlOnSg' j no longer see that which 

I t know what am om, 
certam pom;, ~o no "109) The wnter comprehended bY the ap
watches me (Crochets, . r f dting as drama reqUIreS an en
paratus IS put on stage-"the SOCIa lty 0 w 
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llrely different diSCIpline" (Writing, 227), one that takes mto account the 
"scene of writing" enframing all presentation (the grammatologlcal project). 

The dream, as FreUd described it, provides a model with whiCh to think 
through the problems assOCIated with Derrida"s double-valued Writing. Dis
playmg a "contra-band" of its own, the dream conSIsts of two tracks: "The 
dream-thoughts and the dream-content (the latent and the manifest) are 
presented to us like two verSlOns (mIse en scene) of the same subject 
matter III two different languages. Or, more properly, the dream-content 
seems like a transcript of the dream-thoUghts' mto another mode of expres
SlOn, whose characters and syntactic laws it IS our busmess to discover by 
companng the ongmal and the translation" (Writmg, 218). PsychoanalYSIS, 
III short-, IS another phase m the history of deCIpherment, with Freud as 
the successor to Champollion. 

Dream writin~, of course, IS understood as a kind of hieroglyphjcs: 
"BUderschrift: not an lllscribed Image but a figuratIve scnpt, an image in
VIting not a SImple, conscIOUS, present perceptIOn of the thing itself
assuming It exists-but a reading. 'If we attempted to read these characters 
according to their symbolic relatIon, we should clearly be led mto error. 
... A dream IS a pIcture puzZle'" (Writing, 218). The reversal ofphonetr
c1zabon, Which IS the fundamental pnnciple of grammatology as Writing, 
IS already available m dreamwork, as theonzed in psychoanalYSIS. More
over, as Derrida adds, dream writing does not elimmate but subordinates 
speech: "Far from disappeanng, speech then changes purpose and status. 
It IS situated, surrounded, invested (in all senses of the word), constituted. 
It figures in dreams much as captions do m comic stnps, those piCto
hieroglyphic combinatlOns in which the phonetic text IS secondary and not 
central in the telling of the tale" (218). 

Nor may this pictographic script ever be fully translated into the verbal 
discourse of the dream-thoughts (whiCh shows one of the main differences 
between Freud's dream memory and the mnemomc 1Il1ages; or rather, the 
extraordinary surplus, the overdetermmation, of the Imagery, itselfbegms 
to SIgnify m psychoanalYSIS). There is, however, permeability or continual 
contammation between the levels of words and images (things): "It must 
be seen that msofar as they are attracted, lured into the dream, toward the 
fictive limIt of the primary process, words tend to become things pure and 
simple .... But this formal regression could not even succeed, moreover, 
if words had not always been subject m then materiality to the mark of 
their mscription or scemc capaCIty" (Writmg, 219). Thus, the essential 
spacing-the ideographic" element never fully reduced by phoneticlzation
upon whiCh the dreamwork "and any formal regreSSIOn m general can 
begm to operate" IS inherent m the phonIC chain and ill words from the 
begmnmg. It is Just this mherent capacity for mIse en scene or Darstell
bar/WIt that grammatology, followmg Freud's theory, begms to exploit as 
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a mode of writmg (Derrida"s systematic expenmentatlOIl with agglutina
tion and deglutination, for example, may be seen to have its pomt of de
parture, or at least its rationale, in Freud's observatIOn, regarding the 
representational element of spacmg, that <Oif a gap IS left between the '3' 
and the 'b' it means that the 'a· 18 the letter of one word and the 'b' IS 

the first of the next one" -220). 
There IS, then. no direct translation available between the verbal and 

the rebus scnpts m psychoanalytIc mnemOlllCS. Against Husser! (and the 
phenomenolOgIcal traditlOn), who assumes or takes as gwen the necessary 
upsurge of an idea in an individual conSCIOusness, Derrida poses the 
Freudian psychical writing, which "cannot be read In terms of any code. 
It works·, no doubt, with a mass of elements which have been codified in 
the course of an mdividual or collective history. But In its operatIons, 
lexicon, and syntax. a purely idiomatic residue IS irreducible and is made to 
bear the burden of interpretation 111 the commumcatlOn between uncon
sciousnesses. The dreamer invents his own grammar" (Writing, 209). There 
IS no code book available with which to read such a construction; it cannot 
be approaChed m terms of content or slgnifieds or idealitIes of meamngs, 
but only m terms of its matenality, attending to "relatIons, loca bons, pro
cesses, and differences." As Freud says, "The same pIece of content may 
conceal a different meaning when It occurs m various people or vanous 
contexts" (Writmg, 209). UnconscIOUS expenence produces its own sigm
fiers m that it produces the sIgnificance (status-as-meanmgfulj or oorrowea 
materIal (just as thought, in Freud's early, "electncal" model of the mmd, 
could only retrace facilitatlOns already breached by the dnves). The psychIc 
process, ill this respect-the rernotlvation of residues-resembles the 
mnemotechmque. 

This operation of psychic writing creates a speCIal condition for the 
coming mto conSCIOusness of the traces, for the unconscIOUS text "is al
ready a weave of pure traces, differences m which meamng and force are 
united-a text nowhere present, consIsting of archIves which are always 
already transcnptlOns. Ongmary pnnts" (Writzng, 211). The "tranSlatIOn" 
mto consciousness (into discourse) "is not a transcnptIOn, because there IS 
no text present elsewhere as an unconSCIOUS one to be transposed or trans
ported. There is no unconscIOUS truth to be rediscovered by vutue of havmg 
been written elsewhere." The translatIOn IS "oIlgmary," that IS, followmg 
the principle of "supplementarity," which charactenzes writing s relation
ship to Western thought- "that which seems to be added as a plenitude to 
a plenitude, IS equally that which compensates for a lack" (212). Keepmg 
in mind Hussed's identification of translatlon with traditlOn-traditlOn as 
a pure "aether" permitting unrestncted translatlOn of SCIence across tne 
generations,-the consequences for pedagogy of the psychoanalytIc model 
of translation (adopted by grammatology) are ObVIOUS. Psychical writing 
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"is not a displacement of meanmgs within the limpidity of an Immobile 

;:Ie;::e; space and the blank neutrality of discourse. A discourse whic~ 
reduced ~ ~o~ed Wlthou~ ceaslllg to be diaphonous. Here energy cannot be 

, oes not lImIt meaning, but rather produces it" (213 
emphaSls). This force of productIOn IS generated "through th ' mY

f repetttIon' alone h' h ' e power 0 
, w IC lllhabits It onglllarily as its death [the removal of 

~::x~ IS the d_ea.th of rneamng]. This power, that is, this lack of power 
'bI pens and hmIts the labor of force, ~nstitutes translatability make~ 

P~~SI e what we call 'language,' transforms an absolute idiom mto' a limIt 
w lch IS always already transgressed: a pure idiom IS not language' it b _ 
Comes so only through repetitIOn" (213) F ' e 
words it must be . or a SIgn to be a SIgn, III other 

, repeatable, must already be a repehilon (hence the 
~ystery 01 tlie ongm, the paradox of the first SIgn). Retracmg the his
or~cal and structural nature of this mystery, grammatology sets 11 wri

ing s secondanty as the lOgIC of the simulacrum, of the ongmary ers~z. 1. 

ANASEMIA 

h' Part of the mterest of Freud's theory of memory for grammatology IS 
IS very use of a model (the model as prosthesIs for the mmd) '-both th t 

~:dusl~: t~:~~b~~~ ~~~::;'Cifi~ nature of the model (the Mystic Writin~-
Derrida's new ~rt- a scene, IS a toy). An Important aspect of 

t t f 
mIffieSIS (repetltton as ongmary tranSlation) will concern the 

s a us 0 models (and of all 
critic I d . exemplary matenal, cItations, illustrations) in 

a an pedagogIcal dIscourse, mc!uding espeCIally a formUlation f th 
relatton between slich d.iscourse and that which It is "about" th t h~ .e 
"re t "Th f ' a w Ich It 
III ~;~sen s. d e unctlOnmg of the analogy of the memory to a toy slate 

er wor s, opens up the entire problemattc of how ' 
achieves presence: "I continually ask What must be d any knowledge 
~ .. ~ur_~~ 

I r ex;mple lfl ~eadIllg, wnting, teaching, and so on) to find out what the 
p aC,e 0 that WhICh takes place, IS constructed upon (for example the u 
versity. the boundanes between d t lll
another)."10 epar ments, between one discourse and 

The baSIC operatIon m the discourses of knowledge IS the meta h 
understood m the broadest sense of the ter ( ... p or, 
ph f - m re.errmg to the philoso 
de~:~~r~ctsl0t~~:~ tr;~mD an~ to the metaphorology with whiCh Derrid~ 
certam tr t : .J.. ern a s new mImesIs, the metaphor undergoes a 
h' If· ans ormatto.n Itself. Derrida comments, for example, that Freud 

Imse IS not usmg hIS mOdel in the conventional way: 

FreUd, no dOUbt, IS not mampulatmg metaphors, if to manipUlate 
a metaphor means to make of the known an allUSIOn to the unknown. 
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On the contrary, through the mSlstence of his metaphonc invest
ment he makes what we believe we know under the name of writing 
emgmatlc. A movement unknown to classIcal philosophy IS per
haps undertaken here, somewhere between the ImplicIt and the ex
plicit. From Plato and Anstotle on, SCrIptural images have regUlarly 
been used to illustrate the relationship between reason and exper
Ience, perception and memory. But a certam confidence has never 
stopped. taking Its assurance from the meamng of the well-known 
and familiar term: writing. The gesture sketched out by FreUd mter
rupts that assurance and opens up a new kind of question about 
the metaphor, writing, and spacmg III general. (Writing, 199) 

It is not a question of whether the MystIc Pad IS a good metaphor for 
representing the work of the psyche, Derrida adds, "but rather what 
apparatus we must create m order to represent psychic:al wnting." The 
question IS not whether the psyche IS mdeed a kind of text, but "what IS a 
text, and what must the psyche be if it can be represented by a text" 
(Writmg, 199). The supposedly familiar basIs for the companson thus It· 

self comes mto question: 

Since conSClOusness for Freud is a surface exposed to the external 
world, it is here that mstead of reading through the metaphor m the 
usual sense, we must, on the contrary, understand the possibility 
of a writing advanced as conscIOUS and as acting m the world (the 
Visible exterior of the graphism, of the literal. of the literal becommg 
literary, etc.) m terms of the lab or of the writing whiCh CIrculated 
like psychical energy between the unconscious and the consclOUS. The 
"objectivIst" or "worldly" consideratlOn of writing teaches us nothing 
if reference is not made to a space of psychical writmg. (212) 

The vehicle of the conventional metaphor-writing, III this case-IS prob
lematized, becomes as much part of the unknown as the tenoT-the psyche. 
In fact, there is a reversal of the side from which the representatIOn func
tions 1ll Freud's analogy-the unknown now problematlzes the known, 

rather than beIllg appropnated through Similitude mto the familiar. 
Derrida's analysiS of the metaphoncs in philosophical writmg pomts out 

that this reversibility or defamilianzation (akin to Max Black's "inter
action") IS a potential inherent in the structure of metaphor, a potentIal 
that Derrida mtends to radicalize. There are a number of descnptIOns of 
this event III Derrida's essays-for example, this account of the "catas
trophiC" or "catastroplc" metaphor m Heidegger's move to think ~he 
"withdrawal of bemg" (whiCh "bears on bemg which IS nothing and WhICh 
one must think according to ontological difference") as a "withdrawal of 
metaphor" ("It bears on language III general")-the effect of which, as 
Derrida comments, IS to produce a phrasing no longer eIther proper or 
figurative: "Its end would be to state somethmg new, something still un-
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heard of about the vehicle and not about the apparent subject of the trope. 
Withdrawai-olBemg-or-of-metapllOr would be by way less of leading us to 
think Bemg or metaphor than tile Bemg or the metaphor 0/ withdrawal, 
by way of leading us to think about the way and the vehicle. or theIr 
fraymg" ("Retra!t," 23). 

Contmumg the Heidegger example, demonstrating that there is no 
"metalanguage," but always another metaphor, Derrida notes what hap
pens when Heidegger defines language as the "House of Belllg" 

"House of Bemg" would not operate, m this context. 1ll the manner 
of a metaphor In the current. usual, that IS to say, literal meamng 
(sens) of metapllor. if there IS one. ThIS current and curSIVe meanmg 
--I understand it also 1ll the sense of directlOn [sens]-would trans
port a familiar predicate (and here nothing IS more familiar. familial, 
known. domestic and economIC than the house) towards a less 
familiar. more remote, unhelmlich (uncanny) subject, whiCh it would 
be a question of better appropnating for oneself, becommg familiar 
with, and which one would thus deSIgnate by the mdirect detour 
of what IS nearest-the house. Now what happens here wlth the quasI
metaphor of the house of Being, and what does' wIthout metaphor 
III ItS curSIve direction. IS that it IS BeIng whiCh, from the very moment 
of its withdrawal, would let or promIse to let the house or the habi
tat be thought. ("Retra!t," 24) 

The effect IS not Just that "Bemg says more about the house than the 
house about Bemg"-a SImple reversal of the figurative-proper relation
but that the very notIon of the proper and familiar IS put III questIOn. 
Nonetheless, as the first step in his two-step deconstructive procedure, 
Derrida does state that "one must proceed to undertake a general reversal 
of all metaphorical directIons" (DissemmatIOn, 81 ).11 

The Implicahon of thIS problematization of the "vehicle" of metaphor 
(recalling BacheJard's "surrationalism") for Derrida's practice, already 
noted 111 his deciSIOn to focus on the philosophemes, IS to work at the 
level of the literal (the letter), thus undoing the speculatlve sublation at the 
same time that he "unearths" new dimenSIOns of the familiar. Part oflus 
procedure, therefore. 1S to render expliclt the resources available 111 lan
guage, to perform language by letting himself "get carned away" by it, as 
m the openmg of his essay on metaphor. ill which he displays the vehicular 
philosopheme 111 the concept of metaphor: "Metaphora ["metaphOflckOs 
still deSIgnating today, 111 what one calls '-modern' Greek, that which con
cerns means of transportation"] clIculates ill the city, It conveys us like its 
mhabitants. along all sorts of passages. with mtersections, red lights. one
way streets, crossroads or crossmgs, patrolled zones and speed limits. We 
are III a certam way-· .. metaphorically of course, and as concerns the mode 
of habitation--the content and the tenor of this vehicle: passengers. com-
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prehended and displaced by metaphor" ("Retral1," 6). It IS clear. then, 
why Derrida noted that the notion of the "memory trace" ill Freud sug
gested the need for a combined study, "genetically and structurally, of the 
history of the road and the hIstory of writing" (Writmg, 214). 

psychoanalysIs does, in fact, provide a theoretlcal strategy enabling Der
rida to use the uncontrollable "skid" of this "auto bus" as a methodologIcal 
pnnciple. The theoretical source m this case IS the diSCUSSIOn of "anasemla" 
in the work of Nicolas Abraham and Mana Torok. Anasem1a La problema
tizrng of the meamng of signs-"ana" indicates upward, according to, back. 
backward, reversed, agam]12 18 Abraham'S term used to describe the 
vocabulary and concepts developed especlally m psychoanalYSIS III order to 
cope with the "pathologies" encountered in Its practIce-as for example m 
the case of the WolfMan. A companson of the Wolf Man with his country
man, Luna's mnemomst, indicates at once the difference between what 
might be called "classical" versuS the "baroque" verSlOns of mnemomcs. In 
both instances it is a question of the "word~thing," a hieroglyphia, a rela
tionship between visual and verbal matenals whose compositlon IS governed 

by homophones. 
Moreover, although smce its operation IS unconsclOUS It may seem to be 

a case of forgettmg, mcorporation (as diagnosed in Abraham and Torok's 
study of the Wolf Man) IS in fact a perverse remembering, a refusal to for
get or to mourn and give up the "love object." Incorporation (and herem 
lies its specml interest for Derrida) IS "antimetaphonc" in its effect, in that 
the "cryptophoric" subject "reverses" all metaphors, destroys all figures, 
and treats langnage only "to the letter," literally.13 The cryptophor, III 
other words, mhibits language (as opposed to the process of introjection, 
which makes metaphor and hence language possible). Normal psycho
analytlc techniques are useless in such cases (the Wolf Man never was 
"cured"), since the symptomatic words, linked to memones of high 
libidinal value (the shared secret of a deme fiJi/Wed), cannot be uttered, 

are locked away m a crypt: 

He knew how to make from representatlOns afferent to the storY so 
well illustrated by his SIster [the scene of the father's seductlOn] 
a crypt within the self. He conserved there, with care, the words of 
a story, truly magIcal wordS, becaUse servmg at once for denounc-
mg and el1]oymg. In this way he had them always at his command, To 
have recourse to them it sufficed to take them, in all mnocence, m 
a different sense, and to construe-thanks to astute homonymtes-

a 

completely different scene, not recalling in the least the encrypted 
scene. ' .. One of these words would have been tne RUSSIan verb teret, 
used initIally in the sense "to rub" (implied: the penis) and recovered 
for the needs of the case, m a different sense, that of "to wax" Iwax-
the stuff of memory], "to polish." Thus m tne new scene, translated 
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from the old: the pems rubber became the f1 ' 
drawn from a fetish-word in a f oor waxer. FetIsh-Image, 

" , orgotten sense. (Eearce, 300-301) 

The fetIsh scene of the maid Grusha on her kn ' 
functIOned m the Wolf Ma ' ees scrubbmg the floor, then, 

N 
' n s mnemomcs ill a way SI 'I t t 

el skaya m the corridor ill th ml ar 0 he Image of e mnemomst's hierogl hi 
corporation m the former add d yp a, except that in-
tea secret third level 0 t . 
he translatIOn between the scene d' d' r cryp controllIng T an Its lscourse 

he word-thmg, m the psychoanalytrc mod ,; " 
mto conSCIOusness by either of t ' el, _ returns from the crypt 
or tableau, or as a cryptogram 1 wtO

h 
routtes-as an llllage fixed in a symptom 

Th n e s nct sense (wordS a f 
e process of the return is ruled b t c Ivated as puns). 

the new motIvation deriving from y he remotIvation of an arbitrary sign, 
childhood. The deCIpherment of a conjectured memory from the patrent·s 
of matenal (which are themsel a crYd~toPhor must address both regIsters 

d 
ves ill uectly related) b th t 

ream of (silent) rebus scenes (t bl - 0 he pnnclpal a eaux: the phobogen d 
wolVes perched in the tree th IC ream of the 

t1 ) 
, e erogemc scene of the m'd I' h 

oar and the cryptonymy of ve b 1. al po IS ing the r a matenal: 

It IS as though the cryptonyrmc translatIOn . 
and thelf synonyms (a1 ' playmg WIth the allosemes 

ways more numerou t 
IS mdicated by a dictionary) s m heIr open senes than . , swerves off at an angl 
the reader off the track and k _ _ e III order to throw 
because of the angular ZigZama e ItS Itmerary unreadable. , , , It is 
espeCIally because the '~llose ggmg procedure of this cryptonymy, and 
pass through non-semantIc a~IC pathways III this strange relay race 

soclatlOns purely vh t 
tlOns, It IS because these as 0' t" one IC contamma-s cm IOns III themselve t·t 
or parts of words which act lik' S cons 1 ute words . e VISIble and/or a d'bl d' 
thmgs, that the authors of th V u 1 e bo les or 
metonymIC displacement h e erbarlum are heSItant to speak of 

ere, or even to trust the 1 
logue of rhetoncal figures ("F "108 mse ves to a cata-. ors, , my emphaSIS) 

To deCIpher the Wolf Man's cr t 
"mvent theIr own language" YP ography, Abraham and To.rOk had to 

, even theH own genre a th t f 
combining "mathematIcal ngor" with "fanta" ' eo~e. lcal iction 
for Writing' "Th hi h' sy -thus provldmg a model 

. e eroglyp IC model at wo k 
evoked III the Verbanum) IS r everywhere (it IS often 

more and other than 1 
Implies, on the one hand that th It. . an ana ogical model. It . ' e U lmate object still rem 
proper' name or body a te t t b ams, even as a , x 0 e aeclpherea [all d' t A 

pomt that there IS no "thing-m-Itself" u mg. 0 braham's 
bol, whose converSlOn~ mto a m t' that the phenomenal IS Itself a sym-
Bearce, 394], but it also 1m lies e~Phor .IS the task of psychoanalysis
pMnetrc" ("Fors," 88-89). p at wntmg IS not essentially verbal or 

Derrida summanzes the anasemlC method ' 
three elements of anasemia as ad' . WIth three terms representing 

Iscourse. 1. Narratlve: The anasemlC struc-
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ture describes a story or a fable-narrative or quasI-autobiographical 10 
form-within the concept undergomg anasemlC transformahon. "The story 
IS described as a path followed bacKwards by HIe structure III order to 
reach all the way back ·beyond the ongm which IS nonetheless not many 
way a proper, literal meamng." Rather, the ongm of (anasemlc) sense is 
nOll-sense (Ecorce, 328). The concept IS fe-cIted III the course of the nar
rated journey by means of which the text IS generated. 2. Angle: Anasenua 
creates an angle within the word itself. The old word is preserved (recalling 
Derrida-'s own paleonymy) even while bemg submitted to a converSIOn. "A 
change of direction abruptly mterrupts the continuity of the process of be
commg expliCIt and imposes upon it an anasemiC angulatIon." 3. Sevufclwr: 
The entire theoretIcal space IS redistributed owmg to the possibility of the 
"loss" or "death" of the subject (the burymg of the traumatIC un-event m 
the sepulcher of the UnconsclOus). "To track down the path to the tomb, 
then to VlOlate a sepulcher: that IS what the analysIs of a cryptic mcorpora
lion 1S like" ("Fors," 96_97).'4 

Anasenua constitutes a method for a mode of knowledge (psycho
analYSIS) whose object of study (the UnconscIOUS) neJ!er appears (in its 
own right)-whose nature IS to be nonpresent and unpresentable. If the logo
centnc tradition is founded on the concept of self-presence (identIty). 
then psychoanalysis, as Abraham says, "stakes out Its domam preCIsely on 
the unthought ground of phenomenOlogy" (the most advanced philosoph-
1cal system oflogocentnsm). PsychoanalysIs begms with the recognitIOn of 
the hiatus, the distance that separates the reflecting subject from himself. 
the "I" from the "me," -the nonpresence of the self to itself which IS the 
very condition as well as the limIt of reflexIvIty. 15 Because of thIS "trans
phenomenal" focus, psychoanalysIs IS of speCial relevance to the questIons 
Derrida poses: 

Now how am I to speak of the a of differance? It IS clear that It 
cannot be eXlJosed. We can eXPose only what, at a certaIn moment, 
can become Dresent, manifest; what can be Shown, presented as a 
present, m truth of a present or the presence of a present. However, 
if differance IS (I also cross out the "is") what makes the presen
tatIon of bemg-present possible, It never presents Itself as sucll. It IS 
never gIven 10 the present or to anyone. Holding back and not ex
POSIng itself, it goes beyond the Order of truth on this specific pomt 
and in this determined way, yet is not Itself concealed, as if it were 
something, a mystenous bemg, m the occult zone of a non-knowmg. 
(Sveech, 134) 

Psychoanalysis and grammatology share the problematlcs of the un
known, then the JmpQssible project of presentmg that whiCh, "bemg the 
very condition of discourse, would by ItS very essence escape discourse" 
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("F "9 ors, 3). Abrallam describes how s c 
withm these lingUIstically extrem . P Y hoanalysis IS able to fUnction 

e CIrcumstances: 
The Langu f 
turns (tro:~;) ~f::ChoanalYSIS no longer follows the tWIStS and 

E stomary speech and wntmg Pleasure Id Ego 
conomIC DYnamIC at' " 

doches ~ 0 , re no metaphors, metonymIeS synec-
, ca aChreses; tlley are, through t11e actIOn of tl~e d' 

products of Cie-signification and constitute new f"g Iscourse, 
from rhetoncal treatIses These fi . . I ures, absent 
as they slgnify nothing ~ore th gures of antIsemantics, masmuch 
their cu t . an gomg back to the source of 

s omary meanmg req Ulre a d 
tIve of theH status and Whicl f enommation properly llldica-
we proPose to deSIgnate b 1- or want of something better-
20) . y the comed name of anasemw. ("Shell," 

Derrida charactenzes this "antI '" . 
to the antimetaphors of mcorporat~~~a::l:s~ Itself a theo~etical parallel 
words m ordinary language (-C: ' md of translatlOn--from the 

,or example wnling) t th 
lCal term ("writing'" t W T' ' . ,0 e phenomenolog_ 
the order ~f the sens~',,_O n mg m psychoanalytIc theory, which "exceeds 

A precedence whicll must b t 
that one which goes back toethranslated m the anasemIC relatlon, 

e source and goes past It t tl onglllary and pre-serna t ,Ole pre·· 
deal in eXChanges betw:e~ :Io~~~r Anasemlc ~r.anslation does not 
between the 1 f . ~ g . catIOns, slgmfiers and signifieds, but 

rea m 0 sIgmflcatIOn and that h' h . 
sible, must still be tranSlated mto the 1 w IC , makIng It pos~ 
possible, must still be anguage of that which it makes 

repeated, relllvested, relllterpreted there. 16 

In his introduction to Abraham's e 
special nature of the fg ssay on anasemIa, Derrida explams the 

able. The most promin:n~7esa;~:::;~h~n n:~ ganSlatiOn of the unpresent
somehow remark the U gure IS that, because it must 

nconsclOUS (heterogeneous t 
must break with the traditional .. 0 conSCIOUsness), it 
d' proportlOnahty of analogy and b 

IscontllluoUS, dissymmetncal. ecome 
The "shell-and-t~e-kernel " th 

Jess figures IS the" v ' Fe example given to illustrate these figure-
, . ery Image reud used to describe the 

psychoanalytic representation (the p b' structure of 
the recto and verso of th rocess. Y WhICh fantaSIes and drives-

e apparatus-medIate and br . t . 
organIC and the psychic) At t mg m 0 relatIon the 

. a cer am pomt ill the co - f 
to a kernel-and-shell the n mpanson 0 the mind 
though th '. analogy breaks off, 18 suspended (the angle) al-

e companson process Itself contmu . ' 
natural referent of the shell-ke 1 f es, nonm,met,cally. The 
natural space-IS mterrupted' t~~e fi Igure-the actual fruIt and. the laws of 

Such that the thing being e~Plame~u~~ l:h~etamed, but a reve~sal begms, 
surfaces, one facmg lllward, one outw '~d) b IS case, the Ego, WIth Its dual 

ar ecomes actIve, mtervenes, forc-
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thus Iven to understand that the "shell" 
ing a detour III the analogy. One is g f nction like a frlilt III nature 

" 1" . sychoanalyslS no longer u 
and the kerne m P _ II d kernel can never appear: 

h alytlc she -an -because the PSyc oan 
- _ the two spaces of this structure, 

A dissymmetry mtervenes between tn of the kerneL which, 
f the shell and the dep 

between the surface 0 element to the same 1 g to the same , 
at bottom. no longer be on bl I"thin tne very relatlOn theY 

mmensura e W -
space, and become mea , 1 by virtue of its structure, 
never cease to mamtam. The ker~e , k el" "IS not the fruIt one 

f' "ThIS other ern . 
can never become a sur ace. ld"·t In mY hand, exhibIting 

to me ho lllg 1 0 

which can appear to me, "M" 1 0) 
it after havmg shelled It, etc. ( e, , ·d b t 

hief reasons why, not Just 10 Dern a u 
We encounter here one of the c . -to g In general there has been 

tructlomst wn 111 ' 
m post structuralist and de cons 17 P ul de Man who Invokes Walter 

t allegory a' f a resurgence of 111teres 111 . _ f all external reference, 0 

f II as a negatIon 0 
Benjamin's notIOn 0 a egorv fa meamng to Its ong111s In 

t t ce the geneSIS 0 
identity of all attempts 0 ra " . k" g wIth a theory of allegory" 

, 1 of a cntIcwor ID . 
III an object, IS a major examp e f metaphor (sYmbol), conSIder 

h 11 nges the lOgIC 0 To note hoW allegory cae . _ /. A la recherche du [emps 
f M I's medltatron \1TI 

de Man's diSCUSSIon 0 arce D Man first notes a distInction, 
perdu) on Giotto-'s allegory of.chantY·

d 
tehe proper sense of a metaphor. 

b t en the htera! an f' \" basic m rhetOrlC, e we ." lOt al sense IS the real A nean lOn, 
"A h"11 s IS a hon the 1 er th In the example C 1. e ' I. d the proper sense IS e 

Achilles as the lOn, an 
the figurative sense IS M goes on to make IS that 

I· 18 The pomt de an 
courage of the IOn. 

f a fi uratlve sense for a literal sense 
III a metaphor, the substitutIOn 0 gproper sense which may re-

s of synthesIs, a B t 
engenders,. bY a proces . fi ure Itself which constltutes It. u m 
mam Imphclt. smce It IS the g Id say that the artlst has 

. e ved here, one cou h 
allegory, as It IS conc 1 ff" aClty of resemblances: . .. e 

" . th ubstItutIve e IC . lost confIdence Illes of a literal SIgn WhICll ense bY means 
states explicitly a proper s represents m ItS turn a sense 

1 t d what IS more, 
scarcelY resemb es 1 an, _ ot COIncide with the proper 

d WhICh does n 
which IS proper to It an t 246-47) 
sense of the allegory. (Mouvemen s, 

onflict between what is represented 
Thus in Giotto's painting there IS a c the proper sense of WhICh, 

, t face of a woman . 
literally (the rather unpleasan h t the artIst sallS IS meant (GIOtto 

"E vy") and w a 
taken alone, mIght be n t slllg1e allegoncal flgure engenders 
labels the paintll1g Kantas). In shor , ~ I the other proper and aIle-

rInd representatlOna , 
two senses-one Itera a tTt that resUlts In an apona, a heslta-
gorical: between them ther~ IS a h~: IIa~adoxICal self-canceling effect of 
tion that assures misreadmg. T _ PII I representation IS Itself the 

irt de) m a egonca f 
literalism (realism, venslm 1 u. es all meanmg III the act 0 
allegory of the undecidability WhIch undermm 
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reading anything whatsoever, leavmg the reader to consider the Significance 
of the process of writing Itself. 19 But while de Man and Hillis Miller have 
tended to remam fixed at the aporetIc moment, Derrida uses its very 
eXIstence as the JustificatlOn for a new rhetonc of invention which makes 
mmeading a V!ftue m the old paradigm and a moot pomt III the (hypoth
eSIzed) new paradigm" 

Nonetheless, allegory IS the mode of representation most adaptable to 
Derrida's purposes, especially when one re;aIizes that the essential1ingUlstic 
structure of allegory, according to recent studies, IS the pun" Distlllguishing 
the creatIve, narrative use of allegory from the critic's "allegoresis" ("ver
ticalness, levels, hidden meanings, the hieratic difficulty of interpretation"), 
Maureen Quilligan calls attention to "the essential affinity of allegory to 
the plVotal phenomenon of the pun, which provides the basls for the narra
tive structure charactenstic of the genre" 

It mIght be helpful to remember that the word "symbol," from the 
Greek symballezn-to "throw together," means a phYSICal taken, 
the two halves of which form a whole when placed together. It thus 
has a deep connectIOn with pllysical Phenomena, with things. At 
the same time, the Greek meamng of the term "allegory" preserves 
a sense of purely SOCial or verbal interactIOn. If we do not define 
allegory along with Coleridge as some kind of extended analogy (two 
halves of meanmg which do not fit together very closelY, or "organ
Ically"), but as a term pOllltmg to the nearly magIC pOlysemy of lan
guage Itself, we shall see how COleridge's traditional emphaSIS on 
dislunction can be exchanged for a sense of SImultaneous, equal SIg
nificance, a fluctuating figure-ground relatlOnship which contams 
within It the relations between the two meamngs of a smgle word, as 
III a SImple pun. 20 

Similar to Derrida's neologisms and quaSI-concepts (differance. supple
ment, pharmakon) and to hlS homonymiC non-Aristoteliamsm, the allegor
Ical narrative fosters a radical literalization, focuses on the word as word 
and on the honzontal connections among words (Derrida-"s lllsistence on 
the excess of syntax over semantics), thus unfolding as "an investigation of 
the literal truth mherent III words." Freud's attentIOn to word play may 
be seen m this context as a reVIVal of the operation characterIzing all al
legory "from Spenser to Pynchon"" Allegory, QuiIligan argues, oscillates 
between the metaphorical and literal understanding of words, manifesting 
the tenSIOn between them in order to break the reader's lllclinahon to fOl
low the "plot," the "COlorful journey," in the mmd's eye, thus forcIllg the 
reader to become aware of the truly "literal"-not the actual or lifelike 
scene depIcted, but the "Ietteral" ("havmg to do with letters and with read
mg letters grouped mto wordS"). Not the metaphor of plot (and even less 
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what such a plot mIght symbolize), but the language Itself 10 terms of 
sounds and spellings, contains the key to meanmg. 

The relevance of this theory of allegory to Derrida 's program should be 
evident from what has been shown In earlier chapters, especially Its VIew of 
personification as "a process which involves the ammatlOll of nouns and 
the close scrutiny of the 'things embedded within words by etymology 
and puns" (Quilligan, 115). Thus, Langland in Piers Plowman, for example, 
"centers the radiating structure of the whole poem on a pun," the pun 
generated precIsely by Langland's slgnature---his first name bemg WiIliam-
rn the word "will" (164). Quilligan argues that the authors of allegory 
pose the question, "Do puns reveal the divme desIgn?" in order to redeem 

language, to stop misreading finally (64). Here Derrida 's use of the punmng 
strategy departs from the mtention of the genre, for grammatology pushes 
beyond the polysemies displayed in Quilligan 's anal'.fS1S to dissemmatlOn In 

order to liberate the allegoncal narrative from Its ontotlleolog1cal ideology. 

FRAMES 

Let me now outline the relevance of the preceding discussIOn of mne
monics and anasemia to grammatology. 

1. Tne history of mnemotechmcs, including the tlleones of "artificIal 
memory" in claSSIcal rhetonc and t.ne "pathological memory" In psycho
analysis, provide (because they share In the opprobnum directed at wnttng) 
a context within which to appreciate Derrida-'s adoptIOn of the homophone 
as the orgamzing prinCIple of Writmg. Derrida, of course, IS not mterested 
III mnemomcs or schizophremc language for the1£ own sake, but as re
sources from whiCh to borrow modes of access to Writmg, The rebus devIce 
of composmg and reading tableaux homophomcally (the scene of/as 
writing), for example, may be used to generate a theoretical discourse from 
an object of study, working in the mode thus of "ong111ary translation." 

Derrida attempts to carry the theory of mImeSIS, with respect to the 
relationship between SIgnifier and SIgnified, beyond the opposibon Im
posed on the debate from Plato _to Saussure--between the SIgns as haVIng 
naturally motivated (necessary) relations to meamngs, and SIgns as bemg 
arbitrary products of convention, Based on the examples of the history of 
language (the phenomenon of1anguage Change, the drift of word spellings, 
pronunCIatIons, and meanings), of sophistlc hypomnesls, and of psycho
analytic studies of disturbed communIcatIOn-all nf which manifest a 
process of demohvation and remotivahon of slgns-Derrida proposes a 
method or systematic practICe (harnessmg this potential of language to a 
general sCIence) of the detachment and regrafting of language structure 
which reopens the entire question of motIvation. Derrida broaches the 1S-
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;,ue ill a reading of S~~ssure, w~o used the word "glas" as an example of a 
false onomatopoeia. Saussure's approach is too Simplistic for Derrida 

the former's pomt bemg that "glas" (knell) does not really sound like ~ 
bell, and that. Its semanilc roots In any case mvoJve not bells but the nahan 
of class. BeSIdes bemg able to show by a thorough exploratlOn of the 
allosemes that "gtas" and "Class" are related to "bell" D 'd , ern a makes a 
more general pomt: "'Words' can become onomatopoeic, by a functional 
graft, ill whole or In part, by a decomposition Or recomposition, detach
ment ~r reattachment. But onomatopoelas can also become words, , . if 
the arbItrary and the unmotIvated could attarn the alleged 'pnmary charac
ter of such authentiC onomatopoeIas,' WilY can't a remotivation carry off 
agarnthe alleged arbitrary?" (Glas, 107-8). Derridas argument finds sup
port m the theory of memory whiCh allows the remotivatlOn of the Ion or 
the erasure of the Pad. 

In a, sense, then, Derrida treats his Object of study (whatever it might 
be) as If It constituted a "found" hypomnemic scene-a scene for which 
the rebus key has been lost Or forgotten, but whose allegOrICal, nonrepre
sentational wntmg (as tableau) remains open to a remoilvating translation 
~e has offered ~,n a number of OccaSIOns, as a kind of methodologiCa~ 
mls,e ~~ abyme of this pnnclple, descnptlOns Or emblems of "writing-

readrng as a memory walk (recalling that m "The 'Retrait' of Metaphor " 
such a walk mIght be the metaphor of metaphor, "representing itselfthe~e 
~s a~ enormous library III whiCh we would move about without perceIVmg 
ItS lImIts, proceeding from statIOn to station, gomg on foot, step by step 
or In a bus"-"Retrait," 6), ' 

~lluding, for example, to the grafting of Chinese ideograms to phonetic 
writmg III Sollers's Numbers, and to the palimpsest-like structure resulting 
from the remotlVation process (the grafting process itself), Derrida states: 

All this req~IIes that you take mto account the fact that, In scratch
mg upon thIS textUral matter.. which here seems to be made of 
spOken Or wntten words, you often recogmze the descnption of a 
pamtmg removed from ItS frame, framed differently, broken in-
to, ~emounted m another quadrilateral which is III turn. on one of 
Its SIdes, fra~tured, The entire verbal tIssue IS caught III ·this, and 
vou along ':"Ith It. You are paIlltmg, you are writIng while reading 
you kareb InSIde the ~(aIllt1ng. "Like the weaver. then, the wnter ' 
wor s ackwards.' DissemznatlOn, 357) 

The s.cene of th~ writIng, then, Includes a specific allusion to a mne
~Oll1C hlero~lYPhi,cs, as ,l,ndicated in Glas III terms of the unicorn tapestry 
( La Dame a la Llcorne ) described 10 Genet's text. "At first, a plCtonaJ 
t~xt, representatIOnal, ICOllIC, the tapestry, IS fastened onto a narrative Or 
dIscurSIVe text" (Glas, 215), The expenence of transgression as SUCh-the 
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d' g a limit crosslllg or penetrating a frontler Of 

breaking of a frame, exct:e ;: with t~e liaison between words and things 
barner-has somethmg . "We advance mto a representatIOn, or 
and the translatIOn be:ween them. without breaking through, the sur
rather we penetrate wIthout adVanC~ng~he general thread of the text. Now 
f of an ID1age pmned or sewn In 0 . - I' 
ace _ 'th ste it crosses a merely Ideal me, 

every penetrati~~. ms~far _as'I;1 f:onh~~no really opposable substance. 
suspends opposltIon, f11ldsltse CO~he penetration IS never of anything but 
In that It suspends and traverses, 

an lmage" (Glas, 214), , d'scourse to a text generated by a 
Another reference to a mnemomc ~f lOCi ~nd Images, may be recog

kind of memory walk through a scene 
mzed in La carte postale: 

If you reread the post cards I ~e;;:e;:~~:'; :::e t~a~~:~~~~t Ye~~r;tl1 
observe perhaps (If you put dO legend more or less elliptIcal, re-
thing I wrote there IS legen ary, a " und on 

t: th mage From the Icon a 
dundant or translatable ~om e l ' a fashion a bit more per-
the back of the text and ItS InspectIOn or., m d' I 

whiCh precedes or follows the sen mg, 
verse, fr?; th:~:~g:o you only transferred that whicl1l saw or bc
~ever sal anY

ut first it IS t~ue, there were hours spent m all tlle 
heved seen, B, h' h -t was necessary to show you. 
shopS or museums, selectmg that W IC 1 

(Carte, 133-34) 

" lth gh as Luna t aIled his techmque "speculatIve, a ou, " 
The mnemoms c _ 1 a "literal sense" _ "seen with the mInd 

t d -t was speculatIve on Y In 
no e ,_1 t b "almost a pun on the conventional meanIng 
-seemmg thus to Luna 0 e . hil 0 h ,,_ 

, .,,, ("the abstract reasomng of ratlOnal1st P os p V 
of speculatIve . t f d',alectics Derrida mvokes the 

96) A t of his deconstruc lon 0 ' 
Luna, . s par 'F d ,,, ncluded 111 La carte pm·tale (to 
same pun In "To Speculate·-on reu, 1 

be discussed in the next chapter). m which undomg the con-
2 The pnnclpal anasemlc metaphor (one 't If) n Der-

. f al the unrepresentable shows 1 se 1 
ventiOnal structure ,,0 an "~~iuding to all m.anner of parerga 1ll the verbal 
rida'sessays IS the fra~e prefaces footnotes, illustrations, everything 

and VISU~~ arts ~~Ict~rr:"r)ar;:~arding t~e functIon of anasemla, everything 
that IS' ors oeu . _ bout the kernel and the shelL as 
Freud (or Abraham and bT:,:k)o;a::al~gy or metapttor m the usual sense, 
noted prevIously, IS not 1 y oi relationshIpS capable of treatmg preCIsely 
but elaborates a vocabu a~ , th'ng Derrida says about parerga 

hi h unknown SImilarly, every I f 
that w c IS . . f __ that which, never appearing Itsel , 
constitutes a way to dISCUSS en ranllng _ la es 

'bl The parerga do not represent, are not 10 g 
makes appearance POSSI e. d As an example of what is at stake, 

~e:r~~raa~:!, l~u~:~:~'~~:~~~r~:t~xt that manages to refer to enfram-
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mg, But to do so, "it was necessary to turn to what lS outside our language 
III order to signify that mcessant extrapresent" -two Chinese ideograms, 
that IS, are Interpolated mto the writing, one marking, '''something con· 
stantly reammated and unappeased'" and the other, '''being in the process 
of and preclsely'" (DissemznatlOn, 310), The questlOn of "place," that IS, 
concerns the "there IS" of the "taking place," present only through the 
"illUSIOns," Derrida says, of statement or utterance: 

What glVes the structural necessIty to ':illuslOn," "error ," and "for~ 
gettIng," is thUS the strange "opemng" of this quadrangle, its rmssing 
side. The openmg already goes unnotIced as openmg (aperity, aper
ture), as a diaphanous element guaranteemg the transparency of the 
passageway to whatever presents itself. While we remaIn attentIve, 
fascmated, glued to what presents Itself, we are unable to see lJresence 
as SUch, SInce presence does not present Itself, no more than does 
the VIsibility of the VIsible, the audibility of the audible, the medium 
or "au," whiCh disappears m the act of allowmg to appear. (Dis
semmatwn, 314) 

Part of the function of Derrida's mvestlgation of parergonal phenomena, 
then, IS to thematlze enframing, the functions of the actual, extant 
"frames" (like the fruit Freud could hold m his hand) bemg (like the 
nnages of objects used by the Oglala Indian to wnte the abstraction "high
way") to remmd the reader of the question-a deVIce of memona. 

To think his way mto this transformation of analogy, Derrida, m the 
essay entitled "Parergon," draws on Kant's Critique of Judgment as a 
guide, which addresses the problem of how the unrepresentable presents 
Itself in the context of a definitIOn of the sublime. Working off of Kanfs 
artlculatlon of the sublime, Derrida defines the notion of the "colossal"-" 
the "almost exceSSIve" or "nearly mapprehensible" -a term designed to 
call attentIon to a certam effect of "subjective projection" "This experi
ence of an madequatIOn of the presentation to itself, or rather, smce every 
presentatIon IS adequate to Itself.. of an madequation of the presenter to 
the presented of the presentation.,,21 Kant IS talking about a way to "take 
something ill" without understanding It, by Jommg the concept of measure
ment (its very madequacy as a concept) to the inflmte, measureless: "Kant 
allows to mtroduce itself thus a companson, place of all figures, analogIes, 
metaphors, etc., between the two orders absolutely irreducible one to the 
other. absolutely heterogeneous. He throws a bridge across the abyss, be
tween the unpresentable and the presentatlOn" (Vente, 158), This bridge 
reflects the structure' of the bellm Gtas, used as an anasemiC metaphor of 
the oscillatmg fetish emotion, the shuttle structunng that text. "But the 
[fetish] operation IS not negative," Derrida declares, "it affirms with a 
limitless yes, immense, prodigIOUS, maudible. And it constructs, a sort of 
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" '255' "\ d the bell between two towers (Glas, ), 

solid traverse, to s,~spen . s-"that large hOrIzontal plank of wood 
write on fa tlune, Dernda say th to" The bell is another 

. d d"-"between e w . 
from which the bellls sus pen e. hi h functIOns in terms of the same de-
piece of hypomneSlc apparatus, w ~b cI. Freud's metaphor of the "mes
Signification process Abraham descn e III n-
senger" passmg between the kernei and the she . 

t l es x seems to mediator between wo po . , 
OnlY the reoresenta, t/ve, the 'h as ,ot IS a term Imown bY 

'ficatlOll masmuc 
have conserved a Slgll1 , f d'ation From a purely se-

·th known relatIOn 0 me 1 . 
companson WI a . e resentahves, like the symbols of 
mantic pomt of VIew pSYChIC r P f m one knowS not wtlat to onc 

mystenous messages ro t t poetry, are 1 theIr allusIveness m a can ex , 
knOWS not whom; they only rev~la ust necessarily stop short of 

"t h t" of the a1 USIOn m . 
although. the a w a of its semantIc structure the concept of 
arhculatIon .... By way f 't akes allusIOn to the unknoW-

bol inso ar as 1 m 
the messenger IS a sym h'le onlY the relation of the terms 
able by means of an unknown, w 1 

18 given. ("Shell," 21) 

t 'k" ,·i" Itself Oust SUCll a rela-t " lemen al au war ., 
The arergon _ tha sup f I redicahve structure which 

t g "a general orma tional structure, deSl na m lUto a . d 

a e can trans Oft mtact or re" (Vente 64). Derrida's expenment wIth an 
to submIt it to new content "1 hypomneSls rather t11an 

f W T based necessan y on 
epistemology 0 n mg, lCall without the self-presence of liVIng mem-
anamneSIS, workmg mechan _ Y T of items like the parergon and 
ory, depends upon the relatIOnal capacplalbelSe expenence -like that of Kant 

. f search mto ungras 
on the hIstory 0 re Dr h-for its enabling operatIOns. 
on the sublime or Freud on the e IS 

OL-FACTORY 

. _ ntinUlt between the epithyrn1cs of the 
It IS worthwhile notmg the co Y

d
' chapter and the rnnemolllC 

I ped III the prece mg , 
chemIcal senses, deve 0 te the systematic quality of 

h as a way to appreCla 
approaches explored ere, _ hl m he confronts myolyes the 

. , 1:,Q rmterate We pm e 
Dernda s program. . . I d by histoncal and practic~.1 

1 ts of wntmg revea e 
U)f;Qnzahon of the e emen th tatus of writin as a deVIce 

f th elements bem e s 
observation, one 0 ese th 15 to' deVISe a mode of thought. 

, The challenge, en, 
of artIfICIal memory. _ I' l'tlY according to hypomneSlc 

that functlOns exp IC 
Writing, and pedagogy in to the traditlonal Platomc anamneSIS. 
prmciples, rather than accord t gth t the features for which writIllg IS tra-

'II b to demonstra e a , ' 
The pomt WI e . from the jdeologlCal constraInts hmltmg 
ditionally blame~, once hber:~el: of the same vutues of creativity or pr.o
theIr exerCIse, will prove cap " " of '"livmg memory." WhIle 
ductivity formerly reserved to the' gemus 
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such an approach ObvlOusly lS III sympathy with the developments of 
mental prostheses such as "smart computers," it also assumes that Writing 
continues as a human operatIOn and that the goal of education III a man
machine symbiOSIS is to explore the specific and ureducibly human re
sources of intellection needed to direct Our technolowcal-scientific ecology. 

One of the "defects" of writing IS its dependence on recognition-that 
It IS a remIllder only, treatmg of archives and monuments, which it only 
numes. A survey of Dame! Sperber's argument III Rethinking SymbOL
Ism, 22 however, makes expliCIt the relatlonship of this feature of writing to 
the chemIcal senses. The powerful capaCIty of the sense of smell, espeCially 
("Internal penetration [into the lungs] through sme11," Kant noted, de
scribmg smell as "taste at a distance," and the chief means by which filth 
mduces nausea, "is even more mtimate than through the absorptive vessels 
of mouth or gullet" -Mimesls, 92), to stimulate memory allows us a further 
glimpse of the domatn Derrida proposes to tap for cognitIon-the uncon
scious (recall Freud's relatlOn of repreSSIOn to smell). The key aspect, for 
my purposes, of Sperber's theory IS his pomt that the sense of smell works 
fwnsemlOtlcally, and as such offers a model (usefUl in the current shift of 
the sensonum) for lillagmmg a mode of learnIllg that does not depend on 
mterpretatlOn and decoding of SIgns. 

The qUality of olfactJon which most lends llself to Derrida's attempt to 
conceptualize a hypomneslc cognitlon-based on writing's status as a re
mmder-lS that while smells may be recogl1lzed, they may not be recalled. 
One may actIvely recall the Image of a rose, but not its smell. But, Sperber 
notes, the failure of olfacilve memory m the area of direct remembrance IS 
compensated for by the extraordinarily evocative power of smells (which 
seem to harbor memones the way coral reefs harbor fish), their mnemOfllC 
capacity to generate (in the presence of the smell) a metonymIC chain of 
causes and effects assocIated with the event of olfaction: 

When a smell impmges on the conceptual attention without the 
latter belllg able to represent it by an analysed deSCrIption, the mind 
IS as It were brought to a standstill by this failure, whiCh It then 
turns mto a success of a different order. Unable to find the means 
for describing this lllformation III Its stock of acqUIred knowledge. 
It abandons the search for the mlssmg concept III favor of a sym
bolic commentary on ItS absence, by constructmg or reconstructlllg 
not a representatIOn of the object, but a representatIOn of that 
representatIOn, Thus. the smell only holds tlle attention m order to 
re-onent It towards what surrounds It. (Sperber, 117) 

AlthOUgh smells are symbols par excellence, gIVmg nse to thoughts of 
something other than themselves .. they have been Ignored as a model for a 
theory of symbol because semiology cannot deal with that which cannot 
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be coded (the very reason for its appeal to Derrida's search for a nonseml
otic epIstemology). Rather, the smell functions as a means of individual 
symbolism (slmilar to the neceSSIty In mnemonics to select Lod from one's 
autobiography), evoking recollections and sentiments'that are withheld 
from social communication. 

Relevant to Derrida's interest III situations of undecidability, such as 
sublimIty or fetishism, the symbolic mechanIsm for whiCh Sperber uses the 
olfactory as an illustration functions cognitIvely precIsely when conceptual 
representations fail. Symbolism, that IS, provides a Second slJpplemec.h.,¥
mode of access to the memory in the thought process. "In terms of modern 
cognitIve psychology, the failure of a sequential process trtggers l the very 
mechanism described III Dissemmatzon- "Ie dec{cnc!1emcnt"] a parallel 
process, thus inverting the normal order of cognitive processes" (Sperber, 
122). Thus, the symbolic mechamsm is a "feed back deVIce coupled to the 
conceptual mechanism." It supplements direct lllvocatlOn of concepts, de
scribed as constituting an "encyclopaedia" of knowledge about the world, 
as distinct from semantIc knowledge of the meanmgs of words, rules, and 
categones (the difference between an encounter with a real lion and know
Illg the meanmg of the term "lion"). Symboljc knowledge hQweyer ac
cording to Sperber cgncerns not the real lion nor the meanmg of the term.. 
but what is "known" or "believed" about lions (reflecting thus the same 
divisions used III de Man-·s discusslOn of allegory). It involves, III short, the 
kind of knowledge Plato consigned to the category of doxa as opposed to 
eJ]lsteme, but whiCh, in Sperber's mOdel, coexists, by VIrtue of bemg put m 
quotation marks, with the epistemic SCIences of the encyclopaedia. The 
mteraction and interpenetration of the doxa and the eJ]lsteme, of course, 
are pnncipal mterests of grammatology as a SCience of SCIences and as a 
partiCipant in the poststructuralist study of the subject of knowledge. 

Part of the mterest of Sperber'"s argument is his depIctIOn of ideas or 
theOries as themselves symbolic-the statement of a doctnne or hypotheSIS 
(Sperber uses Lacan's "The Unconscious IS structured like a language" as 
his example) IS received symbolically, not epistemically, and hence works 
by processes of evocation (setting in actIOn metonymIC chams of aSSOCIa
tion, for which the response to smell is the chief model) rather than by 
direct mvocatIOn of the concepts of the encyclopaedia, which alone are 
empincally verifiable. Such hypotheses, among which must be counted 
those constituting grammatology, are accepted as "true" (heunstlCally-as 
if, why not). althOUgh what they Imply is not known or understood. The 
researcher then supplements this conceptual Illcompleteness with a search 
for the sense of the doctrine or aphonsm, to make up far the madequacy 
of the formUla ta what it evokes III the Illtellectual imagIllatIOn. Sperber"s 
"symbolic" mode supports Derrida·s notion of the contribu tlOn "literature" 
-Ill the mode of "attending discourse" and "theoretical fictIon" -makes 
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to SCIence: "'LIteratUre" also llldicates- r . 
thing: the ·operation IS the ,_. P aChcally-the beyond of every-

part requirmg completIOn o/~:;;~::~n~~:i~ transf?rms the whole into a 
tanty opens the 'literary gam '" (D' . n. ThIS type of Supplemen-

e ,ssemznatzon, 56), 
For Sperber. the symbolic me h -" . 

working with t~e debris of co C tanfism IS. the bncoleur of the mind" 
f ncep ormatlOn savmg th . f . ormatIOn not for decodl'ng b t C" • e remams 0 m· u lor elaboratIon: 

It IS preCIsely because this mformatIon ha 
c. eptual code the most po f ~ partly escaped the con-

, wer ul code available to h 
It 1S SUbmItted to [the symb r umans, that 
question of discovenng the ~~~::;~~nsI;:~ II~ IS therefore not a 
but, On the contrary, of inventmg a relevanceoa~dr:presentatlOns 
ory for them despIte the failure in tho place m the mem-
categones of IS respect of the conceptual 

meanmg. A representation IS symbolic recisel 
extent that It Is not entIrely ex 1i bI . P Y to the 
means. SemlOlog1cai Views are t ca e, nor expreSSIble by semantic 
they hide from the outset the d~;t:for~ not merely Inadequate; 
ber, 113) mg eatures of symbolism. (Sper-

Grammatology, I suggest, works III a SImilar 
cogmtIve evocation modeled on th H manner, IS a strategy of 

. ' e e ect ot olfaction wh' h S d.escnbes the operatIOn puts th 1 ,IC ,as perber - , e e ements ot th .-!!.2.n marks:' e enCYClopaedIa in quot!. 

If one says "c " unmng as a fox" [or, I would add. "the f1 
rhetonc J, an expreSSIOn which . owers of 
happens here IS that a normal en~;. ~:pps Cd~rretSPOnds to reality, what 

t ae lC s atement IS put m quo es and serves no longer to ex re 
something else by means of tllat: ss knOWledge about faxes but 
bolie knOWledge IS neither about s~~:~~dge. In other words, sym-
nor about the world, but about the Ically U~derstood categones. 
gories. This knOWledge IS neither ab~:~YClOpaedic entnes o.f cate-
about the memory of Words and th' words nor about thmgs, but 
knowledge, a meta-encyclopaedia l~~~~ ~t IS a knowl~dge about 
trary to the semIologIcal VIew- t ncyclopaedia and not-con-
ber,108-9) ·a me a-language III language. (Sper-

SUCh IS the function of the bite the t 
to Derrida~s pnnclple of iteratlO~ or a;~~:hOOkS of ci~atlo~, fundamental 
chapter as the epithymlcs of taste. latlOn descnbed III the prevlOuS 

In the next chapter \Me shall see how D . 
cussed thus far to Work III a d' f k ernda puts the prinCiples dis· 

IScourse 0 nowledge. 
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PICTO_IDEO-PHONOGRAPHIC 

1 hich I am outlinmg takes as Its 
h rogram of applied grammatology W f the Book. Derrida"s anll-

point e o~ departure Derrida'St ~~~~n:t~~:t:~~o~etIcaUY and tllem~t~ca~~e~_ 
books, at the same tIme tha matology-thC metaphYSICS 0 og . 

h final obstacle to gram . , " the essence of whlch 
subvert t e - "raphlC rhetOrIC, t 

m-also demonstrate a certam g. d honetic at once, whICh pu S 
tflS

a 
double-valued Writing, ideographIc a~on~t1c elements. The Importance 

IS lace ill relation to llonp that 1t provides a 
speech back m Its P plied grammato!ogy IS bal 
of Derrida's example for an ap presentatIOn both verbal and nonv~r for 
model for artIculating 1~ .one d for classroom performance an t 

1 the kind of Wntmg neede . _ way however, t11at IS no 
matena S- fl d vldeo-m a , ) 
audio~vlsual presentation III 1 man f SIght and hearmg (theor~ and V01ce . 

ted by the philosophemes 0 be wntten wlthm the en-
domma ductlOnS may f the 
A we shan see, audio-VIsual rO flect the contact qualitIes 0 
f :mm of a sensonum reorgamzed to re 
r . d~= !Cal senses. _ - - Writing IS denve 
~;he first lesson _ for thIS fU~~~ :;:~t-~~i~:O_PhOnOgraphic" inscnptl~ns 

ming III Derrida's essays, 0 e 90) extending, as Hartman nO es, 
mofl non-Western cultures (GrammatofOg)-p"art c~mposlte. Not onlY was It the

d " to a three- Ie use e old "speaking pIcture e Egyptians, for examp , 
th 1 t in wall mscnptlOnS, that th f the same mformatlon, 
case at eas . resentatlOnS 0 
bot~ pictonal and hieroglyphIC rep tnpartIte, mcluding figuratl:e char-

h' themselves were t- oblects or 
but the hieroglyp lCS _ of objects-quotidian domes lC 
acters (literal representatIons 
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entities reproduced., for all th.eIr abstraction, preclsely enough to permIt 
the datlllg of the period in which tile SCrIpt was developed at around 
3000 B.c.--Gelb. 215); a symbolic eleme!lt, expresslllg abstract ideas by 
analogIcal extensIOn of the figurative unages; and phonetic characters 
(figures used exclusively for theIr sound value). I 

Derrida slmilarly elaborates a tnpartite scnpt-·plcto-ideo-phonographic 
- -which. m recent bookS, conslsts of the followmg elements: a discurSIve 
commentary (the phonelIc level); examples mterpolated ("pmned") mto 
the discourse (the ideographic element); and "found" plctorial matenal 
(such as the art works "translated" III La vente en pemture or the post 
card from the BodleIan Library featured in La carte posta/e). At this pomt 
an Important difference between my approach to Derrida as a grammatol
agIst, and that of the deconstruciJolllst, IS clearest: the former empl1asizes 
hIS model for a new approach to VIsual-verbal Writing, while the latter em
phaSIzes his analytical strategIes (together representing complementary 
phases of grammatology as an emergmg disClpline). The purpose of an aE
plied grammatology, that IS, IS less concerned with the deconstruction of 
the philosophical tradi!J0U (the task of theoretical grammatology-perhaps 
1l1termmable) than with the grafting of VIsual items to texts, as executed in 
T7,e Post Card. -
- Derrida 's treatment of the philosophical works which he de constructs 
(although the method amounts to a remotivation of the texL stnppmg 
away Its concluslOns while producmg alternatIve directions out of its own 
structure, similar to the pnnclple demonstrated with the proper name) 
differs from his stance with regard to works of literature and art, to Which, 

m a sense, he apprentIces himself; such works he does not deconstruct but 
translates, looking toward the discovery of an mtermedia Writing. What 
interests me here IS the articulation-,the separatmg attachment-of a 
cntical or pedagogICal discourse to the examples It employs, espeCIally 
when the examples are from "creatIVe" rather than "philosophical" sources. 

The ideo- and pictographic elements. then, are gIVen new emphasIs in 
Derrida's program. Every critlcal and pedagoglcal presentation, of course, 
mcludes the commentator's discourse and the subject matter discussed 
(SImilar at the level of the sentence to the utterance-statement relation~ 
ship). Supplementing thiS paIr, however, constituting a second band of 
connotatIOn and allegory, Derrida elaborates a senes of models, mcluding a 
refleXIVe diSCUSSIOn (part of the phonographic element) deSIgnating the 

process by which the other ~,~vels mteract. The second band has always 
been employed m academlC presentatlOns as welL but only to a very 
modest extent. Derrida's mnovatIOn is to expand this band, gIVmg It at 
least equal status with the conventionally discurSive portions. The value of 
Derrida's theor in othe ords is not only the dephoneticlzation he 
mtro uces mto the essay form but also (for mtermedia SItuations con tam-
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mg by definition a nonverbal or nondiscursive level of commUnICatiOn).!Jl£ 
particular instructlOll he provides for the interactlon of the phonetIc and 
nonphonetic elements of Writin~. c:::::::: 

In this chapter I shall reVlew the lessons of Derrida's theory and practice 
for this grafting of discourse to exemplary and pictonal matenal. This will 
be followed in the next chapter by a reading of Derrida's most elaborate 
composite production to date-The Post Card. 

EXAMPLE 

The standard dictIOnary definition of "example," relevant to its func
tion ill academic presentatIOns, includes the notion of '"a part of some
thing, taken to show the character of the whole" and of "a pattern or 
model of something to be Imitated or avoided," But to realize wllat IS at 
stake here we must keep m mmd that the lOgIC of examples IS a special case 
of concept formation-of relatIOns between the partIcular and the general, 
the sensible and the intelligible. In the Western tradition, the only objects 
that have sense are those that "fall under" concepts. In contemporary 
usage, "a concept IS a mental entity, mtuited or constructed" expressmg a 
determmate content of discursIvely accessible thought. It gIVes us security 
over what we think in a way analogous to the security we denve from the 
object that IS gripped by the hand" (Rosen, 44). A baSlc feature of thIs 
understanding of the concept, Rosen adds, IS thmking as havmg: "The 
notion of 'havmg" is central in analytIcal thinkmg from Plato and Anstotle 
to contemporary set theory. A has b, whereas b belongs to A. This schema 
has two mam senses. First, we say that a set has members, a function has 
values, or an object has properties. Second .. we say that a man has knowl
edge: a knower has a Logos or a concept of a form or structure. These 
senses cannot be the same" (49). 

Rosen's pomt. based on these two senses of havmg m thmking---as struc
ture and as activity-is to demonstrate the limits of analysis by calling 
attention to its forgotten borders, to its dependency on the residues of 
mtuition which it attempts to exclude. Although it IS nnpossible to have 
the concept of "the concept of a concept" (there IS nothing to have III any 
discurSIve sense), one IS still able to think m thIS situatIOn, usmg the 
homonymic senses, because, as Rosen argues, "not all senses of 'sense' refer 
to concepts," 

Rosen's revision of analytIc philosophy, opemng it to nonconceptual 
cognition, is Garried even further by Derrida, whose notion of "eco
nomrrneSls" SImilarly works to break thought's dependency on property 
and notIOns of having. Derrida radicalizes the homonym, as we have seen, 
in that his economy dispossesses havmg by halvmg it, exploring not only 
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halvmg as diVISIOn, artIculation hin e b 
of frammg: to "halve together;' _ t

g
, ut also as JOlllting III the language 

from eaCh, at the Jomt, a portion ~tt~nJo:n two pIeces .of.wood by cutting 
rida's theory of examples IS a th fgf 0 that left solId m the other (Der-

eory 0 rames) 
Another contextual aspect of the .' 

relation of taste as a metaph questIOn of the example concerns the 
, or or model of judg t t . 

JUdgment IS to the concept h t th _ men, 0 analytIcal thought. 
Kahn pomts out, one of theW m:a e essaY"IS to t?,e bOOk, for, as Victona 
taste" (the king~s fOOd . k mngs of. essay, etymologIcally, 18 "to 

JUdgment III the traditi:~ ~: :~:~~:nahOn). DigestIOn, as a metaphor of 
swallow and transform one~ d .. was USed to suggest the need to 

J( s pre ecesSors with th -
Judgments restmg on the assum t- f' e authonty of one's 
common sense capabl f p lOn 0 a ulllversally accessible domam of 
taIgne to FreUd work e 0 ,guaranteemg In~el1igibi1ity. 2 But from Mon

to subsume obj~cts u~~ra~~~~~ s~c~ atSSlmllations, the tendency was not 
thus provoking, by this SUbjectivli s a ~o to refer the~ back to pleasure, 
mg ultimately to the notion of th y, re or less radIcal skeptiCIsm, lead
the pleasure prmcmle as unpleas:r~n~~nscIOus based on a complication of 
epIstemOlogy of taste destroys the ·vali~i;eleov;:t pomt for now ~s that a~ 
tIonal pedagogy depends (th- Y xamples on whi.Ch tradl-

elf role m concept t: 
concrete to abstract art to onnatIOn, movmg from 
of common sense. l~cieed as ~::::~e~, because ~t. subverts the intelligibility 
stated m terms of taste ~hich /gue:il a cntIque of eXemplarIty is best 
of the general. ' mos rea y lends Itself to an undermmlOg 

Montalgne, according to Kahn sets ou . 
eralization of conclUSlOns from hi~ exam t dehbe~atelY to reSIst any gen
literal truth, by mVOking two bodies- . pIes, to dlsappomt any desl~e for 
"taste," and a "foreIgn b d "f hIS own phYSIcal processes and hteral 

o y 0 cItatlOns from the t d 'f 
CItatIOns SUpporting every bl _ ra 1 lon, contradictory 

Imagma e pomt of VIe th 
Derrida draws on making hi . h w- _ e same two bodies 
skeptiCIsm, lllcluding his mter:s:~~ '~S;I;tS an e~:enslOn of Montrugne's 
109" "These remarks rby Mo t _ 1 I mg out rather than "swallow
to any greater SIgnificance Th

n algne~ try not to pomt beyond themselves 
. ey want to reSIst tran I t" bl' mcorporation into a system s a lon, SU Imation, or 

attempt at purgatIOn on the °th
r 

a c~mprehens1Ve reading. They are an 
, emahc level of th al' 

the example" (Kahn, 1280). ,e gener Izrng claIm of 

The best-known mstance of Derrida' 
volvmg a literary text hence .d s attitude toward the example, in
model, IS lus obJectlOn :1:0 th an I eographic rather than a PIctographic 
an illUstration of the "I e way Lacan uses Poe's "Purloined Letter" as 

aws and truth" of 
Lacan's use of the exampl t d. psychoanalYSIS. Not only IS 

e ra ltIona! but d' 
usage violates Lacan's OWn th (-' , aCCor mg to Derrida, that 

eones glVmg predom . 
by relying on the theme or co t t f mance to the Slglllfier) 

n en 0 the story as allegory While Ignonng 
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the frammg, the mIse en scene, of the narratIve form Itself. The illustra
tion of a prmclple of psychoanalysIs with an apologue IS consIstent, Derrida 
notes, with the conventIonal philosophical distlnctlOn between truth and 
reality, which allows "the passage of truth through fictIon." Lacan's prac
tice. then, remams tied to the orthodoxy of truth as adequatIOn (acqUIttal 
of a debt) and as unveiling (of a lack) of truth that commands "the fictIOn
al substance from its ongm or from its telos. which ultImately SUbordinates 
this concept of literary fictIOn to a rather claSSIcal mterpretatlOo of 
mlmeSIS. " 3 

Derrida's examples, obviously, will function rather by an anasemicallv 
redefined mlTI1esis. Meanwhile, his disagreement with Lacan allows us to 
glimpse the essence of the problem. Agamst Lacan's focus on the plot or 
theme. whiCh suggests the lesson that "a letter always arrives at Its destma
hon," Derrida takes into account the frammg effeds of the narrative, 
which offer a different, double lesson. First of all, there IS the general in
SIght regarding "the paradoxes m the parergonalloglc," which "prove that 
the structure of the framing effects is such that no totalizatIOn of the 
border IS even possible. The frames are always framed: thus by some of 
theu content. Pieces without a Whole, 'divlSlons' without a totality --thIS IS 
What thwarts the dream of a letter without diVIsIon" (,'Purveyor," 99). 
The logic of the parergon, then, defeats conceptual closure. 

More specifically, Derrida notes a "textual drifting off course of the 
tale's narratIve," III part because pf the €rafts of mtertextuality whicll 
open the tale to other stories and settings but also because of the mvolve
ment m the tale of the narrator hjmself, his mterest in, even his identific...!i
t10n with DlIpm But Lacan leaves unasked the questIon, who SIgns?· the 
question of the signature· "'The Purloined Letter' IS the title of the text 
~d not only of its object. But a text never names Itself. never wrItes: 1, 
the text, write or write myself. It has, lets, or rather brIngs another to say: 
'I, truth, speak.' I am always the letter that never arnves. At the destina
tion itself" ("Purveyor," 100). The problematIc of the narrator 10 litera.
ture as we shall see, applies equally to the authQr-narrator m academJ(' 
discourse, making the frame and the SIgnature the same questIOn. 

INVAGINATION 

Before dealing with the larger question of enframmg as slgmng, I shall 
take note of the logic of examples which Derrida offers as an alternatIve 
to the representational illustratIon employed by Lacan. It IS worth noting 
that Derrida uses the "loophole" of a figure provided by set theory Itself 
(modern heir of the notion of the concept as a havlllg or belongmg to) 10 
order to describe the paradoxical escape of the example from conceptuali-
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zation, The figure IS that hi ' 
of genre" w ch Dernda formulates as "the law of the law 

It IS preCIsely a pnnclple of contalnm ,~ . 
parasItIcal economy. In the code of atlOn, a law. Ollmpunty, a 
least figuratIvely, I would s eal( of set theones, If I may use It at 
out belongmg_a taking p Pt . a sOrt of partIclpation with-

ar m WIthout bemg p t f ' 
memberShip 1ll a set. The tra t tho t ar 0, WIthout havlllg 
divides, the bOUndary of th 1 t a marks membership mevitably 

e se COmes to form b 
lllternal POcket larger than the wh. ' Y InvagInatIon, an 
diVISIOn and of this abound' T ole, and the outcome of this 

mg remams as smgular as It IS limitless. 4 
The pOCket formed b 

- " Y lOvagmation, accOunting:D th " 
planty, IS analogous to the crypt f' . Or e enigma of exem-
described It 10 the case of th W If oM IncorporatlOn as Abraham and Torok 
f ' e 0 an and has the sam f'e IcatlOn and dispersal on the t fee lect of designi-

. um y 0 the conce t th t 
WIth respect to the umty of the self p a mcorporation has 

The mvagmatlllg fold or sheathin ' ' 
of catastrophic metaphors t gC}rapmCally displays the structure 

, a erm catastrop") t recoglllzed as another borrow f lC hat may now be 
SlOn of topology Imown as caltngt rom mathematics, alluding to that divl-

, as rophe theory (ke 
as Dernda stressed with regard t th epmg m mmd that, Just 
COders undecidability the re'" 0 e cornpanson of his quaSi-concepts to 

, lerence to topology " 
hence IS SUbject to anasemla) Th £ ld IS only an analogy" and 
mentary catastrophes-"catast' he" a IS the S1ll1plest of the seven ele-
t rop e refernng to the f ' .! Y or IllS a 11 y 10 a system De .d. event 0 dlscontinu_ 

. rn a smost reque t f 
metaphor, . describing the hymenal effe ., n use 0 the lflvagmation 
hon resulting from his hom ct of dI:scontmUlty or transforma_ 
/ . onyms. IS that of tu 
t WhICh would transform a nght h . rnmg a glove Inside out 
can always althOUgh 't - and glove mto a left-hand glove)- "One 

' 1 IS never indisp bl . 
glove. Pretending to descrl'b tho ensa e, turn the reference like a 

. e IS Or that the ve·l ail 
sabva, the text veils Itself in u T .' 1 S or s s, for example of 
same exhibitiOlllshc modesty n

t 
vel 109 Itself by Itself, describing, with the 

A ' ,IS own texture" (Clas, 160) s 
glance at a general descnption of t1 . 

suffices to mdicate Its rele 1e concerns of catastrophe theory 
vance to Derrida' t 

bordenngs as they eXIst In th h _. s m erests in boundanes and 
, e umamtles "A 

c.a~astroPhe theory IS a theory about ... s a part of mathematics, 
tInc problems, therefore. It de I .:~ngUlanbes. When applied to scien. 
directly, without referen~e t a s WI the propertles of discontinuities 

make.s it espeCIally appropn:te a~~r S~~~if;~u~derlYlOg mechanIsm .. This 
workIngs are not known ,,6 Th Y of systems Whose lOner 

. . c natural phenom f' 
WhICh It may be applied lOclude "th . ena 0 dIscontinUlty to 
cell Or the collapse of a br'd e breakmg of a wave, the divlslOn of a 

1 ge_ Or they may be t" lik 
of an object Or the frontIer b't 0 • spa la1, e the bOUndary 

e ween two kmds of tissue" It . IS also lm-
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portant to note, far future reference, that catastrophe theory IS not a part 
of theoretical phYSICS but of theoretical biology, even "from that part of 
the subject whiCh IS different In essence from theoretical phYSICS" (Saun
ders, xi), 

The bridge and Its potential collapse that concerns Derrida, of course, 
IS the bridge of analogy, as discussed In Kant's aesthelle of the Sublime: 
"The bridge IS not an analogy. Recourse to analogy, the concept and the 
effect of analogy are or make the bridge Itself .... The analogy of tlle 
abyss and the bridge over the abyss IS an analogy to say that there ought 
to be an analogy between two absolutely heterogeneous worlds, a third 
to pass over the abyss, to cicatnze the chasm and to think the gap. in short 
a symbol. The bridge IS a symbol" ("Parergan," 43). Kants model of 
analogy, part of a powerful traditlOn still operative today, Derrida notes, IS 
dialectIcal, based on a certain contmU1ty from the know£' to the unknown 
and from the concrete to the abstract, allowmg mnovatlOll to occur by 
means of proportionality and symmetry. But Derrida IS mterested III a dis
continuous model of mnovatlOn and change, one that "produces a silent 
explOSion of the whole text and introduces a kind of fissure, rather fiSSIon, 
withm each concept as well as each statement," as happens "when the 
analogy IS weak, the 'quantity of connectIOn' not great enough.,,7 1n these 
Circumstances, analogy misleads, becomes friVOlOUS: "A 'stretChed' sense 
always risks bemg empty, floating, slaCkened in its relatIOn with the object" 
(FrivoLous, 133). But the very structure of the slgn- -its disposability m 
the absence of the thing-makes frivolity a "congenital breach" in language 
(FriVOlOUS, 118), The homonym, to be sure, is the most friVOlOUS relatIon 
of all because it produces a crossIng with the least "quantity of connec
tion," bemg an empty repetition of the SIgnifier: "Fnvolity onglllates 
from the deViation or gap of the sIgnifier, but also from its folding back on 
Itself in its closed and nonrepresentatIve identIty" (Frivolous, 128), Repe
tition by jtself can prOduce the effect of invagmation, 

To help make his pomt, Derrida uses a "genreless" text by Blanchot, 
La folie du -,our, whiCh IS so smgular, Derrida argues, that ItS tItle must 
deSignate It like a given name. The mvagmation or folding explored in this 
story, as elaborated at greater length In "LIVIng On: Borderlines," inVOlves 
a fe-citation of the "begmnmg" of the story (rcClt) at the end III a way 
that blurs the distmction between discourse and quotatIOn: 

EaCh story is part of the other, makes the other a part (of itself), 
eaCh "story" is at once larger and smaller than Itself, lllcludes Itself 
without lDcluding (or comprehending) itself.. identifies Itself with 
itself even as It remallls utterly different from ltS homonvm. Of 
course, at intervals rangmg from two to forty paragraphs, this struc
ture of cnsscross double mvagmatlOn ("I am neither learned nor. 
, .. A story? I began: I am neither learned nor. "The story was 
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filllShed! . , , A story? N N 
to refold Or superpose' oroo' v 0 stones, never agam. ") never ceases 

er-emp!oy t If' 
tile descnptlOn of this would be l.se m the meanhme, and 
myself for the moment -th llltermmable. I must content 
t' , WI UTIdersconng the s 

o thIS structure: the chiasm f h' uPPlementaryaspect 
. a a t IS aouble znv POSSIble. because of what I h agznatlOn IS always 

the mar~. (Deconstruction, 9~v_el ~~~ed elseWhere the Iterability of 

lterability, the sheer possibility of uo . 
catastrophic fold In any text _ q tatlOn, of repeatmg, creates the 
topOlogy, a SIngle surface "w;t~1V1ng It the structure of a KleIn bottle (in 
b d no mSlde dutside or d I Y rawmg the smaller end of t ' . e ges. t IS formed 
tUbe and then enlargmg the form: aPt~rll~g ,tUbe throUgh one side ,of the 

'd run 1 It fIts the latte ")8 b 
ms! e to the outside: such a text ill r y openmg the 
th Kl w not have or hold ' an a em bottle will hold w propertIes any more 
bottle (recalling the pots with h atler. The paradoxIcal topOlogy of the KleIn 

h' h K 0 es knocked In the bott f, 
W lC ant disqualified from th om oundin tombs 
fested a purpose for which th e category of beauty because they mani~ 

ey had been render d grammatology:'s theoretiCal c e USeless) represents 
h' t onverslOn of the contai d . IS ones as Constitutmg th ners escnbed in SOme 

e ongm of writing (ref 
or bullae, filled with tOkens _ 'ernng to the clay Spheres 

representmg commod'C ' 
came to be depIcted on the outside b _ _ 1 1es, w~ose content later 
abandonment of the t y InSCnptlOns, leadIng finally to the 

con amers altogether Ie v t 
twn mdependent of thel . ,a mg he mscriptions to func-

r guarantee-Bunn 83) Th 
In short, is a deconstruction of th "e mvagmated analogy, 
for ideas. e notIOn of language as a "contalller" 

Another aspect of the Invagmation will 
concerns Its narratIve form: "Double _ ch especIally mterests Derrida 
about, has III Itself the struct f lllvagmation, Wherever It comes 
Here the narrative IS lrreducibl~.re ° T~ narratlVe (reclt] In deconstruction, 
construction" (DeconstructlOn. ·1'00) e n:rratzve of deconstructlOn in de
beyond Itself "without b ' . N text can refer to something 

ecommg double Or d 1 . h 
be 'represented' refolded ua , WIt out making itself 

' ,superposed re-marked 'th 
least 1ll what the structu ' WI m the enclosure at 

re produces as an eff t f" ' 
text, m other words places" "ec a llltenonty." Every 

, en abyme -usmg the" b "( f 
now In the idiomatIc sense glVen to _ _ a yss 0 analogy) 
mOdel of Itself "Mis b It III the termmology of the arts-a . . e en a yme. " a te b 
fIgure "en abyme" is located at thO rm arrowed from heraldry~a 
touc, hing any of the other figu "e heart of the escutCheon, "but without 
t res ~means by analogy " 
ammg a relation of SImilitude with th . any enclave enter-

example functions as a kind f f. "e work WhICh contams 11."9 The 
f.... , 0 19ure en abyme " th 

elect to the murors placed t ' en, a,nalogouS in its 
'bl s rateglcally In certa 

V1SI e, what takes place "behind OUr b " _ ill pamtmgs, rendenng 
and HlS Bride, whiCh mcludes n taCks, as ill Van Eyck's ArnolJini 

o Just a rnllllatUflzatlOn of the scene but 
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shows the Oalnter himself creatmg an effect of oscillatlOn between the Ill
side and the outside of the frame (Diilienbach. 18,19). 

Thus, the enfolding that most mterests Derrida is precIsely the mterlac
mg chiasmus of the narrator and the narratIve with. the "content" of his 
story or discourse-the very liaison of form and content mIssing from 
Lacan's discussIOn of "The Purlomed Letter." Derrida actually provides 
a diagram (marking his mterest ill the non phonetIc element of writmg) of 
the structure, an mterlacmg of two curvmg lines, recalling the ornamental 
weave discussed in the seCtion dealing with op writmg, described now as 
"a double chiasmatic mvaginahon of edges" ("Genre," 218). What the 
example places "en abyme," as we shall see, IS the "subject" of knowledge, 
the signature of the author, jomtmg life and art, wrIter and text. 

Derrida-·s strategy with regard to invagination, as he explams III "Livmg 
On," IS to find a mode of (non)commentary which, like the law of the law 
of genre, would relate to Its objects of stUdy as an excess, the "law of 
partiCIpation without membership, of contammatIon" C'Genre," 210), 
modeled on the paradox of the hierarChy of classificatIOn m set theory: 
"This supplementanty and distinctIve trait, a mark of belongmg or mclu
sion, does not properly pertain to any genre or class. The re-mark of be
longmg does not belong. It belongs without belongmg, and the 'without' 
(or the suffix '-less') whiCh relates belonging to non-belongmg appears 
only in the timeless time of the blink of an eye, , ' But without such respite, 
nothing would come to light" ("Genre," 212). 

The questIOn he poses, seeking an eqUIvalent status for his discourse, 
and faced with the problem of a companson of Blanchot's L 'arret de mort 
with Shelley's The Triumph of Life, IS: "How can one text, assummg its 
unity, gIve or present another to be read, without touching It, without 
saymg anythmg about it, practically without referfll1g to It?" (Deconstruc
tlOn, 80). His procedure will be, he says, to "endeavor to create an effect 
of supertmpOSIng, of supenmpnnting one text on the other," a verSIOn of 
"the double band or 'double bind' of double proceedings" used III Glas, 
for example, which breaks with the conventional assumptlOns of pedagogy: 
"One procession IS supenmposed on the other, accompanymg It without 
accompanying it. This operation would never be considered legitimate on 
the part of a teacher, who must gIVe his references and tell what he's talk
lllg about, gIvmg It a recogmzable title, You can't gIve a course on Shelley 
without ever mentiomng him, pretending to deal with Blanchot, and more 
than a few others" (DeconstructlOn, 83-84). Or not if one~s critena are 
those of hermeneutics or semlOtIcs. 

The alternative with which Derrida expenments IS that of writing as 
"grafting," as demonstrated in Dissemll1atlOn, 1ll WhICh Derrida's discourse 
is mterlaced with frequent citations from Sollers'·s Numbers, The samples 
from Numbers, however, "do not serve as 'quotatIons,' 'collages, or even 
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ey are not bem r 
Interstices of a text that WOuld alr

g 
app led upon the surface or in the 

themselves can only be read w'th' eady eXIst without them. And the 
withm the graft~ It IS the susta:ne: ~~e operatIOn of theIr remsCnptio: 
IS not apparent In the thiCkness of t~ IsCrete VIOlence of an inCiSIOn tha; 
the proliferatmg allogene throu h w ~ text, a calCUlated lllsemmatIOn of 
deform each other, contammat! hiCh the ~ two texts are transformed 
355). each other s content" CD'. . l5semznatIOn 

The relabon b t ' , 
e ween CItatIOn and d' . 

vaginated "partlcipatlOn 'th ISCOurse, then, is tYpIcal of th 
th WI out belong- " . e In-

e theory havmg mastery Niu'nb _ mg, WIth neither the novel nor 
a Wk' J, ers IS a mod 1 t 

or to be deconstructed and e 0 thmk with rather than 
rende ' as such display d 

nng mterpretation and form . s an explains itself, thus 
tIV~ critlcIsm, of course stresses th~ descnptl~n superfluous, Qeconstruc_ 
scnbmg ow ten 0 . 
mov 1 er text achieves 

es towar an alternative Writmg: Derrida 

What IS III questlon here this tim 
but gIVen Play, not stage'd but en e at last, finds Itself not diSPlayed 
mounted .. , , MOunted' n t gaged, not demonstrated but 
1a t b . 0 1n a mechams th s ecome VIsible bu" In t m at has this time at 

~ a extual app t gIves place, and gIVes ara us that gIves way 
t nse, on only one f't f ' 
o the moment of VIsibility _ 0 1 SOur senes of surfaces 

representable mto aCCOunt ;hi~ ~:l a thea~re that takes the Un~ , 
me. (Dlssemmatzon, 291) 

!he strategy, that IS, IS not her 
lOrmance of a certam kind' meneuiIc or semiotIC, but dramatic., a per-

The status of its [tile tileoretical tex 
pretends to add to "that" t t] relation to Numbers, what t 

d ext In Order t - 1 
an re-presentatIOn 1TI Order t 0 mIme Its presentation 
VIeW or account of l:t J to seem to be offenng some sort 01' 

ll' ' ", us asNu b re-
se -presentation and in 'b In ers calCUlates and feIgn 

h scn es presence s 
w at could stilI with a certaIn Iron b In a certain play, so too does 
the presentatlOn, commentar y e called "this" text mIme 
ventory of NUmbers As a y, m~erpretatlOn, reVlew account or 1 

cliiates "here" in tll~ Interfee~e~~/~zea :~mutacrum, this wnting Clf- n-
pnmary text and its so-called Wo lctlOns, betWeen a so-called 
294, my emphaSIS) commentary_a chimera. (Dissemmatzon, 

Wntmg In the h 
~o ypomnemlc mOde, we recall ' 

numents and archives)~" 2,.r It need 0 ' can on~y mime knOWledge (its 
by means of tranSlatIOn, somethmg oth nly mIme It In Order to generate 

The Chimera remmd' er, the new, 040 

t f ' mg us of Derrida 's dh 
Ice 0 the grotesque, IS the emblem of th a erence_ to a theoretical prac-

totems mciude the ZOOphvtic spo e hymenal betweenness Whose 
J nge Or the u ' 

lllCOm III the tapestry: "The 
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umcorn, the umversal antidote, mends all tears and all seams. It IS not 
natural, has no natural place. has perhaps no place, an mstantaneously 
passed frontier between two tissues, two texts, two sexes. ThIs oscillatlOll 
IS my emotion" (Glas, 216). The chimera mimsters to tlle graft of Writing 
III whiCh the pen becomes a knife, III whiCh "it IS henceforth prescribed 
that you clip out an example, and dismember the text" (DissemznatIOn, 
305). The chimera emblematIzes the zone for WhICh catastrophe theory 
provides the mathematics, and the centaur word-thing of plcto-ideo
phonellc Writmg provides the language, 

PASSE-PARTOUT 

Havmg confined my discussion thus far to the mteraction of the Pho
netic (theoretical discourse) and ideographic (literary examples or Images) 
elements of Writing, I turn now to consider the pIctographic element. The 
.mage and idiom (the thing and the word both) of the passe-partout (an 
ornamentai mat for a picture; a method of framing In whiCh a pIece of glass 
IS placed over a picture and affixed to a backing; a master key) with whiCh 
Derrida Introduces his collection of essays on the VIsual arts-La vente en 
pemture-is itself an image of the chimera functlOn. Derrida approaches 
the problem of grafting discourse to pall1tmg by citing a letter In which 
Cezanne states to Emile Bernard, "I owe you the truth in pamtIng ['en 
pemture'], and I will tell It to you." The clue providing We POInt of entry 
into the entIre question of word-thing (verbal-vIsual) connectIOns IS the 
idiom "en pemture," which means not only "in paintmg" (the pamter 
Cezanne pamting the truth) but also "in effigy," alluding to Cezanne 
writing about that truth. telling the truth about the true. a descnptIon 
that "speakS to the imagmation" III a kind of "parasItIsm of language 
on the system of pamting." One illustration of this paraSitism, of course, 
would be the relation between words and Images m mnemonIc scenes, 
Derrida's strategy (sImilar to that used to deal with "tlle flowers of rhet
onc") IS to examme the vocabulary or termmology of paInting, mdeed all 
words associated with pamting (titles of pictures. letters written by pamters. 
catalogs, notebooks, aesthetic philosophy--the archives of pamtmg), as a 
passkey to the art of pamting itself. 

The first word-thing he mterrogates IS the idiom "passe-partout," re
flecting the critic's Inclination to seek a ull1versal method or passkey that 
might open every question. The strategy suggests that the Object named 
by the term in Its art context mIght provide, if not a master key, at least a 
pomt of entry mto the place or topic, The passe-partout as a specific type 
of frammg device, then, "passes throughout" the essays. emblematIzmg 
the limmal space between what appear to be a commentary and an ongmal 
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work, mdicatmg that What the II 
betw co ection IS about -

een theory and example (wh' 11 IS preCIsely the relation 
that which appears In the vIsible" IC can only be displayed mdirectly_ 
through lndirect discourse In th can no longer be nam. ed 'present' except 
fi t ' e quotatIOn m k f 
IC lOn, It can only go out mto Ian u ar So CItation, storytelling, 

natzon 303) g age by a sort of ncochet" D' , . - lSsemi-
Derrida's tech mque IS to Invest- ate tll f -

not as an illustratIOn but as .Ig e unctIOn or features of mattmg 
t a mode! to disco - f - ' 

me aphor of enframmg. Describin t~e ver ,In rammg an anasemIc 
erally made of cardboard w'th' g mat, Dernda notes that it lS gen-

t ,Ian openmg m th 'ddl 
PIC ure may be seen: e illI e thrOUgh Which a 

This PIctUre can, moreover, on occas 
another whiCh slides mt th lOn, be replaced there by 

o e passe~partout " 
respect, the passe-partout Ie as an example." In this 
but While allOwlllg sarneth' m;ms a baSiCally mobile structure' 
less, stncto sensu a frame lllgth 0 appear, 11 does not form, nev~rthe

,fa er a frame -th' f 
plays ItS card or cardboard b t WI III a fame .. , it 

e Ween the frame 
prOperly speaking, and the external b ' on Its In,ternal border 
allows to or makes appea t order of What It dISplays. 
r r III I S empty cente ' th . 
Igure, form, the system of r r, e Image, tableau 

Ines and COlors. (Vente, 17) , 
The example, that IS. rests In .ts d' 
( 'h .. lSCourse lik 

WIt both CIrcumstances SUbject t.fl e a PIcture III its matting 
mIght say that the passe-partout ISO a:rther framl~g), ~t one level, We 
theory (based on the philosopheme of anasemlc lIteraliZation III whiCh 
purpose-to mount m the SIght) and frames have the same 

'_ sense that the p 
ments. SUpplements IS to put on view_ urpose of all parerga, orna-

The relatIOn of discourse to ex 
"DissemmatlOn," What h ample was also said to be "mounted" , 
th n appens WIth respect to this In 

e e, ect of invagmatlOn, which c term demonstrates 
descnbed in Glas: antes an example outside its frame, as 

For example (the umQueness of th 
orates SUddenly the po f e ex~mple destroys Itself, elab~ 

wer 0 a generahz 
moment when We try to r Ing organ), at the very 

·k f '. egalll con trol In a d t 
WOI 0 an IdIOm tie a t ,e ermined text of th , 0 a sequence of ' e 
SIngUlar emplnCO-sIgn'f ' proper names and of 
, 1 Ylllg ConfIguratio 

Wllon, that IS the lllScnpti ns, gtas names also ctassifi-
t f on In networks of i t 
o In Illlty, In genealogIeS of a st t n erlaced generalities 

sWltchings, detOUrs, embranchm ru~ ure SUch as croSSIngs, couplings 
semantic law or a formal·la (Cel

n s never depending SImply on a ' 
w, as, 169) 

It IS not that the example or "d' 
gencraJized-_lt always IS b 1 10m (passe-partout III this case) cannot b 

. Y a process SImilar t th e 
proper name-but that the operatIOn _ 0 e rernotivation of the 

IS not a sublatIOn vertically mto a 
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set or concept: rather, it is ahonzontal displacement, following a trajectory 
available In the very structure of language and made visible in the Wolf 
Man's cryptophors. The linkage govermng the generalizmg drift or slide, 
as we know, is the homophone or homonym. Thus mattmg, which gen
erated "mounting" III its Image, becomes an emblem of the copula, a COll

nection and a connector of considerable Importance, for. as Derrida notes, 
exploring the gap between the ontologIcal and the grammatIcal sense of 
"to be," the copula marks the ,openmg of language to Its outside. It is the 
chimera or illusion of presence and the present (the privilege of the third 
person singular form of the verb). 10 

The image of the passe-partaut relates further to the discussIOn In 

"Dissemmation," then, pIcturing somethmg like the old ttleatncal orgamza
tIon of page, stage, and theory which is itself put on stage III the scene of 
writing~the "structural illusion" of representatIon IS ret~l1ned in the frame 
of the page or tableau, "proffenng its discourse through a kind of 'square 
mouth'" (Dissemmatwn, 297). The "square" itself, as distinct from what
ever appears in the square (a matter of polysemy, open to mfimte substi
tution), precIsely marks dissemmatlOn, "the obligatory passage through an 
open surface, the detour through an empty square," of whatever appears, 
III order to appear~"the column lS not; it IS nothing but the passage of 
dissemmation" (DissemmatlOn, 351). The square, that IS, allUdes to the 
taking place of the present, that to which we can attend, permittmg the 
mtersection of meamngs (networkS, sWltchings, etc.), whicn is to say that 
what IS displayed in the square IS the lS or copula Itself as limson or syntax, 
a fact that may be wntten lliJ or X, as m "the outside ,X the inside" 
(Grammat%gy, 44) to mdicate two things at once: (I) Within Its own 
frame of reference, the lS of to be governs all connectton, as Derrida 
notes III citing Heidegger's mstructIOns to write ~. "'The symbol 
of crossed lines can, to be sure, not be a merely negatlve symbol of 
crossmg out. Rather It pomts mto the four areas of the quadrangle and 
of their gathering at the pomt of mtersection .... The meanmg-fulness 
of language by no means consIsts III a mere accumulatIOn of meamllgs 
croppmg up haphazardly. It IS based on a play which, the more rIchly It un
folds, the more stnctly it is bound by a hidden rule'" (DissemmatlOn, 

354); (2) "The X (the chiasmus)," Derrida states 1ll "Outwork," "can be 
considered a qmck thematic diagram of dissemmatlOn" (DissemmatlOl1, 

44), suggesting the CrISScross liaIson of invagmatlOn which lies outside of 
and supplements the copula. Thus, the)i( conveys at once graphically the 
forces of polysemy (directed by is) and the force of dissemmation, with 
the status of the mark also as erasure connotIng the difference between the 
two. In Numbers and in Derrida's SImulacrum of it, "the powers of the 'est' 

["is"] are not simply canceled out. They are enumerated. Account IS gIven 
of them by situatmg them, framing them .... The present llldicative of the 
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a e,' the tense of the rea 

thus caught up III an operatiogn thta~~e~~hesIS and of the fourth surface is 
~:oper1y discarded-.that IS, (S)Playe:: ;: It by fouf, Its predomInance' IS 

med on all (four) sides"(D' ( awn and) quartered by b 
Two f IssemmatlOn 352) emg 

orces are at work in the ' . 
.and the ~hiasmus. On the one han~natsem~c analogy, therefore~the COpula 

~~ ;~:dlcation of ~resence, procure's t~:S cS~~~~f"the 'is,' .Which IS 'Being' 
. mastery, thIS power of cons _ "Calm, thIS ConsclOusness 

catmg p ClOusness om th 
, erCelVlllg, or predicatlllg" (D. _ e act of ShOWing indi~ 

hand, the ch' , Issemma/lOn 352) 0 ' 
th' lasmus of dissemmatIOn "endl ' . n the other 

at can no longer be mended. a essly o~ens up a snag III writing 
Piural, nor any form O.!'/Jr . spot Where neIther meanIllg h 
t esence can ' , owever 
lOn treats-doctors_th t pm/pen down the trace D' a /Jomt wh . Issemllla_ 

;6~Uld regularly come to tie down th:r;la
the 

fmovement of SIgnification 
,: _ y a the trace" (Dissemination 
Mountmg," finally, Itself describe ' 

the law of genre to the scene of en s a manner of COpulation (to extend 
of ~he term III French), in partlculargendenn~ WhiCh, Derrida inSists, is part 
posltIOn of the parents In the Wolf ~op,ulatlOn 'a tergo, from the baCk, the 
m~st be recalled, Works from the ba an s pnmal Scene, The weaver, too it 
tIlIng, 111at IS as 'of ck. As does Derrida Th . ' 
effe ' rame-Work" (like drea ' . ere IS such a 

ct, produces InvagmatlOn wh 1 mWork). The frame works, in 
repeated dislocation, a regUlated ~:te aw IS the logIC of parerga-"a certain 
the frame III general break, colla s no~atlOn, lrrepressible, WhiCh makes 
turns ItS mternal edge mt~ 't p es It SIdelong mto its angles and J' t 
all 1 s external t lei am s, 
(

V ~WIllg us to see the tableau from the' 'd
a 

n
f
g account of ItS thickness 

ertte, 85-86). SI e a the canvas and the wood': 

FETISH 

Given that Derrida-'s (phonetic-the 
place of the passe-partout. the oretlcal) discourse works III the 
mOUnted III this fra.me--th~ exa n~xt step IS to consider how the items 
Ject matter)-,function Th mp es (as OPPOsed to the discursl 
and put to w ,ere are two kinds of lte _ ve sub-

brella" III SlJ~::~;~bal l~ageS (part of the ideogra;) P~~~~d on di~flay 
"+R" . VISUal art works su h ,as the um~ 

-both Occupymg the "seCond b~d" c as th.e drawmgs by AdamI III 
1 noted preVlOusly that th~' e of Dernda's textual chimera 

What lies "outside" t1 xam~les are placed "en abytne "b . 

SIgnature, The examPle:e shs~::e lllSthlde~specifical1Y, the writ~r-p~~~!~~; 
the stage m . In e passe-parto t t nror descnbed In "D' u, hen, function lik 
back of the stage" IssemmatlOn"_a mirror "t e 

, a mIrrOr "Whose tam 1 t ,,_ limed to the 
e s Images' and 'persons' through, 
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endowing them with a certam mdex of transformation and permutation" 
(Dissemmation, 314). They function this way because the mounted items 
have the status, for whoever selects them, of fetishes (adding thus cathexis 
to the autobiographical motivation of the loC! used III mnemolllcs). The 
examples Derrida mounts are models of this fetish functIon. 

An mteresting Instance of the exemplary status of Derrida's eKamples, 
one m fact falling between the verbal image and direct translatlOn of a 
vIsual work, 18 that of the shoes (as things and as a title for one Of several 
Van Gogtl pamtmgs) elaborated m "RestitutlOns." The ratm among ttle 
picto·ideo-phonetic elements of Writmg IS manifested in this essay, whiCh, 
as clearly as any In Derrida's corpus, works with two bands -one straIght
forwardly discurSIve (remarking the debate between Meyer Schapno and 
Martin Heidegger with respect to the interpretation of a pamtmg by Van 
Gogh), and the other an exploratIon of the shoe as a graphic model for an 
alternative to the hermeneutic and formalist critICIsms under discussIon in 
the first band (the bands are not here literally separated as they are In Glas, 
"Tympan," or "Livmg On: Borderlines"). The pomt on whiCh the debate 
focuses-a disagreement over to whom the shoes in the paIntIng belong 
(whether to a city dweller, perhaps Van Gogh himself, or to a peasant 
farmer, perhaps a woman)-itself displays the notIOn of conceptual property 
which Derrida intends to deconstruct. 

The shoes also signal another theme central to Derrida's lOgIC of ex
amples-febshism-shoes bemg among the most fetishized objects, accord
mg to Freud, "who speakS more stnctly of the fetIshism of the shoe, In 
the first part, or the first movement, of his 1927 essay on 'Fetishism,' The 
genealogy of the fetish he proposes at that time (as the subslitute for tM 
woman's or mother's phallus) accounts, according to him, for the Pflvilege 
accorded to the foot or the shoe,"u 

That the shoe IS a classiC fetish suggests the questIon of the mohvatlOn 
ill general of any object-choice, In order to account for the way each 
critic projects onto the shoes his own ideology (SchapIro's urban JewIsh
ness, Heidegger's rural RomanticIsm), Derrida notes the need to explam 
Why each one chose that particular Object, that type ofpamtmg or pamter
the problem of the exemplanness of the exemplary model, the identifica
tion of the critic with the "object" of study, In Derrida's VIew, "the pro
Jection operates m the chOIce rather than m the analYSIs of the model" 
(Verite, 420, 421). The example, therefore, may fulfill its normal ex
planatory function even while It folds back on Itself, reflectmg the "sub
Ject" of knowledge as well, Heidegger IS mstructlVe here of something 
Derrida himself suggests In his asymptotic approach to Shelley's "Triumph 
of Life," m that Heidegger (for a lime, at least) talks of peasant shoes 
generally, with the "celebrated tableau" bemg mtroduced as an example 
of this example, and for which a mere drawmg on the blackboard would 

I 

I 
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suffice as Plctograrn'" d 

d 0 an therefore' a r h 
111 eter~in,ate enough to engender alm~st a 19 to touch, ~ very brief contact, 
tt I?;rfIda S own analysIS proceed~ by ny dISCOurse (Vente, 365-66) 

a fI utes of the Shoe as a kind of t~, en lllVentory of the properties ~r 
Usmg it as a SUpport for a theoretic~~g a topos m pamtmg and a concept) 
used the Mystic Writmg-Pad. Thus th questIOn SImilar to the way Freud 
Screen for De °d' ' e shoe mOdels 0 
anothe ' 'I rn a s notIOn of invagmatlOw "Th ,f. r serves as mlrrOrmg 
el r pnVl ege: 11 systematizes the two t : f e orm' of the Shoe has 

I 
ongated. solid or firm on one su f ypes 0 object defined by Freud. 

t--ca-tur t If· r ace, hollow 0 ' ns 1 se lflside out-Uk r concave on the other 
The m tea pillr of gloves" ("R . . 

os Important attribute f t estltutions" 10) 
the pamtings, for the model is thatOth he shoes, or of those repre~ented' III 

[
Sight) and laces, depicted notably ey have eyelets (apropos of theory as 
entrelacement] , , as unlaced "By thO 

the 1 . we understand at least thre t~ 0 IS Word mterlacing 

lentr;~~v:~:~ ;:s:~~~;) thhat it is partially lac:d (:~::;'l~~~h: mterlacmg of 
th f w lch IS not co 1 s One says ajar 
th: l:~~~~; (o~the mterlacmg is mterla:~ ~i~~ t~pefn), (3) and finally that 

erue, 385). The lacm e igured, the lacmg with 
shuttle, the Oscillating rhythm 0 'b

g movement- IS another mode! of th 
syntax of 11 r VI ratIOn of sup . e 

a Derrida·s articulations - , enmpositlOn which IS the 
course and examples ' lllCludmg the relation bet d. 
W' ween IS-

hat the lacmg calls to mmd for De . d 
:!~~ Which he wryly dubs "stncturaIis~r,l, ; IS an ~1ternative to structural_ 
"a aChment that concern Heide e 0 Or whIle the detachment and 

~J~el d~motlvation and remohvat:~nr ~~d SchapIrO (echomg debates about 
Ia ectlcal logIc-their arguments a Words Or PhOnemes) displays a 

What llltere t D re exactly or di 
S S errida IS the din _ ametncally opposed-

~hspeclal1Y the way each calls upon t~:~:e artlculatmg the argument. and 
e case Unlike dome example to ' 

f ' a mlectic, which cut support his half of ° the double bini! (imaged by the h's and ~utures, stricture DrrwS a fOg,u: 

they may be both tied and untIed C laSmatIc cnsscross of the laces-that 

S
Shoes are neither attaChed to an' tIghtened or loosened) ShOWIng that the 
tncture as - erson nor unatt --i7i72;;;';F~;;;::' a notlOn enables D·d. ached (Vente 389) its prope C ern a to thmk ab >, 

r ,Ies direct the dynamICS out the example (the wa 
those pr~vlded in the debate: "To th~~an argument) in other terms tha~ 
~~~~:~tW~~hou~ any relation or in a SImple ~:~:~:~se does not Imply that one 
of i t PhilOSOphical thOught. but rath of :ransformation altering 

of n erlacmg whiCh IS neither rep-roduct. er aCCordmg to another relation 
a glYen mat al" (V.' ., IOn nOr prOd t-
It IS t en erUe, 403), uc Ion transformative 

no that the exam Ie d 
but that it does so by the ~o IC

oes 
not represent, in a manner of s ea 0 

Whale relations" g of the parergon which" P krng, 
takes the same ~ generatmg a SUpplement Or SU;PlUS of p,~verts all part-

xampie Used In the debat eVI ence (Derrida 
e and generates from it the logic 
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. thus obliquely refutIng the concluslOns 
for an entirely different questIOn, -t) The shoes are not an allegory 

drawn from the example by the ;:V~~~;~C;~t It, Derrida states, but rather, f tmg 
as the "old language (like a fetlsh from Its ongm) o pam , f the person 

the detachability of the shoe rom t from reference. The shoes mark
marks the detachability of the pam 1~~, "pamt" while resonatmg wIth 

.. " ""show," "represen, '" 'he" (market)-thlS aVOldmg say, ", "(margms) and man , 
"marCher" (to walk), rnarges 's functIOn as a "representatIOn-placed
statement announcmg the exa)ffi. ~!;hiS IS a tableau, we are the pamtmg 10 
n th

e-abyss" (mlse en abyme , I' form the 'frame of a tableau 
1 - th e laced mes f e 
pamting [en .vemture]... es We the shoes, are larger than the ram 
which appears to enframe them;, (V' te 392). The shoes, an example 
and 

the mcorporated SIgnature erd
l 

de' nly excessIvely," Derrida adds, 
"" large su -" 1l >" functionmg "en abyrne, en" The sudden shift of "SIze" _ the tal e 

"one can put everythmg m them. f. aginatlOn-and of fetishIsm. 
f d

e-t,ail-demonstrates the effect 0 mv t d I-n Derrida's passe-partout dis-
a f th Items moun e .. ff ,t 

An analYSIS of any a e If) auld reveal a SImIlar e ec-Course (including the passe-partout ltse
dm

. gWOfa commonplace (includI~g 
f b ds the aboun , f "t pas ') the expansIon out 0 oun, _ familial familiar as well as 0 0 / 

in this term the sense of domestIC't 1 mo~el markmg not any partIcular 
item Image, or thing mto a theore lca rocess ~f the example as such m Its 

oly;emy of themes but the narratrve ;he matchbox, drawn (the "idea" as ~peration of chiasmatrc mvagmatlOnir t "drawer-like" mvagmatlOn (dls-

PlasildC b aro~ f::~l~e~:~':nt~~t~r;:~ch~s~')' ISbonlelae:a::e~'I~h~i~:~:~!I: 
cusse f tten my urn re , f 
(in the statement "1 ha:e argo al ropertles modeling the double unc
notebook) IS another, wIth ItS du Pnn style. IS a long obiect, an oblong 
. f tyle' "The style-spur, the spur g es It 18 the oblong!-

tron as. . erforates even as ItS pam , r from 
object, a word, whIch p which derives its apotropmc powe 
foliated pomt (a spur ar a spar) 'I and veils which are erected, furled 

. es webs sal S n um-the taut, reSIstant ilssu, -t' must not be forgotten., It IS also a 
d furled around It. But, I an un 1 

brella" (Spurs, 41). . eClal! to the nature of the examp es I W
ould call attentton far now esp y .d d the Images for the fust 

h' gs that provI e (j 
Derrida develops-like the t m I uotidian Items-as well as to 1e 
hieroglyphic letters, they are sImPe~ ;s models, although the movement 
very fact that he does elaborate th demotivating and remotIvatmg. 
or direction of the explanatIOn IS an~s~m~ci any partlcular positlOn but as 
The things are not offered as mo ~/ productIVe and restnctlve at once, 
models of the mvention process Itse , 

of any exemplarity whatever.. used as examples-- alluded to m the 
The "lowliness" of the o~Jectks")_SUggests a pomt of departure fo~' a 

" "("1 w" and soc k n the mld-homonym bas 0 f tish As Derrida remar s 1 further comment on the example as e . 
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dIe of his argument. "As m the process of fetishism, everything IS the bUSI. 
ness and economy of detail.. of the ''detaille'' (Vente, 374). The play on 
"tail" as SIze ("taille "), echomg the mountmg a tergo of the fetish scene, 1; 

also part of the diSCUSSIOn of the colossal in "Parergon." That the detail or 
example mIght be Immeasurable 1S suggested by the question Derrida poses 
to Kant's thIrd Critique: "If PhenomenalizatIOn IS gomg to be admmed, 
why should the SUblime be the abSolutely large rather than the abSOlutely 
small?" (Vime, 155). The colossal, mediatIng the move from the SUblime 
to fetishism, from Enlightenment aesthellcs to PSYChoanalYSIs, Interlaces 
the two effects: The eqUIvalent of the abSOlutely large (grand), Whose ef
fect m aesthellcs was to be frozen m stUpefied Wander, is m PSYChoanalYSIS 
the confrontatIOn with the abSOlutely small, the "little thing" as fetish. 
Whose effect threatens castrallon, brmgmg one up short m the face of the 
medUsa (bemg "medusa-rzed"). "SUCh a deCISIOn 1S a castration," Derrida 
says of the selectIOn of examples, not by way of COndemnation, but as 
descnptive of the nature of Writmg as mClSIOn or tear. "the 'operation' of 
reading/Wflting goes by the way of 'the blade of a red knzfe'" (Dissem_ illatIOn, 301). 

The fetish manifests the shift of the cOmmonplace to the singular, part 
of the reVersI e exc e 1 lOrna tic an the umv a 
c Iaractenzes exemplanty, Smce e ell IS an ob'ect "addressed" to an 
mdividual (the example will not War Or everyone). In short, the fetish 
displays the SIgnature effect. As Derrida emphasIzes at several POInts 
throughout La veme en Pelllture, the parergonal structure and the SIgna
ture effect are the same tOPIC, both operung out mto a new mimeSIS whiCh 
Imports into lingUIstics 

all the questtons ana all the Codes of questtons which develop arouna 
the effects of the "proper name" ana of the "SIgnature," remOvlllg 
m the course of this effractlOn all the ngorous cntena of a frammg_ 
between the Inside and the outside, the tableau and the thing .. 
and if Dllmesls has It that the mternal system of language does not 
eXIst or that one never Uses It or that at least one never Uses It 
without contammatmg It ana !Jlat this Contammationls mevitable, 
therefore regUlar and "normal," constitutmg part of the system 
and of its functlOnmg, making up part of it, which IS the Whale, mak
rng It a part of a Whole whiCh IS larger than It. (Glas. 109) 

The relatIOn of the SIgnatUre effect to the fetish Object may be seen In 

"Signeponge." Derrida finds Ponge's SIgnatUre eSpecIally mstructive, Smce 
Ponge takes the side of the proper (in order, like Genet, to appropnate 
objects), analogized as the "Clean," agamst the "disgusting" (the vomi). 
What disgusts Ponge IS not "the dirty" but "the soiled," the proper which 
has been affected, Which usually happens (in hIS poems) "by liqUid means" 
(the liqUid "L" of Glas) , WhiCh must then be absorbed or SpOnged up with 
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linen or tissue, termed a "mass of Ignoble llssues" ("Signeponge," 127). 
The mterest of such "abject objects" is that they "become tbe very example 
of nOll-value, of nothing or next-ta-nothmg, the no matter what of cheap 
things, the anonymous or nearly so 10 the crowd of little things" (Digraphe, 
20). The effect of such lowly things IS a reversal from cheap to pnceless 
(the colossal oscillation), from insIgnificance (being so unremarkable) to 
absolute rarity, from arbitrary to necessary, thus marking the signature 
with its effect. Moreover, Derrida stresses that Ponge IS talkmg not about 
an example or concept of tissues, or towels, but the "here and now," dated 
and signed, encountered in his bathroom, "this" absolute one, hence 
smgular. To sIgnify oneself ill the illsignjfjcant (outside of sense or con
cept), Qerrjrta suggests. IS to sign ("Signeponge," 127). The antonomaSIa 
of slgmng, then, as a part of the exemplanty of the Impossible object, has 
to do with "something which. In the proper. In the structure Itself of the 
proper, produces itself only In passIng into its other. III putting Itself in
the-abyss, to Illvert itself, contamIllate itself. divide itself" ("Signeponge," 
122). 

Grammatology, working from the perspective of fetishism, must find a 
way to write of abject effects. "How to ITO it without sImulacra to set u-; 
something?" Derrida asks, "by shams, fetishes, pasllches" (Clas, 51). The 
example, vehicle or auto of the text "as a whole," is an ersatz, a prosthesIs. 
Prosthesis is a surgIcal term, meanlllg a therapeutic deVIce, "whiCh has the 
purpose of replacing by an artificIal preparation an organ whiCh has been 
removed totally or III part" (Clas, 136). The clfcumflex accent mark, the 
mark that transforms Genet into genet, IS the wound markmg the detached 
(detachable) phallus: "The signature IS a wound and there is no other ongm 
for the work of art" (Clas, 202,207). The fetish works not on the scale 
[the scales of judgment] of the pyramids, then (Kant's example of the 
Sublime), but of the cIrcumflex: "The circumflex with whiCh he adorns 
himself IS a kind of chief ["che/' " m heraldry, the upper part of an es
cutcheon] or a sham headgear ["couvre-chef"]. It IS sewn in place of a livmg 
wound which SIgns" (Clas, 211). 

The text Itself limps (the shoes do not fit), moves with the aid of a 
prostheslS" that 1S with the grafts described as "parentheses" (mentioned 
also as one form of lllvagmation) (Clas. 136; Dissemll1atlon. 327). The 
brackets of the parentheses ("crochets") also refer to a "croChet hOOk." 
The crocheted text (a matrix of interlacIng) SImulates the "most subtle 
article of fetishism," according to FreUd, "that of the pubic sheath worn 
like a bathing SUlt which conceals absolutely the genital organs and there
fore the difference between the gemtal organs" (Clas, 253). The generalized 
fetishism resulting from this undecidability escapes from the representa
tional lOgIC of strict fetishism, which Implied a "SUbstitutIon" for the 
"thing itself." In Derrida. the fetish and castratIOn are removed from the 
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representational ideology that constraIns these notions In psychoanalYSIS 
(the phallus as a decidable center III a certam fantasmatic organization). 
~n grammatology the distmctlOn between theSlS and prostheSIS becomes 
(undecidable. 

Moreover, the texture of Wrjtmg is a prostheSIS not so much fur the 

mind hut for the genjtals (not for the conSCIOusness but for deslfe). Mar
shall McLuhan and many other commentators have considered commUlll
catlOns technology to be an extenslOn of the relevant sense (eyes and ears). 
But from the pomt of VJeW of grammatology, concerned with the Writing 
that directs the enframmg of technology, there IS a more fundamental re
latIonship Involved: Writing as prosthesIs for the gemtals. Derrida learns 
from FreUd that the apparatuses and machinery in dreams "stand for the 
gemtals (and as a rule male ones)" (Writing, 229). Grammatology mounts 
a practIce for overcommg the investments that ha~e thus far limited the 
;YoiutlOn of wnbng: '''As soon as writing, whiCh entails making a liquid 
flow out of a tube onto a piece of white paper, assumes the SIgnificance 
of copulation, or as soon as walking becomes a symbolic substitute for 
treading upon the body of mother earth, both writmg and walking are 
stopped because they represent the performance of a forbidden sexual 
act.'" We know from Derrida's elaboratIon of the hymen as a '~quasl

concept" that Writing III the commg epOch should be more vagmal than 
phallic-or at least mvagmated. 

TRANSDUCTION 

The other kind of item placed In Derrida's passe-partout is VIsual art, 
constituting the pICtographic element In Writing. The essays on Adami and 
Titus-Carmel in La vente en pemture, in other words, are not commentanes 
but "partiCIpate without belonging" to theIr subject matter, which is m 
turn ltlcorporated (not mtrojected) into Derrida's discourse as found object, 
making a collage, the fragmented whole of which bears (bares) Derrida's 
Signature. "Certamly, I would not have consented to perform a discourse 
upon, along side or beneath these coffins without avowmg the deslfe to 
put myself in them ill my turn, Irrepressibly, compulSIvely, 127 times at 
least, to Inscribe my name on the cartouche" (Vente, 218). There seems, 
10 fact, no other way to account for Titus-Carmel's work, Derrida empha
sizes, remarkmg that it "remams without example" (it counts and ac
counts for Itself 127 times). 

The Pocket Size Tlinga Coffin (subtitled Of LaSSitude Considered as a 
SurgIcal Instrument), as described by Titus-Carmel himself, IS the genenc 
title under whiCh are gathered 127 drawmgs of a single "mOdel." The 
model IS a mahogany box of "mOdest" dimenSIOns (10 X 6,2 X 2,4 cm): 
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"The bottom of the box IS covered by a mirror and, from one part to the 
other of its two widths have been placed two buttresses servmg as rests 
for a willow oval, wrapped on two porhons of the perlllleter with synthetIc' 
grey fur. The oval IS, moreover. sustamed by a lacmg whose tIes, crossmg 
the walls of the box at SlX pomts, knot around a kmd of key, falling freely 
all around the little hardwood coffin. A thin (fibre )glass plate, fixed by 
four minuscule brass screws, closes the ensemble" (Vente, 215). Accom~ 
parrymg the model and the drawmgs of it made from every angle IS a WrItten 

document consisting of twelve propositIOns, which elliptIcally explam the 
history and structure of the coffin. These supplementary inscnpttons have 
the status of a cartouche~the title of Derrida's artIcle ("Cartouche"), 
recalling both the elliptical or oblong figures on EgyptIan stele enclosmg 
the hieroglyphs of the proper name and the space framed by scrollwork on 
an escutcheon. 

The relationship that eXIsts within the Tlingzt Coffin between the sculp
ture (the three-dimensional object) and the 127 drawmgs of it emblema
tizes or marks the relationshIp of Derrida's text to Its object of study 
("model"). The modei "does not beiong to the line of whiCh it makes a 
part" but is heterogeneous to It (Vente, 216). Derrida~s own discourse 
similarly "touches nothing," leaves the reader or VIewer alone with the 
work, ''passes beside it m silence, as another theOlY, another senes, saymg 
nothing about what it represents for me, nor even for him" (Vente, 217). 
The object is left "in its crypt" to find its way mto discourse by the same 
detours opened up by the Wolf Man's cryptophors. 

Unlike Heidegger, who declared that art "speaks," Derrida mSlsts on the 
muteness of the senes, or on ItS capaCIty to work without concept, with
out conclusIOns, coming to inhabit discourse the way the death dnve does, 
without calling attention to itself, yet submItting the "master" to Its ser
VIce: "SUCh would be the de-monstration. Let us not abuse the easy word
play. De-monstration proves without showmg, without evidencing any 
conclusIOn, without entailing anythmg, without an available thesis. It 
eroves according to a different mode but proceeding wit,b lts step Q[ 
demonstration lPas de demonstratzon) or non-demonstratIOn. It trans
forms, It transforms itself, mits process rather than advancmg a slgnifiable 
object of discourse" (Carte, 317). The senes of drawmgs de-monstrates 
!!le problem of order and representation in the relatIOn of examples t-;; 
models, 
--oe;;-ida;s own text relates to his object of study the way the drawmgs 
relate to the hardwood box, an "example" chosen because, like Numbers, 
It exposes exposition. The little coffin, bemg Itself a "work" made by an 
artlst rather than something "natural." does not have a pnvileged pOSitIOn 
m the senes. Derrida calls It not a model, example, or referent but a "para
digm"-an artificial model fabncated .. resultmg from, a certam tee/me (it IS 
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not clear whether the drawin s ' 
~Odel): And yet the special st~usa~ef ~~a;~a~~~ig: ~:;~o~u~thions of, the 
dImenSIOn-no two d' a 1. as an extra 
[paradigm] will ha;e l:::Sl;:::tr~;~~nrikcean capture it fully. "The little 
secret at the moment of th t a crypt, to guard Jealously Its 
thO . . e mos extensIVe expoSltlOn" (Vente 225) B t 

IS cryptIC quahty IS the status f 11' . ,. u 
things which suggests to D 'd 0 a Objects, thmgs, espeCIally "little" 

, ern a that the w t 
mto discourse in the way mad il bl ay 0 tranSlate the en. sembI.e 

e aVa a e by Abrah d T 
Verbanum of the Wolf Man Th t am an orok m theIr 
utter hIS crypted scene or ~ e echmque that enabled the WolfMan to 
terms out of a set made up 0~~:e1~Volved the ~loseme, the generation of 
lllg all synonyms antonyms d h emanhc famIly of a gIven word, mclud-

, , an omonyms. 
r • The strategy for composmg a verbal track to accom 
Tlmgzt Coffin IS to let the Coffin defe. . pany or frame the 

e:~:;'oa~~:,hile c.oncentratmg on the ge~~r;:::~ ~~ :t'~c~:~~~~~t~~~;;::~: 
h· h ' paradl~m, arhcle, duCtIOfl, contingent Itself. and so forth-

w Ie are processed In a way 11 1 ' 
127 variations III hIS draWlllg~a~; t~et~:~:~: ~itu~~~armel runs through 
tIve, turnmg them about m eve .' pu mg them In perspec~ 
[dearts], vanatlOns, modUlatIOn; a~nse (dlfectlO,~) ,by a senes of swerves 
predetermmed number of ' am_orphoses, fInally stoppmg after a 

pages, creatmg the sam ff t f . 
neceSSIty or arbitrary motivatIon as th e e ec 0 contmgent 
(Vente 229) Th e senes of exactly 127 drawlllgs , . e anagram and the h 

n omonym operate on the leXIcon the 
, aruor hoses 0 erate on representational ers ecti h 

Dernda's solicltatIOn of theory as sight. Part of the t t. _ us _ er 
se uence ated d ac Ie IS to mIme the 

rawm b com osm as' , 
tn1rles (whose dates overlap, it IS Worth notm d 
La carte postale) e ch da' t _ g, those of the post cards in 
Such IS the lOgIC ~f the simu~a~~ury conshtuting a vanation ~n a theme. 
a "mnemonIc scene" th t . m a~ translatIOn, as a verbal Imitation of 

a 1S, ot a ellsh (the Tl" t C ,N' 
sentation of a fetish of the Tl' ·t I d' mgz oJjm bemg a repre-mgI n lans). 

Havlllg dubbed the coffin a "paradi m " . 
course out of the allosemes of the rna; , th~~: Dernda lllvents his dis
all the family of paradigm" (Vente ;~;)rr;; To enclose oneself with 

",iiaradelgmatlz"fUhavmg to d 'th " ' . n the one hand, there IS 
also with settmg or maki a WI proposmg something as a mOdel" but 

ng an example of someone' "Th C "'c' , 
has to do, perhaps, with a condemned e .. e 0Jjzn s story 
m order to set an example . f xample, not wlth a c.ondemnation 

, nOLO an example of C d 
(exemPlary) condemri'ation of th on emnatIOn, but of an 
(Vente, 226) On th th e example: damned aradigm. To death" 
side ut : ~ o. er hand, there IS aradeiknuml ·'to show be-

ThP on dIsplay, dlstnbute, attribute, the latter suggesting 'tribute'" 
e aSSOCIatlOn of the artist's style with "to draw" I d . _ 

of terms such as tIre, tIrer, tirOlr, tlrage, trait, ll1CIUdin:~~nt;I~~Ot~~Cs~~~ 
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. t h'ng drawers drawing Qut, and so 
English on drawing as pullmg and ske c 1 ~ and ev~n 'ductus,' the idio-
forth. Further, "he mduces preCIsely tdhuctlOul'valent of a sIgnature. all the 

f " The ductus IS e eq . 
matic traIt 0 style. . t In Its final syllable, to Tzrus. 
more compelling because Ofr Its ProdX1Illd:C~;le enough to describe the para-

ts the search or war S h 
Ductus promp d' 11 the terms associated WIt 
digm, but all are fO. und wantmg, melu mg a s an exception trauuctwtl-

t and so forth, leavmg a 
production, deduc Ion,. lllIDmg may be mdicated by 

ecial applIcatIOn here as 
translation, whose sp II' E lish Derrida's SCIence employs borrowing the untransJated spe mg III ng ,. 
neither deduction nor mductlOn, but transductlOn. 

ue worth notmg concerns "parergon" 
Another instance of the techn~q he sublates what I have analyzed 
Itself: The topology of the car ouc (th supplement of the outwork 
elsewhere under the rubnC7Jarehr~ohn I tr~ncate here: the paradigmatlc 

k) Bnefly a senes w IC 
m the war. , . which It gIves nse. The parergon, 
coffin, the patron, the parncide ~~troke, m this case: to reduce the 
the tour de force, the st~~n:rt:n 0 

on" (thi~ word has long awaIted Its Ill

paradigm. the model or p : the parergon In the same senes, sertion m this tOPIC) III place 0 ' 

the lJharmafwn. (Vente, 254) 

d aragon of example and modei, In. this me.eting in a senes of parergon a~d p tSl.d~ are ~iSPlaced, 
. f l' lar-general mSI e-ou 

the oppOSItIons 0 par ICU , nstitutlve of Derrida's textual 
The relation of parergon and paragonT~o Carmel LagraJld bananeraie 

chimera, are marked in another work bY
I 

bl uas'
na 

-the ~Odel-which graciu
t g of one rea an " 

cutturelle, a senes conSIS m h d ys pass and a quantIty of 
·It turns black as tea , 

'ally decompos~s: WI s, rke The real banana IS part of the senes 
Imitation or artIfIcIal bananas, all. a ~ ~ th arne time _ as manifested by Its 

and part of reality (another realIty a th: ~aternal ~osltlOn Derrida ex
decompositlOn, The real banana IS In b g In the mot~er's pOSItion 

" 11 s" of the banana em 
plains, the natural.p~~ u _ nont ill the series, IS evident-hence, It 
because ItS responslblhty, ItS p. Y 'I t showing The cartouche, on 

ff t f de monstratlOn, a 51 en . 
marks the e ec 0 - _ ts IS in the paternal positlOn, 
the other hand-the title, Signatur;::::u~I~~er~d from a sentence, from a 
paternity (as Freud noted) bemg t YBecause paterlllty may not be per
declaration III the ,~orm, Of. a J~dr;,~nu~. when the artIst-father (the logos IS 
ceIVed or touched (Vente, 2 4 . les falling under the father-son 

f th 'th models and examp 
son of the a er, WI _ d'. the source of the drawmgs, the that the para Igm IS 
relation) declares , t puttmg him always III the 

bl atIzes hIS statemen , 
SIgnature effect pro em tes the truth only to gIve fIse 

C t l' The cartollche reCI 
position of the re an 13r. - t the senes as one smlUlacrum . . f d' ubt and so enters 1ll 0 . 
to condItIons 0 a '. _ _ ther and father -the p1cto-Ideo
among others. But the chunera IS both m~ ,t . "From now on you will 
phonographic Writing states and de~mons ra es. 
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have to read the 'est' III this ecarte or this ecart 19ap] Cecart: a term of 
heraldry. One quarter of a shield divided into four parts. The pnnclpal 
arms of the house are placed III the lSt and 4th ecart, that is, the two in 
the upper half of the shIeld; III the lower two are the arms obtained by 
marnage or from the maternal line'), m which the West as a Whole is 
separated from itself" (DissemmatlOn, 352). The field as a whole produces 
a double bmd in Which What IS said interlaces with what IS Shown. The car
touche mscribed beside the shield creates, a paradigm effect, the truth 
effect of the proper name, the aura of the corpse III Its tomb, of the Tlinget 
Chief. 

The motlVated quality of Derrida's CholCe of the Tlingtt Coifin, which 
hinges upon his aSSOcIation of that work with certain aspects of Glas 
(especIally the kinship of Genet's matchbox to the coffin), 18 even more 
pronounced m the other word-thing essay III the collection, entitled "+ R 
(par"dessus Ie marche)," dealing with the draWings of AdamI. AdamI made 
several drawmgs related to Glas III Derriere Ie mirDlr, one of which repro" 
duces Or counterfeIts the signature "J. Derrida" with the "da" cut off. 
The drawmg-representmg a fish, hooked and "drawn" half out of the 
water, itself shown as a drawlllg III a spiral notebook, lYlllg open, display_ 
lllg handwritIng along with the sketch-so captures the spirit of Derrida's 
contemporary hieroglyphics that he baptizes the work "Ich," 12 or "I" 
(among other things), feeling upon seeing it "as if I was read In advance, 
wntten before writing, prescribed, grasped, trapped, caught" (Vente, 
178). It IS the feeling of confrontIllg one's fetish. The other drawlOg, 
actually executed on both sides of a sheet, representing front and baCk 
(one side the drawmg of a back of a pamting), Derrida dubs "Chi," and 
calls the ensemble "Chimera." 

MotlVated by Adami's drawmgs addressed to Glas, Derrida sets out, as 
he terms It, to translate (transduct) Adami's draWIngs m turn. The tradi
tIOnal media and genre distmctlons between the two bodies of work 
collapse mto a double-valued Writing: "formal writlllg, discursive writing, 
DIcto.ideo-phonogram" (Verite, 182). Adami's studies for Glas In no way 
constitute illustrations, III the first place because there IS no notebOOk. 
fish scene 1ll Glas, althOUgh the drawmg does convey the apparatus of the 
double band (the spiral binder of the chiasmatic Interlace) and the inside
out lOgIC of the "argument of the sheath." Rather, "Ich" performs its own 
operatIOn such that It "SIgns the absolute reverse or back side of a text, ItS 

other scene," maklllg VIsible or allowlllg to be seen "death, that whiCh 
[Gias] could not exhibir"itself" "Ich," therefore, functions with respect 
to Glas the way the BodleIan post card functions in La carte JJostale
together (text and "card," with "carte" bemg the anagram of ecart as 
gap, swerve, square, or quarter of a shield) they are recto and verso of a 
double scene, verbal and nonverbal, mOdeling the structuration and 
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. new Writmg: both are structured according to the 
stricturahsm of the, . f works that do what they say by expos
chiasmus of double mVagl~,atlO,~ 0 t semble or represent GIas, then, . posItion 1eh does no re 
mg then own ex _'. h'ft truncates mterrupts the exbut "dislocates dissocIates, dlS]Omts, SIS, . ' . 'de X 

' bi and shows Glas s unexposeo 81 :... , 
position in Glas, yet reasse~ _ es . 1 transcrIPtion. I call thus thIS other 
the letter of chiasmus, 18 Chl, III Its usua t verSIOn of lch or of isch 

t t 'f you like the anagramma Ie III , 
scene, pursuan 01 _ khi aSplratmg or raspmg a bit, WIth 
(the hebraIc man). Pronounce It ~Ul or, 'B t one can tryout varIOUS lan
an extra r through the throat, almost al~, u, 

guages and all the sexes (for example she) (vent~ f~~;\he mode of trans-
f the anagram or paragram IS, 1 , 

The prmciple 0 _ . m of the drawmgs. Transduction 
duction Derrida uses to mvent a SlffiulaCIU o. dam! with 

his return ill urmn 3.C u n an o. d' 
ass medIa as III Ie h,'s I' mterlacmg theIr resentahons acr , 

own me, t e' wa to betra e 
the title" ""To transpose, or to pu 1 ana 1 rates 'to Hw.. 

of the stroke III amI. when he ope __ 
function or the phase . h t " (Vente, 195). To transduct line to 
line' Jet drop the gl to treat WIt r 13 in order 

- t d t the rhythm of the tr phonex 
letter. Derrida proposes 0 a op that he used the gJ phonex In Glas. 
to wnte about AdamI In the same waY

h 
by accumulatmg words with tf 

t h's theoretIcal narratIve t us . ~ 
He- lliven S 1 " " Chi)-- "tram. tralt, [rarel, trampe, 
( 0 th key of tf based on the r In . " 

III e , f( tlOn tranSCriptIOn, traductIOn. 
tresse, trace, trmectOlre, transo arma , k with syllables or sounds for 

But, Derrida add. s, do not mIstake the wor to VOIce pamtmg mto philos~ 
trism reabsorbmg space m , 

a return to logocen, l' Wh tIS mvolved in the techlllque, - a form ofhypercraty Ism. a _ 
opheme, as m _ _ _ 1 d to the artificIal memory m wntmg, 
rather, IS hypomnesIS, glvmg the :a Iik search of vocabulary, keyed not 
setting to work the tr m a compu.er e 
for meamngs, but for the drawn letters. 

at represent does not lImtate anything, It only And. then tr does n, f' , y 

lrnprmts one differentIal traIt, theref~r~e:dosr~t:~fut~ ~~1~1~~1~.r Like 
·t j ger remarks the leXIcon. . . , 
1 no on e Decompose the tr, run vanarions any transformable conglomerat . f b ut like AdamI 

. erate SUbstitutIons or trans ers, ru 0 
on ItS atoms, op t first the double con-d ws In a first tableau, keep a 
when he ra . f the t replace It by traIts of an-t fface such and such bar 0 , 

sonan , e Ie f (almost the catastrophic reversal 
other consonant. For examp bed g p 1! Retam the 

f t) but It could be, for another voyage, , , , , '. -. 'd a 
o ill have then with the vanation m fr, dIsengage 
same Y, you w '. g the + vou will have CIted, Cant + r anclm drawm ; _ 
+ yeffect. onson darni',s crosses. The progress of the rcd crosses 
along the way, all A. the fantastic ambulance men mark-
especIally, the hospItal mSI~~Ia~~decidable neutrality m the to-mg at once war anet peace, e 
pographY of politlcal Europe. (Verite, 199) 

:1 

I 
! , 
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This passage IS the best account available ill Derrida of a drawn writing, 
takmg the letter as a line, diVIsible (agamst the prejudices of phonocen
tnsm), letting the semantIC or representational effects fall where they 
may. Glas, Derrida notes. was wntten SImilarly with the + L eflect, thus 
calling attentton to the fact that Adami's drawmgs relate to Clas (as jts 
verso) the way r relates to I-they are complementary or antithetical con
sonants, SUch that Where one IS absent the other occurs more frequently, 
becoming a dommant (RObaCk, 237), The. cross, of course, marks In the 
plus SIgn the chiasmus, designating the stricture of artiCUlation upon 
which Derrida's enbre strategy rests. 

The lesson for grammatology 1ll this essay has to do with the relation m 
the word-thing, which eXIsts at two levels-within Adami's art works them
selves and in the relation of these works to Derrida's discourse (already 
described as transduction). Adami's drawmg "The Portrait of Walter Ben
Jamin" provides an example of the former level, a drawmg that Derrida 
refers to .. because of its extreme condensation, as the "hieroglyph of a 
bIOgraphy, theory, politics, and allegory of the sUbject' " (Vente, 206). 
Adami's "hieroglyphic" techfllque (manifesting Derrida's systematic re
search mto all forms, anCIent and modern, of written pictures or drawn 
Words) conSIsts of the exploratIOn of certam details, extracting detachable 
fragments-typewnter, eyeglasses, and so forth-as metonyms (or pros
theses) of the portrayed figure, thus gIving these items the status of 
monumental fetishes. Recalling Benjamin'S own theory that photography, 
with ItS capacity to make Visible what IS hidden from the unaided eye, 
constitutes a PSychoanalysis of the VIsible WOrld, Derrida remarks: "The 
sample of the enlarged detail is dependent m any case on both a cmemat
agraphic and PSYchoanalytic techll1Que. These two powers, two teChniqUes, 
two SItuations, another of BenJamm's demonstrations, are mdissoluble. 
One and the same mutation" (Vente, 209). 

This statement by Derrida suggests (a major consideration for an ap
plied grammatology) that the best method now available for extending 
grammatology, for puttmg It to work, mcludes film (or video) theory and 
practIce as well as PSYChoanalysIs. We may observe m the film context that 
the notion of frame enlargements of photographs-the "blow-up" IS a 
homonym for the blow-up assoclated with deconstructive or disseminating 
dehiscence. The blown up detail, the "Close-up," a corollary of the reverSals 
of lnvagmation and the colossal, is a feature of the example placed "en 
abyrne, " as m this close mspection of the matchbox whose apparatus Der
rida pomts to as a model of mvagmation: "The matchbox has this In 

partIcular that it does not open, like so many other little coffers, along the 
artIculation of a hinge. Here, for once, one box opens or closes by sliding 
mto another, which IS none other than Itself. One box open at the top fits 
mto another box, the same, open at two ends, at the extremities. A 
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hermetIc closure composes the two openmgs, it composes Itself of two. 
The box decomposes itself-mto two mdependent boxes" (Vente, 259). 
The same microscopIC, magnifymg glance IS applied not only to objects
matchbox, umbrella, post card-but also to verbal matenal, In essays that 
often take as theu pomt of departure nothing more than a parergonal b,t 
from a major work (a footnote from Heidegger, a Journal entry from 
Nietzsche, a line from one of Hegel's letters). 

Havmg revIewed now the chiastic relationShIps that eXIsi within the 
picto-idea-phonographic chimera, along with Derrida's procedures for 
presentation on two bands-de-monstration for the maternal quarters of 
the field, transduction for the paternal quarters-I shall turn to an analYSIS 
of Derrida's practice of Writing in The Post Card, The use of the post card 
IS the most elaborate mstance yet of the mcorporatIOn of the pIctographic 
element in Derrida·s Writing, What remains to be clarified in the folloWing 
discussion IS the relationship of Derrida himself to the examples he chooses. 
The selectIOn of the TUngzt Coffin (compared to the box of matches wh,ch 
Genet described carrying in his pocket-an aspect of "Cartouche" which 1 

did not develop) and the "Chimere" drawmgs (explicllly addressed to Der
rida) was motivated by Derrida'"s association of them with his own texts, 
notably Gias, Rather than making any attempt to explam or comment on 
the works formally or hermeneutically, Derrida borrowed them for his 
own composition. Like the wages m mnemolllcs, the mctonal element m 
Writing is "autobiographical"-the examples choose the writer but then are 
remotivated as models of the exemplificatIOn process as such. They de
monstrate, Ill- the maternal pOSitIOn, what Derrida IS unable to say m his 
discourse, showmg "en abyme" the back side, Just how Derrida SIgns his 
models will be the subject of the next chapter. 

5 

Speculation 

1 LETTERS 

he Post Card IS a colIection ill four parts (th " 
tUre used ill Dissemination and L e same squared" struc-

·th a vente en pemture th f WI carte bemg an anagram of . - e OUr quarters, 
I " ecart and trace) th 

ana YSIS, diffenng among themselves with - ree essays on PSycho-
styl.e, and date," illcluding "s e re~ard to length, CIrcumstances, 

, " P culer-sur Freud'" "L ' vente, and "Du tout" 1 I - h " ". e lacteur de la 
, a ong WIt Envois " d ·b 

a book WhiCh I never wrote" (e h ,esc~l ed as "the preface to 
genre).2 "Envois" IS a non- or a~t~ng a ClaSSIC deflnition of the essay as a 
De °d look. then Whose "m " 

rn a says, m the three essays' "It" emory persists, 
with the post office, with posts I~ all :nor~~d have treated What has to d.o 
YSIS, less m order to attempt g, III the manner of PSychoanal_ 

c a PSychoanalys1s of th 
reler to a smgular event Freud' e postal effect than to 
technology of the coune' t Ian PSychoanalYSIS, to a history and to a 

r. a some general the f 
everythmg that by Some t 1 . ory 0 the dispatch and to 
(Carte, 7). e ecommuflIcatlOns pretends to be destined" 

Like Gias_ The Post Card has two "tracks"" I 
consIsts of the reproduct· f ' co umns," or "bands." One 

Ion a an engravmg de t· S 
taken from the frontisp!ec f n PIC mg ocrates and Plato 

e 0 rrognostlca Socrat b -, ' 
century English fortu t II' IS aSl CI, a thirteenth_ .. ne- e mg bOOk b M 
homonym1c mOIra effect linkmg D t- Y atthew Pans (s1gnaling the 
tlOn (also printed on the cover "d es lllYf and destinatIOn). The reproduc
the deslfe to make of this i-thO not orget that everything began with 

mage e cover of a b k" C 
out, so that 1t may be kept 00 - arte, 268) folds 

III VIew on the nght-hand side of the pages 
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(Genet's position m Glas. the column of images or figural mtUItion, the 
zone of the + R effect) while reading the large batch of separately dated 
"letters" said to be transcribed from a correspondence earned out on the 
backs of post cards Impnnted with this reproduction. To the four pIeces 
of the collection Derrida grafts elsewhere two more essays (although "En
vois" is In pnnciple mfinitely expandable): "Telepathie," a group of cards 
supposedly mIsplaced and later recovered, and "D'un ton apocalyptique 
adopte naguere en philosophie,." Derrida's address at the Censy-la-Sal1e 
colloquIUm devoted to his work. 3 

The text IS further divided, in that what we are gIven IS one side of a 
correspondence (the part SIgned "Derrida"), but no replies. Nor IS the 
correspondence complete (although it IS concluded, covenng a two-year 
span, dated 3 June 1977 through 30 August 1979; or through j 7 Novem
ber 1979, if you Include the blurb on the back cover, s1gned J. D., speaking 
to the potential reader with the familiar you-tu-used to address the "be
loved" In the letters). Some of the letters (cards) were burned, we are told, 
deleted according to a secret calculation, theu place m the sequence 
marked by a gap (ecart) of fifty-two spaces. All these diVISIOns functIon at 
one level to VIolate the unity, closure, or completeness that charactenzes 
the traditional BOOk. At another level, keepmg In mmd that "Envois" IS 
proffered as "a retrograde love letter, the last one of history" and that the 
ruse of the preface alludes explicitly to Rousseau's famous novel, the cuts 
transfer the castration theme of the New Heloise from the SIgnified baCk
ground (Abelard) to the foregroUnd of the SIgnifier (wntmg with a knife l. 

As a "preface" to a study of Freud and psychoanalYSIS, "EnvOlS" mImes 
the famous transferential correspondence FreUd earned on with Fliess
the self-analysis marking the "ongm" of psychoanalYSIS, of which only 
Freud's letters survive (published m expurgated form), and which ended 
with a pIcture post card of the Temple of Neptune, Paestum, mscribed, 
"Cordial greetings from the culmInating POInt of the Journey. Your Sigrn." 
The expenment also puts mto pract1ce an mterest Derrida has had for 
some tune III the letter as a philosophical genre-g1ven the undecidability 
of its statements owmg to the Informality and autobiographical component 
of the form, what status do letters wntten by philosophers have III the dis
course of knowledge? He dramatIzes the question by reVIeWIng the scholarly 
controversy regarding the authentICIty of Plato's letters. ·'Speculer-·sur 
'Freud'" IS a close reading of Beyond the Pleasure PrinCIPLe from the per
spectIve of Freud's ietters, on the order of the connectIOns noted In Glas 
between Hegel's letters concermng his family life and his philosophical 
theones. 

The feature that makes the letter exemplary of the logocentnc era (a 
synonym for "postal era") is that it IS addressed and SIgned, directed or 
destined ("Destmatazre" = addressee). We take for granted the postal 
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instItution thinking of t 
Its history 'from the runnlerss,mfPlY as a serV1ce, a technology extending m 

o anCIent tImes to the d 
olies USing alfplanes. the telex, and so forth: "And Wi:~s ::~~~~te"tml. onl~p
a great number of th' t mp les 
of senders and recel~:~::' ~~:~~~p~~, id;ntIty, t?e P~ssible identification 
techne rivets "destmation" to 'd' t-)' he entIre hIstory of the postal 
(postal networks tele h 1 en lty. The technology of identification 

explonng Our the'ones POfo~:e es:~;~~;::; ;~:~~ ~~:n ;erve .~s a mOdel"for 
an anasemlC metaphor for comm ." 0 the messenger as 
the Co UlllcatlOns between the UnconscIOUS and 

f nscIOUS. At another level, the question of the "destiny" and d t· 
mg 0 the proper name IS raIsed-to what _ es m
identity, does the name-of-the_t th . exte~t, . m the problema tics of 

a er destme one s lIfe? How does "Fre d" 
sIgn PsychoanalYSIS (emblema!' d u 
the earlier discuss10n of MOIra ~~~ al~~ !~~d~~~~ne~tell~,g book, recalling 
fortune telling IS a phenomen~n of "th 0 reu s hypotheSIS that 

Id . ought transference")?4 
enllty ill all ItS aspects (truth and bem ) . . . 

prmclple. But What becomes of this ideolo g 1S the IdeOlogy of the po~tal 
to which the rad,'cal ch gy ill the current epOChal ShIft 

ange III communicat- t hn ' 
contributIOn? Can Poe's "P j LIOns ec ology make.s a major 

. ur omed etter'" D 'd 
respect to the relatlOns amon the" ' . ,~rrl a asks-especmlly with 
epIstle-be adapted to th g. polIce, PSYChoanalYSIS, .and the 

e new medIa? The tel h 
quentlv mentIOned In "E "11' ep one conversatIOns fre-

nVOIS a ude to Freud' d . 
as a kind of "telepholllc conversation" (Ne 1 t

S 
;scnptlOn of telepathy 

Does the telephone w n ra uctary Lectures, 54). 
much as telepathy ~sa~d a~ telecommumcatlOns, threaten literature as 
epochal shift does' ent 'lreu explamed, threatened psychoanalysis? The 

al certam consequ c 
plines' "Th d f ences wr the knowledge discI-
(Carte' 114;~: °h a postal epoch IS without doubt the end of literature" 

a cert~m tec~nol~I~~e r~~~~ o:/~~ saId literature., if not all. cannot surVive 

IS secondary 10 this respect). Nor ~i~~~:mUll1CatIOns (the political regime 
letters" (Carte, 212). p phy, nor PSYChoanalysIS. Nor love 

Such predictions or prophecIes. Derrida stresses 
by the mtersection of "ends" w'th th _ . are made problematic 
ways a remamder, something ~xtra el:r~tlOn of "Closure." For there IS al
encyclo ed' f poste restante (the archive or 

a trans~en~:~alcu~~~~~;;l~ore~~~::~:O:~~i~~~hat the rtal is not finally 
deconstructive pomt of VIew th era 0 bemg. From the 
arnve (the functionalist VIew' she e~e~lce of the postal IS not that letters 
rail to arnve_ In terms of ' are y Lacan) but that they sometimes 
but a 'little fold' a relay :pacm: rather than destmy, "the post IS nothing 
(Carte 206) I . t 0 mar that there IS never anything but relays" 
, , . n 0 her words the t h 
tion of nnages by Whatever ~ ec ~~ concerns enframmg, the produc
cannot "end" " eans, W lch IS to say that the techne itself 

or arnve at Its completion," smce it 1S What allows anything 
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at all to become present or appear. Techne (is) differance (Carle, 206-7), 
The grammato!ogIst (and the academIC humamsts of the future) studies 
enframmg, not "literature." Literature does not end, but the classificatlOll 

"literature" becomes urelevant. 

AUTOGRAPHY 

"Envois" mterrogates the effect of the letter-the mteractIOn of iden
tity and knowledge-ill termS of Derrida-·s own proper name. It could be 
subtitled "Speculate-on 'Derrida:" complementing the monograph-length 
"SpeCUlate-on 'Freud.''' In fact, the mam drama, or tour de force, of this 
text is the "actIOn by contact" that finally Joms these two slgnatures
"Derrida" and "Freud"-through a sequence or senes of terms. like the 
one linking parergon to paragon, which, follOWIng the laws of electro
magnetism (as an analogy), can carry a signature effect to any distance 
through the medium oflanguage. The pretense of coding, the secret names 
and mystenous clusters of alphabellealletters ("EGEK HUM XSRSTR"), 
allude finally to the secret of Derrida"s SIgnature dissemmated in the text. 
The post card and the SIgnature (proper name) share the character of bemg 
both readable-the post card clfculates, its message exposed to anyone 
who looks, but, whether because of the excess or poverty of the message, 
it is meaningless (without Interest) to all but the reCIpient: "What J love 
about the post card is that, even m an envelope, it is made to clfculate like 
an open but unreadable letter" (Carte, 16), The lacomc (Lacame?) quality 
of the message, combmed with the histoncal clfcumstance assocmtmg the 
officIal adoption of the cards with the war of 1870 (the army needed a 
way for soldiers to commumcate with thelf families without divulgmg m
formation useful to the enemy), makes the post card an emblem of the 
nature of writing: "Writing IS unthinkable without repreSSIon. The condi
tion for writing IS that there be neither a permanent contact nor an absolute 
break between strata: the VIgilance and failure of censorship. It IS no aCCI
dent that the metaphor of censorship should come from the area of politICS 
concerned with the deletIons, blanks, and disgUlses of writmg" (Writmg, 
226). The assocIation of writing with represSlOn-writmg as a stylus with 
shaft and veils, which thrusts and parnes, which reveals and conceals, 
functiomng mevitably within the domaIn of light and "heliopolihCS"-lU 
psychoanalYSIS, legitImates grammatology's turn to mnemomcs and 
epithymlcs. For, as Freud notes in a letter to Fliess, explaInIng "deferred 
action," "To put it crudely, the current memory stmks Just as an actual 
object may stink: and Just as we turn away our sense organ (the head and 
nose) in disgust, so do the preconscIOus and our conscIOUS apprehensIOn 
turn away from the memory. This IS represswn."s This gesture, turning 
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awilaly as If/rom a disgustmg odor, IS the very motion of speculation as we w _ ' 

Everythmg that can b.e said of the post card applies also to the SIgnature. 
There IS also a censorshIp that binds the wnter to writing' "We a e 'tt ~ . ' r~M 

as we wnte, by the agency within us which always already kee s 
watch over perceptIon, be it mternal or external .. , . In order to describe 
:he structure, 1~ ~s not enough to recall that one always wntes for someone' 
and the OppOSItIOns sender-receIver, code-message etc. remain extremel . 
coarse mstruments" (W 'I 226 27)' Y "E" n mg, - , Derrida returns to this problem III 
Th nV;ls, to mvestigate the operatIOn this time with his own signature 

e rammg that Lacan Ignored in his semmar on "The Purlomed Letter ,; 
the questIon of the narrator so developed in literary critiCIsm IS now for~ 
gr~Unded not only m terms of Freud's relatIOn to speCUlal1;n m Be on; 
~: Pleasure ;:mclPle but Derridas as well: "I am III this book Plato, £rnst, 

mele, etc, (Carte, 59), I noted earlier that the subject of knowledge re-
~tes ~o h~s exam~les a~ to a fetish. The question to be mvestigated now IS 

ow ernda mscnbes hIS own name on Freud's cartouche. 
. The problematic that Derrida mtroduces here In terms of the post ca d 

(It~ message so banal, so tnvlal, as to seem unanalyzable' its existence :0 
Ubl~U1tOUS and "abject" as to render It conceptually mV1sible) he discussed 
ear ler m terms of an "umbrella"-the umbrella (the Circumflex as head 
gear)"as proper name (in the illummated scene, the proper names "Plat .: 
and Socrates" are pIa ed b 0 c a ove the heads of the respective figures "like 
an umbrella") (Carte, 18), 

My discourse though h b ' , , as een every bIt as clear as that "I h 
forgotten my umb 11 "Y ave re a, au mIght even agree that It contamed a 
certam ballast of rhetoncal, pedagogIcal, and persuaSIve qualities 
But s~ppose a2yway that It IS cryptic. What if those texts of Nie~z
sche such a~ 1 have forgotten my umbrella") and those concepts 
and ~ords (like "spur") were selected for reasons whose history and 
c~de alon~ know? What if even I fail to see the transparent reason 
o :UCh a hIstory COde? At most you could reply that one person does 
lit °th~ake a code. To which 1 could just as easily retort that the key 
o IS text IS between me and If d' I myse ,accor mg to a contract where 
,am more than Just one. But because me and myself are going to 

(
dSle ... our relation IS that of a structurally posthumous necessity 

nurs, 137) , 

In Derrida's theory _, writmg IS by definitIon "posthumous" l't "I' " 
IS alwa ,,_ _ ' Ives on 
" "Ys an untImely meditatlon." Such IS the lesson of one sense ~f 
x~st, ,~n_other "post" directs the strategy of the letter as a disgUlsed "self
~ r~ss (the essay bemg, m Montalgne's definitlOll, a love letter to oneself) 
b ernda wntes the post cards to himself (the code IS between me and myself) 

y means of "apostrophe" --"Thus I apostrophize. , . (the man of discourse 
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or of writing interrupts the continuous linkage of the seq~ence, sudden1:: 
turns toward someone, mdeed some thing, he addresses hImself to you) 
(Carte, 8). And III Derrida's homonymous style, the apostrophe IS also the 
mark used with the refleXIve verb m French and IS the mark of posses~lOn 
III English, representing thus the gap that ~oth reqUlres and makes possIble 
self.reflection, the gap of the postal relay. Apostrophizmg, Dernda mImeS 
Nietzsche's "last man," the last philosopher (in the problem~tIc ot ends), 
who declares III his soliloquy, "With you, beloved VOIce, WIth you, last 
breath of the memory of all human happmess J allow me still thIS commerce 
of a single hour ... for my heart loathes believmg that love 18 ~ead; ,It does 
not support the shudder of the most solitary of solitudes, and It oblIges me 
to speak as if I were two" (Fins, 465). In the epochal shift, that IS. VOIce 

passes away along with the postal. 
Part of the strategy of the experIment conducted III "EnvOls" may now 

be recognized. Derrida, tracking down the effects of identIty ("Even if I 
feIgn to write [on the post card or on the marvelous telemachine,~ an,d no 
matter what I say about them, I seek above all to produce effects -Carte, 
124), places himself in the position of censor III the psychic economy, t~us 
performmg III a kind of psychoepistle the metaphorIcal deSCrIptlOn of an 
UnconscIous-Conscious commumcatlOn. Part of his purpose, gIven that 
grammatology IS a boundary SCIence and a SCIence of boundanes, IS to ex-

lore the notion of the "boundary idea" "RepresSlOn does not take place 
~y the constructIon of an exceSSIvely strong antithetIc idea, but by the 
intensification of a 'boundary idea, which thereafter represents the re
pressed memory 10 the processes of thought. It may be termed a 'boundary 
'dea' because on the one hand it belongs to the consclOUS ego and on the 
1 " 
other hand forms an undistorted portIOn of the traumatIc memory 
(Orzgms. 154-55). The metaphoflcs of thIS network artrculatmg the pnmary 
and secondary processes lllcludes not only the kernel-shell model WIth :he 
messenger runmng betweeen but also the notion of trace ItSelf. WhICh 
evokes as its analOgy the entIre history of roads. Hence, many of the letters 
carefully record Derrida·s travelS, commg and gomg (da//ort) on his lecture 
tours ("I resemble a messenger of antiqUIty ... and I run to brIng them 
news which ought to remam secret"-Carte, 12), plaYlllg also on the theme 
of the "legs" (legacy) of FreUd. The censor·s function, of course~ IS not to 
prohibit commumcation but only to disgUIse It-the secret IS pubhc. 

The public aspect of the secret (the secret dramatIzed m "EnvOlS" IS 
the "identity" of the addressee) pickS up a tOPiC developed preVIOusly in 

"Signature Event Context," which poses as a limIt-case, testmg the theory 
of Iterability, a Clfcumstance that would prove that writmg IS productive 

even when cut off from all its ongins or ends: 

Imagine a writing whose code would be so idiomatiC as to be estab
lished and known, as secret CIPher, bV only two "subjects." Could 
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we maIntam that. followmg the death of the reCeIver or even of both 
partners, the mark left by one of them IS still writing? Yes, to the 
extent that, orgamzed by a code, even an unknown and non-linguistic 
one, It IS constttuted In its identity as mark by Its iterability, In the 
absence of such and such a person, and hence ultimately of every emM 

pmcally determllled "subject." This Implies that there IS no such 
thing as a code-organon of iterability, which could be structurally 
secret. ("Signature:' 180) 

The possibility, repeatedly mentlOned m "EnvOls," that one or both of 
the correspondents may die, either by SUIcide or III an accident, allUdes to 
this limit case. The narrative approach itself, the autobiography/fiction 
of the love letters, may be recogmzed as the tale required by anasemia to 
expose obliquely ~ as if by ricochet, the scene of writing. 

By positionmg h1ll1self in the place of the censor, Derrida hopes to be 
able to work both scenes of the double SCIence at once. A major short
commg of philosophy (and of the discourses of knowledge m general), 
according to Derrida, IS its failure to realize that the text must be SIgned 
tWIce. Putting then confidence 10 the copynght and the proper name, 
"each philosopher demes the idiom of his name, of his language, of his cir
cumstance, speaks by means of concepts and generalities necessarily im
proper" ("Signeponge," m Digraphe, 123). To SIgn reqUIres more than 
SImply affixIng the name to a text. Rather, one must literally Illscribe the 
SIgnature in the text (one does, 10 any case). "It will be necessary for me 
to sIgn, that I SIgn and for that that I do like another, like him (Ponge m 
this case), that IS, that I g1ve to my text an absolutely proper, sIllgular, 
idiomatic form, therefore dated, framed, bordered, truncated, cut off, 
mterrupted" (Signeponge, 119). 

ThIS second order of the SIgnature renders the relationship of the subject 
to knowledge more rather than less emgmatic. Thus, we find Derrida's 
proper name at the head of his text, at the break between the foreword 
and the "preface" (iromcally entitled "envoy," the genre of closmgs), 
like a protective umbrella: "Worn out as you are with the movement of 
the poets and the psychoanalytIc movement.. with all that they authonze 
III matters of sham, fictions, pseudonyms, homonyms, or anonyms, alleVi
ated, farnilianzed by the fact that I assume without detour the responsibil
Ity for these enVOIS, for those which remam or no longer remalll, and in 
order to gIVe you peace I SIgn them here with my proper name, Jacques 
Derrida" (Carte, 9-10). The undecidability of such statements, thoroughly 
established III "Lirllited Inc," extends to remarks in mterviews as well, 
such as the one III which Derrida declares that "What I write, one qUIckly 
sees, IS terribly autobiographica1. Incorngibly." 7 

What Derrida wishes to expose IS the truth effect of the SIgnature, of the 
"I" who appears to speak, by displacmg the opposition between pre-text 
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and text, life and art, thus problematizmg: our understanding of the way a 
text "exits [eXIst] into the real." as m this diSCUSSIOn of Lautreamont WIlD .. 
through a S1lllulacrum of prefacmg, takes up a hybrid position "that has 
aLready ceased bemg part of the preface and doesn't yet belong to the 
analytlc' part" (DissemmatlOn, 36): "DissemmatlOn questlOn: what 'is 

going on,' according to what time, what space, what structure, what be
comes of the 'event' when 'I write,' 'I place beside me an open mkstand 
and a few sheets of unspitballed paper, or '1 am gomg to wnte,' 'I have 
written': about writing, agamst writlng .... What's the story with thls 
autography of pure loss and without a SIgnature? And how IS It that this 
performance displaces such force In gomg without truth?" (Dissemznation, 
41). There IS only one way to research such a questIon-by openmg one
self to an autograph hunt for one's own SIgnature. 

D-E-R-R-I-D-A 

The Post Card IS an espeCIally valuable addition to Derrida's theory, 
smce it clarifies the deconstruction that "autobiography" is submitted to 
m autography. It contmues, that is, the poststructuralist concern for the 
place of the subject of knowledge. As noted earlier m diSCUSSIOns of Ponge 
and Genet, Derrida's autograph involves a turn, like the apostrophe, 
which transforms the proper name mto a thing, mto a rebus. But if thIS 
turn or descent carried Ponge mto the realm of the sponge and Genet mto 
the field of flowers, "Derrida" IS nothing so substantIal. "1 have, III other 
texts, devised countless games, playmg with 'my name, with the letters 
and syllables la, Der, Da. Is my name still 'proper, or my SIgnature, when, 
ill proxnnity to 'There, J. D.' (pronounced, ill FrenCh. approxImately Der. 
J. D.), m proxnnity to 'Wo? Da.' in German. to 'her. l.D.' in Dalllsh, they 
begm to function as mtegral or fragmented entitles, or as whole segments 
of common nouns or even of thmgs?" ("LimIted Inc," 167). 

Derrida mentions several times that his deCISIon to wnte "on" figures 
such as Freud and Heidegger mcludes unconscIOUS as well as theoretIcal 
motivation (the "object" of study is always also a "boundary idea," a 
"love-object"). The da m Freud's jort/da and m Heidegger's Dasem con
tam part of Derrida's name_. gIvmg those respective theones a certam 
connection, aleatory yet necessary by force of the "after effect." with 
Derrida's autobiographY ("here Freud and Heidegger, I conJoIll them III 
myself as the two great phantoms of the 'grand epoch'" (Carte. 206). 

Given that "the SIgnature of the proper name can also play the role of 
a cache (sheath or fleece) to conceal another slgnature" ("Crochets," 112), 
it IS never finally possible to decide who or what SIgns. This charactenstIc 
of the theory is itself part of Derrida's SIgnature, whicll, besides the Der 
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and Da of deSlgnation (playmg on de-slgn, m all senses), also mcludes 
another location-"Derriere: every time that word comes first, if It is 
wrItten therefore after a penod with a capItal, somethmg III me brmgs me 
to recogmze therem my father's name, III golden letters on his tomb, even 
before he was m it" (Glas, 80). But this "behind" lS also anatomlcal 
"postenor," mdicating that Derrida'·s name IS Implicated in one of th~ 
most famous "recognition" scenes of psychoanalysIs-the Wolf Man's ob~ 
seSSlOn with the housemaid, VIewed from behind, on her knees scrubbing 
(makmg proper), a fetish denved from the pnmal scene of the parents 
havmg sex a tergo. "Everything 18 always attacked from the back [de dos], 
wntten, described from behind [aerriere]. A tergo" (Glas, 97). Derrida's 
derriere SIgns here the frammg of narrative, as III his analYSIS of the nar
rator's positIOn m "The Purlomed Letter" "There are only ostnches, no 
one escapes bemg plucked, and the more one IS the master, the more one 
presents one-'s rear. This IS the case of whoever identifies with Dupin" 
("Purveyor," 76). 

Reversmg hIS mitials, as pronounced In FrenCh, reveals another baSIC 
term of Derrida·s theory within his signature- "de;d" (the always already). 
The. ~/ready and the behind rem force one -another: "I am already (dead) 
SIglllfIes that I am behind. Absolutely behind, the Behind whiCh has never 
been seen full face, the Already which nothing has preceded, which there
fore conceIved and gave birth to itself, but as cadaver or glorified body. To 
be behind, IS to be above all-separated from symmetry. I retrenCh-behind 
---I bleed at the bottom of my text" (Glas, 97). 

The derriere IS m the master trope of "EnvOls" which, Derrida states, 
h~S to do with "turnmg the back" ("tourner Le dos"-turmng tail, taking 
flIght, turmng over, as well as gzvll1g the cold shoulder, an act of scorn or 
disdam). "To turn my back on them while pretending to speak to them 
and take them as witness. This conforms to my taste and to what I can 
bear from them. To turn over the post card (what IS Socrates's back when 
he turns his back on Plato-a very amorous positIOn, don't forget-? That 
lS also the back of the post card ... ). The word 'back' laos] and all the 
families which stir behind it, begmrnng from behind [derriere]. There (da) 
IS behind, behmd the curtam or the skirts of the cradle, or behind oneself" 
(Carte, 192). 

To avoid playmg the ostnch, Derrida turns his back m another way, as 
censo~ .at the frontIer of the UnconscIOUS, lettmg the forces of disguise and 
Iterablhty work, transformmg his text mto a Rosetta stone-hieroglyph 
and vulgate at once_" "Envols" dramatIzes this tenSIOn and at the same time 
mtroduces a new attitude toward knowledge mto academIC writing: against 
the traditional model of research (the dnve to find out and declare a truth 
-put mto question by Nietzsche and Freud), Derrida proposes mstead an 
elaboration of emgmas rendenng all conclUSions problematic: truth gIVes 
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way to secrets. closure to undecidability. He proposes a writmg onented 
toward stimulation or provocation rather than mformatIon, a pedagogIcal 
writmg to raIse questions rather than a sCIentifIc discourse glvmg answers. 
"As for 'learned' letters, you know, you alone, that I have always known 
how at least to make use of knowledge to distance the cunous ... I do not 
use ordinary language, the language of knowledge. to adorn myself or to 
establish my empIre, but only to efface all the traIts, ne~tralize all the 
codes" (Carte, 88-89). "Derrida," then, has the status of the post card 
(openly hermetic) or of the umbrella (open and closed). 

Part of the lesson of autography for the academIc wnter IS not only 
that the discourse of knowledge IS motIvated by deSIre (a common pomt 
from Plato to Freud), but that we write for ourselves, to ourselves, In a 
secret code mterlacing mformation for others and surpnses for ourselves. 
Like a post card, the discourse of knowledge has two sides. If psychoanal
YSIS taught us how to read both sides of the card, grammatology aspues to 

wrzte on both sides. 
"The Derriere and the Dba protect me, render me unreadable, shelter 

me III the verso of the text. I am not accessible, readable, vIsible, except III 
a rear-VIew mirror. All the rhetoncal flowers III which I disperse my SIgna
ture, m whiCh I apostrophize and apotrope myself. read them as forms of 

esslon" (Glas 97) To write from the position of censor IS to attempt 
repr " 8" 
to think directly from the superego and the conscience ( I am your 
terrorIzing 'superego' "-Carte. 18). And what thIS ~gency cann~t accept IS 
divulgence: "What there IS of divulgence In the sh~htest publ~c~tIOn, the 
most reserved. the most neutral, I still find inadmISSIble, unJUstIfIable-and 
especIally' r-l-d-l-C-u-l-o-u-s, a pnon comIcal" (Carte, 89). The neW 
autobiography (autography) has little to do with confesslOn o.r expressIOn, 
then, as if, m any case, it were possible so easily tOo_brush aSIde the guard 
at his post: "You are the name, or the title of all that. I do not understand. 
That which I can never know [connaftre], my other SIde, eternally 111acces
sible, not unthinkable at all, but unknowable, unknowl1--and so .lovable. 
On your subject, my love, I can only postulate" (Carte, 160). ThIS name, 

or title, is "Derrida." . _ 
Reversing the usual situation 111 which the author unWIttingly reveals 

himself while attending to the presentation of mformatlOll, Derrida, as 
censor, orgamzes the information according to the dictates of the name. In 
this process, with all its safeguards, a quantIty of matenal typIcal of con
ventional autobiography IS published, but with another purpose, that of 
prosthesIs-the autobiographical information as loci, mnemOnIcally remotI
vated m the serVIce of current research. We are presented with a memory 
(but Whose?): "I was Just over four years old, easy to calculate, my parents 
were at the far end of the garden, myself alone wlth her on what we cal~ed 
the veranda. She slept m her cradle, I recan onlY the celluloid baby WhICh 
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burned m two seconds, nothing else (neither of havmg lit It myself nor of 
the least emotIon today, only my parents who came runmng" (Carte, 270). 
Such fragments no longer functIon normally, smce they belong to "Der
rida," not Derrida: "I can always say 'that IS not me'" (Carte, 255) bemg 
caught up, enframed, ill the narrative fictIon. The "auto," that IS, does not 
function at the level of such content. Yet such material is mcluded as part 
of the expenment, smce the effects of the censor are more clearly discern
ible when It IS partIally relaxed, as it IS when dreammg (Laplanche and 
Pontalis, 66). By notmg what It allows to pass, what IS excluded comes to 
a kind of negative shape. 

The superego, according to Freud, IS constructed" 'on the model not 
of its parents but of its parents' superego; the contents which fill it are the 
same and It becomes the vehiCle of tradition and of all the time-resisting 
Judgments of value which have propagated themselves III this manner from 
generatIon to generation'" (Laplanche and Pontalis, 437). Here IS the ques
tIon of "telepathy," of the ghost (the psychotic mcorporates his parent's 
trauma), relevant to the theme of tradition, with whose continuity Derrida 
proposes to mterfere. Keepmg in nund that censorship (repreSSIon) is 
directed not agalllst the mstinct as such but agalllst its SIgns or representa
tIons (and not agamst perceptIOns but memones), Derrida, performlllg as 
censor, comes upon an Image of his sIgnature, an image whose structure 
and effect IS the orgamzing expenence of "Envois," havmg as well, together 
with the post card bearlllg it, the status of model. 

When Derrida sees the post card III a display case III Oxford's Bodleian 
library, it affects him the same way he reacted upon seelllg Adami's 
"Chimere" drawmgs, the way Grusha on her knees affected the WolfMan. 
There IS an "apocalyptIc revelation" or recognition scene: "Socrates wnt
mg, writing before Plato, 1 always knew It, It remamed as a photographic 
negatIve to be developed after twenty-five centurieS-in me of course ... 
Socrates, the one writing--seated, bent over, scribe or docile copyist, Plato's 
secretary. He IS m front of Plato, no, Plato IS behind [derriere] him smaller 
(Why smaller?) but standing up. With extended finger he has the aIr of in, 
dicating, designatmg, showmg the way or of glvmg an order-of dictatmg, 
authoritative, magIstenal,lmpenous" (Carte, 14). 

The ID1portance of the scene IS that It de-monstrates, with one stroke, 
the truth of tradition: "Everything m our bildopedic culture, in our 
encyclopedic politics, in our telecommulllcatlOns of all kinds, m our tele
maticometaphyslc archive, m our library, for example the marvelous 
BodleIan, everythmg IS constructed on the protocolary charter of an axiom, 
which one could demonstrate, display on a card, a post card of course, it IS 
so SImple, elementary, bnef, stereotyped" (Carte. 25). The aXlOm IS that 
Socrates comes before Plato-the order between them IS the irreversible 
sequence of hentage. But what Derrida recoglllzes m Matthew Pans's image 
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reversmg the traditIOnal relatIonship (the derriere and designatIon [da) of 
his sIgnature), whiCh makes the scene "terronzmg" as well as apocalyptic 
(a "revelation")-catastrophic, In Short-IS that his SIgnature IS Implicated m 
the postal prinC!ple itsj:)lf. That IS, even while the postal era believes the 
proposition of an ureversible heritage (father to son, speaker and logoS), 
its practice IS Just the reverse, exactly as the post card shoV/s. The post 
card--as a means of commumcation marking the operatIon of an mstitutIOn 
of identity, and also the engraved scene-IS an image of teLeology- This 
recognition IS all the confessIOn we get III "EnvOls," but It alerts us to the 
possibility that, Just as Nietzsche, with his philosophy of affirmation, of 
saymg Yes to the Eternal Return, was working agamst the dictates of his 
proper name, which ill SlavIc IS assocIated with "nullity" and "negation" 
(yet these terms do describe the way he IS receIved-Roback, 78), so too ]S 
Derrida working agamst the "destmy" that links hini with teleology. At 
the same time. the derriere SIgns the fundamental structure of gram
matology, for the situation in which dictation "comes from behmd," 
another example of which. In the other tradition, has Jesus dictatmg to 
John the BaptIst (by the intervention of an angelic messenger), as de
scribed III "Of an ApocalyptIc Tone," is the scene of wntmg as such: "But 
by a catastrophic mverSIon here more necessary than ever, we can as well 
think this: as soon as we no longer know very well who speaks or who 
writes [commentIng on the dispatches on dispatches to which John re
sponds], the text becomes apocalyptic. And if the dispatches [envolsl 
always refer to other dispatches without decidable destmatIon, the destma
tion remaimng to come, then Isn't this completely angelic structure, that 
of the Johannine Apocaiypse, isn't It also the structure of every scene of 
writing m general?" (Fins, 471). 

F-R-E-U-D 

The Issue Derrida explores III terms of Beyond aw Pleasure PnnclPle 
summarizes everything that has concerned me thus far and states the con
ditions of an applied grammatology: 

The speculator recalls himself, but we cannot know whether thIS 
"himself" can say "I, me, myself." ." This IS Why, if we must have 
recourse here to the autobiographical, it must be 1ll an entuely 
new way ... it will force us to reconsider the whole topography of 
the autos, the self. .' Beyond the Pleasure Prznclvie IS thus not 
an exam vie of what we believe we already know under the name of 
auto-biography. It wntes the autobiographicaL and, from the fact 
that an "author" recounts something of his life 1ll it, we can no long
er conclude that the document IS without truth value, without value 
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as SCIence or as philosOPhy. A "domam" opens up In which the "inM 
sCflptIon" of a subject 1Il his text IS also the necessary condition 
for the pertmence and performance of a text, for Its "worth" be
yond what IS called emplflcal subjectIvity. (Psychoanalysls, 135) 
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To see how Derrida SIgns FreUd (to discover the autography m his chOIce 
of subjects, his own status as "particIpant observer"), we must first con
sider how FreUd SIgns psychoanalYSIS. 

In working with the destiny of names or the fortune of words we are m 
the domaIn of "SemitIc nomocentnclty'" "A characteristic difference be
tween the Greeks and the Jews lies m the fact that while the former em
phaSIzed action and process, most of then mythology reVOlVIng around 
transformatIOn, the latter were constantly mquumg mto the origm of the 
name, seeking its rationale .... While we say 'true to type,' the Jews 
would say 'Like his name, like him'" (Roback, 59). Name effects are a 
major element 10 psychoanalysIS, of course, and "Freud" itself is often CIted 
as an example of the destiny of a name (often, durmg Freud's lifetime, as a 
JOke or msult), SInce, by antonomasla, "die freude" means pleasure and is 
closely assocIated with "die Lust," after which FreUd names his chief 
pn~clple. Hence, m focusmg on Beyond the Pleasure PrInClple, Derrida is 
delIberately studymg Freud's effort to confront the destiny of his SIgnature 
(in fact, as Derrlda shows, FreUd makes every effort to defend the pleasure 
prmciple agamst all nvals, such as Jung with his archetypes). 

. There are many other examples In history of a "genIUS" followmg the 
dI~tates of the name. Roback lists a large number of examples, one being 
MI~hela~,geIO, m that Buonarotft means "he who files well, who is a good 
pohsher (Roback. 71). Considerable work has been done on "Freud" 
begmning with Freud's own observations, notmg, for example, with r~
spect to a certam mcident, its frequent confusIOn with "Freund" (friend) 
(New Introductory Lectures, 72). Robert PUJol, describing Freud's signa
tUre m hIS study of Leonardo, notes that the Sieg m Sigmund IS the 
eqUIvalent of Vincl, both meaning "conqueror" (it was Freud's childhOOd 
ambition to Imitate the "conqUlstadors"g). The "Joconde," or Mona Lisa. 
means "/reudig," or JOYous, and so forth (Fins, 189-92). Nicholas Abra~ 
ham observed, studymg the case of Little Hans, an ~ssoCiation III the 
patient's mmd of "Freud" with "Pferd"-the horse of his obseSSIOn-which 
enabled FreUd to cure the pallent (Ecorce, 442). 

Derrida's analYSIS in "SpeCUlate-on 'Freud,'" while it does much else 
besides, IS a major additIOn to this line of research and accounts at the 
same time for his own SIgnature. The Jomhng term, stncturing the entire 
counterSIgning scene, folloWing the macaronic translation princlple of the 
Rosetta stone, IS ':troid"-cold: the essay could be called "Speculate-on 
'froid.''' A certam coldness IS to FreUd what the sponge IS to Ponge. or 
the flower to Genet, or the derriere to Derrida. It IS surpnsmg that the 
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connection has not been made before, smce it accounts for Freud's sIgna
ture on "psychoanalysis" -as a term, rather than as content (pleasure, etc.). 
The Greek word for "soul" from which the "psyche" of "psychoanalysIs" 
denves is TJsuche: "To.the naturalistic Greek, psuche was but a cold breath, 
a gust of wmd, which remams after life is gone, as Its twin word psuchos 

(frost, chill) mdicates" (Roback, 142), Not Just "breath," as IS well known, 
but a cold breath informs "psyche." 

Roback adds that the ps phonex In Greek IS predomlnant In words "of 
an opprobrious nature"-(pseudO = false, psogos = shame, psotos = soot, 
and so forth, collecting semantIc families in a way slmilar to Mallarme's 
English Words)- "what f)S IS for the Greeks, the shm sound IS for the 
Jews, VIZ. one of contempt" (Roback, 142). That Derrida's "tourner Ie 

dos" is defined as a gesture of contempt, not to mentIOn that ItS English 
eqUlvalent IS "gIvmg the cold shoulder," marks uerrida's sIgnature m 
"psychoanalYSIS" and "Freud" both. The gesture of contempt IS funda
mental to "Derrida," not only because "showmg the rear" has to do with 
more than the "ostnch" posItIOn, bemg, as anthropologIsts have noted, 
nearly a ulllversai gesture of contempt, but because the phYSIOlogIcal ges
ture required to pronounce Da, as noted In the "voco-sensory" theory of 
motivation which Derrida plays with In Glas (the theory that word mean
ings are motivated by the artIculatory movements requued to make the 
sounds of speech, hence bodily writing), is to extend the tongue (Roback, 
109, 141, 172), To pronounce Da IS to stick out the tongue (in a concealed 
way), another gesture of contempt, sImilar to Roland Barthes's statement 
that "the Text is that umnhibited person who shows his behind to the 
Polittcal Father," I. 

Derrida's mterest m the "abject" level of analysIs, however, IS to dis
cover how, or if, such arbitrary matters become motIvated, accepted, how 
the contingent becomes the necessary" Thus, m his analYSIS of Beyond tIle 
Pleasure Prmcmle, which he reads as if it were a theory of speculatIOn, 
Derrida finds that the gesture controlling Freud's speculatIve procedure IS 
precIsely the gesture of coldness present m both then SIgnatures" To ap
preciate this pomt reqUires a revlCW of Derrida's argument. 

PsychoanalysIs epitomizes autography, bemg a mode of knowledge, a 
generalized truth, and an mstItutionalized SCience constructed out of an 
idiomatic memory techmQue of an individual-It 1S, Derrida says, "the 
SCIence of Freud's name." In ItS SImplified form, the question Derrida 
asks IS "how an autobiographical writing, m the abyss of an untermmated 
auto-analysIs, could gIVe Its birth to a world-wide mstitutlon." (Carte. 

325), The entry pomt mto this questIOn, drawmg on the parergonalloglc 
of the example, IS the famous anecdote 111 whiCh Freud recalls observmg 
his grandson playing a game with a bobbin on a stnng" FreUd himself 
refuses to "speCulate" on the slgnificance of the recollectIon because of its 
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"unsc1entif" t B IC na lire. ut Derrida shows that the b bb" 
fions as a "de-monstratlO " . 0 III example func
mg followed in th n, ;lthout concept, that the progress of reason
structure of th e pages a Beyond the Pleasure PrinciDle repeats the 
the bobbin in teh::ec~l~t;, refl;~tmg the throwmg away and retneval of 
CUSSlOn of the exa SCI a"lon 0 ItS a,~gume~t. Relevant to our earlier dis-

rnple en abyme, Dernda notes here that "the 8t 
~~drehPeoardtsdsetehms to place the writing of the report mto an abyss structur~r;, 

s 1S caveat: ' 

I have never wished to overuse the b 
t t a yss, nor above all the abyss :t ~~ :r:~ I have no stron~ belief in it. I distrust the confidence that 
, 0 om, mSPl~es, and I find it too representational to go far 

~:O~~h't fldo t to avozd the very thing mto whiCh it pretends to plunge 
. a Des the appearance here of a certam mIse en aby 

~:~ :t!~~~S:a:reOUnd? This appearance IS not Immediately :;;~~~" 
rtt Played a secret role III the fascmatlOn that this ' 
1 Ie story of the reel exerts Upon the reader th' 

mIght h b t ~ IS anecdote that 
YSlS, 12~;e een hought banal, paltry, fragmented. (Psychoanal-

Nonetheless, the relatIon between the example and "ts d" ( " 
problematIC of models which IS the to " I IScourse the 
QUestIOn of the essay: ' pIC of this Chapter) is the orgamzmg 

in every detail we Can see the superposition of the sUbse ue 
scnptlOn of the fort/da with the descnptlOn of the specu~at nt de~ 
~self so assiduous and so repetihve, of the grandfather III w~;~::me, 

eyona the Pleasure PnncllJte. It's not stnctly s eaki 
superposltlOn nor of pa II I" ' P ng, a matter of 

, ra e Ism, nor of analogy nor of ·d 
The necessIty that links the tw d . ' COlTICI ence. 
we shall not find it eas t 0, escnptlOns IS of a different sort: 
thing at stake for me 1: t:e gl~~. a name to It, but It IS Clearly the mam 

SI mg, mterested reading that I am re-
peatmg here. (PsyChoanalYSiS, 119) 

The anecdote of the b bb' 
distmctlOn becomes pr~bl~:~ti~~t~::oe:~etiea~~nd autobiographical (the 
sense of its settm ,,1 grap lcal not only In the usual 
image F d' g"l~ Freud s personal expenence but m the sense that It 

s reu s wntmg-1t performs the scene of "t· F 
especIally mterestmg because the movement of th :rb'bl~g.(" reud's Case is 
IS the e 0 10 the round tnp) 

:he Im:a~~ ~~:u~~:~e~:t:~~ ~~g~~! ~:~~:~:::~tI:n~~dv~~:~t :~eao~:.~~t 
utlOn (and here IS the reversal of teleology, the aftereffect of b 

as ends). FreUd plays with his thea egmnmgs 
bobbm Th ry the way the grandson plays with the 

" e grandson In effect dictates to F d 
that extends from Freud's biola l' . reu., a reversal or tautOlogy 
honal) family-as b t" g cal famIly to h,S PSychoanalytIc (institu

cy erne les suggests, the forces at work In orgamsms and 
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in orgamzations are the same. In both lllstances relatlOllships (among people 
and ideas) are governed by the fort/da movement of repulsIOn and attrac
tion (incorporation, mtroJection) that IS a feature of surVIVal, of the mstmct 
to "live on." Thus, Freud's speculatIons on the pleasure pnncIPle become 

intelligible in the context of his concern oV,~r the succesSIOn III t~~ mstit~: 
tian he hoped to build (the "cause and effect enframmg order of SCIence 
becomes fused with "cause" as mISSIon and transmISSIOn). 

The methodology used for the analysIs of the mteractIon between idiom 
and SCience, pnvate and public, partIcular and general, IS the juxtapositIOn 
of what Freud says in his theories and what he does m his writmg (the 
baSIC procedure of deconstruction). The result is a reaffirmation or a re
mmder, of the baSIC dilemma of the study of things human-"the observer.Is 
part of the observatIOn: "What happens when acts or performances ~dIS
course or writing, analysis or descnption, etc.) make ap part of the objects 
they deSignate? When they could gIve themselves as an example of that 
very thing about which they speak or write? One certamly does not gam 
thereby an autoreflexlVe transparence, on the contrary" (Carte, 417). 
Every example, every model, every theory, m other words, IS a "boundary 
idea," folded back on itself. fetish and concept, prostheSIS and thesIs at 
once. This condition of thought, lending every problem the structure of a 
Klein bottle ("The borders of the whole then are neither closed nor ope~; 
Then trait divides itself and the mterlaces no longer undo themselves., 
Derrida says of Freud's struggle to resolve the question of the life-and
death dnves in the pleasure prmclple, adding m a footnote that thIS s.truc
ture IS that of "the chiasmatic double lllvagmatlOn of borders" --417) and 
makes any resolution (any analyl1c tymg up) of a speculatIve problem 
(specular, because of the mlfronng "mzse en abyme'j Impossible. 

The kind of speculation de-monstrated in Beyond the Pleasure Pnncrple, 
then, is nondialectical, works without conclUSIOn, synthesIs. or concept, IS 
without genre. Thus, it reinforces the program of The Post Card as a whole. 
which IS to call attention to the mescapabJe metaphoflclty of philosophy 
and the human sciences. Freud entered reluctantly mto the speculative 
process, first translating an observatIOn ("whether out~ide of, or already 
within, language") into a descrmtion In language. Then thI~ trans~atlOn had 
to be translated mto the language of theory, the schemas for WhICh had to 
be borrowed from an extant SCIence m order to be receivable. The mterest 
of this enframing process for Derrida concerns the way each of the st,eps 
opens knowledge to speculatIOn, effaces the distinction between senSIble 
and mtelligible. 3lsthesis and eplsteme, thus permIttmg or ensunng entry 
of the researcher's predilectiOns mto the process. Derrida groups all the 
terms related to this speculanty-transition, transportatIon. transgreSSIOn, 
transference, and so forth-under the term "transfer" (metaphor), by 
which is meant all the networks havmg to do with "correspondences, con-
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nectlOns, switchings, of a traffic and sorting of semantics, postal railway 
without which no transferential destinatIOn would be possible" (Carte, 
409). 

Freud himself, recogmzmg the dangers of intuitIon and remaming sus
pICIOUS of philosophy, decided not to conclude. His response to the paradox 
of Unlusf, of unpleasure (disgust, the death princIple) was to leave it 
ungelost (Carte, 416), unresolved-a homophomc relation that IS Derrida's 
clue to the lesson contamed in Beyond the fleasure Prznclple and to Freud's 
sIgnature as well: "The only possible solutlOn: a cold benevolence. mdif. 
ferent (em /dihles Wohlwollen) to the results of our own efforts of th~Ught" 
(407). Derrida makes no effort to elaborate his discovery, mtroducIng it 
only as an ad;ective ("une bienveillance!roide"), 11 even as a translation of 
Freud's own descnption of his suspensIve, floating, proVISIOnal stance, pre
fernng Instead to stress Freud's new speculation as an alternative to the 
old conceptual dialectIC. FreUd models, beyond the opposition and con
tradiction of Hegelian speculation, a new prInCIple of rhythm, emblema
tIzed by the gomg and commg ("ida y vuelta," the ida suggesting that 
Derrida sIgns the fort as much as the da) of the fo/,/da bobbin on the mter. 
lacmg stnng. The froide IS only mentIOned_, becau'se Derrida employs the 
SIgnature effect not as an end m itself but as a discovery procedure, as a 
research deVIce suggesting the pomt of entry mto a tOPIC. Just as the "edge" 
or "border" (Kante) suggested that the Critique of Judgment would best 
yield to the tOpIC of parerga, so did the froide mdicate that Beyond the 
Pleasure Prznclple would open along the line of a certain coldness. It IS, 
moreover, wntten III tile key of ps, from "Envois" (which means post
scnpt) to the phonex magnified m the monogram of Plato and Socrates 
(p.S.) (just as Glas IS wntten m the key of gl). The liaison m the sUbtitle
From Socrates to Freud and Beyond-Is motIvated thus by the ps which 
signs not only Plato and Socrates but PSychoanalYSIS, Freud, froide, cold, 
mdUference, contempt, repressIOn (turmng away as if from an odor), 
Derriere, tourner Ie dos, fort/da, Da, Dernda. Such is the chainmail. the 
netWork or grid of action by contact.. the force of the SIgnature movmg 
along the telephone Wlfe whiCh stnctures the reading of Beyond the 
Pleasure Pinclple by Derrida m particular. 

POSTCARD 

As for the post card Itself, It IS another exemplary example, a model, 
like the shoe, the umbrella. the matchbox, the abject objects of the con. 
traband within the picto-ideo-phonographic Writmg, de-monstrating m 
theIr utter SImpliCIty the verso of discourse. What this card shows is 
teleology and ItS overcommg, representmg as It does all the material of 
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spacing and parerga which conceptualization exCludes or demotes to the 
status of "the didactic preface, the '-synthetic exposItion, the 'frontis
pIece,' the fac;ade one sees from the front before penetratmg further, the 
pIcture engraved on the cover of the book" (DfssemlllatlOn, 36). 

The unage encountered III the BodleIan emblematIzes teleologIcal 
"return mqUlry." Indeed, part of the mterest of "Envois" IS that It is an 
expenmental version of an analYSIS presented III Derrida's fIrst book-the 
mtroductIOn to Husserl's Ongm of Geometry. One of the pnncipal pomts 
made III this early book' concerns Husserl's notIOn of Riickfrage, trans
lated as "questiOn en retour, "or "return mqUIry," WhICh Derrida discusses 
1ll terms of the same postal metaphor used 111 The Post Card: "Like Its 
German synonym, return mqUlry (and Questwn en retour as well) is marked 
by the postal and epIstolary reference or resonance of a commUnICatIOn 
from a distance. From a received and already readable document, the 
possibility IS offered me of asking agalll, and 111 return, about the pn~ 
mordial and final intention of what has been gIven me by traditIOn. The 
latter, which is only mediacy Itself and openness to a telecommumcatI~~ 
1ll general, IS then, as Husserl says, 'open ... to contmued mqulfY 
(Geometry, 50). The tele, or postal, analogy-the metaphoncal focus of 
Derrida's analYSIS-Involves a relational ZIgzag motIon of cIrculatIon, the 
same movement remarked in Freud'sfbrt/da and Heidegger's Dasem. 

Tradition and translation, Derrida notes, are two aspects of the same 
possibility (Geometry, 72). According to the postal pnnClple, tradillon 
and translation conSIst of an idealized commumcatIon. For example, "the 
Pythagorean theorem," Husserl states, "indeed all of geometry, eXIsts only 
once, no matter how often or even m what language It may be expressed. 
It IS identically the same m the 'ongmal language of Euclid and m all 
'translations'" (72). The model of'language for Husserl IS the objective 
language of SCIence. "A poetic language, whose SIgnificatIOns would not 
be objects, will never have any transcendental value for him," Derrida 
notes (82). Husser! conceIVes SCIentific language to be (ideally) umvocal. 
"It thus keeps its ideal identity throughout all cultural develop~ent. It 
IS the condition that allows commumcatIon among generatIOns of mvestI
gators no matter how distant anet assures the exactItude of translatIOn and 

the purity of tradition" (101-2). 
For Husser!. then, "the pnmordiat sense of every mtentional act IS only 

its final sense, i.e. t.he constitutIOn of an object (in the broadest sense of 
these terms). That is why only a teleology can open up a passage, a way 
back toward the begmnmgs" (Geometry, 64). His method, the return 
mquiry, always begms with "the sense as we now know It." Thus, desPlte 
sedimentatIon (and because of it, followmg a model of research as arche
ology), one can "restore history to Its traditional diaphaneity." TraditIon, 
In this teleological vIeW, IS the "aether" of historical perceptIOn (49). Hus-
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sed's science IS one that counts on Its ability to be able to say the same, to 
repeat itself in a continuity that antiCIpates every change m "SCIence," no 
matter how radical or revolutionary. The history of such a SCIence entails 
the notion of "honzon"-"the always-already-there of a future, a kind of 
'pnmordial knowledge concermng the totality of possible histoncal expen
ence"-a umty anticIpated in every lllcompletIOn of experIence, thus making 
the a pnon and the teleologICal (the begmmng and the end) comcide (117). 

Much of Derrida·s work over the years ~as been an attempt to expose 
and overcome teleology and its twm, the dnve of the proper, as evidenced, 
for example, in his adopting from psychoanalysis the techmque of anasemiC 
reversal, which, III this context, may be recogmzed as a parodic mime of 
return mqUlry. Derrida argued agaIllst Husserl that m the transmisslOn of a 
tradition (understood as a kind of telecommurucation), "noncommunica~ 
hon and mIsunderstanding are the very horizon of cUlture and language" 
(Geometry, 82). Agamst Husserl's endeavor to reduce or rrnpoverish lan~ 
guage III the mterests of UlllVOClty, Derrida (setting his future course) 
poses the example of James Joyce, who explOIted eqUIvocity: "To repeat 
and take responsibility for all eqUIvocation Itself, utilizmg a language that 
could equalize the greatest pOSSible synchrony with the greatest potential 
for buned, accumulated, and mterwoven mtentlOns within each lingUIstic 
atom, each vocable, each word. each snnple proposition, m all wordly 
cultures and theIr most mgemous forms" (102). Followmg Joyce's ex
ample (in Finnegans Wake), translation would not SImply pass from one 
language mto another on the baSIS of a common core of sense but would 
pass through all languages at once, cultivating theIr aSSOCIative syntheses 
instead of avoiding them. 

In The Post Card Derrida explores the equivocity in tradition, as mall1-
fested m the postal metaphor. He shifts his attention, m other words, to 
the possibility that a letter mIght not be delivered (the discontinuity dis
ruptive of tradition), thus remotivating the model, studymg it from the 
side of dysfunction. "It IS necessary that I make (practically, effectIvely, 
performatively), but for you, my sweet love, a demonstration that a letter 
can always-and therefore ought-not ever arnve at its destination" (Carte, 
133). The proof is SImple at the level of the theoretrCal model-the postal 
system-reqlllnng only the designation of the dead letter office. The diVI
SIOn within the French psychoanalytic movement, split mto factions quar~ 
reling about the "correct" mterpretatIon of theIr sCIence-the subject of 
"Du Tout" (the last essay III the collection)-IS proof at the institUtional 
level. 

The possibility that a letter mIght go astray, Ignored by Husserl and 
defiled m pnnciple by teleology, IS a phenomenon to be celebrated as an 
extenSion of that detour called "life" "It IS good that this IS the case. it 
IS not a mIsfortune, it is life" (Carte, 39). Derrida renders himself unreadable 
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b of the correspondence), pre· 
(emblematized m the, secr~t and th~heur~~~l Institution labels the "dead 
clsely m order to affum hfe. W~.~t 0 p of livmg letters" (Carte, 136), It 
letter office," Dernda calls the f IVIS} n In which Derrida ongmally m
IS worth notmg that the title 0 the semmar 'F d'" was "Life 

treated m "SpeCulate-on reu vestiga~,ed the ques:o:e one hand the problematlc of biology, genetics, 
Death, mvolvmg 0 . tor of the life SCIences (readings of Jacob and 
epIstemology, and the hIS Y th ther hand a consideratIOn of 

~~~~~::~~d":~nJe~t~~:;:;edad~~g 0; ~ietzStC~~;C~;t:, ~::)~i~~c~~: 
ture of speculation concerns repro~uCt1~:e~~les\hat accompany the new 
biology (cybernetIcs and the mfor~a l~n cy of speCIeS and lllstitutions to 
commumcations technOlOgy)-~~e(li~: t~: truths of Hussed's ideal sCience) 
reproduce themselves as the sa the wa The Iffimediate questIOn for 

and ~et to evol~: :'~hc~:~~~:~~~i~S of pe:~gogy or of creatIVIty as "sem
Dernda has to d' )' ''Th Life of the Concept IS a necessIty 
mahan" (the s~mmars rn,- or IS- 'of th: seed, III makmg that disperSIOn 
that, III mCludm~ the dIsperSIOn I d 'b the same token all loss and all 
work to the profIt of the Idea, exc u es y nclUSIOn In contrast to the 
haphazard productivIty, The exclu~:n /s :: :hat spe~s (to) Itself within 
semmal differance thus repres~ed, r: :~ what goes back to the father" 
the logocentnc CIrcle IS the discou s 

(DisseminatIOn, 48), , t of the Concept would 
The applicatIOn of this HegelIan reproduc IOn te would be the 

' H l' entific classroom, its 0ppOSI 
be something lIke usser s SCI t ho scattered theu aphonstIc seeds 

apocalYPt~c Jerem~a:s of t;~::f~:e~c:, Derrida says, IS between telling 
abroad wIthout a ress, f " d" etaphors" From the pomt of 

I' b teen "proo s an m ' 
and foretellOg, e w -tlon IS an alliance of "enemy 

1 of course the 0ppOSI __ _ 
VIeW of grammato ogy, _ 't t d III the artIculation that jomts 
brothers." Derrida, rather, IS m :~s elude as the inadmIssible itself?" 
these attitudes: "What dotheytoge ertehxc hl'losophic and the poetIc COll-

' 6 ) Th me debate between e p 
(Fms, 4 2, e s~ Hin attentIOn to Kant's attack on the 
tinues today, Dernda notes m ca'd g orne to a declsIOn---I shall do no 

" "Not to take SI es or c 
"overlordly tone t ll'terary mystagogy and true ' t metaphor and concep , 
such thrng-be ween the anCIent mterdependence of hilosophy but for a start to recoglllze 
p , , , "(458 59) 
these antagofllsts or protagofllsts . h - f ' tIon theory which describes 

Derrida's pornt also has to do ::~e :O~:~:dundanCy, ~he less mforma
mformation 10 terms of novelty _ tropIC counters the tendency to 

tion. Novelty m thi~ c~n~e~~1~::;i::,~e~ractic~ of the SImulacrum, sheer 
run down,_ wear oU. u the gap of novelty, To transform 
repetition Itself generates the ~:~ °t~e~:d some onglOal or novel positIOn 
the postal pnnciple there IS no t f deconstructlOn, rather, Derrida 
outside, elsewhere, Followmg the s eps 0 
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shifts the polanty of teleology as a concept, replacmg destiny with chance 
-the luck, for example, that broUght to his attention Matthew Paris's 
fortune-telling bOOk, His strategy 1ll general IS sabotage-"leanmg on a 
well-placed lever to force a disconnectIon, derailment, a nngmg off, to 
play with the swrtching and to send elseWhere, to reroute" (Carte, 174). 
We can appreciate here Why Derrida attempted to WrIte from the POsition 
of censor, the superego, smce according to psychOanalysIS it is the censor 
that forces the detour, RepreSSIOn is preCIsely that which disturbs the logos 

of teChnOlogy, the claSSIC order of cause and effect, of ongmal and copy 
III representation, the clearly defined order of sequence III the presentation 
of evidence or of inheritance, "RepreSSIon subverts the lOgIC Implicit 10 all 
philosophy: it makes It so that a pleasure can be-by the Ego-eXperienced 
as displeasure. This topIcal differentIation IS inseparable from RepreSSIOn 
III ItS very possibility. It IS an ineluctable consequence of differance, of the 
structure of 1,2, 3, III a dlffermg from self It is not easily describable in 
the claSSIC logos of philosophy and it mvlles a new speculatIOn" (309), 

The 1ll1mediate application of this new speculation IS to overcome the 
desue of the professors to conclude, to render a question inert through 
resolutIOn, to redUce the tenSIOn of a problem Or an interpretation to the 
lllrvana state of zero pressure by designing a decided meaning, It IS Im
portant to clarify Derrida's relation to these professors. We must remember 
that this gadfly IS apostrophizmg, talking to himself, first of all. His proper 
name, for one thing, IS lllscribed on the two postmasters of the mOdern 
post age, The very drive of the proper whose effects he lllterrogates in the 
theory of the SIgnature IS the movement of two posta! concepts SIgned 
with the Da. "The movement of propnation recurs III the Da of Sem and 
the Da of Dasem. And the eXIstential analytic of Da-Sem is inseparable 
from an analYSIS of the distanclllg and the proXImity which is not so for
eIgn to that ofthefortlda" (Carte, 381). Given the mvolvement of his own 
name III the very syllable of identification, Derrida IS In a privileged pOSi
tion for the exposure of SIgnature effects. Moreover, In keeping with the 
rhythm explored m Beyond the Pleasure PrInCiple. Derrida himself sus
pends all concluslOns (does not desue to replace the conclUSions of others 
with hIS own). Thus It IS not possible, he notes, to decide Whether he IS 
for or agamst the postal pnnciple. And the enigmatic effect of his presen
tations, so ngorously Irresponsible, is more provocative than any nval 
conCIUSlOn could be, The "end" of his essay on the apocalyptic tone, for 
example, Interpolates What must be III the reader's mInd: "But What are 
we domg, you will still 'insIst, to what ends do we want to come when we 
come to tell you, here now, let's go, 'come, the apocalypse, it's finished, 
that's all, I tell you this, that's what happens, that's What comes" (Fins, 
478), We are walling, thalls, still. The effect of such suspensIOns IS precisely 
the effect of all apocalyptic revelations, always postponed to the futUre, 
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still to come, which makes this genre the revelatlOn, if not of the truth of 
truth, at least of the scene of writing as such (468). The lessoll-a text that 
performs more than It says. 

SCRIPT 

Derrida's strategy with regard to the content as well as the demonstra
tIve manner of his presentation is sImilar to a fundamental procedure of 
SCIence educatlOu-the use of a model to work through complex, macces
sible phenomena by means of SImple, concrete, accessible objects or 
images. In this case, the complexities of logocentnsm are condensed mto 
nothing more than a post card ("everything IS constructed on the proto
eolaIY charter of an aXlOrn, which one could demonstrate, display on a 
card, a post card of course, It is so SImple, elementary, bnef, stereotyped" 
-Carte, 25). The entire discourse of "Envois" is a transductIOn of the card, 
drawmg on it the way-the text of "+ R" drew on Adami's pIctures. The 
illummated scene is a mnemomc nnage ("I always knew It, it remamed as a 
phOtographic negallve") "developed" by the new chemIcal philosopheme
"This IS the darkroom of that writing force where we developed pIctures 
that'!' and 'you' will never have had anything but the negatlves of" 
(DissemmatlOn, 326), because "we" are always seen (put m the scene of 
writmg) by that which we see, explam, desIgnate, attend (to), 

There IS one Innovation that transforms Dcrrida's procedure from tra
ditional pedagogy mto grammatology--anasemIa: the direction of the meta
phOr (followmg the mSlght of the Bodleran card) IS (catastrophIcally) 
reversed, to begm with, and then displaced. Derrida acknowiedges that his 
operation could be misunderstood when he remarks that Heidegger would 
no doubt accuse him of extending the metaphor of the post card beyond 
its reach, even of building a metaphysIcS of the post card. But to prohibit 
metaphoriClty on these grounds, Derrida says, assumes that the card IS 
bemg used SImply as a figure, Image, or trope of "bemg," when Just the 
opposite IS the case; "But to accuse me, prohibit me, etc., one must be 
naively certam of knowmg what-a post card IS or what the maills. If on 
the contrary I think the postal and the post card from the side of bemg, of 
language, and not the inverse, etc., then the post is no longer a SImple 
metaphor, it IS, as locus of all transfers and of all correspondences, the 
"proper" possibility of all possible rhetonc" (Carte, 72-73), The compan
son IS directed toward the post, the postal IS dependent on bemg (under
stood grammatIcally: rather than ontologlcally --the "is" or "there IS" 
liZ y aJ, the syntactlcallialson of the copula, supplemented by the hymen 
of differance, mtroduces telecommUnIcation). In no longer treatmg the 
postal as a metaphor of the dispatch, message, or destiny ofbemg, Derrida 
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adds, one IS able to take mto account 
and science, "when the postal t t what happens in language, thought, 

S ruc ure takes a leap S, t'f lik poses Itself or posts differentl "( .' a z, 1 you e, and 
media). Y such as the ShIft from BOOk to electronic 

With thIS reversal the h I ( ) 
plored and expanded-a :~ d

iC 
e
f 

auto or analogICal thinking is itself ex-
m 0 grammatologlcal Ma - . 

tenor ("superstructure" of th OIsm, In WhICh the 
e metaphor-bemg t b 

cance of the vehicle-base) Th' - urns ack on the signifi· 
. IS operatlOll expose th I 

hon of the concept wh'Ch t s e eleological, circula-
1 pre ends thaI subl t' 

sensible mto the lfltelligible 0 a IOn works by raising the 
commulllcahons technOlogy' s ne result IS the realizatIOn that the use of 

I a concretIzatIOn of ct· 
assumptions, consequently that It is b er am metaphYSIcal 
example, Our notIon of identity) that ~e c:~~g;ng t;ese assumptlOns (for 
tIOna! activities. WritIng offers an alt rans arm our commumca
commulllcation programs the networ:rnatIve to the way current theory of 

Derrida·s expenment with the veh·· ( . 
shows how out of th - h lcle auto-) IS deconstructive ill that It 

, e nc ness of detail availabl t f .. 
entIre system of thOUght d'ff f e III he amillar model, an 

1 erent rom the acce t d 
VIsed on the basIs of excluded". ." p e system may be de
VOlS" f ' aCCIdental, or Irrelevant features "En 

, or example, suggests a VIew of the h . _ .-
chance possibility that a lette uman condItIOn based on the 
model of the post card IS elab~r~:~ ~ott~rnve (a dysfunctionalism). The 
documentary matenal alluding to 11 y e presentatIon of a quantity of 
mailing, the museUm of postal h.; aspects of the mail, the process of 
makes of the card, as he says "an :~l~r~ 1~, Geneva, and so forth. Thus he 
tlOn of documents and nat' l' t' g ry (Carte, 121); for the accumula-

ura IS Ie detalls as Ang Fl 
'
basIC deVIce of allegory' "Th b l' f -' us etCher notes, IS a 

. e e Ie that ICOns f k' 
power of the word' IS no d bl t a any illd can have the 

ou a the base of th . 
allegoncal fiction. Such fictIon builds a wh e naturalIstIc type of 
detail, which at first appear t ole world out of documentary 
WhICh on seCond VIew a e s III ended solely to lllform the reader. but 
Fletcher adds that ;p ars mtended to control the reader" (294-95) 

Grammatology, of c~ursee,I:n:~e~~e:t ~~ase all SCIences rely on allegory.' 
expose the allegoncal effect ill Ih t co~t~ol readers but preCIsely to 

eore lcal wntmg th f l' f 
encrypted m didactic PropositIOns. ' e ee mg 0 the Secret 

Derrida -s theoretical grammatolo ff f . 
Slon of how to vlsu'1· .gy 0 ers or applIcatIon not Just a ver-

a Ize a glVen philosopheme b t 
of presentation equally ad t bl u a comprehenSIve mode 
(especIally if one Includes aaSPl't

a 
e ItO pedagogIcal or popUlar media. Glas 

, s pos card Ihe "Ch '" f ) 
de-monstrated a model for verb I 1 W . _ lmere gra t stated ,and 

a -VISua ntlllg of th k d 
III mtermedia sltuations such as th e In that IS reqUIred 
COlumn text that IS conventIOnal fo~ ~:~;~~~:;- ~r teleVISIOn. The double 
verbal discourse, One for the VIS al (f 1) m scnpts-one COlumn for 

u Igura traCk-IS SImulated m Glas, 
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mimmg a "machine" (apparatus) that "can not be managed like a pen"
"the machine adapts itself to all the progress of Western technology (bel
lows, acoustIcs, electromcs)" (Glas, 250). In book form, the two tracks of 
Glas are spatially distributed, allowmg only analytIc access to the two 
scenes ("one must pass from one sIgnature to the other, It IS n~t possible 
to put a hand or tongue on both at once" (285), In mtern:edla produc
tIons, of course, the two tracks or bands play at once. Ln this context the 
pomt of Derrida's mSlstence on the separatIOn and the mdependence of 
the frame and the exarnpie (accompanymg one another without touchmg) 
may be recogmzed as a formula for the relatIOn of the audio and the video 

tracks. 
The theory of Writing posed m Glas, m short. exceeds the Book, shows 

off the limitations of the Book and of the pedagogIcal procedures modeled 
on the Book's conceptual structure. Similarly, a pnncipal feature of "En
vois," extending the "organography" (written for the or~ans) of Glas, IS 
the way It contmually paints beyond itself to an mtermedlal presentatIon. 
We are told that the Image _on the post card becomes a kind of mIme by 
means of a collage techmque-with a certam art of recompositIon the scene 
on the card "is capable of saymg everything" "It suffices to malllpulate-as 
they do themselves anyway (trickS, sleights of hand, mtngues)-to cut out. 
glue, and set gomg or parcel out, with hidden displacements and great 
troPiC agility" (Carte, 121). With the "decoupage" technrque the scene on 
the card IS modified, givmg it the status of a "modified readymade." The 
modifications include colormg the card, writmg on It. adding or subtract

mg pIeces or figures, and so forth. 
It soon becomes apparent that "Envois" IS a book m the process of be

commg a (film or video) sCrlpt-"This will be our little prIvate cmema" 
(Carte, 193)-Writmg as scnptmg. The discourse ~'efers also to a quantIty 
of other "supports" used m the correspondence--films, cassettes, drawmgs, 
photographs. Finally the deCIsion IS made to "burn" all these matenals, 
preservmg only the words and the card. But the words cont~nuany remmd 
the reader of then "legendary" status, of then functIon as title for a VIsual 
trace. "EnvOls," it is true, IS a "conceptual" script 10 that the collages, etc., 
are-Borges fashion-mentioned without being enacted. In this respect, 
appropnate to theoretical grammatology, Derrida aBies himself with those 
avant-gardists who perform theory as a kind of VIsual art, drawmg out the 
specular from the speculation. These conceptualists, from the Futunst 
movement to the present day (On Kawara IS one example), have used the 
post card as an art medium, part of a systems aesthetiC III which mailing 

the card actIvates SOCIal sculpture. 
As if reading a screenplay, then, we are given directIOns concermng the 

video portion of the broadcast. The filmed verSIOn of the narrative wo~ld 
Include, for example, animatIon sequences, using the card cutouts (thmk 
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of how thiS is done ill Monty Python's FlYing Circus), such as the one 
suggested InvolVIng the names "Plato" and "Socrates" Inscribed over the 
heads of the figures, deSIgnating "Socrates" as the one writing: "There IS a 
gag In thIS Image, silent Clllema. They have exchanged theIr umbrellas, the 
secretary took the boss's, the largest one, you noticed the capital of one, 
the small letter of the other. Followed by a feature-length illtngue" (Carte, 
18). Another source of VIsual matenal providing the Images for the video 
track would be the books of photographs documentmg the lives of Heideg
ger and FreUd which are mentioned III the text, lllcluding the descnption 
of scenes of FreUd with his daughter, or Heidegger with his fiancee to be 
modified by decoupage, of course. The drama of the theoretical na;rative 
Itself, with its vanous Journeys and settmgs m the academic world should 
also be eVOked, Including the scene of the professors Jogging in the c~metery 
a~ Yale, not to mentIOn the apocalyptIC VISit to the Bodleian library, the 
pilgnmage to Freiburg, the postal museum, and so forth. 

APEIRON 

Derrida s runnmg commentary on the post card IS a deliberately wild 
her~eneutlC. MOCking the ethnocentnc assumptions of the return mquiry, 
WhICh always begms in the known present and assumes continuity for
ward ~nd backward, Derrida mterprets the Iconography of the post card 
accordmg to modern gestural codes rather than according to medieval con
ventIOns. Based on the gestures and pOSitions of the two figures, Derrida 
speculates (parodically) that Plato may be riding a skate board or may be 
a tram conductor preparing to board, may be riding In a gondola or push
mg a wheelch31r or baby carnage (in short, that he IS enacting all transfers). 
~~he. proper names of Plato and Socrates are put in playas a monogram, 
llllkmg them m terms of the S-P or P-S combinations (phonexes) with 
~,bbrev13tlOns relevant to the theme-"postscnpt," "subject and predicate," 
pnmary and secondary processes." 

In the course of his "delinous" speculation (close m spelling to the 
unbinding of "defier") Derrida mserts the "correct" mterpretation of the 
ongmal emblem provided by a speCialist scholar. According to the expert. 
the meanmg IS quite evident, SImple: "It IS necessary to read verbally the 
mlfllature. Socrates IS in the process of writing. Plato IS next to hlffi but 
IS not dictatmg. He pomts with his index finger toward Socrates: th;re IS 
the great man. With his left mdex finger he attracts the attention of the 
spectators, which one must Imagme to the nght of the philosopher who 
wntes. He IS thus subordinated, a smaller SIze and with a more modest 
hat" (Carte, 186). No need to choose between the "delirious" and the 
"SCIentific" opmlOns, Derrida notes, SInce one IS Just a more elaborate 
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version of the other. The effect of setting the starkly conservatIve explana
tion of the expert next to the cornucopIa (the new "mImesis" as cuma, an 
economy of surplus, flowing discourse) of "Derrida's" ravmgs ("the Icon IS 

there, vaster than science, the support of all our fantasms") IS to demon
strate the dnve of the proper within the academIc book. The strategy IS 
sImilar to the' one used III "RestitutIOns" in which Derrida, countenng the 
argument between Heidegger and SchapIro over to whom the shoes III Van 
Gogh's pamtings belong, pOints out that it IS not clear even that the shoes 
are a valr, that they "belong" together, let alone that they are "detached" 
from any body. 

Ever smce his first book. Derrida has been trymg to alter the academIc 
attitude toward fact, to begm to question the "exemplanness" of fact, to 
encounter fact rather m Its wild smgularity, whiCh silently shows Bemg 
itself (as he put it in his early statement, shifting S0011 to ~ or dif
ferance) under the negativity of the apelron (Geometry, 151-52). The 
apelron is the zone of the "inVIsible column" of enframmg whose "square 
mouth" gIves to appearance the copula: 

It IS umque and innumerable like what 15 called (the) present. The 
umque-that which 15 not repeated-has no umty SInce It 15 not 
repeated. Only that which can be repeated In Its identltv can have 
unity. The umque therefore has no unity, IS not a umt. The umque 
IS thus the avezron, the unlimIted, the crOWd, the Imperiect. And 
yet the chaIn of numbers IS made up of umqueS. Try to think the 
umque In the plural, as SUCh, along with the "umque Number that 
cannot be another." You will WItness the birth of ;'millions of 
taLes" and you will understand that one and the same term can 
germmate tWIce-a germmate column-dissemmatmg Itself in over
production. "0 crossroads ... 0 marnage, marnage! [0 hymen, 
hymen]." (DissemInatIOn, 365) 

The apeiron IS the unlimikd, the Indefimte, the undecidable, outside 
the furthest sphere of ouranos (th.e furthest limIts of the umverse), as m 
Anaxlffiander's notion of "an Infinite supply of baSIC substance' so genera
tion and destructIOn do not fail.''' 12 We can appreCiate why Derrida pro
fesses his admiration for Plato'·s Philebus In The Post Card (it also supplies 
the Platonic text for "The Double SeSSIOn"), for It was the prommence of 
the apezron m Philebus th.at, we are told, assured its continued use as a meta
phYSIcal pnnciple m the subsequent Platomc tradition. The apelfOn IS 
Derrida's alternatIVe to the aether of tradition. Agamst the transcendental 
reduction's ideal of tradition as the "repetitIOn of the same," of history as a 
transparent medium and translation as univoclty, Derrida proposes to 
capitalize on the eqUlvoclty and consequent errors and accidents that send 
all dispatches on a possible detour to the dead letter office. 

All the references to telephone conversatIons and the telephone ex-
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change recorded In "EnvOlS" (even the bobbin's thread IS compared to a 
telephone line) suggest the model of tradition as subject to all the effects 
of electromc transmIssIOn (in the postal era, now reaching closure, the 
document Itself is transnutted, as opposed to an electromc transformation 
of the message mto pUlses/drives), foremost among which IS nOIse and in
terference: _ "The chronological vector of history brmgs the progreSSIVe 
disaggregatIOn of the idea," Michel Serres remarks. "This disaggregation IS 
not a forgettmg pure and SImple (how to define this forgettmg?), but SImply 
a contmual weakemng of the idea by succeSSIve commulllcation. The 
history of ideas IS this telephone play which gIves at reception mformation 
as deformed as the cham of commumcatlOn IS long." 13 

Derrida Joms Serres in advocating a "philosophy of transport," of 
SCIence as a network of continuous exchanges, borrowmgs, and transfers 
of models and methods which confounds classification and specialization 
and In which mvention IS best described, Serres says, as an ars mtervenzendi 

or even as transductIOn. 14 To make a pomt SImilar to Serres's, Derrida 
stresses the receIVed character of dispatches (of any message Whatsoever) 
with consequences that he exposes in Glas or The Post Card by means of 
his decoupage of the apocalyptic genre. "We see there: 'The Gospel and 
the Apocalypse VIOlently severed, fragmented, redistributed, with blanks, 
displacements m accents, lines skipped or shifted around, as if they reached 
US over a broken-down teletype, a wlfetap within an overloaded telephone 
exchange'" (Fins, 474). With respect to "revelations" as the genre of the 
scene of wnting, Derrida adds. "So John IS the one who already receIves 
some letters through the medium of a bearer who is an angel, a pure mes
senger. And JOhn transmlts a message already transmitted, testifies to a 
testImony that will be yet that of another testimony, that of Jesus; so 
many sendings, envols, so many VOIces, and this puts so many people on 
the telephone line" (469-70). 

In the new invention or ars mterveniendi, mterference or mistaken 
switchings IS not an obstacle but a creative tool. The example from the 
history of SCIence which would best illustrate this grammatologicaj ap
proach to traditIon as commumcation (rather than as production), as 
transdUctIOn (rather than as reduction) (Serres), would not be the "Py_ 
thagorean Theorem," used by Husser!, but the "post card" sent from 
Galileo to Kepler 111 August, 1610, mscribed with the followmg crypto
gram: "SMAISMRMILMEPOETALEUMIBUNENUGTTAURIAS.,,15 Rec
ogll1zmg It as an anagram, Kepler translated .it mto five Latin words
"sallIe umbistmeum gemmatum martw prates" (Greetings, burmng twms, 
descendants of Mars)-which he understood to mean that Galileo had obM 
served that Mars has two moons. Galileo, however., actually meant the 
message to read .. "altlsslmum vtanetam tergumnum observavi" (I have 
observed that the highest of the planets (Saturn) has two moons"). The 
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mterest of the paragrammatic mistranslation IS that the sense mtended IS 
referentially wrong (with his pnmitive telescope Galileo llnstook Saturn"s 
nngs for moons), while the mterpreted sense is referentially correct. Mars 
does have two moons, although they were not observed until 1877. The 
sense of the aleatory IS a prmcipal mterest of grammato!ogy, which seeks 
to harness this capacIty much the way other phenomena observed first In 

then natural state (fire., flight) have been artificIally reproduced by SCIence 

and technology. 
Writing no longer adheres to the "Model of the Book" "The Model 

Book, doesn't it amount to the absolute adequation of presence and repre
sentation, to the truth (homOlOslS or adequatlD) of the thing and o~ the 
thought about the thing, In the sense m which truth first emerges m dIvme 
creation before bemg reflected by fimte knowledge'~" (DissemznatiOn, 44), 
Dissemination, and grammatology, operate within a different mode m 
which knowmg and knowledge are onented not by the results as after~ 
effect, known m advance and to which presentation must conform, but to 
creativity, mnovatlOn, inventIOn, Change: "The adventurous excess of a 
writing that IS no longer directed by any knowledge does not_ abandon It
self to ImproVIsation. The accident or throw of dice that '-opens-· such a text 
does not contradict the ngorous necessity of its formal assemblage. The 
game here IS the unity of chance and rule, of the program and its leftovers 
or extras. This vlay will still be called literature or book only when It ex
hibits Its negative, atheistiC face (the ll1sufficient but mdispensable phase 
of reversal" (Disseminatzon, 54). The mark of thIS excess IS the cross
the + of the apelron, always more, the "extra nothing," "tile beyond the 
whole, beating out the rhythm of both pleasure and repetition" (Dissemzna
Ilon, 57)-or the X, apropos of Numbers: "They remam undeCIpherable 
preCIsely because it IS only m your own representatIOn that they ever took 
on the aplomb of a cryptogram hiding mside Itself the secret of some 
meanmg or reference. X: not an unknown but a chiasmus, A text that IS 
unreadable because it IS only readable. Untranslatable for the same reason" 

(DissemmatlOn, 362). 
Grammatology, then. does not so much mterpret models as Write WIth 

them. The model ill SCIence, that IS, IS yet another illcarnatIOn of hIero
glyphics. "The symbols used for eiectromcs smce the begmmng of thI,~ 
century parallel the develOpment of the pictograms of anCIent languages, 
R. L. Gregory notes. "At first the symbols were realistIc drawmgs of the 
components. Within a few years the electromc '-plctograms' became SImpler: 
the emphaSIS was placed on the functionally Important features of the 
components, while the outward shapes were lost ... each symbol is a kind 
of abstract cartoon." 16 Similar developments, relating to the use of 
"model" III a more general sense, occurred m other SCiences as wel1-
Gregory mentions the "orrery" as a phYSIcal model of selected features of 
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the solar system, although he adds: "ModelS are a kind of cartoon-language. 
Just as the pictographs of ancient languages became ideograms for express
mg complex ideas·--finally expressed by purely abstract symbOlS as pIctures 
become madequate-so such models become restnctive. They glVe way to 
mathematical theones which cannot be represented by pictures or models" 
(J 52). Tied as he 18 to a representatlOnal theory of models, Gregory fears 
that human percephon may prove an obstacle to survIVal, unable to adapt 
to "non~sensory data, and the resulting non~perceptual concepts of physIcs." 

From Derrida's point of VIew" Gregory's concerns and his VIew of the 
mevitable mathemahclzation of language are of a pIece. are corollaries of 
logocentnsm, and Ignore the alliance of the earliest pictograms with the 
most recent mathematIcal graphics III terms of spacmg. Nonetheless, 
Gregory's view of the model as a hieroglyph IS an Important clue to the 
direction to be followed by grammatalogical research. Bunn's semiotIc 
study of models echoes Gregory's analogy, considenng the model as a tool 
contemplated as hleroglyph of the world (as a synecdoche) lllstead of 
applied to its specific end (the tool-any object, m fact-becomes language, 
or better. writing, by remotIvatlOn), The model, Bunn explains, performs 
the comv1ementarzty of the philosopher and the provhet (the theme of 
Derrida's essay on the "Apocalyptic Tone"), because of the "rhythm" 
(John Dewey's term) governmg Its use-to test and explore, to record and 
prophesy at once (159). Hence, the appropnateness of an emblem of 
teleology bemg the frontispiece far a fortune-telling book. The importance 
of the connectIOn of SCIentific models to hieroglyphs IS that, as we have 
seen, hIeroglyphics IS tile mode of inscnptIOn providing the guiding thread 
for the evolutIOn of grammatology from ItS historical through its theo
retIcal to an applied phase. Gr.ammatology m ItS next phase will Write with 
models as well as model the scene of writing. 
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revh. In part I of this book I was concerned with definIng the 
model of Writing available In Derridas texts which mIght furnish a prac
tice for applied grammatology. My argument is that applied grammatglQgy 
will be charactenzed by a pieta-idea-phonographjc Writmg that puts speech 
back in its place while taking mtD account the entIre scene of writing. Now., 
In the second half of the book .. I wllI attempt to clarify the pedagogIcal 
prmciples aSSOCiated with applied gramrnatology. The question to be posed 
has to do with the pedagogIcal ratlonale for the Writing described in part I, 
a rationale more accurately termed "post(e)-pedagoglcal," in order to indi
cate that it IS both a move beyond conventional pedagogy and a pedagogy 
for an era of electromc media (with !Joste meaning m this context televlSlon 
station or set). My purpose m this chapter IS to open tile question of the 
nature of the educational presentatIOn (the manner of the transmIsSIon of 
ideas) adequate to a poststructuralist epistemology and to au some of the 
rhetorIcal and polemIcal notions relevant to a pedagogy of general writing. 

Does Derrida have a pedagogIcal theory? Edward Said suggests that per
haps he has nothing else but a pedagogy. Discussing Derrida's contribution 
to tile anthology Politiques de La philosophie. entitled "OU commence et 
comment finit un corps enseignant" (one of the Derrida's most expliCIt 
expositions of his 'ideas about education), Said acknowledges the political 
character of Derrida"s mSIstence that teachers m state-run institutions have 
a special responsibility for understanding the system by which ideas are 
mechanically passed on from teacher to student and baCk agam. But Said 

i5? 
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adds that Derrida"s deconstructlVe techmque and his undecidable counter
concepts gIVe sovereIgnty to the teacher, requmng knowledge of nothing 
outside the text, and hence are easily teachable, III contrast with Foucault's 
extrmslC histoflcal archeology, which is difficult to teach (the Implication 
being that Foucaulfs procedure IS supenor-"Textuality," 700-702). 

A different view of the question IS that of the discussants partIclpatmg 
in the semmar on teaching at the Derrida colloqumffi, Les fins de ['homme, 
who mdicated that Derrida does not have a pedagogy but that he encour
ages others to irnagme (and then enact) what a deconstructlVe teaching 
mIght be like (Fins, 653). Derridas own discussJOn of teaching, of course. 
offers the best pomt of departure for my purposes. 

Derrida particIpated In the formation of a "groupe de recherches sur 
l'enselgnement philosophique" (GREPH), which became achve In 1974' 
The group was formed In response to a proposed reform (the "Haby" re
form) of the French system which would reduce the amount of philosophy 
taught In the schools and limit philosophy as a school subject to the last 
year of secondary work. Considenng this reform to be an attacK on phi
losophy by the state, a number of philosophers (or professors of philoso
phy) called for a complete reVIeW of the place of philosophy Inside and 
outside the mstitutions oflearnmg, and of the retatIon In general of educa
tion to the state. PartIcipants in the group that formed in response to thIS 
Challenge, catalyzed by Derrida's diSCUSSIOn of the reform In several artIcles, 
attempted to "elaborate a new problematic and to propose untfIed forms 
of intervention." The image that soon arose of GREPH, according to the 
group's own account, was that of a very politICIzed movement. committed 
to the idea that there was no "natural" age (a phYSIOlogIcal "age of rea
son") preferable for and appropnate to the study of philosophy. Philos
ophy, rather, should be orgamzed progressively like most other school sub
jects, begmnmg In the pnmary grades. Then politics, that IS, was address~d 
pnncipally to the educational InstitutIOn and called into questIOn the gnd 
that divides the univerSIty into a set of diSCIplines and speCIalizatIOns. 

In theIr working paper, the group proposed a number of questions to 
direct the professors toward self-scrutInY. The guiding questIOn concerned 
the link between philosophY and teaching m general: Is there an essentIal 
mdissoc13bility between the didactIc and the philosophic (regardless of 
content area)? This question opened a number of suggested tOPlCS for 
study, coverIng every aspect of the educatIOnal enterpnse from the com
position of exam questions to the political ideology of the mstltutIOn as 
such. Among these tOPICS, the one that mforms my own project IS, "the 
study of the models of didactiC operation legible, with thelf rhetonc, then 
logie, then psychology, etc., within written discourses (from the dialogues 
of Plato, for example, the Meditations of Descartes, Spmoza's Ethic, the 
Encyclopedia or the Lessons of Hegel, etc., up to the so-called philosophic 
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works of mOdermty)" (GREPf!, 434). The wntten discourses I am exam
Ining for theIr didactic Import, of course, are Derrida's own texts. 

My purpose IS not to impose, by way of descnption or commentary, a 
set of VIews or practices onto Derrida's the ones, claumng that what I have 
to say accounts for his VIews. Rather, the relatIOn of my book to Derrida's 
texts IS SImilar to that which Foucault describes as his relation to Nietzsche: 
"For me, the people I like, I utilize. The only mark of recognition that one 
can show to a thought like that of Nietzsche IS precisely to use It, to de
form it, to make It grate, creak. Then, if the commentators say that it IS 
or is not faithful, IS of no Illterest." 2 In any case, Derrida wants no diSCIples 
and denounces them in advance. Moreover., he has recently begun to ad
dress himself directly to educatIonal quest.IOns, so there IS no need to speak 
for him (a SItuation that still leaves open, however, the question of the 
didactic operation legible III his discourse). Noting that his essay III the 
PolitlQues collection IS his first direct statement on education, Derrida 
remarks: 

After around fifteen years expenence teaching and twenty-three 
years of public employ, I am only begmnmg to lDterrogate., exhibit, 
critic'Ize systematically (. .. it IS the systematIc character that mat
ters if one does not want to content oneself with a verbal alibi, cavil
lings or scratchings whiCh do not affect the system In place ... ; it 
IS the systematIc character whiCh matters and its effectzveness, whiCh 
has never been attributable to the mitiatIve of one person, and that 
IS Why, for the first time, I aSSOCIate here my discourse with the work 
of the group engaged under the name of GREPH), I begm therefore, 
so late, to mterrogate, exhibit, critiCIze systematIcally-with an eye to
ward transformation-,-the confines of that m whiCh I have pronounced 
more than one discourse. 3 

He adds that "deconstruction has always had a beanng in pnnciple on the 
apparatus and the function of teaching m general" and that its application 
to philosophy IS Just one stage of a "systematIC traJectory" (64-65). 

In an mtervlew gIVen m the fall of 1975, Derrida explams that his hesi
tation to apply his deconstruction "publicly" to the mstitutlOn (as opposed 
to the "pnvacy" of his teaching practice) was that the only effective 
critiCIsms of the UnIversity to date had been mounted from positions he 
was In the process of deconstructing (working his way toward under
standing how to avoid the dialectIcal pitfalls of such critiques), while the 
strategies of the avant-garde traditIOn (to which he IS sympathetic) had 
proven to be entirely meffective (consIsting largely of dialectical mver
slOns). Once havmg decided to take up the ImplicatIons of deconstruction 
for an mstitutlOnal critique, Which, as he explains, applies not only to con
tent but espeCIally to the scene of teaching- to the mstitution as a political 
orgamzatIOn, ll1cluding its support structure (the apparatus of presses and 
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Journais), in short, to the power relatIons of the knowledge mctustry·
Derrida commits himself to strategIc alliances with the extant modes of 
cultural and ideologICal criticism and with certam aspects of avant-garde 
practice. The entry point of his deconstructIOn, that IS, IS the (clandestme, 
but nonetheless "Violent") mtroduction of heterogeneous forces mto the 
"teaching body" in order to deform and transform it, taking the risk that 
such forces mIght be reappropnated or be unrecelVable: "The unrecelVable 
-that which takes at a determmed moment the unformed form of the un
receivable-can, even should, at a determined moment, not be receIVed at alL 
escape the critena of receIvability, to be totally excluded, which can take 
place m broad daylight, even while the unrecelvable product clfculates from 
hand to hand" ("Crochets," 104-S)-reflectmg the open and closed struc
ture de-monstrated in Derrida's models (umbrella, post card, matchbox). 

The nature of a Derridean pedagogy, mixmg the operatIOns of tradi
tIonal and unrecelVable modes of critICism, poses certam paradoxes that 
raise problems for an applied grammatology. One way to locate the ques
tion, III order to recogmze Its conventIonal side, IS to relate It to the ancient 
argument between philosophers and sophists, dialectICians and rhetoncians, 
between philosophy and poetry, the modern form of which IS the Issue of 
the "two cultures" (as m the C.P. Snow-F. R. Leavls controversy).4 The 
debate mvolves the distinctIOn between knowmg the truth (discovered 
dialectically) and presenting this truth, once known, m a way that would 
convince or persuade others (rhetoncally). When It became apparent m the 
work of the sophists that artistic presentatIOns could persuade m the ab
sence of truth, philosophy hroke wltb 1 iter~ the consequences of 
whiCh are still with us today and whose history may be traced in the for
tunes of the two styles-the plam (scIentific) and the rhetoncal (literary). 

It is predictable that deconstruction displaces tIiJS opposition, but the 
applicatlOn of such a formula to a practIce IS not unproblematIc. The para
dox operatmg here, to put It bluntly, IS that while Derrida's texts appear 
to be among the most difficult and esotenc works of our tIme, they none
theless call for a program or practIce that can only be described as a pop
ulanzation of knowledge. To apprec13te the latter aspect of Derrida's work 
reqUIres that we keep in mind his mvolvement with GREPH and with the 
Estates General of Philosophy. One of the prinCIpal goals of the Group for 
Philosophic Teaching, that IS, is to extend the teaching of philosophy to 
earlier levels of schooling. The chief problem for such an undertakmg is to 
find ways to teach philosophy "philosophically" to young people. More 
recently, as discussed in the context of grammatology's move beyond the 
book, the same problem was posed by the Estates General of Philosophy, 
but with regard to extending philosophy to the media, partIcularly tele
VIsion. The problem in this case is to commUlllcate with the general public, 
rather than with schooi Children, but the challenge of how to present the 
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essentials of the humanities to a nonspecIalized and "untramed" public III 
a way that mvolves "real knowledge" (the claSSIC dilemma of "vulganza
tIon") rather than mere spectacle IS the same. s 

In this respect, the problem of the "preface," discussed in "Outwork," 
IS identIcal with the problem of pedagogy m general-of a commulllcation 
between a teacher (the one who IS supposed to know) and a stUdent (the 
one who thinks he is supposed to learn what the teacher knows). Ever),:'

!.hing that Derrjda says apropos Of the deconstructlon of the preface applies 
equally to the pedagogJCal discourse, with the student bejng 10 the pOSitlQll 
of the reader of a text about whiCh as yet he knows nothing. 

SUCh is the problem to which Hegel addressed himself in his famous 
prefaces, discussed by Derrida In "Outwork" '''A prelimmary attempt to 
make matters plam would only be unphilosoprucal, and conSIst of a tissue 
o~ assumptions, assertIons, and mferenhal pros and cons, l.e. of dogmatism 
WIthout cogency, as agamst whiCh there would be an equal right of counter
dogmatIsm .... But to seek to know before we know IS as absurd as the 
wise resolutIOn of ScholastIcus, not to venture into the water until he had 
learned to _SWlill'" (DissemmatlOn, 47). The preface III its traditional usage, 
epItomized by Hegel, reflects the dilemma of the dialectical attitude con
fronted with the neceSSIty of rhetonc m order to bnng ItS "inside" mto 
commUfllcatlOn with ItS "outside"-the world of ordinary language. Hegel 
"resolved" the dilemma by means of teleology, Which, drawing on all the 
Hegelian values of negativity, sublation, presupposition, ground, result, 
clfculanty, etc., as Derrida notes, determmes the preface as a postface by a 
semantic aftereffect: "Hegel IS thus at once as close and as foreIgn as pos
sible to a '-modern-- conception of the text or of writing: nothing precedes 
textual generality absolutely .... But Hegel bnngs this generalization about 
by saturating the text with meanmg, by teleogzcally equating it with its 
conceptuaL tenor, by reducmg all absolute dehiscence between writing and 
wantmg-to-say, by erasmg a certam occurrence of the break between 
anticlpatzon and recapltuLatwn" (20). 

The problem that Hegel wishes to efface is that of the relation of the 
order.of inqUlry to the order of exposition (Darstellung). Hegel, typifying 
the bias of logo centrism , Imagmes or idealizes a writmg in which "there 
would be no more discrepancy between production and exposition, only a 
presentation of the concept by Itself, m Its own words, m its own VOIce, in 
lls logos" (DissemmatlOn, 30-31 l. 

But Marx, representing an alternative that IS of interest to grammatol
ogy, takes mto aq~ount the gap between the two orders (inqUIry and 
presentation). In Marx·s prefaces, "the development is so little modeled 
upon a law of conceptual unmanence, so hard to antiCipate, that it must 
bear the VIsible marks of its reviSIOns, alterations, extenSIOns, redUctions, 
partIal antiCIpatIons. plays of footnotes, etc. The Preface to the first 
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edition of Capltal (1867) exhibits, preCisely, the work of transformatron 
to which the earlier 'presentation of the subject-matter-' has been sub
mitted, the quantitatlve and qualitative heterogene1ty of the developments, 
and the entire histoncal scene III which the book IS mscribed" (Dissemma

lIOn, 34). 
Derrida's own strategy, gOIllg beyond Marx, who still retamed the spec· 

ulative order of truth which makes presentatIon a (mere) supplement to 
mqUlry, IS to exploit the strange qualities of the SImulacrum: "While pre
tending to turn around and look backward [the gesture of teleologIcal re· 
turn mquuy], one is also m fact startmg over agam .. adding an extra text, 
complicating the scene, openmg up within the labynnth a supplementary 
digresslOn, which IS also a false mirror that pushes the labynnth's mfimty 
back forever ill mlmed-·that IS, endless-speculatlOn. It IS the textual 
restance of an operatIOn, which can be neither oppos3d nor reduced to the 
so·called 'prinCIpal' body of a book" (Dissemmatwn, 27). 

We are dealing, III short, with the lOgIC of the supplement, or ongmary 
translation. Derrida begms the displacement of dialectlcs by foregrounding 
it In a presentation that always exceeds its concept ("Dissemmation, solic~ 
iting physis as mImeSIS, places philosophy on stage and its book at stake" 
-DissemmatlOn, 53). However complicated the prinCIPle, the practIcal con· 
sequences are SImply stated·-every pedagogIcal exposition, Just like every 
reading, adds something to what It transmIts: "There IS always a surpnse 
m store for the anatomy or physiology of any cntIclsm that mIght think it 
had mastered the game, surveyed all the threads at once, deluding Itself, 
too, III wanting to look at the text without touching It, without laymg a 
hand on the 'object, without risking-which IS the only chance of entenng 
mto the game, by gettmg a few fingers caught-the additIOn of some new 
thread, Adding, here, is nothing other than glVlng to read" (63). It IS not 
surpnsmg that a pedagogy commItted to change rather than to reproduc· 
bon would seIze upon the irreducibility of the medium to the message 
(apropos of educatIon as a form of commumcatlOn) as the pmnt of depar· 
ture for its program (to be discussed further m terms of the pedagogIcal 
mlse en scene). 

The Age of Hegel. Another verSIOn of the lag between mquIry and presen
tation (the postal relay of representatIOn) which a new pedagogy must 
confront IS caused by the generally conservatIve nature of the educatIOnal 
institutIOn. Michel Serres defines the problem as the disparity between a 
recent epIstemology (which IS thoroughly interdisciplinary, based on the 
free exchange of concepts across all fields of knowledge) and an older 
pedagogy (which is highly specialized): "Exchange IS the rule, even if it is 
not total: unportation and exportatIOn whiCh mark, in my sense, the end 
of the era of specIalists. The learned commumty IS henceforth polyglot. 
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The more one goes towards pedagogy, transmissIOn, the more one goes 
towards specialty: soclO-political frame, ecologIcal space; the more one 
goes towards InVentIOn, the more one encounters exchange and transla. 
lion" (L'inlerjerence, 27). 

The implication of Serres's epistemology is the collapse of the disparity 
now separating mquiry and presentation (as transm1ssIOn), not in the sense 
of the Hegelian sublation of presentatIOn, but as a transm1ssion that is It. 
self Invention, m uu bem nothin other than a repetitIOn of the dis. 
sourse of (gtRer) seHn:lG~H; ~ supplementary repetitIOn: or e scholar 
~ mobjJity hecomes the secret of discoverx. If the progress of 
SCIences 1S multiplicative, of complication and application (in the sense of 
putting mto correspondence), the ars mvemendi loses its mystery-and 
genius its aura of sacralization-to become ars interveniendi: multiplica. 
tion of interferences, and the establishment of short·clrcuits. To invent is 
!!.£t to produce but to translate" (L'interference, 65). As noted prevIOusly 
~ the discusslOn of the apeiron Derrida shares Serres's eplstemology at 
~ast as a strategy appropnate t9 tJ.;.],e decoustmctjou of the pOS~ (th;?
strategy of sWltchings and m1sdirected letters-correspondence-m The 
Posl Card). 

Part of Derrida's program IS relevant to Serres's assessment of the lag 
between pedagogy and mvention: "But what mterests me the most" 
Derrida remarks, "is to try to lim1t a certaIn delay: for example betwe~n 
the work on and agamst the mstitutlon and .. on the other hand, that which 
I perceIve as the most advanced place of deconstruction of a philosophic 
or theoretic type" ("CroChets," 113). It IS necessary, he argues, to bring 
educational practIce mto line with contemporary epistemology-to help 
pedagogy negotiate the same paradigm shift that altered the arts and 
sciences at the begmnmg of our century, leavIllg pedagogy behind in the 
age of Hegel. 

Derrida's analysls of the place of pedagogy III Western thought is a 
corollary of his analYSIS of writing III generaL Everything that he says 
about the bias against writing III logocentnsm applies as well to pedagogy, 
understood as a representatIOn and commUlllcation that models Itself after 
the BOOk. Teaching In the age of Hegel or the post~age, thus, has a retro. 
spective, rather than a prospective, functIOn, Derrida states, and operates 
b~ a semIOtlc lOgIC: "Teaching delivers SIgns, the teaching body produces 
(ShOWS and puts forth) proofs [enselgnesj, more preCisely signifiers sup
posing knowledge of a prevIOUS SIgnified. E,eferred to this knowledge, the 
~gnifier IS structunllly secon,1: Every ulllversity puts language III this p08J~ 
lion of delay or denvation In relatiOn to meanmg or truth" (PolitlQUeS, 76). 
The assumption guiding a semIotic pedagogy IS that "the professor is the 
faithful transmItter of a tradition and not the worker of a philosophy In 

the process of formatlOn" (76), with the latter notion-the classroom as a 
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place 0/ lnVentlOn rather than of reproductlOll-bemg the attitude of 

grammato!ogy. 
To continue the assocIation of Derrida's discuSSIOn of pedagogy with 

his deconstruction of writing, it IS worth noting that lIe charactenzes 
teaching III the age of Hegel as "dictatIOn" (Politlques, 82), which IS to say 
that his analysIs of the scene on the Bodleian post card, demctmg Plato 
"dictating" to Socrates (in "Derrida's" wild reading), IS rel~vant to the 
scene of teaching. Indeed, Derrida finds Hegel's teleology (the r~tu~n l~
quiry of the postal relay) and his speculatIve dialectiC at work wlthm hIS 
educational thinking. Specifically, the pomt of departure for the essay that 
Derrida contributed to the GREPH volume, entitled "The Age of Hegel" 
(playmg on the homophone linking "age" as "epoch" to "c~ronOWgical 
age"), IS a letter m which Hegel, at the age of fifty-two, descnbes hImself 
at the age of eleven learmng philosOphY at school. The anecdote of the 
philosopher describing himself, with hindsight, m a penod before he wa,s a 
philosopher (already Hegel, but not yet "Hegel"), represents for Dernda 
the structure of teleology. "One will have understood nothmg of the age 
(for example of Hegel) if one does not think first the conceptual, dialecllcal, 

.,+ speculatIve structure of thIS <!j,id-pas-encore [already-nat-yet] (GREPH, 74). 
One of the fundamental issues here concerns the status of such recollec

tions (like Freud's recollection of his grandson playmg wIth the bobbin ,on 
a stnng), In the anecdote Hegel is usmg himself as an example m makmg 
an argument for teaching philosophy m the lycee-the aLready IS the Image 
of himselfin the past (the past self fulfrlling Its destmy, linked contmuously 
with the present); the not-yet IS that what he IS domg, at age el~ven IS 
memonzmg definitrons, not yet speculatmg (domg phIlosophY hke the 
author of the letter), This already-nat-yet structure IS the model of the 
world's oldest pedagogy, Derrida adds: "revelation, unveiling, truth dis
covered of the already-there 1ll the mode of the not-yet. socratlc-platomc 
anamneSIS sometimes revived by a philosophY of psychoanalysIs" (GREPH, 
78). The scene 1ll the letter stages the questIOn oft~e two rnemones, also
Hegel remembenng with satisfactIon his prephllosophiC exerCIses of 
hypomnemlc memorizatIOn, Translated mto pedagogy, tlowever, Heg,el's 
lesson IS that philosophy can and should be taught as early as pOSSIble 
(Hegel IS everyone-an attrtude that GREPH Itself find:,attracllve), .but I,t, 
can only be taught unphilosophlcally: not ready for the speculatIve Idea, 
pupils were to be taught prescrzpllvely (an attItude that GREPH opposes). 
Part of Derrida's pomt is to remmd hIS colleagues of the history of the 
question that concerns them most-the age at which a person might begm 
to study philosOphy philosophically-gIven that the concept of age Itself 
anses III the "age of the concept" (the age of Hegel). SimplY to extend 
traditional philosophy to a wider audience IS not the solution to the erOSIon 
of the humanities III a media age, Rather, new ways of "domg" philosophy 
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must be explored: "If philosophy has m effect an 'meplaceable functlOn,' 
IS It because nothing can replace it m case of its decease? I believe rather 
that It replaces itself always: that will be rather the form of its irreplace
ability, That IS why the struggle IS never SImply for or agamst tile philosoM 
phy, the life or death, the presence or absence, m teaching, of philosophy, 
but between forces and theIr philosophical solicitations, within and 
outside the scholarly mstItutlOn" (458), 

To make this pomt, Derrida uses a stUdy by Call1vez on "the condition 
of the professor of philosophy up to the' end of the nmeteenth century" 
(PolitiQues, 75). The Interest of this strategy IS that it provides a sense of 
what the general assumptions were about teaching In "the age of Hegel," 
draWing not Just on Hegel's VIews but on the reception of his theories In 
the profeSSIOn m general. In order to provide a glimpse of the Hegelian 
pedagogy, I would like to reproduce a version of this strategy by citing a 
work, published at the end of the last century, that gIves a sympathetic 
survey of Hegelian education, One lesson of such a review IS that Hegel's 
pedagogy has survIVed, continues to live on, just as has his dialectic, 

Regarding the questlOn of the "age" proper for learnmg philosophy, the 
state system agamst which GREPH is protesting has determined that the 
mdividual will encounter philosophy m the penod Hegel labels "Youth" 
(the other penods bemg "Child') and "Man," with "Old Age" set aside 
as of no mterest to educators), Derrida and his colleagues assume that the 
state fears philosophy because it motIVates the individual to want to 
change the established system. But for Hegel, It IS not philosophy but 
SImply one's youth that prompts rebellion against the state: 

The peace m which the child lives with the world is broken by the 
youth. And preCIsely on account of this perSIstent appeal to the 
Ideal the youth bears the appearance of havmg a more exalted aIm 
and a greater generOSIty of soul than has the man engrossed in 
mere tranSItory mterests, On the other hand it IS for the youth to 
discover that It IS preCIsely the man of affaIrs who m freeing him-
self from his own subjectIve or merely individual fanCIes and viSIOns 
of far-off unattainable "IdealS" has merged himself in the concrete 
Reason of the actual world and has come to put forth his energIes for 
that world, 

To this self-same end, mdeed, the youth himself must come at 
last. , . , And it IS preCIselY m the carrymg out of this, his zmmediate 
aIm, that the youth becomes a man, and discovers at last the futility 
of his projects for,,:-evolutionlzmg the world. 6 

The teacher's task IS to help the student face the cnsis, even tragedy, of 
the descent from his Ideal into what seems an "inferno of Philistilllsm" by 
helpmg him recoglllze this descent as "nothing else than the necessity of 
Reason." 
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Another way to describe this process by which the rebellious student 18 
assImilated into the quotidian of the commumty IS as the Aujhebung of 
the mdividual into the specIes. "'With the school' begllls the life of umversal 
regulatlOll, according to a rule applicable to all alike. For the mdividual 
spuit or mmd must be brought to the puttmg away of its own peculiaritieS, 
must be brought to the kllowmg and willing of what IS UlllVersa!, must be 
brought to the acceptance of that general culture which. IS lmmed iately at 

hand'" (Bryant, 38). 
The teacher;s role III the Hegelian system IS that of model and authority, 

a concrete embodiment of the ideal self with whiCh the student must iden
tify (from Socrates to Freud and beyond, transference is an important 
element m the pedagogIc effect). "In the theoretical aspect of the child's 
education the teacher IS an authonty whom he must follow, and that III 
the ethical aspect of his educatIOn the teacher IS a mudel whom the child 
must nmtate" (Bryant, 68). As for the pupil, "all his power assumes the 
form of intent attention. And this IS as much to say that for the time bemg 
he merges all his mterest ill the indicatIons gIven hIm of what IS gOIng on 111 
the mind of the teacher. Without bemg aware of it. he becomes an mtent 
psychological observer. And the direct aIm whiCh actuates him In this IS to_ 
develop Ifi his own mmd what he discovers as takmg place 10 the mmd of 
the teacher. ... But thIS, clearly, IS nothing else than lnlltatlOn" (94). 

Several other POInts of thIS Hegelian pedagogy are worth notIng In 
order to clarify the position that GREPH opposes. The means of instr.!!!.> 
tion in a Hegelian system is (exclUSIvely) language: '',b.n 1mage as Sllch Cau. 
~preseut only a particular and isolated fact or object; on the other hj!ll.~j, 
r&.1atious totalities illllltlplkities, eXIst In truth only for the th~l!~t: 
as ect of conSCIOusness, while thou h 0 erl s eakin can unfo to 
concrete realization only in and through language" (Bryant, 111). "It IS 
precIsely tor thIS reason that language constItutes not only the earliest 
subject-matter, but also at every stage, the predommatIng medium of 
education .... All other appliances find then highest values In thIS: that 
the knowledge of them IS raIsed to Its highest term through descnption of 
them In words, through command of them rendered exact by explanatlOn 
of the relatIOn of part to part m wordS" (115). Accompanymg this pnvileg
Ing of verbal discourse (as opposed to Derrida:'s mterest In a plcto-ideo
phonographic Writing) IS the VIew that "properly speaking, the human 
VOice gives utterance to what IS innermost In the mdividual conSCIOusness. 
What the mdividual is, he infuses mto hIS VOIce" (117). 

Finally, for the Hegelian, the most umversal and noblest of all the means 
of cultivating the mmd is "the thoroughgomg study of grammatIcal forms" 
(Bryant, 136). The ultimate goal of this program IS to develop the mmd to 
maturity, understood as the subordinatIOn of sensation and perceptlOll to 
thought, resulting III a capaCIty for true observatlon. These powers of ob-
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servaliOn are meant to be put to work m SCIence (l 04-5). The goal of ed
ucation for SCIence shows the extent to whiCh the Hegelian system fused 
with the ideal of a pOSitiVIst educatIOn. Auguste Comte also offered a ver
SIOn of the "Ages of Man"-theologlcal (fiction), metaphYSIcal (abstract), 
and SCIentific (positive)-and, like Hegel (and a ceftam FreUd, as Derrida 
says), promoted the ideal of the "Age of the Adult"-the practical grown
up who IS rational and reconciled to the real-as the proper end of educa
tion. In the traditIon of Bacon, and the Encyclopedists before him and the 
logICal positivists after him, Comte sought a unification of knowledge 
through SClence_ which would result from developmg a unified (purified) 
language. 

Even if recent history (the aftermath of the student protest of the six
tIes) seems to testify to the accuracy of the Hegelian model. we are none
theless, and for reasons generated by the entire spectrum of knowledge, 
approaching the end of the positiVISt era and the closure of its ideal of a 
SCIentific educatIon (part of the task of grammatology IS to aSSIst and hasten 
this closure), and with It perhaps will come the closure of all thinking in 
terms of ends, of teleology. Michel Foucault is one of the educators begm
mng to thmk this closure. Trymg to "VIsualize the manner m which this 
truth within which we are caught, but which we constantly renew, was 
selected, but at the same time, was repeated, extended and displaced/' 
Foucault lays out an outline of the "ages" of education: 

I will take first of all the age of the Sophists and its beginnmg with 
Socrates, or at least with Platomc philosophy, and I shall'try to 
see how effective, ntual discourse, Charged with power and peril, 
gradually arranged itself into a diSjunction between true and false 
discourse. I shall next taJ;:e the turn of the sIxteenth and seven-
teenth centunes and. the age whiCh. above all in England, saw the 
emergence of an observatIOnal, affirmative SCIence, a certam nat-
ural philOSOPhy inseparable, too, from religIOUS idealogy-for this 
certamly constituted a new form of the will to knOWledge. In the 
third place, I shall turn to the begmmng of the mneteenth century 
and the great founding acts of modern SCience, as well as the for
mation of industrial SOCIety and. the accompanymg POSitiVIst ideology. 
Three slices out of the morphOlogy of our will to knowledge; three 
stagmg posts III our philishmsm. '7 

Foucault notes that he is able to undertake this analYSIS precisely be
cause we have moved, are m the process of movmg, to a new will to knowl
edge, which m turn."entails a new educatIOnal mode1. The task of applied 
grammatology IS to illvestigate the question of this new modeL The ideal 
of an educated person held by a gIven era, as Derrida pomts out, is always 
predicated on the basis of a theory of truth. "Through all these specific 
determmations," Derrida states, alluding to the same history of education 
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Foucault outlines, "one finds the same schema, the same concept of truth, 
of truth of the truth linked to the same pedagog1cal structure" (GREPf!, 
78), that structure bemg the SocratIC-Platomc dialogue (the S-P pho~ex 
analyzed ill The Post Card). Is It possible to Imagme an educatlOll III WhlCh 

this dialogue and its valorIzatIon of "livmg memory" would not be the 
ideal? What m1ght be the ideal of an educated person proposed by a post
structuralism that puts III Quest jon the very nohon of truth, in which the 
claIms of truth to objectivity and neutrality are exposed as effects of an 
apparatus of power? It would be a mistake to try to answer this quest~on 
prematurely. Nor is my mtroductJOll to applied grammatology anythmg 
more than a gathering of some of the elements that may contribute to the 
phrasmg of this questlon. But what has been CIted .as the Hegelian model 
of education gIVes an idea of what the new model will not be. 

Against Reproduction. The shift m the paradigm of education WhICh I am 
mvestigating may be summanzed as a shift away from the exclusIve dom
mation of mmd (intellect as verbal discourse-the focus of "intent atten
tion" in Hegelian mstruction) to a mode that includes the body (desne and 
the will to knowJedge), a shift with Important ImplicatIOns for mstructIOnal 
method. Derrida's deconstruction of Western metaphyslcS, applied to the 
classroom, begms with an attack on the predommance of the VOice and"the 
word m the Hegelian model m order to put speech back m ItS place. All 
teaching m Its traditional form, and perhaps all teachmg whatever," Derrida 
says, refernng to the concept of translation apropos ot teachmg method, 
"has as its ideal. with exhaustive transJatability, the effacement of language. 
The deconstruction of a pedagogical mstitutIOn and all that It implies. 
What this mstitution cannot bear, IS for anyone to tamper with language 
... It can bear more rea Y e most apparently-revo u IOnary ideolog1cal 
sorts of 'content,' if only that content does not touch the borders of lan
guage and of all the Juridico-politicai contracts that it guarantees. It IS this 
'intolerable-- something that concerns me" (Deconstructwn, 93-95). 

The direction that the pedagogIcal transformatIon mIght take IS already 
apparent in this CItatIon, remlmscent as it deliberately IS of the way Mal
Jarme and the modermst poets (whom Derrida CItes as the mitIators of 
theorellcal grammatology) tampered with (touched) language. Bnefly put. 
the emergence of a postmodermzed education (the entry of education mto 
the contemporary paradigm) can be facilitated by a retracmg of the paths 
(facilitations) already breached by the expenmental arts of this century. 
Keepmg in mmd the idea that a grammatological pedagogy IS _deSIgned to 
close the gap between current theory and an outmoded practIce, the new 
educatiou wj11 find 1P the arts a m<IJQI reserve or reSOllfce for techmquy. 
The logical place to look for an example of a practJCe already adequate 
to Derrida's theory (which, after all, IS not "futunstlc" but IS an effort, 
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educatlOnally speakmg, to catch up) 1S the expenmental arts (which 15 why 
my bOOk lflcludes a discussIOn of Joseph Beuys). 

To apprecIate the deconstrucilve strategy adopted by Derrida-lts 
practIcal value m the context of educatIon-it IS helpful to reVIeW a current 
assessment of the educational institution withln which grammatology 
must operate. The essential pomt of modern social analyses of education IS 
that educatIOn IS a deVice of power and control whose chief purpose IS to 
reproduce the dormnant values of socIe,~y and to legitimIze the authority 
of the state (finally, of the class structu,,;). The difference between current 
assessments and mneteenth-century VIews like those summanzed above IS 
that the assocIatIon of educatIOn with state power and its advocacy of the 
ideals of ulllversalism and nationalism are now perceIved as problems rather 
than as objectIves. In this vem, for example, Foucault discusses the rela
tIonship between diSCipline and punishment m terms of a correspondence 
between the functions of the educatIOnal and the penal systems. 8 

One of the most conCIse analyses of educatIOn as an mstrument of class 
power (the kind of strategy with which Derrida 15 willing to temporarily 
ally hhnself) IS ReproductIOn In EducatIOn, SOCiety, and Culture, by Pierre 
Bourdieu and J ean-Claude Passeron. Derrida has stated several times that 
his deconstructIon must be Undertaken from within the lllstitutIOn, and a 
reading of Bourdieu and Passeron, shOWIng the extent to which the uni
verSIty depends on and reproduces the forces of state power, shows why 
thIS approach IS necessary. The error of the avant-garde, Derrida says, IS to 
ImagIne that the system has an "outside." Given the umversality of the 
model of Umversztas, which puts every umversity by definition mto a com
promIsing negotIatlOn with powers of a partIcular state, Whether the state 
is Nazi or SOCIalist, etc., Derrida decides that "to want to make way lm
mediately for the other of Unzversztas, that can Just as easily ally with 
determinable forces ready to take control of the State and the Umversity. 
Hence the necessIty, for a deconstruction, to not abandon the terram of 
the Umversity at the moment when It apprehends itself in its most power
ful foundatIOns. Hence the necessity to not abandon the terrain to empIr
ICIsm and therefore to no matter what forces. Hence the political necessity 
of our alliances" (GREPH, 106). 

Bourdieu and Passeron~s reading of the SItuation makes expliCIt the SItU
ation to which Derrida refers. According to them, Qedagog&action is by 
definitIon authontatlve; It IS m ItS ver nature a kind of symbolic violence. 
There 11 nonre reSSlVe e ucational theones from Rousseau throu h 
FreUd (to Relch ana Marcuse) are inaUy utopIan and are VIOlent in then; 
very illUSIOn of being nonVIOlent. The t all such uto Ian 
peda ogles eventu y se - es ruct (beIng self-contradictory) would seem 
to e ve 'f . 0 the nonrepressive expenments m man 
umversihes JU the wake of the student protest mpJleme:R.t. It IS reasonable, 
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then, that GREPH should proceed more cautiously, selectmg as one of the 
central problems for educational reform the study of the "pedagogIcal 
effect," especIally considering that Bourdieu and Passeron contend that this 
effect depends on and requIres authority and legitimacy III order to functIOn 

at alL Harold Bloom's discUSSlOn of the scene of instruction, III which the 
Oedipal forces of rivalry with the father and the Freudian defense mechan
Isms at work 1ll the family romance III general, are to be found .. IS relevant 
to this research as well. 9 Derrida's attempt to write With the censonng 
mechamsm of the superego (in The Post Card) should be understood m 
this same context. 

The task Bourdieu and Passeron undertake 1S "to establish what an 
Institution must be m order to be capable of producmg the lllstltutlOnal 
conditions for the production of a habitus at the same time as misrecoglll
hon of those conditions." 10 Indeed, the system wor.:<s because of a fi1S
recognition on the teacher's part of the source of the authority Involved. 
The professor works within ?R ideology of academic freedom-·an illuslOn 
~f autonomy (the mside/outside structure}-which IS strongest when the 
teaCher IS paid by the state. In this VIew, the notion of a critlcal u111versity 
staffed by state employees is simply utopIan. Its deceptlOn IS cruelest when 
the teacher pretends to set aside authonty (as 111 the expenments of the 
SIXties), because the authonty that generates the pedago~ffect denves 
not from the educational system jtself nor from the knowledge professed 
or possessed by the teacher as expert, but IS delegated by the state, 
- One of the consequences of this pomt which I wish to pursue concerns 
Bourdieu and Passeron's analYSIS of pedagogy as commufllcatlOn-·the real 
focus of my topiC. The key Issue has to do with the status and function of 
language In the educational situatlon. The receIvability of the pedagogIc 
message depends upon a homogeneity m the pupil's envlfonment uniting 
the home and the SOCIal envlfonment with that of the school (which IS 
why Derrida suggests the mtroduchon of unrecelVable and otherWIse 
heterogeneous matenals mto the school text). The general pomt Bourdieu 
stresses IS that there is a direct correlation between SOCIal ongm and aca
demIC performance, a class function of the educatIOnal system which the 
ideology of legitlmacy disgUIses. What mterests me m this analYSIS IS the 
identification of the pnvilegmg of a literate and verbalizmg relationship to 
language m the schools as a feature of bourgeOIs hegemony- "the structural 
affinity between teaching m the humanities and bourgeOls pnmary peda
gogic action [referring to the home and socml enVIronment}" (Reproduc
tIOn, 50); m short, the problem of the CUlturally disadvantaged child. 

On the way toward articulatmg the poststructuralist model of an edu
cated person, it is worth noting Bourdieu and Passeron·s assessment of the 
kind of person who thnves in the current system: "Thus, all ulllversity 
norms, those which preside over the selection of students or the Co-optIOn 
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of colleagues as well as those which govern the production of lectures, 
theses and even purportedly SCIentific works, always tend to favor the SUC
cess, at least within the instItution, of a model type of man and work, de
fined by a double negation, I.e. brilliance without ongmality and heavmess 
without SCIentific welght, or, if you will, the pedantry of lightness and the 
coquetry of eruditIOn" (ReproauctlOn, 202). 

Any attempt to tamper with this model must consider that it IS the 
nature of diSCIplinary and speCialist orgamzation to be homogeneous-to 
exclude any practice that does not reproduce the legitimacy of the system. 
For this reason, Bourdieu and Passeron say, teaching comes to resemble a 
pnestcraft ntualizmg an ongmal prophecy. The teacher IS mdoctnnated to 

ieve he can only re eat a message rather than produce one himself. 
And, as Derrida remarks in his mtroduction to Warburton;s s u y of 
EgyptIan hieroglyphics (Warburton bemg one of the initiators of historical 
grammatology), "The political question of literati, of intellectuals m the 
ideologIcal apparatus, of the places and stockages of writing, of caste
phenomena, or 'pnests' and the hoarding of codes, of archival matters ... 
all this Should concern us." 11 Indeed, the conditIOn of the academIC essay 
today resembles the status of Egyptian hieroglyphics m Warburton's time 
-ongmally mtended (in theIr anCIent context) for public commulllcation, 
even for popular (politico-religious) messages, they became mdecipherable, 
esotelJc, unrecelvable, and hence occult as the ability to read them was 
lost. Warburton's mSIght (prepanng the way for the final deCIpherment by 
Charnpollion)-that the hieroglyphs were meant to be read by the public
reflects Derrida·s VIew that any code IS iterable. That the key to a gIven 
code was lost or hidden IS not m itself the problem. SInce this possibility 
Co~stitutes the structure of writing. The catastrophe IS the second veiling, 
WhICh covered over the first, whiCh made the effect of concealment Invis
ible, allOWing people to forget the ongmal encrypting and accept the power 
of the pnests and scribes as natural: "Naturally destmed to serve the com
mumcation of laws and the order of the city transparently, a writmg be
comes the mstrument of a1' abUSIve power, of a caste of 'intellectuals' that 
IS thus ensunng hegemony, whether ItS own or that of special interests: the 
VIOlence of a secretanat, a discnmmating reserve, an effect of scribble and 
scrypt" ("Scribble," 124). 

The effectiveness of the teaching message, according to Bourdieu and 
Passeron, IS due preCIsely to something like the effect of the scribes' scrib
ble and not to the properties of the message Itself. PedagogIcal commulll
cation IS not reducible to the formally defined relations of communication 
(sender-receIver), much less to the expliCIt content of the message. For in 
addition to whatever conSCIOUS symbolic mastery IS conveyed, the educa
tlOnal process also comrnulllcates an ImplicIt pedagogy, transmitting a 
kind of "total" knowledge of a cultural code or style by means of the 
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apprentIce's identification with the person of the master (as m the Hegel. 
ian mOde!), who, to a large extent, has himself unconscIOusly mternalized 
this style (RelJroductlOn, 47-48). The resultant paradox IS that pedagogIc 
commUnICatIOn is able to perpetuate itself, even when the mformation trans
mitted tends toward zero. Here, then, IS an assessment of classroom dia
logue which puts III question the pnmacy of verbal discourse III education: 

The confident use that teachers make of the umverslty idiom 13 no 
more fortuitous than students' tolerance of semantic fog. The 
conditions which make lingUIstIc mIsunderstanding possible and 
tolerable are mscribed III the very InstitutIOn: qUIte apart from 
the fact that ill-known or unknown words always appear III stereo
typed configurations capable of inducmg a sense of familianty, 
maglstenallanguage derives Its full slgnifcance from the sltuatlOn m 
which the relatIOn of pedagogIc communicatlOll IS accomplished, 
with its SOCIal space, its ritual, its temporal rhythms; m short, the 
whole system of visible or mVIsible constramts which constItute 
pedagogIc action IS the action ofimposmg and InculcatIng a legitimate 
culture. (RevroductlOn. 108) 

In Bourdieu and Passeron's view, then, professonal discourse-the 
literate mastery of the word-prevents learmng, alienates the student, and 
condemns the teacher to "theatncal monologue and VIrtuoso exhibitIOn" 
even while maintaimng the fiction or farce of dialogue. PedagogIcal dis
course has become hieroglyph m the worst sense that of t.h.e mystified 
and fetishized symbol przor to the ep15temlC break of the hlstoncal gram

matologlstS. 

THEATER 

Mise en scene. Post structuralism tends to share Bourdieu and Passeron's 
analysIs of pedagogIC commulllcation but not theIr peSSImIsm about the 
mevitability of the situation. There IS agreement that the most SIgnificant 
aspect of pedagogic commumcatIOn IS finally not the message but the 
"medium," understood in the largest sense as the scene of teaching 10 the 
environment of the umversity. Writing in the GRiJf>H anthology, Bernard 
Pautrat explams the new onentation: "The discourse of the master IS lll
separable from the unconscious mlse en scene of the discourse, of its em
bodiment ["mlSe en corps'l m the body of the master" (GREPH, 271), 
Pautrat's response to the mSIght mto the Importance of the scene of teach
mg IS to turn to a pedagogy of the body, of the matenal reality of the 
teacher and his settmg. Pautrat's mterest m the peculiarities and idio
syncraSIes of the professor's idiom that seduces the student mto diSCIple
ship (the desne to Imitate) is tYPIcal of the poststructuralist concern for 
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the smgular and the anomalous, III contrast to the Hegelian focus on the 
universal. Truth, m Pautrat's VIew, IS an affaIr of the body, an effect or 
event that has its own character distinct from the definitIons of truth 
applicable to knowledge as discourse. If the teacher (man or woman) Ill
eVItably tends toward the place of the father overseemg the logos (his 
son), the Oedipal sItuation (and with It the whole theoretlCal system of 
psychoanalysIS) will prove relevant to pedagogy. The paradox Bourdieu 
and Passeron note regarding the perpetuation of a pedagogIC commufi1ca~ 
hon that conveys no real mforrnation can \ be explamed, usmg psycho
analYSIS, m terms of the unconscIOUS lflvestments, the pleasures and 
perverslOns and dnves, that motivate all parties to the exchange (trans
ference and countertransference). 

The model of diSCipleshIp encouraged under the Hegelian system
the identificatIOn with and reproductIOn of the master's style (now under
stood as the gesture of a smgular body rather than as the representation of 
umversal ideas)-finaUy undermines the cntlcal goals of the philosophical 
message, Slllce the least thoughtful relationship to knOWledge IS disclple~ 
Ship. The new pedagogy, then, must attempt to do away with the Yfl~~ 
strable edagogical effect of diSCI Ie ShIP preCIsely because it enerates 
diSCIplines and authorities. 

- The new methodology of instruction, Pautrat suggests, will shift from 
an exclUSIve concern for the knowledge comprehended through verbal dis
COUrse to mclude the "lived" relation to the "scene of instruction," Whose 
operatlons are submItted to the same deconstruction applied to the BOOk 
(the complicIty between the Book and pedagogIC commulllcatIOn). The 
new Imperative IS to replace the purely mtellectual, distanced, neutralized 
transmIssIOn of mformation (the ideOlogical Image of pedagogical COffi
rnunlcatlOn) with a paradOXICal techmque of affective knowledge. How IS 
this to be done? 

It will be necessary one day to begm to use fully these margins of the 
professor's discourse, the place, the SIze of the audience, the sexual 
diVISIOn, the diSPOSItion of the bodies, all that without whiCh there 
would not even be a philosophic discourse. It IS necessary to change 
scenes, if one thinks that the scene, by the COmplexity of its en
treatres m which It plays, short of and beyond the gesture alone, the 
Voice alone, IS even to SIgnify elseWhere, otherWIse than m the m
teneet alone, the truth to be commumcated. A gOOd scene IS always 
Worth more than [n iscourse 1ll order to reveal the reality of 
ex 101tatlOn, the reality of seXUal di erence. eeause it tends to take 
from behin t e m e ~c ila e enses e ve~y Ones which entrust 
truth to the mtel eet a one WI au rae lee an WI au oree. 

REPH. 276, my emphaSIS) 

Pautrat calls thIS pedagogy paradOXIcal because it attempts to teach the 
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"unteachable re/afton to truth," something that can only be approached. 
if at all, by an Illventive use of the scene of teaching, bnngmg mto play the 
mIse en scene of the classroom. 

The question Derrida poses III this context IS, "What IS a teaching body'?" 
(Polil/ques, 87), The pedagogICal effect of mastery, the maglstenal effect, 
occurs by means of the (illuslOn of) the teacher's excentnclty to the scene: 
"The excentnclty of the teaching body, in the traditlonal topOlogy, permits 
at once the synoptic surveillance covenng with Its glance tl1e field of taught 
bodies, , , and the withdrawal of the body which only offers Itself to SIght 
from one side" (88). In short, a body becomes magIstenal only by exercis
mg a "stratified effacement" of itself ("before or behmd [derriere 1 the 
global teaching corps, the student body, or the soclo-politlcal body"), 
adopting the neutrai tone and the plaIn style of "SCIence" whiCh "makes 
disappear by a sublime annihilation all that in the VIsage cannot be reduced 
to the speakable and the audible" (89). Agamst the traditIOnal topology of 
educational space, Derrida proposes to expose all exposition-the programs 
and strategIes of all questionIng which are by definition maccessible to 
mdividual and conscIOUS, representable control-placmg himself more than 
m the center: "A center, a body at the center of a space exposes Itself on 
all sides, uncovers its back, lets itself be seen by what it does not see" (99), 
which IS what Derrida was dOIng with his SIgnature m The Post Card (the 
two other bodies to be Included in the teaching body, he states at the con
clUSIOn of "Un corps enseignant," are the words "Jaclues Derrida" with 
which he SIgns the artiCle). 

Reproduction and its dependence on transference and identificatIOn. 
then, may be countered by exerCIsmg the SIgnature effect. Derrida lOOkS 
not only to Freud and Marx (Pautrat's chOIce) for a model for an enact
ment of the signature effect m the classroom but also to avant-garde 
theater, espeCIally as couched in the theones of Mallarme and Artaud. The 
central problem for oststructuralist education-how to deconstruct the 
'unctl 1m In the edago Ie e eet re 

modern artists in all media to find alternatjyes to "m1metologlSm." Artaud's 
theater of cruelty mterests Derrida because it "announces the very limIts 
of representation": It IS theater that IS not representation but "life Itself." 

EspeCIally unportant m this contp.xt IS Artaud's emphaSIS on the mIse 
en scene at the expense of verbal discourse. I will pay close attention to 
Derrida's descriptIon of Artaud's theater of cruelty because It constitutes 
an outline of a procedure available for the enactment of a poststructuralist 
teaching in whiCh, as Pautrat noted, a scene IS always better than a dis
course. 11 may be, then, as Bourdieu and Passe ron said, that the classroom 
IS mevitably a theater. But the grammatologIcal classroom will at least be 
an avant-garde theater, which IS to say that the new pedagogy will benefit 
from the rec~nt history of avant-garde performance art, the general effect 
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~:p::!~~ ISa:~rer:~~ t~ed ~tage and transform the neutrality and distance 
au Ience, master and pupil. The weaknes f 

;i::nSt-;::::r Ut~:: :~:~:t~~~:I~tgt:~:~oTbhreakjC' cleanly with SOCia: i~Sti:~~ 
'th . ereLore It became a pedago 

WI out a school, a SItuatIOn that a lied ,gy 
bnngmg together Or mterlacmg sClenc~~nd a;;.ammatology wIll change by 

The essential feature of Artaud's theory 1 
demotion f re evant to pedagogy IS the 
h 0 speeCh, reversmg the hIStOry of theater III the West wh' h 

as used mlse en scene (and all t f . ' IC 
to illustrate the verbal discourse a(sJ"~estc s ° sttagmg and spectacle) merely 

as wn mg has been categ . d 

:~et~\~:~::~e~~;t;~:mo~:::~~~~~~ec~, It IS stressed, will n~7~~sa;s 
delimIted place will have a funct "t£: but WIll occupy a ngorously 
coo. rdinated" (WritIng 239) T IOn WI m a system to which It w.ill be 

, "wo aspects of Artaud's not f 
scene essential for an r t IOn 0 mise en 
diSCUSSIOn: app lca IOn to pedagogy are made clear m Derrida's 

1. RepresentatIOn as such t 
reJected, but only transforme~ :~ de~~~s~:~~e~a; IS speech, to be tot~ly 
released from servility to text and th 'th ,0 name a mise en scene 
says, "a play u on all e au or-god would requIre, Derrida 
the ulllque WO;d 'repre~een~:::~~,words that we mdistmctly translate with 

fh:nS:~Ji't~~~~a;~~,~ ~~~::oi~l:e~::~~~:~t~ ~~:cte a~::~~ n;:I~t~:rate 
ought. or 1 SI t e . . , 

~~~;:: ~~!r:~O;: ::~r:~;!t~~~~~Z~~:!'~:ts:ai~:~t::e ~~~ ::lY 
a present that would eXIst elseWhere and t, WIll no longer re-present 
plemtude Would be oide _ pnor to It, a present Whose 

~~. dlomg Without It the ~!~:;~~~:::;-~~:;~e~ ~f ~~~ :~s~:~~~YL~ag~able 
e IVIng present of Gad Nor w'U th s, 

representation means the'surface} of a
e 

stage be a ,representation if 
tors. It will not even offer the prese t s~ectac:e dIsplayed for specta
slgnifies that which IS mamtamed In ~r:~~n ~ a present, if present 
if representatIOn SIgnifies also the ~nfold'o m;_ Cruel representation, 
dimenSIOnal milieu ' . . mg 0 a VOlume, a multI-
Ing, 237) , an expenence WhICh produces ItS own space, (WYlt-

Such too will be the mode of re 
room, III which the old model oFrese~t~tlOn III the grammatological class
mean "transductIOn" or" _ tradItIon as translatIOn IS understood to 

"I ongmary translatIOn," 
L. The theater of cruelty d d 

Derrida describes It amounts ;;an s, a new theatrical writing that, when 
well. "And what of' th' a deflllltIon 0 grammatologlcal writmg as 
- IS new theatncaI wnting? This latter w 
occupy the limited pOsitIOn of SImply bemg t'he notation 0: W~~dS~~~; 
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will cover the entire range of this new language: not only phonellc writmg 
and the transcnption of speech, but also hieroglyphic writing, the writing 
in which phonetIc elements are coordinated to vIsual, plctonal, and plastic 
elements" (Writmg, 240). With an analogy that he says "reqmres patIent 
meditatIOn," Derrida compares Artaud's "hIeroglyphic" wntmg with 
Freud's descrIption of dreamwork. "Present In dreams, speech can only 
behave as an element among others, sometImes like u 'thing' which the 
pnmary process mampulates according to Its own economy. 'In thIS process 
thoughts are transformed into images, mamly of a vIsual sort; that IS to say, 
word presentatIons are taken back to the thmg-presentatlons which COf
respond to them, as if in general the process were dommated by considera
llons of representability (Darstellbarkelt)," (Writzng, 241). 

Mime. A usefuL text for determmmg the nature of the performance needed 
m the scene of teaching IS Derrida-'s disCUSSlOll of Mallarme's "Mimlque," 
the latter extracted from Sk-"!tched at the Theatre, an aesthetIcs of mIme 
based on PaUl Margueritte's solo performance, Pierrot Assassin of His 
Wife. 12 It IS worth noting, considenng Freud's use of popular culture (the 
toy slate, the rebusplcture~puzzles13 and thejokes, etc.), that Margueritte,s 
pIece was a new mterpretaHon of the popular comIC figure of the commedw 
dell'arte and that the publiCIty gIven to his performance contributed to the 
Pierrot reVIval that was an Important part of European ModernIsm (Gerould, 
103-4). In short, Margueritte's Pierrot and "Mim1que" des1gnate an Impor
tant element in the history of performance art. 

Marguentte's innovatIOn was to create a modern Pierrot-trag1c and 
neurotic rather than comIcally sympathetlc. The extremIty of the charac
ter, '"horrible, mysterious and fatal," may also be compared with psycho
analysIs III that the drama he performs-the actmg out of the (possible?) 
murder of his wife by tickling her to death-has been related to the ab
reaction theater of psychotherapy. The most relevant part of Derrida's 
discussion (in "The Double SessIon") to pedagogy has to do with the 
theory of mimesis operative m Mallarmtfs mIme, keepmg III mmd that 
both hypomnesIs and the sImulacrum (sIgnificant strategIes for Derrida) Im
ply that one should only mime knowledge. Derrida's reading of "Mirruque" 
suggests some of the features of a mIme performance that mIght be adap
table to applied grammatology. 

In The Post Card Derrida remarked that the post-age, with its detour or 
return inquiry of truth, extends from Plato"s Philebus to Beyond tlu 

Pleasure PrmcllJLe (and beyond). The mterest of Mallarme, accounting for 
his status as an mitiator of theoretical grammatology, IS that his mImeSIS 
explicitly breaks with the paradigm of truth which has controlled represen
tation and education from Socrates to the present. Even Freud never qUIte 
relinquished the Platolllc notion of "livmg memory," for example. In 
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anamneSIS the order of memory and of imItation are the same: the thing 
ImItated lS always hefore the nTIitation The ontologJC8 I potion Oll mhjeb 

.Q!is 
order,s haSed is th,.t $I diSCQllTse on what IS the teal (a decidable logos) 

IS ossible which distin uishes between the bern - resent and a earance. 

It goes without saymg m this ontology that the ImItated IS more real 
truer, supenor to the imItator because it IS pnor. However often this orde; 
may be reversed throughout history, the absolute discernibility between 
the 1mItated and the 1mitation, and the ~ntenonty of the former over the 
latter, have never been displaced. 

The Illterpretation of mImeSIS histoncally has preserved this order-the 
order of cause and effect, of truth-whether in the mode of alethew (revela
tIon) or adaeQuatzo (correspondence). In both modes of truth, the repre
sentatIOn effaces Itself in brmgmg to appearance the phySlS (essence of life) 
of the Imitated: "It IS III the name of truth, ItS only reference-reference 
Itself-that mlmeSlS 1S Judged, proscribed or prescribed according to a regu
lar alternatlOn" (Dissemmatzon, 193). Derrida argues that Mallarme's essay 
makes thinkable a different mlilleSIS, one that not only reverses the order 
of the relatlOn (anamnesIs itself does too with Its notion of "the future as 
a returnrng past present," as does teleologIcal return IllqUlry) but that dis
places the distIllctlon altogether. "Mimlque," III effect, is an example of 
double mvagmation at work, m that It does what It says by the operation 
of a certam syntax glvmg words an undecidable status: "Reference is 
discreetly but absolutely displaced m the workings of a certain syntax, 
Whenever any wnting both marks and goes back over its mark with an 
undecidable stroke. This double mark escapes the pertinence or authority 
of truth: It does not overturn it but rather inscribes it within its playas 
one of ItS functions or parts" (Dissemmatzon, 193). Like speech, then, 
truth 1S not excluded but is put III ItS place, mscribed lfl a more general 
system whose pnncIple IS the quotatIOn mark. KnOWledge mimed IS 
SCIence III quotation marks, no longer IllSIght, but zn citation. 

The SIgnificance of the mIme's sUepee IS tl>Jat, aJthollgh hjS gestures are 
RO~ merely spo~taneous, they do not follow any prior verbal discourse: 

HIS gestures, hIS gestural writing (and Mallarme's inSistence on describing 
the regulated gesture of dance or pantomIme as a hieroglyphic Inscnption 
IS. le~endary), a~e not dictated by any verbal discourse or imposed by any 
dIctIon. The MIme maugurates; he breaks mto a white page" (Dissemma
tion, 195). Like dreams or e theater of cruelty, the Mime IS a meta hor 
for Writing, slgnifYIng not only the subordination of t the silent 
workin 0 1 erance'. Moreover, the body Itself becomes a kind of hiero
glyph "The white page and the white pamt of the pale Pierrot who, by 
slmulacrum, wntes m the paste of his own make-up, upon the page he IS." 
Thus, the Mime "must himself inscribe himself through gestures and plays 
of faCIal expreSSIOns. At once page and quill, Pierrot IS both paSSive and 
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active, matter and form, the author, the means, and the raw matenaJ of 
his mimodrama. The historian produces himself here" (DissemmatlOn, 
198). In this performed autography, the identity of representer an~ rep.re
sented should not be mIstaken for the authentlcity of somethmg lIke 
Rousseau;s orator; "who represents only himself." as opposed to the actor, 
"who effaces himself and. IS lost ill his hero" (Grammato[ogy, 305), SlUce 
this IS the very oppositIon bemg deconstructed. 

Like Freud., whose speculatIOns were shown to perform tIle movement 
of the bobbin game. so too does Mallarme perform In his text an auto~ 
writmg that sImulates the Pierrot example. Pierrot's performance ImItates 
an action that mayor may not have taken place in the past. It IS an action 
presented without taking place; that is, It IS a fictIOn. The relaho~ of the 
~heory presented in "MimlQUe" to the actual performance of Plerrot IS 
SImilarly fictional (ana here IS the real interest of the pIece for Derrida), m 
that it IS based, as Derrida shows at length, on Mallarme's memory of a 
performance that he quite likely never even saw and that took place 
several years pnor to the wr.itlllg of the pIece. Mallarme's "reference," 
rather. was to a book wntten by Margueritte, which Itself has a complex. 
mtertextual history (such that finally It IS l1npossible to determme the 
exact nature of what Mallarme was working with when he produced his 
theory). 

The point of Derrida-'s analysIs, which follows the lOgIC of the supple
ment, IS to show that both Marguentte's performance and "Mimlque" are 
closed and open at once, that they both mvolve a (iouble writmg' -one that 
refers only to Itself. and one that refers ll1defimtely to other texts. The 
structure of this combination IS the graft (collage), whose pnnclPal effect. 
as a heterogeneous entity, IS the problernahzatlOn of all referenhality and 
al1lllside!outside oppositIOns. The effect of a double scene with undecjQ
able reference IS to escape the categonzatlOns of truth which histoncally 
have restncted the notion of rnrrneSIS. If the text Imitates notfilllg, It cannot 
be measured III terms of adequahon. Nor IS It a present unveiling of the 
"thing itself" in the "here and now." 

The new mimeSIS, rather, utilizes the lOgIC of the ersatz, the prosthesIs, 
the SImulacrum-an ongmary imitatlOn: 

There IS no SImple reference. It IS m this that the mnue 's operatIOn 
does allude, but allUdes to nothmg, allUdes without breaking the 
mIrror. ... This speculum reflects no reality; it produces mere "reality-
effects." ... It IS a difference without reference, or rather a reference 
without a referent. , , . Mallarme thus preserves the differentlal struc
ture of mImicry or mImeSIS, but without its Platolllc or metaphYSIcal 
mterpretation, which Implies that somewhere the bemg of somethmg 
that IS, IS being Imitated, Mallarme even mamtams (and mamtams 
himself in) the structure of the phantasma as It IS defined by Plato; 
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IS no longer any mOdel, and hence, no copy. (DissemmatlOn, 206) 
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The "Mallarmean" strategy for escapmg Platolllsm and the dialectiC, taken 
up III tUfn by Derrida. IS not an "impatient" reversal nor a "leap outside" 
(neither of which can succeed) but a patient, discrete displacement, by 
~eans ?f the SImulacrum, of PlatonIsm and Hegelialllsm, a barely percep
tIble dIfference of a veil (hymen) or leaf passmg between them (the dif
f~rence _ noted elsewhere between the SIgnifier and the SIgnified, in the 
dlstmctIOn between sophistics and dialectics). 

Soacmg. It may be possible now to formulate a prelimmary, partial state
ment about the nature of a grammatoiogical pedagogy. To begin with, it 
takes up the problem of spacing-the reversal of the phoneticization pro
cess, gIvmg new Importance to the nonphonetic element of writing, putting 
speech back ill Its place (a prmcipal theme of the manifesto in Of Gram
matotogy)-not at the mIcrO-level of differance or the gap of articulation, 
the level most frequently mvoked ill deconstructiolllsm, but at the macro
level of mise en scene. An applicatIOn of grammatology to teaching, in 
other words, mvolves a rethinking of the "space" in which the discourse 
of ideas takes place. Given that grammatolOgiCal presentations are neither 
reproduchons of reality nor reyelations of the real It IS clear that gramma_ 
tology Involves a dis tacement 0 'educatIOn ransmissions rom the 
domain of truth to that of invention. And the space of invention is to be 
understoOd specifically in the rhetoncal sense as refernng to the tOPiCS 
laces loCI collected m m on lace boo scorn iled durm the 

RenaIssance. nvention m thls rhetoncal traditlOn-an extenSIOn of t 
tradition of artificI~l ,memory (discussed in chapter 3), with the hypo
mnemlC reSOurce sh1ftm because of the mventio ntin , from men
tal s ace to the a es of ammon 1 books 14 at a m of" emus" 
or or 't but of searchin through the places or to 01 to find matenals 
for one's own text. The grammatolog1cal classroom, then functions (meta
phoncally) III the manner of hypOmnesis. We can lmagme it as a kind of 
livmg tableau, as if the "Pygmalion" story could be applied to the mnemomc 
example Frances Yates Cites from Peter of Ravenna (the prinCIples of 
grammar bemg memonzed by placmg Images assocIated with the lesson 
onto the allegoncal figure of Grammatica, an old woman with a knife); the 
~Odels or examples discussed earlier (in this mnemonic scene brought to 
l~fe m the classroom), such as the MystiC Pad, the Shoe, and so forth. are 
like the hieroglyphic alphabet used to "wnte" on the "place"; and the 
performer-Mime is the allegoncal figure Itself. MemOria. ill other words 
~s much as lnVentIO, IS an important aspect of the new ~edagogy (WhiCh: 
like the new rhetonc, does not SImply return to the old tradition but carnes 
some of its pnnciples mto a new dimenSIOn). 
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The context Just referred to helps to clarify what Derrida means to say 
perhaps in his own descrIptions of the Mime's performance (or at least 
clarifies a possible extensIon of his descnptions to the classroom). 1 am 
thinking especIally of the statement at the conclusIOn of "The Double Ses
slOn" (remarking an idea that mforms a number of hIs essays) that "the 
crisis of literature takes place when nothing takes place but the place, In 

the mstance where no one 18 there to know" (DissemmatlOn, 285). Many 
other passages could be drawn on to fill out thIS nohon, such as the [ol
lowmg: "This 'materialism of the idea' is nothing other than the stagmg, the 
theater, the VIsibility of nothing or of the self. It IS a dramatIzatIon which 
illustrates nothing, which illustrates the nothing, lights up a space, fe-marks 
a spacmg as a nothing, a blank: white as a yet unwntten page" (Dissemma
tion, 208). My argument is that what we are meant to discern (able to dis
cern) when nothing takes place but the place IS preCIsely the places and 
commonplaces (based on an analogy with the commonplace books, al
though we have other ways to generate matenals now, such as computers 
and all our hypomnemlc technOlogy) to be utilized for mvention, 

A major challenge to the teaching performance m a classroom space 
conceIved of as a metaphor of inventlO IS how to show the places taking 
place. I should note first, m approaching this question, that the solicIta
tion of theona, eidos, and idea outlined m chapter 2 IS of fundamental 
importance to a new pedagogy, smce we normally think of pedagogy as a 
communication or transmIttal or transference of ideas. As Derrida pomts 
out, relevant to the effect of his new mImeSIS on the idea, "The stage thus 
illustates but the stage, the scene only the scene; there IS only the eqUlva
lence between theater and idea, that IS (as these two names mdicate), the 
visiblity (which remams outside) of the VIsible that IS bemg effectuated" 
(Dissemmation, 209). Theory and theater are undergomg the same decon
struction, so that representation at either level is displaced from a "natural" 
to an "artificIal" mode of repetition: "'Re-presentatlOn-': theater does not 
show 'things 1ll themselves,' nor does It represent them; it shows a repre
sentation, shows itself to be a fiction: it IS less engaged m setting forth 
things or the image of things than it IS m settmg up a machine" (DissemI
nation, 238, my emphaSIS), 

As I stressed m part I, the machine of hypomnesis IS the repetition of 
slgnifiers rather than signifieds, operating on the pnnciple of the homo
phone and the homonym. The idea put to work hypomnemical1y IS not 
the SIgnified concept, then, but the letters/phonemes of the word itself. 
which are set free to generate (or may be read m this way) conceptual 
matenal mechamcally by gathenng mto a discourse terms (with all theIr 
baggage of Slgnifieds) possessmg these letters (SImilar to the + L and the 
+ R effects). This artificIal techmque of inventIOn, to draw on another pun, 
relates to mimeSIS not as copy but as cOPlG-the love of abundance (apelron) 
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which charactenzed the RenaIssance. Pedagogically, the common 1 
books were used preCIsely to teach the student how t pace 
dance of matter as D a acqUIre an abun-

, 10 e coma by Erasmus which taught h t 
themes "ample and verbose" and "delighted i~ el ow 0 make 
more for its own sake tha [. oquence and COpIOusness 
(Lechner, 178). n or persuading a judge ill forensIC causes" 

Coma operates with the SIgn of the hi 
by the structuraltty of the 1 f' cross, c asmus or plUS, as IS indicated 
as the folds of a fan (recall' ac~ 0 

mventlOn, which Derrida characterIZes 

The SI nifieds or themes of ~~ste~nl~!~~O~umnar spacmgs of mnemolllcs). 
are dissemmated likp so m"n r g t m all theIr t'olySernlC nchness 

- -- ---J Images apontes An tbt> ,,' f C ld ( 
1:'1" ... '" "iii .. _epes a J.O S _places): 

The blank or the whiteness (is) the totality howey '. 
pOlysemlc sene.s, plus the carefully spaced-~ut SP1it~~~;~~I::~ of the 
Whale, the fanlIke form of the text This I 

1 . lJ us IS not Just one extra 
va ence, a meanmg that mIght ennch the pOlysemlc series A d 
SInce It has no meanmg, It IS not The blank ro . n 
tal ongm of the se Th' . _ p per, the transcend en-

nes. IS IS Why, whlle It cannot constitute a 
rneanmg that IS SIgnified or represented one Would 
discourCDse .that It always has a delegate o'r representa:i~~ :~ ~~a:sical 
senes. lssemmatlOn, 252) 

All the themes of whiteness and blankness m Mallarme'S t 
then, this supplementary valence such that When a .~oe ry re-mark, 

the frame the taking place of the' places, w~at emer;ees :l"t~: ~~ put mto 
ment and structure of the fan-as-text" _" 11 th _ _ ry move
(Dissemination a IS m the movement of a fan" 

,251), The openmgand/orclosmgof the fan("th 1 
of 'blanks' and 'folds' both fans 0 t d e poysemy 
pared to the "waves" f th" u an snaps shut, ceaselessly") IS com-
method but a "marchi:g or~er~~:er~ m~~~e patt~rn" (a silk prmt). Not a 
mg the mterlacmo • s ern a descnbes the machine of spac
the' mom} movem;n;~v:;:;;;:t of chance a~d ~ecessity brings mto contact 
tIOn of hypomnesis' "F emory, thus ~mkmg his places with the tradi
lwatered silk] and ~he or example, conSIder the duels among the mOIre 
mention he dd memolre [memory)" (DisseminatIOn, 277), not to 
O-i-r co~ le~ s, a whOle .senes or cham of other terms generated by the 

p or constellatIOn. SUch IS the operation of the + L ff, 

~~~:~: c;::a ~~~=lu~~~~:e ~:thhich also elxPlams why an example cean e~l~~~: 
, examp es and models t 

drawmgs aSSOCIated with the p <Ii f . -as m he senes of 
ara gm 0 the Tlingtt ~ ,m . 

lated by the Spaclllg (fanlike) mot' f d' . LOJJin-are artrcu-
IOn 0 IssemmatIOn 

Mallarme also uses the language of dance to cha;actenze 
movement, which suggests that the Mime- the textual 
certam aspects of modern dance th pedagogue mIght borrow from 

formance art-for ways to artICula~e t~;es;;~:::So~h;l~~e~~e mfluenced per~ 
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While deSIgnatmg the dancer's pIrouette as a cIpher or hieroglyphic, 
it also encIphers the sign "pIrouette," which it causes to pIrouette 
or turn upon Itself like a top, this time deslgnatIllg the movement of 
the SIgn Itself. .. _ In this way, the pIrouette, like the dancer:s 
pomtcd toe, 18 always just about to pIerce with a SIgn, with a sharp 
bit of nothing, the page of the book or the vlTgmal intImacy of 
the vellum. And hence the dance of the sIgnifier cannot be said to 
confine itself simply to the mtenor of a book or an ImagmatioD. 
(Dissemmation, 240) 

The dance refers to the undecidable syntax of Mallarme"s texts, whose 
motion is modeled in all the analogIes havmg to do with writing as walk
mg, pathbieaking, the marching orders and roadwork of the machine. Thus, 
when the paradOXIcal syntax of a text like "Pas" (on Blanchot) IS en
countered-drawmg on the same ambiguity that informs plus lfl French, 
"the deCISIve .. undecidable ambigUIty of the syntax of 'any more' [plus de] 
(both supplement and lack)" (DissemmatlOn, 274 )-a reversal of the anal
ogy between syntax and dancmg helps to deCIpher what IS taking place. 

The oot that was absent, detached, or present as a phantom m the essay 
on Van Gogh's shoes ' estitutions"), alludin also to 00 as eme
ncal unit of verse (measure, and hence SIze-the colossal -as r yt m , is ... -
set m motion In "Pas" in the shuttle between vas as step and pas as nega-
hop Cne pas). A phrase like :ipas d au-aeia (undecidable '[)etvvcell a "step 
be ond" and "no beyond" erfecUy states the sImulacrum of movement 
JD the spaCe of wrjttog (the taking place 0 e pace Itse ,w ich goes no
where).15 The "step" that does not walk, In the syntax explored in "Pas," 
recalls the language of choreography and suggests that what IS Involved 
here mIght be eaSIer to dance than to explam or describe: "This non-sense 
or non-theme of the spacmg that relates the different meanmgs to each 
other (the meanmg of 'blank' or 'white:' along with the others) and in the 
process prevents them from ever meeting up with each other cannot be 
accounted for by any descrzptlOn" (DissemmatlOn, 252-53). But a glance 
through a grammar of dance verifies that much of Derrida's termInology 
used to discuss syntactical movement also carries choreographic meamngs 
(as he himself suggests in Of Grammatology when he extends writIng to 
mclude all manner of inscnption). As one claSSIC text on thIS tOPIC notes, 
French IS the Illternationallanguage of dance termmology, so the choreo
graphic aSSOCIations with pas reqUIre no Rosetta stone. 

The useful aspect of this analogy IS that m classic choreography dancmg 
is described III lingUIStiC terms: the dance "positions" are "vowelS":. the 
SImple movements are "consonants"; compound movements are "syllables"-. 
steps are "words", a series of steps (sequences) constitutes "sentences"-. 
combinations of sequences are "paragraphs." Tracmg (apropos of the -trace) denotes an indicatIOn of movement, the lines of movement on t~e 
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floor, without any transfer of weIght, thai is without takin a ste ,A ste 
WIt out a ste IS qUlte POSSI e ill dance m short and IS the very thing 
t at constItutes the trace in dance. For that matter, the "pas vas vas" pro~ 

duced out of Blanchot's syntax (in "Pas") could be something like the 
Mime-'s notonous "walking in place" - "pas sans pas. " In any case, dance 
lives within the jortlda or go-and-come law of gravity, according to which 
every jump, sprIng, or throwing motion IS followed inevitably by a tombe 
or a chute-a falling back. 16 

Sovereignty. Artaud's theater of cruelty or Mallarme's Mime are not to be 
carned over directly mto the classroom, of course, but represent analogies 
for thinking through the relatlonship of idea to theater m the new peda
gogy. Such analogIes may suggest strategIes for breaking with the master
diSCIple (Hegelian) structure of reproduction whiCh informs current 
practIce. I have argued that thIS break repeats the break with mimeSIS and 
representation experIenced III other dimenSIOns of the modern paradigm 
shift, a comparison that helps account for the peculiar mtroduction to La 
)Jerzte en pemture-the allUSIon to Cezanne's letter prormsmg the "truth III 
pamting," although Cezanne himself is not discussed m any of the essays 
in the collection. By mounting Cezanne momentarily In the passe-partout 
of his discourse, Derrida alludes to the revolution in the VIsual arts which 
followed upon Cezanne's discovery that what he was pamting were not 
landscapes but (literally) pIctures, not mountains and houses but tnangles 
and rectangles; hence, that the measure of a good pIcture was not Its repre
sentational qualities but ItS formal deSIgn. 

Pamters have always had to balance the demands of representation and 
deSIgn. but C~zanne's InSIght has the structure of a gestalt shift, a shift of 
attention from figure to ground, which reonents the total conception of a 
Eractlce. The eqUIvalent shift in pedagogy would be to pass from occaSIOnal 
sCholarly reports of instances when what was taught was not "the truth" 
but what was "receIvable" (such as Walter Ong's book on Ramus showmg 
how SImplified pnmers for mtroducmg boys to Scholastic logic played a 
major role III the shift from Medieval to modern lOgIC by rendenng super
fluous the ScholastiC complexities), 17 to pass from that to a systematic 
foregrounding of the pedagogIC effect Itself, Illdependent of its content. 
The result of this shift of attentIOn III the classroom would not be a non
representational pedagogy but something more Duchamplan-the estab
lishment of a new relatlOn of pedagogy to knowledge or SCience. 

The postmodermzing of pedagogy IS based on the recognition that 
knOwledge III and of the humanities is precisely a knowledge of enframing, 
of media and mIse en scene understood not as a representatIOn of some~ 
thing else but as itself a mode of action III the cultural world. The conclUSIOn 
to be drawn from this recognition could be summanzed by the aXIOm that 
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has transformed the natural and human SCIences as well-tlle observer par~ 
ticipates In the observation; the orgamzation and classificatlOll of knowl
edge are mterested activities. The Immediate lesson of this sItuation for a 
gramrnatology involves the reUIllon of the "two styles" (dialectIcal and 
rhetoncal, plam and poetic), as III Derrida's conjunction of Freud and 
Artaud: the special writing JD the theatre of CrJJelt~f that IS, produces 
"dreams calculated and gIven direction as opposed to what Artaud be
lieved to be the empIrIcal disorder of spontaneous dreams. The ways and 
figures of dreams can be mastered .... In the theatncal treatment of 
dreams, 'poetry and SCIence must henceforth be identical' " (Writing, 242). 

As may be seen III Derrida's study of Bataille (an Important model for 
the non~Hegelian relationship to knowledge), poetry (meanmg any non~ 
SCIentific use of language) and SCIence will both be put to worl<.. Trans~ 
lated mto the ClaSSroom {touble (art-SCIence) discourse will consiStOf 
knowledge or sCjence as mfQrmatiop enframed by a moe en ~cene re[p9;]'Sl~ 

ble for exceeding and breaking the mastery of the knowledge discOJJrse 

ROland Barthes's attitude typifies the new relatIOnship between SCience 
and art, Jomed in one presentation. In this new "intellectual art," he ex
plams, "we produce simultaneously theory, critIcal combat, and pleasure: 
we subject tile objects of knowledge and discussion·-·as 10 any art·-no 
longer to an mstance of truth, but to a consideratIon of effects. ,,18 The 
idea IS that "one plays at SCIence, one puts it 10 the pIcture-like a pIece in 
a coIlage" (Barthes, 100). In his own case, Barthes often played wllh 
lingUlstics: "You use a pseudo-lingUIstics, a metaphoncallingUIstics: not 
that grammatical concepts seek out Images m order to express themselves, 
but just the contrary, because these concepts come to constitute allegones, 
a second language, whose abstraction is diverted to fictIve ends" (124). 

The strategIes mvolved in the lilscnption of SCIence mto the scene of 
writing and of teaching is treated in the essay on Bataille ("From Restncted 
to General Economy: A Hegelialllsm without Reserve"). Bataille's example 
IS important because, as Derrida remarks, Bataille attempts III his texts to 
achieve an attitude called "sovereIgnty," explicitly opposed to Hegel's 
"Lordship" or mastery, his strategy being the exerCIse of "heterology," a 
mode of writing that avoids the homogeneity of sClentific and philosophic 
discourse (Derrida's mterest m mamtammg the independence of the frame 
and the examples, and his mtroductlOn of "unrecelVable" matenals mto 
the passe-partout, are extenSIOns of "heterology"). Bataille's relevance IS 
that he worked on a way to say the madequacy of speech., even of all 
representation, a project that shows why Pautrat said the new pedagogy 
would have to be "paradoxical." The risk m talking about silence (as any 
teacher must do, and for which the operations of the Mime are an analogy) 
IS that a meanmg might be given to that whiCh does not have one (and this 
fall back into discourse IS also a return to HegeIIamsm). To control this 
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risk, sovereignty (a precursor of deconstruction) betrays meaning within 
meamng, betrays discourse within discourse, by choosmg wordS, like 
"silence" Itself, that "make us slide." "In order to run this risk within 
language, m order to save that which does not want to be saved-the 
possibility of play and of absolute risk-we must redouble language and 
have recourse to ruses, to stratagems, to Simulacra. To masks" (Writing, 
262-63). Sovereignty, m short, resides m the "night of the secret" rather 
than 10 the clear light of explanation. Similarly, a teaching that counters 
~e master's assertjons his effort to find out and conclude, will exploit the 
emgma that hjdes and provokes The purpose of the emgma IS to foreground 
the pedagogIcal effect m 1tS pure form. ackoQwledging and exposing the 

paradigm of "truth as a woman," in which truth poses as something biddfUl:" 
Mnemolllcally, the figure of this truth IS "Baubo" -the hieroglyph of truth 
placed on the gellltais of the figure Grammatica. 

The heterology of Bataille's "sliding words," or the paleonymlcs of 
Derrida's deconstructIOn, are achieved by a new style that mterlaces the 
styles of art and science mto a unique relatIOnship: 

An abSOlutely umaue relatIOn: of a language to a sovereign silence 
which tolerates no reLation, tolerates no symmetry with that which 
tilts itself and slides m order to be related to It. A relation, how
ever. whiCh must ngorously, sClentifically, place mto a common syn
tax both the SUbordinated SIgnifications and the operation whiCh 
IS nonrelation, which has no Signification and freely keeps ltself out
side syntax. Relations must SCIentifically be related to nonrelations, 
knOWledge to unknowledge. "The sovereIgn operation, even if it were 
possible onlY once, the sCience relatmg objects of thought to sov
ereign moments IS possible" (Methode de meditatzon). "Henceforth, 
an ordered reflectlOn, founded on the abandonmg of knowledge, 
begms" (Conferences). (Wntmg, 264) 

The word "SCIence" here, however, "submits to a radical alteratIOn: with
out 10SIllg any of its proper norms, it IS made to tremble, SImply by bemg 
placed ill relation to an absolute unknowledge," amounting to the "ab
solute excess of every emsteme" (Writmg, 268). It mIght be written 
"science plus," or "SCIence + L," gIving "scilence." 

The most Important aspect of sovereIgnty for pedagogy IS that it 
illscribes knowledge III a space that SCIence cannot master or dommate 
and that defies reproduction, thus reversmg the usual order and direction 
of knowledge gathenng. £urrent sClentific discourse IS orgamzed by a 
"relatIOn oriented from the unknown to the known or knowable, to the 
always already known or to antICIPated knowledge." But general writing 
(sovereIgnty) reverses this direction (SImilar to Abraham's anasemia), 
Slllce It is only a relation to nonmealllng. Hence, "the known is related 
to the unknown., meanmg to nonmeamng" -a movement, Derrida says, 
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that can only be sketched III the "poetlC Image," SInce unknowledge can 
never be described, but only lts effects regIstered (Writll1g, 270-71). 

SovereIgntX1 III other words, is another way to express the sUuatIOn of 
the subject of knowledge-un knowledge as the will to knowledge, the deSIre 
to know that we forget about but that enframes tbe mfurmatJOp w..,e 
gather. The idea in a grarnmatologlcal classroom IS treated III terms of 
Freud's notion of "boundary ideas" conscious ego and traumatic memory 
at once. The purpose of Derrida's double SCIence IS to learn to analyze 
6flier texts and to write· one"s own, with regard to both bands, to work 
both scenes at once. 

An example of a text that performs this double operatIOn 18 Witt" 
genstein's Philosophical InvestlgatIOns. The Importance of this work as 
"SCIence" -Its Impact on modern philosophy of language-goes without 
saymg. What is rarely remarked, however, because It has not been read at 
the level of its examples (the effect of double mvagination), IS that Phil
osophical Investlgations IS also an intensely dramatIC personal document 10 
which, we might suppose, WittgensteIn worked through a self-analYSIS 
(sunilar to Freud's letters to Fliess, loaded with boundary ideas that served 
nonetheless to found psychoanalysIs as a system of knowledge), whiCh en
abled him to avoid the SUIcide that claImed hIS brothers. T do not wish to 
undertake a full analysIs of the text In these terms here, but only to pomt 
out the way In which the examples, read in the light of this biographical in
formation (the SUIcides endemIC In his family), tend to form a narrative 
mdependent of the logIcal discourse m which they are mounted. 

The epIstemologIcal problems Wittgenstem poses here are relevant In 

any case to the exammation of the pedagogIcal effect-for example, when 
he states: "The grammar of the word 'knows' IS evidently closely related 
to that of 'can,' 'is able to.' But also closely related to that of 'under
stands.' (,Mastery-' of a techmque)." 19 To whiCh he adds: 

But there IS also this use of the word "to know'" we sav "Now I 
know!"-and SImilarly "Now I can do It!" and "Now I understand!" 

Let us Imagme the followmg example: A wntes senes of numbers 
down; B watches him and tnes to find a law for the sequence of 
numbers. If he succeeds he exclaIms: "Now I can go on!" -So this 
capacIty, this understanding, IS something that makes Its appear
ance in a moment. (InvestIgatIOns, 59) 

When reading both sides of this text, the exclamation "Now I can go on!" 
means not only that a student has learned how to perform an exerCIse In 

the absence of a concept ("But if a person has not yet got the concepts, I 
shall teach him to use the words by means of examples and by practux" -~. 

InvestigatIOns, 83)-the level relevant to the question of the teaching 
"effect"-but also that Wittgenstem himself IS able to surVIve, li)Je on, 

i i 

\i 
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und.erstood. III aSSOCIation with a system of examples which chooses to ap
proach the feeling of understanding by analogy with such mental states as 
"depreSSIOn" and "pam." He could have mvestigated the QUestIOn of "the 
meanmg IS the use" with any term .. but he chose "pam'" "'But I can (in
wardly) undertake to call THIS 'pam m the future.''' "You learned the 
conce/Ji'pam' when you learned language" (InvestIgatIOns, 93, liS). 
Similarly, in askmg after the nature of images, he states: "How do I know 
that this color IS red?" (/nvestlgatzons, 117). That on the second band this 
red is assocIated with blood may be seen in this bizarre exampie: "I see 
someone pomting a gun and say 'I expect a report: The shot is fired.-Well, 
that was what you expected; so did that report somehow already eXIst m 
your expectatIOn? ... Was the thing about the event that was not III the 
expectation too an accident, an extra provided by fate?-But then what 
was not an extra? Did somethmg of the shot already occur in my expecta~ 
tion?" (InvestIgation, 130). After dwelling on the gunShot, the very next 
example, the next number m the text, takes up the question of the color 
red, as if to say that the red spot he has been thinking about IS the effect 
of the gunshot: "'The red which you Imagme IS surely not the same (not 
the same thing) as the red which you see 1Il front of you: so how can you 
say that it IS what you Imagmed?'-But haven't we an analogous case with 
the propositions 'Here IS a red patch' and 'Here there Isn't a red patch'? 
The word 'red' occurs in both: so this word cannot mdicate the presence 
of something red" (InvestIgatIOns, 130). And he adds soon after the ex
ample of "two pIctures of a rose III the dark" (/nJ)estlgatlOns, 141), hintmg 
at the way blood looks blaCk when It IS spilled in real life. 

Grammatology, then, IS mterested III the relationshjp between idiom, 
the "ulllgue" situation of the mdividual (Wittgenstem's life situation, 
which Included the temptatIOn to commit sUlcide), and the general princi
ples of a science with which the mdividual chooses to mteract. Nor IS there 
any necessary cause-and-effect order m thIS relationship, in Derrida's ap
proach (whiCh would Imply the subordinatIOn of one mgredient to the 
other), but only a chiasmatic mterlacmg. Gerald Holton poses a Similar 
study of the "correspondence between the personal style and the structure 
of the laws of nature themselves" m his ThematiC Origins of SClentiflc 
Thought. As Holton pomts out, "scIence" refers to two quite disti~ct 
activities: 

One IS the pnvate aspect, sClence-m-the-making, the speCUlative, per
haps largely nonverbal activity, carried on without self-conscIOusly 
examined methods, with ItS own motivatIons, its own vocabulary, 
and its own modes of progress. The other IS the public aspect, 
sClence-as~an-lIlstitution, the mhented world of Clarified, codified, 
refined concepts that have passed through a process of SCrutlllY 
and have become part of a diSCIpline that can be taught, no longer 
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showmg more than some traces of the mdividual struggle by which 
it had been ongmally achieved. 20 

Grammatology IS committed to a pedagogy that wjJ1 Shjft Its focus from 
.the latter to the former aspect of science-that will collapse diSCIpline mto 
mvention. Holton agrees with this approach m that, III drawmg out the 
educational consequences of his studies of the personal styles of major 
SCIentists (one consequence bemg the abandonment of specIalized diSCI
plines), he notes that discovery IS accessible to ratlOnal mquuy, Including 
the use of psychology (the problem of how an mdividual discovery IS made) 
and the socIology of knowledge (how the discovery gets accepted). 

How mIght this new pedagogy actually be performed? In the next three 
chapters I shall discuss three examples of educailonal practice, each already 
fulfilling a major aspect of Writing, which mdicate by thelf very eXIstence, 
not to mentlon their extreme success, that applied grammatology IS not 
sImply a utopian ideaL 

I 
It 
If 

7 

Seminar: 
Jacques Lacan 

W have already seen m a number of contexts the extent to which 
grammatology uses psychoanalysIs and the notion of the unconscious in 
order to challenge the metaphysIcS of presence and of the self-conscious 
subject. PsychoanalysIs IS equally Important m the application of gram
matology to pedagogy, for It provides a resource for dealing with one of 
the principal difficulties facmg thIS experIment. To reIterate, the strategy 
of Writing IS not to eliminate speech, representatIon, SCience, or "truth" 
from academIC discourse, but to put them m thelf place, to break their 
dominance by bnngmg them mto balance with a nonverbal element that is 
not aSSOCiated with the vlftues of classIcIsm-clarity, simplicity, harmony, 
unity. The practical questIOn, then, IS how to talk, lecture, mount a dis
course in a grammatoJoglcal classroom. One of the best models available 
upon which to base a new pedagogICal discourse IS Jacques Lacan's semI
nars, of which at least five volumes (of the twenty-four listed as forth
commg) have been published. 

While it IS true that Laean's phaHogoeentne ideology IS unacceptable to 
Derrida (as noted earlier with respect to Derrida's critique of the semmar 
on "The Purlomed Letter" m "The Purveyor of Truth"), it IS equally true 
that the presentational strategIes Lacan used m his famous semmars, at
tended on occasion by Derrida, Barthes, and many other Important French 
intellectuals, are compatible with gramrnatoiogical Writing-that a gramma
tologist could use Lacan's techlllque the way Mallarme, according to Der
rida, used mimeSIS: retammg itS structure while abandomng its reference. 

189 
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In fact, Derrida Wntes the way Lacan lectured .. with the double SCIence 
and the contra-band bemg a verSIOn of Lacan-·s "double mscription" -both 

address and draw on the resources of the consclOUS (secondary process, 
discursIve, logICal) and the unconSCIOUS (pnmary process, non~sense) mmd, 
combimng m one operation the sCIentific with the poetic. 

Lacan was working in a specific set of CIrcumstances which do not apply 
to grammatology directly. He mtroduced his nonmaglstenal style mto the 
classroom as a necessary corollary of his attempt to teach psychoanalyslS
to undertake the formation of analysts-as a Ufllverslty course, His project 
was doubly controversIa1. There were those who thought that psycho
analysIs as a specIal mode of knowledge could not be separated from a 
personal analysIs (the clilllcal context). But those who thought that analy
sis could be taught in the UnIVersIty argued that It should be taught m a 
scholarly and abstract manner, like any other discIpline. Lacan, however, 
as Sherry Turkle explams, mSlsted that "'only the theory constitutes the 
sCIence, and only the SCIence IS subverSIve as a new epIstemology, a new 
way of knowmg."l As for the manner of presentatIOn, although Lacan 
wanted to move mto the UnIVersIty m order to work more closely with 
lingUIsts and mathematIcians who could help formalize psychoanalysIs 
mto mathematical statements-·mathemes-he also rejected the abstract 
academIC tone for a style based on the peculiaritIes of the climcal situatIon, 
a style that he explicitly charactenzed, in contrast to the "classIcal" tone 
of the umversIty, as "baroque." 

Lacan's project IS applicable beyond the context of psychoanalysIs as a 
discIpline, of course, as may be seen m Shoshana Felman's remark that the 
notion of "transference" ("the actmg out of the reality of the uncon
SCIOUS"), by which the analytic sItuation functions, applies not only to 
therapeutic commulllcation but wherever there IS mterlocution-especIally 
m teaching. 2 Felman cites in this vem Freud's statement that at least three 
activities are formulated with the "mnage" of transference-- psychoanalysIs, 
government, and education. In short, one way to discuss the pedagogIC 
effect would be to mvestigate the phenomenon of transference and counter
transference comparatIvely, Juxtaposmg the analyst-patlent relatlOn with 
that of the teacher-student. 

Lacan himself, seeking a style that would enable hIm to translate mto 
the classroom what psychoanalytIc expenence reveals to the analyst, tned 
to take into account, and to counter. the effects of transference (the 
identificatIon of the patIent with the analyst-and VIce versa-which IS also 
the baSIS of the master-diSCIple relatIonship m teaching: another reason 
why Lacan's model IS of interest to grammatology). Felman charactenzes 
Lacan's pedagogIcal style as "irolllC," although part of the Hony, It must 
be said, IS that whatever the usefUlness of his strategIes for breakmg with 
the Hegelian model of mastery, Lacan himself was an authoritanan and an 
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mtellectual terronst, as is evident, for example, ill rurkle's account of his 
administrative tyranny over the School of PsychoanalysIs ("The Freudian 
Field") at Vincennes (the expenmental ulllversity established outside Pans 
III the wake of the May 1968 student protests). Nonetheless, the Lacaman 
pedagogy manifested in the semlllars offers several important lessons for 
applied grammatology, espeCIally considenng that Felman, along with 
other commentators, describes his lecture style as the eqUIvalent of Artaud's 
theater of cruelty or Mallarme's poetry-the same models lllvoked by 
Derrida. 

Even more appropnate than the Mime's silence as a metaphor of putting 
speech back III its place IS the silence of the analyst, which, when trans
lated into pedagogy, mvolves the replacement of the master's assertions 
and explanations with a set of oblique, apotropalc mterventions, m a style 
that Felman describes as a kind of "writmg m blaCk and white, usmg shadow 
as well as light." In any case, the analytlc SItuatIOn IS the prototype of 
working with unknowledge, with the mIfage of transference bemg pre
CISely that the analyst IS "the subject who IS supposed to know," although 
ill reality the analysand alone "knows" (but cannot remember). 

To appreCIate Lacan 's performance, we should keep m mind his audience, 
which mcluded not only "maJors" (apprentIce analysts and others with a 
similarly direct mterest in psychoanalysis) but also a crowd of philosophy 
professors and other mtellectuals. This group presented a mIX of those 
who knew too much about theory and those who knew very little. That 
Lacan managed to satisfy both groups (he comments at one pomt that 
nothing he could do seemed to scare them off) establishes his presenta
tional mode as a laboratory for deveJopmg a discourse that IS at once 
popular and learned-a major goal of grammatology. His occasional re
monstrances with respect to the attItude of the class (only half had read 
"The Purlomed Letter" the day he discussed it) reveal something about 
his pedagogIcal effect: "We find ourselves before this smgular contradic
tion-I don't know if it should be called dialectical-that the less you un
derstand the better you listen. For I often say to you very difficult things, 
and I see you hangmg on my every word, and I learn later that some of 
you did not understand. On the other hand, when one tells you SImple 
things, almost too familiar, you are less attentIve. I just make this remark 
in passlllg, which has its interest like any concrete observation. I leave it 
for your meditation.,,3 

"Difficulty" IS essential to Lacan's epIstemology, as we shall see, and 
is the direct result of severaJ assumptlons about the commUnIcatlon of 
psychoanalytic knowledge. He stresses, along with many other modern 
theorists, that "there IS no metalanguage," no means to say the truth about 
truth, although he does believe that truth can be shown m what it speaks 
of. Therefore, he adds, analYSIS turns to other means' "Is it necessary to 
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say that we must acquamt ourselves with other modes of knowledge than 
that of science, when we have to deal with the epIstemologIcal cinve?,,4 
His list of these other modes reveals his conceptIOn of psychoanalysis as 
a comprehenSIve diSCIpline, synthesizmg the humanities and the human 
sCIences, as he says, comparing it to the Medieval notIOn of "liberal arts," 
Notmg Freud's own list of subjects which should be mcluded m psycho· 
analysIs as a UnIVersIty disclpline-"besides psychiatry and sexology, we 
find 'the history of civilization, mythology, the psychology of religIons, 
literary history, and-literary critIcIsm'" S-Lacan contmues, "For my part. 
I should be mc1ined to add: rhetoric, dialectic In the techmcal sense that 
this term assumes III the Tomes of Anstotle, grammar, and, that supreme 
pmnacle of the aesthetics of language, poetIcs, which would include the 
neglected technique of the witticIsm." Moreover., "this technique would 
require for its teaching as well as for its learmng a profound aSSImilatIOn of 
the resources of a language [langue], and espeCIally of those that are con~ 
cretely realized m its poetic texts" (SelectIOn, 82-83), which IS to say that 
a pedagogIcal discourse must begm to take on some of the densIty of 
poetry-hence its difficulty, 

The difference in the educational backgrounds of his audience IS not a 
problem for Lacan 's pedagogy, finally, considering that he IS not concerned 
with the transmittal of informatIon. Rather, his purpose IS to bnng about 
the very conjunction of pedagogy and invention discussed m chapter 6. 
"There is m every knowledge once constituted a dimension of error, Which 
is to forget the creative function of truth In its nascent form" (Le mOl, 29). 
Thus, the more one knows m a field, the greater the fIsk of falling mto the 
error of relymg on predigested matenals. PsychoanalysIs, however, situates 
itself preCIsely at the level of ongmation rather than of institutIOnalizatIOn. 
"What we discover In analYSIS is at the level oforthodoxa. Everything that 
operates ill the field of analytic action IS antenor to the constitutIOn of 
knowledge, which does not prevent us while operatmg In this field from 
constituting a knowledge of it" (Le mOl, 30). Like Derrida, who 1S In

terested m exploiting the way ordinary language contammates all attempts 
at system or classification, Lacan locates the strength of his diSCIpline at 
the source of error of SCIence, "smce every SCIence anses out of the mamp
ulation of language which IS antenor to ItS constItutIon, and that It IS m 
this mampulation of language that analytIc actIon develops." 

The pedagogical effect Lacan himself wishes to achieve corresponds to 
the grammatologlCal evocatIOn of unknowledge. Reflectmg on the prob
lematic nature of teaching, that teachers' mIstakes are not due to an 
Ignorance of "subject matter" (but of the "subject" of knowledge, the one 
who knows), Lacan remarks, "That led me to think that there IS no true 
teaching except that which manages to awaken m those who attend an 
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lnSlstence, that deme to know [connaitre 1 which emerges only when they 
themselves have taken the measure of ignorance as such-the extent to 
whiCh it IS, as SUCh, fecund-and also on the part of the one who teaches" 
(Le mOl, 242). At the level of unknowledge-or of the unconSClOUS
everyone m his audience IS equal, a level that he addresses by means of a 
"double inscription" "Is our reason so weak that it cannot recogmze It
self on equal terms III the mediation of SCientific discourse and m the 
pnmary exchange of the Symbolic object, and that it cannot rediscover 
there the identical measure of its original\ guile?" 6 

Lacan, following FreUd, stresses that the real cannot be apprehended 
or investigated except through the intermediary of the symbolic. In this 
VIew, based on Freud's "energy" or "electncal" model of the mmd (out
lined in the early Pro/ect for a SClent(fic Psychology), m whiCh allconcep· 
tualization and Judgment can only retrace the paths of thought preVIOusly 
breached by the dnves of deSIre (that one In a sense reasons with desire), 
it IS wrong to pose a firm distinction between the mner and the outer 
worlds. Rather, the human world, Jommg libidinal (inner drIves) experI' 
ence with cultural information (outer perceptIOns), "is not closed, but 
open to a host of extraordinarily vaned neutral objects. objects even which 
have nothing more to do with objects, m their radical function as symbols" 
(Le mal, 125). ThIS assumptron suggests the possibility of commumcating 
with students In a way SImilar to that used with patIents: "For [the sym
bol] to mduce its effects III the subject, rt is enough that It makes itself 
heard, smce these effects operate without his bemg aware of it-as we 
admit 1ll our daily expenence, explammg many reactions of normal as well 
as of neurotic subjects by theIr response to the symbolic sense of an act, of 
a relation, of an object. There is therefore no doubt that the analyst can 
play on the power of the symbol by evoking It in a carefully calculated 
fashion m the semantic resonances of his remarks" (Soeech, 58). 

These resonances may be evoked m two ways, at least, one bemg by 
means of the sound of language Itself (the explOItation of homophones, 
the level at which Lacan prefers to work, to be discussed later with respect 
to lalangue), and the other the presentatIon of nonverbal matenals (rele~ 
vant to Lacan's pedagogical, ifnot to his climcal practice). In general, both 
modes are used to brmg into play "unconscIOus thought," involvmg the 
activation of what Derrida described as hypomnesls, as opposed to the 
"'living memory" or anamnesis: 

The unconscIOUS IS that Chapter of my history which IS marked by 
a blank or occupied by a falsehood: it IS the censored chapter. But the 
Truth can be found agam; it IS most often already written down else
where. That IS to say: 
-in monuments: this IS my bOdy-that IS to say, the nystencal nucleus 
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of the neurOSIS where the hystencal symptom reveals the structure 
of a Language and is decIphered like an mscnption which, once re
covered, can without senous loss be destroyed; 
-In archival documents also: there are my childhood memones, 
just as Impenetrable as are such documents when I dO not know tneir 

source; 
-lfl semantic evolution: this corresponds to the stock of words and 
acceptations of my own particular vocabulary, as It does to my style 

of life and to my character; 
-lll traditIons as wen, and not only III them but also III the legends 
whiCh, m a nerolclzed form, transport my history; 
-and lastly, In the traces whiCh are mevitably preserved by the distor
tions necessitated by the linking of the adulterated chapter to the 
chapters surrounding it, and whose meamng will be re-established by 
my exegesIs. (Speech, 21) 

All of these "external" resources may be drawn on-"mImed," Derrida 
would say-in a double mscnption m order to say "something else," to pro
voke the deslfe to know and the deSIre to investigate thIS deSHe itself. 

I shall turn now to the exammation of one semmar---Encore, given dur
mg the academIc year 1972-73-( while continumg to refer for purposes of 
comparison to other texts as well) for a more specific descnption of Lacan 's 
pedagogical style. My purpose throughout will be not to seek a full psycho
analytic rationale for the style but to focus on those aspects of it whiCh 

are relevant to a grammatologlcal Writmg. 

ST. THERESA 

Keepmg m mind that the book to whiCh I refer is the transcnpt of a 
seminar. we can see that Lacan's presentatIOn bears a SIgnificant resemblance 
to Derrlda-'s picto-ideo-phOnographic Writing. The cover of Encore (but we 
should unagine a pnnt displayed m the classroom)-a reproductIOn of 
Bernmi's SCUlpture, The Ecstacy of St. Theresa-recalls the illustratlOn used 
on the cover of The Post Card. In both cases, the VIsual work provides the 
orgamzmg image of the discourse, not to be mterpreted but to serve as a 
pomt of departure for working through a theoretIcal problem. , 

The other published semmars reflect the same procedure. The cover of 
volume 2 displays a detail from Mantegna's Calvary, showmg Roman 
soldiers rolling dice for possessIOn of Chnst's robe; the cover of volume 11 
displays Holbein'S The Ambassadors, WhICh mcludes a death's head m 
anamorphic perspective at the bottom of the scene. These pIctures (the 
discussion of which Lacan mtroduces m each case at approxImately mid
term) have a dual purpose, In the first place, alluding allegoflcally to the 
theme of the semmar, they provide a concrete POlllt of reference for the 
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diSCUSSIon of certain prmcipies. An excerpt from the session dealing spe
cifically with the work, selected by the editor and printed on the back 
cover, identifies the substance of the ostensible theme and SIgnals the 
possibility of reading the semmar as a "legend" for the picture, Here, for 
example, is the blurb for Encore: 

You have only to go see III Rome Bernmi's statue to understano 
at once that she is commg ijouit J, Samt Theresa, no ooubt about it. 
And what IS she enJovmg'l It IS clear that the essential testimony 
of mystics IS preCIsely to say that they expenence it, but they know 
nothing about it. These mystical ejaculations are neither babblings 
nor verbiage, which IS m short what one could read at best. At the 
very bottom of the page, note-add there the Eents of Jacques Lacan, 
because it IS of the same order. What was tned at the end of the 
last century, III Freud's day, what was sought, all these good men m 
Charcot's entourage and others, was to reduce the mystical to a 
matter of fucking [[outre]. If you lOok close, it IS not that at all. That 
pleasure which one expenences and knows nothing about, isn't 
that what sets us on the path of ex-slstence? And why not mterpret 
one aspect of the Other, that of God, as supported by femInIne 
bliss? 7 

The other function of the Image IS mnemollIc, providing a remmder in 

aSSOCiation with which the year's work may be more readily recalled. This 
aspect IS most evident in the first seminar, because m it Lacan did not use 
an art work as the hinge figure. Rather. at the close of the fmal sessIOn, 
he distributed to each of the students a small figunne representing an ele
phant (hence, the cover of that volume bears a photograph of an elephant). 
My interest in this functIOn of the Image, of course, relates to the mne
monic property of Writing, so I have to remark that the figunne represents 
memory as such, as m the saymg that someone has a memory like an 
elephant. The figurme alludes to a specific part of the year's discussion, 
when Lacan refers to elephants while makmg a pomt that, with the entry 
into language, the symbol emerges and becomes more Important than the 
object which it names: 

I have alreaoy repeated it so many times. If you do not get it mto 
your head .... The woro or the concept IS nothing other for the 
human bemg than the word in ItS matenality, It IS the thing itself, It 
is not sImply a shadow, a breath, a vHtual illUSIOn of the thing, It 
is the thing itself. Reflect for a moment m the real. It IS a fact that 
the word eLelJhant eXIsts m theH language, and that the elephant 
enters therefore mfo theH deliberations, that men have been able to 
take with respect to elephants, before ever touching them, resolu
tions much more deCISIve for these pachyderms than anything else 
that happened to them m their history ... before anyone ever raIsed 
toward them a bow or a rifle. 8 
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The figunne, then, remmds the student of the power of the word to affect 
the real, an observation that he formulated elsewhere in challengmg the 
distinction between the "conjectural sciences" (like psychoanalYSIS) and 
the "exact" (mathematICal) SCIences: "For expenmental SCIence IS not so 
much defined by the quantIty to which It IS m fact applied, as by the 
measurement it introduces mto the real" (SeLectwn, 74). His pedagogy, too, 
IS an "intervention," rather than a reproduction. 

Even while he IS mtroducmg these and other Images mto hIS discourse, 
Lacan declares that he has little faith In them, which IS part of his strategy 
for avoiding magisteriai effects and the "idOlatry" of fixed "reCIpes." 
Nonetheless, he remarks that "models are very Important. Not that It 
means anything-it mtends nothing. But we are like that---It IS our animal 
weakness. we need Images. And, lacking Images, It happens that symbols 
do not appear" (Le mOl, Ill). 

The problem, then, is to discern how the Image of Bernini's ecstatIc samt 
functions in Lacan's discourse. Knowing m prinCIple that It IS a metaphor 
In a double inscnption.,we may begm with a definition of the double ques
tion posed in the semmar, one aspect of whiCh concerns "knowledge" of 
something, and the other the "subject" who knows. The question Lacan 
set for the year's research IS directed both "outward," to a general questIOn 
about whiCh psychoanalysis as a SCIence claIms to know something (human 
sexuality), and "inward," to his own relatIOnship to the process of know
mg. The lITlage of Saint Theresa emblematIzes both questIOns, or both 
aspects of this question. as Lacan mdicated (in the legendary excerpt) when 
he placed his collection of essays. the Eents, on the side of the mystIC'S 
pleasure, an analogy that hints at what IS taking place m the courSe. We 
should keep III mmd, too. that the statue functIons as a mnemomc Image 
for something that will not be understood at the tIme of the semmar, but 
as an aftereffect. The Image, that IS, carnes the student through the "time 
of understanding," the delay of ''NaehtriigLichkelt'' in the Freudian model 
of mIlld, whiCh suggests the relevance to Lacan's teaching of his own adVIce 
with respect to the reading of AnstotJe: "If AnstotJe IS not so easily un
derstood, because of the distance whiCh separates us from him. It 1S Just 
that whiCh justifies my telling you that to read does not obligate one to 
understand. First it IS necessary to read" (Encore, 61). Or, ashe cautions 
after mscribing a chart on the blackboard, "avoid understanding too 
qUlckly" (74). 

The "objective" task posed for the year's work IS to take up the ques
tion that FreUd left aside when he hypotheSIzed that the libido IS only 
masculine. The question IS: "Was will das Weib?"-what does the woman 
want? (fin core, 75). Lacan rephrases the tOPIC on several occaSIOns, statmg, 
in his provocative way, that there IS m fact no sexual relatwns/uJ) (that 
sexual bliss is not a SIgn of love): "This matter of the sexual relation. if 
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there IS a pom! from whiCh It could be clarified, It IS preCIsely from the 
side of the ladies, to the extent that it IS by the elaboration of the not-all 
[pas-tout] that a path mIght be breached. This IS my true subject this year, 
behmd the Encore, and is one of the senses of my title. Perhaps I will 
manage thus to bnng out something new about femmme sexuality" (54). 

Lacan mentIOns here a femmlst whom he had angered by the presump
tuousness of this question and whom he put off even more by suggesting 
she come back the next day when he w~uld explam everything to her. Part 
of Lacan's effect, In any case, Involved stich baitings and provocations in the 
mterest, it seems, of deliberate misunderstanding. For ashe says of his chart, 
"it does not appear to me to be exemplary, except, as usual, for producmg 
mIsunderstandings" (Encore, 73). Stephen Heath's critique of Encore 
represents the consequences, if not of understanding too qUIckly-too easily 
or readily--then of responding to only one side of Lacan's double lllscnp
tion. Heath takes the year:'s theme ("what does the woman want?") and its 
relatIOn to the Image of Samt Theresa literally, straightforwardly. 9 Bnng
mg to his reading of Encore two preoccupations of his own--sexual politics 
and cmema-Heath, like a gentleman commg to the aid of an msulted lady, 
denounces Lacan's seXIsm (while apologlzmg as a male who probably has 
no business talking about femmme sexuality either). Heath's pomt is well 
taken, in that, like Derrida's critique, It calls attention to the metaphYSICal 
and phaliogocentnc strictUre of Lacan's mSlstence on working within the 
formula of "truth IS a woman" (even though Lacan adds here-"for a 
man"). Heath's Cinematic mterest, however., leads him to aSSUme that 
Lacan IS mterpretmg Bernmfs statue and that he IS dOing so in a way that 
Ignores the problematIcs of seemg(the link with cmematic VIewing): "What 
IS striking," Heath complams, "is (Lacan's] certamty as to what the statue 
means" (Heath, 52). For Heath this certamty suggests that Lacan IS appeal
mg to "the direct evidence of an Image," to the Immediacy of seeing which 
elides sexual difference. Heath goes on to gIVe a usefUl analYSIS of Lacan's 
statements about feminme sexuality in Encore and an intelligent discussion 
of voyeurism and fetishism In the fascmation of the Cinematic image, thus 
Ignormg both the symbolic operatIOn of the Image and the other major 
question posed in the double mscnption. 

IGNORANCE 

The other topm researched in the semmar IS Lacan's Ignorance with 
respect to the first question, "Was will das Weib?" From the pomt of vIew 
of grammatology the second question IS more mteresting, since It fore
grounds Lacan's pedagogICal performance. Lacan's purpose, III this context, 
IS less to come to any conclusions about femmine sexuality than it IS to 
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demonstrate the nature of psychoanalytIc knowmg as such--the specml 
perspective of psychoanalysIs on science as an actIvity. The questIOn IS 
posed as follows: "How IS a SCIence still [encore] possible aft:! what one 
could call the unconscious?" (Encore, 95). ThIS questlOll In fact mforms 
Lacan's program in general, as could be shown with Cltations from almost 
anyone of his texts: "You see the emergence of a double questiomng. If 
we can couple psychoManalysls to the traIn of modern SCience, desPIte the 
essential effect of the analyst's desIre, we have a nght to ask the question 
of the desue that lies behind modern science," 10 As that comment suggests, 
the primary question concerns the analyst's particIpatIOn, at the level of 
desire, in the questions he poses: "I may even seem to have been saymg the 
same thing myself in my teaching recently, when I pOInt straight out, all 
veils torn aside, and in a quite overt way towards that central pomt that I 
put in question, nameiy-what IS the analyst's deSire?" (Concepts, 9). 

What does the analyst (like woman) want? 
Because Lacan develops a pedagogy that puts thIS question on stage, 

placmg himself ill an- exemplary way ill the posItion of the analysand 
rather than of the analyst,l1 hIS teaching IS espeCIally Important as a re~ 
source for grammatology's search for a nonmagistenal style. The assump
tion on which Lacan bases his performance IS shared by Derrida: "AnalYSIS 
distinguishes Itself from all that which has been produced III discourse 
until now, in that it states thIS, WhICh IS the snag m my teaching, that I 
speak without knowmg. I speak with my body, and that without knowmg. 
I say thus always more than I know" (Encore, 108). His knowledge. or 
rather his teaching, resembles St. Theresa's bliss, in that both are produced 
1ll the absence of (self) knowledge. Lacan says of his teaching, relevant to 
this conditIOn, "It IS not so much on the I that the accent should be placed, 
to know about what I can proffer. but on the from, that IS on that from 
where it [,a] comes. thIS teaching of which I am the effect" (30). 

This condition has a direct beanng on the status of the questIOn, "what 
does the woman want?" -the question of femmme sexuality, which Lacan 
poses III fact m terms of the relatIOn between the sexes-jove. What gradu
ally emerges from session to seSSIOn of the semmar IS that Lacan IS explor
ing the relation between love and knowledge. The problem IS that "there IS 
a relation of being which cannot know Itself. It IS that structure which I 
Illterrogate in my teaclting, to the extent that this Impossible knowledge IS 
thereby forbidden" (Encore, 108). Placed m this context, Lacan's use of 
the metaphor "truth is a woman" takes on a different tone: "I do not 
know hoW to take up, why not say It, with truth-any more than with 
woman. I have said that each one, at least for the man, was the same thing. 
It amounts to the same embarrassment. It so happens that I have a taste 
for one as much as for the other, despite everything one says about it" 

(108), 
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These cltatlOns reveal that, far from bemg an Image of his object of 
study, mterpreted as gIvmg evidence apropos of femmine sexuality, St. 
Theresa emblematizes Lacan's own condition, that ill Observing his teach
Illg performance we are wItneSSing something like the ecstacy without 
knowmg of the mystic. To pose the presence of desue within his own 
discourse exposes "la betise" (stupidity, nonsense), Lacan notes: "My 
mere presence m my discourse, my mere presence IS my stupidity," and he 
adds that, whereas other discourses flee betlse, analytic discourse seeks it 
out, seeks the sublime of stupidity (Encore, 18-19). We can say, then, that 
Lacan posed the questIOn "Was will das Weib?" preCIsely because it IS the 
most extreme verSIOn possible of an impossible question, Impossible be
cause the woman's bliss represents for Lacan the impossible knowledge of 
the Other. By setting slich a questIOn for the seminar, Lacan turns the re
search back on himself, delineating all the more clearly the specIal features 
of psychoanalytic knowmg. 

Encore teaches the love of knOWledge, couched in the specific terms of 
the deSIre of the subject of knOWledge and presented in a way intended not 
Just to tell about this paSSlOn (desIgnated actually as the "passlOn of ig
no~ance"). but to Instill it, stimulate It, in the audience. All pedagogy takes 
as ItS goal the fostenng of the love of knOWledge, if not of WIsdom, but 
psychoanalysis IS pnvileged in this respect, smce it IS nothing less than a 
knowledge of love, such that love and knowledge come together 10 it in a 
powerfUl way. 'OTo speak of love, III effect, one does nothing but that III 
analytic discourse" (Encore, 77). And what the analytic discourse con
veys, according to Lacan, "is that to speak of love is m Itself bliss," with 
the Pleasure PrincIple itself bemg an example of the merger of love and 
SCIence. Lacan even declares at one pomt that "we must, this year, articu
late what IS there as a PIVOt of all that IS instituted in the analytic experi
ence-love" (40). 

The asp~ct of ~ove most Important for the seminar .. for psychoanalysIs 
as a umversnty subject, IS the love of knowledge, whiCh accounts for Lacan's 
description of what he takes to be the underlying theme of the course: 

! have spOken some of love. But the PIVot-pomt, the key to what I 
have put forward this year, concerns what there IS of knowleoge mit, 
t~e exerCIse of whiCh I have stressed represents nothing but a bliss 
fJouzssance J. (Encore, 125) 

Moreover, the character of pedagogy m the seminar IS deSIgned to provide 
the expenence of , knowledge as bliss, based on Lacan's hypotheSiS about 
their interdependence: 

Knowledge 18 worth exactly as much as It costs, of how much of one's 
own ~es~ IS Invested in it, that It be difficult, difficult m what way? 
-less lllltS acqUIsition than III its enJOyment. There, III delight, the 
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conquest of this knowledge renews Itself each time that It is exer
CIsed, the power that It gIves remammg always turned towards Its 
bliss. 

It IS strange that that has never been highlighteu, that the sense of 
knowleage is entirely there, that the difficulty of its exerCIse IS thai 
which raises that ofits acqUlsition. (Encore, 89) 

Part of the lesson of the liaIson of bliss and knowledge IS always to m
clude 1ll SCIence the deslfe of the subject. The behaVIOrIst expenments of 
the rat psychologists, for example, are mteresting not 1ll terms of the rats· 
behaVIOr, Lacan says, but m terms of the sCIentlsts' behaVIOr-then relatIOn 
to the labYrInths they build (Encore, 129). In short.. the lffuptlOn of the 
unconscIOUS into SCIence opens knowledge to emgma. The method Lacan 
devIses to work with this emgma represents hIS greatest affimty with Der
rida's Writing and provides a model for usmg speesh m the classroom, for 
lectunng In a way that puts speech back m Its place. 

LALANGUE 

The homonym and the homophone are as essentIal to Lacan's pedagogy 
as they are to Derrida's Writing (and herein lies the usefulness of the semI
nars as a resource for an applied grammatology). When he declared the 
speCIal focus of psychoanalysIs to be the desne of the subject of knowledge, 
accompamed by a pedagogy that mtroduced his own desne-the acbon of 
the unconscIOus, of his betlse-mto the scene of teaching, Lacan was not 
setting up an Impasse nor an apona for the research subject. but SImply 
creating the conditions that constItute the startmg pomt for the psycho
analytic mode of knowledge. This mode, as I mentIOned before, operates 
not according to the anamneSIC pnnclple of self-consCIOusness, "livmg 
memory ," or mtrospection .. but by means of hypomnesls and the repeti· 
tIon of the sIgnifier. We have already discussed thIS liistinctIOn as It appears 
III Derrida, but Lacan has his own formulation of it, as for example when 
he says that he IS gomg to submIt to the test of the slgnifier "a certam 
number of dires [saymgs] of the philosophical tradition" - to Illterrogate 
how the dires of Anstotle and FreUd traverse one another on the question 
of bliss (Encore, 25. 57)-with dires bemg the anagram of aesir (desIre). 

Followmg Freud's lead (the conJunctlon of SCIence and pleasure m the 
formulation of the Pleasure Pnnciple) , Lacan sets III rnotlOn his own merger 
of love and knowledge by asking if the term "joUlssance" itself knows 
something. At one level, he IS asking if the Other knows-what the mystIc 
knows, or what the woman knows. The problem, m fact, IS less one of 
knowledge than of pedagogy-the transmission of knowledge, for the real 
issue IS what the mystic or the woman IS or IS not able to say about what IS 
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known. keeping In mmd always that Theresa, woman and mystic at once, 
is a metaphor finally for unconSCIOUS thought. Lacan is not researching 
mysticIsm, nor even (although this point IS not as obviOus) femmme sex~ 
uality, but the actiVIty of the unconscIOUS III language. Lacan offers a 
"formula" with respect to this Issue (his procedure often bemg to begin a 
lesson with an aphoristic or condensed formulation dealing with the matter 
of a gIVen seSSIOn): "The unconsclOUS IS that the bemg [l'etre], in speaking, 
delights, and, I add, wants to know nothing more about it. I add that that 
meanS-knows nothing at all" (Encore;,95). Freud's formula, Lacan says, 
was "there where it speaks, it enjoys," recalling Lacan;s own formula-the 
unconscIOUS IS structured like a language-both of which pomt to the way 
pSYChoanalysIs cut the Gordian knot of the "inaccessibility" of the un con· 
sCIous-of dreams and all related phenomena-by focusmg its Investigation 
on the parletre. the speaking bemg (equatmg i'etre with the Jetter, la lettre). 
Thus, when Lacan says that the unconscious knows nothing, he adds that 
"the unconSCIOUS has revealed nothing to us about the phYSIOlogy of the 
nervous system, nor about the functionmg of binding, nor about premature 
ejaculation" (104). Given this situation, III order sometimes to escape "the 
infernal affaIr .. " Lacan jokingly notes that he resorts to certain techmques 
of Zen teaching-to respond to questions with a bark: "ca!" 

But as a teacher, one of whose assumptions is that he says more than he 
knows, Lacan IS not content to remam at the level of religIOn in any form. 
Rather, he adopts a manner of speaking (,'Theoretical modelS," Max Black 
states, "whether treated as real or fictitIous, are not literally constructed: 
the heart of the method conSIsts m talking in a certam way") 12 which 
allows language to say what it knows, or allows the unconscious to show 
Itself m the play of language. The procedure IS based on the discovery 
through analYSIS "that there IS a knowledge which does not know itself, a 
knOWledge which supports itself in the SIgnifier as such" (gIving nse to the 
use of metaphors drawn from the expenence of mystics to describe the 
effect of recelVlng these "messages") (Encore, 88). 

The locus of this knowledge IS mdeed the Other ("the unconscIOUS, 
which I represent to you as that which IS inside the subject, but which can 
be realized only outside, that IS to say, m that locus of the Other in which 
alone It may assume its status"-Conce.vts, 147), from whence it must be 
taken: "it est a .vrendre. " In other words, the Signifier teaches here that to 
learn (apprenare) reqUIres this taking (d prenare) and also that this acqUIsI
tion, as noted earlier, is more Valuable the more it costs (jommg apprzs 
with mlS a przx). JOUissance (bliss) refers, then, to a fourth level of "sense," 
the four levels be'lng sense, non-sense, common sense, and ";oUls-sense."13 
The sense of psychoanalysis as it IS usually understood is its critique of sex, 
Lacan expJams. But this sense reduces to a "non-sense" m the sweet 
nothings exchanged between lovers. At the level of "common sense," this 
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pleasure has to do with Jokes, laughter, suggestive remarks, and the like. 
Still another level. the one that mterests Lacan m Encore, carnes the m
sistence of desire in the cham of slgnifiers, productive of homonyms and 
puns, and called, III thIS context, louls-sens. The technIque, ultimately, IS 
denved from this comment to Fliess In one of Freud's letters, antIcIpatmg 
his joke book; "It IS certamly true that the dreamer IS too mgemous and 
amusmg, but it is not my fault, and I cannot be reproached with It. All 
dreamers are msufferably WItty, and they have to be, because they are 
under pressure, and the direct way IS barred to them" (Freud, OriginS, 297). 

In alerting his class to the eXIstence of thIS level of sense, Lacan makes 
liberal use of puns, the pomt bemg that the pun Itself tells hIm, 10 a sense, 
how to proceed, as for example when he confronts the Impossible questJOn 
"Was will das Weib?" "It IS here that I play on the pun [eqUiVOqUe]. The 
Impossible knowledge IS prohibited, censored, forbidden rinterdit], but It 
IS not if you wnte It convelllently l'inter-dit, It IS said [dit] between linter-, 
entre] the words, between the lines .... It IS a questIOn of showmg the 
tendency of this putting-mto-form, this metalanguage that IS not one, and 
which I make eX-SlSt. About that which may not be demonstrated, some
thing true nonetheless can be said" (Encore, 108). This dimenSIOn of the 
between, this interdimenslOn of reading between the lines, to be associated 
with Derrida-'s hymenal betweenness (entre-antre), opens up a new dimen
SIOn of knowledge called the dit-menSlOn (a pun on the dit --said, spoken 
-which could be rendered 111 English by means of the other syllable, the 
mention m di-mensIOn, with the di suggestmg the double mscnption of 
the pun-di-mentton). This di-mention, 111 which the sIgnifier exerCIses Its 
effect, IS also the dimensIOn of betise, tile stupidities WhICh may now be 
understood as refernng to the mcessant puns In the lectures. "The sIgnifier 
IS stupid [bete]," Lacan remarks, and, III the pun, engende~s "a stupid 
smile" which, he hastens to add, IS the gnn of angels, at least those that 
can be seen m the cathedrals, mcluding Bernmi's angel. They smile so, he 
suggests, because they are "swimrrung" III the supreme sIgnifier (which IS .. 
after all, the phallus). The angels, thatls (like the one standing over Theresa 
m the statue) carry no messages, and to this extent, "they are truly sIgm
fiers." He stresses the Signifier "because It IS the baSIS of the dimenslOn 
["which should be wnttendit-menswn"] of the symbolic, which alone the 
analytic discourse enables us to Isolate as such" (24-25). Bernmi's statue, 
III short, provides no evidence for what IS at Issue mL~ncore, because, as an 
Image, It eXIsts at the level of the Imaginary, which IS dependent on sense 
perceptIon. But Encore IS not a selnmar about the Imag1l1ary-and here is 
the source of Heath's mIsreading (The Four FundamentaL Concepts or 
PsychoanaLysls, whiCh lS about the Imagmary, would be a more useful pomt 
of departure for his cmemahc concerns)-but about the Symbolic and the 
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"sense" of di-mentlOn (what Derrida discussed as spacmg). The assocIation 
of this mode of knowledge_ taken at the level of the pun, with bliss (like 
that pIctured in the statue) IS Justified by Lacan's descnption of what takes 
place: "It IS because there IS the unconscIOUS, that IS tatangue m as much as 
It IS by cohabitatIOn with It that a bemg defines llself called the speaking 
bemg, that the sIgnifier can be called to make a SIgn" (130). 

This cohabitatIon of the subject with Latangue, producing the speaking 
bemg called a human, IS a kind of copulation productive of bliss. Some~ 
thing is touched, a dimenSIon reached through the di-mention, whiCh is 
akin to sexual bliss m Its fundamental contribution to human reproductIon 
(in the form of the repetition which constItutes identity), akin but supple
mentary-not sexual (the mystics, too, however, use sexual metaphors for 
what they know), but on the order of love, which, Lacan stresses, IS a rela
tionship havmg nothing to do with sex. The term introduced here to 
further the mvestigatIOn IS tatangue, wntten m one word, whiCh Lacan uses 
to distmguish hIS mterest m language from that of lingUIsts and structural
ists. Latangue has nothing to do with commullIcation or dialogue but IS a 
presentational mode of a different sort: "Lalangue presents all sorts of 
affects ["its effects are affects"] which remam elllgmatic. These effects are 
those which result from the presence of lalangue to the degree that, as 
knowledge, It artIculates things which go much further than what the 
speaking being supports in a stated knowledge .... The unconSCIOUS IS a 
knowledge, a know-how of lalangue. And what one knows how to do with 
lalangue surpasses by far what one IS capable of accounting for in terms of 
language" (Encore, ] 27). 

Jean-Claude Milner has wntten a book on tatangue, based apparently on 
the paper he gave at a seSSIOn of the Encore semmar (Encore, 92), student 
papers and guest lectures bemg as much a part of Lacan's practice as of 
any other professor. 14 Milner's tOPIC IS "the love of language" -takmg up 
Lacan's qUestIOn of the SCIentist's deSIre by asking about the "love" that 
motivates people to become lingUIsts. He remmds us that not only IS lan
guage teaChable (indeed, lingUIstiCS has no SOCIal basis as an actiVIty except 
m the ulllversIty), but that It IS the vehicle of all other possible teaching. 
PsychoanalysIs supplements conventIonal pedagogy, which tends to forget 
language or assume ItS transparency and secondarity, by asking what lan
guage Itself knows. Milner approaches this question, as does Lacan, by 
alluding to Saussure's study of the anagrams III "saturman" verse. Saussure, 
showmg that the phonemes m these Lahn poems are paIred and selected 
according to the anagram of a name linked to the narrative sense of the 
verse, assumed that the ordermg pnnclple could be attributed to a secret 
knowledge. But, Milner remarks, Saussure was never able to prove hIS 
hypothesis (indeed. he never published any of these studies), partiy because 
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the anagrams turned up III every verse he exammed, ancIent or modern. In 
these anagrams, then, philology faced a phenomenon It could not account 
for, havmg to do with the matenal intersection of language with the real. 

The anagram, that IS, far from bemg illusory, touched precIsely on a 
fundamental reality of language-the homophone. Because of the Irre
ducible and material nature of its reality, the' homophone (and all the odd 
figures of aSSOCIatIon it makes possible) has a functIon of excess, an "en 
pLus," related to Derrida's chiasmatic plus: "This functlOll of excess we call 
lalangue" (Milner, 92-93). "It IS always possible to valonze III any locution 
a dimenSIOn of the non-identical: It IS the pun and all that it mcludes, 
homophony. homosemy, homography, everything that sustains double 
meaning and speakmg ill hints, mcessant tissue of our mtervlews" (18). 
Milner describes these figures of associatIOn (lolangue) as bemg those that 
lingUIstics excludes from language in order to achieve r.losure and establish 
itself as a SCIence, representing only certain approved chams or sequences 
such as etymology, diverse paradigms, denvatIOns, transformations, and so 

forth. 
Why Lacan mentioned that tatangue IS that whiCh causes a'language to 

be termed one's "mother tongue" IS explamed m thIS comment: "ThIS 
regIster IS nothing other than that which absolutely distinguishes one lan
guage from every other one: a smgular mode of making puns, there you 
have what makes a specific language. By that. it becomes a collection of 
places, all smgular and all heterogeneous .... By that It also makes Itself 
substance, possible matter for fantasms, mconslstent ensemble of places 
for desire" (Milner, 22). Derrida's discussion of the difficulty and the im
portance of translation is based on this same feature of the partlcularity 
of the homophones to a gIven language, although both Derrida and Lacan 
(and psychoanalysIs ill general) take advantage of the macarolllc possibility 
of usmg puns that cross between language-hence they both admIre James 
Joyce: "Finnegans Wake," Lacan says, "is very much that whiCh IS closest 
to what we analysts, thanks to the analytIc discourse, have to read-the 

slip" (Encore, 37). 
As for the desue of the linguist., Milner defines It by reversmg the 

"SCientific" explanation of latangue, which suggests that It IS caused by 
or IS the effect of the "Indo-European" ongm of modern languages. But 
Indo-European IS itself an effect, generated bY a speculatIve knowledge, 
Milner says. reflecting the desue of the lingUIsts to wnte faLangue Itself. 
This mteraction between a "real" and a "fantasmahc" language IS not a 
problem, from Milner's perspectlve, but a conditIon or necessity of research 
which we are only begmmng to acknowledge and exploIt. Followmg Lacan, 
Milner proposes the ideal of a new academIC writing based on these pOllltS: 
"that no one IS master oflalangue, that the real inSIsts therem. that fmally 
lalangue knows. Then, if the lingUIst does not lack a certam tact, he could 
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accomplish to a degree a scholarly writing in whiCh comcide rule and Witz" 
(Milner, 133). 

MATHEME 

The style Milner calls for IS SImilar to what Derrida has m mmd when he 
notes that "the reading or writing supplement must be ngorously pre~ 
scribed, but by the necessities of a game, "by the lOgIC of play, signs to 
which the system of all textual powers must be accorded and attuned" 
(DissemmatlOn, 64). In short, as we shall see in Lacan's development of this 
style, /aLangue does not conSIst of saymg Just "anything at all," but only 
what the homophomc pnnclple permits. The strategy of rule and Witz, 
then, IS systematIcally to explOIt the WIttiCIsm 10 the context of a specific 
problem-Ill this case, the question set IS "what does the woman want?" 
Lalangue comes to his aSSIstance, Lacan remarks. "not only III offering me 
a homonymy, of d'eux [them] with deux [two], of peul [can, 18 able to] 
with peu [little, few], take for example that il /Jeut /Jeu whiCh IS there for 
us to use for something-but simply III permitting me to say that one ame 
[souls, usmg ame-soul-as a verb, conjugated like the verb to love, amour]. 

J'dme, tu ames, il ame. You see that only writmg serves US here, even to 
mclude lamalS ;'{[mals [jamals "" never]" (Encore, 78). Lacan concludes 
from this exerCIse that the eXIstence of the soul may be put in question by 
proposmg that It IS an effect of love (that the soul is contailled within the 
conjugatIons of amour). 

The extent to whiCh the verb "love" contams the "truth" of the human 
subject may be seen in one of Lacan's charts graphing the four positions of 
the subject, each represented by a letter: 

I begm WIth A, the radical Other [Autre], the real pole of the sub~ 
]ectlve relatIOn, to whiCh FreUd attached the death dnve. Then you 
have the m, the moi [ego] and the a, the other who IS not an other 
at all, Slllce It IS essentiallv coupled with the mal, III an always reflex
Ive, lllterchangeable relation-the ego IS always an alter~ego. You 
have here S, whiCh IS at once the subject, the symbol, and also the 
Es [Id, It, Ca]. The symbolic realizatIOn of the subject, which IS 
always a symbolic creation, IS the relation which goes from A to S. 
It IS sub-Jacent, unconscIOUS, essential to every subjective situation. 
(Le mOl, 370) 

The mterestmg pOInt here, besides the relevance of these elements to the 
project m Encore. IS that the relallon of A to S. of the Other to the Sub· 
ject (the relatIon explored III Encore), Lacan declares, "must pass always 
by the intermediary of ItS Imagmary substrata, the mOl and the autre, 
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which constitute the nnagmary foundatIOns of the object-A, m, G, S" (Le 
mal, 371). The graph, m other words, spells amas, the Romance conJuga
tion of "you love." 

Lacan's discourse abounds with puns mstructlve In the matter of love. 
He goes so far as to say that "it has been clear for some tIme that UnIVers1ty 
discourse should be wntten um-vers-Cythere [one-toward-Cytherea], smce 
it should propagate sexual educatIOn" (Encore, 47), alluding to BaudelaIre's 
"Voyage to Cytherea" "In your island. 0 Venus! 1 found standing only a 
symbolic gallows where my nnage hung .... Ah! Lord! gIve me strength 
and courage to look upon my heart and body without disgust!" 15 The 
semmar's title refers to thIS body--en-cor,DS, embodiment-·as well as a 
number of other things (such as trymg agam to say what has not yet been 
understood). The various verSIOns of his "graphicizatIOn" (a term used to 
avoid the preCIse mathematIcal meamng of "gf1ph"), such as the four 
positions represented by A, m, a, S, for example, take note of "the corre
spondence which makes of the real an openmg between semblance (ap
pearance), resulting from the symbolic, and reality such as it IS supported 
III the concreteness of human life-m that which determines that the 
encore-a-naftre [still to be born, refernng to what one antIcIPates III or 
expects from the sexual expenence] will never gIVe anything but the en
corne" (Encore, 87). One sense of encorne--to gore-allUdes agam to 
Cythere, to the grotesque Image 111 the poem of the hanged man disem
boweled and castrated (by fierce buds of prey). But the term also means 
"cuckold," to gIve horns, and by extensIOn of this context, to be horny
the recurrence, the return, encore, of sexual deSIre; the failure of the 
sexual act to satisfy the demand for love. 

What comes into play III the analytIc SItuatIOn IS the subject's most 
fundamental deSIre, the "want-to-be," of whiCh an mdividual's specific 
desues-the deSIre to be an analyst, a student's career chOIce, for example 
-are but manifestatIOns, substitute objects (Ule object a), SImilar to the 
account of bemg m relatIon to Bemg m EXIstentialism. Not thIS account 
of the themes in the analytIc situation, but the manner in whiCh Lacan 
presents his hypotheses, based on the psychoanalytIc VIew of the un
conscious as structured like a language, IS the focus of the lesson for 
gramrnatology. Lacan, that is, uses mathematIcs as an analogy for the kind 
of writing that will enable him to learn something from and about the 
unconscIOUS. 

Derrida, too .. IS mterested m mathematIcs as an example of a writmg 
that breaks with phoneticizatlOn and explores a dimensIon mdependent of 
VOIce. Derrida and Lacan are SImilar m theIr effort 10 extend the reach of 
language at the level of laLangue mto a dimenslOo closed to conventlOnal 
philosophical language. 
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A grammatology that would break with this system of presup
positIons ["the reSIstance to logIcal-mathematIcal notation has always 
been the SIgnature of logocentnsm and phonologlsm"] must 1ll effect 
liberate the mathematiclzatlOn of language, and must also declare that 
"the practlce of SCIence 1ll fact has never ceased to protest the Im~ 
penalism of the Logos, for example by calling upon, from all tIme, and 
more and more, nonphonetic writing." Everything that has always 
linked logos to phone has been limIted by mathematIcs, whose progress 
IS ill absolute solidanty with the practIce of a nonphonetic illscnp~ 
tion. About these "grammatologlcal" pnnciples and tasks there is no 
possible dOUbt.. I believe. But the extenSIOn of mathematical nota-
tion, and ill general the formalizatIOn of writing, must be very slow 
and very prudent, at least if one wishes it to take over effectiVely 
the domams from whiCh It has been excluded so far. It seems to be 
that critical work on "natural" languages by means of "natural" 
languages, an entIre mternal transformatIOn of classical notation, a sys
tematic practIce of eXChanges between "natural" languages and 
writing should prepare and accompany such a formalization .... 
The effectIve progress of mathematIcal notation thus goes along 
with the deconstruction of metapnysICS, with the profound re-
newal of mathematIcs Itself, and the concept of SCIence for which 
mathematics has always been the model. (Derrida .. Positions, 34-35) 

HaVIng written a formula on the blackboard-a/s2 ",$Is,-to note the 
relatIons among the Imagmary, the Symbolic, and the Real, Lacan remarks, 
"TheIr writing Itself constitutes a support which goes beyond speech 
[parole 1 without gozng outside the effects themselves of language" (En
core. 86). This writing IS valuable with respect "not to truth whiCh pre
tends to be all, butthat of the half-spOken [ml-dire], that which IS distInctly 
on guard agamst gomg as far as an avowal." He wants to retam the effect 
of language but without the message, the signifier detached from the 
Signified (like Mallarme's mImeSIS without reference). 

In his testImolllal contributlOn to an anthology on the experimental 
ulllverslty at Vincennes, Lacan explamed that only the analytic discourse 
did not take itself for the truth, that it taught nothing, worked with the 
singular rather than the umversal, and therefore excluded the effect of 
dommatlOn. 16 In mtroducmg this discourse mto the univerSIty, he added, 
he did not mtend to try to overcome the antipathy of the analytic versus 
the ulllverslty discourse (the former onginating from the position of the 
object of deszre. the latter from that of knowledge without a subject), but 
to explOlt It. What~ver matenals he mIght Illtroduce into this situation, 
"trymg to teach that which does not teach anything," would be Inadequate 
(abject, Derrida would say), hence, "any object would suffice and always 
presents itself poorly. That IS to say it is necessary to correct it. MathematiCS 
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serves this purpose: to correct the object. It IS a fact that mathematlcs 
corrects and that what it corrects IS the object Itself. Hence my reductIOn 
of psychoanalysis to the theory of sets" (Vincennes, 91). The "object" in 
this context can refer only to the "object a," the substitutable and sub

stitute object of desIre. 
Whether Lacan intended his mathematIcal formulations to be taken 

literally or figuratively IS a matter of some debate (as Sherry Turkle notes, 
182). On several occaslOns, however, Lacan did take the trouble to refute 
the famous article, "The Unconscious: A Psychoanalytlc Study," by Jean 
Laplanche and Serge LeClaire,17 ill whiCh they extend Lacan's formula of 
the metaphor-F(S'lS)S'" S(+)s-mto a full formalizatIOn. treatmg the 
bar (as written in Saussure:'s divISIon between the sIgnifier and the Slgmbed) 
as a fraction sign. The problem with this complete formalization IS that it 
suppresses part of Lacan"s purpose for usmg formulas. "There IS between 
the sIgnifier and the signified, another relatIOn whiCh IS that of the effect 
of meamng. Precisely at the pomt at which It IS a questIOn, m metaphor, of 
marking the effect of meamng, one can absolutely not, therefore, without 
taking certam precautions, and III as bold a way as has been done, mamp
ulate this bar III a fractional transformation--which one could do if it were 
a questIOn of a relation of proportion" (Concepts. 248-49). 

In Encore, m any case, It IS clear that Lacan IS working m terms of 
analogy. The mathemes here are phrases formulated at the level of laianbrue, 
hence emgmatic, homophomc, aphOrIstiC, yet preCIse. Lacan"s presentatIOn 
of these phrases throughout the course, building a kind of theoretical drama 
or plot whiCh develOps suspensefully from ongmal ambigUIty to the final, 
completed pun, reveals what he means when he says that his teaching 
strategy is to place himself in the position of the analysand. That IS not to 
say that he literally performs a transferential analysis before the class, nor 
even, as Turkle suggests, that his presentatIon IS "deSIgned to provoke the 
listener or the reader mto a self-analytic expenence" (148), but that, m 
working with lalangue, he generates a senes of sentences, orgamzed around 
the year's theme, which is a SImulacrum of the analysand's discourse, thus 
forcing the class mto the position of the analyst listemng for the resonances 
of the unConscIOUS in the patIent's monologue. 

The formulas Lacan dissemmates 10 his discourse are not meant to re
place natural language but to supplement It. "Language [langage] includes 
consjderable mertia, which one sees III companng Its functlOmng to the 
SIgns called mathematiCS, mathemes, umquely from the fact that they 
transmit themselves integrally. One has absolutely no idea what they mean, 
but they transmit themselves. It remains the case nonetheless that they d.o 
not transmit themselves except with the aid of language, due to whiCh the 
whole affair limps" (Encore. 100). Such IS the conditIOn of pedagogy-· 
"Mathematical formalization IS a matter of the wntten, but which SUbSISts 
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only if I employ to present It the tongue [langue] I use" (108). Lacan's 
formalization, then, takes place both at the level of the algorithm and the 
holophrase, distmguishing his "conjectural" SCIence from the traditional 
"exact" sciences (a distinction he assumes is disappeanng). "This SCIence 
which reduces the real to a few little letters," Lacan states, referrIng to the 
formulas of Newton and Einstem, "will appear without doubt III the un
folding of the ages as an astonishing epIC [epo.vee] and also will thin out 
perhaps as an epIC with a slightly short cIfcuit" (Le mOl, 344). 

These statements indicate that Lacan'S project IS not to carry psycho~ 
analYSIS over mto the domam of the naturai SCIences but to borrow from 
mathematics a certam model of writing. This distinction is espeCIally clear 
m Encore, with Its juxtaposition of formulas and phrases (from laiangue) , 
both applied to the task of distinguishing the paSSIOn of ignorance (whiCh 
functions ill the relation between the Symbolic and the Real, Joinmg lan
guage and the body) from the paSSIOn oflove (which functions III the rela
tion between the Symbolic and the Imaginary, III the commUnIcation 
between two speaking bemgs). The distinctIOn Lacan wishes to establish 
between his strategy and mathematics has to do with latangue. Explaming 
that one learns something about the economy of bliss only "by essentially 
contingent means," Lacan adds, "the analytic knack will not be mathe
matIcal. It IS Just because of this that the analytic discourse distinguishes 
itself from SCIentific discourse" (Encore. 105). 

The formUla that Lacan seeks, that is, is not couched finally in numbers 
but as a kind of holophrase, a "kernel of non-sense" to be isolated in the 
subject, constituting something like a signature. Lacan praises Lap!anche 
and LeclaIre for theIr discovenes m this vem as much as he blamed them 
for theIr misunderstanding of his mathematical analogy, refernng to the 
case of an obseSSIOnal neurotic patient for whom Leclair proposed "the so
called Poordieli formula, which links the two syllables of the word heorne 
[unicorn], thus enabling him to mtroduce mto his sequence a whole cham 
III whiCh his deSIre IS anunated" (Concepts, 250). The non~sense phrase, 
Poord;eli, condensed from a number of longer utterances, functions like a 
formula governmg all the repetitions in the obseSsive discourse. Psycho
analytic interpretatIOn, Lacan remarks with respect to this example, "has 
the effect of bnnglng out an irreducible Signifier. One must interpret at the 
level of the s, which IS not open to all meanings, whiCh cannot be just any
thing, which is a SIgnification, though no doubt only an approximate one. 
What IS there IS nch and complex, when it IS a questIOn of the unconscIOUS 
of the subject, and mtended to bnng out Irreducible, non-senslcai-com
posed of non-meanmgs-slgnifymg elements" (250). 

The formula or SIgnature (Poordieli, but Lacan also goes on to discuss 
the Wolf Man's case as an example of research mto "what signifier-to what 
irreducible, traumatic, non-meanmg-he IS, as a subject, subjected") will be 
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smgular, determmed by the contmgency of the mdividual's hIstory. But 
what can be formalized in mathematical terms IS the repetition itself, 
which constitutes the subject's "portrait'~~ "The sameness is not III things 
but In the mark which makes It possible to add things with no considera
tion as to thw differences. The mark has the effect of rubbmg out the 
difference, and this IS the key to what happens to the subject, the uncon
SCIOUS subject ill the repetition." 18 At the level of the mark, the subject 
may be described by analogy with number theory, the genesIs of numbers 
by the formula n + 1. Lacan 18 concerned specifically with the numerical 
genesIs of two, "'The question of the two 18 for us the questIon of the sub
Ject, and here we reach a fact of psychoanalytic expenence III as much as 
the two does not complete the one to make two, but must repeat the one 
to permit the one to eXIst. This first repetition IS the only one necessary to 
explalll the genesis of the number, and only one repetition IS necessary to 
constitute the status of the subject" ("Innl1xmg," 191). 

This genesis of the subject m the repetition of a sIgnifier is an Important 
aspect of the lesson in Encore, although Lacan draws on several other 
properties of mathematiCS as well for the formal operation of laiangue. For 
example, mathematical operations are conducted formally, without de~ 
pendence on the mtuitions of experience, SImilar to the play that pro
duces new terms by means of the homophone. Indeed, the speCIal status of 
the letter ill mathematics is comparable to the mampulations of spelling m 
anagrams, portmanteau words, agglutinations, and so forth-the shifting of 
a letter m a math formula or m {alangue changes everything. Finally, how
ever, the comparIson IS an approximatIOn used for effect. After noting the 
difference between an alphabet letter and a Chinese character, Lacan states: 
"The letters that I issue here have a different value from those which come 
out of set theory. The usage made of them differs, and yet-this IS Its 
mterest-it is not without a certam relation of convergence" (Encore, 37). 

LOVE 

The convergence of lalangue with set theory IS best seen III a review of 
the formula~phrase actually developed III Encore. The semmar m the year 
preceding Encore, Lacan mentions, dealt with the question of the One, 
organized by the phrase "Ya d'l'Un." The one has to do with the "first"
the master-signifier: "I would ask you to consider the logical neceSSIty of 
that moment In which the subject as X can be constituted only from the 
Urverdriingung, from the necessary fan of this first SIgnifier. He IS cons!!, 
tuted around the Urverdriingung, but he cannot substitute anything for it 
as such-SInce this would reqUIre the representation of one sIgnifier for 
another, whereas here there is only one, the first" (ConcePts, 251). Lacan 
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IS discussmg m this citatwn the Wolf Man, whose pathology consIsts of this 
blockage of the sequence of slgnifiers. But in Encore Lacan takes up the 
question of two, the number of love. 

"Love IS llTIpotent, even if it be reciprocal, because it Ignores that it IS 
nothing but the dewe to be One, which leads us to the 11llpossibility of 
establishing the relatlOn of them [d'eux 1. The relation of them Who?~two 
[deux] sexes" (Encore, 12). The conditlOn of human sexuality, the diVISIon 
into two sexes, IS ObVIously central to psychoanalYSIS m general, as well as 
to Lacan's formulas, with one of his more mteresting apologues-"a story of 
man as a broken egg, an "hommelette"-bemg addressed to this cont-ext. 
Love, expressed m the phrase "we are but one," IS the SIgnified attached 
(in Ignorance) to the sexual relation. But Lacan stresses that "love never 
made anyone eXIt from himself." It IS at Just this pomt, however, that set 
theory becomes useful: "Set theory bursts III by posmg this-we speak of 
the One for things which have among themselves strictly no relation. Put 
together objects of thought, as one says, objects of the world, each one 
counts as one. We assemble these absolutely heteroclite things, and we 
gIve ourselves the rIght to deSIgnate this assemblage by a letter" (46). It IS 
not enough to say that these letters merely deSignate the collections. 
Rather, the letters make the collection, Lacan states, adding that the 
unconsclOUS "is structured like the collections which III set theory are like 
letters. " 

lacan plays several variations on these themes, but m the final seSSIOn 
of the term he completes two formuJatlOns he had been developmg through~ 
out the year. I will not attempt to explam the full meamng of these 
formulas, limiting myself mstead to a deSCrIption of the aspect most 
relevant to grammatology, namely, as Lacan put It, "to discuss what can 
be the function of the written m the analytic discourse" (Encore, 30). For 
this purpose It suffices to see that he exploits iaiangue, to see how he plays 
with phraSing, since It IS this usage III Itself. and not ItS themes, that gram~ 
matology mIght borrow. 

The first example Involves the translation from an apparently mathe~ 
matical formUla to a formulation m laiangue, having to do with the geneSIS 
of the subject. The formUla IS: S, (Sl (Sl (S, -S2))). Lalangue permits 
him, he says, to write the S, (which we already know can mean the Id, 
pronounced Es In German) as essmm (S~un, or S~one)J meanmg "swarm.'; 
The Sl ,deslgnatmg the master~signifier In the unconsclOus, IS "one~among~ 
others," an "element" In a system-the unconsclOUS structured like a lan~ 
guage, that IS, as a system of non~sense elements brought into relationship 
by theIr difference each from the other-so that there IS never Just one 
Signifier but a crowd or swarm of sIgnifiers constituting a language or a 
subject. 

Continumg the translatIOn, Lacan explams that the S2 can be understood 
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as a questlOn- "est-ce d'eux que {,'a parle?"--IS It uf them that It speaks? 
(with puns on "S" as "est-ce" and "two," "deux," as "d'eux'j. The pomt 
of the formula is to brmg together or desIgnate a transfer from SI to S2. as 
In this sentence: "This SI of each sIgnifier, if I pose the questIon IS It of 
them that 1 speak? [est-ce d'eux?] I will wIlte It first m Its relation with 
S2'" Lacan further expiains, "The S 1, the swarm l.essaIm], master-sIgnifier, 
IS what assures the unity. the umty of the copulatlOn of the subject with 
knowledge. It IS in lalangue, and not elsewhere, to the extent that it IS 
interrogated as a language [fangage], that the eXIstence disengages Itself of 
what a pnmitive lingmstics designated by the term 'element.', , . The S 1 

would be m relation with the S2 m as much as It represents a subject" 
(Encore, 131). In short, the letter formula IS another version of Lacan·s 
baSIC formula-phrase- "a sIgnifier represents a subject for another sIgnifier." 

The other prinCIpal formula of the semmar is the phrase "cesser de ne 
pas s'ecrire·" (ceasmg to not write itself), refernng to "the fashion m whiCh 
the so-called sexual relatIOn-become there relation of subject to subject, 
subject m as much as it IS nothing but the effect of unconSCIOUS knowledge 
-ceases to not write Itself' (Encore, 131-32), whIch 18 the definitlOn of 
the contingency of a sexual relation. Agamst the formula of contingency 
Lacan poses the formula of necessIty, the necessary-that which ne cesse 
pas de s'ecrzre (never ceases writing itself). That there can be no eXIstence 
of the sexual relation m the spoken dimensIOn, Ie dire, the interdiction 
that forces psychoanalysIs to work with the di-mention of falangue, IS In

dicated by a double negative combinmg the phrases of contingency and 
necessity, the sexual relation bemg that whiCh ne cesse pas de ne pas 
s 'ecnre (never ceases not writing itself)--the Impossible. The shifting play 
of the negatIve among these phrases is preCIsely what wntes, m lalangue, 
the character of love: 

Isn;t this to say that It IS solely by the affect whiCh results from this 
gap ["the exile of the speaking bemg from the sexual relatlOn" 1 
that something 18 met with, which can vary mfimtely at the level of 
knowledge, but whiCh, one mstant, gIVes the illusion that the sex-
ual relatlOll ceases not writIng Itself?-i11uslOn not only that some
thing articulates Itself but mscribes itself in each one's destmy, 
by whiCh, during a time of suspension, that which would be the 
sexual relation finds in the bemg who speaks Its trace and its means 
of muage. The displacement of the negatlOn, from the cesse de ne 
vas s'ecnre to the ne cesse pas de s'ecnre, from contmgency to neces~ 
sity, IS the pomt of suspenSIOn to which all love attaches Itself. (En

core, 132) 

The destiny and drama of love, then, Lacan states-the expenence two 
contingent bodies have of feeling meant for each other-may be written 
m the movement of the negatIve, and not only there but also m the 
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punnmg emergence of necessIty out of the negatlOn: from not ceasmg (ne 
cesse pas) to necessIty (necesslte). With this conjunction, the students are 
gIven the final pIece of a formulatIOn that Lacan had been building, m be
tween digreSSIOns, dUrIng the entue semester. 

One of the chief lessons of Lacan's discourse for a nonmaglsteriaJ peda
gogy IS Its exploitation of lingUIstic and. symbolic deVIces, addreSSing the 
class III the poehc mode of evocation as well as m the sCientific mode of 
assertIOn. "In this regard, we could take note of what the Hindu tradition 
teaches about dhvam, m the sense that, this tradition brmgs out that It IS 
proper to the Word to cause to be understood what it does not say" 
(Speech, 58). It so happens that, according to Lacan, the traditlOn illustrates 
the pomt with a love story (about a girl who cleverly gets rid of a Brahmm 
whose unexpected arnval had threatened to prevent her meeting with her 
lover). Refernng to the analyst's ability to evoke effects in the unspoken di
mentIOn, Lacan remarks (continumg the mathematical analogy), "The 
przmary character of symbols m fact bnngs them close to those numbers out 
of whiCh all the others are compounded, and if they therefore underlie all 
the semantemes of language, we shall be able to restore to the Word its full 
value of evocatlOn by a discreet search for theIr lllterferences" (59). 

We have already seen this effect m the examples of the Bernini image 
and m the formulatIOns of lalangue, but there remams one other major 
Image to discuss. 

KNOTS 

The other major Image mounted m Encore IS based on topologIcal 
geometry, espeCIally the diagrams aSSOCIated with knot theory. A number 
of the diagrams are included in the book (durmg his Amencan lecture tour, 
Turkle reports, Lacan spent hours drawmg borromean knots, made of 
lllterlocking errcles, on the blackboard before each lecture-(235), recalling 
Derrida·s mterest in the shoelaces, the bobbin string, and other Images of 
interlacmg topologies as analogIeS for the textual operation. The use of 
topologIcal references, like the selectIon of an emblematic art work, makes 
Encore a typical example of Lacan·s semmar style. The central problem m 
Encore, from my point of view, has to do with the specific use of these 
two elements-- the sculpture depIctmg an angel with an arrow standing 
over St. Theresa, and a set of knot diagrams. The grammatological assump
tion (supported by Lacan's own pnncIple of symbolic, as well as homo w 

phoniC, evocatIOn) IS that Lacan IS writmg by means of the articulation of 
these two Images, that they constitute the plctonal component of a PictO
ideo-phonographic hieroglyph, with each level relating to the other m a 
supplementary, rather than complementary, way. 
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Like the other elements III Lacan 's performance, the knots are part of a 
double mscnption, functionmg on several levels at once. In order to read 
what Lacan WrItes ("In your analytic discourse, you assume that the sub
Ject of the unconscIous knows how to read"---Encore. 38), keepmg III mmd 
the prmclple of the delayed Ume of understanding ("The good part of 
what I recount is that it IS always the same thing. Not that I repeat myself, 
that is not the Issue. It is that what I said prevIously acqUIres Its meanmg 
later" -36), we may exerCIse some of Lacan's own suggestions regarding 
the fundamentals of analytic discourse: "But we learn that analYSIs conSIsts 
III playmg ill all the mUltiple keys of the orchestral score r"read both 
vertically and horizontally at the same time"] which the Word constItutes 
In the regIsters of Language and on which depends tile overdetermmatlOn" 
(Speech, 55), As Turkle explams, apropos of the double mscnptlOn of the 
knots, "For Lacan, mathematics IS not disembodied knowledge. It IS con· 
stantly In touch with ItS roots In the unconSCIOUS. This contact has two 
consequences: first that mathematical creatIvIty draws on the unconscIOUS, 
and second, that mathematics repays its debt by glvmg us a wmdow back 

to the unconsclOus" (247). 
The place to begin considerIng what It IS possible to see through this 

example·wIndow (seemg as knowmg mvolves the mteraction of the Imag* 
mary with the Symbolic, the ego with the unconscIOUS- Lacan's verSIon 
of autography: "The subject passes beyond that wmdow pane In which It 
always sees, mmgled, its own Image" -Le mOl, 209) IS Lacan's own state* 
ments about knots m Encore, He states that he IS usmg mathematIcal 
formalization as a model (Encore, 118)--specifically, as a model with which 
to research the effect of writing In analytIc discourse (hence, ItS mterest 
for grammatology). The model works m at least two ways, both of which 
contribute to the use of mathematIcs as a way to go beyond speech with· 
out gIvmg up the effect of writing. 

"Writing," according to Lacan, "is a trace m which IS read an effect of 
language. It IS what happens when you scribble somethmg" (Encore. 110). 
Pomting to a knotted loop drawn on the blackboard, Lacan suggests that 
it could be a letter m an unknown SCrIpt. A letter may be thought of as a 
flattened knot, one difference between handwritmg and a topologLcal dia
gram of a knot bemg that the two-dimenSIOnal space of writing Involves 
mtersecting lines, while the three*dimenslOnal space of knots (to whiCh the 
diagram refers) mvolves lines that overlap, That the wnting effect of knots 
mIght be read IS evidenced by the anagram relatmg "to read" (lire) with 
"to tie" or "to bind" (lier)- "/ier and Lire have the same letters., please 
note" (109). But whatever IS mscribed on tile board-··whether diagram, 
formula, or ·phrase-makes little difference, Lacan S('!ys, SInce (in a peda
gOgIC setting) all requlfe a discurSIve supplement to mal(e them receIVable, 
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At the same !Jme, tlley pull language mto the di-mentron, coaxmg It to say 
what exceeds It. 

The other way III which the knots go beyond speech IS by constituting a 
direct transcnption of the formulatlOns of ialangue. "Why did I introduce 
the borromean knot [last year]? 1t was to translate the formula I aemana 
of you~-what?-.fO refuse-what?-what I offer you-w1)y?-because that is 
not It-It, you know what that IS, the object a. The object a IS without be· 
mg. It IS the Jack presupposed by a dema:r:td, which may be situated only 
by metonymy, that IS, by the pure assured continUIty from the beginmng 
to the end of the sentence. A deSIre without any other substance than that 
whiCh the knots themselves assure" (Encore, 114). The object a, mediating 
the relation with the Other, the cause of deslfe, satisfies the genital dnves 
In the bliss of reproduction en-corps. The borromean knot, conSIsting of a 
senes of interlockmg clfcles or loops, manifests the relatlO11 between syn· 
tax and deslfe as binders, 

The borromean knot "can serve to represent for us that metaphor, so 
widespread, to express that whiCh distinguishes language usage-precIsely 
the cham" (Encore, 115), Thus, this knot de-monstrates the same point 
Lacan made with the formula passmg from Sl'tO S2 ("it IS not for nothing 
that at our meetmg before last I brought here to illustrate It lthe master
Signifier, the One] a pIece of stnng, such that It makes the nng by whiCh 
I began to Interrogate the possible knot with an other"·-131), as well as 
his use of the legend of Don Juan, who had his women one by one, an 
apoiogue illustratmg, Lacan claims, woman's VIeW of male sexuality. At 
one leve1. then, the borromean knot remarks Lacan's theory of the un· 
conscIOUS structured like a language, operating hence according to the 
rhetoncal deVIces of metonymy and metaphor. with the knot bemg a 
metaphor of this metaphor Itself-the knot as writmg, in ItS function of 
tying and bmding, ThiS metaphor ObVIously IS of considerable interest to 
grammatology: 

The telling, or re~te1ling, of stones III the time before writing was m~ 
vented, was sometimes accomplished with the mnemomc deVIce 
of knots tied on a stnng. , .. The deVIce has lasted to the present, for 
example, among some Roman Catholics, who refer to their prayer 
beads as a "rosary," and some Buddhists. The next step prObably was 
to have a partICUlar knot, or combination of knots, represent a spe· 
cific word, type of event, or quantIty. When they were lllvaded by 
Europeans III the sIxteenth century, the Inca Indians had a system for 
writing num bers a110 other mformatlOn III knotted stnngs called 
QUlTJUS. The earliest forms of pIctographic writmg had the directIOn 
of reading SIgns ordered "as if" on Ii stnng, III order to establish 
the proper sequence. , .. In a metaphonc sense. writing IS the placmg 
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of alphabetic knots on a stnng. DNA and RNA. tile chemical bases 
of life. use a SImilar method of ammo acid "knots" in a "rope" 
of protem. 19 

To see how the borromean knot specifically translates (as Lacan claIms) 
the formula ce n 'est pas ca ("that IS not it") reqUIres that we look further 
mto what the knot 18 capable of evoking In all of Its regIsters. For one 
thing, in a metaphor that combines the notion of the unconSCIOUS struc
tured like a language, with the archetype of the unconscIOUS as a labynnth, 
the knot in some mythologies represents the labyrinth of the human con
dition (which has to be untied).20 Laean's "that IS not It," that IS, refers 
also to the behaVlOflst account of pleasure and pam. Agamst behaVIOrIsts 
who "make a little labynnth for rats," Lacan argues that we cannot learn 
how speaking bemgs know by studymg bemgs that do not speak (rats). 
Not the rat ill its labynnth, but the ratage (failure) of deSIre to find satis
faction, regIstered ill the knots of syntax (the labynnth of tafanl:fue), IS 
Lacan's focus. IneVItably, the knot IS the "not" the phrase "that IS not It" 
-stating the fundamental divlSlon ill· the subject between love and sex. 
truth and the real (expenenced when the bliss obta111ed IS other than the 
bliss expected)-gives nse, Lacan suggests, to the onginal expenence of 
negation. "It IS the speaking body ill as much as It cannot succeed m re
producmg Itself except thanks to a mIsunderstanding of its bliss. That IS 
that It does not reproduce Itself except thanks to a ratage [failure] of what 
it wants to say ... [whiCh IS] ItS effective bliss" (Encore. 101. 109). "I 
spoke of the rat a moment ago-that IS what It was a question of," Lacan 
states, refernng to this ratage (133). Thus, he takes over and remotIvates 
even the Image of the behavIOnst rat, become an emblem III this context of 
the knot m writing, and the not-wntten. The knots III writing (the bor
romean knot as the cham of sIgnifiers) and the displaced negatlOn creat
mg the illusion of love (as in the formula ne cesse pas, etc., agglutmated 
as necesslte) are verSlOns of the same condition, with love and writing both 
bemg effects of language (44-45). 

Lacan, however, does not confine himself to tYillg or drawmg the knots. 
He also proposes at least one action or event: "The true problem, the gen
eral problem, IS to make It so that with a gIVen number of stnng loops, 
when you cut one, all the others without exceptIOn be free, illdependent" 
(Encore, 112). ThIS questlOn. from the pomt of vIew of Writmg and of 
dhvam, turns our focus away from the knot as such to the cutting of the 
knot, How IS this cuttmg to be read? It IS, m the first place, at one level. a 
direct reply to the mitial questlOn of the semmar _. "Was will das Weib?" 
That this lS so may be seen m the fact that the questIOn "What docs the 
woman want?" IS repeated (after a long absence from the discusslOn) on 
the same page and preceding, by a few lines, an allUSIOn to the cuttmg of 
the knot (115). In this way the two pnnClpallffiages mounted 111 the dis-
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eourse-St. Theresa and the borromean knot-are brought together as 
question and response. 

If the class recogmzed at the time the articulatIOn of these two Images, 
ItS first aSSOCIatIon would most likely come at the level of doxa, "common 
sense" or popular "WIsdom," whose response to the question "what does 
the woman want?" Is-politely-to get married (tying the knot refers to 
the marnage ceremony); crudely-to get fucked (cutting the knot refers to 
breaking the hymen). The knot, like the pharmakon, has m thiS context an 
undecidable value: "It IS SIgnificant that knots and stnngs are used in the 
nuptIal rites to protect the young couple, though at the same time, as we 
know, knots are thought to Imperil the consummation of the marriage. 
But ambivalence of this sort IS to be found in all the maglco-religlOus uses 
of knots and bonds" (Eliade. 112). But Laean has already stated explicitly 
that he rejects the early psychology that reduced sublimIty to copulation
"that IS not iL" In any case, to stop our reading at this level. reading the 
semmar as a kind of seXIst joke, would SImply repeat Heath's mistake of 
limitmg Lacan's discourse to sexual politiCS (without denying that Lacan's 
metaphor of truth as a woman IS mdeed phallogocentnc). 

SHAMAN 

There IS a knowledge or a knowmg of and in the body which has nothing 
to do with sexual relations, but with transference (determmmg the uncon
SCIOUS as the discourse of the Other-one of Lacan's most famous formUlas). 
Transference, Lacan says, must be treated like a knot. topologically, to dis
cern the position or place from whiCh the Other speaks: "Whether or not 
we treat It as a Gordian knot remams to be seen" (Concepts; 131). Alex
ander the Great, of course, cut the knot of King Cordias rather than trying 
to untie it·-sometImes Understood as an act of analytic ratlOnality. But 
Lacan tends to approach the riddle of transference (the enactment of the 
unconscIOUS) with a more Eastern attitude, puzzling over his "loops of 
stnng in an attempt to think about the body and psyche at the same time" 
(Turkle,246). 

The knot has something to do with the relation to the Other and with 
the drives of life and death. In explormg this articulation further I shall 
keep in mmd Lacan's VIew that, even if there IS no metalanguage, neither is 
there any prediscurslve reality ("Each reality founds Itself on and defines 
Itself by a discourse";'-Encore, 33), which mdicates that the place to look 
for the significance of the knots IS III cultural symbolism rather than in a 
phenomenology of the body. Moreover, the Issue concerns not phallic 
bliss but the other one, the bliss of speaking, havmg to do thus with the 
functIon of the knot III Lacan's pedagogIcal discourse-the subject of the 
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semmar. My purpose IS not to interpret Lacan's IlltentlOflS but to offer a 

version of what may be read in the serumar. 
St. Theresa, ObVIOusly, 18 a mystic as well as a woman. and the Implied 

question at this level IS "what does the mystic want'!" which mlght be 
generalized mto a questIon about the desIre of God. tn fact, while explam
mg LaLangue to Noam Chomsky dunng the VISIt to MIT, L<Jcan first wrote 
on the board the pun central to Encore---Deux, D'eux-an1 then m one 
corner of the board wrote Dieu, God ("pronounced only slightly dif
ferently" - Turkle, 244). The word "Dieu," if not the word of God, appears 
III Encore;'s lalangue several times: the term I'Etourdit (rJtourdir = to stun, 
to astound) is mentioned, for example, with the "dit" syllable spelled out 
by itself-"d, 1, t"-whiCh would be pronounced (letter by letter) as the 
word deite, deity (the other bliss, the bliss of the Other. has to do with a 
correspondence between speaking and God, of bemg in commul11catJOn 
with the gOdS) (Encore, 20). "The Other as place of the truth, IS the only 
place, although IIreducible, which we are able to gIVe to the term of the 
divme being, of God [Dieu] to call him by his name. God IS properly the 
place where, if you will permIt me the play, Ie uieu-le dieur·-Le dire 
[passmg from "god" to "wordS" or "statements"] produces Itself. Le uire 
[statementsl make God" (44). Theology (including tile writll1gs of such 
mystics as St. Theresa), like History, "is made preCIsely to gIVe the idea that 
It has some meamng" (45), which leads Lacan to pose the question of the 
effect of writing as such. His project IS to show that the "love letter" (al
ways Including the pun with ['erre, bemg) and theology both are addressed 
with respect to the Other. the place of speaking, a conJunctIOn manifested 
most Clearly m the sexual metaphors of mystlcIsm and the reJigIOus meta
phors of courtly love (both alluded to m Encore). 

It suffices for my purpose to mdicate that the religIOUS theme IS one of 
the semmar's tOPICS in order to open the questlOn of what cuttmg the knot 
means at this level. Perhaps the most I can say, considenng that fkelle-· 
"stung" or "cord.," which IS the term Lacan uses, as m ronc{s de ficelle, the 
title of the chapter III which the knots are discussed-also means "tnck" or 
"stage tnck," IS that, like the shoelaces m Derrida~s "RestItutIOns" (The 
Truth zn Pamtzng), the borromean knot represents an exemplary example. 
The knot, that IS, IS an example showmg how any example whatsoever 
functions III Lacan's pedagogy-that he mampulates hIS class by means of 
the example (havmg an effect of puppet stnngs), with the cutting of the 
knot so that all the loops fall free havlllg the status of a magICIan-'S stage 
trick, like pulling knotted scarves out of his mouth. MagICIanS, as Eliade 
reports, "are supposed to enchant then VIctIms by means of cords and 
knots."21 

The theme of this particular example allows me to contmue this line of 
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thinking, because the rope tnck-a descnptIon that mlght fit Lacan's use 
of knotted strmgs and topologIcal diagrams lfl his claSS-IS a charactenstic 
feature of shamamstic practice. Lacan has been accused not only of sexism 
but of practicing a kind of shamanism (a term used by his opponents as a 
synonym for Imposter). For a psychoanalyst to be compared with a sha~ 
man, however., IS not an Illsult, gIven the histoncal accuracy of the com
panson (as a number of studies have shown., the therapeutic techniques 
and results are SImilar III both practIces, even if the cosmologIeS are dif
ferent) , 22 The shaman's power denves specifically from his special relation
ship with death-his ability to "detach" his soul from his body temporarily 
(without havmg literally to die) and thus Journey to the land of the dead 
and return-which bears n resemblance to Lacan's account of the analyst's 
positlOn III the climcal SItuatIOn: "This means that the analyst Illtervenes 
concretely m the dialectic of analysIs by pretending he IS dead, by cadaver
izmg his position as the Chmese say, either by his silence when he IS the 
Other with a capItal a [Autre], or by annulling his own reSIstance when he 
IS the other with a small a rautre, the object al. In either case, and under 
the respective effects of the symbolic and the Imaginary, he makes death 
present" (SelectIOn, 140). 

To Justify PurSUillg this analogy, however, I should note that Lacan 
hImself makes some allUSIOn to the relation between psychoanalysis and 
shamamsm. Actually he refers more frequently to other related traditions 
ill which the rope tnck IS a commonplace-Buddhist and Indian mystiCIsm. 
The allUSIOn to shamamsm In Encore amounts to nothing more than men
tIomng Siberia (the locale m which shamanIsm onginated histoncally). The 
reference comes, nonetheless, III a particularly nch sequence: "La nuee 
["cloud," or figuratively a si10wer or swarm, as III the essazm of S-one] 
of language-I expressmyselfmetaphoncally-makes writing. Who knows if 
the fact that we are able to read the streams which I lOOk at on Siberia as 
metaphoncal trace of writing IS not tIed-lier and /ire have the same letters, 
please note-has sometlllng which goes beyond the effect of rain?" (En
core, 109). He could refer to any region on the map, but he chooses to 
name Sibena. And "cloud" (nue), besides the fact that It puns on knot 
(noeud), IS also qUlte Important III the context of the rope tnck, as we shall 
see in a moment. 

Lacan's discuSSlOn of the borromean knot could be said to carry at the 
level of laiangue a certain echo of the Beraro, the people studied by Levl
Strauss, whose essays on shamamsm (comparing It to psychoanalysIs) are 
relevant. Lacan, of course, based his structuralist psychoanalysIs on the 
mode! of Levi-Strauss's applicatIOn of lingUIstics to anthropology; his 
specific reference to the BOfOro also contributes to the analogy between 
magIcal and climcal (analytIc) thinking: "The ego [moil, Jlnagmary func
tion, Illtervenes III psychic life only as symbol. One uses the ego the way 
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the Boraro uses the parrot. The Bororo says] am a parrot, we say I am me 

[moi]" (Le mOl, 52). 
Sibena and the Boraro are merely slgnifiers offenng a place to graft the 

shamamstic rope tnck to the borromean knot. In ECf'lts ("ScIence and 
Truth"). however, Lacan does explicitly relate his pnncIPal question-the 
deslfe of the subject of knowiedge, the subjectIve drama of the scholar or 
sCIentist-to the shamanistic subject, III that m magIc and psychoanalysIs 
alike, truth may function as "cause" (with the shaman 10 his rituals and 
the analyst m the transference actually lending theIr bodies as support for 
the process of understanding-870-71). 

Whatever the status of the relation between psychoanalYSlS and shaman
ism, Lacan could evoke, by means of an analogy of the knot and its cutting 
with the shamamstic rope tnck, a certam symbolic Significance relevant to 
the theme of his semmar. The two baSIC features of the rope tnck, corn
man to all the variations found in European legends, are: "(1) that magicians 
cut up either their own limbs or someone else's, and afterwards put them 
together agam; and (2) tnat conjurers, male or female, climb ropes and dis
appear mto the aIr" (Eliade, Mephistopheles, 163). Read as metaphors of 
Lacan's techmque, the first tnck mIght SImply refer to a claSSIcal mode of 

. rationality: "We will follow the technIque of the art of dialogue.," Lacan 
stated in his first semmar. "Like good chefs, we have to know which Jomts, 
what resIstances, we will encounter" (Techmques, 9). In this sense, cuttmg 
the knot III the nght place so all the links come loose IS like the cook carv
mg the Jomts properly-both are analogies for resolvmg the transference 
and achieving the cure. Similarly, the second tnck-disappearlllg up the 
rope into a cloud, as it is sometImes described, methodologIcally resembles 
WittgensteIll's admonition (alSO refernng to the difficulty of talking about 
being In language), at the end of the Tractatus, to,-throw away the ladder 
of his argument once It had been climbed. As Eliac1e notes, the Image takes 
several forms: 

The tree-climbing of the shaman IS. essentially, a rite of ascenSIOn 
mto Heaven. And it IS SIgnificant that m traditIOnal Indi.an Imagery, 
the climbing of a tree symbolizes both the posseSSIOn of magIc 
powers and metaphysical gnosis. We have seen that the conjurer of 
Surucl-Jataka climbs a tree with the help of a magIc rope, then 
disappears 1ll the clouds. This IS a theme of folklore which IS also to 
be found m learned texts. The Pancavlmsha Brahmana, for example. 
speaking of those who climb to the top of the great Tree, states 
that those who have wlllgs-that IS to say those who know-succeed 
m flYlllg, whereas the Ignorant, havlllg no wmgs, fall to the ground. 
(MephistOPheles, 178) 

Read III this context, Lacan's appropnation of Saussure's exarnple·,-IYee, 
the word and the concept~irnage, exemplifymg the SIgnifier and the sIgm-
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fied-to elaborate his own stylistJc approach (in the "Agency ofthe Letter 
III the UnconscIOUS") takes on added Importance. 

I have only to plant my tree m a locutIon, climb the tree. even pro
Ject on to It the cunmng illummation a descriptive context gives to a 
word: raIse It so as not to let myself be Impnsoned in some sort of 
commUnique of the facts, however offiCIal, and if I know the truth, 
make It heard., 1fl spite of all the between-the-lines censures by the 
only SIgnifier my acro batIes through the branches of the tree can con
stitute, provocative to the pomt of burlesque, or perceptible only 
to the practIsed eye, according to whether I wish to be heard by the 
mob or by the few. (SeLeCtion, 155-56) 

Those who climb the tree and have wmgs are the ones who know, in this 
traditIon. The bemgs with wmgs In Encore, of course, are the angels, repre
sented 10 the Baroque churches, Lacan says. with beatific smiles suggesting 
betise-the knowledge that does not know itself. The "shutters" that close 
off bliss, and that it!S the task of analysIs to open, can only be apprehended 
by "strange inSIghts" "Etrange LstrangeJ IS a word which can be decom
posed-l'etre·ange [angel-belllg]" (Encore. 14). The blitzse of the angels, 
identifiable with Lacan's own betlse displayed m ialangue by whiCh he IS 
able to say more than he knows, mdicates that in Bernmi's sculpture, taken 
as an emblem of the analytIcal situation, the analyst's position IS that of 
the angel, and the analysand's that of St. Theresa. For in analysis, the 
analyst IS not the one who knows (although the illUSIOn that he does know 
creates the conditIOn of transference): "The analyst's position ought to 
be that of an 19norantia docta, whiCh does not mean learned, but formal, 
whiCh can be, for the subject, formmg" (Techmques, 306). 

Granting that the perspective I am explonng might authonze a con
sideration of the borromean knot as the shaman's cord, the question re
mams as to what the cord nught evoke. As Eliac1e explams, ill Indian 
speculations. m which there IS abundant use of images of cords and threads, 
"the cosmIC cords (that IS to say, the wmds) hold the Universe together, 
Just as breath holds together and articulates the body of a man" (Mephis~ 
tovhelcs, 170). If the shaman's cord IS the breath of life, then Lacan's 
strings SIgnify nothing less than the vsuche or vsyche, the cold breath or 
the soul m the term "psychoanalysls," which IS to say that mythology 
supports Lacan 's use of knot theory as a model for the vsyche. 

As for the cuttmg of this cord, Eliade continues: "When, at the end of 
the world, the ropes of -the wmds are cut, the Universe will fall apart. And 
smce 'it IS by the alI, as by a thread, that this world and the otherworld 
and all bemgs are strung together ... they say of a dead man that his limbs 
have become unstrung-'-, for it IS the Air (the breath) that binds them like 
a thread" (Mephistopheles, 170-71). As that whiCh binds body to soul, 
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earth to heaven, the stnng, bemg cut, becomes an Image of death and, 
finally, of destiny-including the destmy of "election," of the call to be a 
shaman. sIgnaled in this traditIOn by a thread falling from heaven. In Greece 
and anCIent Europe, as well as III India, the, (invIsible) cord "served to 
symbolize the human condition In general, destmy, the web of temporal 
eXIstence, and consequently 'servItude'" (187). 

The images, then, are ambivalent, expressmg, as Eliade explams, both 

a "pnvileged positIOn" of livmg 111 "commUnICatIOn with the Creator" 
and a "tragIc situation," bemg "the pnsoner of a fate, bound by 'magIc' or 
by one's own past" (Mephistopheles, 176). PsychoanalYSIS, too, takes 
human destmy and the human condition as Its subject, as Lacan mdicates 
In this epIgraph, citing Leonardo Da VincI, in "The Agency of the Letter 
in the Unconscious" "0 cities of the sea, I behold III you your citIzens, 
women as well as men tightly bound with stout i;onds around theIr arms 
and legs by folk who will not understand your language" (SelectIOn, 146). 
And what the subject discovers through the mtermediary of the analyst. 
Lacan explains, "is its truth, that IS ItS slgnificatlon which takes up m Its 
partlcular destiny those gIvens which are proper to It and which one could 
call its lot" (Le mOl, 374). Beyond the pleasure pnncIple there eXIsts the 
Symbolic order~"The death dnve IS nothing other than the mask of the 
symbolic order" (375). Destiny In analysIs IS the repetition (the cham of 
signifiers originating from the master-sIgnifier, represented by the bor
romean knot, which means that the knot IS a formulatIOn of the death 
drive) that reveals the Image Impnnted on the subject, "that Image whiCh 
most certaInly he knew as human essence SInce It provokes paSSIon, ex
ercIses oppreSSIOn, which reveals ItS features to (the analyst's) look. These 
features he discovers m a family portrait" (Ecrlts, 84). 

There IS something disgustmg, grotesque, m the Image of destmy, re
calling Derrida 's concern with the vorm. Lacan makes thIS POInt by refernng 
to the same Image Derrida discussed several times 23· __ ·t11at of M. Valdemar 
(in Poe's short story) suspended between life and death, his body dis
mtegratIng after uttenng (in an uncanny vOIce) the phrase "I am dead." 
Valdemar'S dissolution (an Image of the subject's decompositIOn III analy
SIS) represents the "brutal" apparition of "the fIgure Impossible to look at 
directly which IS m the background of all the Imagmations of human 
destmy" (Le mOL, 270). Freud's own expenence with such an Image IS re
ported In the dream of Irma's Injection (the one he claImed unlocked for 
him the secret of dreams), in which, upon looking mto his patIent's (Irma-·s) 
mouth .. the dreammg Freud saw deep In her throat "a frightful spectacle" 
-secret of hidden flesh, aSSOCIated with the genitals, of course, but 1Il the 
regIon of the Adam·s apple, called III French "the knot." As we know 
from Encore, this image mdeed remarks the Impossible --the genitals III 
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the throat lmplymg a conjunction of the two blisses, the phallic and the 
other one, of the word. 

The second epIsode of the dream concludes not like the first, with an 
Image conveying disgust, but with a formula-the formula of tnmethyla
mme (a substance produced by the decompOSItion of sperm and havmg the 
odor of ammoma), And what Lacan says about this formuia, after writing 
It out on the blackboard for the class to see~taking the meaning of the 
dream of Irma's mJectIOn to be, Just as FreUd claImed, not any specific 
theme, but the secret of dreams, of how, dreams mean-could be applied 
to Lacan·s own use of mathematical Illscnptions (hiS lectures being the 
simulacrum of a dream as well as of the analysand's discourse): "Like an 
oracle, the formula gIves no response to anything whatever. But the man
ner itself with which it IS stated, Its emgmatic, hermetic character, is the 
response to the questIOn of the meanmg of dreams. One could model it 
on the islamIC formula-there IS no other God but God. There IS no other 
word [mot], no other solution to your problem, than the word" (Le mOi, 

190). 
Like Freud's dream, Lacan·s lise of knots IS refleXIve, finally, exemplary 

of the evocative mode of transmISSIOn appropnate for psychoanalYSIS, and 
for a pedagogy, like that sought by grammatology, based on the lesson of 
psychoanalYSIS. Eliade suggests, in fact, that the real value of the shaman's 
stage tncks, the mampulation of cords and knots as part of a spuitual 
exerCIse, IS preCIsely to provoke thought: 

But It IS above all the cultUral functIOn of the rope-tnck-or, to be 
more exact, of the archaIC scenarios whiCh made It possible-that 
seems to us Important .... From this pomt of VIew, the rope-tnck
like all other displays of magIc-·has a positive cultural value, for 
it stImulates the ImagmatlOn and reflectIOn, one acting on the other, 
by the questions and problems that It raISes and, ultimately, by 
putting the problem of the "true" reality of the World .... In dif
ferent contexts the thread or cord is capable of suggesting different 
shades of meamng. It IS of course Ule chief function of exemplary 
Images that they lllVlte, help and even force a man to think to 
define his ideas, continually to discover new meanmgs, and'to deepen 
and develop them. It IS highly SIgnificant that the Image of the 
cord or thread plavs a pnncipal role m the Imagmary universe of 
pnmitIve medicme-men and in the extra-sensory perceptions of 
modern men, as well as m the mystical expenence of archaic SOCIeties, 
10 Indo-European mythS and ntuals, III lndian cosmOlogy anet phi
losophy, In Greek' philosophy. (MelJhistopheles, 186, 188) 

The lesson of Lacan·s seminar for applied grammatology IS just this use 
of models-of plctures and puns---to provoke thought, working through a 
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double mterventlOn ("The analyst operates on the two regIsters of intel
lectual elucidation by interpretation, of affectIve manoeuvre by trans
f'erence"-Ecrzts, 85). Love Involves not Just lamuur 111 the transference 
that mforms the educational, as much as It does the analytIC, SItuation, but 
Ie mur (wall-Lacah has wntten /'amur), the wall of language. Do not Just 
put on the "leaden shoes of pedagogy" In this situatlOo, Lacan urges, re
ferring to traditional didactICIsm, but rather, "You can make use [of this 
mur du tangage] ill order to reach your mterlocutor, but on condition that 
you understand, from the moment that It IS a questIon of usmg this walL 
that both you and he are on this side, and that you must aim to reach him 
along It, like a cue-shot along the cushion" (Speech. 151). 

In the next chapter we shall see another version of this ncocllet (and 
theatrical cue) in the shamanIsm of Joseph Beuys. 

8 

Performance: 
Joseph Beuys 

L acan provided an example of how to lecture m a way adaptable to 
applied gramrnatology. What we need now IS an example of how to perM 
form In a grammatolog1cal classroom in a way that fulfills the possibilities 
outlined In Derrida's notion of the Mime, including the use of mnemOnICS 
and models. Examples of what an applied grammatology mIght be like-of 
a plCto-ideoMphonographic Writing put to work In the serVICe of pedagogy
are already available m the mtermedia practices of certain avant-garde 
artists. Contemporary movements such as conceptual art, performance art, 
and video art may be considered from our perspective as laboratones for a 
new pedagogy, smce III these and other movements research and experi
ment have replaced form as the guiding force. "Now, as art becomes less 
art," Allan Kaprow mamtaIns, "it takes on philosophy·s early role as 
critique of life."l In short, there IS a general shift under way, equally af
fecting the arts and the SCIences, in which the old classifications organIzing 
the mtellectual map mto disciplines, media, genres, and modes no longer 
correspond to the terram. The orgalllzmg pnnciple of the current situation 
IS the collapse of the distinction (OppositIOn or hierarchy) between critical
theoretical reflectIon and creatIve practIce. Derrida's promotIOn of a fusIOn 
between philosophy and literature IS Just one symptom of this hybridiza
tIon. One lesson of,these clfcumstances, whiCh have increased the normal 
disparity in the schools between Invention and pedagogy, is that models 

for reform are as likely (perhaps more likely) to be found outside as mside 
our own discIpline. 

225 
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It IS not possible m the space of one book, of cuurse, to survey all the 
pedagogIcal matenals and procedures available III the mtermedia arts. 
Rather. I shall focus on one example of an artist-pedagogue-Josepll Beuy~ 
-to examme m detail one verSIOn of Writmg beyond the book. My pomt 
in discussmg Beuys 1ll the context of grammatology IS not to suggest that 
he represents a norm for a new pedagogy but that, In his VeIY extremIty, 
he demonstrates more clearly than anyone else the full ImplicatIOns and 
possibilitIes of Writmg. Working m the spmt of Foucault's observatlOll-" 
that m our era the ·mterrogation of limIts has replaced the search for 
totality 2_1 find III Beuys someone who IS as extreme, as smgular, as 
exemplary m the field of performance art as Oerrida IS In philosopllY. To
gether they form a paradigm that lTIay serve as a pomt of departure for a 
new pedagogy. 

1 should onent my approach to Beuys as explicitly as possible, gIVen the 
potentIal unfamiliarity of hIS work (at least for students of literature and 
critiCIsm). Beuys has been widely discussed In art Journals as perhaps "the 
greatest livmg European arhst of the post-war penod.,,1 Havmg receIVed 
considerable attention from the popular media In Germany (including 
lengthy appearances on teleVISIon and a cover story 111 Der SPiegel), he has 
becOme there the symbol of avant-garde art, the way Andy Warhol was for 
a time In the United States.4 An mternatIOnal art dealer who ranks the 
hundred leading contemporary artIsts according to market factors (sales, 
showings, etc.) rated Beuys number one m 1979, replacmg Robert Rausch
enberg.s In other words, Beuys IS anything but a margmal figure. 

Outside of Germany, Beuys IS perhaps best known m the United States. 
His one-man show at the Guggenheim Museum In New York, 1979, marked 
his third VISIt here. As Caroline TiSdall reports, Beuys's first VISit conSisted 
of a lecture tour to New York, Chicago, and Minneapolis (winter 1973). 
He spake of his hnergy Plan for Western Man, whICh contamed his ideal of 
"SOCIal Sculpture"- "First of all the extenSIOn of tile definitton of art be
yond the speCIalist actiVIty carned out by artIsts to the actIve mobilisation 
~f every mdividual's latent creatIvity, and then, followmg on from that., 
the moulding of the SOCiety of the future based on the total energy of thIS 
individual creativity.,,6 Remmdinghis audience that humalllty IS still evolv
Ing and that, as "spIritual" bemgs, Our thought, wilL and emotIOns take an 
active part m (and are themselves altered by) the dynamICS of change., Beuys 
described how we must link our "orgamc InstinctIve feeling powers to our 
thinking powers,"-"our VISIon of the world must be extended to encom
pass all the mVlsible energIes with whiCh we have lost contact" (Tisdall, 37). 

The second VIsit, a "one week performance on the occaSIOn of the 
openmg of the Rene Block Gallery, New Yark. May, ]974," was deSIgned 
to extend and present In a dramatIC form this Energy Plan. Entitled "I 
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like Amenca and Amenca likes me," the ActIOn conSIsted of Beuys shar
mg a caged room m the Gallery with a coyote for three days: 

The actIOn as such began when Beuys was paCked into felt at Ken
nedy aIrport and. dnven by am bUlance to the gallery. In the gallery In 

a room diVided by a grating a coyote was waiting for him. The 
Texas wolfhound represents pre-Columbian America, which still 
knew the harmomc livmg together of man and nature, m which 
coyote and Indian could live with one another before they were both 
hUnted down by the colomalists. Dunng the actIOn Beuys was at 
tImes entirely coVered III felt. Out of the felt only a WOOden cane stuck 
out. One IS mstinctIvely remmded of a guardian, a Shepherd. Beuys 
talked with the coyote, attempted to find an approach to him, to es
tablish a relationship. From tIme to time Beuys rang a triangle which 
he carned around his neck. Sounds of a turbine from a tape reCOrder 
disturbed the atmosphere, bnngmg a threatemng nuance mto the 
play. Fifty COPles of the "Wall Street J oumal," the leading economIC 
newspaper, lymg strewn about the floor., completed the enVlrOll-
ment. The coyote uflnated on the newspapers. '7 

As tor the GuggenheIm exhibition, Beuys himself tOOk "creative re
sponsibility" for the orgamzation and display, making it not Just a presen
tatIOn (in fact, a retrospectIve of his career) but "an autonomous work of 
art that validates already eXIsting objects," although many of the objects 
oflgmated 1ll performance pieces and hence were not intended to stand 
alone as "art objects." Beuys placed the [ollowmg statement m the mtra
ductlOn to the catalogue: 

My obiects are to be seen as stImUlants for the transformation of the 
idea of SCUlpture., Or of art m general. They should provoke thoughts 
about what SCulpture can be and how the concept of sculptmg can 
be extended to the mVisible matenals used by everyone: Thinking 
FormS-hOW we mould our thoughts or I Spoken FormS-hOW we shape 
our thoughts mto words or I SOCIAL SCULPTURE-hOW we mould 
and shape the world in which we live: Sculvture as an eVOlutIOnary oro
cess; everyone an artist. That IS whv the nature of my sculpture IS 
not fixed and finished. Processes contmue III most of them: chemIcal 
reactions, fermentatIOns, colour Changes, decay, drymg up. Every-
thing IS m a stace of change. 8 

My mterest m Beuys, SImilar to my mterest m Lacan, concerns not his 
ideology or themes so much as his strategIes of presentatIOn, hIS Writmg, 
his Style as Itself an idea. There is no concern for "influence" 10 either 
direction m my dis'cusslon. Derrida did VISIt the GuggenheIm exhibitIOn, 
choosing to ascend the museum's famous splfaling ramps. After climbing 
from statIOn to sta !ion (as the display sectors were called), Derrida remarked 
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to hIS son Jean that the exhibit expenence replicated mcely the "StatIons 
of the Cross.,,9 In any case, placmg Beuys"s work 10 the context of gram
matology has the virtue of addressmg at least one of the problems aSSOCI

ated with the reception of his work, which IS that commentators thus far 
have tended to confine themselves to descnptions of his work, venturIng 
by way of explanation little more than paraphrases of Beuys's own state
ments. But, as Lothar Romam and Rolf Wedewer stress m calling for 
analyses that bnng to bear other categorIes and contexts. Beuys's mter
VIeWS and lectures do not constitute mterpretatIOns but eXIst at the same 
level as, even as part of (verbal extenSIOns of), the art.

IO 
Not that this 

chapter IS an mterpretation, either, SInce I am mterested m borrowmg some 
of Beuys's procedures exactly as he explains them (I want to learn from 
him. not account for him). The fact that Beuys's ActIOns lend themselves 
so readily to grammatologlcal terms-mdicatmg the convergence at a theo
reticallevel of two radically different idioms-' I take as evidence supportIng 
the feasibility and fruitfulness of a "general writmg." 

My argument will be guided by the pnnciple of the post card-l have 
found in Beuys's works more post cards (he does 10 fact use the post card 
as a medium) for Derrida-'s texts, providing the verso for the texts' recto., 
slffiilar to Derrida's own discovery with respect to Adami's drawings or 
Titus-Carme!'s Tlinglt Coffin. My approach to Beuys. then .. will be m terms 
of Derrida's pnnciples, performing the transition from a theoretIcal to an 
applied grammatology. The followmg list, antIcipatmg the more specific 
diSCUSSIOn m the rest of the chapter, mdicates the areas of relationship be~ 
tween Derrida's theory and Beuys's performance: 

1. Teaching. A shared pomt of departure IS each man's status as a 
professor of a specific diSCIpline within the traditional academy
Derrida as professor of the history of philosophy at the EcoLe 
normale superieure III Paris, Beuys as professor of sculpture at the 
Academy of Art in Dusseldorf. TheIr educatIonal projects, how
ever, extend well beyond the boundanes of their respectlve diSCI
plines and institutions, not only in the direction of interdiSCIplinary 
theory and intermedia practice (the CensY-Ia-Salie colloqUlum, for 
example, 10cluded workshops explonng the ImplicatIOns of Der
rida's texts for philosophy, literature, educatIOn, politIcs, psycho
analysis. and the VIsual arts) but also to orgamzatlOns deSIgned to 
10tervene deconstructively 10 the educatIOnal system as a whoJe·-
GREPH and the Estates General of Philosophy m Derrida's case, 
and the Free International Umversity for InterdiSCIplinary Research 

in Beuys's case. 
2. CreatIVIty. Summarized 10 the term apelYOI1, Derrida's theory of 

Writing is an mventlO, a new rhetOrIC of invention. Translated mto 
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a pedagogy, Writing becomes a research mto creativity, into all 
processes of innovatIOn and change. Beuys's sculptural practice 
SImilarly constItutes not only a self-refleXIve theory of sculpture 
but also a theory of the very notIOn of creatiVIty as such m all 
human productivity, as mdicated in his slogan, "everyone an artist." 

3. Models. Derrida's exploration of a new hieroglyphic writing, sup
pJementmg verbal discourse with ideographic and plCtonal ele
ments, IS practIced by Beuys on a scale rang10g from the abject to 
the colossal. The pomt IS not SImply that Beuys's works include 
objects and images, smce the same could be said of any visual 
artIst, but that his objects are specifically models, employed m a 
kind of allegoncal writmg. 

4. Mime. Derrida's account of the "teaching body," III conjunctIOn 
with his diSCUSSIOn of the Mime and the theater of cruelty, offers 
a theory of performance which correspondS to Beuys's perfor
mance art. Beuys's object-models are generated as elements of 
ActIOns, performance Events, or "ntuals," m which Beuys mImes 
both SCIence and mythology m a didactic exploration of the crea
tIve process. In both cases, theater and theory merge mto one 
actIvity (which perhaps could be dubbed "theorter")_ 

5. Autography. The question of the place of the subject of knowl
edge, which mforms Derrida's work and poststructuralism in 
general. IS especially complex because it mcludes a "deconstructed 
self." decentered., dissemmated, a conditIOn or status manifested 
m Derrida's notion of the SIgnature. The place and function of the 
deconstructed self is especially Important to the new pedagogy in 

whiCh the teacher must sign for the lessons. Beuys's use of shaman
Ism offers a way to de-monstrate the autographical character of 
poststructuralist, postmodermst knowing-idiomatic and Imper
sonal at once-SInce the shaman draws on the most subjective, 
prIvate areas of expenence for his handling and treatment of pub~ 
lic affaIrS and objective problems. The shaman, to use Lacan's 
termInology, IS an example of the embedding of the Imagmary 
(ones personal mythology) III the Symbolic (the system of lan
guage and culture). 

Fortunately, two excellent, thorough surveys of Beuys's oeuvre are 
available m English (Tisdall's catalogue for the GuggenheIm exhibitIOn and 
the chronologIcally orgamzed survey by Adnam. Konnertz, and Thomas), 
so there IS no need for me to enter mto a general description of his career. 
Nonetheless, before discussmg specific examples, I would like to POInt out 
at least some of the features of Beuys"s program which are relevant to 
grammatology. 
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SHAMANISM 

The most salient feature of Beuys's work IS his adoption of shamanIsm 
as his presentational mode and even as his lived attitude, Beuys IS unusual 
III this respect only because of the extent to which he has mtegrated hIS art 
and his life mto the shaman's role. The artIst as shaman, however., turns 
out to be descnptive of a major trend m modern art, begmning with the 
"pnmitivIsm" of the early modernlsts (Gaugum, Picasso) and extending 
through to contemporary "abreaction" and "ritual" modes of performance 
and body art (Vito AcconcI, Denms OppenheIm). Whether or not there IS 
any connection between this shamamstIc tendency m the arts and the 
much-disputed "tribalizmg" effect of the electronIc media (as described by 
McLuhan) is a matter of conjecture. More Immediately relevant IS the 
proposition that "performance ," if not sharr:amsm itself. "the unifying 
mode of the postmodern, IS now what matters."11 So says Michel Bena
mou in his mtroduction to the volume collectmg the proceedings of an 
mternatlOnal conference on performance. "One mIght aSk," he states, 
posing the question that motivated the conference, "what causes thIS per
vading need to act out art whiCh used to suffice by Itself on the page or 
the musuem wall. What IS this new presence, and how has It replaced the 
presence which poems and pictures silently proffered before? Has every
thing from politics to poetics become theatncal?" 

The strategIc paradox of the shamamstIc performance most significant 
for the contemporary shift IS its displacement of the subjective-objective, 
pnvate-public opposition. Thus, what may seem to be the apotheosIS of 
egotism and narCISSIsm IS m fact something qUIte different. As Jack Bur~
ham notes, we are confronted with a SItuatIon III which, "as our mythIC 
structure detenorates, the archetypes vanish and it IS the tnals and psycho
dramas of the individUal that provide us with our sense of directIon. . At 
this most crUCIal and sensitive pomt the artist focuses upon the pnmal 
aspects of hIS own creative motIvation." 12 But these psychodramas are not 
the romantic or expressIOnist glorifications of the self that they mIght 
appear to be. Rather, as Burnham explams m a comment that IS relevant to 
the educational research unpliclt m the decomposltIOnal, oral writmg of 

Clas, 

Vanous forms of post-pamtmg and post-sculpture now being prac
ticed by artists relate to the earliest stages of i.nfant development. 
Here, first attempt at mterpersonal relatIonships, measunng of spaces. 
explormg the body, making discrete and random piles of objects, 
and other preverbal actIvities mlIror the artIst's stnvmg to reach the 
seat of the unconsclOUS Itself. Just as alchemIsts Understood the 
return of chaos (mental obliVIOn) as an essential part of the Great 
Work, the role of the shaman m ntual actiVIty was to neutralize 
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and realign the mdividual ego, replacmg It m part with a balanced 
and complete superego. In a parallel fashion, we are witnessmg the 
destruction of SIgnature art as artIstIc behavior becomes increas
lllgly archetypal and ontOlogIcaL (Burnham, 154) 
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The essence of the paradox has to do with a shift In the interaction be
tween the partIcular and the general. As noted earlier 10 the case of 
mnemOnIC systems, III shamamsm the personal self IS used as a vehiCle 
for a knowledge practice and is not expJ,ored for Its own sake. 

Roland Barthes provides an Interesting perspective on the relevance of 
shamamsm to the post structuralist effort to displace the old categones of 
self in a way that IS partIcularly relevant to grammatology. QuestIOnIng the 
histoncal passage of "to wnte" from a transitIve to an Intransitive verb. 
Barthes argues that the best definition of the modern "to wnte" can be 
found III diatheSIS, the linguistic notIOn of voice (active, passive, middle), 
"deSIgnating the way In which the subject of the verb IS affected by the 
action." 

According to the claSSIC example, gIVen by Meillet and Benveniste, 
the verb to sacrifice (ritually) IS actIve if the pnest sacrifices the VIC
tim m my place for me, and It IS middle VOIce if, taking the knife 
from the pnest's hands, I make the sacrifice for myself. In the case of 
the active. the actIOn IS accomplished outside the subject, because, 
although the pnest makes the sacrifice, he IS not affected by it. In the 
case of the middle VOIce .. on the contrary, the subject affects him-
self in actmg; he always remams mside the action, even if an object is 
Involved. The middle VOlce does not, therefore, exclude transitivity. 
Thus defined. the middle VOIce corresponds exactly to the state of the 
verb to wrzte: today to wnte IS to make oneself the center of the 
actIOn of speech [parole]; it IS to effect writIng In being affected one
self; it IS to leave the writer lscrllJteur J inside the writing, not as a 
PsyChOlogIcal subject (the Indo-European pnest could very well over
flow with subjectIvity m actively sacrificmg for his client), but as 
the agent of the action. 13 

In contemporary experimental writing, "to wnte," Barthes argues, has be
come a middle verb .. establishing a new status for the agent of writing: 
"The meamng or goa! of this effort IS to substitute the mstance of dis
course for the Instance of reality (or of the referent), whiCh has been, and 
still IS, a mythical 'alibi' dommating the idea of literature. The field of the 
writer IS nothing but writmg Itself, not as the pure 'form' conceIved by an 
aesthetic of art fo.r art's sake, but, much more radically, as the only area 
[espace 1 for the one who wntes" (166). In the middle VOIce, then, nothing 
takes place but the place (space). 

It IS worth notmg that Derrida explicitly relates the betweenness of 
differance with the middle VOIce: 
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And we shall see Why what IS desIgnated by "differance" is neither 
sImply active nor sImply paSSIve, that It announces or rather re
calls something like the middle VOIce, that It speaks of an operation 
which IS not an operation, which cannot be thought of either as 
a passion or as an actIOn of a subject upon an object, as startmg from 
an agent or from a patient, or on the baSIS of, or In VIew of. any 
of these terms. But philosophy has perhaps commenced bv distribut
ing the middle VOlce, expressmg a certam mtransi1wencss, mto the 
actIve and the paSSlve vOIce, and has Itself been constituted In this 
repression. (Sveech, 137) 

Beuys's exercise of the shaman's position, operatmg in the middle VOIce, 

provides a frame within which philosophY may be rethought. 
The distinctIon between the actIve and the middle VOIce (illustrated 

III the clasSIc example by a ntual sItuation) reflects the distmctton between 
priestcraft and shamafllsm as nval modes of spintual activity: the mstItu
tional representative versus the nomadic medicme man. Barthes himself 
makes explicit the connection of his theory of the subject m writing with 
shamanism III his essay "The Death of the Author ," in which the "shaman" 
IS opposed to, or desIgnated as the alternatIve to, the "author" "In 
primitive socIeties, narrative IS never undertaken by a person, but by a 
mediator, shaman or speaker, whose '-performance· may be admired (that 
is, his mastery of the narratIVe code) but not his 'genms.,,,14 Certam 
modern writers, Barthes says, have attempted to recover something like 
the shaman's position, agalllst that of the "author," who Jams his person 
to his work: "For Mallarme. as for us, it IS language whiCh speaks, not the 
author: to write IS to reach, through a preexlstlllg Impersonality,-never to 
be confused with the castrating objectivity of the realistic novelist-that 
point where language alone acts, cperfonns,' and not 'oneself'" ("Death." 
8). Derrida uses Mallarme to make a snnilar pomt, of course, and now we 
can see that the shaman, working m the middle VOIce, IS another example 
of what IS mvolved in Writing. 

Shamamsm, to give a general definitIOn, IS the self-cure of a deep depres
SIOn by the use of psychic techmques (trance states mduced by monotonous 
rhythms, for example) that enable the mdividual to gam control over his 
unconscIOUS imagery, 15 This self-healing m turn gIVes the shaman the power 
to heal others, his pnncIpal funchon 10 a pnmitive commumty bemg that 
of doctor. Freud's self-analYSIS, constitutmg the ongm of psychoanalysIs, 
resembles in certam respects the expenence of the shaman's calling. Der
rida's focus on the emergence of psychoanalysIs as a domam of knowledge, 
the model problem for grammatology as a SCIence of SCIence (especIally 1ll 
La carte lJostaie, for whiCh Freud's letters to Fliess, by means of whiCh 
Freud enacted the therapeutic transference, provide the orgalllzmg ref
erence), mdicates the usefUlness of shamamstlc performances as a dramati-
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zation of grammatology's concern. The question posed in "Speculer-sur 
'Freud'" -""how an autobiographical writing, In the abyss of an untermin
ated auto-analysIs, could gIve Us birth to a worldwide Institution" (Carte, 
325)-reflects the fundamental problem of poststructuralisrn: the status of 
the subject of knowledge, of the specific relatlOn of idiom to system m the 
process of knowledge. 

ClaUde Levi-Strauss, comparing shamamsm and psychoanalysIs, identifies 
the aspect of his articulatIOn which IS most relevant to applied gramma
tology. Grammatology's mterest in both pscyhoanalYSlS and shamallIsm as 
models for a new pedagogy (specifically, ill the practices of Lacan and 
Beuys as exemplary figures) has to do with the peculiar mode of commun
Ication they developed ill order to address a regIster of comprehensIOn 
other than the ratIOnal intellect (without. at the same time. neglecting the 
latter). Both practices, that IS, share a Similar manner of mampulating sym
bols. The sunilarity becomes especially apparent. Levi-Strauss notes. ill the 
therapeutic techmques developed to treat schizophremcs who are not 
reachable with the talking cure ongmally advanced for the treatment of 
neurotlcs. 

Actually the theraPIst holds a dialogue with the patlent, not through 
the spOken word, but by concrete actions, that IS, genuine rites 
whiCh penetrate the screen of conSClQusness to carry theIr message 
directly to the unconsclOUs ["carned out not by a literal reproM 
ductlOn of the appropnate behaVIOr but by means of actions whiCh 
are, as It were, discontinuous, each symbolizillg a fundamental 
element of the SItuation"]. Here we agam encounter the concept of 
mampulahon, whiCh appeared so essenhal to an understanding of 
the shamamshc cure but whose traditional definition we must broaden 
considerably. For It may at one time lllvolve a malllpulation of 
ideas and .. at another tIme, a mampulation of organs. But the baSIC 
conditIOn remams that the mampuiatlOn must be carned out 
through symbOlS, that IS, through meanIngful eqUlvalents of things 
meant which belong to another order of reality. 16 

Levi-Strauss IS conVInced that shamamsm may be as usefUl for "elucI
datmg obscure pomts of Freudian theory" as psychoanalysis IS for helping 
to understand the sharnamstic cure. In our present state of comprehension, 
one seems to be the Inverse of the other-"In the schizophremc cure the 
healer performs the actIOns and the patIent produces his myth; In the 
shamamstlc cure the healer supplies the myth and the patient performs the 
actions." But if Freud's mtuitions about the ultimate biochemIcal nature 
of PSYChopathology (supported by recent discoveries of chemlCal ImM 
balances III the phYSIOlogy of schizophremcs) are accurate, even these dif
ferences III practice will be inSIgnificant, smce both cures will function 
according to a set of homOlogous structures which "in aggregate form we 
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call the unconsclous." Levi-Strauss's descnptIon of this set corresponds to 
Lacan's distinCtion between the Imagmary and the Symbolic: 

For the preconsclOUS, as a reserVOlf of recollectlons and Images 
amassed in the course of a lifetIme, IS merely an aspect of memory. 
... The unconscIOUS, on the other hand, IS always empty-or, 
more accurately, it IS as alien to mental images as 18 the stomach to 
the foOdS which pass through it. As the organ of a specific func-
tion, the unconsclO,US merely Imposes structural1aws uPon marhc
ulated elements which ongmate elsewnere--lmpulses. emotIOns, 
representations, and memones. We mlght say, therefore, that the pre
consclOUS IS the mdividuallexlcon where each of us accumulates 
the vocabulary of his personal history, but that thIS vocabulary be
comes sIgnificant, for us and for others, only to the extent that 
the unconscIOUS structures It according to Its laws and thus trans
forms it mto language. (Levi-Strauss, 198-99) 

Grammatology, then, can learn from Lacan and Beuys about how to 
mount a practice that moves between preconscIOus (Imagmary J and un
conscIOUS (Symbolic) regIsters, keepmg III mmd that the conditions that 
shape psychoanalYSIS also Shape contemporary adaptatIOns of shamamsm, 
such as that undertaken by Beuys, so that Beuys and Lacan arc III roughly 
the same position relatIve to Levi-Strauss·s advIce: '-The modern verSIOn 
of shamanistIc techmque called psychoanalYSis, thus, derlVes Its specific 
charactensilcs from the fact that 1ll industnal cIVilization there IS no longer 
any room for mythIcal tIme, except within man hImself. From tl1is observa
tion, psychoanalYSIS can draw confirmatIOn of its validity, as well as hope 
of strengthemng ItS theoretical foundations and understanding better the 
reasons for its effectiveness, by comparmg ItS methods and goals with 
those of its precursors, the shamans and sorcerers" (Levi-StrauGs, 200). 

THE CALLING 

As for Beuys hImself. aside from his childhood fantasIes about Genghis 
Khan (he earned a cane with him everywhere and imagined himself to be a 
nomad herdsman), his first encounter with shamamstic practice was as 
patient rather than as "doctor." A pilot on the eastern front III the Second 
World War, Beuys's dive bomber crashed in a wilderness area of the Cnmea 
(one of the five times he was mJured or wounded durmg the war). Tartar 
herdsmen discovered him 1ll the wreckage, buned m the snow, and cared 
for him for over a week before he was transported to a German hospItal. 
"'J remember VOlces saymg Voda (Water), then the felt of their tents, and 
the dense pungent smell of cheese, fat and milk. They covered my body m 
fat to help it regenerate warmth, and wrapped It 111 felt as an msulator to 
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keep the warmth m'" (Beuys, 16-17). TiSdall adds that "it is true that 
without this encounter with the Tartars, and with theu ntualistic respect 
for the healing potentIal of matenals, Beuys would never have turned to 
fat and felt as the matenal for sculpture," as he did in the 1950s and 1960s, 
although, as she stresses, by that tIme the materials are not merely auto
biographical allusions but are "elements of a theory to do with the poten
tIal and meaning of sculpture" (to be discussed later). 

The war years as a whole, and thIS mcident m partIcular, resulted Ulti
mately III a personal cnSIS, culmmatmg III a nervous collapse (deep depres
slOn) lasting from 1955 through 1957. The illness 10 retrospect may be 
recogmzed as one of the elements traditlOnally assOCIated with the shaman's 
calling. "This CnSIS was very important for me," Beuys later noted, "be
cause everything, truly everything, was put 10 question. It was In the course 
of that CnSlS that 1 decided, with energy, to research all that m life, art, 
SCIence was the most profound. I was already prepared for it by my earlier 
work but this was to be an entuely different theory of art, SCIence, life, 
democracy, capital. economy, liberty, culture" (Vadel, 15). This global re
onentatlOn, Beuys added, IS "closely linked to What people call an mdivid
ua! mythology," involvmg not only the dis.covery of a new theory but also 
"What would be defined later as features of a shamanistic Illitiation" (15). 

Up to and through the penod of cnSIS, Beuys made many drawings 
related to his expenence (inCluding the extenSIVe notes made durmg the 
war on the landscape, people, and customs of the reglOn m which shaman
Ism ongmated). These drawmgs are the eqUIvalent In his self-healing process 
of Freud's letters to Fliess (and of Freud's "Egyptian dream-book." about 
which FreUd said III one of his letters, "It was all wntten by th~ uncon
SClOUS, on the well-known pnnclple of ItZlg, the Sunday horseman. 'Itzig, 
where are you gomg?' 'Don't ask me, ask the horse!' At the begmmng of a 
paragraph I never knew where I should end up, It Was not written to be read, 
of course-any attempt at style was abandoned after the first two pages"
Ongins, 258). Beuys·'s drawmgs, too, are a mode of research m whiCh, like 
FreUd, Beuys laid the foundations for an IllstItution while exploring his 
own psyche. Describing his Impulse to draw, Beuys states: 

With me, it's that certaIll QuestIons-about life, about art, about 
SClence-mterest me .. and I feel I can go farthest toward answenng 
them by trY111g to develop a language on paper, a language to 
stImUlate more searching diSCUSSIOn-more than Just What our present 
CIvilization represents III terms of scientific method, artistic methOd. 
or thought m genera.l. I try to go beyond these things-I ask questio~s, 
I put forms ~f language on pa~er, I also put forms of sensibility, m
tentIon and Idea on paper, a11m order to stImUlate thought. 17 

It IS worth notmg m this context that Beuys, as a young man, wanted to 
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study the natural SCIences, especially the life SCiences, but that he was dis
couraged by the specIalized, narrow manner In WhICh these SCIences were 
taught. 

The drawmgs deserve attentIon because then themes and structures pro
vided the resources for his later performances. many of which amount to 
an enactment of his drawmgs. They exemplify the purely graphic element 
of Writing (a drawn writmg), the exerCIse of which bnngs mto appearance 
a dimenslOll ofknowmg that IS the eqUIvalent III the vIsual arts of laiangue. 
In the preface to the catalogue of an exhibition of Beuys-'s drawmgs, with 
a title that echoes Derrida:'s mterest III the apotropalc--.. The Secret Block 
for a Secret Person In Ireland--the curator remarks that "for Beuys draw
mg has been a way ofthmking, or a thinking form" (in an mterview III the 
same catalogue Beuys states, "When I speak about thinking I mean it as 
form. People have to consider ideas as the afilst considers sculpture: to 
seek for the forms created by thinking"). The curator's assessment of the 
forms developed m the collechon mdicates the extent to which Beuys's 
program parallels Derrida's hieroglyphic project to extend language mto a 
general writing. "The widenmg of language IS the key to the process of 
change m thmking, and for Beuys the widemng of language came through 
drawmg. Drawmg becomes a way to reach areas unattamable through 
speech or abstract thinking alone: to suspend all notIOns of the limits or 
limitatIons of a field so that It encompasses everythmg. The germmatLOn 
point of all the later thmking appears m the drawmgs." 18 

Like Derrida's texts, Beuvs's drawmgs break the "laws of genre" 
("Beuys's contribution to the history of drawIng IS as mdividual as It IS 

f t ") 19 umque-he has gone beyond the bounds 0 drawmg as we know 1 . 
Part of the powerful effect of the drawmgs IS that they achieve a mlXture 
of ngor and play like that which Derrida promotes III scholarship. He uses 
a great vanety of techmques, but most of all it IS the unusual nature of his 
matenals that fascmates: "pencil and paInt, rabbit's blood and pIeces of 
fish, phosphorus and Hon chloride, milk and furmture stam, gold enamel, 
silver leaf and fruit remams have been used in a seemIngly mfimte number 
of permutatIOns. And the surfaces he draws on are Just as diverse-en
velopes, book covers, pages from newspapers or notebooks or ledgers, wall
paper, corrugated cardboard, silver foil.. wax-paper, normal paper" (Sim
men, 86)-lists that read almost like a combmatIon of Derrida's categones 
of the abject and the varni (all the glUtIllOUS liquids assocIated in Glas with 
the "+ L" effect). Collage and the explOItatIOn of chance effects, needless 
to say, are part of the strategy: "His procedure IS a delicate probing of 
these matenals, and they respond by revealing theH poetic possibilitIes. 
This IS particularly true of the used and worn things he chooses." Beuys-'s 
techmque, then, can be thought of as an analogue of the metamorphosIs 
of terms m Derrida's "decompositIOn"-"Pencil and pamt for Beuys are 
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aids to meditatIOn about destruction and things destroyed .... Things 
often seen, often overlooked undergo a metamorphosis" (Simmen, 87). 

In 1961 Beuys was appomted Professor of Sculpture at the Dusseldorf 
Academy of Art, begmnmg tile phase leading to the full realization of his 
calling, for at this tIme his personal trajectory mtersected with certam mM 
ternatlonal tendencies III the arts. Dusseldorf, III any case, was becommg a 
major center of avant-garde activity, bemg the home of Group Zero (led 
by Otto Piene and HelllZ Mack), the German rival of the French Groupe de 

Recherche d'art Visuel (GRA V). Beuys inet and began to work with mem
bers of an mternational group active III Dusseldorf - Fluxus-which counted 
among its most active particIpants George Maciunas, Nam June Paik, Char
lotte Moorman. Wolf Vostell. George Brecht. Dick Higgms. Emmet Wil
liams. Damel Spoern. and John Cage (Beuys, 84). Fluxus sponsored 
"events" 111 a number of European cities, events that took the form of 
"Happenlllgs," or expenmentaL Neo-Dada concerts. 

As Tisdall notes, this concert element-the unconventional mUSICIanship 
Illvolved-ls what most interested Beuys III Fluxus, sound belllg for him an 
essentIal sculptural matenal (nOIse, mUSIC, language). Beuys's very first 
ActIOn (the term he prefers to "performance"), performed 3 February 1963, 
lasted only twenty seconds: "I dashed forward III the gap between two 
performances, wound up a clockwork toy, two drummers, on the plano, 
and let them play until the clockwork ran down" (Tisdall, 87), although It 
should be added that the next mght he performed the much more complex 
"Sibenan Symphony, section 1." 

In this avant-garde company Beuys developed his ritual format, which 
has made him famous, tending first to favor provocation, and later meditaM 
tion, as his dommant meod, He had by this time adopted a permanent 
costume, marking his denial of the distinction between art and life, mClud
mg hIS felt hat (the magIC hat, which IS part of the traditional shamanistic 
garb) and a flight vest (alluding both to his biography-his semce as a pilot 
III the war-and the shaman's power of flight, the "techllIque of ecstacy" 
m Eliade's definitlon).20 The flight vest Itself indicates the special pomt of 
lllterest for grammatology III this aspect of Beuys's work-the convergence 
in his objects of autobIOgraphical and mythical dimenSIOns. Reservmg for 
later a detailed discussIOn of hIS actions and theones, I would like for now 
to take note of Beuys's own statements of intention regarding these two 
components of his work-the autobiographical, related to psychoanalysis; 
the mythologIcal, related to shamamsm. Therr conjunction in Beuys's Ac
tions provides one~verSlOn of the position of the subject III knowledge. 

The pomt I wish to stress IS the similanty of Beuys's mtention, with 
respect to shamamsm, to the program of grammatology, deSIgned to exceed 
SCIence (not to oppose It as such). "So when I appear as a kind of shaman
istIc figure, or allUde to It, I do It to stress my belief in other pnorities and 
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the need to come up with a completely different plan for workmg with 
substances. For instance, In places like UnIVersltIes, where everyone speaks 
so rationally, it is necessary for a kmd of enchanter to appear" (Beuys, 23). 

In his mtervlews Beuys often mentIons shamamsm and psychoanalYSIS 
together as strategIes for addressmg the general public In a way that IS at 
once educative and therapeutic-hIs mtention IS to use these two forms of 
discourse and styles of knowledge as pedagogIes. "It was thus a strategIc 
stage to use the shaman's character but, subsequently, 1 gave sCIentific lec
tures. Also, at times, on one hand, I was akmd of modern scientific analyst, 
on the other hand, ill the actlOns, I had a synthetic eXIstence as shaman. 
This strategy aImed at creatIllg in people an agitation for mstIgatmg ques
tions rather than for conveymg a complete and perfect structure. It was a 
kind of psychoanalysIs with all the problems of energy and culture" 
(Vadel, 18). Beuys stresses that he IS mterested not ill providing solutIons 
III the form of SCIentific or pseudO-SCIentific theones, nor m transmItting 
mfonnation, but in stlmulatmg thought-"I am much more mterested in a 
type of theory which provokes energy among people and leads them to a 
general diSCUSSIOn of thelf present problems. It IS thus more a therapeutic 
methodology" (17). This mtentIOn parallels the pedagogIcal mm of gram
matology to stimulate creativIty. 

Psychoanalysis and shamall1sm, each in Its own way, IS a knowledge of 
death. Beyond the Pleasure PrInClple, for example, m which Freud specu
lates on the life and death dnves, is the tutor text of "SpecuJer···sur 
'Freud,''' for some of Lacan"s most Important theones (he devotes hIS 
second semmar to it), and for poststructuralist psy-phi (psychoanaJytlc
philosophical) writing, mdicating the general concern with the problematIc 
of the death dnve in culture. And. as Eliade explams, shamamsm IS preCIsely 
a knowledge of death: 

It IS as a further result of hIS ability to travel in the supernatural 
worlds and to see superhuman bemgs (gods. demons, spmts of the 
dead, etc.) that the shaman has been able to contribute declSlvelv 
to the knowledge of death . ... The lands that Ule shaman sees and 
the personages that he meets dunng his ecstatIc Journeys III the 
beyond are mIllutely described by the shaman himself, dunng or 
after his trance. The unknown and terrifymg world of death as
sumes form, IS orgamzed In accordance with particular patterns; 
finally it displays a structure and, In course of time, becomes familiar 
and acceptable. In turn, the supernatural inhabitants of the world 
of death become vlsible. (Shamamsm, 509-10) 

Beuys draws on both theones of death to call attention to what he feelS 
IS the "fatal character" of our era ("The process of death, 111 methodical 
terms, 111volves all the elements of death 111 our enVIronment. ... Yes, we 
are living in a death zone"), whiCh he challenges by a speCIal use of shaman-
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Ism: "I don't use shamamsm to refer to death. but VIce versa-through 
shamanism I refer to the fatal character of the times we live lll. But at the 
same time I also pomt out that the fatal character of the present can be 
overcome III the future" (Drawmgs, 94). Grammatology, too, is a way of 
brmgmg the subject mto relation with death. "SpaCing as writing IS the 
becoming-absent and the becomlng~unconscIOus of the subject. By the 
movement of its drift/derIvation the emancipation of the SIgn constitutes 
III return the deSIre of presence .... As the subject's relationship with its 
own death. this beconung IS the constitution of subjectivity. On all levels 
of life's organrzation. that IS to say, of the economy of death. All graphemes 
are of a testamentary essence" (Grammatology, 69). 

Beuys, then, uses shamamstIc and pSYChoanalytic techlllques to "ma
lllpulate symbols," as Levi-Strauss described It, III order to affect others. 
But we should not forget, followmg Barthes, that the shaman and the 
analyst (countertransference) work m the middle VOIce. Beuys's use of the 
double 1l1scnption IS as motivated by hIS pnvate and unconscious interests 
as by this mtention to address the primal levels of the public's awareness. 
Just as m the shaman's seance, m which healing another takes place by 
means of dramatizmg the Shaman's own illness and cure, so too III Beuys's 
ActIOns IS the exploratIOn of his own SIgnature the means for addressmg 
the concerns of the group. "My personal history IS of interest only in so 
far as I have attempted to use my life and person as a tool, and I think this 
was so from a very early age" (Beuys, 10), "The life course and the work 
course run together.. but not as autobiography. The prolonged expenence 
of the prOXImIty of death-InItiation through resurrection" (Secret, 6). The 
"contammatIOn" that interests Derrida In the problematic of the SIgnature 
IS systematically exploited by Beuys ("Fluxus, 'the flowmg,' combats tra
ditional art images and thelf materIal expectations, recalling the words of 
Heraclitus: 'All eXIstence flows ill the stream of creation and passing away' 
[the apelron]. Existence ill a total lOgICal conSIstency IS contrasted to a 
barely realized demand for totality, making penetrable the borders between 
art and life, as well as between the separate arts"---Adriall1, Konnertz, and 
Thomas, 78). 

Thus, Beuys includes m his Vita hIS own blfth date and place, as if list
mg an exhibitlOn. The bathtub in which he was bathed as an mfant IS of
fered as a sculpture .. but 10 a spmt QUIte different from that of the ready
made, smce, as Beuys explams, his stress IS on the meanmg of the object
not m the sense of self-reflectIOn, but, by certam additions or modifications 
(adding pleces of gauze soaked in plaster and fat), III a more general sense: 
"the wound or trauma experIenced by every person as they come mto 
contact with the hard materIal condihons of the world through birth" 
(Beuys, 10). Not that the spmt of parody which mformed Duchamp's 
mode (as well as that of Fluxus) IS absent, for the tub IS also meant to call 
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to rnmd an old adage: "Some people say 'Beuys IS crazy, his bath water 
must have been too hot.' Such old saymgs have deep roots and some un
conscIOus truth" (10). 

Like Derrida, Beuys mIXes collage pnncIPles with fetishism, mtegratmg 
the anthropologIcal and the psychoanalytIc applicatIOns of the term ("de· 
clsive IS an assumed content of meanmg which IS based III part on the 
fetishes of certam pnmitIve races, which would impose Its own mdividual
ity on the psychic area of the transmItted matenal"-Actnam, Konnertz, 
and Thomas, 98). Like the collageists. he uses In his works whatever he 
finds around him in his envlfonment, the difference bemg that even the 
detritus, items accumulated on his studio shelves over the course of years, 
then mtroduced mto works like Stag Hunt, not to mentIOn more substan" 
hal items (the VW bus-the family car-which ended up as the rescue vehicle 
In "The pack," loaded with childrens sleds each carrymg a roll of felt, a 
flashlight, and a glob of fat), becomes charged or Invested with the status 
of relics. The Inside~outside opposition IS meanmgless for an orgamzatIon 
of the human life~wor1d, In Beuys··s VieW, in which "the outward appearance 
of every object I make IS the eqUlvaJent of some aspect of inner human 
life" (Beuys, 70). An Important feature of these "representations" is the 
sImplicity of the items mvolved: "Another deCISIve Fluxus element was 
'the lightness and mobility of the matenal.' The Fluxus artists were 
fascmated by the opemng up of the sImplest matenals to the total contents 
of the world. Beuys: 'Everything from the sImplest teanng of a pIece of 
paper to the total changeover of human SOCIety could be illustrated'" 
(Adnam, Konnertz, and Thomas, 79). 

There IS a contmual mteractIOn and overlappIng III hIS works between 
the two domains of Images (bIOgraphical and archetypal), each one used 
m tum to guide the research of the other. Beuys has remarked how VIvidly 
he remembers certam parts of his childhood. But he explores these mem
ories not to reco.ver the past but (as in the case of shamamsm) m order to 
think with them mto the future. Tram Stop, for example, a work recon
structmg parts of the place at which the five~year-old Beuys would get on 
and off the tram, is described as "not so much a recollectIon of childhood 
as the carrymg out of a childhood mtuition" (Beuys, 242). Here IS a de
scnptJOn of the work (ongmally mstalled at the Vemce Biennale, 1976-
hence the references to the lagoon): 

The monument itself rises vertIcally from the ground. Round tile 
upright barrel of a field cannon are clUstered four pnmitIve seven
teenth-century mortar bombs, theH tops, like the cannon barrel, cast 
and transformed in proportion and surface from the ongmal mon
ument in Cleves [Beuys's hometown]. Above the cannon, emergmg 
from it. IS the head of a man, mOdelled by Beuys 1ll 1961 with 
Tram stop m mmd .... Past the monument runs a tram line, a hon-
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zontal element along the earth's surface that bends slightly and 
curves gently, corning up from below the surface and running down 
into It agaIn. If it were extended, this curve would reach far mto 
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the Venetian lagoon .... On another radial aXIS IS a bored hole, sunk 
down to the water of the lagoon below, and then on, 25 metres 
deep In all, so that It becomes an Hon tUbe full of cold water. (Beuys, 
242) 

"Why should a head emerge from a cannon?" TiSdall asks. Beuys's in
tention, she says, has to do with "the war of ideas" gomg on III his head. 
But we can also see it as a version of a shamamstic motif-the suffering 
assOCIated with the mitiation: "First they put the shaman's head on a pole," 
according to one verSIOn of the myth, "Then they scatter the hackedwup 
flesh m all directlOns like an offenng" (Lommel, 55). To anticIpate the 
later reading, we can note as well the grammatologlcal echoes III such a 
work. The VenetIan lagoon parallels Derrida's example of the homophonic 
shuttle (in Glas) passmg between lagune and langue (tongue, language), 
and the tram line connotes the transportation deVIces SIgnified by "meta~ 
phor" as a term meanmg "bus" or "vehiCle." That this rhetoncal dimension 
is systematically available m Beuys's objects and actions will be demon
strated in a later sectIOn. 

SCULPTURE 

The term Plastik (SCUlpture, plastic arts) functions in Beuys's program 
In the same way as ecnture (wnting) m grammatology. Just as Derrida went 
to the most fundamental level of writing- the gramme, the articulation of 
differance-in order to formulate a prrnciple of general writing (an expan~ 
SlOn of the term "writmg" to mclude every manner of inscnption, of 
commg into appearance as such), so too does Beuys turn to the most 
fundamental level of Sculpture m order to produce a theory of creativIty 
which cuts across all divlSlons of knowledge and addresses the question of 
human productivIty as such. The pressure Beuys places on such terms as 
"SCUlpture," "SCIence.," and "art" parallels Derrida's de constructive pale~ 
onymlcs-the science of old names III whiCh the old term is retained while 
bemg extended almost catachrestically to cover a new semantic field: "All 
these actIons were unportant to enlarge the old concept of Art making it 
as broad and large as possible. According to possibility, making it as large 
as to mclude every hUgIan activIty .... On the other hand, this agam de
mands that the concept of SCience has achieved this expansIOn itself." 21 

Working ill terms of their respectIve POIlltS of departure-theory oflan
guage and the art of sculpture-Derrida and Beuys each formulated the 
highest generalizatIon yet produced to account for human creatIvity, which 
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may be seen as the eqUlvalents m cultural studies of Einstem-'s fo~mula III 
the physIcal sciences (they function at the same level of generalIzatIOn). 
Whereas Derrida-'s generalization IS expressed 10 <l set of terms, a semantIc 
field including the senes assocIated with differance (trace, ecart, gramme, 
and so forth), Beuys's "formUla" IS presented as a SCUlptu~·e--actually a 
word-thing, smce the work consIsts of both an object and a dIscourse .. ThIs 
work, or genre of works (Beuys started producmg 1t In a vanety of forms 
around 1964), entitled Fat Corner, exemplifies the lI11Portance of Beuys 
for an applied grammatology _ The lesson m Beuys··s practice ~oncerns the 
relatIon between ideas and objects, demonstratmg the word-thmg structure 
fundamental to a picto-ideo-phOnographic Writing. Derrida's theones ~nd 
texts (as I argued in part I) call for a new writmg beyond the book ~n WhICh 
models, m the form of objects and actIOns, supplement verbal dIscourse. 
The task of applied grammatology IS to mtroduce this Writing mto the 
classroom (and eventually mto research communIcation m the fo~m of 
video tapes). The relation of ideas to objects m Beuys~s practIce contnbutes 
at ieast Oile verSIOn of how the pedagogIcal process mIght be reorgamzed. 
In this section, then, I will discuss Fat Corner and Beuys's general sculp
ture (Plastik), focusmg on his own account of how this work functIOns as 
well as noting ItS interlacmg with Derrida's texts. 

Fat Corner IS not a umque work (mdeed, anyone can make on c) but 
describes an element (umt, SItuatIon, process) that Beuys has presented 
b itself or as part of other Actions or EnvIronments and that he considers 
t: be the fundamental embodiment of his pnncIple of creatIvIty -~he title 
(Fettecke) IS descnptive: the work consIsts of a quanttty of fat ~usua1ly 
margarine, but a vanety of other kinds of fat have .been us~d) packed Ill:O 
the corner of a room to form a mass III the shape of an equilateral pyramId 
(the pomt IS m the corner: only the base IS vlsible)--the s~ulptural eqUIva
lent (for my purposes) of the A of differance. The matenal1s left to putrefy, 
to spread and absorb whatever IS III the alI, and to be absorbed m turn by 
the walls and floor-the figure of decompositlonal disgust, the voml. The 
elements of the pIece are the fat; the action of puttmg the fat I~to the 
corner; the corner Itself. a geometnc form; tIme and the process of putre

faction; and the VIewer's response. 
Fat Corner IS not an "aesthetIc" object nor an "art" object. 111 the tra

ditIOnal sense. Beuys did not come to art by the usual route of craft or 
skill at producmg "beautiful" objects, but because of "epIstemologIcal 
considerations" "It seemed to me very Important to work within art with 
concepts [Begri!!en] . ... I saw here an OpportUlllty to achieve somethmg 
conceptual working with other people which would have as much unpor
tance for the understanding of art as of sClence.,,22 What he has m mmd, 
he says, IS the convergence of "art and life, SCIence and art," at the fund~
mental level of human creativIty. As a kind of "conceptual art," then, hIS 
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objects are offered as signifiers in a writing which Joins together matenal 
and thought. 

Derrida's homophomc prIncIple permits me to approach Beuys's "rituals" 
or "ntes" (as his ActIOns are sometimes described) as wrIting (the colossal 
homonym IS the shift from noun to verb). Beuys (w)ntes. Operating as a 
double mscnptIOn, an object-action such as Fat Corner Writes at two levels 
--one motIvated, the other arbitrary (extending to the register of the un~ 
conscIOUS the old distinction between Sinn and Bedeutung, sense and 
meamng). At the motivated level, the pomt of departure for Beuys's Ac
tions is always selected from something available In the material itself, or 
In the location where the Action takes place (the coyote IS used in Amenca, 
instead of the hare; in Chicago an event is based on an identification with 
Dillinger). 

Thus, Beuys mterrogates matenals the way Derrida mterrogates termin
ology (as 10 the exploratIOn, In Glas; of the "flowers of rhetoric"). His Ill
tention III this Interrogation ("What IS Plastik? I have attempted to crack 
open this concept In ItS first pnnclples")23 parallels Derrida's solicitation 
of the philosophemes of metaphysIcS. The examinatIOn of fat and felt-his 
two pnmary matenals-exemplifies the motIvated relationship between his 
theoretical discourse and his objects: 

This Theory of Sculpture describes the passage of everything In the 
world, phYSIcal or pSYchOlogIcal, from a chaotic, undetermmed state 
to a determmed or ordered state. ChaotIC IS the state of raw mateflal 
and uncnannelled will power, charactenzed as WARM. Ordered is 
the state of matenal that has been processed or formed, symbolized 
by the heart SIgn of movement at the center. Here it acqulfes form 
and definition and appears In a crystalline state, represented in the dia
gram by a tetrahedron and charactenzed as COLD and INTELLEC
TUAL. If the process goes too far the crystal becomes a burnt-up, over
mtellectualized "clinker," and falls out of the system .... Ideally 
a balance should be achieved, though the overriding tendency today 
is towards the mtellectual pole. Balance, remtegratIon and flexible 
flow between the areas of thinking, feeling and will, all of whiCh are 
essential, are the objective of the Theory. (Beuys, 72) 

As Tisdall explaInS, Fat Corner IS an excellent demonstration of the 
theory, smce ItS elements manifest the qualities of the ideas. "Fat can eXIst 
as a phYSIcal example of both extremes, as a chaotic, formless and flowing 
liquid when warm, and as a defined and ordered solid when cold; a para
dox that IS compounded when it IS placed 10 that most ordered of forms, a 
nght-angled corner or wedge .... The corner symbolizes the most mecha
nistic tendency of the human mind, the cornerstone of our present socIety, 
as manifested III our square rooms, square buildings and square cities, all 
built on combinatIOns of the fIght angle" (72). In one of his many exposI-
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tions of this theory and Its relatiOn to his matenals, Beuys states: "This IS 
my sculptural theory, theory III quotation marks, Since I believe that it IS 

hardly a theory, but a reality [Wirklichkeit]. 1 am not a theorist, but I re
search a reality. Essentially I mean that what 1 do exceeds th.eory and is a 
search snnply for the actual Gestalt of thmgs." 24 

The reality or Gestalt of fat (and felt) which Beuys uses to make a 
theoretical statement has to do with Its morphologIcal properties: "Actu~ 
ally two elements, fat and felt, are closely related. Both have a 11OffiOgC
neous character in that they have no mner structure. Felt IS a matenal 
pressed together, an amorphOUS matenal. with an uneven structure. The 
same IS true of the nature of fat, and that mterested me."25 He does not 
SImply remam at the level of biographical motivatIOn the aSSOCIatIOn of 
fat and felt with his war trauma-but lllterrogates the materials 111 turn to 
discover then "own" properties, the natural motIvation that would accom
pany then presence in a work: 

There IS on the one hand a "chaotic. nOWlllg" process of retalll111g 
heat which, as the source of "Spintual warmth.," is provided with an 
Inexhaustible source of energy. It IS found in heat sensitIve matenals 
such as wax and fat, whose unformed state can be described as ab
solutely amorphOUS. On the other hand are the crystallized final forms 
eXIsting III a geometncal context whiCh are taken from the many 
materials during the converSIOn of the fluid or warm steam state mto 
the cold, hardened state ... , With the aid of such matenals [wax 
and fat] it IS possible to analyze this process of movement under the 
SImplest conditions, from the orgalllc-embryolllC prototype to the 
orderly, crystallized systems and from the shapeless mass of fat to cor
ners of fat, which provide a base modeL (Adnalll, Konnertz, and 
Thomas, 39-41) 

The process of hardemng or shapmg these amorphous matenals mto 
forms (fat mto corners, a SUIt mad,e of felt) manifests the forming, creative 
actiVity as such. Describing this process In Fat Corner, Beuys declares: "The 
fat goes through exactly this process m my ActIOns. Here IS warmth (left), 
and here IS cold (nght). I could say, that IS a general score [Partltur 1 for 
almost all the Actions I have done" (Rappmann. Schata, and Harlan, 22). 
It IS the score not only for his own works but for human creativity III 
general. 

The first element of SCUlpture as writing, then, IS tile motivated quality 
of the matenals as signifiers, SImilar to Derrida's deconstruction of the 
figurative-proper opposition by elaboratmg the literal sense of metaphor: 
"The art objects do not demonstrate ideas, they are embodied ideas
(there lies the metaphor).,,26 And Beuys IS not at all reluctant to state 
specifically What he mtends the objects to mean, what concepts he wants 
attached to the Actlons. At the same tIme, and this pOInt brmgs us to the 
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second element of sculpture as Writing, the objects function mnemomcally, 
with a certa111 arbitranness and a certam llldependence from the concepts. 
The word-thmg, that IS. writes a double 111scnption. "Had I expressed all 
this 111 recogmzably logIcal statements, m a book., for example, it would 
not have been successful, because modern man IS inclined only to satisfy 
his mtellect and to understand everything according to the laws of lOgIC" 
(Adnanl, Konnertz. and Thomas. 72), The first step, then, IS to get the in~ 
terest Or attention of the audience with a memorable Image-something 
that provokes and that perSIsts m the memory. "If you want to explam 
yourself you must present something tangible." Beuys says, discussmg the 
didactic character of hIS work. One of the difficulties of his work is that 
It "is permeated with thoughts that do not ongmate III the official develop~ 
ment of art but m sCIentific concepts" (Sharp, 47). And his Actions and 
objects are models of his working through these concepts: "One IS forced 
to tranSlate thought Into actIOn and actIon mto object. The physicist can 
thmk about the theory of atoms or about phYSIcal theory III genera1. But 
to advance his theOrIes he has to build mOdels, tangible systems. He too 
has to transfer his thought mto actIOn, and the action mto an object. I am 
not a teacher who tells his students only to think. I say act; do something; 
I ask for a result" (47). 

For Beuys, then. "the formatlon of the thought is already SCUlpture" 
(Sharp, 47). And the models he builds and performs exemplify the OlCto
ideo-phonographic Writing sought by an applied grammatology~ His 
companson of his models (a term he frequently uses to describe his Action
objects) with those used m SCIentific lllstruction suggests that there IS as 
usefUl a role for "apparatus" and "laboratory demonstratIOns" m the 
humanities as III the SCIences. The difference IS that Beuys IS deconstruct~ 
mg the sCIentific (pOSitIVISt) attitUde toward knowmg and learning. That 
Beuys IS engaged 111 a mode of Writmg may be seen III his description of 
himself and hIS works as "transmitters"· "I want the work to become an 
energy center, like an atomIC station. It's the same prmciple agam: trans~ 
mitter and receIver. The receIver IS the same as the transmitter. ... The 
spectator becomes the program" (44). Indeed. the best way to appreCIate 
the specific nature of this Writing (nte-ing) IS not as art, SCIence, or philos
ophy, but as pedagogy: "To be a teacher IS my greatest work of art. The 
rest IS the waste product. a demonstration. If you want to explam yourself 
you must present something tangible. But after a While this has only the 
functlOn of a histone document. Objects aren't very important for me 
anymore. 1 want to get ~.P the OrIgin of matter, to the thought behind it. 
Thought, speech. commUlllcation-and not only m the SOCialist sense of 
the word-are all expreSSIOns of the free human bemg" (44). 

The statement "To be a teacher IS my greatest work of art" is the "holo
phrase" of this chapter. The taSk, however, IS to determme how Beuys 
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teaches. The first thing to be stressed IS that all the elements of the new 
pedagogy are present in his work, mclUding speech, or discourse, which IS 

put In its place III relation to models and mImes, objects and achons. One 
of Beuys's pnnCIpal concerns IS the coordinatIOn of these elements (ex
emplifymg the readjustment needed III our thinking In generaL sImilar to 
Derrida"s reversal of the iogocentric trajectory of phoneticlZatlOu). "It IS a 
question of selection. In whiCh sphere and 10 which sector can I reach 
something with these media, III which domam can I bnng about somethmg 
with each medium. Sometimes, I can do something with a complete, de
termmate combination, for example object and actIon or actIOn and dis
course, or only with speech or only thought or only wrItmg or only drawmg 
and '0 forth" (Herzogenrath, 33). 

It may be worth emphasIzmg that discourse IS an important part of 
Beuys's performances) just as It was necessary to stress the importance of 
images and models ill Derrida's Writing-then productions are convergmg 
on the same hybrid mode. The art historians will never record the many 
questions posed after his ActlOns, Beuys complams, even though th~se are 
an lillportant part of the total work (Vadel, 16). "Beuys'sactIOns have 
always been followed by exhaustIve discusslOns to help his audience con
ceptualize what they had just seen .... The difference between open SIgns 
and normative language reflects the difference between art and SCIence. 
Beuys attempts to move forward on both levels at once" (Simmen, 89). 
The discussion followmg the performances, whether led by Beuys himself 
or whether taking place among the spectators, IS a direct part of the pro
duction (at times it even becomes nearly the whole productIon, as m 
"Honey pump," Documenta 6 in Kassel, m which Beuys managed an lll
formation booth and orgamzed discusslOn workshops throughout the one 
hundred days of the exhibit), manifesting the status of hIS ActlOns as 

"learmng pIeces." 
In addition, as noted earlier, Beuys considers speech to be a kind of 

material in whiCh to sculpt: "The speech especIally IS totally plastic because 
it already has movement. What the mouth does with speech, the blubber 
it releases, these are also real sculptures, although they can't phYSIcally be 
seen, the air IS worked on, the larynx IS worked on, the Insi.de of the mouth 
articulates, the bite, the teeth, etc."27 Beuys shares Derrida's mterest 
(elaborated m Cia,) m the "artICUlators," the phYSIOlogy of speech, the 
mouth-ear circUlt as the vehicle of a certam metaphoncs. The IllteractlOn 
of discourse and objects (the speech-writmg relatlOn, unified within a 
larger frame m both ecriture and Plastik) III Beuys's ActIOns makes his 
rite-ings an exploration of the ongins of writing. 

My pomt for now IS that there IS no need to translate what Beuys IS do
ing from art mto pedagogy, smce he IS already engagmg III pedagogy. He IS 
already performing the pedagogIcal implicatIOns of his art, Just as Lacan. m 
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his semmars, displayed the converSIOn of psychoanalysIs into pedagogy. 
The lesson for an applied grammatology in these two presentatIOns lies not 
In the art or the psychoanalysis but precisely m the pedagogy made avail
able m each case-by the encounter of art and psychoanalysis with an 
educatIve purpose. In rnentionmg these two pedagogIes together, we have 
touched on the nexus of grammatologIcal teaching, having to do with the 
"psychoanalytIc graphOlogy" Derrida described as bemg part of a future 
grarnmatolOgy: "Here, Melanie Klem perhaps opens the way. As concerns 
the forms of SIgns, even withm phonetic writing, the cat11exes of gestures, 
and of movements, of letters, lines. pomts, the elements of the writing 
apparatus (instrument, surface, substance, etc.), a text like The Role of 
the School 111 the Libidinal Develovment of the Child (1923) mdicates 
the dlrectlOn to be taken" (Writmg, 231). 

Beuys's inclusion and cathecting of the fundamental apparatuses of 
the school m his Actions-blackboardS, chalk, erasers, desks, pOinters, 
lectures-provide the best example available of how such a "graphOlogy" 
(co~c.erned directly with the unconsclOUS mvestment Ill, the symbolic 
sIglllficance of common schoolroom Objects and actIOns) mIght become 
part of a pedagogy. Erasers. for example, bemg made of felt, carryall the 
aSSOCIations related to this pnmary matenal in Beuys's system: "Felt as an 
msulator, as a protectiVe covermg agamst other mfluences, or converseiy as 
a matenal that permIts mfiltratzon from outside mfluences. Then there is 
the warmth character, the greyness which serves to emphaSIze the colours 
that eXIst m the world by a psychologICal after-Image effect, and the silence 
as every sound IS absorbed and muffled" (Beuys, 120). In relation to fat, 
felt (as msulator) has the "analytical" functIOn of separatmg each stage of 
the creatIve process (as embodied m Fat Corner) from the others-the 
pnnciples of chaos, movement, and form. 28 

Blackboards, as TiSdall notes, have been part of Beuys's Actions from 
the begmnmg and have played an ever-mcreasmg role (the Envlfonment 
DirectIOnal Forces conSIsted of one hundred blackboardS covered with 
draWings and notes produced durmg a month of lectures). In "Celtic" 
(an mterpretation of the Celtic oral traditIon), "Beuys made and erased 
a senes of drawmgs on a smgle board, manoeuvring it with a shepherd's 
croo~, and holding It aloft as if It were a highly charged piece of eqmp
ment (Beuys, 204). It IS not Just that the familiar or banal objects (whether 
from the classroom or other areas of life) are charged with SIgnificance by 
becommg part of an art Action but that they already carry charges of 
energy-a feature he expresses sometimes by Including actUal battenes 
~d other electncal apparatuses III his works. The energy that mterests 
hIm. of course, IS psychologIcal, spiritual, libidinal. Thus, when we are told 
that Beuys seeks to change the very concept of "object" (Romam and 
Wed ewer. 76), we may assume that what IS mvolved IS this notion of the 
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object as "energy field" or "transmItter" "The object IS intended as a 
transmitter radiating ideas from a deep background In time through an 
accretion of layers of meamng and bIOgraphy, fun(;ttonmg like a Faraday 
cage In which the power IS retamed through a kind of grid. The object 
transmits while the text demonstrates" (Seuys, 26). A part of this economy 
of the object as a "battery of ideas" essential to an lmderstanding of 
Beuys's pedagogy has to do with the effect of such objects. How do they 
transmit? Although commentators have notIced a progressIOn m Beuys's 
oeuvre from drawmgs to objects through ActlOns to speech, Beuys himself 
denies that his work has become too verbal: "VerbalisatlOn has certamly 
acquIred another character III It, and so too have other more physIcally 
realised envIronments, objects, sculptures, drawmgs, etc. But the object 
Directwnat Forces for example, grew m fact out of thinkmg and speaking. 
But then It led m my opinion to a more vital im(;.ge."29 The generatIOn of 
the Image as model is the same effect sought by Derrida. 

MNEMONICS 

Grammatology accounts for the functiomng of Beuys"s Objects In terms 
of the scene of Writing. Beuys and Derrida, that IS. are m agreement about 
the communication process, working with the pnnCIple that a letter does 
not always reach ItS destinatIOn, or that the Jetter"s destmatIon IS not de
termined by the old notions of identity. TheIr methods of W-nte-mg are 
based on assumptIOns not only about how "ideas" are generated but (and 
here IS a cruCIal lesson for the new pedagogy) on how ideas are COmmUnI
cated, or rather, dissemmated. Fat Corner·-the gradual stammg and spread
mg of the fat as it IS absorbed by the walls and floor (the fat In tile corner 
being the eqUIvalent of the gl m Gtas, the hard and the soft, the fat as the 
flux of agglutinative processes)-ls an image for Beuys of the Spre<l.d of 
ideas, a verSIOn of dissemmation. "The process of infiltratIOn takes place as 
the filtered stam spreads slowly outwards with hme .... the spreading of 
ideas to the different forcefields of human ability, a kind of inSpIratIOn 
that takes effect through u physIcal process of capillary absorptIon: 
psychological mfiltratlOn, or even the mfiltratIOn of institutIOns .... The 
smell of course permeates everythmg" (Beuys, 148). Fat Corner, III short, 
IS the perfect embodiment of Derrida"s new philosopheme baseo on the 
contact or subjectIve sense of smell and taste which IS the .1ustificatIOn for 
writing as decomposition. In this context It also becomes clear that felt-· 
amorphous, made of compressed haIr, shaped by stretching and pulling-IS 
a better model for the contact philosopheme than lS tile textile (weavlllg) 
of textuality used throughout Gtas, suggestlllg the hand-eye relatIon of 
touch and Begritf InfiltratlOn de-monstrates the prlllclpic of commumca-
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tion by contammation, the permeability of boundanes as membranes, 
which IS one of Derrida's pnnclpal concerns. 

The questlOn for pedagogy IS not Who speaks? but Who receIves?-the 
reading or listenmg or spectatmg effect, 10 response to the double mscrtp
twn of Writing. "I am aware," Beuys says, "that my art cannot be under
stood pnmarily by thinking. 'My art touches people who are In tune with 
my mode of thinking. But It IS clear that people cannot understand my 
art by mtellectual processes alone, because no art can be experIenced in 
this way. I say to experIence, because this IS not eqUIValent to thinking: 
It's a great deal more complex; It involves belllg moved subconsciously. 
Either they say, 'yes, I'm mterested,' or they react angrily and destroy 
my work and curse It. In any event I feel I am successfUl, because people 
have been affected by my art" (Sharp, 45). 

Derrida speak.s of the receIVability of his work -specifically as thema
tized m Gtas-m SImilar terms. Like Beuys, Derrida believes that the un
recelvability of a provoking work IS Itself an effective mode of reception. 
The provoking, unrecelVable work forces the vanous "Anonymous Socie
ties of limIted Responsibility" (SARL) to reveal themselves, to expose 
their systems of exclusion: "For the unammlty [of a faction] already feels 
what It vomIts, that from whiCh it guards itself, It likes it III its own way, 
and the unreceIVable IS received." What he was seeking III Gtas, Derrida ex
plams, IS the totally unanticipated reading-to write preCIsely at the point 
where all calculation of effects IS lost: "What happens 'all unknowmgly' is 
always the most, let us say, marking, the most effective. And then that 
does not return to the presumed 'father" of the text, whiCh is the real 
effect, the only effective one, of a dissemmatlon.,,3o Perceptible and 
acknowledged debts and connectIOns, those that are recogmzed as such, 
Derrida argues, are the most superfiCIal, the least transformative. "If the 
history of the analYSIS of 'reading effects' remaInS always so difficult, it is 
because the most effective pass through aSSImilatIOns or rejections which I 
call by analogy 'pnmary,' the most 'unconsclOus.' And by rejection (for 
example the illternal vomiting, mcorporative) still more than by assImila
Hon" ("FaUX-bond," 95). The project of the double mscnption, acting on 
this reception theory common to Derrida, Lacan, and Beuys, IS to work 
directly at the pnmary, affective level of effect. 

How the scene of Writing IS received IS, of course, a major tOPIC in The 
Post Card, with perhaps Its best definition bemg gIven ill the "appended" 
artIcJe "Telepathy," III whiCh Derrida compares the way the unconsclOUS 
filters and selects what It receIVes with the way some member of the public 
will decide to respond personally (by return mail) to an open letter Written 
by a newspaper colummst (this quotidian lournalistIc event serves as a 
model for the functionIng of "unconscIOUS" commumcatIOn). Such a com
mUnIcation does not take place between two identifiable subjects: 
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No, of a letter which after the fact seems to have been sent towards 
some unknown reClpient at the moment of its writmg, reCIpIent 
unknown to him Or her self if one mIght say so, and who determmes 
himself upon the reception of the letter; this IS then completely 
different from the transfer of a message. Here, you identify yourself 
and engage your life on the letter as program, or rather to a post 
card, an open letter. divIsible, at once transparent and cIPhered. The 
program says nothing, It announces or utters nothmg, not the least 
content .... In Short, you say "that's me" by a sweet and terrible de
ClSlOn, quite different: nothing to do with the identification with 
the hero of a novel. ("Telepathie.," 8) 

The nature of the relatIOn between Derrida and Beuys--between theo
retical and applied grammatology~IS clearly evident III theIr respecttve uses 
of the post card, whiCh Derrida evokes as a theoretical model in a text, but 
whiCh Beuys literally produces as object. Indeed, one of Beuys's more 
common "multiples" (simple, IneXpenSIVe, usually quotidian objects-
often ready-mades or modified ready-mades--produced m bulk for large 
distribution) IS the post card, signifymg, in additIOn to Its scene or message 
(pnnted recto and verso), the phenomenon of "transnuttmg" as such. 
Some of the cards mclude, for example, SImple phrases such as "gIVe me 
honey," "honey IS flowmg," "let the flowers speak," or "name equals 
address"; some SImply bear his SIgnature or one oflus SIgnet stamps. There 
are cards with scenes from vanous Actions, pictures of Beuys himself, 
scenes from cities he has visited. He has made cards from wood and from 
magnetized metal: all the cards are reproduced in large editions. 

The effect of the mUltIples, as Beuys understands it, charactenzes the 
reception of the scene of W -nte-lllg as mnemOnICs. The object or llnage 
has at one level a vehicular functIOn-attached, even if arbitrarily, to an 
idea (like the "actIve agents" in the old mnemOlllC systems), It IS meant to 
serve as a remInder: "The wtlOle thing IS a game, one whiCh, with the help 
of this kind of information, counts on castmg the anchor of a vehiCle some
where close by, so that people can later think back on It. It's a sort of prop 
for the memory, yes, a sort of prop III case something different happens in 
the future. For me, each edition has the character of a kernel of condensa
tion upon whiCh many things may accumulate .... It's like an antenna 
which IS standing somewhere and with which one stays In touch" (Schell
mann and Kluser, I). 

Beuys considers his editions to be a mare effectIVe means of spreading 
ideas than writing (in the traditional sense) would be, because, III additIon 
to the superfiCIal or even arbitrary connectIOn between the vehicle and the 
idea, the object works at the pnmary regIster as well, m a way that IS dis
contmuous with any intentIon, beyond the reach of any possible calcula
tion of effect. At this level the effect that Derrida tries to achieve by means 
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of "anasemia" comes mto play, described by the third meanIng of "sense" 
~neither "the sense" nor "meamng," but "direction" (sens): "if one has a 
relationship to this, one can really only have It, not based on a rational, 
analytical understanding, but because one has expenenced something of 
the nght direction, the directIOn III which the vehicles are standing, SImply 
standing somewhere" (Schellmann and Kluser, 5). 

At this pnmary level, the object functIOns according to the prInciple 
Derrida described as bemg at work m Mallarm(!i's Mime, whiCh retaIlled the 
structure of mimeSIS but without representmg anything. In Beuys's case, 
the objects produce the effect of reference, but without refernng to any
thing. Or rather, the reference is now supplied by the reCIpIent, who in 
response to the stImulus produces It out of himself, like the reCIpIent of 
the open letter III the newspaper who decides "that's me" and writes a reply 
to the Journalist. "Where objects are concerned it's more the sense of an 
mdicatIon or suggestion .... But the multIples are often qUIte mIlllmal 
allUSIOns, Just suggestions. I actually find interpretations of them harmful. 
You can describe a thing, say something about the Illtentions, and that's 
how to get close to the power that leaves something III the things so that 
they can have some effect. There IS a·-more· 10 them that means they ap
peal to more than understanding" (Schellmann and Kluser, 14-15). The 
more IS the plus of surplus value which Derrida explores in metaphor. The 
descnption of hIS works as referrmg without reference has been applied 
not only to Beuys's multiples but to his ActIOn-EnVIronments as well, such 
as Tram Stop, about Which one commentator said: "That all leaves very 
distmct traces [Sniiren J which are only the perceptible edges of something 
other: the whole work and the whole action have only the character of a 
hint" (Krupka, 49). 

In terms of the double mscnption, then, Beuys's objects are both what 
they are (theIr qualities motivate the concept attached to them) and stimu
lation for the general processes of memory and imagmation. At the pnmary 
level, the object does not "transfer a message" but moves the spectator
remainmg open ill ItS reference, the object evokes assoCIated memOries 
that are motivated less by the qualities of the object than by the subject of 
receptIOn: the theme of a work like rat Corner, RomaIll and Wedewer 
argue, IS not Immanent III the matenal and IS not accessible by means of 
Illterpretation but only through ItS appeal to the observer·s aSSocIative 
memory. "If one wants to charactenze the Beuyslan object, the fat works 
bemg representative of the whole, with a term, one can best deSIgnate 
them by the attribute.appellatlv. That means, these works do not stand 
for something, they rather produce representatIons of things, feelings, rela
tionships--·or release, arouse, tngger them--and then admIssibility depends 
not on a preCIse deslgnatwn, but if they actually make possible the arousal 
m one of the general adequate idea of representatIOn" (27-28). 
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It is worth revIewmg several other accounts of the evocattve functIOn of 
the Beuyslan object, Since It IS preCISely this primary effect that applied 
grammatology mtends to add to pedagoglcal commUniCation" This pnn:ary 

effect, moreover., is what Derrida models 1Il all his undecIdable obJect
Images of things which are at once open and closed---umbrellas, matchboxes, 
shoelaces (tied and untied), post cards'. The apotropalC dimenSIOn of the 
object-Image 18 a prmcipal aspect of Beuys's works. Peter Handke's assess
ment of the effect on himself of seelllg one of Beuys's performances reveals 
an Important feature of then mnemOnIC character: "It must be made clear: 
the more distant and hermetic the results performed on the stage, the 
clearer and more reasonable [SlC] can the spectator concretize thIS abstract 
in his own outside SItuatIOn .... In memory It appears as one burned In 

their own life, an Image, which In its nostalgIC effects and the will to work 
on such lmages III oneself [SlCJ: then only as af~er Image does It begm to 
work on oneself. And an eXCIted peace overcomes one, when one thinks: it 
activates one, it is so pamfully pretty, that It IS utOplC and that means: 
becomes political" (Adriam, Konnertz, and Thomas, 194-95). 

Beuys's object-actions, that is, are expressly mtended to funchon by 
means of an aftereffect. working thus directly WIth the "tIme of under
standing," the way the ImpreSSIOnists, for example, worked with the effects 
of space and light-one has to expenence Beuys's works from the proper 
distance m time, as integrated by the operatIOn of memory, Just as one has 
to be at the nght spatial distance from an Impresslomst painting to allow 
the eye to mtegrate the colors properly. Indeed, Romam and Wedew~r 
declare that Beuys does for the mtuitive memory what the Qp ArtIsts dId 
for optical perception-each working with the obj~ct m relatIOn t~ its 
reception (69-70)-a companson SImilar to my own dISCUSSIOn of Dernda s 

Op Writing. 
Handke, it is Important to add, was not partiCularly Impressed at .the 

time of the performance (he IS discussmg the ActIOn lpnegeme/Tltus 
Andromcus) which did not seem to him to be at all adequate to what ItS 
title promised (an abject performance, without pretending anything ~ore 
than the sUTIulacrum of reference). The powerful impact of the afteretfect. 
then, was all the more evocatIve, a response that otherS have recorded 

with respect to other works: 

As always III Beuys's work, the logIC of a distillalIOn prOcess mter
acts with the aSSOCIations of the few objects and matenals that 
are used: the particular SItuatIOn IS directed at a generalized effect. 
The tangibly itemIzed cycle as a symbolic parallel with life does 
not strike the VIewer through his recognitIOn of each smgJe Item and 
the subsequent perception of the whole as a shocking process .... 
What hits home IS the after-effect of the transformcd objects which 
completes the field of associatIOn. This potentIal psychic llltensity 
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IS thus achieved through the multiplication of several connections 
whiCh create tenSlOns between the mdividuaJ effects of each object 
and thelf vanous different extended meamngs. This Illtensity, which 
can regIster as a long-lasting shock III the mIlld of the confronted 
VIewer, IS certainly the most essential characteristic of Beuys's sculp
ture.(Beuys, 215-16) 

Fat Corner, the score for all Beuys's ActIOn-objects, IS not only mem
orable but also a model of memory-of th,e psyche itself-and as such it is 
the eqUlvaJent of Freud's "Mystrc Writmg-I'ad." It manifests the pomt that 
Beuys's works, m additIon to bemg stimuli for thoughts, are the very Image 
of thinking. Thinking for Beuys, III any case, IS a kind of sculpture, to the 
extent that the ultimate Signified, the connotatIOn, of all his work is think
mg, or human creativIty, as such. "Thus the fat displaces itself from a very 
chaotic condition m a movement termmatmg 1fl a geometriC context. ... 
It was power in a chaotIc condition, III a condition of movement and in a 
condition of form. And these three elements-form, movement, and chaos 
-were the undetermmed energy from which I drew my complete theory 
of sculpture, of human psychology as power of will, power of thought and 
power of feeling; and I found that It was a schema for understanding all 
the problems of socIety" (Vandel, 17). 

As we saw III Freud's discussion of the anCIent analogy comparing mem
ory to wax, Beuys's use of fat, tallow, and wax (including beeswax) enables 
him to treat at the concrete level, symbolically, the same matters Freud 
and Derrida address textually. And before too hastily concluding that the 
formal structure of Fat Corner lS not sufficlently complex to deal with the 
conceptual range Beuys claIms for It, we should note that Michel Serres, 
discussing the philosophy of'sclence. adopts exactly the same Image-wax 
and ItS modificatlOn by heat into three possible conditions (liquid, solid. 
and the movement between)-as model for orgamzing the three dommant 
phases of modern Western eplstemology: Cartesian, Bachelardian, and the 
present (SerreSIan?). "CommunicatIons carry mforrnation and engrave it 
m solids which conserve it. Three states: movement, propagation, corn
mumcatJon; three states: figures, fluids, solids. The thIrd state, solid, com
mUlllcatlOn or mforrnation, could be called equally structure-application" 
(L 'inte~terence, 91). 

The SCIences providing the analogieS guiding each of these paradigms are, 
respectively, geometry (CarteSIan), phYSICS (BacheJardian), and biology. 
The current ePlsteme, according to Serres, IS charactenzed by the wax III 
ItS hardened (crystall:i'~1e) state (Beuys's Image of the potentially overin
tellectualized condition of modern thought) because of the capacity of 
hardened wax to record and preserve traces of information (like the Mystic 
Pad). Discussmg the need to wnte a new, contemporary epIstemology that 
bnngs together hIstory and SCIence, Serres states: 
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In effect, history, as such, Implies an epIstemologIcal recurrence 
perfectly analogous to sCIentific recurrences: It furnIshes the energy 
necessary to reammate the dead mformahon residing among the 
solid mnemomc stocks. At the same time, it L the non-Bachelardian 
epIstemology] discovers, first, the fundamental mode of eXIstence 
of objects: the demy of paper, the metamorphic roCk, the pIece of 
wax, some embryOTIlC tissues, some cut stone, all supports of forms 
to read, all histoncal objects .... The god of the new Pantheon IS 
umversal scribe and reader: there IS a code of all communIcation, It 
CIphers and deCIphers all cryptograms. (L 'interference, 125) 

My pomt, however, IS not to gIVe an expositIOn of Serres's model, 
whose correspondence with grammatology 1 noted prevIOusly 111 any case, 
but only to note that Serres's use of the Image of wax 111 this comprehen
sive context supports the generalizll1g power of "3euys's Plastik. As for 
the direct relation with grammatology, It may be apparent that Fat Corner 
embodies the dynamICs of force and form that Derrida discusses m "Force 
and Signification." The fat m the corner presents the oppositIon Derrida 
lists as "duration to space, quality to quantity, force to form, the depth of 
meamng or value to the surface of figures" (Writmg, 19). Derrida's purpose 
IS to deconstruct this OppOSItIOn, his problem bemg that. working withm 
language even while trymg to expose what lies outside language, gIvmg it 
its shape, he IS restncted to the metaphoncs of structure. What critiCIsm 
should be able to treat- "that whiCh engenders 10 general is preCIsely that 
which resIsts geometncal metaphonzatIon" --IS reduced to the "inessentIal." 
only a "sketCh or debris." "Form fascmates when one no longer has the 
force to understand force from withln Itself. That IS, to create" (4). In this 
early essay Derrida can but state the other of structure, which we have 
noted elsewhere with the terms apezron and MOIra: "To grasp the opera
tIon of creative ImagmatIon at the greatest possible proxunity to It. one 
must turn oneself toward the mVIsible mtenor of poetIc freedom .... 
They can only mdicate It through a metaphor [of "separatIOn" and "exile"] 
whose genealogy itself would deserve all of our efforts .... This umverse 
articulates only that whiCh IS 10 excess of everything, the essential nothmg 
on whose basis everything can appear and be produced within language" 
(8). DeconstructIOn IS an attempt to harness this creatIve force: "a certam 
strateglc arrangement which, with111 the field of metaphYSIcal oppOSitIOn., 
uses the strengthS of the field to turn Its own stratagems agamst It, produc
mg a force of dislocation" -a force "whiCh IS pure qualitatlve heterogeneity 
within movement" (20, 21). 

Beuys, however, not restncted to texts and language, IS able to provide 
an image of force, which, along with "energetlcs," IS one of the chief de
scriptors of the fat in his ActIOns. Speak111g of the revolutIon he wishes to 

"carry out 111 the arts, Beuys says, of his ActIOns., "that all becomes 111cluded 
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m a fully new statement of movement. The ActIOn IS m and for itself 
another word for the nature of movement .... So I ground the Action 
character 111 my work: to find the beglllnmg of movement In the world" 
(Krupka, 41). In order to transform thought, and SOCIety with it, every
thmg must be expressed, "even those thmgs whiCh still lie beyond language 
as we know it-a new substance that IS both evolutionary and revolution
ary" (Beuys, 179). Fat Corner makes directly accessible in applied gram
matology the processes of movement and energy-force--which could only 
be articulated negatIvely III theoretical grammatology, 

GRAMMATOLOGY 

Havmg remarked 111 the preVIOUS sections Beuys's own account of his 
work, as well as some of the ways he performs the scene of Writing, I 
would like now to examme more systematically the grammatoiogical char
acter of the ActIOns-to reVIew the ActIOns within the context provided in 
part I of this book. I will take as my pomt of departure one Action-"How 
to explam Pictures to a dead hare" -whiCh is often deSIgnated as typifymg 
Beuys-'s work. I will first describe the work, 111cluding Beuys's statements 
about it, and then discuss It as a verSIOn of grammatology. 

In the performance, on 26 November 1965-Beuys's first exhibitIOn 111 
the art world context, TiSdall notes-"Beuys spent three hours explammg 
his art to a dead hare. The gallery was closed to the pUblic, and the per
formance (though recorded on teleVISIOn) was VIsible only from the door
way and the street w111dow" (Beuys, 101). "Beuys, whose head was covered 
with honey and gold leaf, held a dead hare 111 his arms and carried it, 
walkmg through the exhibitIOn and talkmg to it, from picture to pIcture, 
letting it touch the pIctures with Its paw. After the tour was finished he sat 
down on a chaIr and began to thoroughly explam the pIctures to the hare 
'because 1 do not like to explain them to people'" (Adrialll, Konnertz, 
and Thomas, 130). 

In puttIng honey on my head I am clearly dOIng something that has 
to do with thinking. Human ability IS not to produce honey, but to 
think, to produce ideas. In this way the deathlike character of thinking 
becomes lifelike agam. For honey IS undoubtedly a livmg substance. 
Human thInking can be lively too. But it can also be mtellectualized to 
a deadly degree, and rem am dead, and express ItS deadliness In, say, 
the politIcal or pedagogIC fields. Gold and honey mdicate a transforma
tIon of the head, and therefore, naturally and logIcally, the brain 
and our understanding of thought, consclOusness and all the other 
levels necessary to explam plctures to a hare: the warm stool insulated 
with felt, the "radio" made of bone and electncal components 
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under the stool and the Hon sole with the magnet. I had to walk on 
this sole when I carried the hare round from plcture to pIcture, 
so along with a strange limp came the clank of iron on tIle hard stone 

floor. (Beuys, 105) 

The honey on the head is another manifestation of the idea of thinking 
as a sculptural activIty. The process of bees malcmg honey (honey ~n t~e 
geometnc beehive) IS a verSlOll of the same pnncIPle de-monstrated 10 Fat 

Corner (Rappmann, Schata, and Harlan, 61). Not only the hon~y on the 
head but the hare itself is a model of thmking: "The hare has a dIrect rela
tion to birth .... For me the hare IS a symbol of IncarnatIon. The nare 
does III reality what man can only do mentally: he digs hImself in, he digs 
a construction. He mcarnates himself in the earth and that Itself is impor
tant" (Adnam, Konnertz, and Thomas, 132). The hare burrowmg mto the 
earth IS an Image of thinking-of man embodymg his ideas in forms. The 
Action as a whoie IS espeCIally useful III our pedagogIcal context because, 
as Beuys explams, it deals with "the difficulty of explammg thmgs" 

partIcularly where art and creatIve work are concerned, or anythmg 
that mvo!ves a certam mystery or QUestIOnmg. The idea of explamll1g 
to an animal conveys a sense of the secrecy of the world and of 
eXIstence that appeals to the ImagmatlOn. .. The problem lies m 
the word "understanding" and its many levels which cannot be 
restncted to ratIOnal analysIS. ImagmatIOn, lDsPHatIOl1, mtuitlOn and 
longing all lead people to sense that these other levels also play. a 
part in understanding. This must be the root of reactIOns to thIS ac
tIOn, and is Why my technique has been to try to seek out th~ 
energy pomts m the human power field, rather than demandmg 
specific knowledge or reactions on the part of the public. I try 
to bnng to light the complexity of creative areas. (Beuys, lOS) 

Beuys's own accounts of his mtentIOns do m fact artlculate the program 
desired for applied grammatology. My purpose, then, IS to shoW that one 
reason why Beuys's practIce IS so relevant to this program IS that the spe
cific elements of grammatology as Derrida defines them are also available 
m Beuys's work, although Beuys himself never makes them explicit. There 
IS no need, in other words, to Impose the categones of grammatology on 
Beuys but only to call attentIon to the manner In WhICh Beuys employs 

them. 
My procedure here will be to treat Beuys·s obiects or "CIphers" the 

same way Derrida treats vocabulary, that IS, In terms of the entire semantIc 
field or ~ymbolic tapas that IS evoked. The hare, for example, as Romam 
and Wedewer remmd us, means many different things m varIOUS world 
mythologIeS and legends besides "incarnatIOn" r)r "birth," any of which 
m~y be brought mto play In the reception effect when this ammal is used 
In an Action (31). The hare IS perhaps Beuys~s chief totem ammaL em-
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played ill a varIety of ways, mcluding its literal presence, as 111 "How to 
explam Pictures to a dead hare," or "Sibenan Symphony" (whiCh mcluded 
a dead hare hangmg on a blackboard), "The chief" (with two dead hares, 
one at either end of a large roll of felt III which Beuys was wrapped), 
"EuraSIa" (in which Beuys maneuvered along a line a dead hare with its 
legs and ears extended by long, thin, black wooden stickS), and so forth; 
the hare IS also Included as an Image sculpted III chocolate, gelatin, and 
other matenals, or as a toy; it may be evoked as an Image m titles, such as 
"Hare's grave" (actually a "genre" of works-boxes or reliquanes of 
detntus). 

Of the several meanmgs of the hare available III mythology, the most 
SIgnificant one m our context, the one that reveals the convergence m 
grammatology of Derrida and Beuys, IS the hare as an embodiment of 
Thoth, the god of Writmg: "The divme hare was closely connected with 
the EgyptIan god Thoth, the Greek god Hermes, and the Roman Mercury, 
all of whom were supposed to have SImilarly Invented writlllg.,,31 

It IS of no less mterest, perhaps, considerIng Derrida's concern with the 
function of the copula "to be" and its confusIOn with the ontologIcal "be
ing" (in "The Supplement of Copula,'.' or "Dusza and Gramme," for ex. 
ample), that the hare was m anCIent Egypt the hieroglyph for the auxiliary 
verb "to be." The scholars noted, of course, that the hare was used to 
represent the copula verb for phonetic reasons-the hare hieroglyph was 
used whenever the phonetiC value "un" was needed, with "to be" belllg 
the only word m whiCh this sound occurred alone. Since we are now tak
ing up the MOIra, or destiny, of this term III the context of Derrida's 
homophOnIC and macaromc methods, I mIght add that Derrida's decon~ 
structlOn of the problem of the "first" (ongms) or the "one"-Un m French 
-may be transducted mto Beuys's mampulatlOn of the hare, whose name 
as a deIty IS Un (Layard, 156). The legendary fertility of the rabbit also 
motivates the hieroglyph, as shown by research mto the symbolic con
nection of the hare to the copula, whiCh demonstrated that the hare sign 
SIgnified "leapmg" and "nsing" and hence, according to the argument, 
"bemg." The Greek word for "I leap," moreover, means also "emit semen" 
and hence "beget" (Layard, 142-43, 151). Derrida, of course, does not 
take such etymologIes at face value, but he does play with them m order 
to generate texts. 32 

The hare as Thoth mdicates that the speCIal llliportance of Beuys for 
applied grammatology IS not only that his ActlOns demonstrate a picto
ideo-phonographic, Writing but that they teach the theory of grammatology 
III " dramatIc form ("theorter" or philosophical theater). More than Just 
a translation of the theory of writmg mto a performance mode, the ActIOns 
show a way to work with the questIOn of Writing nonconceptually (non. 
theoretlcally), III a "creative" rather than III an "analytic" mode. From this 
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perspective, agreemg with Beuys's demal that his use of ammais IS "ata
vistic" we can see that his prIncIpal ammai Imagery connotes the meta
phor;cs of inventio. His performances, followmg the score of Fat Corner 
(itself an embodiment of the prmciple of creatIvIty), are a manner of 
domg what he IS saymg-they literalize and enact the philosophemes of 
"inventIon" used in the rhetorical tradition (he generates "ongmal" works 
of art by performmg the rhetorIcal descnptIOn of creatIvIty, III works 

whose lesson IS meant to be "everyone an artist"). 
The structunng prmclple of Beuys's ActlOns (the metaphors of inventlO) 

relates to the chapter on Mnemomcs (chapter 3), 10 that Beuys's Imagery 
resonates with the Images used in Medieval and RenaIssance commonplace 
books to describe the operations of "invention." As the Book achieved 
dominance m educatIOn, replacmg the oral tradition, the location of hypo
mnemics shifted from the mmd (memory) to the pages of commonplace 
bookS, those encyclopedic compendia, orgamzed by tOPIC, collecting and 
classifymg a great range of matenals from every Imagmable source and 
subject area (including, of course, the "flowers of rhetonc" - the J_ewels, 
stars, or ornaments constituting the best of "everything" that had been 
spoken or written). As Lechner explams, the commonplace books "were 
often called the artificml memory. The deSlre for possessmg a kind of um
versal knowledge led to the distrust of the '-natural' memory and the sup

plymg of an auxiliary one" (147). 
Derrida's mterest in hypomnemics can be seen to mclude thIS rhetorical 

phase m the history of knowledge (leading up to Hegel's "Absolute Knowl
edge"), as discussed m terms of the "scene of teachmg" in WhICh, III gram
matology, "nothing takes place but the place itself" (understood now as 
the tOPICS or places of inventIOn). The crUCial pomt of Lechner's study of 
the commonplaces for my purpose IS her account of the metaphors tradi
tionally employed to describe the use of the commonplace book as arti· 
ficial memory (for the generation of a composItion), that IS, the metaphoncs 
of the mvention process, mvolvmg the gathenng together of the material 
to be used m a presentation. InventIOn m the commonplace traditIOn was 
aSSOCiated with movement about a field, locatmg ideas stored III "seats." 
Two metaphors were used pedagogIcally to teach this process (and were 
repeatedly alluded to wherever the traditIOn was mfluentIal): "The two 
Images which recur most frequently III the rhetoncal works for describing 
the invention and storlllg of matenal are the bee gathenng nectar and the 
hunter pursuing game. Both nnages relate to wild life III nature, whiCh sug
gests some kind of 'searching for' or hunt, and to human life, whiCh 
Implies Industry of some sort. Here -invention-' IS seen as a search which 

somehow 'covers ground'" (Lechner, 137). 
It IS no accident. considenng Beuys as an applied grammatologlSt, that 

the two most predommant, conSIstent Images in his ActIOns lllvolve some 
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aspect of bees making honey and the huntmg of the hare (the example 
Lechner cites does, III fact, refer to the hare: "Those that bee good hare~ 
finders will soone finde the hare by her fourme, for when thei see the 
ground beaten flatte around about, and fmre to the sighte: thei have a nar~ 
rowe gesse by alliklihode that the hare was there a litle before" [144]-the 
example servmg to show the "relatIOn between the mark or 'identity' of 
the locality and the game sought III the place"). Similarly, Seneca's image 
of the bee, Lechner says, was echoed by many Renaissance rhetoricians: 
"We should follow, men say, the example of the bees, who flit about and 
cull the flowers that are SUitable for producing honey ~ and then arrange 
and assort m theIr cells all that they have brought m" (138). 

in this context we are remmded that Derrida's entire discussIOn of the 
flowers of rhetonc ill the Genet (genet) column of Clas, mcluding his 
exposition of creatmg by means of dissemmation (dehiscence), IS a rhetoriC 
of mvention. One of Lechner"s examples, taken from Novum Organum 
to show Bacon's application of the tnventzo metaphor, IS especially rele· 
vant to Derrida (and Beuys): "Those who have handled science have 
been either men of expenment or men of dogmas. The men of expenment 
are like the ant: they only collect and use·; the reasoners resemble spiders 
who make cobwebs out of then own substance. But the bee takes a 
middle course; It gathers its matenals from the flowers of the garden and 
of the field, but transforms and digests it by a power of its own" (Lechner, 
140). 

Derrida, sImilarly, discussmg the inside-outside problem m "Outwork," 
uses the spider metaphor, evoking specifically the one described III the 
Songs of Maldoror: "'Every mght, at the hour when sleep has reached its 
highest degree of mtensity,. an old spider of the large speCIes slowly 
protrudes ItS head from a hole in the ground at one of the mtersections 
of the angles of the room'" (DissemmatIOn, 42)-the spider is the corner 
(ratIOnality and form m Beuys). Derrida elaborates: "A spider emerging 
'from the depths of its nest,' a headstrong dot that transcribes no dictated 
exclamation but rather mtransitively performs its own writing." Lautre
amont's textuality as spider IS benefiCial transitionally m its break with the 
dogmas of naive realism. But Hegel's equally intransitive textuality reveals 
the negative limitations of thIS model, with the deSCrIption of his method 
(in speculation "the conception of the concept IS an automsemination") 
calling to mmd the spider lllvoked a few pages earlier, splllning its web out 
of itself: "It [philosophy] must therefore produce, out of its own llltenor
rty, both Its object and Its method" (47). That Derrida IS concerned with 
the problematic defined In Bacon's metaphor may be inferred from the 
etymologIcal aSSOCIations he provides for "hymen." Within the vanous 
hymenologzes, or treatIses on membranes, one finds all three of Bacon's 
mventio models-hymenoptera lllclude wlllged lllsects, ants as well as bees 
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and wasps; huphos mcludes spider webs, and so forth (213). Where Derridas 
sympathies lie, however, must be surmIsed by the process of elimmatIOn. 

From his earliest drawmgs and sculptures, such as Queen Bee (1947-
but there are many works with this title), through "How to explam pIctures 
to a dead hare," to "Honey pump" (the huge pump, made with ships 
engmes to clfculate two tons of honey, which accompamed the mformatIOn 
room at Documenta 6), Beuys has drawn upon tlle bee and its activities 

as one of his central images: 

The heat orgamsm of the bee colony IS without a doubt the essentIal 
element of connectIOn between the wax and fat and the bees. What 
had interested me about bees, or rather about then life systems, IS the 
total heat orgamzation of such an orgamsm and the sculpturally 
finished forms within this orgamzation. On one lund bees have this 
element of heat. which IS a very strong fluid element, and on the 
other hand they prOduce crystalline sculptures; they make regular 
geometriC forms. Here we already finel something of sculptural the
ory, as we do m the corners of fat. (Adnam. Konncrtz, and Thomas, 
41) 

His explicit mterest extends to the symbolic sIgnificance of bees and honey, 
beyond his own theory of creativIty: "This warmth character IS to be found 
in honey, m wax, and even m the pollen and nectar gathered from plants. 
In mythology honey was regarded as a splntual substance. and bees were 
godly, The bee cult IS baSIcally a Venus cult" (Beuys, 44). 

The pomt, however, IS that, whatever Beuys says about his frequent use 
of the bee or hare lTI1ages, they may also be understood as references to 
the rhetoncal theones of creativity and compositIon. Thus, hIS Actions ful
fill the grammatologlCal goal of a Writmg which does what It says, showmg 
how the root metaphors or philosophemes of Western thought mIght be 
mterrogated and deconstructed at the applied level. 

A further mSlght mto Beuys's pnnclpal Images of creatIve thought 
(keepmg m mmd that the beehive filled with honey IS a verSIOn of fat III 
the corner) IS made available III Derrida's notIOn of the Signature (the 
contamination between life and art, the motivated relatIOnshIp between 
the proper name and the work). The name "Beuys" ("speculatlOn-on 
'Beuys' "), that IS, SIgns the metaphoncs of inventlO mounted m the Ac
tIons (both the huntmg of the hare and the bee m Its hive). Although 
antonomasla III Beuys-'s case only produces a near rhyme. the relevant term 
does deSIgnate the elements of inventio, revealing that Beuys's ActIOns are 
an enactment of his name. There are m fact two femmme nouns Illvolved-· 
homonyms (so that Beuys's SIgnature itself includes Derrida's homopholllc 
pnnclple)-with the root bemg Beut (die Beule). One 1S a huntmg term, 
meaning "quarry" or "game," illustrated by the phrase "the hunter pursues 
his quarry" or "'to return with a good bag." The other Beut means "a 
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wooden beehive," with the verb beulen meanmg "to stock a hive with 
wild bees." In short, huntmg (the hare, or the stag-another one of Beuys's 
totems) and bees, as terms and Images, line up at three levelS-lll the Beut 
homonyms; III the mventlO metaphors of the hypomnemlc commonplace 
books; and as the orgamzmg lffiages m many of Beuyss ActIOns. The Beut 
IS also m "Beuys." Beute IS to "Beuys" what genet-iS to Genet, die Kante 
to Kant, or eponge to Ponge-all are rebus SIgnatures. 

To apprecIate the destiny of thIS SIgnature effect, it IS Important to note 
t~at the t ofBeut is present in the SIgnature, III that Beuys sometimes signs 
hIS name with the tail of the u extended (to look like an upside-down h

the h bemg the letter signifymgMensch or Human m the formulas presented 
lfl. the ActIon "24 hours . .. and m us . .. under us . .. landunder"), the 
tail of the u not only extended but crossed, thus adding a buned t to his 
name (recalling the transdUction techmques of writing-drawmg Derrida 
recommended in hIS diSCUSSIon of Adami). 

The cross, whiCh appears m a vanety of forms III his work, IS itself one 
of Beuys-'s trademarks (he uses it III his rubber SIgnature stamp "Fluxus 
Zon~ ~est"), suggestmg an Important convergence of his program with 
Dernda- s use of the chiasmus (which Denida hImself aSSOCIated with the 
red cross ma~k III Adami). Beuys's cross IS meant to suggest many other 
crosses, the hIstory of this SIgn m religIOn and politics, art and SCIence (re
lated as much to Mondnan 's abstractions as to the cross hatrs on a machine
gun), "SometImes 1l [the croSS] IS a global symbol of the earth, Often it IS 
the schematIc representation of natUral structure, as III the Queen Bee, 
~hen . used as a Chnstian symbol It represents those aspects of nonmstitu
tlOnahzed Chnstialllty whiCh Beuys believes to have had a powerfUL effect 
on Western thinking" (Beuys, 108), But whatever ItS embodied form the 
cross, as with Derrida's chiasmus. IS finally tile mark of a structunn~ or 
stnctunng dynamICS of creatIvity ("X: not an unknown but a chiasmus. A 
text that IS unreadable because It IS only readable "-Dissemznatton, 362), 
In a seSSIOn reCGrded at Documenta 5, Beuys, d.rawmg the cross, stated. 
tha~ It sym~,olized "a squa,~e mto which one can Illtroduce value" 33 (re
callIng the square mouth of enframmg III DissemmatlOn). Agam, the 
cross marks human creative potential- "That means, as a plus. + that is a 
plus," signifymg individual human freedom (Ritter, 72)-the cross as 
"l " pus bemg aSSOCIated with _ Derrida's compositional "+ L." By the 
SIXtIes. then, the cross III Beuys's work had become "the general medium 
of markmg: cross as crossmg two lines, defining a pomt. It serves as the 
distinguishing mark gf a place ... for example the '-shooting post III the 
WOOdS,' (perhaps a stag memonal) ... as shorthand for a compilation, 
cross-lIke, covenng storehouses ('informatIOn theory')" (Krupka, 55). 
Whether ~Jl1asmus or cross, x or '1-, the dynamICS of creatIVIty m theoretical 
and applied grammatology alike mvolves the taking place of the place 
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itself, teaching Invention by displaymg and deconstructmg the metaphoncs 

of creahvlly. 
The gramrnatologlCal lmport of the methodology explored In "How to 

explam pIctures to a dead hare" is also apparent ill the emphaSl~,lt gIves. to 
the step (the "strange limp and clank of iron on the stone floor ). Dewda 
has applied his special techmques to an lllterrogation of the steps or step 
(pas) as a methodologICal term ("step by step"), which IS the "theoretIcal" 
version of Beuys's performance movements. "It IS the ummagmable lOgIC, 

unthinkable even, of the pas au-deld ["step beyond" or "no beyond"l 
which interests me" ("FauxMbond," 101). Derrida experiments with the 
step at two levels-as homonym and as "story." (1) The term pas exempli
fies a colossal homonym. movmg undecidably between nOun and adverb, 
between pas as step and pas as negation (ne pas), summanzed in the phrase 
pas au-de/a. The phrase refers to his revIsed notior.. of specul~tion-his 
homophonic operation-which displaces all lOgIC of demal and dIsavowaL 
all dialectical opposition, thus enabling him (in the servIce of copza) to 
proceed without taking a step: "The entIre system of limIts (fau~ pas) 
which prohibits putting one pas m the other finds itself surmounted m one 
sIngle step (pas), without the step, the actIVlty of walking, what one does 
with the legs, taking place .... The pas de plus ["no more" or "one more 
step"] works its homonym silently, surmountmg the two senses, at one 
stroke, the two limits. Its transgresSIOn IS not therefore a work or an actIv* 
ity, it is passIVe and transgresses nothing." Such is the step with which 

BlanchOt proceeds ("Pas," 147, 152). 
(2) The other ievel at which Derrida expenments with the step of 

method, ill a way that more directly resembles Beuys's performance, m
volves a narratIve dramatization of walking with a limp (the metaphoncs 
of method). In "EnvOIs," that IS, "Derrida" falls and fractures hIS ankle, 
forcmg him to walk with a limp and Jean on a crutch or cane. so that the 
"story" repeats the methodologIcal metaphors. The pun IS still at work 
here as well, since "EnvOls" IS preface to a study of the "legs"-legacy
of FreUd. The scene of "Derrida" hobbling around with a cast and cane 
prepares the way for-or performs, mImes-the method to be followed m 
"Speculer-sur 'Freud,''' a pIece that itself mimes Freud's own speculatIve 
method. Freud, both III his letters to Fliess and m Beyond the Pleasure 
PrincipLe, refers to his speculative procedurf' as an unpeded walk, usmg a 
phrase Cited from another author: "What we cannot reach flymg we must 
reach limpIng" (Onglns, 130). We are remmded, of course, that Oedipus 
limped, as did all the males of his line (as Levi-Strauss pomted out), 

Derrida mnnes this limp m his own essay, trying to capture Just the 
right gait, smce ItS effect, as exerCIsed m Beyond the Pleasure PrmClple, 
IS similar to that of the pas sans pas (step without ,-l step) achieved by 
Blanchot-an mtermmable detour that transgresses passIvely (Carte, 287). 
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Reading Beyond tile Pleasure PrinCIple as a "discourse on method," Der· 
rida finds that the pleasure of method is the repetitive return of the ques* 
han-rhythm. "Fort: da. It IS necessary that the most normal step allow 
disequilibnum, ill Itself m order to carryon ahead, to be followed by 
another, the same agam, but as another. It IS necessary that the limp be 
above all the rhythm of walking, unterwegs . ... If speculation remaInS 
necessarily unresolved because it plays on two tableaux, band agamst band, 
10SIllg to WIll, wmning to lose, how be surpnsed trat It [ra] proceeds badly? 
But It has to advance badly In order for It to work. It rIghtly limps, Isn't 
that so?" (433). 

Notmg that Beyond the Pleasure PrinCIple ends with the CItation about 
limping mentioned earlier, Derrida remarks that its last chapter, III VIew of 
ItS uselessness to the argument, is a kind of "club foot." Yet it IS effective 
m ItS own way, because it manifests the methodologIcal value of the pros
theSIS. Beuys also dramatIzes this methodologIcal step, with his canes and 
shepherd crooks (present m many drawIllgs and Actions) standing for. the 
prostheSIs-for the simulacrum replacmg the thesis III the deconstruction 
of dialectICS (Carte, 414). Beuys refers explicitly to his legs In several Ac· 
tions, partly with respect to the shuttle sewmg them mto his SIgnature: 
m terms of the anagram with "bee" (die Beme = legs; die Biene = bee) and 
In terms of die Beuge (bend-Kmebeuge = knee bend). The followmg event 
from the ActIOn "Eurasian staff" is relevant: "Beuys agam went to the felt 
sole [on the floor] and this time placed his lfon*soled foot over it at nght 
angles. Then he put a lump of fat m the nght angle behind his bent knee 
and crouched down sharpening this angle until the fat was squeezed out 
on to the felt sole" (Beuys, 130).34 And in a verSlon of the ActIon "Celtic" 
performed m Basel, home of Paracelsus, Beuyshigblighted "with flashlights 
the back of the leg above the knee, located in alchemy as a potentially 
powerfUl zone" (Beuys, 199). Such works embody his slogan, "I think 
with my knees." DiSCUSSIng "The pack" (the VW bus loaded with sleds)
whiCh remmds us that the methodologICal analogy actually Includes the 
metaphors of transport as such (method's root metaphors being denved 
from the history of travel, messengers, the to and fro, or fort: da, rhythm) 
-Beuys states: "I compared II lthe Volkswagen motor with the sled's 
runners] to a person who, finding himself in an emergency, says, if I can* 
not run any longer, 1 can at least stiII crawl" (Herzogenrath, 31). The 
methodologIcal message of "The pack .. " III other words, IS conveyed by 
the same slogan of speculation FreUd cites at the end of Beyond the 
Pleasure Pnnclple. 

Keepmg m mmd the Importance for Derrida of the shoes and theIr laces 
as methodologIcal models III "RestItUtions" ("the shoes or stocking with 
which thought advances, walks, thinks, speaks, writes, with its language 
provided with shoes (or as road)"-trans. Leavey, 21), we may include as 
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an experiment with the step of deconstruction Beuys's concert m Wuppertal 
(1963): "Dressed like a regular PIanIst m dark grey flannel, blaCk lIe and 
no hat, I played the pIano all over-not Just the keys-with many prurs of 
old shoes until It dismtegrated" (Beuys, 87). His mtentIOn was "homeo
pathie," mdicating a "new beginmng, an enlarged understanding of every 
traditional form of art." 

The steps of grammatology itself are the issue here, finally. The differ
ence between Beuys and Derrida IS the difference between applied and 
theoretical grammatology. The interrogation of metaphors and models 
whiCh Derrida addresses in his texts (usmg the performance capacities of 
literature), Beuys carnes beyond the Book mto literal actIOn. Although the 
difference in their content or subject matter seems at tImes to be extreme, 
much of the difference may be attributed not only to the differences be
tween their respective pomts of departure (philosophy and sculpture) but 
to the diVIsion between text and ActIOn. Putrefaction IS Just as Important 
to Derrida's Writing (the epithymics of decomposition) as it IS to Beuys's 
Plastik (Fat Corner), but the word and the thing affect people differently 
Beuys's perfomance mode sImilarly leads him to adopt certam formats 
that may seem alien to Derrida-'s pOSItion-alchemy, Kabala, or the prophet 
motive in general (about which more later). But scrutmy of the ActIOns re
veals within them, operating as then orgamzmg pnnclples, the pedagogy of 
mvention and the metaphorics ofWriting-grammatology, 1ll short. 

The method of grammatology, then, shared by Derrida and Beuys, IS 
the display and displacement of the literal sense of the root metaphors of 
Western thought-dialectic and rhetonc, SCience and art. At Hle same tIme 
that this analytical function IS at work, a further pedagogy of creatlVlty IS 
also set in motion, mtended not only to show people the pnnClples of 
creativity and how to put them mto practice but also-and here IS the par
ticular power of the new pedagogy, beyond deconstructIon- to stImulate 
the deslYe to create (not necessarily III "art," but 10 the lived, SOCIOpolitical 
world), 

The image of the nomad summanzes the steps of grammatology (the 
nomad wanderer who crosses all boundanes), with Derrida usmg the Image 
analogIcally, while Beuys literally enacts the shamamstIc practices of the 
nomadic civilizations (assoCIated with the RUSSIan Steppes). "Ever Slllce 
the very first texts I published," Derrida remarks, "the motifs of the '-mar
gIll' and of 'nomadism' are very mSIstent," although, he adds, then opera
tion m his thought should be distinguished from the ideology of nomadic 
margins whiCh was fashionable III Pans mtellectual clIcles ("CroChets," 
108). Perhaps, too, it IS Justifiable to Illclude "margarine" III that senes 
of terms Derrida generates around marges, mcluding marclle and marQue. 3S 

9 

Film: 
Sergei Eisenstein 

1, orgamzmg pnncIple of applied grammatology (hereafter AG) may 
be SImply stated (its compleXIty as an operatIOn havmg been discussed at 
length)-hIeroglyphics. The hieroglyph emblematrzes Derrida's lesson for 
didactIc discourse, lllcluding its aSSOCIation with dephoneticlzatIon (the re
alignment of writmg with the visual arts); with the history of writing 
(Champollion's deCIpherment of the Rosetta stone); with psychoanalysIs 
as a SCIence that approaches language and mmd III terms of hieroglyphics 
(the dream as rebus); with the history of mnemonics, from the Ad Heren
mum to computer termmals, Illvolvmg the techmcs of information storage 
and retneval. The import of the hieroglyph as an emblem of the new 
pedagogy IS that teaching must now Illclude III ItS considerations the non
discursive and Imaglstic dimenSIOns of thought and commumcation. The 
lesson of the Rosetta stone for AG IS that academIC, specialized discourse 
is open to translation mto the popular, mass media. AG is, among other 
thmgs, a strategy for populanzation. 

The hieroglyph, then, remarks another Important dimenSIOn III whiCh 
AG finds support-film. Film and video (audiO-VIsual writing) are In fact 
the media III whiCh the word-thmgs of AG-seemmgly so bIzarre m Der. 
rida·s books, Lacan-'s semmars or Beuys's performances-finct a natural 
context. The pedagogy of grammatology IS, finally, an educational dis
course for an age of video. Its lllstructional procedures are the ones appro
pnate for students (for a culture), whose experIence oflanguage IS largely 
shaped by contmuous exposure to CIllema and televlSlon. AG is a response 
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to the lllcreasmg pressure the electromc media are placmg on schools Of
gamzed "by the book." A full account of the ImplicatlOns of AG for 
educatIOnal teleVISIon must aWait another study. I must confine myself 
here to an artIculatIOn of the two domams (AG and film studies), taking 
one example-SergeI Eisenstem-as a focus for the practicality of Derrida 's 
Writing. That Eisenstem first worked out his theory of montage usmg 
analogIes drawn from hieroglyphics In general, and Japanese ideograms In 

partIcular, makes his work a good pamt of departure for this artlculation. 

THE LANGUAGE OF CINEMA 

For paste-pedagogy, as was outlined III Chapter 6, a good scene IS prefer
able to a long discourse. The mIse en scene, the form or frammg, of teach
ing IS as much a part of any course as IS the content or knowledge of the 
discIpline concerned. I have focused in part II on the Import of AG for the 
classroom, understood as itself a medium, a mUltImedia performance 
situation. Derrida;s texts offer a procedure for mounting a discourse ca
pable of brmgmg mto play the full possibilities of this medium. My purpose 
has been not only to analyze these procedures but to argue that we our
selves mIght consider composmg texts in the manner of Derrida.lectunng 
m the manner of Lacan, giving de-monstratlOns m the manner of Beuvs. In 
short. I have proposed mounting a pedagoglcal discourse that takes mto 
account the functioning of the double mscnption. 

AG assumes that teacher-scholars will not only perform the double lll
scnption m the classroom but that they will turn to film/video as the means 
most adequate for a postmodernized academiC essay (in any case, video 
makes the teaching performance publishable). If Lacan provided a model 
for an AG lecture, and Beuys a model for an AG de-monstration, then 
Eisenstein offers a SImilar lesson for an AG essay beyond the book. Film, 
of course, with its several channels or tracks, IS the ultImate realization of 
the word-thing chimera. And the film essay IS part of what one commen
tator has called the "second film revolution."l In ItS first phase, film 
developed from a technologIcal cunosity to a comprehenslvc mode of narra
tive, which has become the predommant means of story telling m our cuL
ture. Indeed, according to Chnstian Metz, film developed mto a language 
preCIsely mlearnmg how to tell a story. The second phase marks the matur
mg of film mto an mtellectual medium capable of carrymg out the work of 
the diSCIplines of knowledge (rehearsmg thus something SImilar to the 
emergence of philosophy out of myth). 

The mterest of film studies for AG has to do with the debate about 
whether or not fIlm is a language. The argument hinges on tile qUestlOn of 
how film means-whether It is a mode of representatwn, based on the 
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umtation of, or analogy with, reality; or whether it IS a system of wrItmg, 

based on the relational articulation of signs. Peter Wollen poses the pnncI
pal question: "To what extent does film commumcate by reproducIllg an 
rmpnnt, III Bazm's terms, of reality and of the natural expressivity of the 
world, like a Veromca or a death-mask? Or, to what extent does it mediate 
and deform (or transform) reality and natural expresslvity by displacing it 
mto a more or less arbitrary and non-analogous system and thence recon
stituting it, not only Imagmatively, but III some sense symbo}ically?"2 

In its ongIllal form. this debate mcluded an argument about editing 
styles: Bazm's promotIOn of the long or continuous take ("deepfocus 
[which allowed several motifs or centers of interest to be spaced out along 
a depth-aXIS], laterally composed shots, camera movement [which brought 
the possibility of adding new motifs without havmg to "cut"]"); and Eisen
stem's "fragmentatIOn of the pro-filmIC [before the camera] reality with a 
VieW to its later recombination through montage.,,3 It IS now recognized 
that these two techmques are SImply "two different modalities of the 
montage-effect" - "the primary matenal of the Cll1ema IS a body of frag
ments of the real world, mediated through the mechamcal duplication 
allowed by photography." By means of a vast "work of assemblage," 
CIllema splits Itself off from the real world "and becomes a discourse on 
the world" (Reader, 41). I have argued elsewhere that the gram or trace 
provides the "lingUIstics" for collage/montage--that Derrida IS the "Ans
totle of montage" -so I will simply allUde to montage ::;.s the pnnciple of 
Writmg with one CItatIOn: "I mSlst on the word 'assemblage' here for two 
reasons," Derrida notes III "Differance" 

On the one hand, It IS not a matter of describing a history, of re~ 
countmg the steps, text by text, context by context, each time 
showmg which scheme has been able to Impose this graphic dis~ 
order, although this could have been done as well; rather, we 
are concerned with the general system of"all these schemata. On 
the other hand, the word "assemblage" seems more apt for 
suggesting that the kind of bnnglllg-together proposed here has the 
structure of an interlaclllg, a weavmg, or a web, which would 
allow the different threads and different lines of sense or force to 
separate agalll, as well as belllg ready to bind others together. 
(SpeeCh, 13 J -32) 

The real mterest of the Eisenstem-Bazm debate, according to Metz, IS 
the sheer fact that It has recently been reVIved and that the montage edit
mg style has returned to favor: "What IS really at Issue through montage IS 
a concern that the writing process should be marked, a rejection of a de~ 
ceptlve 'transparency.' The montage in questIOn IS not therefore necessarily 
montage III the narrow sense (splicmg), and does not necessarily exclude 
long takes" (Reader, 40). Metz hImself proposes a "revlsiolllst" theory of 
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film as language, suggesting that cmema IS a language without a system (or, 
at best, with only an "open" system), a parole without a langlle, without a 
code.4 

But Stephen Heath complams, ill response, that Metz defines cmema III 
terms of expreSSIOn as opposed to commumcatlOll, resulting In a concep
tion of cmema as "direct parole," or speech. Moreover, the Image, accord
mg to Metz, IS an analogon of what It represents. However much Metz 
qualifies this pomt, what remams, In Heath's VIew, IS the notIon of mean
mg motivated by the "impreSSIOn of reality," which amounts to a forgetting 
of the process of the production of this ImpressIOn. and thus constitutes 
"the demal of cmema as semIOtIc system" (Reader, 104, 106). Metz falls 
mto the "natural attitude to cmema"- "cmema becomes not process of the 
articulation of meanmg, but direct duplication of some Reality; it repre
sents 'reality' with 'reality_'" Agamst Metz;s VIew of a CI!1ema of speech, 
which IS finally phenomenologIcal, Heath proposes a cinema of wnting. 
This opposition, recalling Roland Barthes's distmctIOn between works and 
texts, IS between film and cmetext: between film as reproductIon, reflec
tion, representation, and cinetext as production, dramatization, writing. 
The cmema of speech works III the mode of "natural expressIOn, versus III 
the cinema of writing an activIty of scription, production, transformation, 
analYSIS. " 

SylvIa Harvey, discussmg "matenalist cmema," reveals what lies behind 
Heath's chOIce of terms to describe the cmetext--the aIm to change the 
relation of the spectator to the film, rejecting a mImetic theory of art for 
a theory of art as productIOn, that is, as a transformatIOn of reality. The 
cinetext, then, Involves "the modernism of an expenmental cmema whiCh 
self-consciously sought to explore and to make apparent to Its audience 
the devIces of its own construction, attempting to call attentlon to the 
illusory nature of the film Image and thus holding the audience back from 
an unproblematic identification with the events and characters portrayed 
on the screen."s Harvey discusges the programs of two film Journals-
CinethiQue and Cahiers du Cinema-which have two different approaches 
to matenalist cmema, representmg the disagreement over whether a new 
practice should operate by means of avant-garde or by popular forms of 
mediation. AG does not regard these two possibilities as antithetical, but 
as supplementary. Indeed, one way to charactenze AG would be as a trans
lation mto the domam of education of this debate, applymg to academIC 
discourse the problematics of the production of rneanmg. And It IS as true 
to say of AG what Harvey says of the CinethiQue program: "'This emphaSIS 
on a cmema which IS able to produce knowledge about ltself, and which 
can thus be promoted up the league table from 'ideologIcal practIce-· to 
'theoretical practIce: IS closely bound m with the polittcal defence of 
modernIst aesthetics." 
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The CinethiQue theorists referred to theIr "self-reflexive cinema" as a 
cmema of "deconstructIon." Heath, similarly, mvokes Derrida as the 
theonst of wnting. "Jacques Derrida has fully demonstrated to what extent 
the concept of the natural authentic expresslvIty of speech (as opposed to 
the artificIal parasitIc travesty of writing) has been fundamental in Western 
thinking III its constant attempt to locate some fun ongmal presence before 
the difference of artIculation" (Reader, 119). Defimng "filmIC writing" as 
"an operation or process," "the actIvIty by which the film working with 
and agamst the vanous codes constitutes Itself as' text," Heath mdicates 
that his approach IS an applicatIOn of Derrida to cmema: "The concept of 
filmIC writmg as displacement provides a way of formUlating a radical prac
tice of cmema ill terms of deconstructlOn and wntzng III the strong, 
theoretically refleXIve, sense that the term finds in contemporary French 
theory" (133). There are. he adds, still only a few extant film texts, among 
whiCh the films and theones of Eisenstem figure prommently: October, 
1927, and Old and New, 1929, "may now be recognised not as films, but 
exactly as texts" (120). Equally Important to filnuc writing are Eisen
stem·s "cruCIal essays" m which he "uses notions of ideogrammatic 
productIon of meamng agamst notions of phonetiC expressivity and repre
sentatIOn." Agamst Metz, who opposes the '"'temptahon," recurrent III film 
theory, to compare film to ideogrammatic writmg, Heath valonzes the 
hieroglyph analogy as part of his refutation of the mImetic and phenome~ 
nologlcal posItions. 

Julia Knsteva helps explam the Importance of Eisenstem's theones of 
montage as ideogrammatIc and hieroglyphic writing as an example of 
grammatology (a theory Itself formulated as a repetition of the history of 
wnting) when she defines the fundamental task for "semanalysls" as the 
mvestigatIOn of the constItutIonal kernel element of semIOtics-the slgn
m a way that would "dissolve" It, thus breaking with the StOIC notion of 
the SIgn wnich has donllnated Western thinking. Semanalysis Imposes Itself 
now, she explains, because "a semIotic activity onentated directly towards 
the matrIx of the SIgn, foundation of our culture, IS the only means of 
thmking the constants of that culture and of posmg once more, m order 
perhaps to formulate them in a new way, the problems of the slgnifymg 
act, Its relation to the material mfinity, rationality, sCIentificlty, and so 
on" (Reader, 33). AG, of course, proposes to extend the semanalytic 
mtervention in the history of the SIgn to the discourse of the school. 

The three factors most responsible for brmgmg about the current "call~ 
mg into question of the SIgn" (and with it "the whole gnoslOlogy-theory 
of knowledge-as 1t has been thought in the West smce Zeno") are, accord
ing to Knsteva .. the MarXIst concept of work, the Freudian concept of the 
unconscious (the two concepts which she discusses), and one final factor 
that she lists but leaves aside, but what IS espeCIally relevant to AG: "the 

I 
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dramatic eruption mto the world theater of long oppressed nations such as 
China and India with then lingUlstic and scnptural systems, thelI complex 
signifying practices which depart from the pnnclples of sIgn an~ sernelOs~s 
established by the Greeks (I am thinking for example of the hieroglyphic 
writing of the Chinese and of the hypersemlOtic pracllces of the Indians, 
thelT sacred texts, thelT rites. thelT mastery of the body" -Reader, 33), 

Knsteva also credits Derrida with providing leadershIP In thIS redirectIOn 
of Western gnosiology: "ThIs reformulatIon IS only Just begnmmg (as, for 
mstance;' III Derrida's texts devoted to ecnture)." The mitIal step 18 to 
postulate "that every pro.cess of signification 18 a formalvLay of diff'erences, 
that IS, of traces." Writing at this theoretical level IS the "neutralisatIOn" 
of logocentnsm, which is the support, III Kristeva's semanalysls, for a cer
tam critical Investigation of SignificatIOn, to be extended "over the vast 
field of signifymg practices (myth. religIOn. art, etc,)," and which takes as 
its specific object poetic texts, in order to consider the manner In which 
literary practice tends to be irreducible to and subversIve of the categones 
of SClence (Reader, 35 -36), 

Derrida's theonzation of grammatology as a repetitIOn of the hIero
glyphic moment in the history of writmg IS the same mOve made by 
theonsts to account for cmematic language .. from Eisenstem-'s formula
tions to Knsteva herself, who reIterates the typIcal analogy-"The screen 
offers to the camera the possibility of a spatial and dynamIC ll1scnption .. 

f h ' I I" 6 m the manner of the formatIOn a a mOVIng lerog yp 1. 

The general lesson to be drawn from the diSCUSSIOn surrounding cme
texts is that Derrida and Eisenstem together offer a way to achieve filmIC 
writing. Indeed, one critic-Marie-Claire Ropars-WuilleUImer··-has developed 
this companson at length. Ropars draws on four figures, In fact, for her 
study of the cInetext-Derrida, Freud, Emile Benvemste, and EisensteIn. 
She, too, wants to mscribe the analYSIS of film within the general prob
lematic of ecriture (understood m its theoretIcal sense, she notes, as the 
substitution of trace for SIgn): "and which refers all prr)cesses of SIgnifica
tIon to a differentIal movement whose terms are neither aSSIgnable nor 
fixable .... One encounters [this perspectIve} at work, blindly, differently~ 
III the last writings of Benveniste on the two orders of SIgnificatIOn Internal 
to language [semIOtics and semantiCS], and, III a more diffuse way, III 
Freud's texts when he describes the text of the dream; It IS thIS finally 
which clarifies the actIVe contradictIOns whiCh mobilise Eisenstem's dis
course on montage." 7 

Ropars IS lllterested III the way each one of these perspectIVes "opens 
a fault in the linguistics of the SIgn," with Freud .. Eisenstem, and Ben
veniste each exposmg a different aspect of the Implications of Derrida's 
spatialization for text production. 
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This constant movement of drift [derive ]-conshtuting the notion of 
writing-desIgnates that which III writing situates contradictorily 
the specifiCIty of a language: propnety of matenals, but disappropn
atton of their functtomng, III the extent to whiCh It IS not the 
matenal itself which becomes SIgnificant, but its enchainment, com~ 
parable to other types of concatenation. In this operation of trans
fer, the readability of the matenal dimlllishes m the same degree that 
the force of writing lllcreases. (53) 

The ImplicatlOn IS that, agamst Metz. filmIC writing does possess its own 
verSIon of double-articulation (refernng to the production of meanmg by 
means of the combinatIOn of differential units that are themselves without 
meamng-or, III the case of the film, of UnIts stnpped of theIr origmal 
sense). Writing m film resembles the rebus writing of dreams, in which the 
dream scene figures an abstract thought. The concept thus figured anses 
not m reference to anyone Image but as the product of the Juxtaposition 
of Images. This operatlOn is the opposite of Cratylism, Ropars explams, in 
that It demotzvates the anaJogon, separates the Image from the object it 
represents, diSSOCIates figuratIOn and signification: It IS a Writmg that 
breaks up the SIgn (Ropars. 71), 

. Ropars finds that the unifymg element artIculating the ideas of FreUd, 
Else~~teIll, Benvemste, and Derrida IS theIr appeal to the hieroglyph
specIfIcally, to the heterogeneIty of the hieroglyphic system of writing, 
The hleroglyph refers, she says, discussing Derrida's use of Leroi-Gourhan, 
to "any writing whiCh makes coexist, at the heart of a smgle VIsualized 
form, nonunifiable systems of significatlOn" (67), Studies of Aztec glyphs 
support Dernda's mterest m -the possibility of a writing that IS at once 
plastic art and language, spatialized and nonlinear, functionmg by ag
glutmatlOns, JOlllmg together in one graphic code figurative, symbolic, 
abstract, ~nd phonetIc elements. By streSSing Eisenstem's "inSistence, com
pletely 'd~rridean,· on seeking III non-alphabetic forms, for a lingUIstiC 
model WhICh IS not subordinated to spoken language" (35), Ropars makes 
It ObVlOUS that the best model for What IS at stake in AG's adoption of 
filmic writing may be found in the cinetexts of Sergei Eisenstem. 

DAS KAPIT AL, THE MOVIE 

One of the most mterestmg ideas of the twentIeth century, from the 
perspective of AG, IS Eisenstem-·s project to make a film of Marx's Capital, 
This project IS at least as fecund as Saussure's hints about the possibility of 
a SCIence of SIgns, although It IS only now begmnmg to find its practice. 
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relevant to AG as a pedagogy. The strategles available m these productions 
do not need to be translated mto pedagogical terms, since they were ex
plicitly elaborated in the first place as educational discourse. 

In terms of its content, Capital would have been something like a filmed 
verSlOn of Roland Barthes's MythOlOgies; that !s. a "collecllon of essays" 
exposmg the myths (ideOlogy) of bourgeOlS soc1ety. This mtention IS ex
pressed partly m Eisenstelll's alluslOn to the role of "The Glass House"
another one of his unrealized proJects'-m Capita!., The relevance was m part 
formal: "Expenmental WOrk IS needed. For that, it's 'madly:' necessary 
first to malee THE GLASS HOUSE.lll which the (usual) idea of the frame 
IS What happens to the structure of things m the fragments of OCTOBER 
and 10 CAPITAL's entne structure" ("Notes." 24). Eisenstem alludes here 
to the stram placed on film conventIOns by the demands of "intellectual 
montage," Whose central deVIce IS "film1c metaphor" (the most controver
SIal and most Important element III filmIC Writing). To articulate the 
dialectIcal struCturation of metaphor m film (to overcome the strictures of 
film form which lead some commentators to suggest that there can be no 
filnllc metaphors), Eisenstelll intended in COmtal to Challenge the "ideoJ.ogy 
of the uneqUIVOCal frame." The Glass House, "a satire on bourgeOlS SOCIety 
whiCh was to have taken place 1ll a building whose walls, ceilings and floors 
were made of glass," thus allOWlllg "the inclUSIOn within one frame of 
several actions," offered a SItuation III which to explore new dimenslOns of 
the montage pnnciple of juxtaposition. 

The subject matter of The Glass House-the satlre of bourgeOIS life-IS 
equally relevant to Capital. Agam, the companson with MythOlogIes indi
cates the aptness of Eisenstem's glass set as a VIsualization of the project of 
SeITIlOClasm in which Barthes set out to "unveil," to "demystify" that
which-goes-without_saymg III bourgeOlS daily life. "Indifference to each 
other IS established by ShOWIllg that the characters do not see each other 
through the glass doors and walls because they do not loolc." Eisenstem 
notes, "-a developed 'non-seeing.;' Against this background one person goes 
crazy, because he alone pays attentIOn and looks, All live as though there 
are real walls, each for himself."l0 The one who does look. III Barthes's 
terms, 1S the mytholog1st, for, III "liberatlllg" or exposmg the myth, the 
mythologlst becomes estranged from his fellows, cut off from those who 
live the myth, Thus, the mythOlogIst's connectIOn with the world "is of 
the order of sarcasm." 11 Since he IS not liVlllg III a bourgeOIS socJety, and 
hence is not caught III Barthes's double-bind-the bourgeOis mythologist, 
livmg the contradictlOn that "makes sarcasm the condition of truth"
Eisenstein ralses the pitch of h1s tone to parody, farce., the grotesque (or 
such were his mtentions), 

Barthes-'s collectIOn of observations on the daily life of the bourgeOISIe 
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shows the potential fruitfulness of Eisenstem's plan to mclude m Captta; 
considerable matenal drawn from "fait divers" (news Items) reported in 
French newspapers, such as the "evemng ball of the First Empuc" re
counted in Le Figaro, illustrating "the way in which the French bourgeoiSIe 
yearns for a king," It was a costume ball with "antique coaches conveying 
famous historic personalities," mcluding Napoleon with his entourage. 
Other items Eisenstein clipped and noted for his project Included the Aga 
Khan, "pJaymg rugby and pmg-pong and accepting the prayers of the faith
ful (God-a graduate of Oxford University) .... An economIC mvaSlOll and 
construction of new citIes. Hansa-Bund ... setting up Jewelry stores within 
a week, hiding the filth of the streets with carpets .... A great epIsode 
from Pans. A war victim. Legless man on a cart commits sUIcide-he throws 
himself into the water. ... A factory where it IS possible to pmch parts 
and tools. No search of workers made. Instead, the eXIt gate IS a magnetIc 
check pomt. No comment needed" ("Notes," 8-9). In short, France IS to 
be ransacked "for petit-bourgeoIs, philistme matenal." The techmque: 
"generalizations, from gIven cases to ideas (this will be completely pnm
itive, espeCIally if we move m a line from bread shortages to the gram 
shortage [and] the mechamcs of speculation. And from a button to the 
theme of overproductIon, .. , The form of faits divers or collectIOns of 
short film-essays IS fully appropnate for replacement of 'whole' works" 
("Notes," 7,9), 

At the same time that he was prepanng his "Notes," Eisenstem was also 
reading Joyces Ulysses (of whiCh he also hoped to make a film), The 
formal part of Capital was to be dedicated to Joyce, from whom Eisenstem 
gleaned several major lessons, He planned, for example, to borrow from 
Ulysses the orgamzational focus on one typical day III the life of a worker. 
Nor would this focus, as Stanley Edgar Hyman pOinted out, be an ImpOSI
tion external to Marx's own structure: "1 would suggest that we see Marx's 
book as a melodrama called something like The Mortgage on Labor-Power 
ForecLosed. In the first act the villam mIstreats the VIrtuous wife and lllJures 
her poor littie child: III the second act the young labonng hero himself is 
manned and sits paralyzed in a wheelchaIr while the child dies; III the third 
act they are thrown out mto the snow and take refuge m a miserable hove!; 
in the fourth act the discovery IS made that the villain stole the mortgage 
ongmally and has no legal or moral nghts over our heroes. It needs a fifth 
act m whiCh the working-class family is rescued and restored to Its happy 
home, but only the proletanan revolutIOn could produce that final cur
tam." 12 Such IS the dramatic movement that Hyman observed m Capital, 
whiCh mcludes "four descents mto suffenng and horror," with the first act 
bemg "The Working-Day" chapter (143). 

Eisenstein's strategy was to use parallel montage, m whiCh the mytho!" 
ogles of bourgeois SOCIety would be mtercut with the worker's day, cul" 
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mmatlllg III his return m the evemng to the petty comforts of his humble 
home, which represents, Eisenstein says, the major obstacle to the revolu
tion. Specifically, it IS the wife who conSltutes "the greatest evil." "A 
German Worker's wife will always have something warm for her husband 
will never let him go completely hungry, Ana there IS the root of her nega: 
hve role which slows the pace of social development. In the plot, this could 
take the form of 'hot slop, and the meanmg of this on 'a world scale'" 
("N~tes," 16), An Important feature of Eisenstem's formal techlllque, 
credIted to Joyce, IS illustrated in this example of the "slop" enlarged to a 
"world scale." The techlllque is the pun. "The elements of the histonette 
Itself are thus chiefly those which,lI1 the lorm o/puns, provide the Impulse 
towards abstractIOn and generalization (mechamcal spring-boards for pat
terns of dialectical attJtudes towards events)" (16). The structurmg functIOn 
of the pun (a crucial linl( with AG) operates at two levels. First, directly 
m that the "hot SlOp" (or soup) may allUde to the "sloppmess" of the Rus~ 
~lan worker; "In case CAPITAL IS restrIcted (in its baSIC 'intngue') to the 
world scale' and the Second InternatIOnal to the '-pedagogIc' framework of 

USSR boundanes," Eisenstem states, he would "show the way III which 
our sLovenliness, hooligalllsm, etc., is a socml betrayal of the w~rking class 
as a whole" (24). To Implement the pun as an orgamzmg deVIce, Eisenstein 
planned to build "a demonstration of the mechamsms of assoc13tive think
mg" (19). He would build mto the alternatmg montage, paralleling the 
home-returnmg husband and the slop-cooking wife .. "associative moves 
fr?m the pepper with which s.he seasons fOOd. Pepper. Cayenne. Devil's 
Island. Dreyfus. French chauvilllSln, Figaro in Krupp's hands. War. Ships 
sunk m the porL ... It would be goou to cover the sunken English ships 
WIth the lId of a saucepan. It could even be not pepper-but kerosene for 
a stove and tranSition mto oil" (17), The Illitial move from "pepper" t 
" "f a cayenne IS, 0 course, a metonymy, SImilar to the conventIonal example 
of Bordeaux, m which the name of the place becomes also the name of 
the product. In the case of "cayenne." we have the name of the capital of 
French GUIana, on an Island at the mouth of the Cayenne River, the 
ongmal source of cayenne pepper. Devil's Island, where Dreyfus was im
pnsoned. IS off the coast of French Guiana. The techlllque, III which the 
VIewer IS expected to actIvate these puns and follow this metonymlc slide. 
IS based on the concept of "inner speech," to be discussed later. 

Perhaps the most Important part of the "Notes" is Eisenstem's frequent 
reference to October, the film on which he was working while plannmg 
CapItal, which demonstrates, III practice the forma! deVIces for the filmic 
wntmg known as mtellectual montage: "About the structure of the work 
which will denve from the methodology of film-word, film-Image, film
phrase, as now discovered (after the sequence of 'the gods' [in October]"
"Notes," 7), 
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INTELLECTUAL MONTAGE 

October (1927), made to celebrate the tenth anmversary of the 1917 
revolution, deals with the events extending from the February RevolutIOn 
to the taking of the Winter Palace and the opemng of the Second Congress 
of SOVlets. Based on the book Ten Days that Shook the World by John 
Reed. it also IS mformed (as Eisenstem explams) by ePIsodes of his own 
biography, his own expenence of the revolutionary penoct. With respect 
to the latter dimenslOll. Eisenstem developed his style of editing to break 
with notions of film as "passive reproduction" of the rea1. Not the real. 
but the filmmaker's attitude to the real. was to be presented, undermming 
the "stagnant order of things" by recombinmg the Images to produce a 
new mterconnection among things. 13 

Eisenstem acknowledged D. W. Griffith as th3 ongmator of montage 
and of the close~up shot, which IS an essentIal feature of this style, but he 
also stressed his own distinctIve use of the techmque as a means to convey 

hA "" thought rather than (or as well as) actIOn. T e mencan term- close-up 
-refers to the nearness of the VIew, Eisenstem explamed, whereas the Rus
Sian translation-"large-scale"-mdicates th,e value of what IS seen (in the 
manner of Egyptian wall pamtings). The functIon of tne close-up for the 
Russians IS "not only and not so much to show or to present, as to signify, 
to give meaning, to designate . ... The first factor that attracted us 111 the 
method of the close-up was the discovery of its partIcularly astonishmg 
feature: to create a new quality of the whole from a luxtaposltion of the 
separate parts." 14 Griffith and the Amencans used parallel editmg (cross
cutting between separate scenes of SImultaneous actIOn) for narratlVe pur
poses (girl tied to the tracks/tram approaching). Eisenstem applied the 
device to discurSIVe ends, to construct metaphQrs or "montage Imagery" 

In October we cut shots of harps and balalaikas mto a scene of Men
sheviks addressing the Second Congress of SOVIets. And these harps 
were shown not as harps, but as the ImagIst symbol of the mellifluent 
speeCh of Menshevik opportunism at the Congress. The balalaikas, 
but as an Image of the tuesome strummmg of these empty speeches m 
the face of the gathenng storm of histoncal events. And placmg 
side by side the Menshevik and the harp, the Menshevik and the ba
lalaika, we were extending the frame of varallet montage mw a 
new Quality, znto a new realm: from the sphere of actIOn mto the 
sphere of Significance. ("Film Form," 245) 

Under pressure from the proponents of socialist realism, and partly m 
response to the mcomprehensIOn and hostility that greeted October (at 
least III Russia), EisensteIll eventually considered montage lillagery to be a 
mIstake, or an abuse. But It is this techlllque that he had III mmd while 
planlllng CaPItaL and that IS currently the center of tlleoretlcal interest. 
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SOCIal realists, and realists of all stnpes, oppose montage llllagery pre
cIsely because It substltutes discourse for representation. Eisenstem initially 
pursued hIS expenments with montage Imagery because he assOCIated the 
new style with the ideology of the revolutIOn: "The liberation of the con
SCIOusness from all that representational structure linked to the bourgeOISIe; 
a new world revealed III the entrance of a new class upon the arena of 
world history; October-and the risIllg ideology of the VIctorious prole
tanat: these are the premIses from which arose the possibilities of a new 
language m culture and the arts" (Essays, 98). His style itself, he believed, 
was revolutIOnary not only in the manner of the constructivIsts and futur
IStS who had broken with the Western aesthetiC tradition but, m the Juxta
pOSition and colliSIOn of contrasting Images m montage, It was dialectical. 

The notes for CamtaZ begm with a reVieW of the development of mon
tage Imagery III Eisenstem's first three films. In Strike ("educatIOnal and 
methodologIcal film on the methods and processes of class and of under
ground work"), Eisenstem mtercut a scene of the Czar's soldiers finng on 
the workers with a scene of a bull bemg slaughtered m an abattOir. In 
Potemkin he mtercut shots of the battleship's guns firmg with shots of 
three stone lions (one sleepmg, one awaking, one nsmg), ordered so as to 
depIct the lion nsmg to its feet, "as if in protest against the blood-shed on 
the Odessa steps." Finally,1O October, the sequence "In God's Name" "be
comes a treatise on deIty" ("Notes," 3-4). 

Eisenstem's confidence in the capaCIty of montage Imagery to function 
discurSIvely, making possible a film treatise, was based on an analogy be
tween film and Japanese writmg. "The pomt IS that the copulation (per
haps we had better say, the combination) of two hieroglyphs of the sImplest 
senes IS to be regarded not as theIr sum, but as theIr product, I.e., as a value 
of another dimenSIon, another degree; each, separately, corresponds to an 
obiect, to a fact, but theIr combination corresponds to a concept. From 
separate hieroglyphs has been fused-the ideogram. By the combination of 
two 'depictables' IS achieved the representation of something that IS graph
Ically undeplctable" ("Film Form," 29-30). The combmatlOn of deplctive 
shots (as m the ideogram "knife + heart:;,;; sorrow") to produce mtellectuaJ 
senes IS "the starting pomt for the 'intellectual cmema'" (30). 

Eisenstem's diSCUSSIOn of montage, mc1uding his belief that it affected 
the VIewer phYSIOlogically, provides a context for the post structuralist turn 
to the body and for Derrida's remarks on tone and rhythm as the terms 
most descnptive of Writing as a movement of differance. Eisenstem identi
fied five formal categones of montage: (1) metnc (based on the sheer 
length of the pIeces to be spliced); (2) rhythmlC,(taking mto account the 
content within the frame m determmmg the length of the pIeces); (3) tonal 
(concerned with the dominant emotlOnal Quality of the pieces produced 
by a combinatIOn of the first two rhythms, comparable to the way melody 
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arouses feeling); (4) overtonal ("the collectIVe calculatIOn of all the pieces 
appealS," Including not only the dommant emotion but associated emO
tional overtones as well); and (5) mtellectual (the mtellectual or concep
tual assocIations accompanying the emotional effects) ("Film Form," 72-
82). The slmilanty with Freud's vIew that conscIOUS ideatwn follows the 
traces already laid down by the dnves is noteworthy. All five levels share 
the property of rhythm, which Eisenstem identifies with the "movement" 
of dialectics. The ambition of intellectual cinema, by resolvmg the "con
flict-Juxtaposition of the physIOlogICal and mtellectual overtones" (pre
sumIng, folloWing Hegel and Lemn, that there IS a continuity linkmg the 
lowest with the highest orders of life), IS to "build a syntllesls of SCIence, 

art, and class militancy" ("Film Form," 83). 
The closest he came to producmg thIS montage m practtce, Eisenstem 

felt, was m certam sequences m October. 

Kornilov's march on Petrograd was under the banner of "lll the Name 
of God and Country." Here we attempted to reveal the rcliglOus 
SIgnificance of this epIsode In a rationalistic way. A number of reli
glOus images, from a magnificent Baroque Christ to an Eskimo 
idol. were cut tog-::ther. The conflict In this case was between the 
concept and the symbolisation of God. While idea and image ap-
pear to accord completely in the first statue shown, the two elements 
move further from each other with each succeSSIve Image. Mam
tammg the denotation of 'god,' the Images mcreasmgly disagree with 
our concept of God, mevitably leading to mdividual concluslOns 
about the true nature of all deitIes. In this case. too, a cham of images 
attempted to achieve a purely mtellectual resolution, resulting 
from a conflict between a preconception and a gradual discreditmg 
of it m purposeful steps. ("Film Form," 62) 

The scene functions as a filmIC reasomng, he says, formally identified with 
the process of logIcal deductIOn. Didactically, the montage sequence IS 
comparable to the "break-down" method by whiCh even the rawest recruits 
m the army learn to handle a rifle ("Film Form," 44). In the "gods se· 
quence" the pieces "were assembled in accordance with a descending 
mtellectual scale-pulling back the concept of God to ItS ongms, forcmg 
the spectator to perceive this 'progress' intellectually" (82). 

Noel Carroll agrees with Eisenstein's analYSIS of the sequence, stating 
that it suggests the possibility that the standard patterns of argument may 
be used as models for editing structures. 15 The gods sequence Itself. Carroll 
observes, has the form of a "reductio ad absurdum," which denves a con
tradiction from the standard conception of God, begmmng with the premIse 
(inferred by the audience) that "there IS a God suell that God IS all· 
benevolent." But in the cham of images of the gods, each one movmg 
further away from the familiar one, the idea of God as a "deceIver" (a 
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self-contradictory conditIOn. as Descartes argued m his Meditations) IS 
evoked, calling mto question the ongmal premIse. Moreover, the use of 
statues throughout the sequence evokes Marx's view that religIOn IS "man
made," with ItS dommance over man bemg a symptom of alienation. 

Eisenstem considered the "gods sequence" to be just an embryolllc step 
toward a purely intellectual film .. capable of directly treating ideas, sys
tems, and concepts. His call for a filmIC essay IS COUched in the same terms 
used tOday by textualists to charactenze the new hybrid mode Jommg 
theory and practIce m paraliterature, paracriticlsm, postcriticism-a merger 
of SCIence and art. Given the nature of film as photography, and of the 
montage Image transformmg juxtaposed representations of objects, events, 
people, mto discurSIve abstractions, the new mtellectual cmema would 
"restore sensuality to SCIence ... gwe back to emasculated theoretical 
formulas the nch exuberance of life-felt forms" (Essays, 45). "The cmema 
IS capable of, and consequently must achieve, a concrete sensual transla
tIon to the screen of the essentIal dialectIcs III our ideologIcal debates. 
Without recourse to story, plot. or the livmg man" (46). Sound films lend 
themselves to this project of an "intellectual concrete film" as much as do 
silent ones, although Eisenstem's acknowledgment of this fact recalls the 
pnnclple m AG of not excluding verbal language but of puttmg it III its 
place: "In the mtellectual film sound will receive ItS humble necessary 
place among the other means of effect" (45). 

The example gIven for the effect this cmema IS llltended to have, lllter
estingly enough, IS Eisenstem~s recollectIOn of his mathematics professor 
at the engmeermg academy, Sokhotzki, "one of those flaming old fanatics 
... who could by the hour and with the same fire or enthUSIasm, discourse 
on mtegral calculus and analyse in mfinite detail how Desmoulins, Danton, 
Gambetta, or Volodarsky thundered agamst the enemIes of the people and 
the revolution" (Essays, 43). The mathematical abstraction is gIVen "flesh 
and blood" m the temperament of the lecturer, whiCh absorbs and unifies 
the audience, comparable to the absorption of "attractions" occurring at 
the theater or the sports arena. A good lecture from this professor, m 
Eisenstem's expenence, was better than a book for SCIentific mstruction 
("Book. Pnnted word. Eyes. Eyes-to bram. Bad!"). And better than this 
perfected oratory would be the mtellectual cmema, with the rhythms of 
montage replacmg and perfecting the rhythmIC breathing of the audience 
absorbed by the attraction. 

Of course, as this example llldicates, all too Hegelian in ItS pedagogy, 
Eisel1steuI"s mtellectual montage, if it IS to serve as a model for AG, must 
be separated to some extent from its ideologICal tendentiousness. "Its task 
IS the deep and slow drilling m of new conceptions or the transplanting of 
generally accepted notIOns mto the conSCIOusness of the audience .... 
The new cmema must mclude deep reflective processes, the result of whiCh 
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will find expressIon neither Immediately nor directly" (Essays. 34). What 
18 valuable here IS the pedagogy of change, addresslOg concept formation 
by means of film. But ill reopelllng the discussIOn of montage Imagery, 
contemporary textualists have already shifted Eisenstem-'s deVIces from 
dialectical to cteconstructive ends. AG intervenes at thIS pomt, to carry the 
deVIce beyond deconstruction. 

OCTOBER 

There IS general agreement among critics interested in the problemahcs 
of film language that October IS perhaps the most representatIve example 
of a cmetext. Indeed, a group of researchers at the Ulllversity of Pans, 
Vincennes. Including Mane-Claue Ropars-Wuilleuffiler, devoted a year-long 
semmar to this film. 16 Ropars, working explicitly with Derrida's theones, 
has produced the most detailed analYSIS of Eisenstem's filmIC writing, 
mcluding a brilliant article on the montage Image m October. A reVIew of 
her argument will confirm the relevance of intellectual cmema to AG. 

Ropars deSIgnates the gods sequence as the best example of Eisenstem 's 
break with visual denotation, demonstratmg m one sequence how October 
as a whole renounces any attempt to recount the events of the revolutIOn. 
to represent it m a histoncal reconstruction, electmg Instead to perform Its 
sIgnification or meaning. Given the exemplary status of this sequence, It 
may be worthwhile to mclude here a slightly modified verSlOn of the shot
list from Ropars's article. 

1. (Titles) "In the name of God and Country." 2. (Titles) "In the 
Name." 3. (Titles) "OF GOD." 4. Four cupolas of a church. topped 
by crosses (Long Shot [LS]). 5. Bust of a Baroque Chnst "in glory" 
-rays behind it (Medium Shot [MS]). 6. The four cupolas, left angle 
(LS). 7. Two of the cupolas, nght angle (MS). 8. Chnst standing 
(LS). 9. One cupola, left angle (Close-up [CUD. 10. One cupola. 
nght angle (Extreme Close-Up [ECU]). II. Bust of a Hindu god. 
radiatmg arms (MS). 12. The Hindu god standing (LS). 13. The 
cupola of a mosque (CU). 14. The mosque cupola. nght angle (CU). 
IS. Mosque cupola, front (CU). 16. Face of a Buddha.mcense smoke 
(CU). 17. The Buddha's hands resting on lis knees (CU). 18. Seated 
Buddha (LS). 19. A Lion's head, Jaws open, turned to the nght 
(CU). 20. Fat Buddhist divmIty, shinIng marble, turned to left (MS). 
21. Anthropomorphic head with eagles beak. turned to nght (CU). 
22. Another SUCh head with alllmal's snout, whiskers, turned left 
(CU). 23. Japanese mask (CU). 24. Pamted wooden mask, Afncan. 
front (CU). 25. The Japanese mask (CU). 26. Wooden maSk, elan-
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gated cramum, turned left, high angle (CU). 27. Same mask, turned 
nght (CU). 28. Same mask, front (CU). 29. Crude object, oval 
shape, a fetish head? (CU) 30. Feet and hands of a wooden fetish 
(MS). 31. Two wooden fetishes, standing (LS). 32. Trunk and head 
of an idOl (MS). 

Ropars, followmg Eisenstem's suggestion, explains that the sequence 
mvolves a double process-the SImultaneous construction and deconstruc
bon of the concept of "god." The concept IS cqnstructect or established 
through the Juxtaposition and accumulation of the figures, which by 
aSSOCIation compose a set, mc1uding representatIve examples of the pnnci
pal Incarnations of "god" from the pnncipal cultural areas-Europe, ASIa, 
Africa, and the North Pole. The set IS de constructed in that the representa
tions are ordered m a way displaYIng a transformation of the concept, 
perhaps even ItS reduction or degradation. The order In which the images 
are shown constitutes the deconstructIOn. "If every concept Issues his~ 
tOflcally, according to Eisenstein, from a condensatlOn of concrete Images, 
It IS not the work of elaboration whiCh one finds restored here, but it IS on 
the contrary the decomposition. It IS a question not only of producmg the 
concept, but especIally of tracmg it to ItS origms, that is to the components 
which permitted its production: the final blOCk of wood IS but a content 
of the contamer God."17 

Ropars's most valuable InSIght comes m her analYSIS of how this decom
position or deconstruction (decondensation) of the concept works, for she 
charactenzes the procedure In terms very SImilar to those used to define 
the practIce of anasemia, which Derrida borrows from Nicolas Abraham (see 
chapter 3). "It is no longer the Images whiCh are metaphors of the concept, 
It IS the concept whiCh reJoms a metaphoncal ongm, under the pressure of 
Images become objects and no longer symbols: each object IS but a synec
dochic fragment of a notIon whose generalizmg abstraction sublates the 
metaphor. Or, in other terms, it IS the concept whiCh resembles the Images, 
not the Images which resemble the concept: God is but a metaphor, says in 
reality this accumUlation of the metaphors of God" (Ropars, "Fonction," 
124). The process IS in fact a kind of mteractlOn: "This unveiling may 
work In mverse directions, whether It IS a questIOn of refernng the idea to 
its real ongm. or on the contrary whether the reality IS to be referred to 
the sIgnificallon which SItuates 11 and allows 1l to be grasped" (125). 

This reduction of the concept to ItS metaphor, as III the case of Derrida's 
deconstruction of the philosophemes of metaphYSICS, is only part of the 
procedure, whiCh ultImately involves not resemblances, not representation, 
but the articulation (by montage) that demotlVates and remotIvates the 
links between concepts and images, slgnifieds and slgnifiers. The exemplary 
value of the gods sequence, Ropars says, IS that the concrete reduction does 
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not Imply a realistic representatIOn. Rather, the objects shown are "non
diegetic mserts" whose appearance in the film IS not motivated by the 
referential space of the depicted event (General Kornilov·s march). "It IS 

from the montage hence of theIr place, that they receIve then function. 
Circulatmg m the film ,[the figures] constitute the textual matenal, sup
ported no doubt by the decor of Samt Petersburg, but assurIng complete 
autonomy. outside of any referentIal perspectIve the basls for a discourse 
In which the figures take effect only with respect to the text and not to 

the context" ("FonctlOn," 125). 
The procedure, in ollier wordS, does not confine ltself to the Nietzschean 

move, described III Derrida's "White MythologIes" (as Rapars notes), of 
desublimating the concept. Rather, the figures of the gods, Jomed by the 
statuary of all types, are mounted as a commentary tllat recurs penodically 
throughout the film: the film opens with a sequence shoWIng the crowd 
tearing down a statue of the czar; Kornilov and Kerenski are both mocked 
as "little Napoleons" by msertmg shots of figunnes and statues of Napoleon 
mto scenes depIcting theIr histoncal actIOns, and so forth. Separated from 
then specific referentIal context, the figures' become available for a "met
onymIC articulation." Derrida, Ropars adds, treats in "White MythologIeS" 
the "invariant feature of the concept of metaphor, the subordinatIon of 
the syntactIc to the semantIc, and seeks m the syntactic resIstance one of 
the means of the autO-destruction of the metaphor, 'which always carnes 
ItS death within itself: It IS preCIsely III this directIOn that eisenstelman 
montage works" ("FancHon," 127). 

Ropars sees ill this montage articulation of the figures and then ar
rangement a prefiguration of the Lacanmn reading of Freud, and the 
double-system of SIgnification which Benvemste discerned in language (the 
coeXIstence in language of the semantic and semIOtIc systems). Eisenstem's 
proposal, the basis for a nonverbal writing, IS that "no representation slgm
fies the reality whose appearance it Imitates. Constituted in the effacement 
of the denotation as of the symbolization, SIgnificatIOn emerges then as a 
semantic of writing, in which the negation of the SIgn and of the symbol gIVe 
the sense to construct in the sale process of its productIOn" ("Fonction," 
128). "The repetitive syntax lends a metonynuc base to the metaphonc 
effect: the SImilarIty of the elements [in the gods sequence I IS created by 
their contiguity; the resemblance IS but an illUSIon, with only the syntactic 
liaIson being real" (123), 

The point, at both the formal and ideologIcal levels, In cmema and 
politiCS alike, is that the real IS constructed, not receIved as a gIven. "It IS 
In the productIOn of meamng that one grasps the world, not III the repro
duction of its appearance; to representatIOn as figuratIve imItation of 
reality, Eisenstelll opposes the Image as abstracted element produced by 
montage 1ll perfect llldependence with respect to the represented element" 
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("Fonchon," 128). The decompOSitIOn noted III the gods sequence IS the 
pnnciple by which the entire film IS constructed. "To return the cmemato
graphic matenal-and its illusory reality-to the state of raw matenal; to 
repossess these liberated fragments III a whole which recomposes the con
tradictory Image of reality and its significative orientation. The movement 
of writing, then, retraces with its dynamIC constItutlOn of the text that of 
the dialectiC which constitutes history" (126). This homology between 
the dialectIcs of montage and of history IS what lyd Eisenstelll to believe 
that he could use cmema to teach Marx"s method t6 the Russian people. 

The writing process, moreover, frequently lllvolves a certain "literaliza~ 
tion," the litera! depIction of a lingUIstIC cliche or commonplace phrase. 
The techlllque IS to substitute a matenal image for an abstract notion, as III 
the lrolllC depIctlOn of Kerensky's nse to power, hIS politIcal version of 
SOCIal climbing and arnvisme, m terms of his arrival at the Winter Palace 
and his IntermInable climbing of the staIrs, Intercut with titles identifying 
each new title of office bestowed upon him. This procedure of literaliza
tion extends further than Ropars herself indicates, Including, as III the 
cases of Derrida, Lacan, and Beuys, refleXIve reference to the very func
tIOn of the examples themselves. Thus, we may disoern"1O Ropars's descnp
tion of the functIOn of the cupola m the sequence ("With the changIng of 
the cupolas begIlls the plastiC modification which leads from a radiating 
morphology to a rounded morphology; but the syntactIc woof at the heart 
of which the change mtervenes constitutes the unity of the old and the 
new cupolas: it relates thus, under the theme 'cupolas,' the morphological 
and cultural differences" -- "Ponction," 121) Derrida's "shuttle" at work 
(not to mentIon Eisenstem"s own techlllque of the pun), for the cupola 
literalizes the copula, the syntactic copulatzon remarked in EisensteIn"s 
account of this sequence CIted earlier. 

In the same vem, It IS not InSignificant, given the MOlra of idea pursued 
In AG, that the exemplary example of EisensteIn's montage Image (the 
baSIC deVIce of intellectual montage) concerns fetish Images. All examples, 
from the pomt of VIew of AG, have the structure of fetishism. More im
portantly, the fact that Eisenstem ejects to produce the llltellectual com
mentary In October by means of the repeated insertion of shots of statues 
into the documentary portion of the film (thus confusing and collapsmg 
the distmction between referential and discurSIve space) IS itself a literal
I2a11on of the pnnclple of pOleSlS, which etymologIcally IS linked with the 
settmg up or erecting of statues m a temple (as was noted with respect to 
Heidegger and Derrida III chapter I). Although Ropars menllons this 
aspect of montage imagery only III passIng, the verbal dimenSIOn of the 
images as literalisms of key words IS one of the features of EisensteIn's 
practIce most relevant to AG. The ImagistIc comment about the Menshevik 
speeches, for example, which requued two lllstruments III RUSSIan III order 
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to convey the sweet but tiresome quality of the oratory, could be com
bined mto one image In English, ill which the term "harpmg" states con
clsely the pomt Eisenstein wanted to make. This strategy of "verbal images" 
will be treated in the next section. 

For now it may be worth noting a possible mtertextual frame, if not an 
inspiration, for the poetics of statuary mounted III October, observable In 

tile hint provided by the sarcastIc Juxtaposition of Kerensky and the 
statuettes of Napoleon (the montage image that orgamzes the "Country" 
part of the "For God and Country" sequence). On the one hand. the his
toncal authenticity or relevance of the metaphor IS sUbstantIated by JOhn 
Reed's account, m which It IS mentioned, as an mdicatlOll that the forces 
of reaction were gammg confidence after the February revolution, that 
"certalll newspapers began to sIgh for a 'RUSSIan Napoleon.'" 18 On the 
other hand, there is the snnilarity between the way Ei",enstem ridicUles 
Kerensky and the way Marx treats LoUls Bonaparte m The 18th Brumatre 
of LOUlS Bonaparte. Reed's book, which deals almost excluslVely with the 
debates m the Congress, seems an unlikely or unpromlsmg baSIS for a film, 
unless Eisenstein's mtellectual alms are taken mto account. In any case, 
the parliamentary theme of Ten Days that Shook the World recalls Marx's 
own focus on the parliamentary history of the 1848 revolution III France. 
Perhaps one reason why EisensteIll became lllspIred by the possibility of 
filmmg Capital dunng the shooting of October was his realizatIOn that he 
was III a sense already making a version of Marx's Brumazre. 

October, of course, reverses the directIOn of events which Marx reo 
corded m his study of the February revolution in France: "Hegel remarks 
somewhere that all facts and personages of great Importance 10 world his· 
tory occur, as it were, twice," Marx wrote III his famous opening to 
Brumalre. "He forgot to add: the first tIme as tragedy, the second as 
farce." 19 In RUSSIa, the February revolutlOll (this cOlllcidence of months 
mIght have appealed to Eisenstem, who was well read ill Marx's texts), tn 

whiCh Kerensky came to power, was the farce, preceding the authentic 
revolutIOn m October. Eisenstem treats Kerensky with the same sarcasm 
and savage irony Marx applied to LoUls, whose coup d'etat and restoration 
of the Empire IS characterIzed as a parody of the Napoleonlc era. Eisen· 
stem's satiric intentions (his sensibility In this respect IS very much like 
Marx's own) are typified in this account of the staIr-climbing sequence: 

A comIC effect was gained by SUb-titles illdicating regUlar ascending 
ranks ("Dictator"-"Generalisslmo"-Mimster of Navy-and of 
Army-etc.) climbing higher and higher-cut mto five or SlX shots 
of Kerensky, climbing the staIrs of the Winter Palace, all with 
exactly the same pace. Here a conflict between the flummery of the 
ascending ranks and the "hero's" trottmg up the same unchangmg 
flight of stalIs yields an mtellectuaJ result: KerenskY's essential non-
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entity IS shown satincally. We have the counterpomt of a literally 
expressed conventIOnal idea with tIle mctured actIOn of a partIcular 
person who IS unequal to his swiftly mcreasing dutIes. The mcon
gruence of these two factors results III the spectator's purely znteZlec~ 
tuai deClSlon at the expense of this partIcular person. ("Film Form," 
61-62) 

Such nome eounterpo1Ots also structure Marx's style: "Finally, the scum 
of bourgeois society forms the holy phalanx of order and the hero Crapulin
ski [LoUIS 1 Installs himself in the Tuilenes as the 'saviour ofsoclety'" (26). 
The famous conclusion of the 18th Brumazre, although It IS Marx's only 
alluslOn to a statue, IS perhaps rhetoncally effectIve enough to stimulate 
Eisenste1O's thinking along the lines realized in October: "but when the Im
penal mantle finally falls on the shoulders of Louis Bonaparte, the bronze 
statue of Napoleon will crash from the top ofthe Vend6me COlumn" (135). 

INNER SPEECH 

In the context of intellectual cmema, we may see both what AG has to 
learn from Eisenstem and what AG in turn has to offer to the contemporary 
renewal of interest 10 Eisenste1O:'s project. The pomt to be emphasized is 
that the aspect of Eisenstem's expenments which has been renewed-his 
use of filmIC metaphors, the montage lll1agery of the gods sequence-is 
preCIsely the dimenSIOn of hIS work most relevant to AG. The most in
novatIve or expenmental feature of grammatoJogy-the foregrounding of 
the homonym, homophone, or pun-may be recoglllzed In this context as 
the enabling deVIce for the rhetonc of filmic writmg. The experunents 
with montage Imagery were halted in RUSSIa by the turn to SOCIalist realism 
and were SImilarly reSisted III other CInemas because of theIr VIOlation of 
the assumptlOns of realism. Thus, my earlier claIm-that the practice of 
AG, however bIzarre it may appear to be m book form, is natural to 
cmema-should be modified to read "discurSIve" cmema, cInetext. 

AG mtervenes m the diSCUSSIOn of filmIC writmg with respect to the 
question of the relation of words to Images, of word-presentations to thing
presentatlOns. Film theonsts have returned to Eisenstein-'s silent films ill 
order to note an aspect of the word-image relatlOn whiCh has been neglected 
Sillce the advent of sound films. There have been rrnportant expenments 
with the possible combinations of sounds and images III film, whether they 
should be synchrolllzed, as m most commerclal films, or separated and 
allowed to functlOn with more or less autonomy. The RUSSIan theonsts 
had observed, however, that silent films were themselves orgalllzed verbally, 
not only with respect to the mtertitles, or to the muned speech VIsible III 
the Images, but, more Importantly, with respect to the image track itself. 
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The formalist critic Bons Eikhenbaum first stated the verbal dimensIOn 
of the Image track In his Important essay "Problems of Film Stylistics," 
written ill 1927, the same penod III which Eisenstem was workmg out the 
deVIces of October and Camtat. Although film represented for Eikhenbaum 
the attempt by modern cuiture to escape from donunatlOn by the word, 
he recognized that what was Involved was not an abandonment of the 
verbal but its displacement mto what he took to be a new mental operatlOll 
called "inner speech." He elaborated this concept as an answer to the ques
tion of how a VIewer comprehends a film, whiCh he identified as the most 
Important question facmg film theory. Film textualists today agree with 
Eikenbaum's Judgment, while noting that research on this questIOn IS only 
now beginning. According to Eikhenbaum, 

the film VIewer finds himself in completelY new conditIOns of percep
tIon which are opposite to those of the reading process: from the 
subject-vIsible movement-he progresses to comprellenSIOn of it, the 
construction of internal speech .... For the study of the laws of 
film (espeCIally of montage) it IS most Important to admIt that percep
tIon and understanding of a motion-pIcture IS mextncably bound 
up with the development of internal speech, which makes the con
nection between separate shots ... ' He (the VIewer] must contmually 
form a cham of film-phrases, or else he will not understand anything. 
... One of the chief concerns of the director IS to make sure that 
the shot IS "accessible" to the VIeWer; m other words, that ihe VIeWer 
IS able to divme the epIsode's meanmg, that he IS able to translate 
It mto the language of his own mternal speeCh. Thus, mternal speech 
must be taken mto consideration 1ll the very constructIOn of a film. 20 

Eikhenbaum's essential pomt has to do with the difference between the 
; way a reader comprehends a book and the way a viewer comprehends a 
l film. Whereas the reader progresses from the pnnted word to a vlsualiza
j tIon of the subject, the VIewer processes the Images m the OppOSIte direc
t tion, from the companson of the movmg frames to the nammg of the 
1 unages-to mternal speech, which amounts to "a new and heretofore un
'j developed intellectual exercIse." 21 In this linkmg togeth er of the fragm.en~s 
1 Juxtaposed m the editing, the VIewer extendS thIS nammg actIVIty to fIll m 
1 the mtervals between segments, in order to make sense of the sequence. , I Most Importantly for my purposes, Eikhenbaum specified that this nammg 
I process operated chiefly by means of metaphor. 

One more general question remams, concernmg cases when the direc
tor must gIve a semantic commentary to the film m whole or lD 
part, when "something from the author" must appear III a film over 
and above the plot itself. The eaSIest method is to gIve commentarv 
m mtertitles, but contemporary cinema IS already making attempts to 
function by different means. I have III mmd the appearance m cmerna 
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of metaphor, whiCh sometImes even bears the charactenstIcs of 
symbol. From the semantIc pomt of VIew, the mtroduction of meta
phor mto film is of particular mterest because It confirms agam 
the real SIgnificance of internal speech, not as an accidental psyCho
logIcal element of film perception, but as an mtegral structural 
element of a film. Film metaphor IS entnely dependent on verbal 
metaphor. The VIewer can understand it only when he possesses 
a corresponding metaphonc expreSSIOn 1ll his own verbal baggage. 
A film metapllor IS a kind of VIsual realizahQn of a verbal meta
phor. ("Problems," 30) 

Eikhenbaum argues that directors deliberately construct scenes "the 
meamng of which depends directly on current verba! metaphors." He offers 
this example: "In [Devil's Wheel] the sailor Shonn chances mto a tavern 
and Joms a billiard game. His ball falls mto the pocket. The absolutely 
epIsodic quality of thIS scene gIVes the VIewer to understand that it IS 
SIgnificant, not for story-line development, but as commentary: the hero's 
'fall' begms" ("Problems," 30), 

In notmg now the operation of inner speech m montage Imagery I am 
touching on the central Significance of intellectual montage for AG. For 
the question posed by Eikhenbaum with respect to film IS the same one to 
be posed for Writmg-how does a student understand a pedagogIcal dis
course'? Everything discussed here concerning the comprehensIOn of films, 
espeCIally the role of verbal images and filmIC metaphors, is espeCIally 
relevant to the way AG functIOns, both in terms of the way it IS composed 
and the way It IS comprehended. An AG lectUre (semInar-performance) 
will mclude the eqUIvalent of "non-diegetIc inserts," that IS, it will mount 
SCIentific mformatlOn m ItS discourse which will have the status not of 
diSCIplinary content but of metaphor, Just as In EisensteIn's mtellectual 
cmema Images were mounted to function not as representations of reality 
but as metaphoflcal comments. 

Eisenstelll explicitly formulated his account of montage lIDagery in 
terms of inner speech. Indeed, Eikhenbaum's appeal for a theory of mon
tage which would take into account mner speech (criticIZlllg Timoshenko's 
study, which Ignored that dimension) could be read as a direct charge to 
Eisenstem, who, m any case, was already at work on Just such a theory. 
PaUl Willemen, one of the leading proponents of mner speech among 
textualists, has noted the presence of verbal images (filmIC metaphors con
structed to evoke moer speech) III October, although the example he pro
vides IS perhaps too modest: "Other major examples can be found m 
Eisenstem's October, such as the Czars 'fall' bemg suggested by the crash
mg down of the Czar"s statue." 22 

In this same vem, 1 suggested earlier that the gods sequence IS doubly 
exemplary-as the pnmary example of filmic writing, de-monstrating the 
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discursIve capacities of film, and as a manifestatIon of the exemplarity of 
the film example as such (poleSts). That this sequence IS also a verbal image. 
mdeed, that it is a comment on verbal Imagery, may be seen when it IS 
read as a literalizatIon of the term Eikhenbaurn used to charactenze the 
VIewer's activity. "Cinema demands of the VIewer a certam specIal tech
mque for divznatlOn," Eikhenbaum argued. "The film VIewer must divine 
a great deal" ("Problems," 14,28). Thus, III gIVIng a name to the theme of 
the gods sequence, the VIewer, IS also nammg the very mental actIVIty he 
must use to understand the sequence. The deities or divmities Imaged In 

the gods sequence name 1ll a pun the "divmatIon" process Eikhenbaum 
identified with the formation of internal speech. At this formal leveL then, 
the gods refer not only to religIOUS concepts but to film concepts as well. 

The literalisms (as the verbal llnages are often called) at work 10 October 
mdicate that there IS a continuity relating Eisenstem-'s ,later development 
of the notion of inner speech (which David Bordwell suggests dommates 
Eisenstein-·s techmque after 1930) to the formulation of intellectual mon
tage (dommant from 1923 to 1930).23 There IS some disagreement. tllat ]s. 
about whether mner speech extends, or breaks With, mtellectual montage. 
Bordwell argues that, m taking up mner speech, Eisenstem aiters his epIS
temology, switching from a matenalist constructIVIsm based on the theones 
of Marx, Lemn, and Pavlov to an aSSOCIatiomst orgamCIsm that IS finally a 
kind of romanticism, concerned not with logic but emotion, not with 
abstract, ideologIcal reason but with pathos and ecstacy. As Bordwell ex
plallls, accountlllg for the differences between October and i)Jan the Ter
rible, the reason for Eisenstelll's shift in approach was politIcal: "By 1929. 
power III the philosophical academy had been won by Debonn and hIS 
followers, who stressed a Hegelian-idealist dialectIc. And In 1931, the 
January 25 decree of the Central CommIttee of the Bolshevik Party 
abolished all dispute on the matter and asserted 'the Impossibility of reduc
mg phenomena of higher order to those of lower order'" (45). In short, 
the Central Committee banned matenalist cmema. 

That Eisenstelll modified his style IS ObVIOUS, but that this modificatlOn 
marks an abandonment of intellectual montage IS less clear. Eisenstem him
self described his later theory of montage as a less naIVe solutlOn to the 
problems of intellectUal Clllema, whose difficulties were Impressed on hIm 
by the poor reception accorded October. 

Is it then necessary to Jettison all the colossal theoretIcal and creatIve 
matenal, In the turmoil of which was born the conceptlOn of the 
llltellectual CInema? Has It proved only a cunous and excItIng paradOX. 
a rata morgana of unrealized composItional possibilities? Or has its 
p;radoXIcality proved to lie not m ItS essence, but In the sphere of its 
application, so that now, after exammmg some of its pnnclPles, It 
may emerge that, m new gUise, with new usage and new applicatIon. 
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the postulates then expressed have played and may still continue to 
playa highly positive part In the theoretical graspmg and Under
standing and mastenng of the mystenes of the' cInema? The reader 
has already guessed that thls IS preCIsely how we mcline to con
sider the SItuation. ("Film Form," 125-26) 
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What was reqUIred in response to the emergence of socialist realism as the 
offiCIal art of the Party was "the demonstratIon of such conceptual postu
lates by agency of concrete actlOns and liVlllg p~rsons." Realizing that his 
attempt to deanecdotalize the Clllema in order to directly convey the whole 
process of thought ran counter to the developlllg InSIstence on drarnatizmg 
the VIrtues of SOCIalist life by means of protagolllsts and plots, Eisenstem 
decided to frame llltellectual cmema within the pomt of VIeW of a character, 
thus disgUlSlllg its "wntten" or discurslVe nature. 

The "double science" of grammatology, placlllg science (the diSciplinary 
discourses) in the frame of the subject of knowledge (the SIgnature effect), 
may be seen at work ill this compromIse. In any case, Eisenstem modeled 
his Shift on the example of James Joyce. 

Montage very qUIckly realized that "affective logIc" is the chief 
thing, but for finding all the fullness of its system and laws, montage 
had to make further senous creative "cruIses" through the "inner 
monOlogue" of Joyce, through the "inner monologue" as Understood 
10 film, and through the so~called "intellectual cInema," before 
discovering that a fund of these laws can be found in a third vanety 
of speech-not In wrztten, nor In slJoken speeCh, but 10 inner meech, 
where the effectIve structure functIOns 10 an even more full and 
pure form. But the formation of this Inner speeCh IS already inalien
able from that which IS enriched by sensual thinking. ("Film Form," 
250-51) 

Eisenstelll was lllterested in a kind of "arche-writmg," then (to use Derrida's 
term). Joyce, in Ulysses and Finnegans Wake, had developed the double 
method, combinmg subjective and objective presentation as far as it could 
go m literature. "Joyce's ongmality IS expressed in his attempt to solve this 
task, embracing .In one work the lOner and outer worlds, with a speCIal 
dual-level method of writing: unfolding the display of events simultaneously 
with the particular manner in which these events pass through the con
SCIOusness and feelings, the aSSOCIations and emotions of one of his chief 
Characters" ("Film Form," 184-85). Cinema. Eisenstem believed, could go 
beyond Joyce, bemg able to accomplish the double perspective without 
the extreme distortIOns forced upon Joyce: "How easily the clllema IS 
able to spread out m an equal graphic of sound and SIght the richness of 
actuality and the nchness of its controlling forces" (186). 

Eisenstem'·s Immediate msprration for the shift to a narrative enframing 
of montage Imagery, III other words, came before 1930 with the reading of 
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Ulysses, mentlOned as a model for the formal aspect of Capllal Specifically, 
Eisenstem was mterested III adapting Bloom's mtenor monologue to film, 
and inner speech offered a mode of presentation peculiar to cmema. "When 
Joyce and I met III Pans, he was mtensely mterested III my plans for the 
mner film-monologue, with a far broader scope than IS afforded by litera
ture. Despite his almost total blindness, Joyce wished to see those parts of 
Potemkin and October that, with the expressIve means of mm culture, 
move along kindred lines" ("Film Form," 104). 

Montage composed III accord with the pnnclples of inner speech, then, 
may seem to convey a kind of monologue. "How fascmatmg It IS to listen 
to one's own tram of thought, particularly ill an excited state, In order to 
catch yourself, looking at and listenmg to your mmd. How you talk 'to 
yourself,' as distinct from 'out of yourself.' The syntax of inner speech as 
distinct from outer speech. The qUlvenng mner words that correspond 
with the VISUal images. Contrasts with outer CIrcumstances. How they work 
reciprocally" ("Film Form," 105). Inner speech, of course, raIses the ques
tIon of "voIce" in film. The first thing to be stressed in this context IS that 
mner speech IS the opposite of that autotelic actIVIty of logocentnsm which 
Derrida deconstructed m Speech and Phenomena. Derrida's expenment 
with "apostrophe" in La carte postaie, addressmg oneself as if to another, 
is a version of inner speech, which IS matenalist rather than idealist m Its 
acknowledgment of the externalized, mediated quality of introspectIOn. 

'

Inner speech, that IS, mvolves a process of incorporatIon, bemg an m
ternalization of social discourse. But the peculiar nature of thIS mode IS due 
precIsely to the fact that the addressee IS oneself. Summanzmg Vygotsky s 
discussion of inner speech ( outlined in a book published in RUSSIa m 1934), 
Willemen notes that 

In thOUght, addresser and addressee are-identical, and this means that 
the context within whiCh the commUnICatIOn takes place does not 
have to be rendered more expliCIt nor do the problems raIsed by th.e 
mode of contact h.ave to be taken mto account .... In Short, mternal 
speech (thought) can operate with extreme forms of abbreVIatIOn, 
condensations. Image eqUIvalents or fragments of image eqUIvalents, 
extraordinary syntagmatIc distortions, and so on. In fact, all the 
mechamsms which FreUd detected to be at play m dream work, can 
be seen to be at work in mternal speech as well. 24 

Wi1lemen's pomt is not that mner speech IS a psychoanalytic theory but 
that Lacaman psychoanalYSIS, with ItS notion of the unconsclOUS as "the 
discourse of the Other," which IS "structured like a language," produces an 
account very SImilar to that provided by the RUSSIan psychologISts and 
lingUIsts, for whom "the problem of individual conSCIOusness as the inner 
word (as an lnner SIgn In general)," as V.N. Volosmov put It m a book 
published m 1929, "becomes one of the most vltal problems m philosophy 
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of language."2S At the level of the descnptlOn of this third mode of dis
course, neither speech nor writing, there IS little to distinguish Lacan's 
laiangue (described m chapter 7) from mner speech. AG assumes that this 
convergence (to whiCh may be added descnptions ofnght-bram proceSSing 
from cognitJve psychology), and not the divergmg ratlOnales that diffenng 
theoretical positions offer to explam "inner speech," is the crucial fact that 
a pedagogIcal discourse must take mto account. 

As mdicated III this summary of the notIOn, the RUSSIan theonsts 
stressed the SOCIal, and hence the ideologICal, orIgin and quality of inner 
speech: 

The first mvestIgatlOllS of inner speeCh earned out m the SOVIet Umon 
... made it clear that despite Its specificity (soundlessness and 
fragmentanness), mner speeCh, far from bemg an Independent entity, 
IS a secondary phenomenon denved from external speech-auditory 
perception of the speech of other persons and active mastery of all the 
forms of the spoken and written word. Seen from this VIeWpOInt, 
mner speeCh represents a pSYChOlogIcal transformation of external 
speech, its "internal proJection," ariSIng at first as a repetition (echo) 
of the speech bemg uttered and heard, but becoming later its lll
creasmgly abbreVIated reproductIOn In the form of verbal deSIgns, 
schemes, and semantic complexes operating not unlike "quanta" 
of thought. 26 

The mam feature of this mode is ItS peculiar syntax. disconnected, incom
plete, nearly a "pure predication," radically SImplified, producing "aggluti
nated" words. But however much like a monologue the speech seems to be, 
It most resembles, finally, according to Voiosmov, "the alternating lines 
of a dialogue .. " which are connected (bemg "total ImpreSSIOns of utter
ances" rather than explicitly formulated sentences) "not according to the 
laws of grammar or lOgIC but according to the laws of evaluative (emotive) 
correspondence, dialogIcal deployment, etc., m close dependence on the 
histoncal conditions of the SOCIal situation and the whOle pragmatic run of 
life" (Volosmov, 38). Derrida's concern with the collapse of inner and 
outer oppositions and his mclination to compose his texts (in a number of 
nnportant mstances) as dialogues links him with the problematic of inner 
speech. 

Once mternalized, mner speech resembles III its operatIOns the sensual 
lOgIC of primitive language, relevant to the shamanism of psychoanalysIs 
and of Joseph Beuys, not to mention Eisenstem's own tendency to use 
analogIes denved from anthr9polog1sts to charactenze the "concrete" lOgIC 
of montage. In fact, the theonsts sought analogIes for inner speech III the 
operatIOn of every "alternative" mode of Janguage-m the language of 
schizophremcs, pnrnitives, children, and III anCIent languages-especially 
with respect to the phenomenon of "undecidable" terms. Vygotsky treats 
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(his "concrete" quality as a form of developmental psychology, argumg 
that mner speech duplicates a stage of concept formation typICal of chil
dren-'s thinking, ill which terms are treated not as concept names but as 
family names, as proper nouns (comparable to Derrida's signature pnnclple). 
The pedagogical Implication of his developmental reasonmg for Vygotsky 
18 that instruction in systematic knowledge must 'be approached through 
this pre- or pseudo-conceptual thinking. The lesson for AG is that all these 
alternative discourses work by means of the literalisms of verbal imagery. 

THE VERBAL IMAGE 

Before elaborating on the literalisms operating In filmIc lOner speech, I 
should reVIeW the revival of inner speech In contemporary teYJualist theory. 
Paul Willemen has produced the most complete discussion of the contmuity 
between the Investigations undertaken during Eisenstem's penod (showmg 
that inner speech figured not only m the discussions of Vygotsky, VOIOSI
nov, and Luria but also in those of the Prague lingUIstic Circle, Jakobson, 
Pierce and others outside Russia) and the current critIcal scene. Willemen 
obser;es, based on this investigatIOn, that "the non-verbal IS never totally 
separate from the verbal, but always to be grasped in Its relation to it." His 
concluslOn IS that "language IS the symbolic expression par excellence and 
all other systems of commUnIcation are denved from it and presume its 
existence." The pomt IS not that all SIgnification IS verbal but that there is 
no sIgnification without a verbal dimenSlOn ("Discourse," 64). 

I should stress that AG VIews this proposition not as a necessIty but as 
the current iogocentnc condition of semlOtics. Inner speech helps clarify 
the link between the domination of voice in metaphysIcal thinking and the 
dominance of verballangu-age in all manner of discurSIve formations. Hence 
it does not suffice, in order to undo logocentnsm, SImply to switch media 
(from book to film), not only because film operates with the "intellectual" 
sense of sight and heanng, but because Images and sounds are "lined with 
verbal discourse." But just as in the case of the deconstruction of the SIgn, 
whose point of departure was Saussure's own notlOn of "difference," AG 
finds that the peculiar nature of the verbalization l the verbal Image) in~ 
volved in inner speech offers a pomt of departure for releasmg filmIC prac
tice from its logocentric captivity. 

The mam pomt of contact between the RUSSIan theOrIes of inner speech 
and the cmetextualists, working with Lacan, is the notIOn that the uncon~ 
SCIOUS IS structured like a language. "The psychoanalYSIS of Freud and 
Lacan engages the unconscious as a kind of inner speech, where this latter 
is neither '-sOCIal' nor 'individuaL' still less the site of some UnIversal sym
bolism, but, exactly, lingUlstic m a new assumptlOn of the'-complex, 
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heterogeneous-reality of language as a sIte of history.,,27 Stephen Heath 
provides a current verSIOn of inner speech: 

What 1S needed, still, and it 1S here that the status of inner speeCh 
could be thought through, the question of cmema and language 
taken up again today, IS a theory of cinematIc enUnCIation .... Yet 
m that fixity, that glvenness of the film, there IS always a present 
enunclatlOn, the making of the film by the spectator ('making' here 
the Jam of the one and the otner, the spectator lpaking It as one 
makes a train, catching It, taken up In its movem'ent, and as one makes, 
fashions something, artiCUlating It, creating that movement) .... 
There IS another enounced in this performance-enunc1ation of the 
film: all the meanmg I am, that IS me, all my identity, the history 
I have for-and-agamst the film and m-and-across the very Institution 
of the VIew of the film, the mstltution of the regUlation of the ex
change, tne exchange at stake In the process of cinematIc enunciation. 
What we know predommantly are mstitutlOns of which the force 
and the reason IS facilitation of that exchange, the ease, the flow, the 
assurance the pacificatIOn of the passage across from film to specta
tor, spectator to film In orders of identIty. (Questions, 216-17) 

Heath IS concerned here with the ideologIcal "production of the subject" 
m the process of "thought work" assOCIated with the comprehensIOn of 
any discourse, a process he calls "passage." "Passage is the performance 
of the film, the movement of the spectator makmg the film, taken up as 
subject m Its process" (Questzons, 173). 

The mstrtutlOnal facilitation of the passage between the film and the 
VIewer involves, of course, the question of the "suture," the identification 
of the SUbject with the film. KaJa Silverman reveals what IS at stake for AG 
m this suturIng passage when she remmdS us of Althusser's msight that a 
discourse can take place between a person and a cultural agent (a person or 
a textual construct that relays ideologIcal mformation). The pnmary CUl
tUral agents m the modern world, Althusser observes, are educators. "The 
agent addresses the person, and in the process defines not so much its own 
as the other's identity," Silverman explams, citmg "IdeOlogy and the 
Ideological State Apparatuses" III which Althusser refers to the agent's 
address as "hailing"- "IdeOlogy 'acts:' or 'functions' 1ll such a way that it 
'recruits' subjects among the mdividuals (it recruits them all) ~r 'trans
forms the mdividuals mto subjects (it transforms them an) by that very 
preCIse operation which I have called lnterpellatIOn or hailing, and whiCh 
can be Imagmed along the lines of the most commonplace police (or other) 
hailing: 'Hey, you there!'"28 Supposmg that the scene takes place m the 
street, when the person turns around, in response to the hailing, he be
comes a subject havmg recogmzed himself as the addressee. Derrida suggests 
that the "scene of writing" is constituted in exactly thIS way, although the 
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rrnagmary scene he describes IS that of a reader writing a letter In response 
to a newspaper columnist. "The receiver is determined at the moment of 
reception of the letter."29 Such IS the functIOnmg of the unconscIOUS. 

AG attempts to d.evelop a pedagogy capable of exposmg, if not of 
escapmg, the ideologICal nature of the educallonal apparatus. And the 
articulation of inner speech with psychoanalysis, as Willemen notes, "opens 
up the questIOn of verbal discourse III relation to Imaged discourse in terms 
of ideology and politics" because mner speech IS a process that "lines 
every slgnifYlOg practice, operates to artIculate the laws of unconSCIOUS 
Signification into the SOCIal" ("Discourse," 90-91). Inner speech, that is. is a 
"frontier" discourse, the place of overlap and contammatlOn between the 
mner and outer dimenslOns, between the Imagmary and the symbolic. "In 
so far as the unconscious Impinges upon the formation of inner speech, 
the latter is trans-individual, that IS to say, profoundly socIal. The uncon
scious, if it IS to be defined topographically, IS a focus communus where 
locutions are mdeed 'in common'" (92). ConcernIllg at once that which IS 
most pnvate and most SOCIal, transgresslllg the inside/outside dichotomy, 
"the traces of inner speech III the ViSUal, III the figuratlOn of a narratlve or 
a tableau, take the form of, preCIsely, fOCl communi of the SOCIally and 
lingUIstIcally commonplace. This would be one more argument why 'images' 
should be considered products of secondary elaboratIon, that IS, displaced 
enunciations invested by/with unconscious discursive processes" (92). 
Inner speech, then, far from constItuting a "pnvate language," is related 
rather to dream Images in that "both can be regarded as 'grounded in 
folklore, popular myths, legends, lingUlstic idioms, proverbial wIsdom and 
current Jokes' " (93). 

The first pomt to stress here IS the link between mner speech as con
SIsting of "commonplaces" and "the taking place of the place" m Der
rida's foregrounding ofhypomnesls. Inner speech IS the concept that makes 
possible (and that reveals the political dimenSIOn of) Derrida's project to 
study all manner of Illscnption, since all are "lined with mner speech," 
whiCh IS to say that all slgnifymg processes are permeated by logocentnsm. 
The pomt IS not to elimmate verbalizatIOn but to identify ItS place m the 
process of comprehensIOn. The goal IS not to replace the verbal with the 
nonverbal but to develop a het~rogeneous discourse, mlXmg word and 
thing presentations. As Willemen argues, "What IS at stake here IS preCIsely 
the possibility of a discourse which, although structured 'like 0 a language 
nevertheless works with the widest vanety of sIgnifiers, and thus can be 
sited at the jom of the unconscIOUS and preconscIOUS! conscIOUS systems. 
the site of the processes of resIstance" ("Discourse," 74). Derrida's attempt 
to Write from the position of the censor (discussed III chapter 5), and all 
his explorations of word/image mteractlOn, may be understood as a 
strategy to attain access to the ideologIcal component of knowledge. 
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It IS III this space that the repressed SIgnifier that gave itself up under 
the gUIse of an image, re-finds a verbal SIgnifier. ... Just as the un
consclOUS perSIsts m all discurslVe practIces, so does verbal language, 
even when repressed. The discourse of attention, thOUght, has been 
conceptualized as mner speech (intrapsychic speech, III Jakobson's 
termmology). Inner speeCh, like the ego, IS a frontier creature .... The 
secondansing work of inner speeCh, providing the initial stabilisation 
of the signifymg process according to the contradictory demands the 
ego IS there to bind. constitutes thought. ("Discourse," 78) 

The practIcal value of inner speech may be better appreCiated when it 
IS realized that Roland Barthes··s S/Z expounds a verSIOn of this theory. In 
this context, SjZ may be recogmzed as a usefUL text for AG m that its 
theory of codes is as applicable to pedagogICal narratives as it IS to literary 
and cmematic ones. It suggests how the psychoanalytic dimension (the 
symbolic code) interacts with the Cultural or referential code (the domain 
of mner speech). The cultural code, revelant to the body of knowledge 
transllllttect m a diSCIpline, IS tile code of receIved knOWledge: "The locus 
of an epoch's codes forms a kind of SCIentific vulgate which It will even
tually be Valuable to describe .... If we collect all such knowledge, all such 
vulgansms, we create a monster, and this monster is ideology. As a frag
ment of ideology, the cultural code Inverts its class ongin (SChOlastic and 
social) mto a natural reference, mto a proverbial statement. Like didactic 
Language and political language, which also never questIOn the repetitIOn of 
theu utterances (theu stereotypic essence), the cultural proverb vexes, pro~ 
vokes an mtolerant reading." 30 AG wants to identify these proverbs, the 
commonplaces of knowledge. 

The difference between reading a narrative fiction and an academic dis
course usmg Barthes's terms will involve a shift of emphasis away from the 
symbolic code, which dommates "Sarrasme .. " to the cultural code. But the 
reading of "Sarrasme" shows that the latter code 

forms an anonymous Book whose best model is doubtless the School 
Manual. For, on the one hand, this antenor Book IS both a book of 
SCIence (of empmcal observation) and a book of WIsdom, and on the 
other hand, the didactic matenal mobilized in the text ... generally 
corresponds to the set of seven or eIght handbOOkS accessible to a dili
gent student 1ll the claSSIcal bourgeOIS eClucational system .... 
Although entuely denveCl from bOOks, these COdes, by a swivel charac
tenstic of bourgeOIS ideology, which turns culture mto nature, appear 
to establiSh reality, "Life." (S/Z. 205-6) 

It IS precisely this cultural matenal that dates Balzac, Barthes adds, repre
senting 111 the claSSIC text "a nauseating mixture of common opmlOns. a 
smothenng layer of receIved ideas .... In fact, the cultural code occupies 
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the same position as stupidity" (S/Z, 206). Lacan also tned to work wIth 
this stupidity, the "betise" mentioned in chapter 7. 

Inner speech, which takes the form of "commonplaces," draws its 
materials from the cultural code. The reading process, as Barthes describes 
it, IS Just this activity of inner speech: "Thus begms a process of nomma· 
tion which is the essence of the reader-os actIvIty: to read IS to struggle to 
name, to subject the sentences of the text to a semantIc transformatIOn. 
This transformatlOn 18 erratic; It consIsts III hesitatmg among several 
names" (S/Z, 92), "What we hear, therefore. IS the displaced VOlee which 
the reader lends, by proxy, to the discourse: the discourse IS speaking ac
cording to the reader's mterests. Whereby we see that writing IS not the 
commumcation of a message which starts from the author and proceeds to 
the reader; it is specifically the VOIce of reading Itself: tn the text only the 
reader speaks" (151). In claSSIcal reading, the work of nom;nation produces 
a "thematics" coded by the "implicit proverbs" of the cultural code. 

This nomination process informed by the cultural code functIOns m 
films as well as m literature and IS the basIs for the productIOn of verbal 
Images-the essentiai deVIce of intellectual montage. As mentioned earlier. 
verbal Images may be described as "literalisms" -- "the use of non-verbal 
stand-ins for verbal signifiers, a result of repreSSIOn" ("Discourse," 83). 
The reader or viewer, as Noel Carroll explains m his "rhetonc" of the 
verbal Image, names the Images with terms drawn from the commonplaces 
of the cultural code. Carroll, however, prefers to use speech act theory, 
rather than the theory of inner speech, to account for the functlOmng of 
the verbal image. The verbal image, he argues, IS an illocutionary act, which 
performs preCIsely the evocation of words in the spectator's mmd (even if 
these words are not fully conSCIOUS). He wants to confine the deVIce 
(artificIally, from the pomt of vIew of AG) to deliberate acts by the 
filmmaker. 31 

In his excellent explication of the deVIce, Carroll lists these conditions 
for the verbal image: 

1. The image, or Image part, or succeSSIOn of images under consider
ation IS literally describable by a certam word or stnng of words. 

2. The word or stnng of words evoked as a descnption of the Image 
must have some extended meanings beyond its literal meanmg and 
at least one of those extended meanings applies as a comment on 
the subject of the Image. 

3. Both the literal and extended mearungs of the words or stnngs of 
words putativeiy evoked by the Image must eXIst III the language 
(or languages) of the filmmaker (or filmmakers). 

He supplements this list with a further list of constitutory conditIons. An 
image is a verbal image if 
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a. the elements that gIve nse to the putative verbal image are salient 
and hypothesizmg the verbal tmage gIves us our best explanation 
of the otherWIse unmotivated prommence of the elements; 

b. ItS postulation fits as a coherent (Le. consistent) remark upon the 
developmg narrative 

and lor 
c. a developmg character 

and/or 

d. a developmg theme: 

e. Its postulation fits the discurSIve context of the film's production 
and it does not contradict the overt meanings internal to the struc
ture of the film, 

Rather than cite Carroll's examples, I will provide several of my own 
which were evoked III me by certam narrative films and which confirmed 
for me the practicality of the pnnclple lllvolved. In The Birds, Alfred 
Hitchcock's notonous fondness for playmg with Freudian themes and 
symbols IS couched as a verbal Image in the scene In which Melanie hav
mg (unnecessarily) gone to the attic by herself, is attacked by the birds, 
The birds. of course, nearly "peck her" (peeker) to death. This "pecker" 
at the themallc level is the phallus whose power Melanle challenged: "This 
IS the birdS' fmal attack on Melanie," Bill NichOls notes. "It dnves her 
from thc Brenner house (indirectly) and pushes the theme of aggresslOn 
agamst the (erotic) image of the ollier to its extreme.,,32 The "peeker" is 
also the SIgnature. sigmng the "cock" in Hitchcock's proper name (Derrida 
mIght read all of HitChcock's self-consclOus manIpUlation of phallic imagery 
m terms of the sIgnature). 

Another example that meets Carroll's conditions IS evoked by the last 
scene of McCabe and Mrs. Miller, which shows Mrs. Miller (the herome. 
Julie ChIlstie) smoking her oplUm pIpe (a "free motif") while McCabe 
(Warren Beatty), havmg managed to kill all three of the hired guns sent 
after him, dies, wounded, in a snowbank. The opmm evokes rather its 
denvative, herom, a literalism for "herome," whiCh serves to comment on 
the effect the woman had on McCabe, who never would have "played the 
hero" (as established m the early part of the film) had he not been trymg 
to Impress Mrs. Miller. To live by the cliches of the cultural code can be 
deadly, as Barthes painted out with respect to the fate of the hero in 
"Sarrasme. " 

For that matter, It may be seen in this context that the castrato func
tions as a kind of "literalism" (Barthes selected the story for analysis be
cause of this happy convergence of the narrative with the symbolic code). 
Sarrasme, that IS, is literally castrated, while access to the Symbolic requues 
symbolic castration. Brecht SImilarly takes advantage of the convergence 
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of the political and narratlYe lines m Galileo. Galileo's discovery that the 
earth revolves IS "revolutionary." Brecht IS able to evoke his MarxIst mes
sage of political revolution by means of the literal revolutlOns manifested 
in Galileo's position. 

The crucial pomt to keep III mmd in discussing the norninatlOn process 
of inner speech, however, is that Eisenstem, for example, used verbal 
Images as a means of adding a commentary to a nonverbal channel, thus 
creating a heterogeneous system. ,As Stephen Heath emphasIzes, verbaliza
tion may function III filmic writing the way spatIalizatlOn functIOns III 
grammatological discourse. AG, that is, operates at the meeting pomt of 
nonverbal and verbal systems, balancmg the spatializahon of the verbal 
and the verbalizmg of the spatial. Thus, Heath promotes mner speech pre~ 
clsely as a means of countenng the attempt to pacify Images by banishing 
from them the nommation process productIve of concepts (QuestIOns, 
216-17). 

Heath's observation that "independent, avant~garde, and politIcal 
filmmakers" have turned to mner speech and its verbal images "to produce 
alternatIve mstitutions, different ·vlewmgs,· new heanngs" is confirmed by 
Carroll, who IS mterested m the way that avant~garde "film-essays" con
struct verbal Images that are literalizations, not of the commonplaces of 
the cultural code, but of slogans or terms specific to the polemIcs of 
specIalized artistic or theoretical fields. What all these commentators sug
gest IS that, once this process has been identified, it may be used to mount 
a counterideological discourse. Argumg agamst those who mIght mterpret 
mner speech as an attempt to remtroduce the old supremacy of literature 
over cmema, Willemen inSIstS that verbal Images may be used m filmIC 
writing to break with the idealogy of realism and representatIOn 1Il cinema. 
Nor IS the film text totally translatable mto verbal language, hJ adds ("Re. 
flections," 62-63). Rather, without concernmg oneself about the mten
tIonality of the verbal Image, the fact IS that the mteractlOn of verbal 
language and images can produce "metaphonc effects," "literalisms," whiCh 
involve "the type of play on words FreUd analyses m his books on Jokes, 
rather than metaphors properly speaking. These verba-VIsual puns often m
volve a play on the polysemic aspects of the image as well as the polysemlc 
qualities of the verbal terms mvolved." Willemen likes to think of the devIce 
as offenng "a radically new perspective which, unfortunately, has never 
been followed up" and which provides a new strategy both for the writing 
and the reading of films. Indeed, the VIewer's mner speech IS as important 
as the filmmaker's m the generation of verbal images. 

With SUCh literalisms m mind, we may return for a moment to Eisen
stem's project, in order to note that Ivan the Terrible mIght be read as a 
remake of October, at least to the extent of retammg the basIc pnnclple 
of montage Imagery activated by lOner speech. ThIS final example should 
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help clarify the lacomc quality of the film·essay, operating with verbal 
images to orgamze the translatIOn mto film of a verbose theoretical dis
course such as Marx's CapitaL. As EisensteIn states m his "Notes" fOI 
Cam taL, hIS general rule IS "that pIcture IS cmematic whose story can be 
told m two words." Orgamzed around a smgle concept, Cam tal or October, 
Eisenstem believed, could aCCOmmodate any number of shifts at the level 
of anecdote. "Furthermore, one realizes that without even c,hasmg around 
after the flavor of Egypt, the whole of CAPITAL could be constructed' 
on a set. Schuftan ["an illUSlOntsllc process deSIgned to perfect, through 
the use of reduced models drawn on glass, the mtegratIOn of decor mto 
film"] Glass. [Glas'] ModeL ... Film language 18 not terrifying as far as 
footage IS concerned. On the contrary, It IS the maxImally succmct expres~ 
Sive mode: within fifteen meters the idea of Deity disqualifies itself" 
("Notes," 13-14). Willemen's expenence with verbal Images reveals what 
this succmctness Implies for practice: "After the elaborate analysis of 
some sequences of RaOUl Walsh's Pursuea (1947) tt appeared that the 
clfculation of a few Pflvileged but repressed verbal signifiers (e.g. 'phallus' 
and 'to shoot' in the sense of 'consummating the sex act') put into place 
not only vIsual sIgnifymg configurations (flashes of light) but also produced 
distortIOns on the sound track (nOIse level of gunshots), determined 
camera set ups and even phYSIcal attributes of characters (e.g. the one
armed Grant Callum"-"Reflections," 66). 

The key signifiers organizing a film.essay, as oppo&ed to a narrative 
film, will, of course, be theoretical terms, philosophemes, concepts or 
proper names treated as literalisms. To see how this literalization works III 
lvan, 1 should first note' that October IS famous for being the first film to 
depIct Lenm as a character. which (:ontributed eventually, it IS said, to 
Lemn's "cult of personality_,,33 OctOber has even been described as mark
Ing the turn toward socIalist realism because of ItS "herolcisation" of 
reality, resultmg from ItS refUSal to reproduce historical fact, which It re
placed with an lflvented revolutIOnary reality While retammg a documentary 
style. In short, It rewrote Russlan history. The tendency of SUbsequent 
presentations of the October days to use footage from October rather than 
(or even because of the absence of) documentary evidence marks its ef
fecllveness as a propaganda film (Taylor, 93). 

But if October can be read as a precursor of Eisenstem's films of the 
Stalimst period, so may Ivan be understood as an exerCIse, On a maSSIVe 
scale (many scenes, one idea-the pnnclple of mtellectual montage), of 
montage Imagery. Consider, for example, this remark Eisenstem made 
about the status of I van as a character: 

The "great" and "illustnous" personages of the past ruled the fate 
of millions according to theu limited VIews. They were "gOdS" 
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invented out of whole cloth. It 18 time to reveal the truth about 
these paid romantic hewes. The concealed traps of officIal history 
must be exposed. We want to know the SOCIal basIs of these fab
ulous figures, glorified by hired scholars m tne mterests of theIr class 
and theIr descendants. Ivan the Terrible as a personality III the man
ner of Edgar Allan Poe will hardly mterest the young SOViet worker; 
but as the creator of the linen trade, the Czar Who ennched and 
strengthened RUSSIa's economIC pOSition, he becomes a more mterest
mg figure. (Essays, 26-27, my emphasIs) 

Ivan, that is, may be read as another gods sequence. demystifymg a legend 
if not a religIOn. More Importantly, the "god" bemg demystified, a1' the 
level of inner speech, at least, may not be Ivan but LenIn himself (his cult 
of personality fostered by Stalin), for the verbal image workmg here IS the 
pun assocrating Lenm with linen (by antonomasla). The pun IS English, of 
course, but then Eisenstein was fluent III English. In any case, as Wille men 
notes, the verbal Image must work tWIce-once In the language of the film
maker, once III the language of the VIewer. The allUSIOn links Lenm's sIgna
ture with Marx In that one of the pnncipal examples of the theory of the 
commodity in CamtaL IS the linen trade In England. The comment articu
lated in Ivan might be that Stalin IS capItalizIng on LenIn's sacred status to 
create a power as fetishistic and alienated as that ongmally de constructed 
in the gods sequence. 

Or, to put It another way, the Signature effect of Lenin/linen m CapitaL 

mIght provide a verbal image capable of orgalllzmg a film of CaPitaL, should 
anyone ever decide to make It. But then, Jean-Luc Godard, the leading 
cinetextualist of our time, has already made his own verSIon of Capltal in 
Two or Three Things I Know about Her. In this film (and in a number of 
others) Godard uses "proStitution" as a metaphor of capitalism, a metaphor 
which, as Hyman-'s reading of Marx indicates, IS Marx's own: "As mtangI
bles become commodities, man becomes 'a thing, although a livmg con
scious thing.' Women, of course, become prostitutes-what better symbol 
for turning flesh into commodity, people mto things? Prostitution is every
where m the book [Capital]" (Hyman, 132). The verbal Image m Two or 
Three Things which evokes the name "prostitute" (and whiCh functIons as 
the mnemonic device organizing the concept) involves, as Alfred Guzzetti 
expiains, the construction cranes used m the building projects that consti
tute the setting of the film. "This cut [from Juliette to the construclIon 
SIte, showmg the crane] also serves to evoke the womanireglOn eqUivoca
tion m a pun of which Godard can scarcely be presumed mnocent: grue, 
the word for crane, is also slang for 'prostitute.,,,34 That Godard whispers 
his VOIce-over commentary may be a reference to mner speech, III that 
according to one theory, the passage from external to mternal speech in
volves a middle phase during whiCh the child whispers to Itself. 
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THE ELECTRONIC PARADIGM 

"Now I know how to go on." Can anyone say this with respect to AG? 
Is anyone prepared to apply grammatology? Is grammatology an emergent 
diSCIpline, field of study, a new discurSIVe formation? All that has been 
established to this pomt IS that there IS available m Derrida's texts both a 
theory and a demonstration of a heterogeneous scnpting, articulatmg word 
and thmg presentations; that there are also available In the arts-especIally 
III performance art and video/film cmetexts-mOdels explormg the possibil
Ities of thIS practice, already directed to didactic ends. What remams, of 
course, IS to bring these examples to bear on our own discourse. 

In pnnciple, this application could begmm the educational institution as 
It eXIsts today, leavlllg everything to dO with curnculum and evaluation in 
place while transformmg first of all the language used, the medium m 
whiCh professors and students commumcate. The assumption is, however, 
that ill tampenng with this language something "happens" (takes place) 
that alters the entire ecology of learnmg. I must avoid the temptation to 
speculate on the specifics of this change, as well as the temptatIon to outline 
a kind of teacher's manual for the new pedagogy .. But as long as this chap
ter IS already, I feel obligated nonetheless to continue on a bit further m 
order to reiterate the prmclpal value of AG-that it shows us how to adapt 
the domllant medium of mass commulllcation (teleViSion) to the critical, 
theoretical, and creative mterests of academIC discourse. The necessity 
Justifymg AG is the eXistence of a new technology of writing. Every teacher 
today, at every grade level from kindergarten to graduate school, is III a 
positlOn Similar to the one Socrates confronted when he caught Phaedrus 
with the wntten speech concealed in,his robe. The televiSIOn set, the poste, 
IS the concealed (unaCknOWledged) deVIce that, with or without Derrida, is 
transformmg our situation. 

Emilio Garrom, m an essay dealing with the Importance of inner speech 
for the theory of filmIC writing, has stated the central questIOn facmg AG. 
Garroni first formulates his question with respect to the problem addressed 
by RUSSian montage: "Is it possible to develop the pertinent procedures, In 

the realization of filmic and televisual messages, m a way that such messages 
approXImate as closely as possible the very processes of thought?" 35 Then, 
reflectmg on the way these messages lend themselves to "mystifymg acriti
cal, rhetoncal, emotional, fallaCIOUS, etc. operatIOns," Garroni restates his 
questlOn: "Is the filmIC or teleVlsual message made in a way such that it 
renders msurmountable this acritical situatIon, even if the sender IS moti
vated by the best mtentions of commumcalIon?" (120). Garroni himself 
does not accept as mevitable or necessary the current acritical use of film 
and televlSlon, although he admits that many observers would not agree 
with him. 
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Derrida Cas I menlloned ill chapter I) called upon the educators assem
bled for the Estates General of Philosophy (June 1979) to mclude the study 
and use of the media III their educational work. He added that this project 
must be earned out within the media themselves. RegIS Debray, spokes~ 
man for the workshop on teaching and media at this meetmg, made the 
classIc argument agamst teleVISIOn as a means of philosophic teaching. No 
real thinking, Debray mSlsts, can occur by means of teleVISIOn for reasons 
inherent m the medium: "The mass media are not neutral forms susceptible 
to carry no matter what cultural matenaL They entail necessarily a re
gression of discursIVe forms, a decomposition of analytIcal procedures In

herent in critIcal thought, the progressIve abandonment of a certam number 
of constraints proper to the philosophical effort such as demonstration, 
definition, or interpretation" (Etats, 160-61). TeleVISIOn IS mcapable of 
domg philosophy Ccertamly of domg it "philosophically"), not only be
cause of its discursIve regresslVeness, but also because of the nature of the 
mass audience, for whom "existentIal thrills and emotive amalgations have 
always been more gratifymg than an apprenticeship m the techmque of 
discernment." Debray goes on to specify his criticIsms, objectmg that 
teleVIsion (1) IS a communicatlOn without reCIprocity; (2) replaces the 
value of truth with the pursuit of seductive effects; and (3) IS ephemeral, 
prohibiting verification by the mhibition of memory. He summanzes his 
attaCk, aImed at the tendency of televiSIOn to pacify rather than stImulate 
its audience. by noting that certam lllstitutions are puttmg philsopohy on 
cassettes, thus "replacing the livmg pedagogIcal word with audiO-VIsual 
programs Call of metaphyslcSlll three hours, athome, on videodiscs)" (163), 

At the same time, Debray expresses his anxiety over his own Platomc 
critIque, because he Joms Derrida m recogmzmg the politlcal necessity 
(again like Plato) for academICS to work with the contemporary media. 
Debray's mistake, from the point of VIew of AG. IS to Imagme that the 
traditional mode of philosophizmg, which developed out of alphabetIc 
writing, is the only kind of philosophy possible, mstead of considenng 
that the philosophical proJect, m order to operate within film/video, should 
be rethought, redefined. redeSIgned to explOIt the vutues specific to these 
media (the same pomt applies to deconstructiOnIsts who can think only m 
terms of literary critiCIsm). Moreover, Enc Havelock, antICIpating Derrida"s 
own assessment of the contradiction in Plato's relationship to writIng, has 
shown that, despite Plato's explicit statements condemnmg writmg, Pla
tomc philosophy fully manifests a mode of thought made possible only by 
alphabetiC writing. Walter Ong says, referring to Havelock, "The Greek 
philosopher's thought IS essentIally the thought released by a rather 
thoroughly alphabellzed culture taking Issue with the thought of the old 
oral-aurai world, newly superseded m Plato-'s day.,,36 The passage from 
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mythology to philosophy IS a product, m part at least, of the shift from an 
oral to a wntten culture. 

My argument IS that Derrida's texts smlilarly already reflect an mternali
zatIOn of the electromc media, thus marking what IS really at stake in the 
debate surrounding the closure of Western metaphYSICS. A fuller apprecia
tIon of the Import of Derrida's style for philosophy is possible III the con
text of this technologIcal transformation, mdicating the position that 
enables him to compose scnpts "beyond the bOok." Nor is Derrida's 
program another verSIOn of a technologIcal determIllIsm, a la MarShall 
McLuhan. Rather, it represents a deliberate choice to accept the new para
digm. Walter Ong remmds us, m a way that accounts for Derrida's willing
ness to take Issue with the entIre (preelectrolllc) era from Plato to FreUd. 
of the major role played III cultUral shifts by the changes III the dominant 
technOlogy of communicatIOn. Following Ong, if Plato marks the tur] 
from a Civilization based on orality (speech) to one based on alphabetic 
wntmg, Derrida marks a. smular shift from alphabetIc writing m its pnnt 
stage to filmIC writmg. 

Derrida's own negotIatIOn of the transitIOn between the print and 
electrolllC eras has pnncipally concerned a critique of the alliance of Book 
and VOIce. His analYSIS of the mterdependence of logocentrism (centered 
m philosophy) and alphabetic writmg (chirography subordinated to oral
Ity) has been misunderstood as a simple attempt to mvert the opposition 
vOlce/writmg. In fact, he has sorted out the vestIges of orality which 
perSIst III our concepts, while revealing that the actual character of Western 
thinking IS governed by chirography and pnnt. The pomt IS that these 
governmg structures are m the process of bemg subverted m turn. Thus, 
two of Derrida"s major topIcs-the "margm" and the "signature"-may be 
recognIzed as features peculiar to alphabetic writmg, whose effects are to 
be identified and displaced in the electromc paradigm. 

With respect to these effects, Jack Goody pomts out that the presenta
tIon of information III the form of lists IS one of the special capacities of 
alphabetIc writmg: "The list relies on discontinUlty rather than continuity; 
it depends on phYSIcal placement. on locatIOn; it can be read m different 
directions, both sideways and downwards, up and down, as well as left and 
nght; it has a clear-cut begmnmg and a preCIse end, that IS, a boundary, 
and edge, like a pIece of cloth. Most Importantly it encourages the order
mg of the Items, by number, by mitia! sound, by category, etc. And the 
eXIstence of boundaries, external and mternal, bnngs greater VIsibility to 
categones, at the same tim,e as making them more abstract."37 Derrida's 
critique of margms may be aSSOCIated with the meamng of the word "list," 
which, as Goody remarks, has to do with" 'the border, edgmg, stnp, selvage 
of a cloth,'" with whiCh IS assoClated "the notion of a boundary" (80), 
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Along with the list and its relatIves, the formula and the table-·the 
principal devIces by which writing tames the "savage mmd"--"Goody ob
serves that the growth of individuality IS directly linked to the fact that a 
written work may be sIgned. "If a mutation [in an oral culture] is adopted, 
the mdividual SIgnature (it IS difficult to avoid the literate Image) tends to 
get rubbed out, whereas m wntten cultures the very knowledge that a 
work will endure in time, in spIte of commercIal or politIcal pressures, 
often helps to stImulate the creative process and encourage the recognition 
of individuality" (14). Part of the relevance of the psychoanalytIc model 
to this Investigation of the effects of the technology of commUll1cation in 
thought has to do with Freud's self-analysis, whiCh represents a limit-case 
exemplifying the kind of introspection whiCh alphabetic writing made 
possible. In the context of the transformation brought about III cognitlOn 
by the Book, Goody stresses "the relevance of thIS mte:-nal aspect smce 
the roie of the mner ear and the contributlOn of writing 1ll clarifying one's 
own thoughts are rarely gIven much recognition by those who see the ele
ments m communIcation as a matter of the external relatIOns between 
human bemgs; the outstanding case, not always the limiting one, IS the 
audience of one, myself, for even at this level the 'soCIal settmg-' IS all
Important, an essential prerequisite of the kind of cognitIve process we are 
familiar with" (160). He argues, that is, that communIcatIon with oneself is 
as susceptible to cultural transformation as every other aspect of CIviliza
tion, hence that the dominant medium of commUnICatIOn m a culture
VOIce, book, or electronIcs-directs thought. The theory of inner speech 
outlined m this chapter seems to offer a clue to the transformation now 
under way m communication with oneself and to the new cognitive style 
in general emergmg m an electronIC culture. In short. the signature Itself. 
the relation of the speaker-writer to his discourse, IS changmg. 

Walter Ong's observation that our culture IS now drawn to open-system 
models for conceptual representation, which he links to our "new orality," 
identifies what IS at stake in AG. For Ong, if Kant IS the exemplar of a 
thinking that maxImIzes a closed system (in whiCh borders, distmctlOns
such as those separating nournena and phenomena, or practical and pure 
reason-are stressed), then televIslOn may be seen as the fullest embodi
ment of an open system because of the large-scale blur It permIts between 
fictlOn and life. 38 Ong uses the analogy of the Klem bottle to illustrate the 
merger that videotape creates between live or direct broadcast and pre
recorded images. Quiz shows further reflect the controlled spontaneIty 
charactenstlc of open systems (Interfaces, 319,324). Ong adds that open
system thinking, defined as bemg mteractional, transactional, develop
mental, process-oriented, has already deeply affected the umversity cur
riculum m the form of mterdisciplinary courses of study and "open" 
classroom procedures. He states that m these new clfcumstances the 
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"particIpatory study of humanIstic subjects encouragmg creative or imagi
natIve work" IS going to playa part in the educatIOn of the future (Inter
faces, 329)39 

Ong"s assumptions are shared by those theorists who have begun to argue 
for the promotlOn of the audiO-VIsual media from an auxiliary to a pnmary 
role m education. The most SUCCInct statement of the assumptions motivat
mg this argument has been formulated by Gavnel Salomon. Salomon 
offers, to begm with, an illlportant corrective to the way theonsts of inner 
speech, from Eikhenbaum to Garrom, have posed the question of the rela
tionship between film and thought. It is not so much that film can or 
should correspond to our processes of thinking (which IS finally to pose 
the questIOn within the model of representatIOn, repeating the gesture of 
10gocentnsm), Rather, Salomon suggests that our modes of thought them
selves change, that we are mternalizIng the symbolic system of film and 
begmnmg to think by means of filmIC structuration (editing, camera move~ 
ments, and the like). Part of the strangeness of Derrida's texts, in this view. 
would be that he IS already thinking filmlcly, already explOIting th~ 
philosophical potential of bookish eqUIvalents of montage imagery, 40 

Salomon further suggests that televlslOn (and fiJm)develops skills that 
in turn become tools of thought applicable to matters outside the demands 
of a particular medium (83). With respect to mner speech, Salomon notes 
that the "extraction of knowledge" from any system of representation 
proceeds by the translation from an external code of meanmg to an 
internal code. Salomon IS not conVInced, however, that verbal language is 
the only possible code by means of which this extraction may take place, 
To learn from a model it IS necessary to recode It, but this recoding may 
occur directly m VIsual codes as well a,s m verbalization (115, 152). 

Another pomt m Salomon relevant to AG is that the new media should 
not be used (or are meffectIve when used) for purposes originally devised 
for other media. Rather, new ends that exploit the strengths of the new 
media should be developed. The ambiguity Inherent In Images, for example, 
should not be considered as a fault, but, along with all the other features 
of filmIC writing, should be explored to discover what contributIOn it mIght 
make to a new discourse. Thus, to the extent that educational films 
attempt to limrt the ambigUIty of the Images by adding spoken explana
tIons, they lose much of their specific and umque contribution to Jearmng 
(56). He concludes that while televlslOn allows "shallow processmg" (the 
acntical conditIOn), it does not reqUIre It. On the contrary, televiSIOn has 
the potential for deep proces~mg of thought. but for this potentia! to be 
realized new compositions must be deVIsed tJlat make use of the specific 
capacitIes of the medium for cognitive ends. 

Followmg Salomon's lead, Genevieve Jacqumot (Who edited a speCial 
Issue of CommUnicatIOns [33 (1981), "Apprendre des medias"]) has called 
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for the development of an mtellectua!, educatlOnal use of film/video. She 
applies Barthes's readerly·wnteriy oppositIOn to film, remmding us that, if 
academIC discourse is at present understood 1ll a readerly way, It may also 
be treated III a writerly way (which 18 what AG attempts to do). In~er 
speech as that process of nommation which ~arthe~ describes as readmg 
need not confine itself to a passive consumptIOn of Ideology but ~ay be
come an actIve construction of the "plurality" of a text: "Yet readmg does 
not consIst In stoppmg the cham of systems," Barthes declares, "in ,estab
lishing a truth, a legality of the text, and consequently III leadmg Its 
reader into '-errors'; it consIsts III coupling these systems, not accordmg to 
their finite quantity, but according to their plurality (which IS a bemg, not 
a discounting): I pass, I intersect, I articulate, I release, I do not count. 
Forgetting meanmgs is not a matter for excuses, an unfortunate defect m 
performance~ it IS an affumatIve value, a way of assertmg the l~responsl
bility of the text, the pluralism of systems" (S/Z, II). Thus, "readmg IS not 
a parasitical act, the reactive complement of a wntmg WhICh we end~w 
with all the glamour of creatIon and anteriority.It IS a form of work (WhICh 
is why it would be better to speak of a lexeological act----even a Jexeograph

lCa! act, smce I wnte my reading" - 10). . 
J acqulllot notes that the film nnage does not lend itself to the tradI

tional model of pedagogy, and her remarks Imply that the reason the 
readerly-wnterly distinction translates so readily mto a film ~ontext IS that 
the writerly approach to literature IS m fact preCIsely a fIlmIC mode of 
comprehenslOn. Indeed., we mIght understand Barthes 's mterest III photog
raphy III his later career as the consequence of purSUIng thIS wnterly rnod~; 
Paul Willemen, m any case, considers Barthes's notion of "thud meanmgs, 
developed III a reading of some stills from Eisenstem's films, to be an 
attempt to exploit the cognitive work of inner speech. That an Image can 

, never be completely rendered III words, that the heterogene~us. syste~s 
in filmIC writing are ureducible to any umty, IS the conditIOn wlthm WhiCh 
inner speech functions- "the mode of presence of the verbal gena-text 
within the film IS pnmarily that of the traces of its absence, the marks of 
the fact that the matenal was mOdelled by words which themselves have 
disappeared" ("ReflectIOns," 6). Or, from the vlewer's pe~s~ective,.there IS 
the possibility and necessity to name the excess of slgmfwrs avatl~ble III 
the nnage. "This thing which always escapes and yet IS present, thIS vItal 
something which one can't qUIte get hold of but nevertheless constitutes 
the essential distinguishing mark between the order of language and the 
Image, IS this perhaps the 'ineffable" third sense Roland Barthes speaks 

of?" (68), 
Barthes's work" with the third sense, because it addresses preCIsely the 

problem of the cognition of Images, the excess of meam~g a~ailable i~ 
Images beyond the obViOUS meamngs of the cultural code (m Elsenstem s 
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case, the obviOUS meamng IS "reVOlution"), IS of maJor importance for AG, 
further justifymg Its concern with the puns m montage imagery: "The ob
tuse meanmg appears to extend outside culture, knowledge, mformation; 
analytically, it has something densory about It: opemng out mto the infin
Ity of language, it can come through as limited III the eyes of analytic 
reason ~ It belongs to the family of pun, buffoonery, useless expenditure. In
different to moral or aesthetIC categofles (the tnvlal, the futile, the false. 
the pastiche), it IS on the side of the carnival.,,41 ' 

The question Jacqumot raIses III the context of Barthes's writerly read
mg reflects her belief that a new medium requires a new pedagogy: "But 
to the question of whether the proposal to obtain a pedagogical teleVIsual 
Image does not reduce to the Impossible project of transfornung a cool 
medium mto a hot medium, couldn't one substitute the question: isn't it 
possible to transform a closed pedagogy mto an open pedagogy?"42 Tra
ditional pedagogy, Jacqumot argues, based on the myth of umque interpre~ 
tatton and the ideology of good (well-made) commulllcation, considered 
learnmg to mvolve the transmiSSIOn of a constituted knowledge by some~ 
one who knows to someone who does not know ~ She opposes to the 
traditional model a modernist, constructivist epIstemology. In place of a 
prestructured., predigested product deSIgned for consumption by a 
homogeneous group, the open pedagogy will expose the work of produc
tlOn, will "make of the didacllc act a process of production of sense" (17), 

The ambiglilty of the film unage lends Itself to a "pedagogy of difference 
or of the singulanty as soon as one liberates it from its referential func~ 
tion" (Jacqumot, 117). Instead of the ideology of commulllcation, open 
pedagogy adheres to the ideOlogy of Signification, "which takes mto ac
count all the systems of cades, seeks to make them expliCIt m order better 
to analyze therr origm and their mode of functionmg." The filmic message 
IS didactIc, "no longer because it transmIts a knowledge, but because it 
permIts the elaboration of a knowledge." ThiS elaboration 18 undertaken 
not by the one who teaches but by the one who learns, based on a presen
tation that provides the raw materIals for an mventio. Pedagogy becomes 
process, not product. Agamst the model of natural SCIence, which values 
"information over evaSIOn, and perceptIOn over imagmation," the open 
pedagogy promotes a heuflsilc, lllventive mOde, in whiCh the aesthetic di~ 
menSIOn replaces the referential as the guide for the prOductive partlcIpa
tion of the addressee. What must be emphasized with respect to this 
argument, of course, IS that it assumes that the open pedagogy, fostermg 
the wflterly student, IS not SImply one style among others but is the one 
necessary for the cognitive use of fIlmivideo m education. 

Although Jacqumot paints out that there are almost no available ex
amples of "modermst" educational films, she mentions Eisenstem's in
tellectual montage and Brecht's "learnmg plays" as possible models for a 
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practice, with the theones of Levi-Strauss and Umberto Eco offenng a 
ratIOnale for the project. It may be useful to conclude my study with a 
discussIOn of Eco, smce he has explored most fully the "openness" that 
must mform the new pedagogy. Moreover, if deconstruction (as III Culler"s 
discussion mentIOned at the begmmng of this book) tends to emphasIZe 
the negative or criticai relationship of Derrida to semiotIcs, grammatoJogy 
explores the positive dimensIOn of this relationship (in which the gram 
subsumes the sign). 

The chief link between 'Derrida and Eco 1S that both see Finnegans 
Wake as the touchstone for thinking about language III our time. David 
Hayman has identified the pnncipal lesson of the Wake as havmg to do 
with its bemg "open" or "writeable" "The Wake belongs to a class (not a 
genre) of works whiCh Invite the reader to perpetuate creatlOn.,,43 Eco 
agrees: "The search for 'open' models capable of guarant~emg and found
fig the mutation and the growth and, finally, the vIsion of a umverse 
founded on possibility, as contemporary philosophy and SClCnce suggest 
to the imagination, encounters perhaps its most provoking and VIOlent 
representation-perhaps its anticlpation-m Finnegans Wake.,,44 Eco be
lieves that works constructed in accord with an open aesthetIc are ulherently 
didactiC, are "epIstemologIcal metaphors" "It has to do with elaborating 
models of relations In which ambigUIty finds a Justification and acqUIres a 
positive value. , , . Contemporary art attempts to find-anticIpating science 
and social structures-a solution to our cnsis, and encounters It ill the only 
mode possible, with an Imagmative gUIse, offenng llnages of the world 
which amount to epIstemologIcal metaphors" (Obra, 11), 

Contemporary art, with Its "contmuous exercIse of free selection and 
of conscious and continuous breaks with established methods," may well 
represent, Eco suggests, an "instrument of liberation.~' providing us with 
an educatIOn III "self-direction" (Ohra, 127). Eco's discussIOn of avant
garde art In terms of "information theory" provides a clue to t~~ nature 
of an "open" pedagogy. The clue IS based on the homonym m mforma
tIon." If traditional pedagogy attempted a transparent, umvocal trans
mIssion of a body of information, understood as the content or signifieds 
of a diSCIpline, an open pedagogy concerns Itself with mformation as it is 
understood m General Systems Theory, cybernetIcs, and the like. defined 
III terms of the probability or improbability of a message within a rule
governed system. The more probable (banal) the message, the less mfor
matIOn it conveys. "Information" here IS statistical. referrmg not to what 
one says but to what one could say, the extent of liberty of selectIOn (1 03), 
Ordinary languages, such as English, Eco notes, tend to be balanced at a 
statIstical rate of fifty percent redundancy, 

AG, then. deals with mformatIOn In this statistIcal sense, adopting a 
style from the expernnental arts, which favor a high Improbability, as 
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opposed to the clanty (low mformatlOn) favored m traditIOnal pedagogy, 
"While claSSIC art mtroduced anginal movements within a linguistic system 
which substantIally respected the baSIC rules. contemporary art realizes its 
ongmality In proposmg a new lingUIstiC system which carnes within itself 
new laws" (Obra, 106), In the tensIOn between form and possibility, the 
artists stnve to augment the possibilities of information by means of an 
"orgallIzed disorder." "In consequence, mformation aSSOCIates itself not 
with order, but disorder, or at least with a c~rtam type of order-not
habitual-forseeable. Could we say that the positiv'e measure of such mfor
malIon (distInct from slgnificatJon) be entropy?" (101), 

The pun or homophone acqUIres a new status with respect to the new 
sensibility, attUned no longer to the expectatIOns of cause and effect, the 
lOgIC of the excluded middle, but to the pleasure of surpnse, in that 
homophones represent "the bridge of least motivation," thus generating 
the greatest "information." Eco establishes the epistemologIcal importance 
of the pun by identifying It as the prInCIpal figure of Finnegan:::: Wake, un
derstood Itself to be an "epIstemologICal metaphor" of "unlimited seml
OSIS" (the apelron, m Derrida's terms). "In proposmg Itself as a model of 
language III general, Finnegans Wake (FW] focuses·our·attention specifically 
on semantic values, In other words, SInce FW is itself a metaphor for the 
process of unlimited semlOsis, I have chosen It for metaphoric reasons as a 
field of inquiry m order to cover certam itineranes of knOWledge more 
qUlckly.,,45 The cruCIal pomt of Eco's analYSIS for AG IS his observations 
on how the Wake functions: "We should be able to show that each meta
phor produced m FW IS, III the last analYSIS, comprehensible because the 
entire book, read m different directions, actually furnishes the metonymic 
chams that justify It. We can test this hypothesIs on the atomiC element of 
FW, the pun, which constitutes a particular form of metaphor founded on 
subjacent chams of metonymIes" (Rote, 72). 

For specific examples of how the pun operates m the Wake ("meander
tale" IS a key illustration of this "nomadic" writing) I refer the reader to 
Eco's study. What mterests me here, and what may serve as a model for 
the mtelligibility of AG.IS Eco's descnphon of the homopholllC system. 

The pun constItutes a forced contigUIty between two or more words: 
sang plus sans plUS glorians plus nant makes "Sanglonans." It IS a 
contIgUIty made of recIprocal eliSions, whose result IS an ambiguous 
acformatlOn; but even III the form of fragments, there are words 
that nonetheless are reJated to one another. This forced contlguzty 
frees a senes of possible readings-hence mterpretations-which 
lead to an acceptance of the terms as a metaphoric vehiCle of different 
tenors . ... We can in theory distinguish between two types of puns, 
In accordance with the reasons that established the contiguity of terms: 
contIgUIty of resemblance of slgnifiers .... contigUIty of resemblance 
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of signifieds .... As one can see, the two types refer to each other, 
even as contiguity seems to refer to the lUstituting resemblance, and 
VIce versa. In truth, though, the force of the pun (and of every suc
cessful and inventive metaphor) consIsts m the fact that pnor to it no 
one had grasped the resemblance .... The resemblance becomes 
necessary only after the contiguity is realized. Actually (FW is itself 
the proof), It 18 enough to find the means of renderzng two terms 
phonetically contiguous for the resemblance to Impose Itself; at best, 
the sunilitude of slgnifiers 18 that which precedes, and the SImili-
tude of slgnifieds is a consequence of it. The exploration of the field 
of FW as a contracted model of the glObal semantlc field is at once 
useful and densive. It is useful because nothing can show us better 
than a reading of FW that, even when semantic kinship seems to pre
cede the coercion to coexist in the pun, m point of fact a network 
of subjacent contiguities makes necessary the resemblance whiCh was 
presumed to be spontaneous. It IS denSlve because, everything bemg 
gIven in the text already, it is difficult to discover the "before" 
and the "after." (Role, 73-74) 

Eca's account clarifies the epistemic foundations of Derrida's deCIsion to 
expenment with a mimeSIS of signifiers. 

The Wake is an epIstemologIcal metaphor showmg the consequences 
for cognition of field theory. The reader's relatIOnship to the Wake models 
the relationship of the poststructuralist student to the fields of knowledge., 
whose "content" may be identified with the encyclopedia. "Some scholars 
have proposed a semantic representation with the format of an encyclo
pedia, and this solution seems to be the only one capable of conveymg the 
whole mformation entailed by a gIVen term" (Role, 176). Grammatology 
intervenes here III terms of mnemonics-the evolutIOn of writing as artificial 
memory (hypomnesis), as a technology for the storage and retrieval of 
information. (Compare- Sperber's use of the encyclopaedia m chapter 3.) 
As noted m the discussion of Beuys, mnemonics shifted, with the develop
ment of writing, from the orator's memory techmque to the humamst's 
commonplace book, from mmet to page. The final stage of the alliance 
between memory and the book IS the encyclopedia, which Itself constitutes 
the hypertrophy of the commonplace boOk. The encyclopedia IS the final 
stage of the book as hypomnemIc device, which is giving way, m the elec
tromc paradigm, to the computer. Indeed, the homophomc structure of 
the Wake antiCIpates a computenzed verSIOn of reading. 

This means that all connections were already codified before the 
artist could recogmze them by pretending to Institute or discover 
them. This allows us to affirm that it is in theory possible to construct 
an automaton whose memory would conserve all the semantic fields 
and axes which we have Just mentioned: it IS thus WIthin Its capaCIty 
to establish the connections which we have llldicated (or, as It were, 
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to attempt to make others; this could mean writing a new FW or 
reading FW in a way different from our own). What makes the pun 
cre~t~ve IS not the senes of connections (which precedes it as already 
codIfIed); It IS the declSlon of the short CIrcuit, the so-called meta
phonc one. (Rote, 77-78) 

Ropar's argument that Eisenstem's filmic metaphors are III fact based 
all metonymIc contiguities, established within the syntax of the film, not 
by semantIC resemblance or referentiality, finds support In Eco's account 
according to which "a metaphor can be invented because language, m it~ 
process of unlimIted semlOsIs, constitutes a multidimenSional network of 
metonymIes, each of which IS explamed by a cultural convention rather 
th.an by an angmal resemblance" (Role, 78). The advantage of working 
WIth contIgUIty rather than sImilarity, Eco explams, is that it avoids the 
procedure of analogy and the metaphysical or "idealist doctrine of lingms
hc cr~atIVlty" which goes with it. The "Kuleshov" effect of montage JUX
tapOSItIOn, mducmg the "post hoc ergo propter hOC" "fallacy" of filmic 
writmg, IS the film eqUIvalent of the lOgIC of the pun, the pomt bemg in 
both cases to set aside the limItations of the referent and create connections 
WhICh as of yet do not eXIst, thus ennching the COde's possibilities (79). 

. The questIon for AG concerns how the student mIght operate m accord 
WIth the hypomnemics of the electromc paradigm. At this stage of tranSi
tion. the fields of knOWledge, as represented in encyclopedias, textbooks, 
and the like, may be mampulated by the Jeamer as if reading were com
puting. Derrida, in effect, shows that It IS possible to treat the realm of 
discourse as if it were composed III the manner of Finnegans Wake, with 
the pun as the atomic umt organizing and bnngmg into relation the inter
textuality of all the systems of knOWledge. In this context, Derrida's 
e~tenslVe use (especially m Glas) of encylopedic dictionanes finds ItS Justi
fIcatIOn as an mventlO. AG distingUishes itself from the psychologisms of 
current reader-response subjectivIsm by concerning itself not only with the 
"field of onented possibilities" (that which actually or phenomenologIcally 
Occurs m the mner speeCh of a student) but with constructmg connections 
among the systems m relation to the field of all possibilities. 

One consequence of the open aesthetic on which the open pedagogy is 
based IS a new definition of "form" - "form as a field of possibilities" 
(Obra, 156). Thus, "the uncertamty which gIves mformation is the fruit of 
an orgafllzation of possibilities mstead of a umvocal determmatlOn: it is 
uncertamty m an 'open' SItUation because It IS orgamzed as open, not from 
bemg casually disorganized" '(104). Derrida-'s use of "undecidability" IS 
deSIgned to promote Just this enhancement of information. Eco uses Pierce's 
notIOn of the "interpretant" in order to explam how an open fonn IS com
prehended. In Pierce's pragmatism, Eco notes, reality is a result, not a 
datum. To understand a SIgn amounts to learmng what to do m order to 
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gam acquaintance with the object of the term. This object is not the Item 
itself in reality, however, but is the "dynamic object." constltuted by "all 
the mformation available about the object .. " the semantlc spectrum through 
which many possible paths may be taken. "A term entails the globality of 
information about it" (ROle, 188). The mterpretant IS that part of the 
global possibilitIes activated or selected by the knower. In an epIstemology 
of unlimited semlosls, the meanmg of a representation can only be another 
representation. Understanding, ill this situation, may be redefined in terms 
of action: 

An energetic response does not need to be mterpreted; rather, it pro
duces a change of habit. This means that, after havmg receIved a 
senes of sIgns and havmg vanously mterpreted them, our way of act
mg within the world is either tranSItorily or permanently changed. 
This new attitUde, this pragmatIc Issue. IS the final interpretant. At 
this pomt the unlimiteCl semiOSlS stops .... The ffilssmg link be-
tween semlOsis and PhYSICal reality as practical actIOn has been found. 
The theory of interpretants IS not an idealistic one. (ROle, 194) 

The notion of the mterpretant, as Eco explams, solves all the problems 
of meamng raIsed by the spectrum of positions from subjectivIst psychol
ogism to behavIOnsm. Eco uses the example of the Rosetta stone to make 
his pomt, whiCh links his program to the hieroglyphic prmclple of AG. The 
mterpretant 

saves the catee;ory of content (and of meamng) from bemg an ungrasp
able platomc abstraction or an undetectable mental event. Once 
the mterpretant IS equated with any coded intentional property of 
the content, smce these properties cannot be Isolated but under 
the form of the other signs, the elements of the content become some
thing phYSIcally testable. A gIven culture disPlays, In any of its 
activities, accepted correlations between representamens (or expres
sIOns), each becoming in turn the mterpretant of the other. In 
order to understand how an explicit correlatIOn of expreSSIOns makes 
the content analyzable, think of the Rosetta stone, carrymg the 
s1Illultaneous translations of a hieroglyphic text m DemotIc and Greek. 
The content of the first EgyptIan text has become testable because 
of the mediation of the Greek one, this latter bemg III Its turn mterpre
table, not only because there existed public leXIcons equatmg gIVen 
words with gIven contents, but also because these contents were already 
largely analyzed by the Western culture. (Roie, 197) 

This accessibility of the interpretants in the open field is what makes it 
pOSSible for the learner to construct another text, to mark a new path 
through the encyclopedia. "Interpretants are the testable and describable 
correspondents, assOCIated by public agreement to another sIgn. In thIs 
way the analysis of content becomes a cultural operatlOn which works 
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only on physIcally testable cultural products .... SemlOSlS explams itself 
by itself" (Rate, 198). Moreover, these mterpretants requue a combination 
of Word and thing presentations. "The compositIOnal analYSIS of a verbal 
term should not consider as ItS lnterpretants only linguistic terms. Among 
the mterpretants of the word 'dog~ are all the Images of dog displayed by 
enCYClopedIas, zoologicaJ treatises, and all the comIC stnps in which that 
word has been assOCIated to these lffiages, and VIce versa. , .. But no 
semantlc analYSIS can be complete without analYZing verbal expressIOns by 
means of VISUal, objectal. and behaVIOral mteipretants, and vice versa" 
(Role, 197). In short, Eco~s account of the mterpretant mdicates how the 
prmClple of mner speech connected with montage Imagery mIght be ex
tended mto anew .. heterogeneous construction. These constructions, built 
In terms?f the open aesthetic, offer a clue to the pedagogy of grammatology. 

In thIS context, In which "a sIgn IS a textual matnx," In which "the 
content of a smgle term becomes something slITIilar to an encyclopedia" 
the "unconSCIOUS" aSSOCIated with the cultural code may be understo~d 
as :hat vast bOd~ of knOWledge, produced by the Information explOSIOn, 
WhICh eXIsts outSIde the "livIng memory" of any mdividual and to which 
access may be attamed only by artificIal memory techmques. AG proposes 
to supplement the conventional means by which SCholarship works this 
knowledge with strategIes denved preCIsely from the history ofhypomnesis 
(from the Ad Herennzum to the computer). The basic pnnclple IS Similar 
to the one suggested in Wittgenstein's Blue Book: "There is one way of 
avoiding at least partly the occult appearance of the processes of thinking, 
and It IS_, to :eplace III the~e processes any working of the ImagInation by 
acts of lookmg at real obJects ... or by painting, drawing or modelling; 
and every process of speaking to oneself by speaking aloud or by writing.,,46 
AG extends this procedure to mclude not only what one mIght Imagme 
but wh.at one mIght find in the "enCYClopedia." 

Eco's descnptIOn of creativity as knOWledge provides one context for 
AG as znventlO. "The majority of our messages, in everyday life or in aca
demIC philosophy, are lined with metaphors. The problem of the creativity 
of language emerges, not only III the pnvileged domam of poetic discourse, 
but each time that language~m order to deSIgnate something that culture 
has not yet assimilated ... must invent combinatory possibilities or seman
tIC COuplings not antiCIpated by the code .... In this sense, [metaphor] 
assumes a value m regard to commullIcation and, mdirectly, to knowledge" 
(Role, 183). One of the most fascmatmg or disturbing features of Derrida 's 
practIce IS his ability to demonstrate the "necessity" of meanings or aSSOCI
atIOns produced by punnmg. Eco explams the baslS for such demonstra
tions of the mterdependence of chance and necessity, noting how metaphor 
SImulates the productivity of factual jUdgments based on empirical discov
enes. The manner m whiCh a new factual judgment, denved from a discovery 
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(for example, the findings of a Galileo or a Darwm), reorgamzes the 
semantic system may be simulated (AG mImes knowledge) III the absence 
of facts from within Janguage by tracmg the paths of unlimIted semlOSlS. 

The factual jUdgment 18 born from a phYSICal mutatIOn of thc world 
and only afterwards is transformed into semiotic knowledge. The 
metaphor IS born from an mternal disturbance of semlOSlS. If it suc
ceeds 1n Its game, It prOduces knowledge because It produces new 
semiotic JUdgments and. In the final outcome, obtams results whiCh 
do not differ from factual jUdgments .... If they are lllVentlVe (and 
thus angmal), they cannot be easily accepted; the system tends 
not to absorb them. They then produce, pnor to knOWledge, some
thing which, PSYChOlogIcally speaking, we could call "exc1tation," 
and whiCh, from a semIOtic pomt of VIew, IS none other than "infor
mation" in the most proper sense of the term: an excess of disorder 
m respect to eXIsting codes. (Rote, 86-87) 

AG as a methodology works III accordance with the SItuatIOn Eco de
scribes, operating on every manner of inscnption, c1rculating m the umverse 
of discourse as an mterruption. a disturbance that excItes (incItes, not In

SIghtS), generating "information." The lllitial move is to examme the meta
phors (verbal Images) limng every discourse, m order to decompose or 
unfold and redirect the possibilities of meamng mherent In the matenal. 
Consider, for example, the questIOn of the electromc paradigm itself. AG 
mIght investigate the possible character of this eplsteme In a way sImilar 
to Ong's approach to the pnnting press. Ong proposed hIS own verSIon of 
the "ages of man," noting an analogy between the oral. wntten (prmted), 
and electromc evolution of commumcations technology and the oral, anal, 
and genital stages of maturation. Ong observed that the parallel between 
anality and typography IS "spectacular" 

For. if constnctIOn IS closely associated with writing, It IS of the 
absolute essence of prmt. The concept of "pnnt" itself necessarily 
mvolves pressure. The key mstrument of pnntmg is the press .. 
Type IS "set," placed in rigid lines. by hand or by a machine. The 
lines, of uneven lengths, are "justified"-spaced out to the same 
length-which is to say forced to comply to a set measure .... How 
strange IS this typographical world of compreSSIOn and VIsually m
spected. lOCked-Up chunks of metal and wood when compared with 
the world of speech in its onginal, oral-aural habitat, where words 
"flow" and indeed must flow without constramt. (Presence, 97) 

Ong admIts that he has little to say about the electromc paradigm, other 
than that its effects will be as drastically different from the pnnt paradigm 
as print was from the oral paradigm. AG's approach to this metaphorical 
speculation, followmg Derrida's lead m a piece such as "Tympan" (which 
exercises the termmology of the pnntmg press), would be to explore video 
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and computer technology, both as things and as vocabulanes (word-thing 
presentations of hypomnemic deVices), and then to cross-reference this 
"informatIon" with the semantic fields of cultural studies. Let that be our 
£lrst aSSIgnment, to let language do some thinking for us. If the resultant 
metaphors (based on puns) become knowledge, they will have completed 
theIr cycle, according to Eco (Role, 86-87). "They become catachreses. 
The field has been restructured, semlOSlS rearranged, and metaphor (from 
the mvention which It was) turned mto culture." 
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t010glst. The writings of George Stemer and Marshall McLuhan could be 
SImilarly classified. The bibliographies in the books of these critic-scholars 
are a valuable resource for the backgrounet of grammatology. 

5. Alfred Korzybski, Sczence and Sanity, 4th ed. (Lakeville, Conn., 
1958),643. This eccentnc book by the founder of "General Semantics," 
despite Its positIVIsm, antiCIpated certam facets of deconstruction. 

6. Jacques Derrida, Spurs: Nietzsche·s Styles (Chicago, 1979),87-88. 
7. Martlll Heidegger, "MOIra," III Early Greek Thinking, trans. David 

Farrell Krell and Frank A. Capuzzi (New York, 1975), 97~ 
8. Roman Jakobson, "Poetry of Grammar, Grammar of Poetry," Lingua 

21 (1968): 605. 
9. See WendY Stemer, Exact Resemblance to Exact Resemblance: The 

Literary Portrazture of Gertrude Stein (New Haven, 1978), 150. 
10. Fnedrich Nietzsche, "Twilight of the IdolS," in The Viking Portable 

NietzSChe, trans. anet ed. Walter Kaufmann (New York, 1968),483. 
11. Willy Rotzler, Constructzve Concepts (New York, 1977), 148. Cf. 

J. O. Robinson, The Psychology of Visual Illusion (London, 1972), and 
R. L. Gregory, The Intelligent Eye (New York, 1970). 

12. E. H. Gombnch, The Sense of Order (Ithaca, 1979). 
13. Jacques Derrida, "Structure, Sign, and Play In the Discourse of the 

Human SCIences." in The Structuralist Controversy: The Languages of 
CntlClsm and the Sciences of Man, ed. Richard A. Macksey and EugenIO 
Donato (BaltImore, 1972),248,260. This essay, minus the discusslOn f01-
lowlllg the paper, is lnclueted m Wrztzng and Difference. 
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14. James Ogi1vy, Many Dimenszonal Man (New York. 1977), 46-47 
15. Jacques Derrida, "Pas I," Gramma: Lire Blanchot I, no. 3-4 (1976): 

111~215. 
16. Sigmund Freud, The Ongzns of PsychoanalysIs: Letters to Wilhelm 

Fliess, Drafts and Notes: 1887-1902, trans. Ene Mosbacher and James 
Strachey (New York, 1954),232. 

17. Raymond Williams. Keywords: A Vocabulary of Culture and Society 
(New York, 1976),265. 

18. F. E. Peters, Greek Philosophical Terms (New York, 1967),6. 
19. Jacques Derrida, "The 'Retrait' of Metaphor," b'nclitzc 2 (1978): 23. 
20. Harold M. Kaplan, Anatomy and PhYSlOlogy of Sveech (New York. 

1960), 232. 
21. Jacques Derrida. "Entre crochets," DigraOhe 8 (1976): 100. 
22. Jacques Derrida, "Signature Event Context.," Glyph 1: Johns HOJJ

kins Textual Studies (Baltimore. 1977), 185. Cf. Marges, 381. 
23. For a discusslOn of Derrida as the "Anstotle of Collage/Montage," 

see Ulmer, "The Object of Post-Criticism," in The Antl-Aesthetlc, ed. Hal 
Foster (Port Townsend. WaSh., 1983),83-110. 

24. Jacques Derrida, "Fors," trans. Barbara JOhnson, Georgza RevIew 
31 (1977): 114. An introduction to Nicolas Abraham and Mana TorOk. 
Cryptonymle: Le verbier de I'Homme aux Louvs (Pans, 1976). 

25. J. Laplanche and J.-B. Pontalis, The Language of" Psyclwanalysls, 
trans. Donal Nicholson-Smith (New York, 1973),287 

26. Jacques Derrida, "Mallarme," m Tableau de la iitterature franJ:Glse: 
De Maaame Stael a Rimbaud (Pans, 1974),375-76. 

CHAPTER THREE: MNEMONICS 

1. George A. Kennedy, ClassIcal Rhetonc and Its Chnsnan and SeCUlar 
Traditzon from AncIent to Modern Times (Chapel Hill, 1980),96. 

2. Frances A. Yates, The Art of Memory (ChIcago, 1966), 6-7 
3. James Bunn also makes this observation (see belOW, n. 9). I will 

cite the classic example used to illustrate memory for things, because it 
arouses numerous assocIations with the themes of grammatology. The 
following Image IS intended to remind a lawyer of the aCCusatIOn agaInst 
his client (the defendant pOIsoned a man In order to gain his inheritance): 
"We shall Imagme the man III question lYIng ill m bed, if we know him 
personally. If we do not know him, we shall yet take some one to be our 
invalid, but not a man of the lowest class, so that he may come to mInd at 
once. And we shall place the defendant at the bedside, holding In his 
right hand a cup, m his left, tablets, and on the fourth finger, a ram's 
testicles. In this way we can have m memory the man who was POIsoned, 
the witnesses, and the mheritance" (Yates, t1)-cited from the Ad Heren
mum. After my book was m press I discovered that Michel BeauJOur makes 
the Luna-Ad Herennzum companson m Mirolrs d'encre (Pans, 1980) 
His notIOn of "autoportrait" seems relevant to the Signature effect 1ll 
Derrida. 

4. A. R. Luria, The Mind of a Mnemomst. trans. Lynn Solotaroff (Chi
cago, 1968), 32. 

5. Robert Sonkowsky, "Euphantastik Memory and Delivery m ClassIcal 
Rhetorical TraditlOn," Rhetonc 78: Proceedings, ed. Robert L. Brown, Jr .. 
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and Martm Stemmann, Jr. (Minneapolis, 1979),378. The pomt 18 that a 
scene 1S constructed in order to remem ber a verse. 

6. The same problem is discussed m OfGrammatology, 45: "One must 
therefore Challenge, m the very name of the arbitranness of the SIgn, the 
Saussunan definition of writmg as 'image'-hence as natUral symbol-of 
language. Not to mention the fact that the phoneme IS the unimagznable 
Itself, and no VIsibility can resemble it, it suffices to take into account what 
Saussure says about the difference between the symbol and the SIgn in 
order to be completely baffled as to how he can at the same time say of 
wntmg that It IS an 'image' or 'figuratIon' of language and define language 
and writmg elsewhere as 'two distinct systems of signs.' For the property 
of the SIgn IS not to be an Image." This contradiction offers the entry point 
for Derrida's deconstruction of Saussure. It also suggests Derrida's mterest 
III the general problematic of allegory and the "abject Image" with respect 
to the "motivation" of the SIgn ("abject" images acknOWledge theIr com
plete madequacy to that which they nonetheless copy). 

'":. Sonkowsky makes the companson between anCIent mnemonIc sys
tems and Freud's theory of dreams. He suggests, however, that Derrida;s 
"FreUd and the Scene of Writmg" would have been Improved by an aware
ness of mnemOlllCS. My pomt IS that Derrida's work SInce the essay in 
question, if not mCluding it, does reflect a familianty with the sophists' 
artifiCIal memory. 

8. Jacques Derrida, "Ousia and Gramme: A Note to a Footnote in Bezng 
and Time," in Phenomenology In Persvective, ed. F, Joseph Smith (The 
Hague, 1970),91-92. Cf. Dissemlnatwn, 8: "These questions will not be 
answered, at least not finally m the declarahve mode. Along the way, 
however, a certam protocol will have-destroymg this future perfect
taken up the preoccupymg place of the vreface. If one mSlsts on fixmg 
this protocol m a representatIOn, let us say m advance that, with a few 
supplementary complications, it has the structure of a magic slate." 

9. James H. Bunn. The Dimenszonality of Signs, Tools, and Models 
(Bloommgton, Ind., 1981), 6, "Daedalian wmgs belong to the class of 
artifiCIal limbs which mcludes all SIgns, tOOlS, and models. SemlOtics is a 
stUdy of that class." This excellent stUdy, relevant especIally to Chapter 4 .. 
indicates that the relationship between grammatology and semIotIcs is 
something other than the oppositIonal antagonIsm relatmg deconstruction 
and serTIlotIcs (in Culler's descnptIon). 

10. Jacques Derrida, "Livmg On: Borderlines," trans. James Hulbert, 
ill DeconstructlOn and Crzticlsm (New York, 1979), 145-46. 

11. He deals here with the questIon, "What is a father?" In the tradi
tional metaphor, "fatheroflogos," onelmagmes or understands the process 
of the logos by means of a domam apparently foreIgn to it, the transmIS
SIon of life through the relations of generation. But the father IS only the 
"real" procreator by means of language, because the link between father
son and cause-effect IS possible only with the aSSIstance of the word-the 
father must declare his parenthood (ownership), smce the obvious (literal) 
parent IS the mother from whose bOdy the child issued. Derrida makes this 
pomt, apropos of the questIOn of representatlOn, of the relation of copy to 
model, m a discusslOn of Titus~Carmel's La grande tJananerale cutturelle, a 
display consIstmg of one real banana and fifty-nme copIes (plastic), with 
the former turnmg black and rottmg (detumescmg) dunng the course of 
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the exhibit. The real banana reveals Its orgamc nature and Its status as 
model, and hence lS m the maternal lJOsltzon, according to Derrida-La 
verite en oemture (Pans, 1978), 249-54 (another malor text for gram
matolOgy, discussed III chap. 4). At the same time, "If there were a SImple 
metaphor ill the expresslOn 'father of logos/ the first woret, which seemed 
the more familiar. would nevertheless receIve more meamng (rom the 
second th~n it would transmIt to It. The first familianty IS always mvolved 
ill a relation of cOhabitation with Logos. Livmg-bemgs, father and son, are 
announced to us and related to each other within the household of logos" 
(Dissemmation, 80-81), The general argument, essential to applied gram
matology, is that exposition, if it IS to convey knowledge, to make Itself 
known, hence familiar, must mIme the qualities of the family····the process 
of procreation in which the father (discourse) and mother (image) have an 
equal part. Translated mto pedagogy, discourse must always be supple
mented by the lffiage system (agaInst the logocentnc bias favonng the 
verbal, the discurSIve, In teaching and. scholarship). Another major Image 
Derrida uses to make this same pomt IS the escutcheon, the coat of arms 
bearing In its field representations of both the paternal and maternal lines. 

12. "Fors," 64~translator's footnote. 
13. Nicolas Abraham, L 'ecorce et Le noyau (Pans, 1978), 262. 
14. In shifting his approach to philosophical questions from the con

ceptual and eXposItory to the dramatic and exemplary, Derrida uses ana
semla as a strategy of 0 bliqueness m his own narrative. 

·15. Nicolas Abraham, "The Shell and the Kernel," trans. Nicholas Rand, 
Diacrttics 9 (1979): 19. 

16. Jacques Derrida, "Me~Psychoanalysis: An Introduction to the 
Translation of 'The Shell and the Kernel' by Nicolas Abraham," trans. 
RiChard Klem, DiacrItics 9 (1979): 7-8. 

17. See Craig Owens, "The AllegOrIcal Impulse: Toward a Theory of 
PostModermsm." October 12 (1980): 67-86; October 13 (1980): 59-80. 

18. PaUl de 'Man, "Proust et l'allegone de 1a lecture," In Mouvements 
J)remlers: Etudes critIque offertes il George Poulet (Pans, 1972),238. 1 use 
this same example in Ulmer .. "Jacques Derrida and Paul de Man onlin 
Rousseau's Faults," Eighteenth Century 20 (1979): 176-77 

19. J. Hillis Miller, "Walter Pater: A Partial PortraIt," Daedalus 105 
(1976): 111. 

20. Quilligan, Language of Allegory, 32. 
21. Jacques Derrida, "Parergon," in La VerIte en oeznture. 151. 
22. Damel Sperber, Rethinking Symbolism. trans. Alice Morton (Cam

bridge, 1975). 

CHAPTER FOUR: MODELS 

1. John T. Irwlll, Amencan HierogLyphics: The SymbOl or the Egyptzan 
Hieroglyphics In the Amencan Renaissance (New Haven, 1980; BaltmlOre, 
1983),6. This book signals the renewed mterest m hieroglyphics, as does 
Digraohe 4 (1974), a speCIal issue devoted to hieroglyphics. 

2. My diSCUSSion of Montaigne here IS mdebted to Victona Kahn, "The 
Sense of Taste In Montaigne's Essais," Modern Language Notes 95 (1980): 
1269-91. 
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3. Jacques Derrida, "The Purveyor of Truth," trans. Willis Domll1go et 
aI., Yale French Studies 52 (975): 88. The ongmal of this pIece IS col
lected in La carte oosta/e. 

4. Jacques Derrida, "The Law of Genre," m Glyph 7: Textual Studies 
(Ball1more, 1980), 206. 

5. See Ruben Berezdivm .. "Gloves: Inside-Out," Research In Phenome
noiogy 8 (1978): 112-26. Most of this number is devoted to a collection 
of articles on Derrida. 

6. P. T. Saunders, An Introduction to Catastrophe Theory (Cambridge, 
England, 1980), 1-

7. Jacques Derrida, The ArcheoLogy of the Fnvolous: Reading Condil
lac. trans. John P. Leavey, Jr. (PittSburgh, 1980),73,82. 

8. C.C. T. Baker, IntroductlOn to MathematICs (New York, 1974),51-
52. Cf. Patnck Hughes and George BreCht, VicIOUS Circles and Infinity 
(New York, 1979). An excellent diSCUSSIOn of G6del's theorem, relevant to 
these figures, is Douglas Hofstadter, Godet, ESCher, Bach: An Eternal 
Golden Braid (New York, 1979), 15-24. 

9. LUCIen Dallenbach, Le reclt soeculalre: Essal sur La mIse en abyme 
(Pans, 1977), 17 .. 18. Derrida discusses Arnoifinz and His Bride m "Resti
tutions" (La vente en J)einture, 399) and the notion of "mise en abyme" 
m general, about which he has some reservations, although he borrows ItS 
effect. The "speculation" III "Speculer-sur 'Freud'" (see Chap. 5) is a ver
SIOn of this reclt s/Jeculalre (agam invoked with qualifications). 

10. Jacques Derrida, "The Supplement of Copula: Philosophy before 
LingUIstics," trans. James Creech and Josue Haran, Georgza ReVIew 30 
(1976): 553. 

11. See Jacques Derrida, "Restitutions of Truth to Size," trans. JOhn P. 
Leavey, Jr., Research In Phenomenology 8 (1978): 8, a partial tranSlatIOn, 
breakmg off at page 358 of La vente en oemture. I cannot reIterate too 
often the Importance for applied grammatology of Derrida's theory that 
the example functIons ill the manner of a fetish (related to the signature), 
that desrre IS active In SCholarship at the level of the example. 

12. See Hartman. Savmg the Text, 60-63, for the full play on leh and 
Chi. 

13. "Phonex" IS mtroduced by A. A. ROback, DestinY and MotivatIOn 
In Language: Studies zn Psycholingulstics and Glossodynamtcs (Cam
bridge, Mass .. 1954). This title could serve as a subtitle for much of Der
rida's work, begmnmg espeCIally with Glas. Roback's attitUde toward the 
"SIgnature effect" is noncommIttal, SChOlarly, whereas Derrida's tone IS 
parodic, havmg no deSIre to "prove" the destmy of a name (the MOIra 
effect). With respect to the tr Itself, Derrida no doubt chooses to "trans
duct" the drawmgs m the key of tr, SInce tr is the abbreVIation of "trans
lator"~see Torn Conley's tr notes to Derrida's "Title (to be specified)," 
Sub-Stance 31 (1981): 22. 

CHAPTER FIVE: SPECULATION 

1. In additIon to "The Purveyor of Truth," two pIeces from "Speculer~ 
sur 'Freud'" have appeared in tranSlatIon (then selection constituting a 
kind of emphaSIS): "Commg mto One's Own," trans. James Hulbert, in 
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PsychoanalysIs and the Question afthe Text, eo. Geoffrey Hartman (Baltl
more, 1978), 114-48: "Speculations~on Freud," trans. Ian McLeod, The 
Oxford Literary RevIew 3 (1978): 78-97. 

2. For a reVIew of the aesthetics of the essay (of whic!l "EnvOlS" is 
something of a parody), see Peter M. SChon, Vorformen des Essays In 

Antike und Humamsmus (Wiesbaden, 1954); and Gerhard Haas, Hssay 
(Stuttgart, 1969). 

3. Jacques Derrida. "Telepathie," Furor 2 (1981): 5-41. "D'un ton 
apocalyptique" 18 ill Les fins de l'homme: A partIr au travail de JacQues 
Derrida (Pans, 1981), 445-79. A translation of this text, by John P. 
Leavey, Jr., 18 forthcommg 1ll Semew. The proceedings of a colloqUIum 
held on La carte lJostate, mcluding Derrida's remarks made In discussIOns 
after the papers, IS available: Rene Major, ed., Affranchissement du trans
fert et de fa tettre (Pans, 1982). 
. 4. Sigmund Freud, "Dreams and the Occult," In New Introductory 
Lectures on Psycho-analysis, trans. W. H. H. Sprott (New York, 1933), 59. 

5. FreUd, Orzgms, 232. 
6. See Jonathan Culler, "Apostrophe:' in ThePursUlto(Signs. Derrida's 

comments on Nietzsche's SIgnature apply to his own as welL for example, 
when he stresses that III Ecce Homo Nietzsche says, "I am gomg to tell my
self the story of my life. I am gOIng to recite It and recount It now for me. " 
The value of such an activity (which IS the model for the expliCIt introduc
tion m applied grammatology of the subject mto research) has to do with 
the relationship of the proper name to the SIgnature: "The relatIOnship of 
a philosopher to his 'great name'-to what borders a system of his signa
ture-pertallled to a psychOlogy, and one so new that It would no longer 
be legible within the system of philosophy as a part of it." In this new 
psychOlogy the SIgnature IS a "homonym" of the proper name. See Derrida, 
"Nietzsche's Otobiography," a lecture first delivered at the Umversity of 
Virguua ill 1977, a fragment of whiCh IS available In Yale French Studies 
63 (1982). 

At stake In this discussIOn IS the manner m which books and babies are 
conceIved, a question shared by FreUd and.the sophists. FreUd noted that 
the answer the child receIves m trymg to find out where he/she comes 
from-motlVating an mterest In the mother's deSIre-Is the name of the 
father. This name, assigned to the child, invested with the deSIre to know_. 
becomes assocIated with the need to be known, Immortalized (in a sense). 
The sophists based their practice on this deSIre, on the "will to fame." 
Fame Is to the world of letters what lust IS to sexuality. AnGlent rhetonc 
perfected the form of praIse, celebrating the name. Isocrates, the father of 
PaideIa, brought logos to the level of legend (cL Derrida·s treatment of 
Freud's legs-legacy), Man'S logos, then, IS the name·,-all that can be said 
about him, In this VIew, which Plato labeled "doxa," praIse IS the essence 
of poetry, glVIng glory, Expenmenting with the "will to knOWledge," Der
rida deconstructs logocentnsm precIsely at ItS root-ItS name. Gramma
tology assumes that mstitutions and orgamsms share the same cLynamIcs, 
that the dnves of death and surVival (which Nietzsche assocIated re
spectively with the .patronym and the mother) Inform the functIOnIng of 
the knOWledge apparatus. See Samuel Iisseling, RhetOriC and PhilosoVhy In 

Conflict: An HistOrIcal Survey (The Hague, 1976), CL L 'oreille de I'autre: 
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Otobiogravhies, trans(erts, traductions, ed. ClaUde Levesque and Chnstie 
McDonald (Montreal. 1982). 

? An mterview of Lucette Finas with Jacques Derrida: "AvoH l'oreille 
de 1a philosophie," In Ecarts, Quatre essazs ti propos de Jacques Derrida 
(Pans, 1973), 309. 

8. See LaplanChe and Pontalis, 66. This experiment IS partiCUlarly im
portant for the development of a pedagogy, gIven that, according to the 
analyses discussed in Chapter 6, the pedagogICal effect IS dependent upon 
the context of authonty. Hence, the operatIOns of the censonng superego 
must not be Ignored or eXploited. but exposeq, as part of an Institutional 
deconstructIOn. ' 

9. Mark Kanzer and JUles Glenn, eds., FreUd and His Self-AnalYSIS (New 
York, 1979), 61. CL JOhn E. Gedo and George H. PollOCk, eds., FreUd: 
The FUSIOn of'Sczence and Humanism: The Intellectual History of Psycho
analYSIS (New York, 1976). These books deal histoncally with matenals 
Derrida treats theoretIcally. 

10. Roland Barthes .. Pleasure of" the Text (New York, 1975),53. 
11. The phraSing IS Important. smce it IS only with the femlll111e ending 

that the d of "froid" is pronounced, thus completIng the pun on FreUd. 
12. Peters, Greek Philosovhical Terms, 19, It may be worth notmg that 

avelron contaIns elron, a propos of Derrida's Homc tone. 
13. Michel Serres, Hermes 1: La communicatzon (Pans, 1968), 29-30. 
14. Michel Serres. Hermes II: L 'interference (Pans, 1972), 13, 16. 
15. Michel Neyraut, Les loglQUeS de l'inconscient (Pans, 1978), 46. 

Neyraut credits as the Source of thIS anecdote G. Bodifee. In an artiCle 
published in L 'astronomle 91 (1977), . 

16. Gregory, The Intelligent Eye, 157. It IS espeCIally relevant to appliea 
grammatology that Gregory's examples are draWn from the history of 
electncal apparatuses. 

CHAPTER SIX: THE SCENE OF TEACHING 

1. GREPH, Quz a veur de ia vhilosovhie? (Pans, 1977), 
2. Michel Foucault, "Les Jeux du POUVOH," in PolitiQues de la vhiloso

vhie, 173. 
3. Jacques Derrida, "OU commence et comment fimt un corps ensei

gnant," In PolitiQues de la vhilosovhie, ed, DomInIQue Gnsoni (Pans, 
1976),62. 

4, Post(e)-pedagogy works toward a new relatIonship between human
Ities and the sciences (and IS In any case a "style" Intended for the era of 
"artifiCIal mtelligence"-hypomnemics), The interest of Derrida's Circle III 
the early German Romantics (cL Hartman and Bloom and the English 
Romantics), who deSIred a fUSIOn of philosophy with literature should be 
noted as mdicatIng the Current attitude favonng a sCience-art ~nteraction 
(albeIt a critIcal one), See Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe and Jean-Luc Nancy, 
L 'absoLu Iitteralre: Theone de la litterature du romantisme allemand (Pans, 
1978). Poststructuralism, that IS, has reopened the questIon of the e]Jls
temlC quality of the arts. Cf. Jochen Hansch, Die froliche Wissenschat't der 
Poesle (Frankfurt am Mam, 1976). For an arts perspectIve, see St"ewart 
Kranz, SClence and Technology m the Arts (New York, 1974). 
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5. A hidden theme of my book-to be made more explicit elsewhere-IS 
that one of the princlpal uses of Writing IS popularIzation. For discussIOns 
of some of the Issues mvolveCl, see Philippe Roqueplo, Le vartage du 
saVOlr: SCience, culture, vulgarzsatlOn (Pans, 1974); Stacey B. Day, ed., 
Commumcation of SCientific InformatIOn (Basel, 1975); Bill Nichols, 
Ideology and the Image (Bloommgton, Ind., 1981). 

6. William M. Bryant, Hegel's EducationaL Ideas (Chicago, 1896; re
prmt ed., St. ClalT Shores, Mich.), 73-74. For background on Derrida's 
discuSSIOn of Victor COUSIn (credited with tranSlating Hegel's thmking mto 
the French educational system), see Walter Vance Brewer, Victor Cousm 
as a Comparative Educator (New York, 1971). 

7. Michel Foucault, "The Discourse on Language," in The Archaeoiogy 
of Knowledge, trans. A. M. Sheridan Smith (New York, 1972),232. 
- 8. Michel Foucault, DisCl'pline and Punish: The Birth of the Pnson (New 

York, 1977), clarifies the link between "discipline" as noun a~d as verb. 
9. See Harold Bloom, The Anxiety of Influence (New York, 1973). Ap

plied grammatology IS also concerned with the scene of instruction, except 
that It follows Derrida's notion of differance and therefore reJects Bloom's 
effort to distinguish between speech and writing. Differance enables one to 
see the hegemony of logocentnsm through the reversal that has made the 
oral (speech-onented) classroom a representatIon of the Book (printmg) 
format. The dommance of the Book does not mean that Writmg has 
triumphed over V Olce, since the metaphysIcS of V Olce mforms the BOOk. 
On' the deconstruction of the BOOk, see Claude Levesque, L 'etrangete du 
texte: Essals sur Nietzsche, FreUd, Blanchot, et Derrida (Montreal, 1976). 
Bloom's openlllg remarks m "The Breaking of Form," m Deconstruction 
and CritiCIsm, provide a valuable perspective on the pedagogy of inventw 
denved from Derrida: "All that a poem can be about, or what III a poem IS 
other than trope, IS the skill or faculty of mvention or discovery, the 
heunstic gift. Invention is a matter of 'places,' of themes, tOPICS, subjects, 
or of what Kenneth Burke rephrased as the ImpliCIt presence of forms m 
SUbject-matter, and named as 'the Individuation of Forms' " (1). 

10. Pierre Bourdieu and Jean-Claude Passeron, Reproductwn In Educa
tIOn, SOCIety, and Culture (London, 1977; French edition published 1970), 
54. 

11. Jacques Derrida. "Scribble," 118. 
12. For the script and a commentary by Damel Gerould (published 

together with Mallarme's "MimetIc"), see Drama ReView 23 (1979): 103-
19. (Autoperformance Issue). 

13. For a theoretical diSCUSSIOn of "rebus work m discourse," see Jean
FranCOIS Lyotard, Discours, figure (Pans, 1978), 300-310. Lyotard is one 
of the first to bnng together contemporary theoretIcal movements with 
avant-garde arts, a project later taken. over by the JOurnal Octob~r. In a 
SImilar vein, the articulation of Dernda and Joseph Beuys proVIdes an 
onentation for applied grammatology. 

14. Sister Joan Mane Lechner, Renaissance Conceots of the Common
places (New York, 1962). 

15. Derrida, "Pas I." 136. 
16. Friednch Albert Zorn, Grammar of the Art of DanCing (Boston, 

1905), 16, 41, 52, lOS, 108-9. Dance and Mime are relevant to applied 
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grammat010gy III terms of performance art. Joseph Beuys, for example, IS 
lllfluenced by the "eurythmICS" developed by RUdolf Stemer. 
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